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To my father 

Carl Leopold 

Pioneer in sportsmanship 

| “How oft against the sunset sky or moon 
We watched the moving zig-zag of spread wings 

In unforgotten autumns gone too soon, 
In unforgotten springs!" 
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Preface 

We of the industrial age boast of our control over nature. 

| Plant or animal, star or atom, wind or river--there is no force in 

. earth or sky which we will not shortly harness to build "the good life" 

for ourselves. 

But what is the good life? Is all this glut of power to be 

| used for only bread-and-butter ends? Man cannot live by bread, or 

Fords, alone. Are we too poor in purse or spirit to apply some of it 

F to keep the land pleasant to see, and good to live in? 

Every countryside proclaims the fact that we have, today, less 

control in the field of conservation than in any other contact with 

| : surrounding nature. We patrol the air a the ether, but we do not 

‘i keep filth out of our creeks and rivers. We stand guard over works 

| . of art, but species representing the work of aeons are stolen from 

. under our noses. We stamp out the diseases of crops and livestock, 

| but we do not know what ails the grouse, or the ducks, or the antelope. 

. In a certain sense we are learning more rapidly about the fires that 

| burn in the spiral nebulae than those that burn in our forests. We 

aspire to build a mechanical cow before we Imow how to build a fishway, 

. or control a flood, or handle a woodlot so it will produce a covey of 

| guse. 
Control comes from the coordination of science and use. 

This book attempts to explore the possibilities of such 

| coordination in a single, limited, field--the conservation of game by 

. \ management. Its detail applies to game alone, bt the principles are 

; of general import to all fields of conservation. 

4
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The central thesis of game management is this: game can be 

restored by the creative use of the same tools which have heretofore 

destroyed it--axe, plow, cow, fire, and gun. A favorable aligment of 

these forces sometimes came about in pioneer days by accident. The 

result” was a temporary wealth of game far greater than the red man ever 

saw. Management is their purposeful and contiming alignment. 

The conservation movement has sought to restore wild life by 

the control of guns alone, with little visible success. Management seeks 

the same end, but by more versatile means. We seem to have two choices: 

try it, or bunt rabbits. 

Game management has long been an empirical art in Burope, but 

the attempt to adapt that art to biological principles and to American 

conditions and traditions, is new. Facts about game have been accumulating 

for a lone time, but there has been only one previous attempt to synthesize 

from those fects a coherent system of principles. Adams, in his 

“Importance of Wild Life in Forestry," ee chenatien statistical - 
San ‘t aes cal pruveples, 

analysis of the economic potentialities of wild life, t he does not 

deal with the technique of altering mms range for greater productivity, 

which is the principle subject of this volume. 

Few biological arts depend as much on ingenuity and resourcefulness 

as this one. It is still in the stage where each practitioner mst ereate 

hig own ekill rather than absorb that of others. This will always be 

true of the element of wooderaft, which can never be included in any bool. 

Few of the techniqes described in this volume have been tested 

sufficiently in practice to be safely followed verbatim. They represent 

examples of how to think, observe, deduce, and experiment, rather than
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specifications for what to do. Incomplete or tentative information is 

freely included, but with due care to differentiate those many degrees 

of certainty which lie between opinion and established fact. It is 

hoped that this emphasis on the paucity of existing knowledge of game 

will stimlate efforts to increase it. 

fo encourage the reader to interpret for himself the evidence 

bearing on management questions, a rather full bibliography, and frequent 

references to it, have been included. ‘The starred items are recommended 

as general reading. 

The subject matter of this volume has been hung upon a framework 

of "factors," rather than of species or land units, because the object 

is to portray the mechanism which produces all species on all lands, 

( rather than to prescribe the procedures for producing particular species 

or managing particular lands. ‘The former function belongs to the species 

monograph, of which we already have an outstanding example in Stoddard's 

"Bobwhite Quail.* ‘the latter is the function of the leal manual or 

handbook, such as the “Iowa Handbook of Game Management.“ 

The particular set of “factors” and “influences” here set down 

as determining abundance is of course only one of many possible ways of 

depicting the biclogical forces which the art seeks to control. Many 

years of thought, however, have proved these categories consistent and 

convenient. ‘They were first conceived by the author as a personal 

hobby while in the employ of the United States Forest Service in Arizona 

and New Mexico. A mamseript on “Game Management in the Southwest" 

was prepared in 1925, but never published. 

the needed opportunity to test the same set of ideas in a new
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( region, ani clothe them with more detail, occurred when the author was 

employed from 1928 to 1931 by the Sporting Arms and Ammnition Mamfacturers' 

Institute to make a game survey. The “Report on a Game Survey of the 

North Central States" is built upon the definitions and principles outlined 

herein, also the later "Game Survey of Iowa." 

In 1929 the same ideas were presented in a series of lectures - 

at the University of Wisconsin. d 

This volume aspires to « three-fold functiont 

First, to serve as a text for those practicing game management or 

studying it as a profession. 

Second, to interpret for the thinking sportsman or nature-lover 

the significance of some of the things he sees while afield with gun or 

glass, or does in his capacity as a voting conservationist. 

. third, to, sobcaces the naturalist, biologist, agricultural 

expert, and forester how his own science relates to geme management, 

and how his practices condition Sos Geamaaet eed eekton, we ten Sethe 

In short, this is an attempt to describe the art of cropping 

land for game and to point the way toward its integration with other 

ends in land-use. 

Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin ; 

June, 1932
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Chapter I 

Game management is the art of making land produce sustained 

anmaal crops of wild game for recreational use. 

Its nature is best understood by comparing it with the other 

land-cropping arts, and by viewing its present ideas and practices against 

a background of their own history. This chapter compares game management 

with other forms of agriculture, and sketches its evolution in space and 

time. 

Comparisons. Like the other agricultural arts, game management produces 

a crop by controlling the environmental factors which hold down the natural 

inerease, or productivity, of the seed stock. 

The various arts differ greatly, however, in the degree of control 

which they attempt to exert, and in the nature of the seed stocks which 

they grow. 

Game management and forestry employ natural species. The bobwhite 

quail produced by management, and the mature white pine produced by silvi- 

culture, are indistinguishable in both form and behavior from their 

aboriginal progenitors. Compare these now with the products of horticulture, 

agronomy, and animal husbandry. Who would recognize, without being told, 

the identity in origin of the Yellow Dent corn and the lowly teosinthe; of 

a Hereford steer and a wild ox; of a Grimes Golden and the wild apple of Eden? 

Game management and forestry grow natural species in an enviroment 

not greatly altered for the purpose in hand, relying on partial control of 

a few factors to enhance the yield above what unguided nature would produce. 

“This chapter appeared in Outdoor America, June, 1931.
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Their controls are barely visible; an observer, unless he were an expert, 

could see no difference between managed and unmanaged terrain. Hence their 

success depends more on the exercise of skill in the selection of the right 

factors and the right controls, than on heavy investments of labor or 

materials. 

The other forms of agriculture, on the other hand, more or less 

completely rebuild the environment by cultivation, so that the crop competes 

with nothing but itself, and mst usually be replanted each year. Most 

domesticated plants and animals are incapable of survival in the wild state, 

mich less of perpetuating themselves as wild populations. 

Game farming is an intensified form of game management which propa- 

gates wild species in confinement, usually for later release as wild seed 

stock, or as a supplement to the wild crop. 

In game, as in forestrv and agriculture, there is no sharp line 

between the practice which merely exploits a natural supply, ani the 

practice which harvests a crop produced by management. Any practice may 

be considered as entitled to be called game management if it controls one 

or more factors with a view to maintaining or enhancing the yield. 

The definition of game management which opens this chapter 

specifies wild game for recreational use. The purpose of attaching these 

specifications is to introduce, at the outset, a qualitative as well as 

a@ quantitative criterion of what constitutes successful practice. The 

production of tame game for use as meat is animal hushandry. Its harvest- 

ing is hardly recreation. A later chapter on esthetiqsasserts that the 

recreational value of game is inverse to the artificiality of its origin, 

and hence in a broad way to the degree of control exercised in its 

production.
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There are all degrees of control. What degree represents the 

best compromise between quantity and quality is a perplexing problem in 

esthetics and social engineering. It seems reasonable to accept some 

moderate degree of control, rather than to lose species, or to suffer the 

restriction of sport to those financially able to follow the wholly wild 

game of the shrinking frontier into other lands. A discussion of these 

questions will follow in Chapter XV. 

History shows that game management nearly always has its beginnings 

in the control of the hunting factor. Other controls are added later. 

The sequence seems to be about as follows: 

; 1. Restriction of hunting. 

2. Predator control. 

. 3. Reservation of game lands (as parks, forests, refuges, etc.) 

4. Artificial replenishment (restocling and game farming). 

5. Environmental controls (control of food, cover, special 
factors, and disease). 

North America has reached the stage where controls of the fifth 

class are becoming necessary. ‘The present game conservation movement is 

groping toward the realization of this fact. 

Bvolution in Zurope and Asia. The practice of some degree of game management 

dates back to the beginnings of human history. Taverner (1930) has pointed 

out that laws for the regulation of hunting have their origin in the tribal 

taboos which grew up in the early stages of social evolution. The tribes 

observing taboos which were biologically effective in preserving the game 

supply were more likely to survive and prosper, he believes, than the tribes 

which did not. In short, hunting customs, like plant and animal species, 

were evolved by a process of selection, in which survival was determined by
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successful competition. Game laws grew out of these hunting customs. 

The first written restriction on the taking of game is probably 

that contained in the Mosaic law. In the Book of the Covenant, in which 

are detailed “the statutes and the judgments which ye shall observe . . 

in the land which the Iord . . hath given thee to possess," Moses decrees: 

"If a bird's nest chance to be before thee in the way, in any 

tree or on the ground, with young ones or eggs, ani the dam sitting upon 

the young, or upon the eggs, thou shalt not take the dam with the young: 

thou shalt in any wise let the dam go, tut the young thou mayest take unto 

thyself; that it may be well with thee, and that thou mayest prolong thy 

days."(Deuteronomy 22:6) 

The plainly implied intent is conservation of the "dam" or hen as ; 

breeding stock. ‘The phraseology is as circumstantial and repetitive as 

the act of any modern legislature, save only for the discreet omission of 

what shall be done with eggs. However, even modern "Committees on Fish 

and Game" have been known to be ambiguous. 

The Mesaic game law was evidently an advance beyond that of his 

Egyptian taskuasters, whose spirited depiction of hunting scenes show them 

to have been keen sportsmen (Pratt, _|{25_), but whose records mveal no 

worries over the conservation of sport. 

The Greeks and Romans had game laws, but the objective was not 

the conservation of sport. Solon forbade the Athenians to hunt, because 

they “gave themselves up to the chase, to the neglect of the mechanical 

arts." Wot all of the Greek leajers, however, were so straight-laced. 

Xenophon, in an oft-quoted passage, asserts: 

‘Yen who love sport will reap therefrom no small advantage. ... . 

it is an exeellent training for war. . . «Such men, if required to make 
a trying march . . . will not break down; . . .they will be able to sleep 

on a hard bed and keep good watch over the post entrusted to them. In 

advance against the enemy they will. . -.obey their orders, for it is thus 

wild animals are taken, «. . .they will have learned steadfastness; «.. + 

they will be able to save themselves . . . in marshy, precipitous, or
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otherwise dangerous ground, for from experience they will be quite at home 

4n it. Men like these.....have rallied and fought against the victorious 

enemy.....and have beaten them by their courage and endurance." 

fms, as between Solon and Xenophon, we have the first emergence 

of that still mooted question: Is sport an asset to society? 

The Roman emperor Justinian recognized the right of an owner of land 

to forbid another from killing game on his property, but the issue was one 

of trespass, not conservation. We find no game management in the Graeco- 

Roman calture. 

Curiously enough the first clear record of a well-rounded system 

of game management for conservation purposes is found not in B,rope, but in 

the Mongol Bupire. Marco Polo, in the narrative of his travels across 

Asia, thus describes the game laws of Kublai, “The Great Khan* (A.D. 1259-1294): - 

“There is an order which prohibits every person throughout all 
the countries subject to the Great Khan, from daring to kill hares, roebucks, 
fallow deer, stags, or other animals of that kind, or any large birds, 
between the months of March and October. This is thet they may increase 
and multiply; and as the breach of thie order is attended with punishment, 

game of every description increases prodigiously.* 

The phrase, "this is that they may increase and mitiply," leaves 

no doubt as to the intent of Kublai's edicts. 

Kublai's technique had already evolved beyond mere control of hunting. 

Near the city of Changancor in Cathay, Marco Polo found on the Khan's 

preserves great food patches and a complete system of winter feeding and 

cover control. He relates that: 

*at this place.....there is also a fine plain, where is found in 
great numbers, cranes, pheasants, partridges, and other birds. He (‘The Khan) 
derives the highest degree of ameement from sporting with gerfalcons and 

hawks, the game being here in vast abundance. 
“Year to this city is a valley frequented by great mmbers of 

partridges and quails, for whose food the Great Khan causes millet, and 

other grains suitable to such birds, to be sown along the sides of it 

every season, and gives strict command that no person shall dare to reap the
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seed; in order that the birds may not be in want of nourishment. Many 
keepers, likewise, are stationed there for the preservation of the game, 
that it may not be taken or destroyed, as well as for the purpose of throw- 
ing the millet to the birds during the winter. So accustomed are they to 
this feeding, that upon the grain being scattered and the man's whistling, 
they immediately assemble from every quarter. The Great Khan also directs 
that a number of small buildings be prepared for their shelter during the 

night; and, in consequence of these attentions, he always finds abundant 
sport when he visits this country; and even in the winter, at which season, 
on account of the severity of the cold, he does not reside there, he has 

camel-loads of the birds sent to him, wherever his court may happen to be 

at the time.*® 

This ig the earliest kmown instance of food and cover control combined 

with restrictions on hunting. Its completeness implies a long previous course 

of evolution. Although now six centuries old, it sets a pace in management 

technique which our most modern state would be hard pressed to follow. 

Kublai's ideas of democracy in sport are of course another matter. They 

would need some revision. 

Game management in feudal Burope, a century after the days of 

Kublai Khan's food patches, had not yet learned to control either food or 

cover. It had, however, developed the regulation of hunting (in the 

interests of the ruling class) to a high degree,-so high that the rebellion 

of the “one gallus" yeomanry, as personified by Robin Hood, ultimately 

constituted one of the forces which overthrew the feudal system. These 

kmunting controls began as customs rather than laws. A mimte and circum 

stantial account of such customs is given by Edward, second Duke of York, 

Master of Game to his cousin, Henry IV, in his litel symple book, "Master 

of Game," written between 1496-1413. (Incidentally this same Hiward 

appears as villain in Shakespeare's “Richard II." He met his death as a 

leader of the English vanguard at Agincourt in 115.) 

Bdward clearly shows that custom, not law, more or less definitely 

delimited open and closed season for big game. ‘Thus the hart or red deer
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season opened at St. John's tide (June 2!) and ended on Holyrood Day 

(September 14), This was the period when the hart was “in grease," 1.@-, 

was fattest and best fit for meat. ‘The season evidently ended with the rat, 

when the meat became strong. ‘The idea of conservation was apparently absent 

or subordinate. 

Written laws establishing closed season for conservation purposes 

go back, in England, at least to Henry VIII, who decreed protection for 

: waterfowl and their eggs from May 31 to August 31. James I added pheasants 

and partridges. Non-game birds were apparently not protected until Is31. 

Hunting custom in Edward's time decreed something equivalent to 

the modern buck law. A “warrantable hart" was defined as a “hart of ten" 

(points). Lesser stags (staggards), yearlings (bullocks), fans (calves), 

and does (hinds), were either not killed at all, or only during the great 

drives in which the King participated. All of these lesser sex and age 

Classes collectively constituted “rascal,” or unwarrantable deer. 

A distinction was drawn between “dry” and “wet" hinds--the former 

being warrantable, bat only during the winter (September 14 until Lent), 

rather than during the hart season of summer and fall. 

Hunting custom definitely limited permissible methods and equip- 

: ments. Edward points out that "beyond the sea" (France) deer were taken 

“with hounds, with grey hounds, and with nets and with cords, and with 

other harness, with pits and with shot (bows) and with other gins (traps).-.. 

Bat_in England they are not slain except with hounds or with shot.” 

It is not clear whether the English taboo on “other gins" was a 

geme conservation measure or a class distinction. Whichever it was, there 

rings in Edward's "But in England" that same clear note of the sportsman's 

disdain for improper methods which still adorns many a hunting tale.
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By the time of Henry VII the limitation of equipments had gained 

definite legal form. Herons could not be taken except by hawk or long bow. 

Limitation of hours began with Elizabeth's prohibition of night hunting of 

pheasants. The gradual restriction of equipments and abusive practices 

progressed in England to the prohibition of pole-traps in 190%, andi of bird 

lime in 1925. t 

Did management in feudal England control any deoter wher than 

hunting? Bdward leaves us in doubt. He says that wolves, foxes, wildeats, 

ete., were hunted as vermin, but there is no clear statement whether vermin- 

control was for game management purposes, or merely for sport, or for the 

protection of livestock. Otters, it is clear, were hunted for the protection 

of fish. Edward points out that: 

"No fish can escape them..... ‘They do great harm, especially in 

ponds and in stanks, for a couple of otters.....shall well destroy the fish 

of a great pond or great stank, and therefore men imnt them.“ 

Public bounties as a means of controlling predators cams into use 

mich later. “Game and Gun" (February, 1931) points out that Henry VIII 

placed a bounty on crows, choughs, and reoks. He assessed the bill against 

the local landowners. Elizabeth, however, empowered church wardens to levy 

a tax on land, and with the funds thus procured to pay public bounties not 

only on these birds, but also on pie, stare, martyn hawk, fursekyte, moldkyte, 

buzzard, shag, cormorant, ringtail, irin, rave, kingfisher, bullfinch, fitchew, 

polecat, weasel, stoat, wildcat, or other "ravening birds and vermin." 

Bvidently fishermen and orchardists had caught the contagious idea that vermin 

were responsible for their short crops. Tims do proseription lists tend to 

grow during the pre-biological stages of management. Later, with the advent 

of biological research, they invariably tend to shrink.
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fo revert to Edward and the fifteenth century: Were there any 

controls of cover and food in those days? Apparently not. Numerous 

lmnting parks or forests, though, had long since been established. The 

idea of setting aside areas for the benefit of privileged hunters goes 

back into the remote past, ani apparently grew by slow degrees into 

the idea of setting aside areas for the benefit of the game, ani finally 

into the idea of protecting all landowners against trespass, so that each 

would have an incentive to manage his ow game. ‘Trespass penalties of 

almost savage severity mark the beginning of the process. Penalties 

only heavy enough to sustain the landowner's incentive mark its later 

stages. Public reservations for conservation purposes appear at a very 

late stage. 

English hunting reservations for the privileged, as described 

by Maxwell (1910) and Barnit (1823) were first formally recognized in 

a “charter of the forest" granted by Camte the Dane in 1062. William 

the Conqueror and his successors "did daily increase those dppressions by 

making more new forests in the lands of their mbjects, to their great 

impoverishment" until "the greatest part of the Icingdom was then converted 

inte forests." 

These hunting reservations were of two kinds. 

, A "forest" was the exclusive prerogative of royalty, and was 

governed by special forest laws. A forest consisted of: 

f "A cirenit of woody grounds and pastures, known in its bounds 
as privileged for the peaceable being and abiding of wild beasts and 

fowls of forest, chase, and warren, to be under the — protection for 

his princely delight, bounded with irremovable marks meres....replenished 

with beasts of venery and chase, and great coverts of vert for succour of 

said beasts; for preservation thereof there are particular laws, privileges, 

» and officers belonging there unto.* 

¢
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A "chase" was a similar tract but might be held by a subject, 

and was protected only by the common law. 

As early as 1229 the mmber of royal "forests" began to be curtailed, 

while by 1617 most of them had dissolved. 

Henry VII (1485-1509) was the first English king to recognize that 

the common landowner might wisely be granted protection from trespass. He 

forbade the taking of pheasants and partridges on other people's land without 

the permission of the owner, James I (1603-1625) extended this to all 

shooting on all land. Here was the first “owner's permission" trespass law. 

The Roman emperor, Justinian, had recognized the same legal principle 

centuries before, but with him it was a matter of landowmer's rights, not 

a matter of incentive for game production. These English enactments, however, 

clearly imply that the welfare of game was one of their objectives. 

When our modern state legislators in solemn conclave debate whether 

such “owner's permission" trespass laws are necessary, do they realize 

that they are coping with no new question, but rather one which came up 

in Roman times, and was settled in England three centures ago? 

James I apparently first applied the reservation idea for the 

benefit of the game, as distinguished from that of the hunter. An act 

passed in his reign decreed that “hail shot in hand guns" (to wit: a shotgun) 

might not be discharged within 600mces of a heronry, Here was, in effect, 

a publicly established breeding refuge. 

Henry VIII had long before, in 1536, closed anarea near his West- 

minster Palace, in what is now metropolitan London, to shooting of pheasants, 

herons, and partridges. Whether this was just a little shooting preserve 

for his own use, or whether it was a real refuge, is not distlosed. ‘the
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same doubt pertains to many a minor "refuge" today. 

The first breeding refuge for non-game birds was decreed by 

Parliament in 1869. 

Artificial rearing of game for restocking coverts may have begun 

as early as 1523, when the account book for Henry VIII's privy purse shows 

that on December 22 he paid a small sum to the "french preste the fesaunt 

breeder for to buy him a goune.” It is clear enough that this “french preste* 

was the keeper of the royal pheasantries, but Maxwell points out that these 

may have been maintained for aviary or culinary, rather than restocking 

purposes. Maxwell says, “It is less than a century since the practice of 

Tearing pheasants became at all well icnown in this country." 

Artificial propagation of mallard ducks, Maxwell points out, dates 

back to 1631. A letter of that date, accompanying a delivery of 200 eggs, 

leaves little doubt that propagation was resorted to for purposes of sport 

(hawking) and on a considerable scale. 

We may note in passing that the first mention of artificial 

propagation coincides in date with the first revival of the Mosaic pro- 7 

; hibition of robbing wild nests. Henry VIII set up severe penalties for 

the possession of wild eges (Barnitz, p. 314). "Bootleg" eggs are still 

the bane of the English gamekeeper. 

Deliberate controls of cover and food in Europe can be assigned 

no definite date of beginning. Negative controls, i.e. prohibiting 

destructive practice, began long before positive controls, i.e. the bild- 

caplet damaged land. Thus William and Mary in about 1694 prohibited 

the burning of nesting cover in spring (Barnitz, p. 294) bt I can find 

no clear instance of systematic cover improvement previous to the be- 

ginning of heather control on the Scotch grouse moors, which "The Grouse
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in Health and Disease" (1911), and Maxwell, both say occurred between 

1850 and 1873. (The former authority will hereafter be cited as "The 

Grouse Report.") 

| prohibition followed long after by restoration 

appears to be a fixed, omppenty of Inman thought and action on conservation 

affairs. 

Cover control to facilitate shooting is clearly earlier, at least 

on the continent, than cover control to enlarge the game crop. Malmesbury 

mentions well-developed "“remises"® on Hungarian estates in 1799 and 1800, 

also grain-baiting of wild boars to decoy them within range of blinds. 

While convenience in shooting was the main idea in these remises, the idea 

of controlling vegetation to enhance the game crop was evidently not 

wholly absent. Malmesbury mentions “a small remise sown with broom and 

high grass," in which he and his party killed 96 partridges and 16 hares. 

Possibly all these remises were to some degree “sown” or “hand made." He 

deseribes one as “an English mile long, and about half as wide--covered 

with high grass, clumped with copse wood, fern, and broom--so that the 

game lay well." There is possibly an objective inference in the word 

"clumped." Incidentally he mentions that 1,200 head of pheasants, par- 

tridges, and hares had been killed in this remise the year before, whereas 

on the day he hunted it “only" 408 head were killed. ‘the former figure, 

if his dimensions were right, means an anmal yield of four head of small 

game per acre. 

: Buropean game management today seeks to control all of the factors 

determining wild populations. Many American sportsmen have the mistaken 

impression that European game management relies largely on artificial
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propagation. Artificial rearing, to be sure, is widely used for pheasants, 

bat in eastern Burope, and probably also elsewhere, wild management or 

environmental controls" are used exclusively for all species, including 

pheasants, with entire success. Maxwell says that even in England a few 

landowners produce their pheasants entirely by wild management. Artificial 

propagation is never used for British grouse, and to only a small extent 

for gray partridge. 

Although management in Burope came first and biology afterward, 

there is plenty of evidence that biological guidance is now increasingly 

sought as a means of making management more effective, and fairer to non- 

game species of wild life. The Grouse Report represents the first compre- 

hensive attempt to apply selence to the control of the disease factor. 

While the disease cycle still periodically decimates the British grouse, 

recovery has been speeded up to such an extent that only a third of the 

years fall below 50 per cent of normal in yield, 

Evolution in America. ‘The history of American management 1s until 

recently almost wholly a history of hunting controls. ‘The sequence and 

direction of their development, from the Revolution up to 1911, is set 

forth in Palmer's admirable "Chronology and Index" (1912). Palmer points 

out that at the time of the Revolution, 12 of the 13 colonies had enacted 

closed seasons on certain species, while several had also prohibited certain 

destructive equipments and methods, and the export and sale of deerskins. 

Thesfirst closure for a term of years was placed on Massaghusetts deer in 

1718. ‘The beginning of a warden system appeared in Massachusetts and New 

Hampshire about 1850. ‘The first protection for non-game birds appeared in 

Conneeticut and New Jersey in 1850.
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This article constitutes the first chapter in Mr. Leopold's forthcoming book, ‘'Principles 
of Game Management.” He will welcome any corrections or extensions of the material 

i atete 19 
sent him by our readers. His “Report on a Game Survey of the North Central States’ is 
now obtainable from National Headquarters of the Izaak Walton League of America. 

Price one dollar per copy, postpaid. 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

AME management is the art of producing sustained _ its beginnings in the control of the hunting factor. Other 
annual crops of wild game for recreational use. It controls are added later. 
is a means by which game conservation may be The sequence seems to be always about as follows: 
achieved. 

Its method is similar to that of the other agricultural 1. Restriction (for control of hunting factor). 
arts: It controls the factors which hold down the natural 2. Predator control. 
increase, or productivity, of the seed stock. 3. Reservation of game lands (as parks, forests, refuges, 

Degree of Control. In its degree of control of these etc.) 
factors, game management is like forestry, but unlike hor- 4. Artificial replenishment (restocking and game farm- 
ticulture, agronomy, or animal husbandry. Game manage- ing). 
ment and forestry both employ natural species,—the others 5. Environmental controls (control of food, cover, spe- 
employ artificial varieties often far removed from natural cial factors and disease). 
forms. North America has reached the stage where the fifth class 
Game management and forestry grow these natural of controls is becoming necessary. The present game con- 

species in an environment not greatly altered for the pur- servation movement is groping toward the realization of 
pose in hand, relying on partial control of a few factors to this fact. 
enhance the yield above what unguided nature would pro- Chronology of Controls. The practice of game manage- 
duce. Hence their success depends more on the exercise ment, as thus defined, dates back to the beginnings of human 
of skill in the selection of the right factors and the right history. Taverner (1930) has pointed out that laws for 
controls, than on heavy investments of labor or materials. the regulation of hunting have their origin in the tribal 

The other forms of agriculture, on the other hand, more taboos which grew up in the early stages of social evolu- 
or less completely rebuild the environment by cultivation, tion. The tribes observing taboos which were biologically 
so that the crop competes with nothing but itself, and must effective in preserving the game supply were more likely 
usually be replanted each year. Most of the domesticated to survive and prosper than the tribes which did not. In 
plants and animals employed in the agricultural arts are short, human customs as well as wild animals were evolved 
incapable of survival in the wild state, much less of per- by a process of selection, in which survival value depended 
petuating themselves as wild populations. on successful competition. Game laws grew out of these 

Game farming is an intensified form of game manage- hunting customs. 
ment which propagates wild species in confinement, usually Controls of factors other than hunting are of much more 
for later release as wild seed stock or as a supplement to recent origin. The earliest instance of food and cover con- 
the wild crop. trol which I have encountered is Marco Polo’s description 

In game, as in forestry and agriculture, there is no sharp of the game food patches and winter feeding practiced by 
line between the practice which merely exploits a natural Kublai, “the Great Khan” (1259-1294), near the city of 
supply, and the practice which harvests a crop produced by Changanoor in Cathay: 
management. Any practice may be considered as entitled 
to be called game management if it seeks to control one “At this place... there is also a fine plain, where 
or more factors with a view to maintaining or enhancing are found in great numbers, cranes, pheasants, par- 
the yield. This is the most liberal definition. A stricter tridges and other birds. He derives the highest de- 
definition is that the control of at least one factor must be gree of amusement from sporting with gerfalcons and 
not only sought, but perceptibly accomplished. hawks, the game being here in vast abundance. . . . 

The definition of game management which opens this “Near to this city is a valley frequented by great 
chapter specifies wild game for recreational use. The pur- numbers of partridges and quails, for whose food the 
pose of attaching these specifications is to introduce, at the Great Khan causes millet and other grains suitable to 
outset, a qualitative as well as a quantitative criterion of such birds, to be sown along the sides of it every sea- 
what constitutes successful practice. The production of son, and gives strict command that no person shall dare 
tame game for use as meat is regarded as animal hus- to reap the seed; in order that the birds may not be in 
bandry, and not as “a means by which conservation may be want. of nourishment. Many keepers, likewise, are 
achieved.” Its harvesting is not recreation; in fact, the stationed there for the preservation of the game, that 
recreational value of game is, in my opinion, inverse to the it may not be taken or destroyed, as well as for the 
artificiality of its origin, and hence in a broad way, to the purpose of throwing the millet to the birds during the 
degree of control exercised in its production. There are all winter. So accustomed are they to this feeding, that 
degrees of control. What degree represents the best com- upon the grain being scattered and the man’s whistling, 
promise between quantity and quality is a perplexing prob- they immediately assemble from every quarter. The 
lem in aesthetics and social engineering which this paper Great Khan also directs that a number of small build- 
does not pretend to answer. It seems reasonable to believe, ings be prepared for their shelter during the night; 
however, that the acceptance of some moderate degree of and, in consequence of these attentions, he always finds 
control is preferable to losing species, or restricting sport abundant sport when he visits this country; and even in 
to those able to follow the truly wild game of the shrinking the winter, at which season, on account of the severity 
frontier into other lands. A discussion of these questions of the cold, he does not reside there, he has camel- 
will follow in the chapters on policy and economics. loads of the birds sent to him, wherever his court may 

History shows that game management nearly always has happen to be at the time.”
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The enactment of state game laws followed close on the heels of the 

retreating frontier, reaching the Pacific in California in 1852. By 1880 

all of the states had game laws. The first bag limit (25 prairie chickens 

per day) appeared in Iowa in 1878; the first rest day in Maryland in 1872. 

Market hunting was first tabooed by Arkansas in 1875. 

A hunting license was first required by New York in 1864; a non- 

resident license by New Jersey in 1864. , 

Federal supervision of interstate game began with the Lacey Act, 

which in 1900 prohibited interstate commerce in illegal game. It was 

followed by our present migratory bird bills, which were introduced in 

1904 and 1908, but not passed until 1913. ‘These bills, having been 

questioned on grounds of constitutionality, were finally anchored to the 

Constitution by the Canadian treaty of 1916. 

This partial review of the sequence of American ideas deals, it 

wills be observed, wholly with restrictions on when, what, and how one : 

might hunt, and with the organization and financing of enforcement agencies. 

We have next to trace the sequence of development in America of 

the complementary idea of production or cropping of game, either by 

artificial propagation or by environmental controls. 

It has no fixed date or point of origin. 

The first American plantings of exotics, as traced by Phillips 

(1928) took place about 1790, when one Richard Bache, a son-in-law of ; 

Benjamin Franklin, planted Hungarian partridges on his New Jersey estate. 

These early plantings were doubtless motivated not so much by a shortage 

of native game as by a residual affection for the wild life of "the old 

country," or else by that queer desire to possess something new which 

all flesh is heir to.
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The first state game farm would be a defensible point of origin 

for the production or cropping idea. This, according to Palmer, was 

established in Illinois in 1905. 

The first refuge would be another logical point. ‘The wri 

"refuge" as a device used in game management did not come into use until 

about 1910, but the group of ideas now associated with that word were 

in practice mech earlier. ‘he whole modern mechanism of a refuge for 

ducks, including a strani of wire for a boundary, feed placed inside, 

and a sunset rule on the surrounding ground, was in effect on Weber's 

Pond, in the Horicon Marsh, Wisconsin, in 1891. Jack Miner (1923, p- 58) 

started his now famous waterfowl refuge at Kingsville, Ontario, in 1907, 

end Allen Green his refuge at Oakville, Iowa, in the same year. Pennsyl- 

; vania established her first state refuge for upland game in 1905. 

The first national park closed to hunting (Yellowstone, 189%) 

or the first national game reservation (Wichita, 1905) or bird reservation 

(in Canada, Last Mountain lake, 1887; in the United States, Pelican 

Island, 1903) might also be selected as marking the American origin of 

enviromental controls for wild life. Refuges, parks, and reservations, 

however, may more truly be considered as half-way points between the 

restrictive idea and the idea of enviromental controls. Another half- 

way idea is that of limiting the kill to the ammal increase. The first 

public attempt to apply this principle, doubtless borrowed either from 

foresters or stockmen, was Wyoming's issue of "limited licenses" for moose 

about 1915. 

The first public control of food supply by artificial food patches 

; occurred on the Pennsylvania refuges in 1917. By 1920 state food patches
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q were being installed on a considerable scale. 

The first public control of a game disease epidemic was the 

stamping out of hoof-and-mouth disease by the Bureau of Animal Industry 

after its outbreak in the deer herd of the Stanislaus National Forest of 

California in 192), 

The first public predator control for game purposes is so thoroughly 

fused with livestock predator control that no dates can be set. Bounties 

on predators go back indefinitely. Appropriations for government trapping 

date from 1915. 

, The first large-scale private practice of game management, in 

i , tee sense of a rounded-out system of control of all actionable factors, 

; based on a preceding scientific life-history investigation, was instituted 

( by Herbert L. Stoddard on the South-Georgia Quail Preserves during the 

period 192u-1928. 

The large-scale practice of public game management on publicly 

owned shooting grounds began on the national forests at an indeterminate 

date (since 1910), and in Pennsylvania about 1919. 

In short, during the last two or three decades, restrictive legis- 

lation has been gradually reinforced by the growth of the idea of pro- 

duction through environmental controls. ‘The production idea is as yet 

still in its infancy. 

This evolution of technique from custom toward law, and from 

restriction toward production, does not of itself suffice for an under- 

standing of the game movement in America today. Of even greater importance 

is the evolution of the objectives toward which the technique is applied, 

and the evolution of scientific tools for its improvement.
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. The Conservation Idea. TEuropean game management for centuries had one 

simple and precise objective: the improvement of hunting for and by the 

private landholder. 

In America the dominant idea until about 1905 was to perpetuate, 

rather than to improve or create, hunting. ‘The thought was that restriction 

of hunting could “string out" the remnants of the virgin supply, and make 

them last a longer time. Hunting was thought of and written about as 

Something which mst eventually disappear, not as something which might be 

produced at will. 

Our game laws under the restrictive idea were essentially a device 

for dividing up a dwindling treasure which nature, rather than man, had 

produced. Naturally enough, the policy of division strongly reflected 

( the democratic ideas underlying our political system. Here was something 

new under the sun: a game system based on an equally-distribted citizen- 

ship, rather than, as in Burope, on an unequally distributed landownership. 

But the passing years made it more and more apparent that this 

novel system, however aimirable in theory, had in practice failed to halt 

the accelerating decline in game supply. Public-spirited sportsmen groped 

earnestly for new formlas. ‘The direction of their search was to develop 

more perfectly the restrictive idea. Better law/enforcement and prohbition 

of market¢hunt ing were decided to be the way out. 

The game literature of the closing century is saturated with these 

two ideas. ‘They became personal dogma and public law. “Game protection" 

became a "Cause." The game hog and the market hunter were dulypilloried 

in press and banquet hall, and to some extent in field and wood, but the 

game supply contimed to wane.
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Came then Theodore Roosevelt, with the idea of “conservation 

through wise use." Wild life, forests, ranges, and waterpower were con- 

ceived by him to be renewable organic resources, which might last forever 

if they were te t t faste ° 

“Gonservation® had until then been a lowly word, sleeping obscurely 

in the back of the dictionary. ‘The public had never heard it. It carried 

no particular connotation of woods or waters. Overnight it became the 

label of a national issue. 

The Roosevelt doctrine of conservation determined the subsequent 

history of American game management in three basic respects: 

1. It recognized all these “outdoor” resources as one integral 

whole. 

2. It recognized their “conservation through wise use" as a 

( public responsibility, and their private ownership as 

public trust. 

3. It recognized science as a tool for discharging that 

responsibility. 

It left cloudy, however, the question of what kinds of game could 

best be renewed under public initiative, and what kinds by public encour- 

agement and regulation of private initiative. In big game, Roosevelt 

correctly forecast a combination of private preserves and public shooting 

grounds. He wrote in 1909: 

“Game preservation may be of two Icinds. In one the individual 

landed proprietor, or a group of such individuals, erect and maintain 

a private game preserve, the game being their property just as meh 

as domestic animals. Such preserves often fill a useful purpose, and 

if managed intelligently and with a sense of public spirit and due regard 

for the interests and feelings of others, may do much good, even in the 

most democratic community. But wherever the population is sufficiently 

advanced in intelligence and character, a far preferable and more 

democratic way of preserving the game is by a system of public preserves, 

of protected mrseries ani breeding grounds, while the laws define the 

conditions under which all alike may shoot the game and the restrictions 

under which all alike mist enjoy the privilege. It is in this way that 

the wild creatures of the forest and the mountain can best and most per- 

manently be preserved."
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The small game question was left in uncertain status. Subsequent 

evolution, however, is gradually answering the whole question. ‘The trend 

is toward recognizing land-value and mobility as the criteria of public 

vs. private game management. Migratory birds (uietie, and often occupying 

cheap lands) became a natimal charge in 1916. ‘The present moment is 

seeing the emerzence of the idea that forest game (mobile, and on cheap 

land) can be largely a public charge, whereas farm gsme (non-mobile, and 

usually occupying expensive land) can only be managed by private initiative 

under public regulation (American Game Policy of 1930) 

Science as a Tool. Roosevelt's idea of science as a tool for conservation 

seems a truism to us now, but it was new in 1910. It may be well for the 

reader to be reminded of the human history interwoven with its growth. 

The early naturalists of the two centuries preceding the birth 

of "Conservation" regarded a species as one of the phenomena of nature 

which needed to be discovered, catalogued, ani described. ‘They realized, 

and marveled, that 

“for it the Earth lay preparing quintillions of years 

Without one single animal or plant. 

For it the revolving centuries trely and steadily rolled.* 

“Gentlemen, look at this wonier," they said, as they held up a new 

discovery. Then they set dbout to catalogue it, comfortably assuming 

that only the same blind forces which had caused it to be there, could, 

in the fullness of time, cause it to perish from the earth. 

But it soon became evident that a species did not continue or 

discontime its existence, like a planet or a geological stratum or 

a sunset, regardless of what the scientist thought or aid about it. 

This “civilization” which at one moment held it up, saying, 

i
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. "Gentlemen, look at this wonder," might next throw it down and destroy it 

with all the nonchalance of a glacial epoch. ; 

The naturalist's first response to the realization of this 

anomaly was to heave a sigh and hasten the completion of his cataloguing, 

lest by chance some species disappear before receiving the baptism of a 

Latin name. In some instances, like that of the Arizona elk, this actually 

happened. 

With the Roogeveltian era, however, came the Crusader for conser~ 

vation, a new kind of naturalist who refused to stomach this anomaly. 

He insisted that our conquest of nature carried with it a moral responsi- 

bility for the perpetuation of the threatened forms of wild life. This 

avowal was a forward step of inestimable importance. In fact, to anyone 

for whom wild things are something more than a pleasant diversion, it con- 

stitutes one of the milestones in moral evolution. 

Game management is merely an attempt to deal with the corollary 

question: tow shall we conserve wild life without evicting ourselves?” 

The Cyusaders wrote many volumes, but these told us why rather 

than how wild life and civilization should be adjusted to each other. 

These men were moatly biologists, but strancely enough their technique 

was not biological. It ms, rather, an intensification of the pre- 

existing idea of protective legislation, which experience has now shown 

does not alone suffice, even when enforced. It retards, but does not 

reverse, the forces of destruction. : 

Our sporting literature fell in line with the Crusaders, but 
for a long tine 

pioneered no extensions of their ideas. It consisted/ of mildly pleasant 

i hunting yarns, sometimes of literary merit, which hoped with varying
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; degrees of fervency that there would be some game left for our sons, 

and recommended with varying degrees of skill more laws to retard the day 

of reckoning. One periodical, The Game Breeder, broke away at an early 

date and pioneered the idea of game production through private initiative, 

but it leaned toward artificialized game-farning technique, and toward 

open markets to citenin the private production incentive. ‘These two 

corollaries, particularly the latter, beclouded the intrinsic merit of 

the central idea. This periodical mst, however, be credited with the 

origin of the private initiative idea in America. Its program had the 

outstanding merit of realism and of constructive discontent with pious 

phrases. 

So far we have the scientist, but not his science, employed as 

an instrument of game conservation. I do not know who first used science 

creatively as a tool to produce wild game crops in America. Roosevelt 

had it in mind as a guide for game regulatory measures, and of course mew 

of its use for environmental controls in forestry. The idea was doubtless 

eoneeived by someone long before it was first successfully applied by the 

Biological Survey to mail management in Georgia. 

/ The early attempts to apply biology to the management of game 

as a wild crop soon disclosed the fact that science had accumulated 

more knowledge of how to distinguish one species from another than of the 

habits, requirements, and inter-relationships of living populations. Until 

recently science could tell us, so to speak, more about the length of a 

duck's bill than about its food, or the status of the waterfowl resource, 

or the factors determining its productivity. It is now become more realistic. 

Scientists see that before the factors of productivity can be economically
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manipulated, they met first be discovered and understood; that it is the 

task of science not only to furnish biological facts, but also to build 

on them a new technique by which the altruistic idea of conservation can 

be made a practical reality. 

These, briefly, are the mental paths which led to the present 

American idea of game management. The fact that hindsight shows them a 

pit crooked should not detract due credit from the pioneers who broke the 

way. ‘There is no end to this path--our present notions will as surely 

be outdated as those which we here outdate. We seem due at this moment 

for a worthwhile advance. Both scientists and sportsmen now see that 

effective conservation requires, in addition to public sentiment and laws, 

a deliberate and purposeful manipulation of the environment--the same Icind 

of manipulation as is employed in forestry. ‘They are also beginning to 

: see that in game, as in forestry, this manipulation can be accomplished 

only by the landowmer, and that the private landomer mst be given some 

kind of an incentive for undertaking it. 

There are still those who shy at this prospect of a man-made 

game crop as at something artificial and therefore repugnant. This 

attitade shows good taste but poor insight. Every head of wild life 

still alive in this country is already artificialized, in that its 

existence is conditioned by economic forces. Game management merely 

proposed that their impact shall not remain wholly fortuitous. The hope 

of the future lies not in curbing the influence of human occupancy-- 

it is already too late for that--but in creating a better unierstanding 

of the extent of that influence wire new ethicd for its governance. 

\ Bailey ( ) sayst
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"We are at pains to stress the importance of conduct} very well: conduct 

toward the earth is an essential part of it. «...To make the earth pro- 

ductive and to keep it clean ani to bear a reverent regard for its products 

is the special prerogative of good agriculture." 

y QO dw 
os Ww) Oe 

J 
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Chapter II 

Productivity. In the light of this history, let us now examine the 

substance of game management itself. ‘The previous chapter has traced 

the sequence of human controls brought to bear on the various factors 

which determine productivity. Just what are these factors? What are 

the characteristics of each? Which ones do we manipulate, and how? 

What is the effect of manipulation? 

The concepts and definitions which spring naturally to the 

reader's mind will need only a little sharpening to suffice for present ; 

purposes. 

Productivity may be defined as the rate at which mature breeding 

stock produces other mature stock, or mature removable crop. 

In order to sharpen our mental picture of just what this means, 

we will have to euploy figures. 

Every wild species has certain fixed habits which govern the 

reproductive process, and determine its maximum rate. Thus bobwhite 

quail are monogamous, raise one brood each year after attaining the age 

of one year, and average 1 eggs our clutch, approximately half male and 

half female. ‘hus one pair of quail, if entirely unmolested in an “ideal” 

enviroment, would increase at this rate: i 

At end of Young + Adults = Total 

lst year wa + 2 = 16 

2nd year (16-2)1% =112 + 16 = 128 

3rd. year (128+2)14 = 896 + 128 = 102% 

é This potential maximum rate of increase is, as nearly as we know, 

a fixed property of this species, and each other species likewise has its
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own fixed maximum breeding or reproduction potential. Tims antelope, which 

are polygamous, reproduce once each year from the age of two years, and 

average two fawns. Hence they could increase, during the same period 

of three years: 

At end of Young + Yearlings + Adults = Total 

lst year 2 + 0 + 2 = 4 

2nd year 2 + 2 + 2 = 6 

3rd year (4 >aj2=4% 4 2 + § = 10 

It is apparent, then that the reproduction potential for quail 

ig more than a hundred times greater than for antelope. Z 

This maximum rate of increase is of course never attained in » 

nature. Part of it never takes place, part of it is absorbed by natural 

7 enemies, and (on hunting grounds) part of it is absorbed by hunters. 

Thus if, of the 16 quail present at the end of the first year, 

1/4 were thereafter taken by hunters and 1/' by other enemies, the 

inerease would be: 
Removed by 

At end of Young + Adults =Zotel Hunters Other Enemies Left 

ist year we- 4 - 4 = § 

_ (= 2)lh= 56 + 8 = 62 - 5 - 15 = 32 
year (32=.2)14 = 224 + 32 = 256 -_ 64h - _64 = 128 

83 83 

On the other hand, if 3/8 of the quail were, after the first year, 

taken by hunters and 1/8 by other enemies, the rate of increase would be 

the same but the productivity, in the sense of crop removed by hunters 

plus the inerement to the breeding stock, would be half again as larze. 

Productivity therefore differs from rate of increase, in that it 

f includes increments to the removable crop as well as to the breeding stock.
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It is a better yardstick for measuring the condition of huntable game 

populations, which may not increase but which may nevertheless be highly 

productive in the form of hunting removals, or kill. 

Productivity is something taken away from “other enemies" of game, - 

a transfer of mortality from natural enemies to human hunters. It is 

actually, however, something more than that, because all of the stock may 

not breed unless its environment is favorable, and the creation of a 

favorable environment is the first concern of management. Management 

takes game away from other enemies and cives it to hunters, but it also 

creates otherwise non-existent game by allowing it to more nearly realize 

its breeding potential. ‘This will be discussed later unier “welfare factors." 

Effect of Factors: Theory of Pomlation. It is important to realize that 

no combination of factors ever eceurs which enables game actually to 

inerease at its theoretical maxinmm rate. Nevertheless the theoretical 

maximum is a convenient fixed datum by which diverse actual con(it ions 

can be measured and compared. 

We may conceive, therefore, of population as a flexible curved 

steel spring which, by its inherent force of natural increase, is constantly 

; striving (so to speak) to bend upward toward the theoretical maximum, but 

which the various factors are at the same time constantly striving to 

pull down. This conception is graphically represented in Fig. 2, in 

i which mile deer are used as an example. In Curve A the initial stock is 

allowed an unimpeded increase, but in Curve B, after the sixth year, the 

: increase is retarded by twodasses of factors. One pulls down the curve 

| by means of direct decimation, the other by retarded breeding. ‘Their 

collective effect is to pull the ascending curve of unimpeded increase
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{ down to the usual actuality, -a stable population. 

The heavy lines A and B indicate the population from year to year 

if the census were taken anmally at the season of maximum number of 

grown animals, -say November 1. If the census were made each month, 

' 9 gig-zag curve, shown as a lighter line, (a) and (b), would result. 

7 With no mortality, these zig-zags would be ascending steps with square 

corners (a). With normal decimation the zig-zags are shaped like saw 

teeth (b). In each case the vertical leg of each zig-zag represents 

the yearly increment of young; the horizontal or descending leg the 

: fortunes of the population for the remainder of the year. 

For practical purposes it is of course unnecessary to take 

account of the zig-zags in drawing population curves. What we want 

4s trends, which the slope of the main curves adequately portrays. 

The theory of population ne be paraphrased in plainer language 

by saying that the capacity of game to increase or to produce removable 

surplus depends on the equilibrium between its breeding habits and the 

conditions under which it lives. The less unfavorable the conditions, 

oe the nearer the game comes to attaining the maxinnm possible increase 

or crop. t : 

1 it Fie cond tions, tfactors of productivity", sesmmmntinte 

svidtathese.condttichs.inte-e-esr-anpdiveetion 5 ee of analysis. 

Bach factor is constant in character and direction, but not of course 

in value. It is the "values" which management seeks to control. 

Chapman (1928) has called the summation of all the factors 

operating on any given population the “environmental resistance." 

Productivity is the breeding potential mims the environmental resistance.
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: The so-called "balance of nature" is simply a name for the assumed 

; tendency of the population curves of various species in an undisturbed 

plant and animal commnity to keep each other horizontal. The growth 

of dielogical knowledge trends strongly to show that while pomlation 

curves may oscillate about a horizontal median, a single curve seldom or 

never stays horizontal from year to year even in virgin terrain. Filuctu- 

ation in mumbers is nearly universal. 

A state of undisturbed nature is, of course, no longer found in 

countries facing the necessity of game management; civilization has upset 

every factor of productivity for better or for worse. Game management 

proposes to substitute a new and objective equilibrium for any natural 

one which civilization may have destroyed. 

' Classification of Factors. What we have called removals in these 

theoretical cases is, on actual game range, the sum of the toll taken 

by hunters, predators, starvation and drouth, diseases and parasites, 

and mechanical accidents. These we may call decimating factors because 

they kill directly. 
There is another class of factors, which, like the decimating 

factors, were absent from our “ideal range," but which are always 

present in actuality. ‘This second group includes non-lethal deficiencies 

‘ of food, water, and coverts, and of certain special mquirements such 

as salt, which will be discussed later. This second group, which we 

will call welfare factors, reduce productivity not directly by decimation, 

but 

defense azeinst the decimating factors. 

®
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There is obviously an overlap and inter-action between the decimating 

and welfare groups. Starvation and drouth are merely the acute stages of 

poor food and water. A mild degree of disease or parasitism does not 

decimate but merely reduces welfare. Furthermore decimating factors 

may affect productivity in other ways than killing. Hunters and predators 

may injure it without killing by driving game away from food or water, 

or they may by killing not only reduce the population, but also alter 

\ sex and age Classes to the detriment of breeding. ‘They may, on the other 

hand, benefit it in spite of decimation by scattering the game in such 

a way as to stock empty coverts or improve distribution, or by altering 

sex and age Classes to the enhancement of breeding. Scattering may also ; 

benefit productivity by reducing contacts and thus checicing diseases. 

( Predators may reduce disease by removing weal ings. / 

By and large, however, the distinction between decimating factors 

which kill, ani welfare factors which retard increase or make killing 

easier, seems a useful one, provided we bear in mind the overlaps and 

t inter-actions between the two classes, and among the various factors 

in each of them. 

There is a special group of welfare factors, part of which might 

be included under a broad definition of food, water, and coverts, bat 

which are of sufficient importance in particular instances to warrant 

a separate category. ‘They are here designated as “special.” 

This group includes gravel for gallinaceous birds and waterfowl, 

salt licks for herbivores and some birds, mineral springs for pigeons, 

dust baths for various birds, mud baths and hibernation places for bear, 

( eaves or dense shade for sheep ani quail to reduce water loss during
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the heat of the day in arid climates, open wind-swept parks or deep 

water for the relief of moose and deer in fly season, and sandy Imolls 

for "booming grounds" of prairie chickens. There are probably many 

other special factors we do not Imow about, and the ones we do know 

about may be more important than is commonly supposed. 

There is reason to believe, for instance, that each species 

requires mimite quantities of certain minerals, or certain protein i 

vitamins. ‘These are not “food" in the gross or quantitative sense. 

The quantities required may be so small that the amount transmitted 

: from the parent to the egg seems in some cases to sustain the resulting 

progeny for a considerable period. Nevertheless they are so necessary 

that the exhaustionof the reserve supply in the tissues often results 

( in malformation, impaired reproduction, or even death. ‘he particular 

kinds of substances required by any given species does not seem to 

follow generic relationships; thus the requirements of hogs resemble 

those of chickens more than those of cattle. It is not unthinkable 

that the presence or absence of these substances helps determine the 

geographic distribution of species. 

That a lack in the food, water, cover, or special factors 

actually decreases resistance to the decimators is well mown. Tims 

deficient cover exposes came to hunters and predators; deficient 

food makes it unable to escape their onslaughts. Such deficiencies 

probably decrease the breeding rate in game, but this is not definitely 

established by actual proof in specific cases. It has long been observed, 

for instance, that during periods of drouth, gambel quail coveys fail to 

{ pair off and nest. Apparently in such instances the disposition to
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breed is inactive for lack of some stimilus associated with normal weather, 

food, and cover, but the abnormal condition does not visibly affect the 

health of the adult birds. Mo one has proved that drouth is actually 

the cause of failure to breed, or through what deficit in food, cover, 

vitamin, or mineral it operates to this end. 

Deficient food is also commonly believed to decrease the size or { 

mumbers of litters or clutches. In the Lake States, for instance, 

white cedar is an imortant winter food for deer when they are yarded 

up during deep snow. Yarding occurs during gestation. If a doe averages 

1.5 fawns on a range well supplied with cedar swamps, she might average 

1.4 fawns on a range from which the available cedar had all been cut for 

posts and poles. As will be shown later, such slight changes in the 

reproductive rate may have a profound effect on populations and productivity. 

Wo one has yet proved, however, that the doetfam ratio decreases with the 

available cedar. : 

Seton (1929) quotes R. MacFarlane as asserting that snowshoe 

rabbits have more and larger litters during the up-grade of the cycle. 

There is an unauthenticated report that the spruce hen in Nova Seotia 

lays a larger clutch of eggs before than after the cycle peak. It is also 

quite probable, though proof is lacing, that under an unfavorable set-up 

of welfare factors a part of the adult population may not breed at all. 

Just what welfare factors, if any, are associated with these highly 

significant changes in reproductive rate remains unimown. 

While we lack proof that welfare factors chance the breeding rate 

in game, they are known to do so in domestic stock. ‘The probability that 

they do so in game is high enough to warrant the assumption for practical 

purposes.
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{ 
: To sum up, the factors of productivity overlap and interplay, but 

4n their essential characteristics may be classified as follows: 

Decimating Factors Nelfare Factors 

Hunting Food supply 
Predators Water supply 

Starvation Coverts 
Disease and parasites Special factors 
Accidents 

Influences. ‘The reader may by now have noticed that this list of 

factors does not inelude certain environmental conditions Imown by 

all to affect game, such as drainage, cultivation, cutting and 

clearings, weather, fire, and grazing. ‘These we propose to call 

influences rather than factors, because they usually operate on game 

indirectly by influencing a factor, rather than directly on the 

‘ game itself. Moreover, they are sometimes favorable ami sometimes 

unfavorable in their effects, whereas the factors are always unfavor- 

able in being something less than ideal. Tims drainaze does not kill 

game, but it alters food, water, and coverts, and thus welfare. Cul- 

tivation does not kill game, but it influences food, water, coverts, 

and special factors, favorably or unfavorably, according to the species, 

the circumstances, ani the amount. The usual operation of influences 

4s suggested by the table in the upper left corner of Fig. 2, the 

factors commonly influenced being indicated by "X" marks. 

What we here desire to make clear is that any influence may 

usually be reducet to factors, Datemmbumtgsiamemae. ‘the factors, then, 

are the comnon denominators of an infinite variety of influences, 

which condition productivity in all species of game at all tines and 

places.
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The particular set-up of factors here proposed may require 

modification with aivancing knowled<e; particularly with the further 

exploration of animal physiology and psychology. It will presumably 

always be true, however, that the thousands of environmental influences 

will be reducible to a small mmber of fundamental categories or 

factors which determine productivity, and that any kind of biological 

management will deal with their beneficial control. 

Breeding Habits. ‘The prospective field of opportunity for applying 

management to any given unit of population may be described in terms 

of Fig. 2 as bounded on its upper side by the unimpeded increase curve 

of the species in question, and on its lower side by zero or extinction. 

The point where management begins is where the pre-existing population 

( curve enters the left side of this field. ‘The objective of management 

is ordinarily to bend per population curve upward, or, more properly, 

to remove enough of the downward drag of the factors to allow it to follow 

its inherent upward trend. 

Assume, for the moment, that the factors are under perfect control: 

how strong is this ingrent upward trend, i.e. how far upward can the 

population curve be bent? No further, in any case, than the unimpeded 

inerease rate, which, as already stated, is determined by the fixed 

breeding habits of the species in question. Let us therefore determine 

and compare the breeding habits of the principal American species. 

From these we can later determine and compare their unimpeded increase 

rates, or breeding potentials. 

Tables la and 1b summarize the information available on the 

breeding habits of our game birds and mammals respectively. Those who
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% wish to check the derivation of the values may consult the explanatory 

3 footnote. 
; 

: Bven the layman, however, should appreciate the paucity of our : 

x existing kmowledge on some of the most fundamental breeding characters, 

c and the comparative abundance of information on other characters of lesser 

ef importance. In species after species of birds the scientific literature 

x 
4 offers the most mimite descriptions of abnormally large or small clutches ae 

ar of eggs, without a word as to the minimum breeding age, or mumber of 

Ae broods per year, or sometimes even the average clutch. This lop-sided 5 

i development is the subject of further comment in Chapter IV, as is also 

ie the detailed discussion of breeding characters of particular species. 

eg 
Z ite 

: Breeding Potential Chart. Having determined the breeding characters of 

‘ a the various species, we are now ready to classify and compare their 

j , unimpeded increase rates. 4 

a 

4 lugplanation of Tables le and Jb. Choice of Species: Established 
cS, exotics are included, as well as a few rare or extinct species repre- 
A; senting some extraordinary breeding age, number of young per brood, or 

y number of broods per year. 

e: Evidence from captives is excluded except for incubation periods, size A 

a of mammal litters, and longevity of mammals. The first two characters 

3 are probably not affected by confinement, and in the last, except for 

i rare banding records, no evidence exists except from captives. 

5 Symbols. Figures in brackets are assumptions based on analogy with species 

; 4n which the character is known. Figures followed by questim marks 

e are vouched for by authority, but the author questions whether they 

ie are representative. ‘The expression (8-24)14. means minimum, maximum, 

Pe average. Decimal fractions in the average imply that an accurate 

r determination has been made. The omission of any average means that 

eg the literature offers only maximum ani minimum, 

: Variationg in cluteh or litter with favorable or unfavorable environ- 

. ment is unkmown, and therefore ignored. i 

3 Authority. The numbers preceding the name of the authority in the 

. column on the right refer to areengneeet, Tms “1,2,4,5, Stoddard" 

? means that the figures in colums 1-2 and 4-5 are taken from Stoddard. 

; \ The titles and dates of the particular publications are omitted to save 

‘ , space, but can usually be inferred by looking up the author in the 

z bibliography (see appendix). ; 

ga is 5 =
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E This rate, which we may call for short the breeding potential, 

depends theoretically on four properties: 

1. The mininnm breeding age 
2. The maximum breeding ace 
3. The mumber of young per year, which is the product of the 

number per clutch or litter times the mmber of clutches 

or litters per year 
4. The longevity beyond maximum breeding age (number of senes- 

cent or over-age adults). 

This assumes a population perfectly balanced as to sex and age ; 

classes. If not so balanced, the breeding rate is further affected by: 

5. The sex and age composition of the population 
6. The mating habits as related to that composition 

Any computation recognizing all these variables would be very 

complex. For practical purposes we may, however, obtain a useful com- 

parison of breeding potentials by ignoring 2, 4, 5, and 6. Yor any short 

\ period 2 and 4 are inoperative anyhow. Moreover, in most actual wild 

populations, few individual animals survive long enough to pass beyond 

. the age of breeding, and still fewer to die of old age. As to 5 and 6, 

‘ our theoretical population is supposed to be perfectly balanced. 

Let us then, first of all classify the species according to 

the principle characters determining their breeding potentials, as shown 

' in the preceding tables, namely: 

1. Minimum breeding age 
2. Number of young per year. 

This classification appears in Table 2. The important predators 

have been added for comparison. As indicated by the arrow, a position 

Ey in the table near the upper right corner means rapid breeding; a position 

Computations. The colwan “young per year" is the average young per 
clutch or litter times the number of broods or litters per year. ‘The 
figure 1/2 under litters per year means the species breeds only in : 

A alternate years. 

a
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a near the lower left corner means slow breeding. Doubts as to the position 

of certain species are explained in the footnote to the table. 

fable 2 switches the light on some strange biological bedfellows,” 

/ and on the mathematical reasons why they lie together. The lion and the ‘ 

| lamb, for example, lie very close, both breeding (in so far as \enown) oe 

c three years, but the lion (cougar) leading by “half a cub." me goose 

and the wolf, the dove ani the hawk, the squirrel and the fox, the rabbit 

and the eat, are neck-and-neck for breeding ou es to some extent 

prey-and-predator in their struggle for existence. The general trend, 

; however, is for the prey to outstrip its predator in breeding potential. 

This is an ecological stunting and is supposed to stabilize the animal 

: community. If 1t were otherwise, the predator might the more often find 

himself in the predicament of John Burrough's potato-bug, ‘et Cinelli 

: : the potato and thereby exterminated Ek 

} The isolated position of certain species is worthy of mention. 

Thus the wild pigeons areini que in laying only one egz a year, and the 

; woodecock in laying three. Odd mmbers of ezgs in the lower brackets 

; seem to be rare. Here is possibly a problem for mathematical geneticist.. 

: The swan and turkey are unique in their deferred maturity; the bears 

. in deferred maturity plus the peculiarity of breeding only in alternate 

; years, which property makes the twin cubs average only one per year. 

: Breeding Potential Curves; Breeding Index. We have now determined the 

4 breeding characters of the species, and classified the species according j 

to their two most important characters. Let us now take these two 

| characters and compute and compare the resulting potentials. ! 

| The population tables resulting from these computations are for 

ais , Be
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reference only, and are relegated to the appendix, Iten C. From them the 

: student may read at a glance what number (up to 5000) will result from 

any ordinary combination of characters in any short period of years. 

Tigs 3 presents a graphic comparison of the unimpeded increase 

rates for certair typical species selected to show the effects of various 

combinations of breeding age and young per year. ‘The position of other 

species in the general scale is shown by interpolating them at the top 

of the chart. 

Bach curve in Fig. 3 represents the plotted values which result 

from computing the increase determined by its minimmm breeding aze and 

young per year. These breeding characters are repeated, for convenience, 

in the two tiers of circles. Thus the first curve, which represents 

| bobwhite, is marked 1:14, meaning "breeds at one yeartaverages 14 young." 

Any other species having the same index mmbers would of course produce 

the same curve. ‘The shape of the curve means that an initial pair could 

' increase to 5000 in 4 years. On the other hand a pair of black bears, 

with the breeding index 4:1, would require over 30 years, or over eight 

times as long, to reach 5000. 

The story told by Fig. 3 is a long one, not to mention the 

unanswered questions which it evokes. It tells us that starting with 

a single pair, our fastest breeders are capable of a 5000 

in one-third the time that it takes for our slowest breeders to make 

even a perceptible start. It shows that all species have essentially 

the same type of curve, but differ only in the length of time it takes 

for the curve to approach the “straight up" trend. We have here a 

{ hint as to why small or thin populations are so mich harder to build up
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) than large or dense populations; also why the species capable of cyclic 

or irruptive behavior all lie toward the left or fast side of the chart. 

A thoughtful examination of Pig. 3 also shows the extreme signif- 

icance of minimum breeding age, and @& frequency of reproduction, as 

compared with size of the clutch or litter. These characters will be 

discussed in Chapter IV. 

Our fastest breeders are the gallinaceous birds and cottontail 

rabbits, followed by river ducks, squirrels, wild turkey, snipe, dove, 

snowshoe, geese, swan, antelope, crane, pigeons, moose and deer, sheep, 

goat, caribou, grizzly, elk and buffalo, and black bear in the order 

named. 

The snaller predators evidently breed nearly as rapidly as the 

gallinaceous birds, but the slowest predator (cougar) is not as slow 

as some of its antlered prey, or as the bears. 

The slow breeding rate for bears arises from the assumption that 

cubs are born only in alternate years. Wright (1922) believes this d 

represents the facts. 

So mach for the biological mechanism of population increase. 

It is one of those "scientific" subjects which cannot be concisely 

described except by means of tables and graphs, but the lay reader 
unfamiliarity with these seemingly dry forms of expression 

should not allow #his/to becloud his realization of the msic inherent in 

their columns and curves. These are, in fact, the code symbols where- 

with we may reconstruct the score of a great symphony. Education may 

be considered a guccess, and conservation an assured fact, when both 

layman and scientist can shift their attention from the symbol to the 

music, - can hear with John Muir every cell in a swirl of enjoyment, 

/ humming like a hive, singing the old new song of creation."
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Limiting Factors. Having pictured the unimpeded increase rate inherent 

in the various species, we are now ready to consider further the factors 

which "pall it down" to actuality. 

The classification of factors into decimating and welfare groups 

dealt with the way in which each factor pulls down the breeding potential. 

We have now to deal with the question, even more important from a 

practical standpoint, of the extent to which this is done. 

The way, as we have already seen is constant as to direction: 

all factors pull downward. ‘The extent is exceedingly variable. It is 

determined by that whole vast and unstable ganmmt of circumstance which 

we call environment, and its interplay with the properties and also 

the mumbers of a civen species at a given time and place. This jig-saw 

{ puzzle is the province of the science of ecology. If the reader has 

never read a good text on ecology (such as Elton, 1927), he may here 

pause to do so, Semmes game management, like every other form of land- 

cropping, is applied ecology. We can here cover briefly only certain 

ecological concepts, without which the succeeding chapters would lack 

meaning. 

The most important of these is the concept of limiting factors. 

Of the nine factors operating on a given species at a given place and time, 

one often far outweighs all the others in the extent to which it pulls 

down the unimpeded increase rate. Where this is so, it may be called 

"limiting." Tims the Game Survey (1931) indicates that the limiting 

factor for quail on the cornbelt prairies is deficient winter cover, while 

in the dairy regions further north Errington (1931 a and b) has show 

{ it is deficient winter food. It would do little good to feed quail in 

c
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Iowa on an area in which the remaining winter coverts were already satur- 

ated, or to plant coverts in Wisconsin on an area bare of corn or weeds 

in winter. In neither case would the control of predators bring large 

returns, nor has the prohibition of hunting done so. The limiting factor 

is the one which has to be moved first, and usually the one to which 

the application of a given amount of effort will pay the highest returns, 

under conditions as they stand. 

It should never be assumed, however, that the factor which is 

limiting at one time will remain so through any large degree of future 

change. For example: if food were augmented 80 as to fill up the 

Wisconsin coverts with quail, the lack of coverts would, from that 

moment, probably become limiting, and still more food would be as much 

beside the point as it is now in Iowa. 

A limiting factor, then, is likely to remain limiting only through 

a rather narrow range of cae Some other factor will usually become 

: : the limiting one as soon as the original one is controlled te any great 

degree. 

Game management consists largely of "spotting" the limiting factor, 

and controlling it. It also equally consists, however, in knowing when 

to stop, and what other factor next to turn to. It is as if the game 

manager's effort to "lift" the population curve were aided by "posts" 

of varying height, on which he may rest his burden provided he knows 

which post is most available for use at any civen es and eee 

stecisd ‘tha toatl erations “Ciste ankiocy tad tte detecta, mat #8 A , 

may help dramatize the guiding principle.) 

Limiting factors shift not only with the purposeful accomplishment
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of controls, but with accidental changes in weather or other environ- 

mental conditions. If the corn borer, for instance, should bring : 

about the fall-cutting of Iowa corn, winter food would at once decrease 

to such an extent that the food factor would become the limiting one 

instead of cover, and the quail population would at once drop to the 

point where food and cover again balance. 

Again, if a mild Wisconsin winter should accidentally follow a 

: summer producing an extra heavy aftermath of ragweed on the stubbles, 

food might temporarily cease to limit quail, and the speciestrould in 

the succeeding summer have a chance to increase up to the capacity of 

the coverts. ‘This actually happened in 1932 following the mild winters 

of 1930-31 and 1931-32. 

Another example: Stoddard determined that during the average 

year south Georgia quail are limited by food, by quality ont, chia” 

of cover, or by mammalian predators, the limiting factor depending 

largely on local variations in these conditions. However, coincident 

with the drouth years since 1928, there has been a rapid increase in 

fire ants (Solenopsis geminata rufa). This ant attacks the eggs at 

pipping time. The hen devours them as they come, but if the attack be 

too heavy, her defense is ineffective. ‘They swarm into the pipped hole 

a tiny skeleton of 

and soon reduce the chick to/dry bones, still entombed within the shell. 

During the pre-drouth period these ants had destroyed only 4 

per cent of the quail nests. In 1928 <iemitieieet they destroyed 

12-1/4% per cent. In 1931 they destroyed 12-1/2 per cent in spite of 

control measures. It is not improbable that in badly infested localities, 

and during the present drouth, these fire ants, previously a minor com—
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ponent of the predator factor, have jumped into limiting status, due 

(presumably) to weather abnormally favorable for their increase. 

Let the reader ponder the human as well as the biological import 

of these sudden shifts in factor values. ‘They mean that the average 

values which characterize any given species in any given region are 

liable to unpredictable variations. ‘The less the "spread" of factor 

values, the greater the probability of temporary shifts in the limiting 

factor. ‘The less the spread, the greater the need for management 

accompanied by constant observational research, as distinguished from 

“rule of thumb" management based on some pre-determined formmla. This 

is why a natural bent for research constitutes one of the personal 

qualifications for successful practice. Let the wielder of formilas 

. stick to regions where the spread is so great as to minimize the proba- 

- bility of shifts. ; 

fo sum up: . the whole field of environmental control consists, in 

short, of keeping the two most powerful factors in some degree of 

balance by controlling the one which pulls down the stronger. We 

~  gontrol the stronger factor because it is the easiest way to raise the 

population curve one "step." ‘There are gemetimes shifts in factor 

values which the game manager mst detect in time to shift his controls. 

Effect of Controls. One more ecological concept will complete the reader's 

mental equipment for understanding the general mechanisa of game 

management. He needs to know how extremely sensitive the population 

curve is. He mst realize that environmental controls can be accomplished 

without completely rebuilding the face of the land. Often a very slight
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effort, skillfully applied at the right place, produces astonishingly 

large results. 

It is difficult to give examples because in this country so little 

has been done, while in Burope more has possibly been done than was 

necessary. 

The overwhelming increase in Pennsylvania deer, for instance, 

was probably largely due to the partial control of the hunting factor 

through refuges, at a time when lumbering had left a large area of second 

growth offering excellent food and coverts. 

In English grouse an increase up to 30-fold has been brought about 

through burning spots in the heather, partially removing old breeders, 

controlling predators, feeding grit, snd draining wet places (Grouse 

Report). If the truth were known, it might show that the greater part 

of this increase came about through the first two controls alone, or 

possibly mainly through the first one, which brought about a diversi- 

fication of the heather. Maxwell ascribes to the removal of old 

breeders alone (through driving) an increase of 300 to 800 per cent. 

/ A theoretical example of the sensitivity of the population curve 

is shown in Fig. 4. 

Garve A is the unimpeded increase for deer, beginning with 24 pairs. 

Curve B results if half the bucks are removed yearly, beginning 

with the fifth year. Curve C results if, from the outset, half the 

does and bucks are removed yearly. Curves B and C contrast the perfect 

range closed until the deer get started, and then heavily shot under a 

buck law, with the same range shot from the outset to the same degree, 

without a buck law. ‘This difference in management of herds B and © does
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Sensitivity of Population Curve in Deer 
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not seem great, yet the B curve soars up toward almost unimpeded increase, 

while the © curve indicates bare survival. 

Curve D results if, beginning with the fifth year, 1/4 of the bucks, 

1/8 of the does and yearlings, and 1/2 of the fawns are removed yearly. 

This represents a range opened to bucks after the deer get started, but 

subject, in addition, to some law violation and moderate loss from 

predators. It is seen that the herd nevertheless increases. But if, 

in addition, half the does are barren after the fifth year, the herd 

declines as shown in Curve BE. D and E contrast the degree of “punish- 

ment" a herd will stand as between (1) a favorable set of welfare factors 

bearing on the breeding rate, with moderate decimation, and (2) an unfavor- 

able set of welfare factors depressing the breeding rate, and with the 

( \ same decimation. 

Fig. 4, while admittedly theoretical, is, except for Curve A, 

within the actual range of variation of the factors in actual deer 

country. It tells its own story of the potency of “management." 

Game Yarming. So far we have dealt with wild unconfined game popula- 

tions, the mechanisms by which they are replenished, and the possible 

objective control of such mechanisms for purposes of sport and ¢on- 

servation. The breeding characteristics of species have remained fixed, 

. because in wild game they cannot be greatly altered. 

There is another kind of game management, however, in which not 

only the environment, but also sometimes the breeding rate, is sub- 

| jected to control. Pheasants, quail, certain other gallinaceous birds, 

and also certain river ducks, when they are subjected to confinement 

and the eggs are collected as laid, may produce a mmber of fertile eggs
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far greater than the natural clutch. If these eggs are then incubated, 

artificially or by foster-mothers, a breeding potential curve may be 

attained which, in terms of Fig. 3, can only be described as “straight up." 

A group of quail hens, for instance, has been Imown to lay 90 

fertile eggs (or in one case, 128) per hen per year instead of 14, and 

pheasants 104 instead of 12, A usual figure for pheasants is 60 (MeAtee, 

3530, and Simpson, 1927). 

Game farming carries with this obvious advantage certain disad- 

vantages which are well known. Complete confinement is expensive; 

the disease risk is increased by crowding; the resulting stock may lack, 

if later released, the sharp instincts conducive to wild survival. 

On vacant range, however, it is the obvious way to start an initial 

|| breeding stock, and on overshot range it is a feasible way of supple- 

menting deficient breeding stock. We are not here concerned, however, 

with its costs, risks, or afivisability, but rather with its fundamental 

difference from wild management, the latter regarding only environment 

as a variable, while the former regards both environment and breeding 

potential as variable and subject to control. 

Summary. Game species differ enormously in their inherent breeding 

potentials. 

In nature, no species realizes its potential, being held dom 

by two kinds of factors. One kind decimates the population by direct 

killing. The other retards its increase by lowering reproduction and 

decreasing the resistance to decimation. 

The factors interplay on each other, and are affected by mmerous 

physical variables in the enviroment, gach as weather and economic
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\ activities. These are called influences. 

Productivity, or population increment, is determined by the equil- 

ibrium, more or less unstable, between the upward force of breeding 

potential and the downward forces of the factors. The downward forces, 

collectively, constitute the enviromental resistance. 

The breeding potmtials of species differ greatly. For each 

species the potential is determined mainly by the mininmnm breeding age 

and the mumber of young per year. : 

Productivity is very sensitive to changes in the environmental - 

resistance. The outstanding component in this resistance is called the 

limiting factor. Productivity changes whenever the limiting factor changes, 

and some other factor becomes limiting whenever any large change is made. 

Game management is the purposeful manipulation of factors. 

The spread of factor values may be large or suall. Shifts in the 

limiting factor aré more probable where the spread is small. . 

In artificial propagation, the factors are manipulated, as in 

wild management, tut in addition, in some birds, the breeding potential 

is artificially increased. j j 

This summarizes the primary biological mechanism on which game 

management seeks to exert a beneficial control. 

To the lay reader its workings may seem obscure. If so, let him 

at this point turn forward to Chapter V on "Game Range," which describes 

in more detail the envivonmental forces to which the animal population 

mast respond. Chapter V is not inserted at this point beemse the 

( definitions in Chapters III and IV enter into its treatment.
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fo the scientific reader, on the other hand, this description of 

the biological mechanism may seem obvious. Let him pause, though, 

before he skips over it as redundant. We are depicting here the funda- 

mental behavior of all aggregations of living things. Game management 

is only one of a thousand human activities, including sociology itself, 

directed toward the interpretation and government of thet behavior. 

Oivilization is, in its essence, the will to interpret and govern it. 

( ; 

(
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. Chapter III 

The mechanism of monagement discussed in the preceding chapter ‘ 

applies to all species of game. Each species is governed by the same 

set of factors; each has a fixed wild breeding potential which the 

factors prevent it from attaining; each may be subjected to management 

by the same general mechanism of factor-control. 

In the selection of controls, however, the game manager must 

take into account certain properties of game populations which are 

either peculiar to certain species or groups of species, or which 

vary so widely as between species or groups that they cannot properly 

be treated as 2 part of the conmon mechanism. ‘This chapter deals with 

. the little understood properties of fluctuation and deusity of popu- 

lations. ‘The next chapter will deal with the mobility and composition 

of poymlations, spread rates, tolerance to differing environment, to : 

other species, to transplantation, and to domestication, and lastly 

the intricate phenomena of sex habits, sex ratio, aml sex balance, aud. 

fleck mgaminatiens, 

Properties and Their Human Counterparts. Some of the important 

characteristics of various game species are already so well recognized 

that they need no particular comment. They have for years been the 

subject of investigation by naturalists and sportsmen, and are quite 

thoroughly recorded in the literature. ‘These include the more obvious 

aspects of breeding habits and artificial rearing of game, movements 

in the sense of migration, gregarious phenomena (coveys, packs, etc.),
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food habits in the sense of average stomach contents, predatory enemies 

in the sense of their average food habits, and susceptibility to disease 

and parasites. ‘The sporting qualities of various game species may 

also be mentioned as one of the recognized characteristics already ade~- 

quately described by other authors. Some of these properties will be 

covered in Part II on "Technique." 

This, however, by no means exhausts the list of characteristics 

important to game management. There are many others, and still additional 

ones no doubt await discovery. Many characteristics of game species 

are so manifestly a fixed attribute that they may, without unduly. 

stretching the term, be called “properties”, in the same sense that 

the specific gravity, or the coefficient of expansion, is a property 

{ of Various chemical substances, or of industrial materials. 

As in the case of Homo sapiens, some of the properties of game 

species are not discernible in the individual bird or mamzal, but 

become apparent only through the study of the behavior of large 

ageregations of individuals, or game populations. 

One of the most important properties of gamepopulations, and one so 

far little explored, is the limit of density, or maximum muber of 

individuals per unit area. ‘This seems to apply to various groups of 

species in totally different ways. Since game manazement boiled down 

: to its esventiels, eontbebomtn the control of game population density, 

+ aunts apparent that an understanding of density limits is 

essential to successful practice. 

Another property of great importance is the mobility of the 

individual, or the freedom with which the game population of a given
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area moves about within that area, or mixes with that of adjacent areas. 

This property may be measured through an indicator, which by analogy 

‘with the submarine or the airplane, may be called “cruising radius." 

The exploration of this property, through the technique of banding 

individual animals for later recapture, is just getting under way. 

Another fundamental property is the tolerance of each species 

toward changes in the composition of its environment. ‘This property 

in game is almost totally unexplored, mt it is beginning to be evident 

that some species have a wide ranze of environmental tolerance, and 

others a very narrow one. 

A fourth property, possibly compounded of the preceding three, 

is the mininmm unit of rance which any species can successfully occupy. Q 

( Closely linked with this is the minimum mumber of individuals which may 

successfully exist as a detached population. 

A fifth property, already well recognized, but by no means deter- 

mined for the various species, is the tolerance of one species for 

another on the same range. While this property is usually thought of 

as a specific character, it seems probable that it varies with the 

population densities of the two co-habiting species, as well as with 

their respective habits. 

A sixth property is susceptibility to transplantation, mich 

written upon by laymen, but little understood even by scientists, let 

alone by those who risk their funds, or game, or lands in its emploit- 

ation. Many expensive failures in the importation of exotic species 

of game have se@umtiey emphasized the importance of this property. 

Other transplantations which were too successful are already well ‘known.
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Susceptibility to domestication, or breeding in captivity, is 

a seventh property which has long been the subject of experinent, 

and which has shown wide divergence among species and groups. It is 

now beginning to be appreciated that this property probably has its 

roots in some of the others already listed. 

Lastly, each mecies and group has certain properties arising out 

of its sex habits and the composition of its populations by sex and 

age. ‘That some species are polygamous and others monogamous has long 

peen understood. In aidition, however, it is now beginning to be ’ 

recognized that some species or groups exsibit distwrbances of the ; 

sex ratio by reason of disease or other factors as yet unimown, and 

' that these disturbances are intimately connected with density limits 

( and mobility. Disturbances of the sex ratio and age composition by 

hunting have long been recognized, but the limits beyond which such 

disturbances retara or enhance productivity are but dimly understood, 

and that only for a few species. 

Does the lay reader, perchance, regard these “properties” as 

ary sciences, of small consequence to one who simply loves the living 

‘ bird or beast? Let him pause before so deciding. SLove," if we mean 

by that word something more thon mere reaction to hormones and instincts, 

implies an effort to understand. Can we understand wild things without 

understanding their properties? ‘The blind personification of animals, 

comuonly known as nature-faking, arises from failure to face this 

question. 

A little analogue with humans may add reality to the concept of 

/ properties. Man thinks of himself as not subject to any density limit.
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Cutting across many of these properties is the habit in many 

species of forming gregarious units. The existing literature tells which 

species form coveys, herds, and packs, mt ade do not, but it seldom 

suggests what these units consist of. ‘The layman's assumption that 

each unit is a family is usually incorrect. A brief summary of what 

little is known about this question is a necessary basis for an under= 

standing of management technique.
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. Industrialien, imperialism, and that whole array of population behaviors 

associated with the "bigger and better* ideology are direct ramifications 

of the Mosaic injunction for the species to go the limit of its potential, 

4.0. to go aad replenish the earth. ‘But siwas, wars, birth-controls, 

and depressions may be construed as ecological symptoms that our assump- 

tion about man density limits is wnwarranted; that we may yet learn a 

lesson in seciology from the lowly bobwhite, which, as about to be 

pointed out in this dry chapter, “refuses” to live in slums, and 

coneentrates his racial effort on quality, not ciphers. Where his 

racial exiberance gets the upper hand and causes him to depart occasion- 

ally from the rule, he suffers economic cycles and social unrest, and 

his eivilization relapses to near-zero for a new start. 

i Bobwhite whistles merrily in spite of a low cruising radius. 

Gasoline has not lengthened his tether. Bat in his enviromental and 

racial tolerances he is as finicky ne blue-stocking. His tolerance 

of transplantation is quite large, but his transplanters in their haste 

planted the wrong race. ‘the outcome, hereinafter described, I will 

leave the Nordics to ponier. 

Bobwhite's natural monogamy breaks down in the slums of the game 

farm. Whether his other properties still conform to “pattern” remains 

for science ta determine. 

I said that some properties are not discernible in the individual, 

bet only in the mass. Need we go further than the various manifestations 

of mob psychology to prove that this is true? 

Let us now return to our knitting: the more sober exploration 

( of properties in wild species.
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Criteria of Density. ‘The yardstick wherewith we shall measure density is 

the number of individuals per unit area, mt the reader should realize 

at the outset that this will carry us far afield. We shall encounter 

in some species a phenomenon called "Saturation Point" which seems 

to be a limit to the mmber of social units of fixed size, or coveys, per 

unit area. We shall see rhythmic density fluctuations in time, called 

eyeles. There are other yardsticks which we shall not discuss, but only 

because we Imow nothing about them. Thus Blton (1932), after studying 

density in ants, advances the thought that the density of species 

should be compared not only in terms of number of individuals per 

unit ares, out, i¢ thay differ in size, 1n terms of body-weight of 

populations per unit area. Does this acre support more pounds of 

( ants than men? 

This chapter deals only with the magnitudes and meanings of 

density measurements. ‘The method of making them is covered in 

Chapter VI on game census. 

\ CLA d / B52
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Types of Population Curves. ‘The limits of population density manifest 

themselves in at least three types of fluctuation as between years (see 

Fig. 5). a; 

The first type is characterized by the absence of severe fluctuations. 

Such small fluctuations as oceur from year to year may clearly be 

attributed to irregularities in visible influences, such as weather 

or predators. This mode of behavior of game populations seems in some 

birds to be associated with, or may even result from, the existence of i 

a more or less fixed saturation point in mumber of head per acre. It 

may be called the flat type of population curve. It is found, for 

example, in southern quail. 

The second type exhibits periodical oscillations of more or less 

fixed length and amplitude. Such oscillations are called cycles, 

and the species which exhibit them may be called cyclic species. It 

is found in northern grouse. 

fhe third type of population curve exhibits severe but irregular 

fluctuations of no fixed length or amplitude. If these occur often, 

the curve may be called the fluctuating type; if seldom, it may be 

called irruptive. Lake States quail are irruptive. 

Yor purposes of wasiaiitiiawiy definition, fluctuations of over 

: 50 per cent from average or normal density may ba@regarded as either 

cyclic, fluctuating, or irruptive, whereas population curves exhibiting 

: fluctuations under 50 per cent may be regarded as flat. These defin- - 

itions are arbitrary, and are inserted simply to clarify the ensuing 

discussion of density limits. 

(
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Saturation Point. When the maximum wild density of grown individuals 

. attained by a species, even in the most favorable local environments, 

| tends to be uniform over a wide area, that maximum may be called the 

saturation point of that species. 

P This is a different thing from the maximum density which a parti- 

cular but less perfect ranze is capable of supporting. While this 

latter limit is literally saturation for that particular rance, it is 

obviously a variable limit as between several ranges, and to avoid 

confusion, may better be called carrying capacity. A true saturation 

point occurs when a larze mmber of widely separated optimum ranges 

"exhibit the same carrying capacity. 

f It should be observed that while saturation point appears to be 

, a property of a species, carrying capacity is a property of a unit of 

Sones , 

: Bvery range has, of course, a limit of carrying capacity. Not 

: all species, however, exiibit a saturation point. ‘The existence of 

a saturation point is not yet definitely proved in any species, although ; 

I am personally satisfied that it exists in bobwhite. Stoddard, in the 

} course of the Georgia Quail Investigation, first noticed that quail 

populations show an extraordinary reluctance to “pile up,“ even on 

seemingly ideal ranze, except for temporary periods of a month or so 

4 _ on sfmall areas. In the Game Survey of the north central states (1931, 

5 sc p. 41), the various rough samples of quail populations throughout the 

3 region seem to be subject to an upper limit of one bird per acre, and 

u the same limit was found in the separate game survey of Mississippi ; 

tengubatahet) aed tou (ote tmp — 1)
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Another significant indication was found during the Game Survey 

(p. 40) in Missouri, and later also in Iowa. ‘he highest quail 

populations recollected by old-timers on their home farms in the early 

days of settlement fail to show any former populations in excess of a 

bird per acre. This indication, if substantiated by fuller datg, means 

that the period of great abundance in quail, which is known to have 

oceurred during the early days of settlement in the cornbelt region, 

consisted of a higher proportion of populated acres, rather than a 

higher maximum population per acre than now obtains. 

Intensive management does not appear to break the quail saturation 

point, although of course it can increase the proportion of acreage 

attaining it. There are a few instances, however, in which management 

\ seems to have broken the saturation point. Ths M. EB. Bogle obtained 

a population of seven quail per acre by intensive management on Round 

Island, Mqssissippi, but this density persisted for only one year. 

This island was three miles from shore and hence was practically a pen. 

It burned off during 1926, after which the project was abandoned. It 

is possibly significant that Stoddard found these Round Island birds 

infected with coccidia to an abnormal degree during this one year of 

extreme abundance. ven had the fire not occurred, the abnormal density 

might not have continued more than a short time. 

There is, of course, a well-known tradition among sportsmen that 

quail populations are not susceptible of indefinite increase even under 

complete protection. Hundreds of writers have mentioned this, but few 

have interpreted it in a satisfactory way. ‘The tradition probably 

( reflects unsuccessful experience in attempting to break the saturation 

point.
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While definite figures are lacking, there are on the other hand, 

certain descriptions of bobwhite quail abundance in Oklahoma, Nebraska, 

and Texas which suggest the existence of natural wmanazed populations 

in exeess of a bird per acre, at least at certain times in certain places. 

The possible significance of these exceptions will be considered later. 

For the present it may be said with reasonable assurance that 

within the main range of the bobwhite, a density limit of approximately 

one bird per acre exists and probably always has existed. 

Maxwell (1911) gives statistics on populations and kills of Hun- 

garian partridce in England. His powwiesten ficures show a maxinum 

kill of one bird per 2.3 acres during the best years, with a left-over 

stock of one bird per 1.5 acres. ‘These figures taken together iniicate 

. a itmaxinum density of approximately one bird per acre before the shooting 

bezan. 

Maxwell says of red grouse in Britain: 

“It seems there is some limit set to what a moor will produce, 

a limit not regulated by food-supply alone, and varying to a marked 

degree in different districts. Be the reason what it may, the fact 

remains that while on some exceptionally favored moors a bird to an 

acres may be killed in good years, others unier the best management 

and most favorable conditions seem unable to yield a better average 

than one bird to every four or five acres." 

A maximum kill of a grouse per acre, according to the conversion 

factor suggested in the Grouse Report, means a maximum fall population 

of roughly 1.5 grouse per acre, and a breeding population of a grouse 

per 2 acres. 

In a mobile seni-migratory bird like grouse, temporary concen- 

trations are especially likely, so that 1.5 grouse per acre may not 

( have been resident on the particular moor, even though one per acre 

was killed.
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; Only one of the mmerous specific kill records for red grouse given 

by Maxwell and the Grouse Report suggests a population over a bird per 

acre, but several approach it. : 

Maxwell gives the average kill of wild-raised pheasants on a 

5,800-acre estate near London as 1,400, and the maximum as 2,000. This 

indicates a wild population of possibly one per two acres. 

19, 13 ehaw-2 Tasadowe-Gane=Gureeyniaetnlittienacsatmelies,« pheasant census 

of 210 farms ani a Hungarian partridge census of 5} farms within the 

established rance of these species 12, jab. The maximum density of 

both species approaches, but in only one case excecds, a bird per acre. 

This one case covers a winter concentration of pheasants mown to be 

temporary. 

My own combined evidence on the saturation point in bobwhite is 

this: 688 rough samples of bobwhite density gathered in the north 

central region during four different years show only one or two in excess 

of a bird per acre, and circumstances indicate these were temporary con- 

centrations. Wineteen rough samples in Mississippi show only one in 

excess, and that was an island under intensive management, for only one 

year. os ae 

The evidence on other game bird species,is not regarded as anything 

they Pave ond that the ana hidiig 
more than indicative that, tessa limits,are similar. : 

The evidence on density limits of mixed stanis is presented in 

the next chapter in conjunction with that on inter-species tolerance. 

To sum up my own present opinion on the saturation point: the laws 

of chance cause a large variation in the carrying capacity me Sea 

pan 
( The laws of chance must once in a while produce cmt a approaching
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optinnm, even where there is no management. Such accidental optima 

ought to show correspondingly high densities. 

If external or environmental forces alone determined maximum 

density, the maxima occurring in a large mmber of samples in one 

state (or other large block) might be expected to run mech higher or 

lower than in another. ‘The fact that they do not run much higher or 

lower in bobwhite on its main rance is evidence that some internal, 

force or property, which is not subject to large variation as between 

regions, is also operative, and sets the upper limit beyond which wild 

populations do not increase. 

Carrying Capacity. In hoofed mammals there is so far no visible 

evidence of any density limit except the carrying capacity of the 

f food. ‘This, of course, varies greatly between localities, and could 

hardly produce any such uniform upper limit as seems to exist in bob- 

white. In New York John Burnham has for years carried 100 deer in an 

enclosure of 750 acres, or 7.5 acres per deer. Once when the herd 

was run up to 175 the vegetation showed prompt signs of trouble. 

Bvidently 7.5 acres per deer is somewhere near the absolute carrying 

eapacity of the food-bearing vegetation in that locality. 

On the other hand the food-bearing vegetation of the Kaibab 

showed severe distress long before the (estimated) maximum of a 

deer per 0 acres was reached. ‘The difference doubtless inheres 

in the semi-arid character of the Kaibab rancze. 

The heaviest known deer densities in the wild, however, do not 

seem closely to approach the densities in evutinentnty even in
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( similar country. Itasea Park, Minnesota, (390 square miles) carried 

a deer per 32 acres in 1920; Grand Island, Michigan (22 square miles), 

a deer per 30 acres in 1923. ‘The nearest avproach to the Burnham 

density is Noah Major's estimate that Morgan County, Indiana, carried 

a deer per 16 acres in 1820 (Sandburg, 1926). 

According to Clepper (1931) Pennsylvania is now carrying a deer 

per 12.5 acres of deer-supporting forest. ‘This density is greater 

than Hajor's for Indiana, but since the Pennsylvania ranze is admitted 

by all to be sis aia Femi deer population density is not con- 

sidered a true carrying capacity. Clepper estimates that a density 

of a deer per 25 acres could be sustained, and that a deer per 40 

acres would be conservative stocking. He compares the present Pennsyl- 

; vania density to the following European densities: 

Per head L 

Roe deer in France... +++. 2 acres 

Red deer in Bohemia. . ... + + 100 * 
Deer, general limit 

considered safe .... . 40-50 " 

In the carnivorous predators there is frequent sugzestion of a 

density limit, doubtless varying with locality, and possibly to be 

interpreted he terms of the territorial concept of Howard (1920), 

except that it holds yearlong. Jay Bruce, for instance, says that in 

California each cougar covers about three townships (see Boone, 1928). 

The old saying “one hill cannot carry two tigers” probably reflects 

an understanding of a density limit in large carnivores. 

Whether there is in other mammals any saturation point, as dis- 

tinguished from carrying capacity of the partiéular range, is totally 

‘ obscure. One hundred twenty-two cottontails were trapped from a 35-acre
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island by the Pennsylvania Game Commission in 1930--a population of 3.5 

per acre. A residual population of 50 was estimated as left, infiieating 

that 5 rabbits per acre had probably been originally present. Hence, 

if there is any saturation point in this species, it is evidently mach 

: higher than in gallinaceous birds. 

In the fenced rabbit warrens of England, where artificial winter 

feeding is practiced, a spring breeding stock of 6 to $ rabbits per 

acre is recommended by Haddon (1931). ‘This would means 2 fall 

population many times as great, but the conditions approach those of 

domestication. 

Let us now sum up the bearing of density limits on the expectations 

of mansgement. In birds, until more is known about the subject, the 

( game manager would probebly be wise to assume that he cannot build up 

bobwhite quail or Hungarian partridge on larze areas beyond a bird per 

acre (measured in the fall), and even this can be attained only on the 

most favorable range. In grouse the most that can be said is that there 

fis no record of anything better. In pheasants higher populations were 

attained on rich land in Burope, even before the days of artificial 

rearing, and with such rearing are frequent there. In wild pheasants 

in this country, however, there is as yet no affirmative evidence of 

angyhing better, but there is a probability of it on certain extra rich 

ranges, such as parts of the South Dakota cornbelt. 

Nesting Densities. ‘The apparent intolerance of contimed concentration 

which is here called the saturation point probably becomes operative 

under some particular set of circumstances, or at some particular season. 

ad One might guess from Howard's concept of “territory” that it became
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operative during the breeding season. If so, the maxinmm density of nests 

ought to show it. 

Table 3 shows some instances of high nesting density in bobwhite 

and pheasant. ‘The highest (6 quail nests on one acre, sim taneously 

occupied, and counted by Stoddard) may be ascribed to the fact that fire 

had concentrated the birds on unburned cover. The others may be 

regarded as normal maxima. ‘They seem to approach or sometimes exceed 

a nest per acre. 

Table 3: High Nesting Densities 

Species No. of 
State Acres Nests Anthori ty Remarks 

Bobwhite 
Georgia 1 6° Stoddard Concentration of 

nests after fire 

Pheasant 
Pennsylvania a1 6 Pa.Game News Exposed by mow- 

ing grass : 

South Dakota 15 10 Game Warden Exposed by mow- 
ing alfalfa. 
June 1930 

Towa 10 13 J. F. Holst,Jr. Exposed by burn- 
ing winter 
wheat, 1927. 

Towa 20 22 John Ball Exposed by mow- 
ing alfalfa. 

Towa & Pr Game Com.Release Exposed by mow- 
ing clover 

°Known to have been simultaneously occupied 

{ \
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Sprake (1930) describes two Hungarian partridge nests on one 

haycock, while the Grouse Report (p. 8) describes two grouse nests 

actually touching, and another nest incubated simltaneously by two 

hens. ; 

While making the Game Survey of Iowa old-timers repeatedly des- 

eribed to me the great concentrations of prairie chicken nests which 

followed the prairie fires of pioneer days. Several said one could 

not walk across the unburned patches of grass wttnecs, daleimaol 

chicken eges “at every step." - Shh 
Mind, 

Waterfowirssad-te=concentrate their-nests~everrmore-trecky: y a ' pi } 

-theseeetbirereseestirts. upland 

These instances indicate that all, birds concentrate their 

| nests under stress of necessity, and that none for which records exist 

display any intolerance of crowding great enough to explain the 

saturation point when their probable progeny is added to the adult 

population. i 

In short, the breeding season is evidently not the time when 

intolerance of concentration is most active. 

rh 
as Density Limits and Fluctuation. Before discussing the probable 

significance of the Imown facts concerning density limits of species, 

it mast be reiterated that seience has hardly entered the threshold 

of this field of research, and that any and all generalizations possible 

at this time mst have as their object the stimlation of thought 

rather than the promlgation of established truths. With this 

purpose in mind, it may be asked: What characteristics of the various 

Ld species and their various environments seem to be associated with the
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Waterfowl seem to concentrate their nests even more freely than 

gallinaceous birds. No nest counts that can be definitely related to 

a specified acreage are known to me, but a rough sample of nesting 

density may be interpolated from any census of dueks produced on a 

given breeding ground, provided it be taken early enough to evotd 

possible influx or efflux after the August moult or flightless period. 

. Tims Day (1932, p. 10) says the Toussaint Marsh on lake Erie, with an 

area of 1,500 acres, has produced each year for the past ten years from 

10,000 to 15,000 ducks (black duck, mallard, pintail, bluewing). ‘This 

means roughtly at least two nests per acre, not deducting for blank 

acreage, which must be considerable in a marsh of that size. On the 

30,000 acres comprising the whole series of Lake Erie marshes Day 

{ says 200,000 ducks are produced, which means roughly a nest per acre, 

not deducting for a still larger proportion of blank acreage. 

The Game Survey (p. 204) estimated a duck per acre produced on 

% lakes comprising 9,600 acres in southwest Minnesota. These lakes 

were large and consisted mostly of open water blank for nesting 

purposes.
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three principal modes of population behavior? 

First of all, how are cycles and saturation points distributed 

_ among the groups of species? 7 

(oR : —7% met clear that cycles prevail in all species of American 

grouse, including ruffed grouse, pinnated grouse, sharptail grouse, 

spruce hen, blue grouse, ptarmigan, and possibly sage hen. In Europe 

red grouse and black game are cyclic. Cycles also prevail in the 

northern hares and rabbits in America, but not the southern ones. the 

western hares and rabbits experience violent fluctuations, but 

whether periodic les or irregular irruptions is not yet Imown. 

aad. a CaraSion Canes Neva telah Fos Efe nt 

eed tridges usually exhibit the saturation point. 

( Qasr Ringneck pheasants have the flat curve characteristic of 

saturation point species, but data on population density are too meagre : 

to support any positive assertion for or against the existence of a 

“Ge Savant Aeris | 
; g sa The thwestern quails (gambel quail, valley quail, and scaled 

6 sv ; partridze) are known to exhibit violent fluctuations, but no worl has 

been done to show whether these fluctuations show periodic cycles. 

It seems probable, however, that they are mch less clearly cyclic than 

fluctuations in grouse. In a broad way we may say that cycles seem 

to be associated with grouse and rabbits, saturation points with 

bobwhite quail, Hungarians, and possibly pheasants, and fluctuations 

with other quails. 

-) al We are not justified, however, in stating that these modes of 

f AY population behavior constitute properties of these generic classifications,
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oe because of the anamolous behavior of certain species on the borders 

of their ranges. 

Bobwhites, for instance, on the northern border of their rancey 

in central Wisconsin, were found (oy the Game Survey (p. 43)) to have 

exhibited radical fluctuations or irruptions. These—brrup tions may 

oLaquasintnnttoodwondnndagenineountierstneh9uGs ‘Another bobvhite 

irreption occurred in the wake of the Hinckley Fire in Mimesota in 

1896 (unpublished), in northern Nebraska in 1880 (unpublished), and 

near Saginaw, Michigan, in 1863 (Mershon, 1923). Forbush (1912, p- 37) 

mentions two early fluctuations in New England, one of which (on Cape 

Cod) implies considerable density. ‘These instances from New England 

and the Lake States clearly show a rance boundary shifting with 

fluctuating density, but with one possible exception (Mershon, Michigan), z 

nO evidence of densities above the saturation point. For such instances 

we must turn to the Southwest. Wm. J. Tucker, state game commissioner 

of Texas, estimates more than two bobwhites per acre over several 

sections on the Norias Ranch , Kenedy County, in 1930. In 1923 a 

similar density, but including scaled quail, occurred over large 

. parts of four nearby counties. Stoddard (193la, p. 500) quotes Starr 

as finding “more bobwhites than I ever saw before or since” in this 

same region in 1884, In Oklahoma, an old market shooter told Capt. 

Charles Askins of taking 110 dozen birds off one quarter section, in 

1904, in the In@ian Nation. Askins found quail very abundant on this 

same locality in 1889. 

It would appear from these instances that on the northern and
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x western borders of their range bobwhite quail fluctuate, and on the 

western border their density sometimes exceeds the saturation point. 

Some of these irruptions coincide with the grouse cycle (Game Survey, 

pe 78). ‘The locations and dates appear in Fig. 6. 

Conversely, the ruffed grouse which in its typical northern 

range is the most violently cyclic of any geome bird, was found farther : 

south to exhibit no visible cycle or fluctuation, past or present, in 

those small islands of grouse ranze which occur in Ohio, Indiana, 

Illinois, and southern Iowa (Game Survey, p- 151). Observers in 

these localities who do not read widely do not Imow what is meant 

by a grouse cycle. In short, the ruffed grouse on the southern edge 

of its es a flat rather than a cyclic population curve. 

( An intermediate mode of behavior, consisting of a milder cycle than 

obtains in the north, was noted (@aring the Game Survey) in southern 

Wisconsin and southern Michigan. Prairie chickens likewise were 

found to show various transitions from a plain cycle in northern 

Wisconsin to a mild cycle in southern Wisconsin, and a flat or 

fiuetaating curve in Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri. 

From these observations the inference might be drawn that 

cycles are a property of latitude and longitude, and that all species 

tend to become cyclic in their northern or western ranges and flat 

in their southern or eastern ranges. That such an inference is 

incorrect is, however, clearly shown by the cyclic or fluctuating 

behavior of ruffed grouse in the southern Appalachians and in the 

Ozarks. C. G. Smith, in an unpublished report (1928) states that 

ruffed grouse were "innumerable" in the Pizgah National Forest, North 

Carolina, in 1920, mumerous in 1921, and very searce in 1923. Recent
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unverified reports of abundance in this region indicate a recurrence 

of the former behavior. likewise in the Ozaris the Game Survey showed 

this species, which is now almat absent, to have been locally abundant 

in 1885, 1906, 1915, 1918, and 1926. ‘hese instances refute any 

fixed geographic distributions of cycles and saturation points, the 

bobwhite quail being clearly subject to the latter in the very regions 

(southeastern states) where the ruffed grouse is clearly subject to 

2 the former, 

\0- Geography of Gycles# Relation to Enviroment. It may next be asked 

whether the modes of behavior of game populations are induced by 

civilization, or whether they are inherent in the animal and the 

country. The probability that the saturation point always existed for 

bobwhite has already been explained. ‘The conclusive answer to the 

permanence of cycles is found in Alaska and the Canadian interior, 

where violent fluctuations in grouse and rabbits are known to occur in 

an environment which, except for a few trappers, is as yet substantially 

unaffected by man. 

The history of cycles likewise indicates that they pre-date radical 

J ; modifications of the range by civilization. In Wisconsin the Game 

Survey traced evidences of temporary scarcity in ruffed grouse and 

prairie chicken back to 1881. King (unpublished) finds evidence of 

cycles in Minnesota bats to the 1870s. Dr. Wm. A. Bruette has pointed 

out to me that the province of New Brunswick in 1814 closed th’ season 

on ruffed grouse, presumably because of scarcity. New York had a 

closed season as early as 1791. ‘These early closures were, in all 

probability, periods of cyclic mortality. In the absence of more 

* i
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knowledge, we may therefore assume that cycles are inherent, rather 

then induced by civilization. 

Another supposition, entertained in Nérope, is that cycles are 

indueed by the “artifictal" conditions accompanying management. 

Leopold and Ball (1931) have compiled records indicating severe 

fluctuations in red grouse in Britain as early as 1803, over half a 

century before any managemeat began. It is also alleged that "keeper- 

ing" has shortened the British cyclic period. Leopold and Ball find 

that back to 1858 the period has varied from 4 to 8 years, averaging 

6.5 and showing no evidence of shortening. ‘The kill curve on four 

grouse moors, which forms the basis for these conclusions, appears in 

Section D of Mig. 7. While the curve does not support the popular 

belief that management has shortened the cycle, it suggests a quicker 

recovery from depressions with the gradual inauguration of management 

, since 1870, 

Having concluded that the modes of population behavior are 

probably not an exclusive property of certain species, nor induced 

by civilization, it mst follow that they are induced by som other 

property of the enviromment, and it remains to be seen what environ- 

mental characteristics are associated with each. 

It is quite clear that cycles and other violent fluctuations 

are associated with adverse range (that is, cold, high, or arid 

range). ‘This is the same as saying that cycles are associated with 

the periphery of the ranzce of a species, because the distribution 

of the species stops where the environment becomes more adverse than 

its environmental tolerance can withstand. ‘his would account for 

! the anamolous behavior of bobwhite on the periphery of its range in
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the Lake States and the Southwest, and if we may regard some species 

ranges as all adverse, it would account for the behavior of the 

Southwestern species of quails, and the behavior of Canadian and 

Alaskan grouse and rabbits. ‘the irruptions of Russian sand grouse, 

; Scandinavian lemmings, and other foreign species tend to corroborate 

this peripheral-adversity hypothesis. 

The Game Survey (p. 166) showed that pinnated grouse, on the 

range which they acquired through the invasion of the lake States by 

agriculture, fluctuate more violently at the present time than they 

do on their original rance in the prairie states, or than they did 

when they formerly existed there in large numbers. 

This acquired range of the prairie chicken, being on poorer 

soil and farther north, may be considered as more adverse than the 

original home on the prairie, and hence oerroborative of the 

‘adversity" theory. 

Cottontails likewise fluctuate on their acquired ranze in the 

Lake States (Game Survey, p- 95). ; 

Adversity cannot, however, be the sole criterion, as shown by 

the behavior of ruffed grouse in the Ozarks and Carolina. ‘These ranges 

are hardly adverse, but they are large and continous. This suggests 

the further corollary that cycles are associated with large contimous 

blocks of range, as distinguished from small or discontimous ones. 

Certain other geographic peculiarities are worth mentioning, 

even though their interpretation at this time remains conjectural. 

During the Game Survey of Wisconsin, a search was made for 

evidence of retardation of reffed grouse mortality on the Door County
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( penninsula as compared with the adjacent mainland. None was found. If 

cycles were due to an infection not previously existing in each locality, 

put spreading anew with each period of mortality, such retardation 

would presumably have been discernible. 

The same supposition would lead one to expect that the dates of 

appearance of mortality when plotted on a map would show a zonal pattern 

spreading from centres of infection or foci. A map of the last cycle 

in Wisconsin, thus prepared by the Game Survey (p. 145), shows no 

zonal pattern, but on the contrary a completely irregular incidence, 

guch as moths would make in invading a carpet. Recovery, however, some- 

times exhibits geographic distribution. Thus in 1931 the recovery of 

all grouse in northwestern Wisconsin is much more complete than in north- 

eastern Wisconsin. 

While no evidence of a zonal spread-pattern were found in Wisconsin 

( Matauthk Centon ow Banka cod Cycles, 1732) 
grouse, Elton, finds evidences 

of a zonal spread in Canadian hares. He finds that mortality in the 

MacKenzie valley started at the Arctic Ocean and spread southward, not 

reaching lower Canada until two years later. 

The Game Survey also showed this geographic peculiarity: ruffed 

grouse are absent from a large propogrtion of the ielandsfin Lakes 

. Michigan, Superior, and Huron, even though these islands seem to offer 

suitable habitat. ‘The smaller the island and the farther from the main- 

i hee = a Spemapreeny: Saag onl bn Coiliaen, talon, 

: The geographic evidence so far available for North America, in so 

far as it can be interpreted at all, seems to fit four postulates, 

as follows:
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(1) Gallinaceous game and rabbits are normally flat in the center 

or optimum of their indigenous ranges, mt tend to become cyclic or 

fluctuating as they approach the geographic limit of their distribution. 

(2) When their distribution is artificially extended to acquired 

range, their population curves become more cyclic, 

(3) Cyeles are more severe on large continuous blocks of range 

than on small, dispersed, or discontimous blocks. 

; (4) There is no evidence of zonal distribution of incidence, 

except possibly on very large areas. 

dn additional source of evidence is available in the history of 

eyeles. ‘The available data on history so far comiled will accordingly j 

be summarized. The few scattered bits of history already cited are 

included in these compilations. Atop 

*Wiatory of Gveles in Auertca and Britain, Tig. 7 gives a history \ 
of game cycles in North America and the British Isles. In interpreting \ 

the chart, the reader mst keep in mind that most of the curves are 

summations of a large aggregate of local ani variable conditions. 

Only curves B-l and Be2 represent the behavior of game population in 

a single locality. 

Curve A is the summation of some 540 reports gathered during the 

Game Survey on the status of various species of grouse and rabbits in 

various states and provinces during particular years. Some of the 

reports are from the literature, but most were obtained verbally or 

through correspondence from some 200 sportsmen, game wardens and 

F naturalists. About two-thirds of these observations pertain to the 

( northern United States and southern Canada, the remainder to the far 

Wihis material was published by Leopold and Ball in the Canadian Meld~ 
Naturalist, September, 1931, under the title of "British and American 

Grouse Cycles." /
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15 ede ee drone of the foregoing speculations deal with 

causes.) Dosen 

The cause or causes of the wild life cycle are unimown, mt the 

nine postulates drawn from its behavior in time and space at once narrow 

the possible field of speculation. ‘The seeming synchronism of cyclic 

phenomena, if not refuted by data from new regions, makes it necessary 

to postulate some cause operating simultaneously over the whole continent. 

Fluctuations in solar radiation, in electro-magnetic conditions, or in 

some other cosmic force might meet this specification. 

Such a force, however, cannot directly kill grouse, or rabbits, 

or fish. It mst either activate some lethal factor, such as disease, 

or change some welfare factor, such as food, or else change the breeding 

potential by some physiological influence as yet unknown. Such a force 

might conceivably do several of these things. 

lo. 2 +mconngl the sudden nature of the decimation in grouse and 

rabbits, and the fact that mmerous sick and dead individuals are 

found during the "crash," the most likely hypothesis in the case of 

these animals is that the assumed cosmic force operates through the 

agency of disease. It might operate by (1) decreasing disease resis- 

tance in the host; (2) increasing the virulence of disease organisms. 

"Green's hypothesis (Matamek Conference on Biological Cycles, 

385%. p. 11) explains how virulence in a bacterial disease, such as 

tularemia, might fluctuate rhythmically without the intervention of 

any cosmic force. The recent trend of the pathological evidence favors 

' bacterial or virus disease, rather than parasites, as the primary 

lethal agent in grouse and rabbits, and varying virulence, rather than
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varying "resistance," as the determinant of mortality. To complete 

this chain of theory, it is only necessary to assume that Green's 

virulence-rhythas are in some way synchronized by the cosmic force. 

Just how this might happen is still "beyond our depth," 

Since the formation of Green's hypothesis, his own findings 

tend to somewhat weaken some aspects of it. It should be weighed in 

and wate Araprsls Livcbsdy 
conjunction with these later, ings. 

We may label the above presentation as the “"radiation-virulence" 

theory. It leaves the fish cycle unaccounted for; also the anamolous 

behavior of mskrats and the short cycle of arctic foxes. 

The other possibilities, however, should not be left out of f 

account. Irradiation of foods, kinds of food as affected by weather, 

or reproductive rate as affected by food, or by radiation directly, i 

’ may be secondary causes, or they may be primary, with disease playing 

a secondary role. In any event parasites certainly plat an important 

secondary role (see various publications of Gross and Allen), or even 

a primary role in some regions (Grouse Report) as well as predator 

migrations arising out of the disappearance of wetter feots-Sammt- 

_ suaggemtbedsby (Burnham, 1918). R@e 

Zunetion of Cycles. Cyclic phenomena are most strongly associated with 

northern animals either possessing specialized digestive capacity for 

living on low grade foods (buds and bark), or preying on other that do. 

Ability to live on low grade foods means immnity from winter 

starvation. 

Saturation phenomena, on the other hand, are most strongly 

associated with less specialized birds depending on seeds for winter
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; survival, and hence not immne to winter starvation. 

The simplest inference is that the function of eyeles is to hold 

within bounds those species which might otherwise, by reason of their 

immnity from starvation, increase to the point where they would devege- 

tate their own range. 

The overlaps between the two alternative modes of density control 

are harder to interpret. Quail and cottontails may be cyclic on their 

range peripheries because they are there heavily exposed to the cyclic 

: diseasesof grouse and hares. Why the small islands of grouse show a 

flat curve in the south remains, however, an enigma. Possibly their 

Asolation, or the absence of carriers, has something to do with it. 

Gyeles and Management. (See Leopold and Ball, 193). Many game 

conservationists have been skeptical about the feasibility of applying 

management to American grouse, especially American prairie chickens. 

The violent fluctuations comprising the cycle have been regarded as 

making the potential crop uncertain, and efforts to produce a crop 

correspondingly unattractive. 

This attitude seems unjustified. Grouse management in Britain 

is universally regarded as a success. That property in grouse which 

causes them to fall ready victims to disease epidemics is apparently 

offset by a correspondingly facility in recovering from their effects. 

The first thing which a prospective manager of grouse wants to 

know is what proportion of the years mst be expected to show crop 

failures. ‘The bag on the four moors covered by Curve B, Fig. 7,fell 

lower than 50 per cent of normal or average during only 14 years out of 

the 5l-year period covered. Crop failures in Britain, accordingly, seem
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( to occur during only one year out of four on the average. This is under 

management. No comparable figures are available for the unmanaged 

grouse populations of America. 

‘ The Byitish curve gives some indication that management, which 

de. trac apreded Pea a Bed tha wupeles, 
began about 1870, has shortened the periods of dep ssion, What manage~ 

; ment has done in Britain could presumably be repeated here. : 

> A less direct indicator of the feasibility of management is the 

maximum fluctuation from normal, This in Britain often exceeds 90 per 

cent of the average, as measured by the kill. Probably the fluctuation 

in actual population density is as great or greater. ‘There are as yet 

no comparable American figures on degree of mortality, but the British 

figures agree substantially with the conjectures advanced in the Game 

Survey for ruffed grouse and rabbits. Yor Wisconsin prairie chickens 

it was conjectured that the fluctuation did not often exceed 70 per cent. ; 

There is no convincing evidence of just what increase in red grouse 

has been accomplished by management in Britain. Maxwell doubts whether 

there has been any increase in the highlands of Scotland, but in England 

he asserts there has been a 300 to 800 per cent increase, and he ascribes 

it to a single aspect of management, namely “driving.” Une may be 

entitled to doubt whether this increase has been accomplished by driving 

alone. It seems logical to ascribe it to the enviromental controhs 

which began at the same time as driving, as well as the alterations in 

sex and age classes accomplished by driving itself. ‘These will be dis- 

cussed later. 

The general consensus of the evidence is that there is an 

unutilized and attractive opportunity for applying management to 

American grouse, especially prairie chickens, these being a close
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f analogy to the red grouse of Britain, in which management has so far been 

an undoubted success. 

Summary. Game populations display certain limits of density and certain 

fluctuations in time which are of great import to management, but as 

yet not understood. 

. Bobwhite shows an upper limit of density of about one bird per 

sere called the saturation point, which holds good over most of its 

geographic renze. It seems to be a fixed maximum for the highly diverse 

carrying capacities of local range units. It is associated with a flat 

population curve. 

American grouse, hares, and rabbits show a cyclic population curve 

of 10-year period, but no visible saturation point. 

( On the peripheries of their ‘Demsmattrs\goorraphtc ranges, however, 
VO 

nner ter eee eae, Peis YB at 
grouse, It may inferred that cycles and saturation points are 

alternative modes of regulating density, the former prevailing in 

adverse peripheral environments and the latter in favorable or central 

environments. Continuity in habitable range also seems to favor cycles. 

A similar cycle of lesser length (6.5 years) prevails in British 

red grouse. Managenent has not changed its length or amplitude, but it 

; has shortened the intervals of searcity by offering favorable conditions 

for recovery of normal numbers. 

Cyeles, and possibly also saturation points, are caused by disease. 

The variant is probably the virulence of the disease organism. The fact 

that the cyclic period is sbstantially synchronous over this continent 

4 indicates that the virulence may be affected by some cosmic force as yet 

unimown,
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racat Prtrnaethy iar | 
Cycles Are  CRSEEBESRS species which are inmmne to starvation 

because of their food habits, or which prey on such species. Their 

function is to prevent such species from devegetating their range. 

This account of what little is known, or guessed at, about 

fluctuation and density limits in game, contains a high percentage of 

surmise or speculation, because the accumlated labor of naturalists 

contains a low percentage of attention to this fundamental subject. 

Scientists have been studying it in the hand-made glass-bottle environ- 

ments of the laboratory. This is proper--they will some day extend 

their controlled experiments to the hills and fields. But the game 

manager faces it here and now. If he is possessed of that curiosity 

which insists on finding causes for the “acts of God," this chapter 

may help his search. 

It is unlikely that any game manager will find the explanation 

of cycles, mt his field observations are the main reliance of the 

scientists who will. 

That man is unimaginative indeed who can regard these mighty 

pulsations in the wild life of whole continents without seeing that 

the myriads of living things which constitute the biological commmity 

are a living organism with an entity of its om, as interdependent and 

cooperative in its parts as his own body. 

frying to understand its workings is a worthy calling; saying 

that one does understand it is another matter,a mere "voice, audible 

for a moment in the derisive silence of eternity."
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Chapter IV ae deck 

Movements 

Radius of Mobility. If a crop of game remains on the farm where it was 

raised, the incentive to produce it is operative for individual farmers. 

If, on the other hand, the game wanders over several farms, the omers 

mast organize as neighborhood groups in order to make management fully 

effective. In other words, the mobility of the species determines the 

minimum unit of management. 

How far a game refuge will feed breeding stock to a surrounding 

hunting ground determines the size and frequency of refuges needed. The 

r ) answer again depends on the mobility of the species. 

These are simply two examples which show why the property of 

: mobility, or length of cruising radius, is of funtamental importance in 

selecting a scheme of management. 

Mobility varies greatly as between species. ‘The yearly mobility may 

be almost zero in quail, but almost half the circumference of the earth 

v in certain migratory birds like the golden plover or the arctic tern. 

The recently developed technique of bird banding has shown a con- 

siderable variation in mobility as between individuals, and between the 

sex and age classes of a species, tt it remains trove that each species has 

a characteristic rance of variation which differs from that of dhers, and 

which may accordingly be considered to be a property of that species. 

5 The various groups of species display some internal similarity in 

this property. ‘Tyus all the ducks are mobile, while none of the hares and 

: rabbits appear to be so. Some groups, however, display internal variations.
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i Thus ruffed grouse are non-mobile, while 

/rea grouse are mobile, ani pinnate’ grouse are sani-migratory. ‘hite- 

tail deer are non-mobile, while mie desr perform considerable migrations. 

Almost ali of the timt banding work to date has been done on 

mtgsateey aqutbcn! Nou-migratory birds and mammals are as yet almost 

untouched. Accordingly it is impossible 4m the case of many species to 

| give detailed figures, or even to compare one species with another. 

In any comparison of mobility as between species the unit of 

i time mst be taken inte account. ‘he daily radius, the radius as between 

. seasons, the anrmmal radius, ani the lifetime radius may each be an ~ 

entirely different thing. 

Within a given species the environment most also be taken into ; 

account. Milton (1930) thinks that a sense of @ishamsony with environ- 

( ° ment tenis to stimulate saieennintle Overpopulation, weather, activity 

in the decimating factors, or deficiency in the welfare factors 

‘ probably stimilate it. ‘These are all temporary disturbances of the 

environment. Possibly certain afiverse aivironuents are so constantly . 4 

: aisturbed that mobility 1s permanently stimlated. In quail, for 

instance, there is reason to suspect that anmmel mobility increases toward 

the edges of the geographic range. 

Tt hag alreaty been noted that quail, ami possibly other species, 

ten’ to become cyclic toward the eices of the geographic range. Tluctue — 

ation in population ani’ free movement of populations seen to go together 

in the otttinteree wiigickenentns (wat not in waterfowl or marmals). = 

likewise the epposite properties of saturation points ani low 

modility tend to be associated. : 

( There is possibly some connection between the property of : 

. population Itmtte, ant that of mobility, although itdnature is yet to
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be explored. 

The only adequate study as yet made of the mobility of any i 

, non-migratory game bird or mammal is the Georgia Quail Investigation. 

IG@31a 

Stoddard Sp 175) banded 1,410 bobwhites in spring during two successive 

years on two plantations. Within three years he had recaptured 200 of 

them, either by retrapping or by finding them in the bags of shooterse 

y 
Table B gives the frequency of the various distances between the point 

of banding and the point of recapture. : 

4 
Table 2. 

i Georgia Quail mes 
_ 

Yo. tended to. of Banded Bird s: Dighanse- thee Dyes of bette aes 
Place : Shot or Retrapped : 0-1/4: 1/2: 1/21 : Over 1 

Time : t 3 2 2 

t : t t + 

1,032 : 135 : WS 2 «356 2 156 : 

March-April : : : : : 

1925 & 1926 : : : : : 5 

Forshala Plantation: ’ t : 1 

3 2 t 2 3 

: 2 z t t 

379 : 65 : 526 2 1% +: 126 : 18% 
Mareh-April : : : t 3 

1925 & 1926 : : : : : 
Melrose & Pebble + z t t 3 

Hill Pla.taticrnat : : : : 
2 2 t s - 

2 g : t 3 

1,0 : 200 : MeSH : 296 : WH : 9% 

(Total) : : : : : 
2 3 3 2 2 

The frequency of the time intervals between banding and recapture i 

wast after first breeding season but before the second, 77 per cent} 

after the second tut before the third, 17 per cent; after the third but 

vefore the fourth, 6 per cent. 
{ invyesu its 

The substantial parallelia between the two different locations
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studied makes it safe to conclude that on the Georgia preserves nearly "i 

half the quail spend their life-span within a quarter-mile of their 

birthplace, while few ever wander more than a mile. Individuals, rather 

than coveys, are the unit of movement. One covey moved as much as a 

mile intact, but the great bulk of the movement occurred by the shifting 

of individuals as between coveys. There was no significant difference 

in mobility of the sexes. 

teetnetints more limited banding of quail in Wisconsin corroborates 

Stoddard's findings, but he found little movement of either individuals 

or coveys in midwinter, except under stress of starvation. 

This roughly expreceeil the season, yearly and lifetime mobility 

of bobwhite on two opposite ends of its range. There is no reason to 

believe it is mech different elsewhere, except during the peripheral 

irruptions described in Chapter III. 

As to daily mobility, banding is not conclusive, since individuals 

are rarely or never captured twice the same day. It may be safely said 

that daily mobility is always less than seasonal,and always less in the 

nesting season than at other seasons. Stoddard says the covey range 

during the fall or winter is often unier 3-400 yards. The seinen overlap. 

The daily mobility in fall and winter mst be under this. Zvery quail 

hunter who has followed tracks in snow, or reworked the same ground 

on successive days, knows that the daily radius in fall is often as low 

as 100 yards. 

The foregoing paragraphs portray the Imown mobility of bobwhites. 

In all probability the quail is the least mobile species of American game. 

Table 5 attempts to portray, in addition to the few figures based on 

banding, the estimated mobility of the important non-migratory game



Table xe 

Comarative Mobility of Game Species 
(Banding records considered representative are in plain figures. Opinions 

are enclosed in parenthesis. Exceptional banding records on single indiv- 

jduals are enclosed in a circle.) 

eee generat tet A a AE A RRS 
g :_Daily raiius, miles 2 Yearly rediug,miles 

Bobwhite : Stoddard, Georgia : 1/6 : wy : wa 33 1 

: 2 2 t . 

: Errington, Wis. 2 (2/8) 2(3/'1-3/4) : 

he \. Valley Quail : Price, Calif. : yO : iu: «(1/2 

i \ : (Gondor, Jan.1931) : 3 2 3 

| 7> | Ringneck : Wight, Michigan $ feoy. £9 223) fy) 

> | Pheasant : 2 Ie ~ te. : : Ie : 

| Pri DP Ly, oe Rateertiaretgar~ pie pe heaeeeiiea it ateeliemmmetione: 2 (10) ; 

~ | 2*Leffing well, Neur ymk + : : teats 2@ 

of | t hemos yeclure, Englend t : (295 

S | Hungarian ? Feneziyeciure, inland : 3 z 3(i/ 3-4) 2) 

| Partridge 2 t : : 2 

3 | : Yeatter, Michigan + QB)  (/2) (24) : (3) 

| Ruffed Grouse : King, Minnesota : (1/8 + (Ui/2 : + t@ 

> | : : t : : 

+ { : Gross,New England: (2/4) +: (1) : t 

SS Prairie Chicken ! G=epuimeesgudiesiia- : aes 7 t t (2007) 

SFanpian I qe Tan ? Sehmiat, Wissen (Yr) * ta te —F 7 oe 

Red Grouse : "Grouse in Health + : 3 : (20-30 

: & in Disease” : t 2 z 

(England & : : 2 : : 

Seotiand) : Meleolm & Maxwell : : (1-1/2?) : : 

Elk : Rush, Sun River Herd: Gi/2) > (ye t (i5) t (35) 

: Rush, Yellowstone : 3 : 

: Herd + (3f2) + @)* : (45) =: (120) 

Mule Deer : H.C. Bryant, Calif. : t 2 : (0) 

: Jour.Mom.Aug.1924 : : : t 

: 2 3 : : 

: MeGuire, Routt Co., : z t 2 

: Colorado t : 1 (25) + 
: t t t t 

: Skinner, Yellowstonet (1/8) +: (1/9) + MM) + (8) 

Antelope 2 Skinner, Yellowstone: Ci/8*) t C72) : (6): (39) 

: 

Buffalo : Skinner, Yellowstone : (i/#*) : G/u) 2 (8) (22) 

liountain Shoe + Sxinmer,Yeliovatons + G/z0") + GJ) t GR) + G6) 

® Greater during wigration 
* artificially raised birds released at & weeks
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{ species. All the figures in parentheses represent opinion. All that 

can be said for Table 5 is that it is better than nothing at all. 

Predators are not included in the table. Most predators, even 

the non-migratory species, are more mobile than their prey. The extreme 

of mobile predators is probably the cougar, which has been actually 

tracked over hunting routes 100 miles in length and ranges 50 miles in 

diameter (i. §. Barker, unpublished). 

The estimated mobility of some game mammals is given in Pig. _/0. 

Flight Limits. Somewhat allied to the property of mobility, but of 

lesser importance to game management, is the distance which various 

species of birds can or do traverse at a single flight. This is important 

only where it is intended to confine stocks of game on islands, or where 

the spread or interchange of individuals across rivers or other barriers 

is of consequence. Table 6 assembles the fragments of information available. 

The accuracy of the figures on distances “successfully flown" 

varies from good to poor. As an example of the best accuracy, take 

the figure indicating that bobwhites in Clayton County, Iowa, flew 1/2 

mile. Dr. J. F. Walter of MeGregor, while fishing on the Mississippi 

River near St. Paul's Slough, has repeatedly seen a certain covey fly across 

the river at a certain point. For this section of the river, there 

happens to be a very accurate large-scale map, prepared by the Army 

Engineers for navigation improvements. ‘The distance flown was scaled 

from this map, and is highly accurate. Apparently this same covey once 

tried this same flight in a fog, and was drowned, the bodies being picked 

out of the river by Dr. Walter. 

The least accurate figures are based merely on recollection and
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Table 5< 

YLIGHT LIMITS 

2 % 8 
Species 3 : Date ‘Seassornaioee At- :Unsuccessfully 

3 3 3: Flow ttoupted : Attempted 
: 2 : g t 

Bobuhite : Round Island, : 1925 -:------+-%-3 : 
: Miss. 2 8 3 $ 
2 ee g t t 
: Alton, Tle t Pall -1-- ----+8----1t-- "I/24 

3 t : 2 t 
? Georgia : Winter + - - 1/3 : 3 
2 : : 3 3 
: Jefferson Co.,: Wali -t- - *1 : : 
: §6Ind. : 3 8 : 
z 2 2 x t 2 
p CLoajTern G., das, 2 Sept. SiS Va, : t 

: t 3 : 
Pinnated : Chambers Isl.,: April,-:-- 7 : z 
Grouse : Wise : 1927 3 3 : 

% : : | 3 : 
2 Wisconsin 2 1930 ~~ -12 to 15 : 3 
2 : 3 3 : 

‘ Trrwetts, Gre, Och 19734 3 s : 
’ Ringneck : Sapeloe Isl., * - - - -t- = °2 t : 

Pheasant 2 Ga. t : : 7 3 
t OR bey: Lake, dat Stang -8- - YY hy : 
: Teland in t Hove, t- -1/2--1 ----1 = - 1-1/2 
: Clearwater : 1930 : : 3 
3  Mimm.e 3: t : t 
cides Pan ie, wet. 198i g— =) = enn ee ee 

: 2 2 t t 
Ringnecix : England te ---t-- & : 3 

Pheasant : 3 : : g 
3 : 2 z 2 
: z 3 : : 

Hungarian : England : Fall -:- - 1 (with: 2 
Partridce 2 : : the wind) : : 

Ht" 
: Méchigan t--- -t- = 1/2 t 2 
: : 2 3 3 
: 2 z t : 

Red Grouse : Britain 2 T--1--6 tell: t 
2 t 3 3 z 
t t 3 t $ 

Black Game ? Britain 2 P--t-- 2 % : 
3 3 3 : : 

4 x Broleuee pestel from Onn acetinaty np 
*¥light started from a high place. 
*Also saw 4-5 mile flights in 3 stages.
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estimate, but usually in surveyed farm territory where the observer knew 

the land lines or farm units. 

The colusn on "flights not attempted" is based on islands of mown 

@istances from shore, and containing populations believed to be isolated. 

The colum on flights “unsuccessfully attempted" is based on 

observed drownings, or inference from drowned birds. 

There is a doubt, however, whether drownings are always sent 

that the bird was shesheate incapable of negotiating the required 

distance. Tims Barnits (1523, p. 37) records the drowning of a covey 

of Hungarian partridges in the sea after a flight of only 300 yards 

from a cliff, whereas in other instances this species has been known to 3 

fly a mile. Barnitz thinks the birds were “either intimidated or other- 

wise affected by that element" (the sea) rather than exhausted. I also 

kmow of cases where pheasants doubled back after a long flight over 

water. Such birds might be picked up drowmed, or even be seen to drown, 

after negotiating a distance actually greater than that necessary to 

complete the flight originally intended. 

Rate of Spread. Another property doubtless allied to the ordinary 

property of cruising radius, yet by no means wholly dependent on it, 

ig the rate of spread into unoccupied range. Obviously this depends 

on how favorable the range is, and on the population pressure within 

the occupied zone, as well as on the freedom with which the species 

moves. 

Pinnated grouse and whitetail deer in the lake states spread 

north with settlement. ‘The pinnated entered Wisconsin about 1810 

{ and reached Lake Superior around 1920 or earlier, a spread of 300
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miles in 60 years, or 5 miles per year (Game Survey, p- 164). 

Spread in a native species, however, seldom has clean-cut points 

of beginning and ending, and invariably depends on the rate of change 

in the environment which is the cause of the spread. Hence it does 

not constitute a true measurement of the capacity for spread. Exotics 

planted at a single spot, in a large block of range already fit to 

receive them, afford a truer measure, provided the spread of the original 

plant be not masked by subsequent plantings at new spots. 

‘ms Hungarians spread from a plant in Ohio, probably at Defiance, 

to the north line of Lenawee County, Michigan (60 miles), between 1915 

and 1928, a rate of nearly 5 miles per year. Yeatter (unpublished) 

in an independent caloulation of this same species in the Michigan end 

( of their movement between 1920 and 1927 arrived at a rate of 3.5 miles 

per year. 

Hungarians spread 40 miles from Waukesha almost to Madison, Wis- 

consin, 1910-29, a rate of 2 miles per year. ‘The plants at the source 

were repeated almost yearly, thus inducing an artificial population 

pressure at that spot. 

lawton (1931) records the spread of Hungarians from Calgary, 

Alberta, where they were planted in 1908 and 1909, to eastern Saskat- 

chewan by 1922. After 1922 the spread was masked by new plantings : 

and cannot be used as a measure, although it now has proceeded east into 

Manitoba. Bradshaw (1922) states that the first bird reached Valor, 

Saskatchewan, by 1922, a distance of 400 miles from the original planting 

at Calgary in 1908. ‘This is at the rate of 400 miles in 14 years, or 

( 28 miles per year, -probably a record rate for a gome bird.
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South Dakota pheasants, while they spread rapidly, ts not offer see 

any reliable spread figures, since the first private plantings in 

Sphink County in 1908 were followed up by widespread plants in 1911 

which masked the expansion of the original stock. 

Even the most rapid instances of spread in a terrestial game bird 

falls short of the maximum rates in more mobile passerine birds like the 

starling. This species, planted at New York City in 1890, reached 

Madison, Wisconsin, and bred there by 1928(Cooke, 1928). The distance 

is $00 miles, the rate 21 miles per year. However, the last 700 miles 

of spread took place after 1914, a rate of 50 miles per year, or nearly 

twice that of the Hungarian partridge in the wheatlands of Canada. 

While spread in the instances here cited is direct evidence of 

productivity, the game manager should remember that not every appearance 

of a new game bird is true spread. Drifting birds may appear as a result 

of dispersed plantings, or after eviction by fire, in which event they 

constitute pidinaetes productivity, but of the opposite quik sien, Time 

will tell. 

Tolerances 

Environmental Tolerance. In the next chapter the number of environmental 

types included within the unit range of various species will be discussed. 

The species seem to differ in their tolerance of variation in the mumber, 

proportion and interspersion of these types. 

For instance, under certain conditions in the Ozarks, and in the 

pine forests of the South, quail persist in small numbers on range con- 

sisting entirely of woodland, whereas normally a proper quail range in- 

cludes at least five types, namely woodland, brush, weeds, grass, and 
cultivation. On the other hand, quail are known to persist in Kansas in 

the complete absence of woodland or brush. Quail, therefore, may be 

said to tolerate nearly 100 per cent variation in woodland and brush. i
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Antelope normally exist on 100 per cent prairie, mt on the 

Gila and Coconine National Yorests in New Mexico they tolerate up 

“ bande 4 
to 50 st 75 per cent timber, consisting of open, yell pine, or open 

juniper anid pinyon. 

Pinnated grouse normally inhabit range consisting entirely of 

eultivation and grassland, but in northern Wisconsin they tolerate 

: a high percentage of timber and brush. Sharpteil crouse, on the other 

hand, do not seem to tolerate the complete absence of timber or brush, 

at least not in the lake states. Grenge (unpublished) points out that 

in the vicinity of agricultural settlements in northern Wisconsin there 

is a clear demareation between the breeding zones of pimated and sharp- 

tail grouse, the former cnrvvanting, too, ech toatl week, a latter 

Sellieas tote farrier east alt ‘schon ished 
{ N ° . 

, cultivation. 

Comparisons of range composition as between regions are of 

course a different matter from variations tolerated by a species within : 

@ single region. It seems likely that the tolerance of any species is 

greatest near the centre (presumably ont gran) of its geographic dis- 

tribution. Bmdoinnated grouse in the region of Champaign, Illinois, 

persistyin smell mmbers in spite of the eomlete ‘enolition of ortetpaa 

prairie, ani the almost comlete absence of kammy grass or weeds, whereas 

4n southwestern Wisconsin unfer comparable devegetation, the species 

is fast disappearing. 

All species now using grain ani cultivated land of course 

originally tolerated the almost total absence of this type. Bogardus 

a (1874) gives a convineing deseription of how the pimated crouse in
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Illinois at first refused corn as either food or cover, but later learned 

to like it. ‘They now, of course, largely depend on it as winter food 

in many localities, and on the Champaign prairies they depend on it as 

winter cover also. 

| Regent 065.2.6y-—ihie- shee dbeokay: «toLenance-od-widerrertetton 

teterenes-is grestestwhere- the-intrinste witure ofthe - rare tr nest 

Semoveivke. 

Tolerance Between Species. A question often discussed is whether ’ 

pheasants displace bobwhite quail. Almost invariably such discussions 

proceed on the assumption that there either is or is not an innate 

antagonism between these two species. It seems much more likely that 

if such antagonism exists, it depenis on the density of each seciesy a4 ths 

sr en on any absolute specific relationship between them. 

In eastern Dane County, sini, bo. area nearly a township in 

size) which quail, ‘tingnede pheasant, pimated grouse, ani Hungarian 

partridge exist together in an apparently stable and thrifty condition. 

The density of each, however, is thin. “rt seems likely that an increase 

in density of any of them would deersase the tolerance which apparently 

now exists. Such a decrease in tolerance would probably take place 

: through competition for food alonés 

Combativeness and the communication of disease are two other 

mechanisms affecting inter-species tolerance. It is becoming quite 

Clear, for instance, that all gallinaceous game birds are more or less 

intolerant of domestic poultry, by reason of diseases communicated from 

the poultry to the game. 

In England it is recognized that a dense population of Hungarian
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. Anderson (1907, p. 233) points out that the prairie chicken in 

Iowa, now nesting almost entirely in sloughs and marshes, originally 

chose the uplani prairie hillsides. Lewis and Clarke found elk, deer, 

grizzly bear, and mountain sheep on the flat plains of Nebraska, a 

country very different from the mountain forests with which we now 

associate these species. A more recent instance is the upward altitudinal 

shift of the coyote in the West. ‘he big game species first mentioned 

were, of course, forced upward by the pressure of human occupation, 

whereas the coyote probably followed the new food supply offered by range 

livestock. But it took him several decades to “learn” it was there, 

just as it took the prairie chicken a similar period to "learn" the 

utility of cornfields. 

Many species, in short, display a tolerance of wide variation in 

the composition of their range. Sometimes this tolerance is acquired 

slowly by a process of adaptation; sometimes it seams to pre-exist 

as a kind of inherent elasticity or biological opportunism. For a given 

species tolerance is undoubtedly greatest where the intrinsic nature 

of the range is most favorable.
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partridzes will not tolerate more than a low density of pheasants on . 

the same area (iaxwell, 1911, and Page, 1925). a 
In his pheasant book (1913) Maxwell cites one 5,000-acre estate | 

fm Ungland successfully carrying a breeding stock of 1,000 partridges | 

and 200 pheasants. Where heavier stocks of partridges ‘are to be | 

carried, he advises cleaning out the pheasants each fall, ani renewing 

then artificially each sumer, ‘his‘paedmig>inplics that winter is the 

season of conflict. Food does not appear to be the sole reason for 

incompatibility, however, since Maxwell says that no amount of extra 

feeding ean make it safe to overstock a partridce range with pheasants. 

we paaioe that more head of killable came is secured in the long run 

where the two species ranze together. ‘Whether he ascribes this to 

an only partial overlap in their food requirements, or to the lesser 

fluctuation of the pheasant crop, is not clear. 

During the lest low in the grouse cycle, there was mich dis- | 

cussion of pheasants displacing pinnate’ grouse in South Dakota. At the 

-seme- time Taverner (1927) reported that Hungarians were displacing 

sharptail 4m the Cenadien wheat belt. It is too early to judge the 

: actuality of these apparent displacements. If the grouse fail to come 

th porvrnvod Dire ov three 
back,during the next, "highs there will then be crounts for believing 

that exoties are tenting to displace then. Darang the preset hugh 932) 
they haue cornea toby at hraah mr Pore pee etd, ; 

Unexpected kinds of intolerance between species sometimes occurs 

Mme Stoddard reports turkeys eating quail eggs in Georgia. Errington ; 

reports a ss rane killing a wild math chick. Ti=_=ents-are- , 

ot cae band ated re ctitng eottanta ion, bal veotecose hav often tide tm. 
i ar unknown. Management is concerned with trends and probabilities, 

not with possibilities or exceptions. |
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Density of Mixed Stanfs. When two or more allied species occur on the 

same range, what density limits hold for their combined numbers? 

This interesting question is our best approach to the questi of 

tolerance between species. It has, as already noted, been mech written 

upon in Britain, tut not in quantitative terss or census figures. The 

aecurate quantitative work so far done in this country, such as Stoddard's 

and Wizht's, has either applied to range inhabited by only one species, 

or to densities so low as to throw no light on the problem of mixtures. 

In considering this matter, let the reader exclude from his mind 

those instances where two species are interspersed, but not mixed in the 

sense of occupying the same vegetative types. Tims pimated and ruffed 

grouse are interspersed on many a tract in the Lake States, but they 

occupy the opens and thickets respectively, with only a small overlap 

( at the peripheries of these two types. Such interspersions are not 

mixtures. 

In glacial swamp country there are likewise frequent interspersions 

of pheasants with quail, pheasants with ruffed grouse, and roffed grouse 

with pheasants. ‘These represent intermediate degrees of true mixture. 

A true mixture, oftenin heavy density, is found between pheasants 

and Hungarians in northwest Iowa, and between pheasants and quail in central 

Towa. ‘The Iowa Game Survey (1932) made a census of all game birds on some 

500 farms during the winter of 1931-2, from which the following ferns 

are selected as the densest mixtures of species: 

f
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Table g Mixed Stands of High Density 

Maxim total game birds on Iowa farms, Iowa Game Survey, winter 1931-2 

es cecilia on epsebovensiarersedr saeco oisie bogs iinet htaccess nnnen Te 
: sensu —— : Mixed Density 

: Acres in ? t : 2 ee : Acres per 
County : Farm : Pheas.: Hun.: Quail: Grouse:\ (pin. Total : bird 

? : 2 2 : :——1 t 
Clayton : 490 ¢ 6: 2 1%: a : : 205 : 2.4 

2 : 2 : t : t : 

Dallas : 120 : 2: ee io 2 h + Ih : 1.9 
3 : t z : t t t 

Clay 2 160 +: #8: 8S: i123 : t 10l 3 1.6 
Kossuth : 160 : 100 : 12: : : 2 ll2 : 1.4 
Mills : 1000 : 60 : : 7003 2 : 760 : 1.3 

2 : : : : 2 3 t 

Jackson +: 218 : 15 3 : 150: : : 165 3: 1.3 
t : t t t 2 3 : 

Polk : 300 : 150 : : 100: : : 250 ¢ 1.2 
t t : 2 t 3 2 t 

Boone : 160 : 30 ¢ : 100: : : 130 3 1.2 
: : 3 2 t 2 2 : 

Jasper : 200 t 50 : : 100% : 1 : 161 : 1.2 
: : : : : : : t 

Lyons : 160 : 2110 : 2: : : : 138 3 1.2 
: : : : : 3 : z t 

O'Brien +: 200 : 1590 : We: t t : 195 : 1.0 
t : : : 2 t t g 

Sioux ¢ 160 ¢ 60 : 10% t : °7% 1: 165 : 1.0 
t : 2 : : : t : 

Davis : 170 : 12 3: : 2ho: t : 162 : 1.0 
: : t : t : z t 

Washington: 200 : 100 : : 100: t 2 200 : 1.0 

t 2 3 2 : 2 : : 
Palo Alto : 200 t 175 + 8O: $ : : 255 3: 0.8 

: : 2 t t : t t 
Story : 200 : 50 3: : 200: 2 s 250 3: 0.8 

s t : 3 3 t 2 : 
Linn : 160 * 227 % : 50:3 : : 277 0.6 

: z : 2 : : : t 
®»yrobably migrant winter visitants 

The prairie chickens may be partially disregarded because they 

are migrants present in winter only, and the ruffed crouse as partially 

interspersed rather than mixed with qail. ‘The other combinations, though, 

are true mixtures, and having been selected from hundreds of samples for 

high density, they are also presumably optima or near-optima for one or
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the other of the species in question. 

The accuracy of the census figures is variable, but probably within 

25 per cent in all cases. Winter concentrations of pheasants are excluded 

except in ti one figure (0.6 acres per bird for Linn County. On many of 

these farms from 50 to 100 pheasants had been kilied before the census was 

made, but these removals may have been offset by subsequent influx and re- 

shuffling. 

The mixed densities in the last colum seea to approach but seldom 

exceed an acre per bird, in the same manner as the densities for quail gone 

approach the same limit in this and other states. The table constitutes 

at least an indication that mixed stands are to a large degree subject 

to the same combined saturation point as would hold for pure stands of the ‘ 

constituent species. 

From these data this rule-of-thumb may be tentatively laid down: 

Do not count on improving the total stand of upland game birds by adding 

new species requiring the same kind of range as the species already there. 

Building up what you already have will usually accomplish the same result 

at less risk and less cost. 

iy ay OF 

t
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. Minhem Units of Rance snd Foulation, Oriinarily a species cannot 

guecessfully inhabit a unit of range gaaller than that required for . 

the exercise of its daily eraising reafius. Ths a 2-acre woodlot 

gurrounied by cultivation will not hold ruffed grouse, whereas a 20- 

aere one may do so. It follows from this that the minimm unit range 

is hich in the mobile species, ani low in the non-mobile species. ‘this 

principle of course bears strongly on the mininwm unit on which game 

management ean be successfully practiced. 

In addition to the minimum geographic wal, ak appears in 

some species to be a minimum population unit, or minimum density of 

population, below which the species fails to thrive. To account for 

this sualilern,, soto on came eonservation have hypothecated a “point 

\ of resistance" or mininmm population, below which the species, for 

reasons uvmown, fails to respon to wwotention,” 

The frequent failure of antelope to “come back," even unter 

completely closed seasons, is a case in point. Such failures have 

been attributed to the species having fallen below its “point of 

resistence." ‘Thedr actual nature,may be accounted for under a theory 

edvanced by A. G. Wallshan, a frontiersman ani pioneer wild life 

photographer of Routt County, Colorado. Wallahan aas-observed that 

antelope heris of less than 12 or 15 individuals = ‘iaieaiab aon 

fight off wolves or coyotes ag a herl, tut when attacked by these 

: animals will stampede and seatter so that weak infividuals are readily 

ext out and run down, by relay or otherwise. Herds of more than 15, 

on the other hand, <@@% usally stan! their crouni as a unit, bunching 

: inte a defensive formation which enables the backs to fight off the 

attacking wolves. .
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[ While this is simply a theory based on observation, it has the 

ring of probability, anid may have many counterparts awaiting discovery 

end verification through research. ' 

In a cyclic species like grouse it is easy to see how an 
ne : 

epidemic 1, OF a flight of goshawics or, crusted snov,might make a clean 

sweep of a suall umit of rangesuch as an island, the isolation of which 

would prevent prompt restocking by influx from murrouniling range. 

Possibly, therefore, the frequent absence of rmffed grouse from suitable 

ae isasctin' at uaaboas san ; islands is a phenomenon of Trance units. 

x6 jo 2ransplantation. Mo other property of game species has been explored 

with as much persistence, and with as little guidance from either 

acience or experience, as that of susceptibility to transplantation. 

This term is here used to include both the introduction of exotics, 

and the planting of natives outside their natural range. 

eee AM excellent gumiary of American experience in transplantation 

— / of game birds has been compiled by Dr. John C. Phillips (1928). One of 

his most valuable contrivetions is his classification of types of 

response by planted birds to their new enviroment. ‘The following types 

of behavior in plants of game birds are taken from Phillips, except 

_ Type D snd F which have been added. | 

Virst of all, there are three types of failure: 
et Oud 

(A) The planted stock imetiately,isappears without breeding. j 
This may be called "dispergal failure.” 

(3) The planted stock breeds for one or two years (often 
vigorously the first year) and then persists as non- 
breeding atults which gradually disappear. Sometines 
there is no breeding, but simply the diminishing persistence 

\ of adults, This is a very prevalent type of fatiure, 
independently noted by Phillips ani the Gamo Survey, and i 
may be called “gtragcling failure." Sometines after vigorous 
breeding the first year, the entire stock suldenly disperses,
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nat 4 
The simplest explanation of the minimum unit of population, and 

one which probably fits most actual eases, is the “clean sweep" which any 

local misfortune may make of sny small detached colony of animals. local 

and temporary exterminations occur on every game rance. Where there is 

no surrounding population to restock by influx, the extermination is 

permanent. Low mobility of course decreases the probability of restocking; 

high mobility increases it. Ths mountain lions and wolves have been 

“exterminated” almost anmalily from many western regions, but as long as 

there are any left in neighboring regions, the blanks promptly restock. 

Towa has experienced the restocking of many blank counties by prairie 

chickens during certain years of heavy winter influx of migrants from the 

North. Migrant chickens are, per se, of hich mobility. On the other hand 

Z when a blizzard makes a clean sweep of nonemobile quail in one of the 

js northern states, it has often required over a decade for naturel re- 

BP stocking to take place, ‘Tae sme kinl of loss in southern ani more eon 

timmous quail range is often replaced in a couple of years. 

aa ina 7 

\Srant & 
Transplantation of game is as old as civilization, Pheasants, 

for example, were introduced into Britain, possibly by the Romans, 

although they are not mentioned in English literature until 1059 

(Leffingwell, 192). ‘They may not have been native to Burope at all, 

some believing they were trought there from Asia by the early Greeks.
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(C) ‘the stock persists as a mall breeding colony but does not 
: i spread. Usually it eventually disappears entirely. ‘This 

may be called “golony gurvival." From the viewpoint of ' 
producing a stock of shootable game, it is a type of failure. ! 
It inter-grades with stragzling failure. 

Secondly, there is a type of behavior representing partial success. 

(D) The stock persists and sometimes spreads, but only with 
the aid of artificial propagation or the afdition of new 
plants, or both. Because of the difficulty of distinguish- 
ing this type from the next, and in orler to be perfectly 
just to pending projects, this typ2 may be called “artificial 

F establishment." It is added to Phillips’ classification 
because it may become important as a type of game management 
for pheasants in certain regions. 

errr 
Thirdly, there are two types of success? pts pt 

(2) The stock breeds and spreads (sometimes very vtcoropy at 
first) but experiences a subsequent partial decline.’ This 
may be called “recessive establishment." ‘There is comlete 
inter-cradation ae — C and F. 

Vv 

(¥) the stock promptly pe vigorously breeds ax! spreads, and 
{ shows couplete| establishment as a wild population. Maar | 

Plantes which mee appear to be of this type may later exhibit : 
: recessive behavior and prove to be of Byve EZ. 

4n ineredible anount of misunierstaniing, and a tragic waste of 

energy ani fumis, has resulted from the almost universal failure of 

sportsmen ani game administrators to distinguish between establishment 

(in the sense of wild populations able to maintain themselves over a 

period of years) ani the B and C types of failure or the D type of 

partial success. / 

Tt ost here be said with all possible emphasis that mecess cannot i 
eee ieee 

” see from failure junt planting ‘and artificial propagation 
OAnk, 

tame, coased for at least three years. If, after three years, the stodkc 

still shows capacity to breed and spread, it may be called an establish- 

ment. If not, it must be regarded as a potential failure, ani the 

\ further expenditure of fun!s or effort proceed with the same caution : 

: that ought to characterize putting good money after bad.
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Most of this waste and confusion arises from the assumption that the 

property of transplantation is determined solely by the obvious or external 

characters of the environment. If the climate, food, and cover on the 

planted range superficially resembles that found in the bird's indigenous 

range, it is assumed that success is inevitable, provided only large enough 

plantings are made in the right way for a sufficient period of time. It 

is perfectly true that large and persistent plantings sometimes succeed 

where small or sporadic ones fail, but it is also highly probabje that 

the successful transplantation of a species is often determined by factors 

as yet invisible and unimowm to science, ani therefore invisible and 

unknown to sportsmen. 

fable $ attempts a classification of the types of behavior shown by 

plants of various species in various parts of North America. Most of 

: the historical information is taken from Phillips, from MeAtee, and from 

the Game Survey, but the classification of behavior is the author's. 

Plantings less than three years old in 1930 are omitted. 

The history of each plant is often meagre, and the intergradation 

between types of behavior complete. Many readers will take exception 

to the classification. However.open to challenge it be as to detail, 

4t shows conclusively that only two exotics have so far exhibited any 

large areas of successful establishment in this country, namely the 

ringneck pheasant and the Hungarian partridge. It is also clear that 

the only native species exhibiting any appreciable degree of success 

outside their natural range are the quails.
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. very species that shows any success at all, shows almost ae 
BR : ies 
Bs all degrees of suecess in various regions, ani what is still more to ae 

- the point, it also shows almost all degrees of failure in other RE: 

re table 6 shows no single instance of the successful tranmplanter 

Pe tion of a cyclic species outside its natural ranze in America. In ~ s 

. Burope, however, the cyclic oul paneer of the British Isles has been Sa 
". Tr ov Awatl narete Abd 5 

i ie successfully transplanted to, Sweden and Belgiun, a 

a AML of the foregoing @ismssion deals with birts. Ingome 
Ba ae 
a manuals, atteapts at transplantation have taken place on a much sualler = 

me . seale, partly by reason of the fact that many of our important g=me 5a 

ip rndevurrnebas =e ae 

i audunbes have « trangcontinentsl range, and partly because the human =o 

ae paycholozy which es behin4 the immlse to plant strange species ig 

( i ¥ souchow strongest in the case of birise As a consequence little is i 
Ee ee 

a kmown, or neod here be disaussed, concerning the transplantation of — as 

2 ae geome mamalae Most of the rodents seem to transplant readily. there a 

a ca 
fe: has been, for instance, a wholesale planting of western races of rabbits 

< fn the eastern states. The Jackrabbit range has been extended eastward = 

Ee by plantings, @uropean hares are spreading in southern Ontario, where a 

‘ * ‘they constitute a pest. American cray squirrels are a pest in England, oe 

mi where they hove developed a cycle. Most ordinary American horned gae tual ee 

aay 
cea 

‘ Fe exeept mountain sheep ani antelope seen to stand transplanting easily. Aa 
e ae: 

a Tae only predator Imown to have beon transplanted in America 

Be fy Fat huvtiro a ” 
a. is the red fox, which was moved to Texad,in 1891, aml has become age 

El : established there in several counties (Texas Conservation Yearbook,1929-30). 

; ‘ee Domestication, The msceptibility of game species to domestication or 5 

ee rearing in eaptivity 1s a property which parallels that of transplanti tions 
es Bs : ° my 3 o 

a = eh ae ‘i a e err St Mi 4 cote Bi a B Bae
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/ Pig. 8* pictures the geographic distribution of seccess and failure 

with pheasants and Hungarians up to 1930. It is a rough and generalized 

version of a detailed map being compiled by R. B. Yeatter for later pub- 

lication. The map suggests these tentative conclusions: 

(1) The Hungarian is mach more exacting in its range requirements 

than the pheasant. 

(2) Both species consistently fail in the south half of the United 

States (with possible exceptions in the iountain regions), and 

i“ in forested regions. 

(3) The spotty distribution of success, especially of Hungarians, 

in spite of almost universal plantings, suggests that success 

1s determined by some environmental factor other than the 

more obvious aspects of climate, food, cover, or enemies. 

"Explanation of Fig. 8 Accuracy. West of the Missouri River the map is 
very rough, due to the great difficulty in getting comparable information 
from the various states, and the complexities introduced by altitudinal. 

zones. 
Source of Data: R. BE. Yeatter of the University of Michigan (who will 
publish wore detailed maps later), John C. Phillips (1928), MeAtee (1929), 
and the Game Surveys. 
Symbols. Two large circles mean two successive attempts at statewide 
plantings. A small solid dot followed by “loc?” means that the liter- 
ature records failed plantings but does not specify their location. 

The stippled areas include diverse categories which could not be } 
; differentiated due to the small seale of the map or dme to lack of 

firs information. In the north central states peared accurately 
shows y populated (or, in Wisconsin, incompletely planted) range. 

ni In the western states stippling includes mainly spotty distribution 
due to altitude and irrigation. In the eastern states stippling 
ineludes thin and spotty ranze and also (as in Maryland pheasants) 
range of indeterminate status as to establishnent. 

e 
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/ 3 Haturally the species which can be reared in captivity are the most = 

a - available for transplantation. ee : ee 

fi oe As in transplantation, there are various degrees of success. ee 

ce Table 7 Classifiecs the maximum degree of mecess which appears to a 4 

rs be characteristie of various species ant groups. The information in the 
we aud Haphinern 9>6)y Fee 
.* table fs taken from Job (1923), Experts can of course occasionally - < 

. do better, and new discoveries may alter the results at any time. les ; 
Be ae ers nang a Sa~ as es ee eff 
ae The table deates that,” by ani larce, mrine, misratory, a 

E _ and cyclic species cannot be reared in captivity, or if so, only with - a 

o: great @iffioulty. ‘Most of the shore birds do not sem to murvive in =k 

. ia captivity at all. Many of the species successfully reared in cap- ; of 
pon ee 
ie tivity are those musceptible of transplantation. eae 

y a ; There is of course nothing final about this classification. . ee e 

- ; - he technique of game farming is constantly 4mproving and each year ic: 

ee cone eons heretofere tneumomtatie disfiealty partially or whelly | a 

E overcome. It is important to keep in mini, however, that efforts = a 

eo at domestication are often coniueted regardless of the expense or _ 

sss trouble which they entafl. ‘thot a species has been reared in captivity 

a does not of itself constitute evidence that it enn be reared on a scale 

ace ani at a cost practicable for game management purposes. So far game . 

Re farming, from the viewpoint of management, is practicable only for tie : 
ae "SS a 

a ringnedi pheasant, most quails, wild turkey, mallard, ani Canaja goos@e = 
os "ee 
s E - Suseeptibility to artificial rearing is amt of damme importance 
sy di Egil - nti ty ge 

ae to gums management emsupt as a source of seed for restocking ranges “a 

a on which the species in question is exterminated, or for planting new 
e ‘ or 

! ea or, shot~out » It happens, however, to be a property easily pes 

pen. ee. ots: A Meets Us ius tics Se eink 5 ar ae Lay yaa :
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AU antlered geme except moose can be bred in confinement (see 

Lantz, 1916). Other big game mammals are more difficult. 

Cottonteils ean possibly be bred in semi-confinement (Hiller, 

1932), but I kmow of no ease in which close confinement has been 

successful. Dice (1929) records three litters bred and born in cages, 

but all of them were of the southwestern subspecies. Fighting between 

the male and female caused failure of all attempts to breed the eastern . 

cottontail. 

{
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7 
Table 3. 

CLASSIFICATION OF AMERICAN GAME BIRDS AS TO DOMESTICATION 

Maximum Degree of Success to Date Examples 

Not so far captive Shorebirds 
Rails, except Coot 

In captivity, but no eges Woodcock 
Coot 
Bandtail Pigeon (7) 
Brants 

In captivity, but infertile eggs Cranes (except Little Brown) 
Sea Ducks( except species below) 

Fertile eggs, but young die All Grouse, with rere excep- 

when partly grown tions in Ruffed Grouse and 

/ Prairie Chicken 

Successfully bred in captivity Hungarian Partridge 

(Hatching or rearing of wild Pheasants 
egzs not credited as success. ) All Quails 

Turkeys 
River Ducks, also Redhead, 

Canvasback, Scaup, Golden-eye 

Swans 

Mourning Dove 
Passenger Pigeon 
All Geese (except Brants) 
Whitewing Dove 
Idttle Brown Crane (once)
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( 2 dramatized to and visualized by the ley mind, and hence has received such 

a large share of public attention as to become, to the rank and file, 

almost synonymous with conservatim. 

A review of game farming technique will be given in Chapter XV. 

Sex Habits 

Sex Properties. Mach species of game has eight fundamental sex 

properties affecting management: 

1. The age of sex maturity, or minimum breeding age. 

2. The mmber of females served by one male. ; 

- Period of gestation 

. The mumber of young per brood or litter 

5. The mumber of broods or litters per year 

6. the initial sex ratio in the young at birth 
7- Maximan breeding age 
8. Longevity beyond maximum breeding age. 

/ Each of these properties is known to vary more or less with 

environment, but these variations within the species are usually dis- 

tinctly smsller than those between species. In a "perfect" environ- 

ment these properties would give rise to a population of fixed compo- 

sition as to sex and age for each species. 

In all actual environments, however, there are radical departures 

from this theoretical norm, ‘The measurement and comparison of these 

departures is one of the principal means for the diagnosis of field 

conditions, and their beneficial manipulation one of the principal 

activities of management. 
in ae T 

Numbers 1, 45, 7, and 8 have already been diseussed/ for the 

purpose of deriving the breeding potentials of the various species. 

There remains to be discussed tothat extent these characters 

constitute properties of various groups, and what important disturbances
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of the normal condition are likely to be encountered or used in game 

management. 

Lagi of Information. ‘the paueity of our information on these properties 

is indicated by the fact that of the 36 species of birds in Table l, 

the literature indicates conclusively in the case of only 9 at what age 

they first breed, in the case of only 9 whether more than one brood 

is raised per year, and in the case of only 8 what type of mating is 

characteristic. 

The mammals are in somewhat better case. 

It is, of course, difficult to establish these characters under- 

lying reproduction, especially in species not subject to domestication, 

or not easily trapped for banding, or in species in which sex and age 

: are not distinguishable in the field. Nevertheless they are of such 

fundamental import to both science and conservation that it seems fair 

: to suggest that our professional naturalists should give them more 

attention. ‘The mimte study of the bones and the pelage of dead 

specimens can, to be sure, teach us much of the evolutionary processes 

by which the species came into being, but hardly more than the study 

of the means by which it still holds its place in the sun. ‘The latter 

may, moreover, point out ways in which that place can be retained, 

whereas the former cannot. 

The following captions give as good an account of breeding 

characters as the existing paucity of information permits. ;
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; Breeding Age. Poultrymen say that in domesticated birds minimum breeding 

age sometimes differs as between sexes. Whether the stock was hatched 

late or early also doubtless affects the probability of one-year breeding. 

Tms wild geese in confinement quite certainly do not breed until 

two years old. — 

Camere is no record of ezes from yearling females, although yearling 

males may possibly mate (Halpin, unpublished). In tame varieties, ganders 

sometimes have the capacity to breed at one year, though females have 

neither the capacity nor the inclination (Halpin). 

In domestic turkey, yearlings of both sexes are preferred as breeders. 

Hens over three years are rejected (Jull, 1928). 

Wild turkeys, however, do not breed as yearlings, Wild gobblers 

in confinement first breed at two years (Quarles, 1918), although yearling 

hens have been known to breed and rear young (Enty, 1397). 

In the case of turkeys, domestication has evidently advanced 

minimum breeding age, both as to capacity and inclination. 

One may possibly infer from these authorities that in waterfowl 

the male matures first, and in upland game the female. It is also 

reasonable to suppose that in wild polygamous birds the young male may 

not be allowed to breed as early as he is physically able to do so. 

With this background, we are now ready to consider the minimum 

breeding ages characteristic of wild game gpecies, already outlined 

briefly in Tables la and 1b. 

It ta tenes Saat all American upland game birds except wild 

turkeys breed as yearlings. ‘he probabilities are that wild turkeys 

actually breed at two years. 

(
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In waterfowl, it is certain that wild geese do not breed until two, 

and swans until three or more years old. I suspect that cranes may not 

breed until two or more yearsold. In ducks and shorebirds, it is by 

no means certain that all of the species breed as yearlings. Mallerds 

undoubtedly do. Works on artificial propagation of ducks seem to assume 

that they all do, tut they likewise mention how hard it 1s to get fertile 

eggs in many species. In Wilson shipe and woodcock we lack the analogy 

of captives. Non-breeders are plentiful in many species of shorebirds. 

It is not at cibpeetite that eee iis et breeding until the 

second year. 

this lack of fundamental information about ducks and shorebirds 

is anregrettable hiatus in our ornithology. 

It seems quite certain that all the snaller game mammals breed at 

one year. Some have suspected the cottontail of breeding sooner, but 

a May rabbit, even if mature at six months, could hardly have young 

before November. Young are not seen at that season, and could hardly 

survive. Domestic “rabbits” are bred at five or six months of age, but 

these are actually hares, and are not a sound analogy. 

None of the big game mammals bear young at less than two years. 

Some big game species, such as elk, sheep, buffalo, and bears reach 

maturity only after three or four years. ‘This character of deferred 

breeding is of great importance, as will be evident by a study of the 

breeding potential curves in Fig. 3. A species with the breeding index 

1-2 (breeding at one year, two young per year) reproduces only a little 

slower than one with the formla 2-6 (breeding at two years, but with 

three times as many young per year). Broadly speaking, the litters
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or broods must be more than doubled to compensate for 2-year instead of 

leyear maturity. 

Maximum breeding age is almost totally uhlmowm. Coleman (Stoddard, 

p. 455) observed a high egg record in a captive bobwhite hen up to at 

least the sixth year. 

Barren individuals, if there are such, use up range and food without 

entributing to productivity. Declining reproductive vigor may affect 

productivity, even without barrenness. ‘The British, for instance, are 

persuaded that their success in grouse management is largely due to 

the automatic reduction of old birds effected in driving, and the 

deliberate killing off of old cocks by the game keepers (Leopold and 

Ball, 1931). When the driven grouse come over the guns, the old birds 

come as singles or pairs and are usually killed, while the young come 

over in packs or flocks, and thus suffer a less per cent of mortality. 

That driving effects a differential mortality among young and 

old may be considered an established fact. Whether old birds are 

markedly inferior as breeders should be pondered with more caution. 

It seems probable, but is not proved. “the orouse Laem 

eee a scientific publication, accepts the theory and exlains 

its workings as follows: 

(1) Old cocks appropriate a larger breeding territory than young 

ones, and thas reduce the mumber of breeding pairs which can be 

accommodated on a given acreage. 

(2) Old parents produce smaller clutches with a lesser per centage 

of fertility than young ones. 

( The first point sounds highly probable, ‘The second seems entirely
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possible. Weither, however, is as yet supported by quantitative evidence. 

Both offer an entrancing field for research. 

MeLean (1930, p. 19) suspects that superanmated California quail 

form separate coveys which inhabit high ridges apart from the range of 

younger birds, and which do not pair or nest, even in good year. He 

eites mamerous examples, including a flock of 80 of which he took 

specimens. 

. ‘Upon dissection . . I came to the conclusion that they were very 
old, and sexually spent. Their bones were brittle, legs rough and scaly, 
and the sexual organs dimimitive in both males and females. Other 
birds do not seem to mix with them, even in winter." 

Young Per year Second Broods vs. Renestings. ‘the average size of 
clutches or litters, as shown in Table 1, is quite well established 

for all game species, but the number of clutches or litters per year 

4 much less so, especially in birds. 

The only game bird known to raise regularly two or more broods 

yearly is the mourning dove. Barrows (1912) suspects the passenger 

pigeon did, and the bandtail pigeoa may also. 

The ringneck pheasant and the California quail sometimes 

raise two broods. Wight (1930, p. 224) says of the pheasant in 

Michigan, “Early nesting females usually again build nests and rear a 

brood,* but he is referring to renestings following destruction of the 

eerlier nest, not a second brood following the/earing of an earlier one. 

Beebe (1922) says that the ringneck in its native Asiatic range 

"sometimes breeds twice," but no equivalent assertion is made for the 

other component of our jist hihi, 

MeLean (1930) cites a one-legged California quail hen seen to raise
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two broods for two years out of three. It is extrenely doubtful, however, 

whether two bfoods are sufficiently common in any gallinaceous bird to 

affect the breeding potential. Stoddard is quite iahihe that second 

broods do not occur at all in bobwhite. 

Both sportsmen and naturalists might be less credulous of stories 

about second broods if they stopped to add up the time liabilities 

involved. These may be roughly computed for almost any gallinaceous 

bird to bet 

Days Sten Galoulation 

20 laying a clutch # eges at 1-1/2 days per ege 
; 2 Interval 

23 Incubation 
40 Dependensy of young Usually at least 6 weeks 

“SS 

( A hen starting her first clutch on May 1 could therefore not rear 

that brood and be ready to start a second before the elapse of 85 days, 

which means July 25. A new nest started July 25 would hatch September 5 

and would not be tindependent until October 10. 

Semeeckeltiteety That the California quail is the only American 

game bird in which second dg occur with sufficient frequency to 

affect srtavirty ede lacteEE Borre length 

of the summer season on its range. ‘The same reasoning applies to the 

other Southwestern quails, but is so far not supported by affirmative 

observations. 

the improbability that second broods are frequent in pheagfalt 

is further attested by Wight's observation that the cock starts to 

moult, and becomes solitary, before the first brood is old enough to 

i leave the hen.
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‘keaverthe-hen. 

Second broods should be sharply distinguished from re-nestings. . 

Most game birds, of course, re-nest one or more times if the pre- 

ceding nest is destroyed. Some, like the quails, persist in their 

attempts until the weather becomes unsuitable in September. Such 

attempts following earlier failures are called re-nestings. 

Apparently if the nest destruction takes place before hatching, 

the nesting instinct continues operative; if after hatching it becomes 

inoperative for the remainder of the year. ‘The exact line of demarcation 

is not positively Imown. It may vary with circumstance and species. 

Some species may not re-nest at all. 

It 4s a curious fact that the popmmla supposition, so prevalent 

( in America, that quails or other gallinacéous birds raise two successive 

broods, should never have taken root in Europe, It arises, of course, 

from seeing small young in fall--which are actually the product of 

re-nesting following earlier nest mortality, and the shifting of young 

between coveys. 

One popula supposition is that the cock bird takes over the care 

of the first brood while the hen lays another clutch. Leffingwell (1928) 

mentions that this may possibly occur in pheasants. He once observed a 

cock leading a brood. Wight's observations on the moult, however, render 

this unlikely. : 

_ 4m interesting variation of this is Sprake's theory (1930) that the 

English partridge may sometimes lay two clutches, the first of which is 

ineubated by the cock, and the second by the hen. Neither of these 

( suppositions have ever been verified.
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In the game rodents (rabbits, hares, and squirrels) the mmber 

of litters per year is virtually unknown. ~~ Idetesbeiteved=toayerpadith 

circwasiance;—but what-cireamstance?- Papen potential curves in 

Pig. 3, although based on correct size of litters, are, for lack of 

data on litters per year, nothing but a conservative cuess. 

In antlered game it seems fairly clear that a young doe is less 

likely te twin at her first bearing than at subseqent ones. ‘The long 

gestation of course precludes more than one birth per year. The lesser 

productivity of the young female in antlered game is a reversal of the 

British supposition that in gallinaceous game birds, young females 

lay larger clutches clutches of higher fertility than old ones. 

In bears we have the unique probability, suegested by Wricht and 

Seton, that females bring forth only in alternate yearse This of course 

makes the young per year only half the average litter. Imttringer (1931) 

suggests that elk cows breed only every 4 years, but in the absence of 

confirmation by other exthorities Table 1b assumes yearly breeding. 

Mating Hebits. The conventional categories of mating habits include 

monogamy, polygamy, polyandry, and promiscuity. Seton (1929), however, 

rightly feels the need of closer definition. He says? 

‘There are four degree of monogamy among animals: 
ist. ‘That in which a male and a female remain together for 

perhaps a week; after which the female no longer desires a mate, and 
the male seeks a second. That is, one mate at a time, but perhaps 
five or six in the season. 

2nd. That of certain weasels, wherein the pair contimue to- 

\
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, gether during the mating season of a week or more, then separate 

completely. ; 
3rd. That of hawks, in which the pair contime together with 

little interruption, until the young are able to care for thenselves 

(say for four or five months), the father faithfully helping in caring 

wade ttn. hot of eagles, which pair and live together contimously, . 
till one is removed by death." : 

Seton's categories may well be adopted as four standard sub- 

types of monogamy. Polygamy, polyandry (if it exists in game), and 

promiscuity may also need further subdivision, but the information for 

doing so is not at hand. 

The distribution of mating types among the various groups of 

game species is a subject on parts of which we can make positive 

assertions, but as to other parts we mst tread with caution until we 

know more about life history of game species. 

Bobwhite in the wild, for instance, certainly practice 

monosamy of Seton's Type 3, i-e-, the pair breeds ani contimes as a 

pair until the young are grown, but not longer. Bither the hen or 

the cock may incubate and rear the young. Alternation is rare. The 

cireunstances detemaining which sex unfertakes incubation eluded even 

s0 keen an observer as Stoddard. 

Despite this well-established monogamous character in the wild 

bobuhite, Coleman (Stoddard, p. YW56) freely induced semensambeed- 

polyzamy im captive bobwhite by confining 12 hens with } cocks in 

“commnity” breeding pens. ‘This indieates that mating characters my 

not be especially deep-seated. 

Probably the other quails are similar to bobwhite. 

All pheasants are certainly polygamous, mat Beebe (1922) thinks 

that folghtcug is less so thafn Jorquatug, the harens running 2~3
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hens ani 4S hens respectively. The black-necked folghicug, Beebe 

thinks, is sometimes monogamous. Since pheasant cocks are only rarely 

known to incubate, it may be assumed that this occasional monogamy, / 

if it existe at all, 4s of Seton's Type BMF 2. It seems more likely, 

though, that the apparent monogamy reported by Beebe is better 

omlained by Tight's territorial type of polyesmy. wight ((2930)) has 

concluded that our hybrid pheasant in Michigan seldom shows harems of 

more (oun aoe hens, and that “harem is really not truly deseriptive, 

in that each female appropriates a territory, in which she nests. She 

does not join a commmity of females to be herded around as a “captive” 

group by their master. ‘he group of nesting territories constitutes 

the “erowing cround" of the cock. He defends it egainst other cocks, 

but Wight thinks his interest 4s in the hen rather than in the territory. 

This kind of mating may be tentatively designated as Wight's “crowing 

ground" or “hen-territory" type of polygamy. It may be found to prevail 

elsevhere. 

The Hungarian or gray partridge, like bobwhite, clearly falls 

into Seton's Type 3 of monogamy. Sprake observed one case in which 

he thinks a single wild male apparently had two hens, each with a nest. 

" Bracher (1931), however, cites some experiments at the Pilot Rock Fara 

in Oregon which indicate very strongly not only that Type 3 monogany 

prevails, but that Type 4 does not prevail, nor does any degree of 

polygamy. porsarut 

The various grouse ,odier a perplexing problea. In spite of a 

large volume of descriptive literature on mating anties, we really 

( know very little shout the type of mating. We know that the red 

grouse of Britain is not only monogamous, but practices the same high
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; ‘ 
type of monogamy as bobuhite (2ype 3). ‘The Grouse Report (p- 13) 

sayst “They (the younc) are anxiously guaried by the parents, the 

hen being nore attached to then than the col, who, when they are 

disturbed, is the first to fly from danger, though it may be only for 

a short distance. The hen, on the other hand, will ridk any danger 

rather than leave her brood.” 

\Contrast with thia the probably promiscuous mating of the ruffed grouse 

and the pinnated, im which the mole tales no part in the care of the 

young, nor is the existence of pairs an established fact. To be sure, 

each ef the three species {3 of a separate gems, but all belong to 

the same fomily. Apparently a type of mating established for one 

: species cannot be assumed to extend beyon? the cems. 

\ It would take peges to review what we do not Imow shout mting 

types in American grouse. My interpretation of the somewhat con- 

flicting evidence ia that the ruffed grouse practices polycamy of 

Wight's “erowing cround" type, with theze differences: the codic's 

“eroving" is mechanical (drumming) instea of voeal; the codk's loca- 

tion fs fixed at a central series of drumfing logs; The hens occupy 

' nesting territories around the drumming lors, as in pheasantss 

. The mating of pinnated ant Patel, Se ahi, eanes Ye 

several cocks (up to 30) collectively use a comon dancing eroundy / 

which is visited by the hens having territories nearby, insteal of 

the ook: visiting the hens, as in pheasant. ‘the probable result is 

promisezity, and these species are so Classified in Table 1. Schmidt 

(umpublished) finds that the same Imell is use’ as a dancing ground from 

S year to year, ani in one ease ms mot deserte? even when plowed up. .
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{ The nests are peripheral to am usally within a halfemile of the 

dancing grounds 

As to mating types in our other crouse, no one seems to Imow. 

Turkeys, according to Quarles (1918), practice polysamy of 
the true haren type, ‘5 hens being appropriated ani henied about by 

the mile until nesting time, when the hens nest nearby. In captivity, 

if there is only one gobbler present, he rejoins the hen as soon as 

the brood hatches, tut 1f there is more than one gobbler, they all 
flock together until the broods are two-thirds crown. 

. — FF the gu rotents are apparently 11 prestemous exept the fox 

- squirrel, which Seton thinke may be monoramouse 

Antlered geme is probably all polygamous, with the possible 

exeeption of the moose ani mountain goat. Seton mys that the 

Scandinavian moose 1s considered monozamous, but concludes that mar 

moose is evidently note ‘The whitetail, he thinice, 1s lesa polyzamous 

than the other deer, 

The bears follow Seton's Type 1 of monogamy. 

An exact mental pietare of the type of mting is often of 
great practical value to the come manager, expecially in the 

manipulation of the sex ratio through Immting, ani in the control 

of nesting cover. The finest of nesting cover would hold no chickens 

Af too far from a tuimpine Giouat ‘tn finost of ranges may be only 
half productive 1f the sex ratio fails to fit the type of mating 

inherent in the species. 

Jemiatiogs.. Seense-0f-the-dtfforine-ergani zat ioa.edathe-etremesones 

bad Ieobite cone.cehie-of- bi 4 -aiel-anaind s)he norm >. predueesa-auall-
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Geese are certainly monogamous. ‘The Canada goose follows Seton's 

type 4 (lifelong) monogamy (Miner, 1923). ‘The mating of wild ducks is 

stilfan enigma. Job (1923) says “ducks in wild state are normally 

monogamous . . but tend to become polygamous in captivity." Grinnell 

(1918) says of the mallard, "this duck is monogamous in its native 

estate, although some authorities contend that polygamy occurs where 

there is a dearth of males." It seems likely that monogamy is normal 

for all the ducks when the sexes are balanced. there unbalanced, the 

excess ig likely to be of males (Lincoln, 1932). Promiseuity, or 

even polyandry, might be looked for under mech conditions. ‘The seemingly 

promiscucus mating of domesticated varieties supports the former 

assumption.
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Sex Ratios. Geneticists believe that in any large sample of animal 

population the two sexes are originally conceived in equal mumbers. 

At birth, however, the original parity of the sexes has been more 

or less changed by pre-natal mortality. The direction and degree of 

these changes shows more or less constant differences as between species 

or groups of species. 

This characteristic sex-ratic at birth is unimown for any game 

species. To determine it requires laborious expert dissection of many 

wee bev 
jind viduals, and this has not yet been done. 

Certain domesticated animals, however, probably reflect the char- 

acteristics of their wild relatives. Table # gives figures taken from 

accepted authorities. These have been rounded off to whole numbers and 

converted to the per cent basis later used in the discussion of this subject. 

10 

Mable £: Sex Ratios at Birth 

Species Male: Female Ratio Authority 

Man 51:49 to 5224s Grew, 1925, p. 255 

Horse 49251 “ 

Dog 5s 6 ” 

Cattle 52:48 * 

Sheep 49351 « 

Pig : 53247 . 

Rabbit 51:9 * ; 

| Fowl 4g352 4 

Pigeon 51: h9 Cole and Kirkpatrick, 1915, 

Mallard 51:49 hii. ”
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The sex ratio at birth is knovn to vary with the species, with 

race breed or strain, with the season of the year, and in different 

matings. It is radically disturbed in hybrids. It has been alleged to 

vary with many other conditions. Of the variations accepted as conclu- 

sive by geneticists, there are two of special import to game management. 

Crew (p. 258) says: "In the experience of many poultry breeders, 

the first lot of eggs laid by a pullet yields a preponderance of male 

chickens, whereas as the season advances and the pullet ages, the pro- 

portion of males steadily decreases." Friedman (1931) makes a similar 

assertion. 

Again Crew (p. 261): "In the case of the (domestic) rabbit it 

has been shown that the sex ratio is related to the chronological order 

of the service of the buck; in the first service group there is a 

preponderance of males, and then an increasing preponderance of females." 

This boils down to a probability that gallinaceous birds at 

birth will average a slight preponderance of females, but early eggs 

will show a male and late eg¢s an accentuated female trend. In ducks, f 

there is some indication of an averaze trend to males. 

The sex ratio at any time after birth is likely to be different 

from that at birth, by reason of differential mortality from disease, 

predators, or other factors. Such post-natal differences in mortality 

as between sexes may accumulate and reach large proportions. The 

degree of accumlation varies with the ratio of old to young in the 

population. ; 

The differing mating habits of various species discussed in the 

preceding captions necessarily imply a different optimm of sex and age
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composition for each. A polygamous species like pheasant or deer can 

tolerate, or may even be benefitted by, an excess of females, but it 

must not be too great. On the other hand, a monogamous species like 

bobwhite probably needs to retain the original close balance of the 

sexes; productivity might be seriously affected by a large disturbance 

of the ratio in either direction. 

Management, theoretically, should frequently compare the existing 

ratio with the optimm, and regulate the system of shooting so as to 

pend the existing ratio toward the optimum, 

This process should begin with a Imowledge of what the optinum 

ig, and how much disturbance it will tolerate. Such knowledge
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seldom exists, except as based on captives, and such evidence is not 

dependable. Thus Coleman, as already stated, induced polyzamy in 

captive quail by an artificial shortage of cocks, but it is extreuely 

doubtful whether a shortage of cocks in the wild could maintain pro- 

ductivity by polygamy. MeAtee (1929) advises 5-7 hens per cock for 

captive pheasants, mt this ratio in a wild population would almost 

certainly be too low on cocks. 

The only guidance as yet available for the American game manager 

consists of a very few rough measurements of sex ratioswhich seem to i 

be associated with satisfactory or unsatisfactory productivity in wild 

populations. 

Bobwhite Sex Ratios. The most authoritative of these measurements is 

( Stoddard's on Georgia quail. In 20,000 bageed quail he found a winter 

average over a 5-year period of 53 cocks:47 hens. ‘The yearly averages 

varied from 52:48 in the medium or fair year 1925-6 to 55:45 in the 

poor year 1928-9. He also foun’ thet the same locality sampled at ; 

successive dates through the winter showed a small progressive decline 

in pofportion of henge He found that trapping consistently showed 

more cocks walt heist the same locality. ‘the average difference 

was 2 per cent more cocks in trapping than in shooting. The shooting 

usually preceded the trapping. ‘Stoddard seems to lean toward aserib- 

ing this difference between the two to the same progressive differ- 

ential mortality in hens already noted. ‘The same differential would 

siabete ater proportion of cocks in poor years, because in such 

years a higher percentage of the crop consists of old birds mong 

which the differential has been working for a longer time.
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4 
Table 9 summarizes Stoddard's bag tally, and several others 

secured by him from other sportsmen in the southern states. 

Table x 

Bag Tally of Sex Ratio in Bobwhite 

Southern States 

oe ee ae ge a ae ee 
Data by 2 locality: Period : Wo. of Birds : Male : Female 

H. L. Stoddard ; Georgia ; 1924-29 20,000 " 53 : NT 

E. R. Coleman : Carolinas, ; 1894-1921 ; 10, 700 54 : 46 
t Flas, Paes t , t t 
: Ala. : 3 : : 

A. W. Hlting : S. Carolina ; 1925-29 ; Bu5 ; 57 ; 43 

C. E. Buckle ' Tennessee 1905-26 ? ; 53 ‘ 47 
2 3 : t 2 

( The Game Survey compiled a sex tally of 4,184 bobwhites bagged 

by 25 sportemen during 1929, 1930, and 1931, in as many localities in 

four states. The tally, summarized by states, appears as Table 10. 

The average ratio falls within a half of one per cent of being 

identical with Stoddara's averaze of 53:47. 

The season of 1929 was favorable; 1930 was adverse except in 

Minnesota (Leopold and Ball, 1931); 1931 was normal or above, The 

table indicates that the percentace of males was heavier during the adverse 

year 1930 than in the good year 1929, but the same as in the good year 1931. 

The three-year average for these four states is 1/2 per cent lower on cocks 

than Stoddard's five-year averace for south Georgia. This fits in with 

Stoddard's theory of a progressive differential against hens, since 

midwestern quail are shot in November, whereas most Georgia quail ar@shot 

(
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Table 10. 

Bag Tally of Sex Ratio in Bobwhite 

North Central States 

> 

3 1929 3 1930 2 1931 : Tota 
State :_ Birds : Per Gent : Birds ae Cent : ee ee 

:M Fo: M Fr 3M FF: M Fi: Fi: FiW Fo: F 
3 t : : : : $ : 

Illinois : 420 «(NOH : 5L | 9 2162 1ST: 4G 542173 202: 46 =H: 754 «793: 9 
: : : : : : : : 

Indiana 2190 182: 51 49 :258 193: 57 43 :168 108: 61 39: 618 Nez: 56 = 
3 : : : : 3 : : 

Minnesota + 17 20: x X24 3 xX %X: 60 3% X X: 122 94 57) 
: 2 : 3 3 : : 3 

Missouri t t 2231 20% 53 47 :318 280: 53 47: Toh 616: 53 47 
: i : 3 3 3 : $ 

Totals + 629 607; 51 1 $695 619! 53 47 i719 G28, 53 47 12198 1986) 52.5 47.5 

¢ 
wo
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in Jamary and February. 

Seth Gordon (unpublished) superintended the shipment of 6,000 

trapped Mexican bobwhites, in pairs, from Mexico in 1916. ‘There were 

800 cocks left over after the car of 3,000 pairs had been made up. This 

indicates a total of 3,800 cocks to 3,000 hens, or a ratio of 56:4, 

Gorsuch (1932) found a cockthen ratio of 49351 in 160 gambel quail 

trapped in three localities in Arizona during the winter of 1931-32. 

The mumber of birds is of course too small to be conclusive. 

In general, it may be tentatively concluded that a 2 or 3 per cent 

excess of males is norm for large mmbers of bobuhites bagced in 
diverse localities. Any greater excess should be regarded as a symptom 

of something wrong. 

One man's bag made in a single locality during a single year 

may, however, depart widely from the norm. the ratio for individual 

sportamen bagging 50 or more birds ran as high as 67:33 and as low as 

35:65. Smaller bags may of course show almost any ratio as a result 

of chance alone. 

A heavier than normal percentage of males may possibly ~ expected 

simaiewttemes on the edze of the quail range. ‘The Minnesota average of 

57:43, and the Mexican figure of 56:44 both tend to confirm this 

supposition. Conversely it may be significant that the only state showing 

an exeess of hens is Illinois (49:51), which Fig. 6 assumes to be 

within the optimum range, or qualitative centre of geographic distribution, 

for the species. 

Pheasant Sex Ratios. State Game Wardens Oscar Johnson of South Dakota 

(Game Survey, p. 118) and W. &. Albert of Iowa "shined" large mumbers of
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( wild pheasants for transfer to umstocked districts. This work was done 

during winter, after the open season had operated differently on the sexes. 

State Game Warden Burnie Maurek conducted similar operations in southern 

North Dakota, where no open season has as yet been allowed. No official 

records of sex were kept in Iowa, but fragments were obtained from the 

trappers employed by the state. ‘The following sex ratios obtained in the 

birds taken: 

13 
Table #f: Sex Ratio of “Shined" Pheasants 

yd Noe Of ~~? CocktHen Ratio of t Previous Cock t 

eR pn cere 
1926-7 :South Dakota : 10,000 : 12:88 : 2/7 hens allowed: 

1929-30: South Dakota ; 12,000 ; 25:75 1/5 hens allowed: 

1930-shasorth Dakota : 10, 382 : 40:60 : no open season 

@ 1930-31: Towa ; 1,273 ; 30:70 ; no restrictions : 
: 2 z : 3 

All these birds were "shined" by auto headlichts at night. The 

birds were taken “as they came" except in 1926-7 in South Dakota, when 

some hens were “passed up," hence for this year the probable actual ratio 

; is higher on hens than the observed ratio. It is probable that hens are 

captured more readily than cocks by this method. ‘The game wardens doing 

the work report that the cocks often flush mt the hens do not. Further- 

more when the cock escapes beyond the zone of light he keeps going, but 

the hen does not. In general, these “shining” ratios, therefore, may 

show fewer cocks than actually exist on the ground. ‘This error is probably 

constant, so that within a given state "shining"ratios kept over a period 

of years may be used to portray trends in composition of populations. 

The variations between years and between states seem to fit the 

shooting differentiales the Lact Column mv he rhs,
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Wight's (1930) observations on pheasants in Michigan would 

indieate a sex ratio somewhere around 1 cockr1-2 hens, or about 30:60. 

This is inferred from his statement that the “harems" rarely exceed 2 hens. 

If there were more hens, the harems would presumably be somewhat larger. 

It may be noted in passing that even in states which do not 

restrict the killing of hen pheasants, shooting exerts a differential 

pressure against the cocks, by reason of the shooting ethic which causes 

the sportsmen to prefer cocks. ‘Thus in Iowa during the open season of 1931, 

182 reporting parties bagged 4,12) pheasants, the sex ratio of which was 

10 cocks to 6:4 hens, in spite of hens being legal game and considered 

easier to get. 

Waterfowl Sex Ratio. This subject is an almost dramatic example of how 

( the growth of thought in game matters is liable to take place along 

lines comparatively irrelevant to conservation. ‘The volume of printed 

fact and opinion on waterfowl emerging during the last decade could be 

measured by the ton. Yet it mas not until Iineoln compiled "The Sex 

Ratios of Banded Ducks" in 1932, that the possibility of a disturbed sex 

ratio, as a factor in the current waterfowl shortage, was even mentioned. 

Iincoln finds that ten of our main species, of which nearly 50,000 

individuals were banded during the last decade at 50 stations widely 

seattered over the continent, all show a preponderance of males. In all 

but three species (mallard, blaclk duck, and woodduck) the preponderance 

runs 60:0 or higher. ‘The details appear in Table Z. which is reprinted 

from "American Game."
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if 
Table 28: Sex Ratios of Banded Ducks 

t 3 : Percentage 
Species 3 Males 3 Females Ratio 

i 8 6 z : 562M 
Mallard 2 12, t 9,572 : : 
Black Duck t ry 2 3hy : — 
Baldpate : 413 2 251 : 238 
Green-wingea Teal 2 ¥en 3 95 : Ease 
Blue-winged Teal : : Wii : 235 
Pintail : 6,308 2 3,759 : 63:57 
Wood Muck 3 391 3 367 2 52: 
Canvasback t 226 ot 127 2 64:36 
Lesser Seaup : 2,633 2 1, t 65:35 

, Ring-necked Duck e.. 455 : 123 : 79821 

Totals. .... ; 242 | 16,493 I 60240 

Some banding stations during particular years show a 

preponderance of females, but these exceptions may be ascribed to differ- 

ential sex migration (Leopold, 1920), and to chance. 

Idneoln thinks that the traps used for capturing ducks for 

banding, if selective at all, favor the capture of females. 

All of Lincoln's evidence points toward the existence of 

seriously deranged sex ratio. How long it has existed, or what causes 

it, remains unknown. It is barely possible, of course, that it always 

has existed, and represents a normal condition, but this seems improbable 

especially in a group of species less strongly monogamous than mest other 

birds. ‘The reader should note that here again we have an excess of males 

associated with a Imown decline in population, and a knowm trend toward 

adversity in recent climatic and range conditions. 

i / ( > 

Suan tG 

\
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Grouse Sex Ratios. A heavy excess of males is definitely kmow to have 

been associated with the decline of the heath hen and possibly represents 

the final cause of the decline. ‘The single bird now surviving is 2 male. 

The last female definitely recorded in the reports occurred in 1926 

(Gross, 1928, 1929). 

An apparent excess of males has been recorded as often accompanying 

the cyele-troughs in ruffed grouse, and Schmidt (unpublished) finds an 

apparent excess of males in Wisconsin pinnated grouse but not in sharptails. 

The association between decline and male-excess again seems to hold. 

{
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Deer Sex Ratiog. Several tallies of deer seen on the range have been 

made, bat they all have one defect in common: the yearlings are tallied 

as @oes (or else as fawns), hence the resulting figures do not quite 

give a sex ratio. ‘The greater ease with which does and yearl ings 

are seen probably further distorts the figures. 

The sportsmen of Silver City, New Mexico, in cooperation with 

the Forest Service and the State Game Department, have collected 

from hunters on the Gila National Forest since 1923 a tally of deer 

seen (mule ani whitetail) during their mmts. Of 115,223 deer seen 

: during the period 1923-27, 6! per cent vere “does (doubtless includ- 

ing most yearlings), 15 per cent were “fawns" (doubtless ‘including 

gome yearlings), and 21 per cent were bucks, ‘The percentages are 

consistent from year to year, After estimating various allowances 

and corrections, it is my opinion that the comosition of this herd : 

in 1923 just after the fawmms dropped was as followst 

; 206 bearing does (with 1.5 fawns each) ) 72% females 1 

; WR dry does ) year and 
Ji yearling does ) over 

TS yearling bucks ) 28¢ males 1 
21 breeding bucks ) year and over 

100% 

A @-vuckc low has always obtained on this range. 

this composition ani sex ratio was until about 1927 associated 

with satisfactory productivity, but subsequent history has indicated 

that it was leading toward an overgrazed condition accompanied by an
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as yet unanalyzed disturbance of productivity, possibly similar to that 

in Pennsylvania. Whatever the nature of this disturbance may be, it 

seens probable that it consists essentially of an abnormal percentage 

of females barren either through over-age, or short feed, or (1ess 

likely) buck-shortage, or all three. Theso eat up the range without 

producing killable stock. 

An absolute tally of sexes was obtained when 22,362 ule deer were 

killed on the Stanislaus National Torest in California 1924-5 in the 

process of stamping out the hoof-and-mouth disease. ‘These deer, lwap- 

ing all ages, ran “8 per cent male and 52 per cent female. A buck 

law had been in foree for years, and productivity had been satisfactory. 

Unfortunately age-classes were not tallied, 

( Under the direction of Glenn Smith of the U. S. Forest Service, 

the fire guards in the National Forests of Montana tallied 12,531 

mule deer in 1923-5. ‘The tally showed, after throwing out 6,709 deer 

of unletersined sex and ace, 25 per cent bucks, 18 per cent does with 

fawns, 57 per cent “does.” The last figure doubtless contains most of 

the yearlings of both sexes. One might assume these yearlings to be 

14 per cent, as estimated for the Gila. ‘this would leave 43 per cent 

dry does and 16 per cent wet does, or 61 per cent total does. ‘the 

productivity associated with this widespread tally of a whole state had 

been various. A(J-buck law was in effect. 

In general, the excesses of females indicated in all these 
wtatsrouth be dxpected t 

deer tallies are mech larger than, bremeseaamibiey occursimge in undisturbed 

mammal populations. ‘Their abnormality is doubtless in part due to the 

\ selective removal of males through buck laws. 

: :
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( Au abnormal ratio is of course not necessarily an unproductive 

one. Newsome advises 1 buck: does as consistent with full productivity 

in wild whitetail. Oscar Johnson advises 1:5 for pheasants. ‘These are 

, doubtless just intelligent guesses, but they indicate how the ratio 

desirable in management of polygamous animals is always abnoraally 

low in males. In English rabbit warrens the sex ratio is artificially 

altere’ to about one buck for each six or seven docs (Haddon, 1931). 

dust how low males can be reduced without reducing productivity is a 

question not yet really answered for any American species. 

In appraising the significance of sex tallies, the came 

manager should be warned against small samples, in which the laws of 

chance may cause an apparent distertion which does not exist on the 

ground. Obviously the probability of such false distortion decreases 

as the size of the sample increases. As 2 feneral rale of thumb, 

: samples of less than 100 animals may be considered as doubtful. 

Non-breeding, It is commonly assumed, in calculating rates of 

inersase or pereentage of nesting and juvenile mortality, that all 

stock mates and breeds provided it be not too old, too young, or 

too poor in physical condition, or provided it be not prevented 

from breeding by some distortion of the sex ratio in relation to its 

mating habits. It seewe doubtful whether this asswmtion is tenable. 

In fact, “deliberate* non-breedin: may often be one of the large 

“leaks” which prevent the realization of the apparent breeding poten- 

tial of the species. 

This question is still conjectural, however, because we know 

so Little about breeding age, breeding condition, sex ratio, or
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mating habits, that we cannot say what degree of non-breeding they mffice 

to account for. All that can be said is that the apparent proportién 

of non-breeders in many species seems greater than what would be accounted 

for by our available criteria of these conditions. In waterfowl and shore- 

birds, for instance, ornithologists have long since learned that the mere 

presence of a species during the breeding season by no means constitutes 

evidence that it is breeding. The nest or young mst be adduced as 

evidence. Are these non-breeders all cripples? Are they non-breeding 

yearlings, i.e. does the 2-year minimum breeding age prevail among more 

species than we know about? In bobwhite, the ubiquitous unmmated cock so 

frequently mentioned by Stoddard seems more mmerous than the 53:47 

ratio found by him, or the 52:48 ratio found by the Game Survey, would 

, lead one to anticipate. The 45 per cent of dry does estimated to exist 

in the Gila Forest is hard to ascribe wholly to superannuation, while 

the 21 per cent of bucks would seem to exclude buel~shortage as a probable 

cause. 

MeLean (1930) and other writers definitely assert that “during 

dry years California and valley quail do not nest in large mmbers and 

locally perhaps not at all." This assertion is intended to apply not 

only to the coveys of apparently superanmated birds already mefnioned, 

but to the population as a whole. 

E. A. Goldman tells me that during drouth years in Mexico he 

observed that local ducks did not breed until the rains came. 

Non-breeding or deferred breeding in gambel quail during drouth 

years in Arizona has already been mentioned in Chapter II. 

7 In short, there is evidence that extreme temporary adversity in
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weather or environment defers or prevents breeding to a degree sufficiently 

extreme to enable ordinary observation to detect it. Is it not a reasonable 

inference that lesser degrees of adversity cause lesser degrees of non- 

breeding, which are invisible to ordinary observational methods, but 

which, being more frequent, greatly affect productivity and population 

trends? 

Conversely, has any life history investigation encountered positive 

evidence that reproduction is universal among adults? I think not. 

To be sure, if non-breeding is importent, European investigators, worling 

through a longer period of time, might have been expected to discover 

it. It is not, to my Imowledze, mentioned. Nevertheless, taking the 

available evidence as a whole, I am led, to-mspect that non-breeding 

is an important but so far unmeasured “leak in certain times, places, 

: and species. 

It seems probable that where this condition exists it is caused 

by a deficiency in some obscure physiological stimuli associated with 

food, weather, density, or sex ratio. ‘The discovery and control of 

such stinmli 1s of obvious importance to management. S¢m 44! ative apprseche, 
te thin qurction may be deduced pow Hs cheeng. chapters of Ohler, 1932 

Hybrids. ‘Two American game species are extensively hybridized--the 

pheasant and the bobwhite. Our pheasant is a mixture of long standing 

between various Asiatic species, principally the two subspecies 

Phasiams colchicug golchicug (Blackneck) and Phasiams colchicus torqatug 

(Ringneck). 

Our bobwhite has been more or less hybridized by introductions of 

the Mexican subspecies (Colims virginiams texamig) especially in New 

{ England, Pennsylvania, and Tllinois, and the South.
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; Geneticists find that when birds are hybridized, there is an 

excess of males in the progeny at birth. The wider the cross the 

greater the excess (Crew, 1927; Thomas and Hurley, 1927). 

Hybridized mammals, on the other hand, produce an excess of 

females. In the case of mammals this excess was predicted by geneticists 

on theoretical grounds before its existence was verified in mles. 

These disturbances of the normal sex ratio in hybrids have been 

found to recede with successive generations. Whenever new releasesof 

Mexican quail, and releases of new races of pheasant are made, a 

greater than normal excess of males may, on theoretical grounds, be 

expected to follow for a mmber of generations. It is barely possible 

that it is great enough to injure productivity. 

Inbreeding. Game management throughout the world seems to proceed on 

the assumption that game, especially gallinaceous birds, deteriorates 

(
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a if allowed to inbreed. A considerable part of the ammal investment in 

management goes for trading eggs, introducing “new blood," and other 

meagures aimed to prevent inbreeding. Shooting is regarded by laymen 

as a benefit to productivity because it disperses family groups and thus 

prevents inbreeding. 

Tike most traditional beliefs, these assumptions probably had 

their origin in observed behavior~-presmmbly the observed productivity 

ef game populations following releases of outside stock, or following 

shooting, as compared with the productivity of ummixed or unshot popu- 

lations. It may be the old falleey of asswaing that when two phenomena . 

are associated, they must be cause and effect. the assumption in 

this case is so widely entertained that a critical examination of the 

probabilities “ highly necessary. 

; No one knows the answer, because no actual controlled inbreed- 

ing experiments have ever been conducted on a wild animal. lhe work 

of geneticists on domesticated animals indieates no deterioration 

through inbreeding except where similar defects exist in both parents. 

Domestic varieties are often hybridized and seldom subjected to the 

rigorous selection incident to wild survival, therefore the frequency 

of variation (or defect) is greater than in wild species, therefore 

the probability of similar parental defects is greater than in wild 

species, therefore the probability of deterioration through inbreeding : 

is greater than in wild species. 

’ All this is merely another way of saying that wild animals 

are of relatively pure strain. ‘The purer the strain, the less the 

probability of inbreeding deterioration. Genetic principles, in short, 

if tend to run counter to the popular supposition that inbreeding of game 

is injurious.
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‘ Game research, furthermore, tenis strongly to show that 

inbreeding is rare, even in unshot populations. Stoddard (p. 169) 

an Price (1931) have shown that the "family group" is largely a myth 

im at least two species of quail. ‘he Game- Survey (p. 49) shows a 

%fo1] shuffle" in bobwhite which would tend to break up any such 

groups. Bracher (1931) cites suggestive evidence that pairs of Hun- 

Quwirleaars auth, etanuty 

garian partridges (the only other,game birds except geese Imown,to be 

monogamous) do not re-unite in subsequent years. the probability of 

frequent inbreeding or unbroken femily groups in the polyzamous birds 

and mammals, and especially in the polygamous migratory birds, seems 

very remote, even where no shooting takes place. One mst conclude 

that probability of inbreeding in ordinary game populations is low, 

whether or not they are artificially mixed by shooting. 

\ Isolated populations, or new establishments of extices starting 

from a small initial stock, offer a greater probability of inbreeding, 

but the latter are sometimes notoriously productive, as witnessed by 

the rabbit in Australia, the partridge in Alberta, ani the pheasant in 

South Dakota. 

What observed phenomena, then, could have beon misinterpreted 

to give rise to inbreeding theory? 

The most probable is the well~imown cenetic phenomenon of hybrid 

vigor. Imported stock, even of the same species, is likely to repre- 

sent a geographic strain slightly different from the native strain. 

Crossing of @iffering strains, races, subspecies (or sometimes even 

species, as in the case of the mile) is well known to induce abnormal 

size and vigor in the first goneration, followed by a corresponding 

wet tendency toward debility or defect in ueceoding generations,
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Another possibility, sugzested by the Game Survey (p. 127-129) 

is the so-called Nutritional Hypothesis. This would apply only to 

species planted as exotics outsidetheir natural range. Enhanced pro- “ 

ductivity, according to this hypothesis, might follow the introduction 

of "new blood," not because of any genetic influence, as popularly 

supposed, but because the "new blood" would bring with it transmissible 

reserves of certain minerals or vitamins lacking in the new ranze. 

It may be significant that the pheasant is an exotic in Burope, while 

the partridge is probably an exotic in Britain. These countries 

and these species are, as nearly as now known, the probably origin 

of the inbreeding theory. 

The frequent continuance of productivity in the bobwhite in 

spite of moderate shooting, and his failure to inerease (on saturated 

range) in the absence of shooting, so often cited in support of the 

inbreeding theory, is by now clearly known to be a phenomenon of 

saturation point (see Chapter III). No genetic assumptions are 

necessary to explain the facts so far observed. 

Maxwell (p. 200) cites one estate owner who applies wild management 

exclusively to his pheasants, and who deliberately refrains from 

importing new blood "believing that you thus obtain a race which is 

most fit for the conditions prevailing in the locality." 

Until scientific experiments have throm more light on it, the 

game manager would do well to be cautious about investing in measures 

based solely on the inbreeding theory. Let him not forget that 

inmumerable caravan of generations which “inbred,” without benefit of 

( ganpowder, throuzh the still lapse of ages before the white man came.
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Flock Organization 

Baropean sportsmen have a separate name for the ageregations of 

individuals formed byeach species of game. Thus one sees a skein of 

geese, a whisp of snipe, a spring of teal, a company of widgeon, end a 

gord of mallards. But the skein becomes a gaggle when on the water, 

while the gord becomes a paddling. What these become when on a 

stubble the deponent (Duncan and Thorne, 1912, p- 18) sayeth not. 

This elaboration of sporting nomenclature is picturesque, and - 

the correct usage of it is doubtless a source of pride to the seasoned 

veteran, and of embarrassed confusion te the neophyte. It has this 

basis in truth: the reasons for the formation of a gregarious anit 

and the relations and permanence ef its membership are probably seldom 

alike for any two species. But alas! they may also differ at various 

seasons for the same species. So we will adhere to the simpler 

American usage’ 

Flock: any aggregation of birds. 

Covey or bevy: a small flock of birds which "lie." 

Pack: a large compact winter aggregation, sometimes all of 

one sex. 

Band: a loose aggregation, sometimes all of one sex. 

Herd: any large aggregation of hoofed mammals, or a detached 

population unit of hoofed mammals. 

Except for horned game which offers visible distinetions of sex 

and age, we are largely dependent on banding for reliable knowledge of 

gregarious organization. Since banding has barely started, we know 

very little. I will review briefly only such recent findings as are 

: likely to be not yet known to the well posted sportsman or the student
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of game, or the interpretation of which is of special moment to management. 

Is the Flock a Yamily? ‘There is a persistent assumption that the femily 

or brood of the year constitutes the membership of the small flock or 

the covey. 

Affirmative evidence that the family constitutes a unit which per- 

sists for the year is strongest in the geese (Miner, 1923, pp. 114, 115, 

121; MeTlhenney, 1932, p. 300). large flocks of geese are probably 

aggregations of families. 

Bvidence that the family breaks up almost as soon as it can fly 

is accumlating for at least some of the ducks. ‘Thus a brood of 

black ducklings banded in Michigan July 30 showed sinwltaneous returns 

from both Michigan and Iowa on opening day, and on October 19 a return 

from Tllinoia (Mich. Report, 1929-30, p. 282). ‘the fact that the 

fall migration of mallards sometimes shows one sex many days in advance 

of the other (Leopold, 1919) is in itself proof of early disruption 

of the family unit. ‘The quick disruption of large flocks of arriving 

mallards into very small widely scattered ageregations--often singles 

andpirs--of “using ducks, is familiar to every duck-hunter. ‘the 

probabilities are that all duck flocks are temporary units of convenience, 

Proof of a gradual but complete dissolution of the family unit 

is presented by Stoddard (pp. 169-172) for bobwhite: 

"Banding proves that in late summer and in fall quail coveys may 

be composed of one to three pairs of adults and their surviving young, 

with the addition frequently of one to several unmated cocks, or of 

pairs that failed to bring off broods. Young . . that get lost from their 

own covey readily take up with another. - « birds scattered by shooting 

or by natural enemies are apt to encounter and join other aggregations. 

. . » the greater the abundance, the more mixed is the relationship. . . 

( The combining of broods . . takes place at any time in summer or fall.
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. « Though there is some joining together of surviving members of coveys 

all winter, this is most pronounced from midwinter to pairing-off time. 

. « every meuber of a covey . . may wander away during the 

nesting season; . . the covey occupying the range during the following 

winter ig made up of birds of neighboring covies and their offspring. 
. « At best, only a very few birds of any covey occupy the same range 

from year to year." 

Brrington's more limited banding studies in Wisconsin confirm 

Stoddard's findings, except that his coveys, being more isolated, showed 

essential stability in location and membership during the winter season. 

In fall and spring, however, and also at the onset of starvation, they 

showed the same tendency to mix or moves 

Hungarian partridge coveys are probebly similar in organization 

to northern quail. ‘The winter coveys are more stable in membership 

than southern quail, 

The pheasant in Michigan, according to Wight (1931, p. 224) retains 

the brood unit up to the time of fall dispersal. The cock may accompany 

the brood up to the August molt. By the time of the hunting season the 

broods seem to have broken up into gasll loose groups of mixed sex and 2ge. 

Sex Bands and Packs. In Iowa, simlteneous with the hunting season in early 

November, there is a marked tendency for these pheasant groups to segregate 

into looge bands ali of one sex, and these sex bands may persist through 

the winter. 

Prairie chickens and sharptail coveys are probably broods or 

coubinations of broods up te Movember. In Noveniber the prairie chicken, 

in particular, tends to form the large winter aggregations called packs. 

This is also the season when the chicken may migrate. Cooke (1888, p. 105) 

found the migrant chickens to be all females. The residual winter packs 

( were all males. Whether this is still true, and whether winter packs
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commonly still found where the bulk of the chickens are not known to 

migrate are sex segregations, is not known. In Wisconsin packs as large 

as 1,500 birds are reported (Game Survey, p. 178). It is definitely 

imown, however, that as soon as booming conmences in late winter, the males 

of both species are in separate flocks, each flock resorting to its own 

booming ground. Some booming grounds are simltaneously used by dancing 

sharptails and booming chickens, Schmidt (umpublished) suspects that in 

chickens colonization of new range is accomplished by the establishment 

of a new booming ground by a flock of males, which booms year in and 

year out until females arrive. 

In ruffed grouse the brood unit seems to persist until the 

"erasy season" in October, after which small loose groups prevail until 

winter. In winter there is a tendency for ruffed grouse to form larger 

pac!a. 

Turkey flocks are probably family units, at least in early fall. 

the gobblers form packs from nesting time until the young are two-thirds 

grown (Quarles, 1918). ‘here is a never-to-be-forgotten picture in my : 

mind: a pack of 30 gobblers which I met in the pine woods while cruising 

timber in Arizona. It was a sperkling morning in the full glory of the 

mountain sumer. ‘hey filed by at 15 feet. I thought of Whitman: “Pride 

becomes him well." 

Communal Banig. Gambel quail display the same tendency for winter coveys 

to combine already noted by Stoddard for bobwhite, mt the combinations 

are larger and temporary, and split up into normal coveys before nesting 

begins, Gorsuch (1932, MSS.) says of southern Arizona: “Sometime in 

{ December the first of the plants termed winter anmals appear. ‘his signals
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| the consolidation of coveys into - - commmal bands. COoveys - - unite 

to form bands of from 30 to several hundred birds. While so united 

\ the cocks and hens, if not slresdy mated, choose their mates, and when 

SS. mot eating spend their time in courting antics. ‘These banis last from two 

weeks to a month, and as they disperse the cocks go either . . to the hen's 

| covey rance, or the hen goes with the cock to his. If the mating has 

a | advanced far enough the pair may go to a new ranze to nest . . thus estab- 

| lishing another covey range. * 

Price (1931) in his careful study of flocking in the California 

quail, reports nothing to correspond with the large temporary bands of 

gambel, but his findings on flock organization otherwise agree with those 

implied by Gormeh: the covey range is stable as in bobwhite, bat the 

f covey membership is much more so. There is no complete disruption of the 

: covey during nesting,-only a slight loosening of range boundaries and 

an interchange of individuais. 

Gregarious phenomena in big geme are described by Seton and others, 

and will not be reviewed. ‘his sketch of the game birds is far from 

adequate, but the main point is probably clear: there are many kinds and 

degrees of flocking, end field observationsan be interpreted only to the 

extent that the flocking habits are known. 

To knew the flocking habits is easier than to explain its “survival 

value" or other cause for being. Allee (1932) suggests some intriguing 

physiological aspects of animal aggregation: Groups of fishes learn 

more quickly than singles. (Is the covey a school?) Grouped tadpoles 

regenerate lopped tails more quickly than singles. fYruit-flies grow 

¢ larger and live longer in medium than in high or low density. YFlour-beetles
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: reproduce faster at first in a medium density than in a higher or lower one. 

Water slightly polluted by others of their kind has beneficial effects 

on certain worms, and in certain other lower organisms crowding affects 

the sex ratio. ‘he game manager will do well to ponder these firt 

fruits of a still virgin field of inquiry. 

(
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Summary. Each species has a characteristic mobility or cruising radius. 

the anmal rafius varies from a few hundred yards ieukaimakbs to nearly 

half the circumference of the earth, is»certaimmiguetaryiiipds. The 

utility of refuges and the minimum ranze unit habitable for a apories -, 

crputtsvrentoritemangenent(both increase with mobility. 

A given species is most mobile toward the edges of its range. 

Low mobility is often associated with saturation point; high mobility 

with cycles. 

Each geome bird has a characteristic flicht limit. 

The spread rate of expanding populations was 5 wakes per year’ 

in Lake States prairie chickens, 28 miles per year in Canadian Hungarians, 

50 miles per year in starlings. 

Tolerance of variation in the composition of habitable ranges is 

greatest near geographic optima. Some species under economic pressure 

nave, sdapoatuticcaaeineet> new tetmtemed ‘Ponges 

Inter-species tolerance probably decreases with increasing density, 

and may be largely a matter of food competition. 

Transplanted birds show six types of response to their new environ- 

ment, varying from failure te success. Success is often determined by 

invisible factors. The pheasants, qails, ani partridges transplant 

much more easily than grouse. 

Game birds vary greatly in susceptibility to domestication. ‘The 

biological distribution of this property tends to parallel the previous 

one. 

Sex habits are imperfectly known, and may not fit thegs= ratio. ‘The 

( sex ratio of game species at birth is unknown, fem-iie=gpeebes. ‘The ratio
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| at birth is modified by later differeniated mortality. A preponderance 

of males is found in many game birds, especially in adverse environments. 

“ A preponderance of females igs found in mammals selectively, diaieed for : 

males. Adverse enviroment may defer or reduce breeding. | 

: Natural mobility tends to prevent inbreeding in game. It is 

doubtful whether inbreeding is imjurioug to wild species. ‘The 

tradition that shooting benefits game by preventing inbreeding is 

probably unfounded. ; 

Fh kh, a a Pus, Brood Nearer, srlael dul oe 
Sev poche! AAL Corman hag Groves aud ptitc re 4 

The game manager who oieeaven: “tense, and manipulates these 

half-Imown properties of mobility, tolerance, and sex habits of 

wild creatures, is playing a game of chess with nature. He but dimly 

\ sees the board, the men, or the rules. He can be sure of only two 

things: for intricacy and interest, any other fame pales into 

insignificance; he mst win if wild life is to be restored. If any 

braver challenge inheres in any human vocatio, it takes something 

more than a sportsman to see it.
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Chapter V. 

GAME _RANGE* 

What is Game Range? When the game manager asks himself whether a given 

piece of land is suitable for a given species of game, he must realize 

that he is asking no simple question, but rather he is facing one of 

the great enigmas of animate nature. An answer good enough for practical 

purposes is usually easy to get by the simple process of noting whether 

the species is there already, or whether it occurs on “similar” range nearby. 

But let him not be cocksure about what is “similar,” for this involves 

the deeper questions of why a species occurs in one place and not in 

another, which is probably the same as why it persists at all. Wo living 

man can answer that question fully in even one single instance. 

It should be realized, first of all, that the present boundaries 

of the ranges of our present species constitute a great maze of diver- 

sities. If all species boundaries were plotted on a great map of the 

world, it would look like a wide pavement on a wet morning, after 

thousands of earthworms had been crawling over it all night, inecribing 

their irregular tracks. 

Secondly, although the boundaries of these present ranges seem 

80 stable to us that we record them in books and maps as fixed facts of 

nature, pe have as a matter of fact undergone continuous 

changes through the ages, each change constituting the response of the 

species to some change in its environment or in itself. Grinnell, in 

: his essay “Presence and Absence of Animals* (1928) portrays with classical 

lucidity this march and countermarch of wild animal amsies across the 

long battlefield of time. A species, he says, does not shift or anaes 4 

*Parts of this chapter appeared as an article in the Journal of Forestry, 

Vol. XXIX, No. 6, October, 1931.
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‘. [ about by the compelling orders ar Soskeuhl viieiadenné, It survives 

; only where ani when it finds an “ecologic niche," or “set of conlitions : 

; which provide adequate means of subsistence for the particular species, 

5 and which that species can tolerate." 

: ¥riedman (1931) deseribes the interplay of factors determining 

"range" in terms of an elaborate analogy: 3 

"We may - . compare. . the distribution of birds to a symphony 
played by a great orchestra. . Bach instrument .. is. . one factor. . 

in the environment. . At any one moment the individual sounds. . of the 
many instruments . . fuse ani blend to form one miitory effect. ‘This 
is comparable to the range of one species (at any one time). Ne two 
instants are exactly alike in their sound summations, just as the 
distributions of no two species are ever wholly similar. In the pro- 

, duction of certain sounds all the instruments may be combined; in others, 

only certain onesicinléthers, two of the couponent sounis may be 
mitually interfering and obliterateeach other. In other words... 

each present distributional fact represents a polyphony of causes." 

The game manager secks to alter one of the sounis for one 

geological instant for the benefit of man. He seeks to make one 

biologic niche a little more tenable than that resulting from the 

"fortuitous concourse" of man and Mature. 

How shall he go about it? He cannot really understand"the 

d polyphony of causes" which determine the range (ani abuniance) of a Apecrrgy 

ahr OIE: , oat he can manipulate the more obvious features of 

| the environment with at least partial intelligence by comparing them 

with what determines hig own range and abundance. 

He ean postulate, for instance, that for a piece of land 

to be habitable by game it mst offer places suitable for feeding, 

hiding, resting, sleeping, playing, an@ raising young. 

fhe essential difference between adeer and a man is that man 

builds farms, factories, ani cities to, provide himself with the elements 

of an habitable range, whereas a deer mst ee the raniom assortuent 

laid down by nature ani modified by nisin action, or move eleewhere. 
~ ° : 

*
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In both cases that endless competition which we call society con- 

sists essentially in a struggle for the best assortment of places to 

feed, hide, rest, sleep, play, and breed. 

If the assortment of environmental types in any one locality falls 

short of being adequate to maintain thrift and welfare, the species 

shrinks in numbers to what the locality will support. When such shrinkage 

approaches zero, the locality is lost altogether, and the species 

withdraws. When such withdrawals become too prevalent, the species becomes 

extinct. 

Environmental Types. Each species requires its own assortment of special- 

ized places. In our present state of almost total ignorance we can list 

and classify these places only in the most general terms. We call them, 

collectively, food and covers We often think of food and cover needs as 

P a constant property of the species, with no variations in time, Yet a 

little observation shows at once that the needs of each species vary 

greatly according to season and circumstance. ‘The mem of most animals 

would look like an almanac--a new set of foods for each month of the 

year. Likewise their enemies and their coverts. ~ 

In the north-temperate zone nearly all species have two critical 

seasons; one, the season of winter storms, and two, the breeding season. 

Many geme ranges are adequate for more species or greater densities than 

now inhabit them, but for particular deficiencies during these critical 

seasons. ‘The practical problem of game range management, therefore, may 

be approached and examined from this standpoint of critical seasons, and 

it can usually be assumed that all other seasons and conditions are sat- 

isfactorily provided for. 

In bobwhite quail, for example, in the northern half of the
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United States, feeding places are usually adequate except during 

winter snow or sleet storms. Under these conditions a cornshock, or 

a patch of seed-bearing ragweed protruding above the snow, is a require- 

ment for survival, i.e. is the critical element in the food factor for 

northern bobwhites. 

i De ik
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) Places to hide are likewise usually ademate exeept during 

winter, when vis hin tin eouay Word wists eines, she aa 

enbtiaiyp, es ial ae a thoes tangle of crapevines, 7 

represents the quafl's only chance to dodge his enemies. ' 

As nearly as we Imow, almost any crouni will do for resting 

} purposes, exeept during winter snows, when there must be a hiding place 

near at hani in whitch the birds may sock refuge fron attecks 
Yor a sleeping place quail reqiire at all seasons a rather open 

and preferably elevated spot, from which, 1f attacked at nicht, they 

may successfully take wing without striking mechanical obstacles. 

If the quail requires a special place for play, we have no 

lmowledge of ite 

Yor nesting, quail require moderately thin grass or brush on 

{ @ well-drained spot, with bare grovnd nearby on which the young may dry : 

| out after rain. Stoddard thinks this accounts for the frequency with | 

| which neste are fount near paths anf on roaisides. ee. 

Quail are commonly believed to require srite If they do, then 

ledees of rock or gravel, or winéfalls bearing gravelly soil, are 

} necessary during snows. 

/ Let us now contrast these environmental requirements with those. 

of deer. In the Lake States a deer range requires first of all a cedar 

: gmap which combines food and shelter for “yarding" during deep snow. 

Yor hiding, a deer prefers an evergreen thicket on the point of 

a hogback or saddle, where one or two jumps will carry hin out of sight, 

no matter from which direction an eneny approaches. 

ey Yor resting, the requirenents are simflar exeept that curing the 

i 4 fly seasonj an open ani preferably elevated place 1s nested in orter to 

- 
Nee eat
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obtain the assistance of the winl in fighting insects. 

For sleeping, the requirements of the species are not radically 

Aifferent than for hidings 

Yor play, open places are needed. 

| Yor fawning, the doe prefers to be near water in order that 

she may satisfy the thirst consequent to mrsing without uniue expenditure 

of energy in travel. 

Deer have a special requirement for salt, which should be 

available without untue travel. 

These two illustrations will suffice to show that each species 

has its own particular set of enviromental requirenents, that there is 

ugasliy a eritical season during which each of these is most deficient, 

{ emi that the probability of surviving this critical season depenis on 

the availability of certain sosee of axles % 2 or g08l, which 

occa gd 4 In other words, o ‘ 

game range, to support a given species, mst have a certain couposition 

4n which the essential environmental types are represented. 

| That ia 2 Dye? ‘The use of the terms "food" and "cover," while convenient 

| eategories for general disoussion, carry with then a constant danger of 

loose thinking, which may lead the game manager into false or unsuccesa~ 

ful efforts to imoreve range. Just 2s Gambees *house" or “restaurant” 

are inclusive terms for lmnireds of quite distinct human desires or needs 

| or faotlities, 
| ox melfore of » civen person at a chyen time, so the tems “cover,” 

*fo0d," ant “type,” £a11 far short of deseribing particular realities. 

zs “A quail sits umier a hedge of a snowy morning, not beemee it is “cover,” 

; , ‘
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tut becense a Cooper's hank visited ai ph ineay * pte cave hos sed em 

of the protecting thorns. For another enemy he might seek another kind 

of cover. Like az not he has selected the particular part of the hedge 

with the hawic in "mind." A prairie chicken may perch on the same hedge 

for an entirely different reason-—-te get the early gun; a rabbit for 

sda saitlae Ge cin tea K ound oe eat is in the oal: woods, not 

Beeause they need oak woois as such, but because a squirrel has been 

aropping acorn crumbs from a particular calc. A grouse brood seeks an 

aspen ridge out of no interest in either aspen or ridges, but becmise it 

4s the place to seek an ant hill for “eges," or to seek a dust bath, as 

the case may be. This 1s enough to show the point: the service rendered 

by any environmental type not only varies by species ani season, but is 

( We 

must umierstan’ something of what these services are before we now 

what a type is, and the same "type" may mean wholly different things 

for different species. 

Intermersion of Test Relation to Mability. A-city inciuies all of the 

environmental “types” which humen animals require for thrift and welfare. 

, If, however, all the kitchens were situated within one quarter of a given 

city, all of the bedrooms in another quarter, all of the restaurants 

and dining rooms in a third, an‘ all of the paris ani golf courses in 

the last quarter, the human population which it would be capable of 

. supporting would be considerably reduced. The extent of the reduction 

| rea vary itt the mobility of the inhabitants. In fect, it 

is only the recent artificial extension of the human cruising rafius by 

; means of mechanical transportation that would allow much a city to be 

;
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inhabited at alle ee 

likewise with game.\ the maximum population of any given piece 

; of land depen’s not only on its enviromental types or composition, 

but aleo on the intersperaton of these types in relation to the cruising 

raiius of the species. Composition ani interspersion are the two 

principal determinants of potential abumlance on game Trance. 

the enviromental requirenents of quail, for instance, are 

associated with four principal environmental types, namely woodland, 

vrushlani, grassland, and cultivation. If a square mile of quail 

ranze consisted of 25 per cent each of these types, it would probably 

offer somewhere near optimum composition. 

If, however, each 25 per cent lay in a single solid block of 

{ 160 aeres, it is quite probable that the square mile would support only 

one covey of quail, ani this covey would be located at the juncture 

of the four types. ‘This would be the only place where a bird of short 

craising talius couldr reach each essential type each day. In other 

woris, the juncture of the four types would offer that coubination 

of composition anf interspersion’ suiims ‘ilch constitutes a range for 

game of low mobility. 

If, however, a square mile of lan‘ of the same composition had 

its types so interspersed as to offer many places where quail could 

reach each of the four types each day, 4t would mmpport many coveys 

of qusil instead of one. ‘This effect of interspersion is illustrated 

Memagenent of game ranze is largely a matter of determining the 

< enviromental requiresents ani cruising raiius of the possible species 

| ars Nea |
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of geome, ani then manipulating the composition ani interspersion of 

types on the lan’ so as to increase the density of its game population. 

In Burope, some game ranges are further manipulated te, folie 
MAL Cenviniinty 

the shooting, Maxvell, for instance, shows by elaborate diagrams how 

to arrange the cover on a pheasant range a0 as to get a good "rise" 

‘(flushing ground) for the biris after the drivers have concentrated 

Suen $0 ‘tus covert, cal baw be cttengs tee sine eat tn eavesk wo tea 

they will fiy high ani fast over the line of waiting guns. It my 

be doubted whether we are ready for such technique in Americas 

certainly not until we have restore? a eae supply. 

The mmber 
( of environmental types require’ by a civen species varies greatly 

accorting to the refinement and accuracy with which the types are 

defined. ‘Tims quail might be said to require from + to 0 types for 

, a unit range, depeniing on the degree to which each is split up ani 

delimited. Since we are hore trying to tllustrate principles rather 

than deal with the detailed biology of game species, the simpler 

Glassifieation will suffice quite as well as the more complex. ‘Ye 

may conclude that quail ordinarily require woodland, brushland, grass- 

land, ami cultivation for an optimm unit range. In special cases, 

however, one, two, or sven three of these may be dispensed with, 

provided the remainier be of the right Icind and in sufficient quantity. 

Tims in the Szarics some quail inhabit a range composed entirely of " 

: woodlani, but only when the woodlan! is open encugh to offer the brush, 

J erases, ent weeds characteristic of the other three types. Farthermore, 

such "wods quail" exist only in relatively thin populations. In short, 

; 

eee ae ia Die ie eel ee aN ‘“ ee ee
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‘ the exception may be said to prove the rule that quail have four 

essential enviromental typese — 

On the other hand, in Kansas, fairly dense quail ppulations 

E oceur on gone ranges entirely devoid of either timber or brush. ‘the 

grass and woeis are so vigorous, however, as to practically constitute 

. brash, while the kaffir corn anf wheat fields offer exceptionally 

ebuniant food. Mo real exceptiong to the quail's ordinary requirements 

seems to be involved. : 

Some species attain normal populations in ranges composed of one, 

or at the most, two types. ‘hus antelope characteristically inhabit 

range couposed entirely of grasslani. ‘hey will accept, however, ranges 

composed of up to 50 per cent woodlan?, provide! this be open. ‘there is 

evidently a shelter, and possibly a browsing, requirenent during winter 

storna, which is associated with either woodland or. suunskbessepentten 

| atGnch topocraphy. ———— 
While we are only at the threshold of an unterstanling of the 

ecolozy of came species, it may be cata that each species requires 

from one to four enviromental types on each unit of habitable range, 

| and that most species require three or fours 

Game a9 an Uize-effect: Law of Interspersion. ‘The preceding caption 

ageerta, in effect, that game in a phenomenon of eigeg. It occurs ; 

shere the types of food an? cover which it needs come together, 1.0. 

where thelr edges mect. very grouse hunter Iaows this when he 

| ~ Yolects the etge of a wots, with ite grape tancles, ham-bushos, ani 

little erassy bays, as the lileely place to lool for birds. The quail 

hunter follows the common edge between the brushy draw ant the weedy 

| i 

7
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| neg the ee the pasture, the 
eer hunter the edge between oaks of the south slope an‘ the pine 

thicket of the north slope, the rabbit mter the grassy sige of the 

thicket. ZHven the duck hunter sets his stool on the elge between the tules 

and the celery beds. Wight finis that pheasants nest in the outer eige 

of the hayfield where it adjoins the fencerow; the Grouse Report finds that 

grouse nest on the edge where the young heather adjoins the old; Stoddard 

ami Maxwell say that bobrhite and Hungarian partridge often choose the 

: gigeg of open roads or trails for nesting. Sven wild turkeys show a 

curious tenieney to nest at the edce of trails. We do not unlerstand the 

reason for all of these sdre-effects, but in those cases where we can guess 

the reason it usually harks baci either to the desirability of gimm) taneous 

i : gecegg to more than one environmental types or the greater richnegg of 

; border vezetation, or both. Fey will also be observed that eige-effects 

are most mmerous in game of low ee ee ae ee 

Cy imow of few convincing instances where edzes attract mbile, 

one-type game lilse geese, or buffalo, or antelope, or plover, or sea-~ducks. 

the linear mileage of type edges available in ony block of ranze 

is, as a matter of geometry, proportional to the degree of interspersion. 

Case “A” in Chart 6, for example, has two miles of edge within the 

exterior bounlary of the map, while Case "BY has 10 miles. An acre of 

fencerow or hedce, consisting, s0 to speak, entirely of edges, umully 

| hae more game (and songbir’s also) than many acres of unbroken woods, or 

«4 Theat, or corn. Abumilance of non-mobile wild life requiring two or more 

types, appears, in short, to depend on the degree of interspersion of 

/ those types, because this detersines the length of the eiges of thae 

Eo ; i *
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types,and this in turn their vegetative richness and sinumltaneous availability. 

; The same thing may be stated mathematically as a law of dispersion: | 

The potential density of game of low radius requiring two or more types is, 

within ordinary limits, proportional to the sum of the type peripheries. 

I am not sure that the scientific ecologists kmow this law as well 

as woodsmen do. ‘Texts on ecology all recognize that certain species are 

associated with certain types, but I have found few which recognize the 

need for diverse types in juxtaposition, and none which state clearly that 

the frequency of such juxtaposition depends on interspersion, or that 

interspersion determines population density. 

A clear and condensed exposition of the ecologist's view of this 

question is given by Dice (1931). 

Classification of Game Species. With the foregoing background, it is 

now possible to suggest a classification of American game species with 

respect to their range requirements. Wig. 10 recognizes four classes? 

farm, forest and range, wilderness, and migratory game. ‘These classes 

have been previously published and defined in the “American Game Policy" 

(1930). (See appendix) 

Farm game consists of species which, because of their short cruising 

radius and high requirement for cultivated land, are especially adapted 

to be grown on farms. A glance at the chart shows that their cruising 

radius is usually meh less and their optimum percentage of cultivation 

much more than that of the other three classes. ‘he cottontail probably 

has the shortest cruising radius of any American game species, with 

‘obwhite a close second. ‘The Hungarian partridge undoubtedly tolerates the 

highest percentace of cultivation. All five farm game species are non-migratory



CLASSIFICATION OF AMER.CAN GAME SPECIES s 

louttivation| Grassland | Brushland | Woodland Marsh Water YEARLY CRUISING RADIUS (miles) 

1. FARM Game i a ee S = (ore 3 45 6 7 6.920 20: lee 2000 

Bobwhite > 

Cottontail = 

Ringneck Pheasant => 

Hungarian Partridge = 

Fox Squirrel wa ay aan Const oNel Migretio’ —o. -< 

II. FOREST % RANGE GAME 

Whitetail Deer —_——> 

Mule Deer ees 

Wild Turkey 2B > 

Prairie Chicken a nes twee twee cerns ccc ccce 

Sharptail Grouse eee tee wee meee enee 

Ruffed Grouse > 7 

Sage Hen ees = 

Western Quails a — - 

Black Bear Se S 

: Antelope Se 

Gray Squirrel reece ne te sw cewens cecnce 

III. WILDERNESS GAME : Seen eee = an 

Wapiti — 

Buffalo ee _ 

Grizgly Bear ————————————— 

Moose —— 

Mountain Sheep a 

Mountain Goat ee 

IV. MIGRATORY GAME = 

Shorebirds 

Woodcock 

River Ducks Up to 9000 miles 

Sea Ducks in some migratory shorebirds , 7 

Geese 

Doves
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| ani ell but fox squirrels are non-cyelic. ‘The fox squirrel is classified 

as fara game because optimm populations are obtained in woodlan! ad- 

jacent to cornfields. 
dwhobting arta Lande but 

Forest and range game consists of species compatible with forestry 

or livestock operations. Many of them accept (ani sore of them thrive 

best unter) a low pereentace of eultivation; 

seasemenedenent, Genet ussite Gin ontmans wens 

cultivated lant, but on the other hani, they do not require the opposite, 

or wilderness, confition. Deer, ruffed grouse, ani wild turkey thrive 

best on forest lan! with a partial interspersion of cultivation. Pinnated 

ani sharptail grouse thrive best on prairie or brush lan? with a partial 

intermpersion of cultivation. Sage grouse, antelope, ani western descr 

tolerate moderate grazing or forestry, even though wilderness: con‘itions 

J probably suited them best. “he southwestern quails, hore classified as 

forest ani range gane, might be classified as farm game, wut for the 

high proportion of brash lanis needed for optimm ranges. Black bear 

are obviously tolerant of civilization ani belong in this class, except 

in a few cases where they conflict with special kinis of Livestock: or 

farming. Gray squirrels are included in this class because of their | 

requirement for uncrazed woodlant, which is usually not foun! in highly 

developed farming commmnifies. 

In short, none of the forest ani range species are adapted to 

forms, but none require the exclusion of farming, grazing, or forestry. 

Wilderness game consists of species harmful to or hamed by 

ecomomic land uses, and therefore suitable for preservation only in 

© special public game reservations, or in public wilderness areas. “Us 

seit MET. Sie hee Mien tet themhen ‘hed anh, Senseo
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grizzly bear, moose, caribou, and mountain sheep because they usally 

fail to thrive in contact with settlement; mountain goats because they % 

| require a topography so rough as to be automatically wilderness, 

Migratory game consists of species of such long cruising radius 

that they always leave the lan‘ on which they were raised. ‘his class 

: ineludes all the vaterfowl and shore birds, and also: the migratory toves 

and pigeons. Some migratory species, as for instance river ducks, geese, 

| and doves, thrive best on a high percentage of cultivation on their fall, 

| winter, and spring range. In the case of geese ani ducks, however, this 

. is not true of the summer or breeding range, 

One may infer from these seein perry Pose nonds mepentg 

settlement actually improved the range for Reet eS ipod y RAM, 

| i instead of deteriorating it,as is ueually supposed. This inductive 

Gonclusion 1s emhatically supported by the historical evidence presented 

in the Game Survey, especially in the cases of bobwhite quail, pinnated 

| grouse, and cottontail. ‘These species attained an abunfance in the early 

| That ottinniny- wamdtas 

| days of crate cendlae bar Meaiiibnn fits pre-sbttl nent or vinein 

contition, ‘the lacic of productivity now characteristic of mst of their 

ranes is not due to settlement and cultivation as such, but rather to 

| overiilling, overgrazing, ani clean faming. It is suspected that river 

duels and, geese likewise experienced a large tnereces, vad aoa. 

evidence is so for lacking. . 

Deer, sharptail grouse, ani pinnated grouse Likewise experienced 

| a peripheral shift as settlement opened the way for them by converting 

| Class III rane into Class II, ani clesed the way behind them by convert- 

| | ing Class II range into Glass I. ‘he northward shift of these species 

| in the north central states is traced in the Game Survey.
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Range Balance. ‘he practical question of improving game ranges deals 

almost invariably with the same principle of balance already discussed in 

Chapter II in terms of factors. When we say that settlement opened a 

way northward for pinnated grouse by changing Class III range into 

Class II, we means that it created artificial prairies and put a little 

grain in them, thus putting the food and cover factors in balance for this 

species. When we say that settlement evicted pinnated grouse from their 

native habitat by changing Class II range into Class I, we mean that in- 

tensive agriculture further increased the grain ani decreased the prairie 

grass, thus throwing the cover factor out of balance with the food for this 

species. 

Every range is more or less out of balance, in that some particular 

aspect of food or cover is deficient, and thus prevents the range from 

| supporting the population which the other aspects would be capable of 
supporting. Management consists in detecting that deficiency and building 

it up. This onee done, some other aspect will be found to be mt of 

balance, and in need of building up. ‘Tims, one move at a time, each 

skillfully chosen, does the manager attack the job of enhancing product- 

ivity. This will be further discussed in later chapters on food and 

cover. 

The measurement of game range to detect differences in balance, 

and for other purposes, will be discussed in Chapter XV on "Miscellaneous 

Techniques." 

Summary. A range is habitable for a given species when it furnishes 

places suitable for it to feed, hide, rest, sleep, play, and breed, 

( all within the reach of its cruising radius.
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Deficiencies in such places are usually seasonal. Management deals 

with offsetting them at the critical season. 

Types of food and cover are the general components of the range with 

which the particular needs of the species are associated. 

Carrying capacity in species of high type requirements and low 

radius, varies directly with the interspersion of the types, which is 

proportional to the sum of the type peripheries. Such game is an “edge effect." 

Game species may be divided into four classes based in general on 

decreasing tolerance of or need for agricultural types, and increasing | 

mobility: I, farm game, II, forest and range game, III, wilderness game, | 

and IV, migratory game. 

Game range management deals with keeping the range types in balance. | 

J This completes our analysis of the theory of game management. Most . 

of the pieces of which it is built are well Imown to biologists, and many 

even to laymen. 

Let the reader understand, however, that the aggregate significance ! 

of these pieces is greater than their sum. ‘They constitute the parts of 

a biological engine, which the techniques next to be described may drive 

if applied with sufficient skill. ‘The fuel for that engine lies ready to | 

hand--the inherent fruitfulness of the earth. ‘The forces inherent in | 

the juxtaposition of hydrogen and carbon, which we sicillfully employ to 

do our heavy labor, are no more potent or useful than those which inhere i 

in the juxtaposition of life and land. ; 

We have so far explored the nature and properties of these forces. 4 

We have now to examine what rudiments of skill have been developed for : 

( their beneficial use. |
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Bi E Steps in Manacenent. ‘The preceding chapters have attemted to define g 

? the history ani purpose of managenent, ani to describe the biological 3 

oy mochanign which 4t secks to control, the properties of game species q 

Be ag Pelated to that mechaniaa, and the classes into which came species 33 

oo and gome rances fall by reason of their different properties. ‘These e 

i definitions on! descriptions constitute the essential backgroun! of a 
e J 

ie A game managements 

, Ee We mast now deal with the methods by which the biological 

Bil tag mechanisn is to be controlled. ‘these ‘etheds constitute the techniqe 7 

b of game managenent. ; 4 

o F The initiation of manacement on any piece of land umally * 

re involves js consecutive stepst : i 
ha : ue 

1. Sengug- Measuring the baseliimg stock on hand. 2 
pe peer Pep LTE LRAT, PES , 

7: % bene (ronal vty Nessumbnethenmmeduetdarity of , 
eer: the : comparing 1t with a standard. 2 

— 3e Dingnosige Immeattetester,, Woichine the factors and E 
Was. selecting one or more for control. Testing these on 

gS @ small seale to verify whether the selection 1s 
e correct, and the method of control effective. 

mee ad 
ee. 4. Gontrol, of selecte’ factors on a larger seale. 

y This chapter deals with the first step: the measurenent of y: 

a the atoct:. ! teagurenent involves more than mere emmeration or census. ie 

. The composition and condition of the stodk is often mite as important is, 4 
og wis 

as ite mmbers, an‘ may have a bearing on the second, third, ani fourth, a 

= as well ae on the first step in management. EE 

@ | 3 

F Se i “ie. ates es a a se J cen a



es, vadcaboes Dias | 
| Meagarenent of the volume ani grovth of forests, {forest 

nensurotion, inetutkes tinber crutsing) 1s the abject of dozens of 

volumes, both American ani Turopean. 

re The mengurement of game populations 1s of equal complexity, | 

bat there is as yot jue Literature, except in the single field of bird 

: banding. Honee this chapter can hardly hope to do ‘asgtiuimg ore than | 

- ; sees ont organize typical fragnents of the technique so far developed. 

No. comprehensive treatment is as yet possible. 

| 

Kinds of Meagurementg. ‘The emmeration of the population of a given 

area at a given time is properly called a @me cenms. The determination 

bs of trenia or fluctuations requires the measusamnt of a given area at 

f two or more tines. ‘the determination of relative abuniance involves : 

: c the neseumemant of two areas at the same time. ‘he determination of 

, agereeate movenents (migration) or iniivitual movements (mobility) _ 

+ involves the observation ani sometimes the measurement of azgregate ee. 

or intividuals at consecutive times. 

In afdition, the presoription of proper management measures ene 

| imvolves the anslysis ani measurenent of game populations in many wayts ; 

i guch as determining the composition in respect to sex ani age, deter 

f mining productivity, detersining mortdl ity from decimating factors, | 

: predicting the effects of enviromental chances, ani determining ratios 

" between sexes, ages, ami species. [ree ore Maerved fe i inns Ae plire | 
: v ‘ 

2S Kinda of Tedmiqe. deecenseuttmmatad Tose MiNtNRE noasurenente = rade: 

{ Htpmennactaenane LN TRE LADS oT (1);froot sbocoweten |
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sts by notice Heed Be 
Ode ny parle (re 
samske creat, @% trapping, baniing, and later recapture of samle 

individuals, — (3 iitoect observation of the confition or density 

of populations Fuad the use of indices. . 

When we count the deer tracies entering a yarding ground after 

the first deep snow, we get a census by direct observation, ani we 

also get a population density provided we know the area of range 

served by the yard in question. Likewise when we count the coveys of og 

quail on a farm by working it thoroughly with good dors, we obtain a 

: census by direct observation. 

The technique of banding, it is hoped, requires no definition. 

Its use in game census will be explained later. 

When we compare the quail populations of two areas by counting 

the mmber of coveys which the same dog can find in the same length 

: of time, we are using an infex, namely coveys-per-doe-per-day, as an 

indirect measure of ov index to, abunianee, We imst match out the 

weather, the season, the time of day, oni the other variables which 

affect the validity of the comparison. Iniices are useful short-auts, 

mt they are of no avail, an’ may lead to dangerous fallacies, unless 

the vericbles which affect their valifity are cematabay mtched outeou 
OA Deselb rtes qeyedk | 

GSengus Stanlards; Sources of Error. Yor a game census to have maximum 

value it mast adhere to certain staniardized definitions, even though | 

it cannot adhere to any standardized method. It should be clearly set 

forth, for instance, whether young animals less than one year old are 

ineladed in the figures. It is a custom of lonz standing among stocimen 

( im the West to exelude all livestock less than one year old from the xr 

{
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emmeration or census of « rance herd.\ Hence most western game men, 

especially in dealing with big game, excluite animals of less than 

yearling age. In birds, however, the ae sitdon distinguishable 

and often constitute the bulk of te esos’ Yor this reason all census 

and density figures in this book include all ages. 

It goes without saying that a census of resident game should 

slways give the area to which it applies. 

A frequent error in came census is to compare the densities of 

population on two tracts of radically unequal area without correcting — 

for the "blanks" or vacant places which clnost alvays exist in the 

’ larger area to a greater degree than in the anall one. Census figures 

reduced to an area basis are misleading unless the areas are econ te 

‘size or unless we know how to correct for blancs. Tims on areas of 

t 4O to 160 acres, one quail per acre is a normal ani satisfactory popu- 

lation, whereas on areas from a section to a township in size, lying in 

the same locality ani representing the same conditions, a quail per 4 

to 6 acres might be found. The reason for the diserepaney is that 

every township contains large areas of bare fields, contimous woots,or 

other types not inhabited by quail, whereas in selecting a smaller AP CR, : 

these blanks are unconsetously ani automatically exeluded. Dia rt GE) 

Another frequent source of error in game cenms is to ignore 

seasonal differences in population due to progressive mortality. Tims 

a November 1 count before the hunting season might show twiee as many 

quail as a Maréh 1 count mde on the last snow on the same grounl during 

the suceeeding spring. In the British Isles spring census of breeding 

) stocks seens to be standard. In America, unless otherwise specified, 

fall counts at the beginning of the hunting season are standard.
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When a cowman tells the bank he has a thousand cattle, he means a thousand 

cows, bulls, and yearlings, plug whatever calves of the year may be on 

hand. 

1} 

Elton (1932, p. 71) applies this same reasoning to census work 

in ants, but his terminology is different. A density derived from 

a census including blanks he calls “lowest density." A census 

excluding blanks he calls “economic density." A census on what 

is here called a temporary concentration he calls “highest density."
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r Unless the area on which the eonms is to be mode is very omoll, | 

the cenme ost use samples instead of attempting a count of the area as 

a whole. ‘hese samples mist either be selected 0 as to be representa- 

tive of the whole, or they must be so mmerous that their abaommlitics 

will be averazed oute The accuracy of the census will depend on the 

mmber of samples, the sitll with which cach is selected, an! the sitll 

with which the emmeration of each is male. 

Ghoice of Mothod. The method of emmerating the game, an’ the season — 

of attamting it, met be adapted to the habits of the species. Some ‘ 

species, Like quail «ni antelope, gather in coveys or heris of more 

or less fixed composition, an’ if these ean be foun! on open croumi, or 

. gen be flushed so as to be counted in flying, we have the simplest 

f possible problem in census telcings . 

hose mamzals which exeente seasonal movements or migrations, 

such as the mile deer of Routt County, Colorado, ani the caribou of the 4 

Barren Grounts, likewise present a simple census problen. They or their 

tradics con be counted at strategie points on the migration route. 

On the other hanf, migratory birds which do not assemble in 

3 fixed ageregations,or which move at nights ani uplani species like 

shanaants which seldom fora coveys an’ which teke refuge fn suemps from 

which they cannot be fiusho’, or prairie chickens which asseable in 
shifting packs of unstable location present the other extreme of difficulty. 

The 
joe wea Comaaae An exeaple of direct emmeration of mammals which form 

Aetaghed herls of comparatively fixed comosition is Ligon's (1927) census 

} of antelope in New Mexico, {llustrated tn joe Most of these herds 

are 90 mall ani isolated that ths soda glia sis uaiosorae
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: Those who desire to review the zoological literature on choice of 

methods should consult Dice, who gives a clear comparison of the 

fundamentals of various census techniques for birds (1930) and for 

small mammals (1931), and cites other authors who have described 

particular census methods both for animals and plants.
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epee tiene ey -coel nae constitutes a reliable 

consis. ‘The larger herds shown on tle ina, however, consist of over- 

Lapping groupis, which ean be counted only with the help of ama or by 

repeated observation, ‘The census shows,2,950 antelope in the state, 

or 42 square miles per antelope. ‘the actually inhebited rance (area 

of stippled spots) 4s about 4,650 square miles, a density of sbout 2 | 

square miles per antelope. 

Sometimes direct enumeration is possible in mammals which do 

not form fixed heris, bat which are forced into the open during severe 

enowse Sinmltaneous counts on the open areas used during such periods 

constitute a dependable census. ‘the cooperative Yellowstone elk count 

conducted at intervals since 1912 by the Forest Service, Biological 

Survey, and State of Yyoming, uses this method. Sheldon (1927) reports 

, the counts from 1912-1927 as varying from 9,3%6 to 19,%93- the 1927 

eengus, 19,238 elk, divided by the gross area of both the swuser ond 

winter ranze (rough), 43_400 square miles) gives a population of about 

6 elk per square mile, or 1 per 100 acres. : 

One of the simplest moans of direct census is the covey counte 

For instance, MeLean (1930) counted and mapped the coveys of California 

quail on a 22,000 sere tract of foothills in San Mateo County, California, 

5 during the winter of 1928-29. He found 75 coveys totalling about 2,000 

birds, or one bird per 11 acres. 

, oe - Direct ommeration, even of non-coveying birds, is often practicable 

"wy the skillful use of a bird doge Tims Wight (1931) mate a dog-cenms 

of pheasants of the Northfield Refuge (600 acres) near Am Arbor, Michigan, 

at various seasons for three successive years, and found fall populations 

| Nae ea 
of up to 300 birds, although efflux or hunting each year reduced the
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Counts of coveys are practicable in quails because of the low 

mobility of the coveys. Herd counts are practicable in antelope, 

in spite of relatively high mobility, by reason of the wide separation 

of the herds. Birds which are mobile but scarce, and which exist 

in widely separated detached units, yield to a combination of the 

methods used by-Melean and Iigon on quail and antelope respectively. 

Thus the Game Survey of Iowa (1932) mapped and (in most cases) emmer- 

ated each remaining remnant of resident prairie chickens in that state. 

It was necessary, however, to exclude all winter observations because 

of the anmal influx of migrant chickens, which far outmumber the 

resident birds.
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{ 
winter population to 50 birds, or one per 12 acres. 

Tm Burope ref grouse, gray partridges, and pheasants are driven 

over the guns. Counts of the driven birds yield a direct census mbject 

to only one errort the “leakage” of unflushed infividualse ‘This leakage 

seens to be greatest in pheasants, and least in red grouse. ‘The British 

JAterature indicates that in red grouse the leakage is negligible. An 

anmal drive census, a direct count of spring breeding stock, and a kill 

recora are often available for the same ares for long periods of years. 

Yor example: The average population of a typical 5,000 acre 

English grouse moor unier intensive management, as interpolated by Leopold 

and Bell (1931), is 1,200 birds, or one bird per four acres, in spring. 

It is 3,700 birds, or one bird per 1.5 acres, at the beginning of the 

C fall drives. In Scotland the averaze moor is twice as large mt has 

abort the seme pomlation, the density thus being one bird per eight 

seres in spring, and one per three acres in fall. 

The maximum fall poowlation occurred on Broomhead Moor, 4,000 

aeres. This small mt excellent moor yielded, from 1908 to 1910, a grouse 

per 0.8 agres, indicating = apparent fall population of a grouse per 0.5 

acres, or 2 per acre. ‘The small size of this moor mugeests that there 

may have been some influx to magnify this kill above the actual productivity 

of the moor. 

In gray or Hungerian partridge, Paz (1924) gives the normal 

spring population on small Snglish manors es one bird vor, a nares 

This ig derived from direct spring counts mate by the came keepers. 

Maxwell (1911) says that on the average manor of 6,500 aeres the spring 

4 census umally ranges from 2 to 5 acres per bird, averages 4 acres, ant
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\ | NOTH; Locations ‘of census areas are slightly shifted so that t 

. this map cannot ve used to locate particular hunting erounds, f || G i 

ee ee ee 
| METHOD OF CALCULATING CENSUS FROM ABOVE MAP 

| 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 
Density Class t__No. of Samples :Per Cent of Samples: Per Cent of State : Median Density : Quail 

(acres per quail) : tArbitrary : tArbitrary  : (acres) t(acres per quail): Population 
:0n Map:Correction:On Map:Correction :(totel area x col. 5): i 6 2) 

Under 0.5 Hof | Te orp: a2 60,000. 0.4 : 150,000 

0.5 = 1.0 erties Dy eee: 6 : ~ 1,800,000 : 0.7 : 2,000,000 

To Peles: Wel e302) 218 “; 5,400,000 : 25 : 3,600,000 

ae alee: so: Blt: 83 : 6,900,000 : 3.0 : 2,300,000 

Yas alison: 60 +87 3 +26 : 7,800,000 - : 6.0 : 1,300,000 

Over 8 : 2a: 60) 3h5 1 lee  - 7,800,000 : 12.0 : 650,000 
(assume 16) ¢ : : : : ; “Et : 

Total : Lit ; 231 7100 : 100 . : *30, 000, 000 ; 710,000,000 

( *actual area of 4,128,000 acres arbitrarily reduced for cities, water, swamp, and other 

( uninhabitable areas.
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never runs denser than 1-1/2 seres or thinner than 10 acres. 

By and large, complete and direct population counts are applicable 

mainly to large mamuls, or coveying birds like maily or partridgey 

for which dors can be used to cover lerge areas in a short time, or to 

driven birds, like red grouse. Wield trial grounis offer the most 

frequent opportunity for large-seale intensive census by dog work. 

Cengug by Sampleg.e Very large areas, of the magnitude of a county 

or a atate, caches tateaael by selecting representative sales, sabher 

pes pcareeo Wy whole territory.0 saarathey pothtve su Coo}. 

An atteapt to use the sample plot method on a large seale 

is Leopold's (1930) map of quail density in Missouri shown 1n oom 

_ fhe objective in this work was to compare quail densities with cover 

and food distritution, rather than to emmerate the qail, hence no 

pretaxtions were taken to get a true “cross section” of the state as a 

whole. If the plots had been distributed according to a geometric 

pattern, such as one plot in the middle of each township or each fifth 

township, they would have been representative of the state as a whole,and 

. a census could have been derived from then. As a matter of fact, it is 

certain that low-density plots are unier-represented on the map, due 

to the difficulty of finding farmers or sportsmen who had counted 

coveys on thinly populated samples. 

Despite these defects, in order to show the principle by which 

the sample plot census method works, a sample census calamulation is 

shown unter the map, on arbitrary correction colum being added to 

bring the density classes into some kin’ of correspondence with reality. 

Le Gagh n correction would, of course, not be necessary if the plots had
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4 been chosen for census purposes. It should be understood that the 

resulting figures, 10,000,000 quail, do net jones to be anything 

but illustrative of a method. ; 

Osear Johnson, state came warden of South Dakota, used the 
aw hough : 

sample plot methed for obtaining jamoanparentign-rebiabke spring census 

of pheasants. He counted the muber seen during the morning and 

ig evening feeding hours on a series of representative forties. ‘The counts 

. were mode in spring when cover wan at a minimum. Each forty mas 

counted for 2-3 successive days, preferably including both morning and 

evening, and the average count assumed to constitute the population. 

Sixteen forties (640 acres) in Spink and Beedle counties tallied an 

average of 2.6 acres per bird. Fifteen forties in Hanson, Davison, 

and Sanburn counties tallied an average of 6.0 seres per bird. ‘The 

tallies were not made until the middle of May, by which time some hens 

were incubating. ‘This doubtless distorted the sex ratio, which is 

accordingly omitted, and also uniuly reduced the visible hens. If, 

however, we assume that the cock count es and apply the true 

| sex ratio obtained by winter trapping (see, Chapter IV) to the cocks 

tallied im Spink and Beedle counties, it results in a census figure 

of 1.8 acres per breeding pheasant. 

SP os? 

. yaw iia eas a iene alii ti ine In birds such as ruffed grouse 

| _/ tae brooding hen clusts ant fetgns to ve wounded, or otherrise delib- 

| erately attracts attention when closely approached. A rough cenms of 

adult breeding population may be mate in guch birds (provided the sex 

odililer 0 mumber of males has been determined by drumming log counts) 

| \ by counting the muber of feigning hens encountered on sample strips of 

| imown length and width, or on sample plots of known area. ‘The mumber
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an <a 
yet In all census by sample, the usual difficulty is not in enumerating 

the game on the samples, but in determining to what extent the samples 

are representative of the area as a whole. As already pointed out for 

Fig. 12, a purely geometric symmetry in the location of the samples 

would be one way to get a true assortment, tut this requires a huge 

mumber of samples in order to complete a census of a large area like 

a state. 
wmode duunaag His wratte of 1931-32 

In the Game Survey of Towa, (1932) the services of the local wardens 

were available for taling a large mmber of samples. The condition of 

the roads made a geometric placement out of the question, many whole 

townships being impossible to enter with a car. As a substitute for 

geometric placement, the wardens were asked to select and census five 

farms in each county, if possible well scattered geographically, and in 

any event representing good, average, and poor densities for the 

principal local game bird. 

Figs. 13 and 14 show the densities determined for pheasants and 

quail respectively. 

The pheasant bedi were made by "driving" one farm in each county 

with a erew of volunteers walking abreast through the corn or coverts. 

Estimates of selected farmers, checked against the drive, were accepted 

for the other four samples in each county. 

The quail counts were made by working one farm in each county with 

a bird dog, or after a tracking snow, and determining the number of 

coveys. Coveys were converted to birds either by adding the actual 

number of birds seen in each, or failingthat, by arbitrarily assuming 

( 15 birds per covey. Four other faras were then censused by farmer- 

estimate, | 

an |
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Let the reader grasp this point: Johnson's wardens may or may 

not have seen all the pheasants resident on these sample forties, but 

what they saw is nevertheless an index to comparative abundance. 

(Sant J-2 | 

A stiilar census of Hungarians in the northwestern counties 

was made, but is not here shown. ‘the densities were similar to those 

of pheasant.
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The maps are believed to portray quite accurately the game on 

the samples, but it is certain that the samples are not representative 

of the state or the county, in spite of the best efforts of the wardens 

to make them so. They portray a more favorable range of densities 

than actually exists. This distortion is much greater for quail than 

for pheasants, because of the greater contimity of the pheasant range, 

and the lesser proportion of totally blank areas. 

There is another distortion arising from the fact that the northern 

samples were selected to show the assortment of densities for pheasant, 

which selections usually failed to show that for quail. Conversely 

the southern samples even when correctly representing the assortment 

of densities for quail, do not show that for pheasants. Quail are 

"“nenalized" in the pheasant country, and vice versa. 

These conclusions may be drawn: In taking census samples on a 

game range embracing blanks, a type map is needed in order to 

exclude the blanks, and separate sets of samples are needed for each 

species of differing habitat. 

This assumes that a correct total population figure is desired. 

As a matter of fact no such figure was needed in this case. The main 

objective was to show the range of densities within the inhabited 

Tange for comparison with other states and with future re-measurements. 

For these purposes the maps suffice. 

The quail census was accompanied by a measurement - the rate of 

shrinkage in habitable range. The results are, irene Chapter XV. 
Contrary to expectation, many of the Iowa’ wardens quickly developed 

skill and enthusiasm in executing the counts. Next year's census can 

capitalize this skill, and the yearly repetition of the job will furnish 

what no state has ever had: a localized quantitative measurement of the 
trend of its resident game resources.
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\ of feigning hens constitutes an index to the mmber of broods, even though 

the broois themselves be not tomande The method is applicable only for a 

week or two after hatching, and only where the bulk of the broods hatch 

almost simultaneously. King (unpub shot) camels method in northeast 

Minnesota, where in 1931 nearly all the ruffed grouse broods hatched 

during the week of June 10 (the weelc when the pink ladyslippers began 

blooming, when the large-toothed aspen leaves were half out, ani bladk 

| agh buds just bursting). , 

The mobility of newly hatched broods appears to be very low, 

so there is little dancer that strips run erbitrarily at richt angles 

to the topography (such as on forty lines) will fail to represent a 

true amaple, or will encounter the same brood twice. ‘the mother grouse 

2 can apparently be depended on to advertise her presence, at least up 

, to the time when the young begin to fly, but the distance at which she 

. will do so may vary according to the weather and cover. ‘the width of 

| . the “effective strip’ will vary from day to day, and is the observed 

| sveveqs cantumn tictense at which the hens are flushed on that partieular 

day. Im rain the width may approach zero. Disturbance of the brood dur 

ing rain may endanger its welfare, ani should be avoided in any event. 

Gods are, of course, not counted in the hen tally. ‘they may be dis- 

| tinguished by the greater distance flom and by their failure to feign 

wounded behavior. 

| ; For example: All the four north and south forty lines in a 7 

section are cruised bia caaaal tay, — — three ora wenden. 

| sit ela Settee 
| \ (33 feet) on either side of ‘the aie A forty is 20 

| chains wide, hence the sample represented by the strips constitutes 1/20
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of the total ares. If the sex ratio 18 50:50, the census is caleulated 

as follows? 

3 = feigning hens (apparently with brood) flushed on a 
sauple representing 1/20 of the section. 

60 = 20 x 3, total probable mmber of hens with brood. 

60 = mmber of cooks under a 50150 sex ratio. 

120 = 60 + 60, muiber of grouse on section/ lo 2120) / 

, Bie GUO -120, aeres per breeding grouse. 
jaa bYyo+ bo, Lert~e pir brovd. | : 

F weakness of this method ic that it sesumes that all the hens 
anh that the drood 

actually mate and hatch a brood, , amex remains alive until the count is 

; made. Ag to mating, the truth of this acsumption is still untested, 

bat as to reaching the point of hatching, King found nest mortality in 

duc thin Aplerte,- a tes ee Dathe prawed auto, 
1931 to be nearly rerO, Juvenile mortality 1s, of course, high, especially 

\ water unfavorable weather conditions. ‘he largest source of error is 

in estimating the effective width of the strip. Under conditions of bad 

weather during or previous to the count, very low densities, doubtful sex 

ratio, or large spresd of hatching dates, the method is not recommended, 

| Where these conditions do not interfere, however, this method may prove 

| valuable in censusing species which yield to few of the ordinary methods 

i of game censuse The ruffed grouse is conspicuously difficult to census 

| by ordinary methods. 

; Gengus from “Cleameups." Effect of Influx. when something approaching 

a “clean-up is made on any animal within a limited area, the mown 

muiber renoved constitutes the besis for a census, provided an estimate 

ean be made of the residual population, and of the influx during the 

{ process of removal. 

| The probable population of other similar areas can then often
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( be inferred by comparisons 

Sometimes the "clean-up" is virtually complete, thus obviating 

the necessity for estimating residual population. Yor instance, the 

removal of 22,362 deor from the Sentenieneith aisease control area 

on the Stanislena National Forest in California in 1921-23 was judged 

by local foresters to be nearly complete. The cleaned area covered 

about 1,1%2 square miles. ‘the influx is unlmown, but {t-had three 

yoara to tke place ani in all probability vas creater then the pestduah. 

population. (The area fille’ up quite rep italy after the disease had 

been steamed out ond the 4illing ceaseds) The true cenme was, on this 

assumption, somewhat less than 22,362 deer on 1,142 square miles, or 

somewhat less than 20 deer per square mile. This is probably the most F 

accurate deer census ficure for a large ares 90 fer available in Americas 

\ Sometimes tracks in the mow make possible an accurate estimate 

ef the residual pom lation. Timea in 1928 an’ 1929, 30 foxes were re=- 

moved from a 14,000 aere refuge in Dent County, Missouri. Subsequent 

tracics chowed that about three quarters had been removed, inficating a 

’ total population of 40 foxes ineluling residue, but without ellowance 

for influx. Influx was impossible to estimate ageurately. If it was 

| 10 per cent, the true census would have been 36 foxes or 1 per 400 

acres. Since the clean-up extenied over two winters, it micht, however, 

have been 50 per cent, which would chance the true cenms to 
20, or 1 

per 700 acres. ‘The longer the tine, the heavier the population pressure 

outstie, and the greater the mobility of the species, the harder it is 

te estimate influx, 

Té a clean-up occurs on an island (either a physical island, 

| \ or an ecological one surrounte’ by non-habitable range for the species
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in question), then the error due to influx is ruled out, ani the only 

remaining source of error is the estimate of the residue. 

Uven a very refractory species can be thms censused on “islands” 

if it can be trapped. ‘Thus the Pennsylvania Game Commission in 1930 

trapped 122 eottontails for restoclcing purposes on Barbafoes Island 

(49 aeres) in the Delaware River opposite Norristown, ‘This island is 

isolated for rabbits, although pheasants fly back and forth. ‘there 

had been no unting. The removal was 122 rabbits 9 acres = 2.5 

rabbits per acre. Wardens estimated 50 rabbits left, which makes the 

probable population (122+50)--'9 = 3.5 per acre. 

A partially complete census of the "clean-up" type sometimes 

resulted from the “deer drives" of pioneer days. A drive in Medina 

County, Ohio, in 1808 (Game Survey, p. 194) netted 300 deer icilled 

: from 25 square miles, or 12 per square mile. Probably by no means all 

the deer were killed. Another census estimate, doubtless based on drive 

data, was made by Noah Major in 1820, He estimated there were 20,000 

deer in Morgan County, Indiana, or 53 per square mile. 

These “clean-ups" by driving, being made in one day, are free i 

from the influx error which attends the slower processes of trapping 

or pieceneal shooting. 

the rabbit drives still held in the western states yield a 

eensus of the "clean-up" type. Tims a drive covering § square _— 

held at Roberts, Idaho, in the winter of 192-25, yielded 5,000 

jackrabbits, or about one per acre. ‘he leakage is reported by L. I. 

Laythe of the U. 8. Biological Survey as heving been less than 5 per cent. 

During the next year rabbits were at the peak of their cycle, and
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several smaller drives covering about a square mile each yielded 2-4 

jackrabbits per acre. The year after there were no rabbits. 

Table uw ‘tli the result of these drives, ani four others 

in Arizona reported by 0. A. Gilchrist of the Biologics1 Survey. 

an 
Table 21. 

Sensus from Jagicrabbit Drives 

Acres Per Probable 
Area iaaber Jackrabbit Estimated Acres Per 

———Date__ocality ____ Driven __ Killed Killed Lealage  Jagicrabbit 

1924-25  Roberts,Idaho 5,000 5_000 1.0 56 Sobe 

1925-26 “ “ 600 ? ? t 0.2-0.5 

April, 1925 St.Johns,Ariz. 5,100 2,525 2.0 106 1.8 

dune, 1927 Artesia, Ariz. 640 156 he 2s ee 

( May, 1923 ‘Tucson, Ariz. 1,280 300 4.3 5S 4.0 

Nov.,1920 Avondale,Ariz. 2,560 1,200 21 26 2.1 

Scans eueeceinesstnicesiiccinttiecrasasenecabepccediaoseilasinesilietinevadiendtntiaenitasioii orate a 

The Runeabr Inder § 
, Senmas by Bonling Ration. Lincoln (1930) suggests the use of ban/ing 

returns as an index wherewith to census that most difficult group, the 
(Sink I 2) FRicoba berred 

waterfowl, for the whole continent. , Rexattimbs that of the total mmber of 

dueks banded at a given station, the percentaze of bania returned after 

being Icilled by hunters the first season after such banding, is surprisingly 

constant from year to year, and appears to averace around 12 per cent. 

The percentage of banded ducks killed ic premmably the same as 

the percentage of non-banied, i.e., the continental population. 

If, therefore, the licensed hunters would turn in a complete 

record of their anmal bag, an anmal continental census could be com 

pated as follows:
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This concept, which we may call the Bincoln Index, is one of the 

most important intellectual contributions so far made to the art of 

game management.
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411 = 12 per cent of the population 

population = Ieill x 100 
12 

The unknown crippling lees is the seme in banded and unbanded , 

birds, and hence cancels out. Some banded ducke are killed but not 

reported, ‘These would introduce an error, ani so wosil, Secreta 

iefll of unbanded ducks, but these two errors would tend to offset each 

other. ' 

Assming a kill of 5,000,000 ducks, Lincoln calculates (as a 

sample) a fall population of 42,000,000 ducicae 

Iincoln's principle of applying the banded irill ratio to the 

unbanded populsetion will work wherever large mmbers of wild stock 

@an be banded throughout the area to be censused, an‘ where the total 

( Iefll ag well as the banded Icill can be determined. It is the sane 

principle which Stoddard used to determine the survival of Mexican 

verms mative mail. It yields a kill ratio, but umally not a 

: species ratio even if the records are itedized by species, since the 

various species are seldom either trapped or sais tte equal feeility. 

Density can be computed from such a banding census wherever a clean- 

eat area ia covered. 

y ay Infices to Abundance. where it is impracticable to use direct total 

= _ o& partial emmeration, or “clean-upe" on sample areas, or banding 

ratios, 1t is often possible te accomplish the purpose in han by 

thebict1 ful use of “Andiees.” An index to a game population is any 

eonditicn which can be measured, an‘ which may be expected to vary in 

, proportion to the population which cannot be measured. ‘the inex is
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The practical application of the Lincoln index to a continental 

duck census is for the moment hindered by the lack of: (1) the unreported 

bands killed; (2) the unreported unbanded kill. To get some light on 

the first unknown, I asked a mumber of game officials and game managers 

to estimate the percentage of bands killed but not reported in their 

respective jurisdictions. ‘The estimates are: Carolinas, 80 per cent; 

Connecticut, 50 per cent; Memphis area (clubs), 5 per cent, (elsewhere), 

10 per cent; Arkansas, 60 per cent.
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‘ usol to measure the population infirectly. In@ices usually yield 

| only relative abumiance but sometines absolute abumiances A 

, Seotch gamekeepers, for instance, obtain an absolute census 

of erose nests (1.e. breeding pairs, since the red grouse is monog- 

emous) by counting the groups of "clocker @roppings" slong the burns 

(rivulets). ‘The “elocker® form of Aropping is peculiar to ineubating 

hens. Sach hen fs said to mater at a fixed point whenever she leaves 

her nest to feed, an? there deposits the “clecker.” ‘The mumber of 

groups of cleckers along a stream therefore constitutes an index to 

the a@jacent population of tnawhating hense If there is some corres- 

pontingly fixed place of deposit, this inzenious method of census might 

be found applicable to some of the American crouse. Ruffed grouse, 

at least, do not deposit the clocker at any fixed placte 

. Direet count of the nests on a Imown area yields, in monogamous 

species like rei grouse, a spring cenms, sn! in polygamous ones an 

iniex to abumlance which is virtually s census. However, before 

aecepting guch a sample as representative of a large aren, it should be 

ascertained whether there has not been any concentration of nesting 

activities which would make the counted area unrepresentativee Toten 

one observer (Du Pont Conservation News 4/3/31) reports 15 turkey 

nests “within a radius of half a mile* in Winston County, Alabama. 

Teiom Miteraliy, this msone 500 nares, or one nest per 33 acreayeamm | 

population of probably one per 20 acrese ee 

Chceew oh wath agpnre ain 06 (yrseeinp) stale bal 
rounting rance yielded (after the broods had come off) 50 flocks averag- 

drsod prw 1300 
tng 12 cook, oF 1,subable nerese There is at least an iniieation here 

a
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, that the nesting was concentrated on the area in which nests were counted. 

This is merely offered as an example of the possible error inherent in 

all census work where onal]. areas are relied upon to samle pentetben 

density. a iqzib 

Dice (1939) suggests the mmber of individuals seon per hour in 

various habitats as an index to relative abundance of two or more species. 

Nocturnal or flocicing biris could not, of course, be so measured. He 

7 eites Linedale as using birds per day, expressed as frequency curves, 4 

and Reunitlaer as using the frequency with which various species occurred 

in a fixed system of samle plots. All of these ideas yield iniices to 

relative sbuntance, rather than a censise 

Taylor (1930) obtained the relative abundance of various rodents 

{ by tallying the mmber seen per hour in visible speeles like — ae 

dogs. In noeturnsl rodents he used the percentage of top) einen “tor 

one night(Gatching a rodent//the ¢ erennate: Send at poison bait spots 

exposed for one nicht, ‘the cee Gowited per acre, an! the fecal 

pellets counted within a wire hoop set down at fixed intervals. Some 

7 of these ideas may be applicable to came census. ‘The last one especially 

ought to be applicable to deer ani rabbitas,which, depeect durable 
PUT at random our Lhe Menger 

Taylor and Vorhies (unpublished) are now using a unique infex 

which yields a direct census of visible diurnal rodents on fenced cattle 

stein * bay abies the mmber seen with the mmber of cattle seen, 

and then compare the ratio with the mown mmber of cattle. Yor example: 

within a fenced pasture they count the mmber of jackrabbits seen for 

each cow seen within a strip of paced length, the width of which is the 

{ apparent “flushing distance" of the jackrabbits. ‘The total mumber of
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' jad@erabbite can be calculated by applying the tallied ratio. The pro= 

portion would bes 

accep tte at See a 
ar = Leopold (Game Survey) tried "coveys per dog per day" as an index 

et the abuntanes of quail in various regions, but foun! it unsatisfactory 

beemse of the varying ability of dogs an! the varying nature of coverts. 

With the same dog on the same ground, however, it would probably be a 

: good inex wherexith t0 empare one yeor with another. cy 

aK oF Other Meagumenents 

. (ee the Lincoln banting index dertves 

from the bag record of a single year an actual emmeration or Consus. 

Bag recorts through a term of years may 1izewise be used, without any 

\ emmoration, as an index to the tren] of a pomlation, provided the 

lunting is done on the seme grount by the same method by a single 

infividuel at regular intervals throughout the season (or by a large 

; mumber of individua}s so that variations in iniividuel proficiency 

amt soasoniy, habits cancel out). 

Recoris of game seen, as well as of game Irilled, are usable for 

the same purpose unier the aane con@itionses 

Bms Leopold (1930) records jacisnipe seen an? killed in Dane 

County, Wieconsin, during weeldy hunts from 1919 to 1929, by himself 

and A. W. Schorger (see, ali-3a). Three of the four graphs (A,C, ant D) 

show a strong downward trend, including the two most dependable ones 

: (¢ and 2) in which the biris seen ant Icilled per trip are reduced to a 

. uniform time-interval (per full day of S$ hours). ‘the conclusion was that . 

: @ deerease of perhaps 50 per cent has talwm plece during the period
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Only Westerners innoculated with a tincture of that indefinable 

body of skill called “cowsense" appreciate where the cattle come in. 

Why not tally the rabbits direct? Because this is a brush range, on 

which a certain proportion of both jacks and cattle escape observation, 

within the counted strip, by standing motionless, or by beating a retreat 

in line with a sereen of brush. ‘The method assumes that the same per- 

centage of both cattle and rabbits tls eludes the click of the tally- 

register. 

|
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Flushing Rates. Many of the indices to abundance developed by zoologists 

are premised on intensive observations by a few men, rather than mass 

data obtained from many untrained observers. ‘The game manager has 

available in the hunter a source of mass data as yet largely unexploited. 

The Iowa Game Survey (1932) used the number of pheasants flushed 

per man-hour by selected parties of hunters as an index to density, 

and later compared the results with the sample-plot census already 

described. The two checked very well in indicating the geographic 

distribution of density. The flushing rates for the some open in 

1931 are shown in Fig. 15. 

Flushing-rate is an accurate index to abundance only where the 

localities being compared are similar in cover or escape facilities, 

and where the hunting is done in the same way at the same time. Iowa 

pheasant hunting satisfies these criteria almost perfectly. ‘the 

hunting is all done in standing corn, there is little other cover, the | 

hunting is all compressed into two days, and the method of “walking in | 

line" is nearly universal. Varying skill in choosing territory, vary- 

ing use of dogs, varying hours of the day, varying weather, etc. are | 

all either matched out by the extraordinary uniformity of the set-up 

of can be obviated by the mass of data that is obtainable. ‘The only | 

troublesome variable is the care with which various parties keep count, | 

and even these errors probably tend to compensate. It was necessary, | 

of course, to use the party rather than the individual as the unit, | 

and to have one snl tdesestiae for keeping track of the birds | 

flushed at the end of each "drive." | 

Collections of Census Data. One of the largest collections of rough | 
census and kill figures so far available is that made by Adams (1926). 
It deals largely with mammals, furbearers, and fish, whereas my pub- 
lications emphasize birds. Good mammalian census figures are also . 
offered by Seton (1929). ~
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A similar recora by Leopold (1925) is shown in demote. This 

compares ducks seen per year, ané ducks seen and killed per day, in the 

middle Rio Grande Valley, New Mexico, during weekly hunts from 1918 to 

. 1923. Graph B is considered more dependable than A or € because the 

ducks seen per trip are reduced to a uniform time interval (per day) 

thus eliminating the disturbing influence of varying mmbers and lengths 

‘of trips. Neither A, B, or © show any strong upward or downward trend. 

The conclusion was that the inerease in ducks currently purported to have 

taken place in the country at large during that period had not taken place 

fin the Rie Grende Valley. 

Bag records from large numbers of individuals (such as shooting 

elub journals or licensees returns of game killed) are useful indicators 

i of trenis in game abuniance, provided no great change has taken place in 

muber of hunters or hunting methods and equipments. When such variables 

heave entered for a short term of years they are hard to allow for. If, 

however, a kill is sustained throuzh a long period in spite of such 

veriables, the record becomes very valuable as an indicator of produc- 

tivity. Such records are covered in the next chapter. 

The meagurement of fluctuation is, of course, the measurement 

of trend in game population through a long period of time. Section D 

of Chart,§ shows how bag records on Seotch grouse moors were used by 

Leopold and Ball (1931) to measure fluctuation through a long period. 

Curve B-3, Section B, shows Seton's use of sales of rabbit skins 

(practically a bag record) for the same purpose. Short-cut methods 

for neasuring, Zinetuation are dade’ umier the diseussion of cycles 

a in Chapter ITI. 

|



Meamronents by Trapping and Bamling. By far the most inportant 

development to date in the art of measuring game is the technique of 

bird banting, first sugrested by Cole (1922) im 1901, an‘ now widely 

used the world over. 

. Game birds are umally harter to trap than songbiris, ani the 

| young are not born metylsas ent nase cummat peg er in the nest. 

For these reasons students of game bir’s have been somevhat slower to 

take advantaze of this technique than other ornithologists, bat the 

practice 1s growing rapidly, ani its possibilities have pasbaihpunet 

a the proper fimetion of this volume is not to attempt a des- 

J eription of banding technique in deteil (this 1s afeqately done in 

the "Memal for Bird Sanders," Iincoln and Baldwin, 1929), but rather 

to point out the utility of this technique in the quantitative solu- 

tion of game management problems. ‘ 

It is already apparent that banding constitutes the best and 

only method for measuring the mobility of game populations, and for 

daheniuins the migration routes of migratory species. It is also 

. one of the best methods for determing the sex ani age composition of 

game powulations. It can doubtless be used for many other measurements, 

provided the species can be trapped, emught on the nest, or otherwise 

cepturea for the purpose of affixing the bani, and provided the species 

is shot as game, or is otherwise susceptible of recapture for deternina- 

tion of its subsequent movements. 

The classical example of the use of banding for determining the 

mobility an? composition of an upland game aomies ie Steddard's Georgia 

Lf quail Investigations ’ fie aie large quantities of quail he first :
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of all determined the sex ratio during the early spring season to be 

about 55 males:45 females. By comparing this ratio with a sex count 

of hunters! bags (53:47) on the same territory during the immediately 

preceding shooting season, he found that either (1) the male is 

: slightly less likely to be killed by enemies or shot by hunters than 

the females, or (2) there is a progressive differential mortality working 

against the female. By banding the quail as trapped, and noting the kill 

of banded birds during the next and also succeeding shooting seasons, he 

determined the anmmal mobility of the individual bird (see Table 4). 

By banding like numbers of Mexican quai] planted on similar range and 

comparing their percentage of recapture during subsequent shooting 

seasons, he determined the superior surival of the native bird. 

The variety of management problems, the solution of which lies in 

banding, is exemplified by Austin's (1929) discovery, through banding, 

that terns do not breed until their second season. He banded a large 

number of young terns on the Cape Cod Rookeries just before they were able 

to fly, and during the next year found that these particular birds did 

not reappear as breeding adults. An examination of bands recovered in 

the country at large, however, revealed the fact that during their 

é first year they were scattered over the continent, but not on breeding 

rookeries. During the second year, however, they reappeared as breeding 

adults on the original rookery. The paucity of existing information on 

minimum breeding age of game species is clear from Table 1, and its 

importance is shown by a comparison of the unimpeded increase curves in 

Fig. __.. ‘The obvious conclusion is that the new banding technique 

should be used to establish the breeding age of species now in doubt, 

such as woodcock and jacksnipe. 

One of toga needs of game management is the develop-
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< ment of « denting techniquesfor vewtews maumals. Txserience with birds 

pfoves that 1t is only by this means that the life history facts 

requisite for intelligent managawent ean be obtained. 

Substitutes for Banting. ‘The basic purpose of baniing is, of course, 

to make possible the identification of infividual animals. Occasionally 

individuals con be identified without banding. Thus Leopold (Game 

Survey, pe 229) reports a domestic cat treed by coon hunters four miles 

from the farmhouse where the cat, on being identified by its maricings 

and behavior, was known to live. Accordingly we mow that the daily 

cruising radius of this predator may be as high as four miles. 

Inportant licht has been shed on the breeding habits of pheasants 

and quail by observing the behavior of one-legged, leme, white-spotted, 

‘ or otherwise identifiable iniividuals throuch a period of time. J 

One of the questions usually considered as answerable only by 

banding is the degree to which inlividual birds shift from one covey to 

another. Unier some cireumstanees, however, a fairly reliable answer can 

be obtained without banding. ‘Tims Yeatter (unpublished) made repeated 

eovey counts on all of the Hungarian partridges within an area of several 

square miles in Lenawee County, Michigan, during the winter of 1930-31. 

The count of each covey throughout the winter period either remained 

stationary or showed a slight ani eratunl less. None of the coveys 

showed a single gain. ‘The covey locations remained constant, andi the 

covey ranges seldom overlapped. ‘this behavior constitutes at least 

strong cirewnstantial evidence that no trading of intividuals from one 

covey to another was talcing place during the wiater season, ani to this 

\ extent constitutes a subétitute for banting. Errington (1930 1931) | 

applied the same method te quail.
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' Such cireumstantial conclusions should, of course, be checked 

up by actual banding, but since this costs mich tive and effort, the 

temporary substitute is distinctly useful to the gawe manager. 

Mnough has been said to make it apparent that the three basi¢e 

techniques (counts, indices, and marks or bands, ani doubtless others 

yet awaiting discovery) may be combined in many ways to emmerate game 

or measure its habits or condition. ‘he particular combination to use 

for any civen local problem mst be left to the ingemity of the 

investigator. The next chapter will show how the same techniques may 

be used to measure the productivity of 2 population. Productivity measure- 

ments frequently yield information oo census or the other gubjects covered 

: in this chapter. ‘The whole subject of rance, population, ani produetivity 

is im fact one integral whole, here arbitrarily divided merely for con- 

[ venience in presentation. 

Phenological Tableg. Measurements of g:me phenomena (such as hatching 

dates, for example) are sometimes so difficult te secure that several 

years’ observations mast accumilate before there sre enough data to 

justify a conclusion. If in compiling the data the several years be 

arbitrarily lumped by calendar dates, an error may be introduced 

beesuse certain years were abnormally late or early in their veather, 

an@ hence in the seasonal progression of their phenomena. 

Game dates for auch abnormal scasons may be afjusted to normal 

4£ the observer has taken the precaution to keep a cumlative record 

of the dates of typtoal eet see oman! phenomena. Such a record 

"4 ealled « phenological table. Dates of first leafing, flowering, fruit- 

\ ing, eae aying, hatching, ete., are good items for such a table. Dates
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of bearing young in mammals are poor, because they are influenced by 

the weather preceding gestation. Dates of arrival of migrants are poor, 

because they are influenced by the weather at the point of departure 

as well as at the point of arrival (Main, 1932), and by the length 

of daylight, which is entirely independent of local weather (Rowan, 1931). 

To illustrate: If lil&cs usually first bloom on April 15, but 

during a particular year do not bloom until May 1, the indication is 

that the season is two weeks late. ‘The game dates may be "slipped back" 

to normal in adding the data for the late year to the data for other 

normal years. This example assumes that the game phenomenon in question 

is wholly determined by local weather. As indicated above, such : 

assumptions should be made with caution. 

Determining Age. All measurements of either game population or game 

productivity are enhanced in their significance and value if the sex 

and age as well as the muber of individuals be determined. 

How to determine sex or age by the ordinary aspects of plumage 

or pelage is often obvious, and is usually fully covered in standard 

works on natural history and anatomy. 

How to determine age by other criteria is less often mentioned. 

Stoddard (p. 70, $2) found that the shape of the outer two primaries 

in the juvenile plumage are sharper-pointed and narrower than in the 

adult, and develop so late in the chicks during their first season that 

they are not replaced until the moult of the second fall, before the 

hunting season. Hence they offer a convenient mark by which to classify 

the bag into birds of the year and birds 1-8/2 years and older, and to 

Classify breeders into one-year-old birds and older.
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Whether Stoddard's criterion holds for our other quails is not known. 

The Grouse Report (p. 64) offers a somewhat similar criterion for 

red grouse. Birds of the year, during the hunting season (September) 

have the same narrow pointed primaries as in quail, but in addition the 

third primary is short and often shows a "blood-quill" at its base. 

Whether this holds for American grouse is not lmown. 

The Grouse Report (p. 66) also suggests the softness of the skull 

and the strength of the jaw as criteria: 

"The weight of the bird is allowed to hang without support by 
holding the tip of the lower bill only. ‘The bone of an old bird's jaw 
easily stands this test, but the soft jaw of a young bird of three or 
four months cannot carry its weight, and the jaw either bends or breaks.* 

Determining the age of chicks and juvenile birds is discussed in 

Chapter XV under "Nesting Studies." 
192.4-30, 1930,173/ 

Lovejoy (Michigan Biennial Report, 298%, p. 257) and Cahalane (™95z) 

investigated methods for telling age in deer: 

"No direct relationship was found between the number of antler 
points and age. Up to about four years the mmber of points quite cer- 
tainly tends to increase, but after four years the mmber of points 
remains fairly constant for an indefinite period, and in very old animals 
thay actually decrease. 

"It was found that age could be determined directly from the teeth 
up to the fifth year, after which the precise age of individual heads could 
not be determined directly." 

Cahalane compared dentition with diameter of antler beam, and 

diameter of antler burr, in a series of 260 slulls. He found the beam 

diameter, two inches above the burr, to increase quite consistently 

with age, and offers the following table for classifying large series 

of antlers into age classes:
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Table 16 

Age Classes of Michigan Whitetail Bucks by Antler 
Diameter Classes 

(Reproduced by permission of Journal of Manmalogy) 

Diameter of Antler Beam, millimeters: Age, years SS 

ee 185 nce vies we dead bee 

ts i a ee : Divide equally between 1-1/2 
: and 2-1/2 

ie a doe be ek be Ss ba ade 

ae ss idee bled be cu etd « «Rae ee 

NGANT Ghee he Ss ee 54 Questhted ave Joi/2 < Ba/2 

ei +. skis ck as cule Sa 
nr 

This table might not apply to other states, and would, of course, 

not apply to other species, although the principle of using antler- 

beam as an index to age probably would. 

In the management of deer, the general range of antler point classes 

in the kill of tine states and species is always of interest, and may 

be of value. Fig. 17 gives the frequency of heads of various sizes 

in four states. ‘The Michigan curve is Cahalane's. ‘he other curves 

are taken from data in official reports. : 

Eight-point heads are evidently the most frequent ae all the states, 

but the various states differd somewhat in the representation of prime 

10 and 12 point heads, and immature 2 and pointers. Pennsylvania 

and California seem to have Icilled a high percentage of young bucks. 

Unfortunately the prime Pennsylvania heads were all lumped at "8 and 

better," so there is no way to tell whether prime 10 and 12 pointers 

were unduly scarce. ‘There is also some doubt whether the California
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heads were all mle deer. The official reports do not distinguish 

between mle deer and blacktail, so the reports for the counties in 

which the former prevail had to be used as the basis for the California 

curve. 

Until better information is available, the Michigan curve may be 

assumed to represent the kill from a normal herd of whitetail deer. 

It is kmown that deer were holding their own or increasing during the 

period measured. ‘The curve represents counts on 2,000 heads. 

Sumary. Census is the first step in management. A census can be 

made by emmerating the game on sample areas, by banding ratios, or by 

indices. 

Direct emumeration is practicable mainly with population units 

whieh) either isolated, or moving along a fixed route, or very sedentary. 

In comparing densities from censuses, the blanks in large areas 

invalidate direct comparison with small ones. 

Invisible animals can be directly emmerated in snow, or by 

seenting dogs, or when forced into the open, or when “cleaned-up" on 

a given unit. Influx is a source of error in “clean-up" samples." 

In censusing a large area, it is harder to select representative 

samples than to count the game thereon. Samples taken arbitrarily 

along fixed land-lines or in a geometrical pattern have the best 

assurance of being true samples, but they mst be mumerous. 

Banding ratios yield a census when the population is the only 

unimown in a proportion. ‘The three knowns are determined by banding. 

It is, in effect, a method of using samples in time instead of in space. 

( Migratory game yields only to this method.
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Indices yield a census when the index condition, which is subject 

to measurement, varies with the population which is not. 

Hither indices or samples can be used to determine population 

trends in time, 

Counting the invisible hosts of migratory waterfowl over a whole 

continent by means of such an ingenious device as Lincoln's banding 

ratio is a feat which has excited either incredulity or admiration, 

depending on the mental capacity of onlocker. ven those able to 

grasp the method, however, have often not yet grasped the fact that "finding 

out how many there are left" is the least of the purposes of game census. 

Menwetingithe response of game populations to changes--deliberate or 

aceidental--in their enviroment is the big purpose. Contimous census 

is the yardstick of success or failure in conservation.
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Chapter ViI 

Measurement 

Definitions. Productivity has been defined as the rate at which breeding 

stock produces a removable crop or additional breeding stock. 

If the crop is not to be removed its measurement is accomplished, 

as in forestry, by comparing the anmal increment with the original 

stock. ‘The unit of measurement is the ratio or per cent of increase 

per year. 

If the crop is to be removed by hunting, its measurement is 

accomplished, as in finance, by comparing the interest with the 

capital, or as in farming, by comparing the yield with the seed. 

The unit of productivity, where the increase is removed, is the ratio 

or per cent which can be removed yearly without diminishing the capital. 

This we may call the kill-ratio. / 

Often, of course, only a part of the crop is removed as kill, 

the rest being left as capital accretion. This is the proper policy 

where a larger breeding stock is desired. 

On fully stocked ranges, however, where the population is to 

be kept stable, all of the anmal increment can be removed by hunting 

except that part removed by other factors. ‘This is the normal case, 

and unless otherwise specified, will be assumed as a premise in the 

following discussions. In such normal case, productivity is synonymous 

with the annual yield. ‘The word “yield" being shorter, it is often 

used in preference. 

Sometimes the breeding stock cannot be emmerated. In such cases
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a rough measure of productivity is obtainable by comparing the kill with 

the area which produced it, instead of with the breeding stock which 

produced it. Such a ratio we may call an area-lcill. 

If a covey of 10 quail, for instance, represents the breeding stock 

on 40 acres of range, and formed 5 pairs producing 1 eges each resulting 

in 5 grown young each, the increase would be 25, or 250 per cent. If 15 

were removed by hunting (and 10 later by other factors), the kill-ratio 

would be 15 (10 = 25) or 43 per cent. By the next breeding season there 

would still be 10 birds left to increase and sustain a similar kill. 

If the mmber of breeding stock were not known and not ascertainable, 

but nevertheless if 15 birds were killed year after year from the 110 

acres in question, the area-Icill would be one bird per 2.6 acres, and this 

would furnish a rough measure of productivity. : 

\ LS -L> 

Heed of Standards; Chapman's Yonmla. A scientific basis for a yardstick 

of productivity is the fommla devised by Chapman (1928, p. 120) which, 

for populations at equilibrium, is C 7S - Where C is the concentration, 

or census of the population unit, B is oa breeding potential and R is 

the environmental resistance or the sum of the factors. 

S. A. Graham suggests that game management could build up from 

this formala, or from the form C = B - R, an accurate yardstick for 

comparing all grades of productivity in all species. It is hoped that 

somebody will do this. ‘That part of R over and above the kill is 

the true index, in that it adds up the "drag" of the factors other than 

hunting. 

However, in actual practice, the value of C is seldom known, so 

{ it seems more practicable at this stage to seek a yardstick in comparisons 

of performance as expressed in ordinary terms of area, kill, and vhere
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C Snark K- 4) 
It may be remarked in passing that the phenomena of productivity 

in fish are now being expressed in terns of poundage, rather than muaber 

of individuals taken, per acre. ‘hms hiene (1926) points out that the 

yield of whitefish in the Great lakes runs up to a pound per acre per 

year, bat in artificially fed ponds carp have yielded as high as a 

ton per acre. Poundage is the unit because fish vary so much in size.
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possible, census. 

Normal Productivity. Foresters use what they call a “normal” forest as 

a standard for measuring the condition of other forests. This conception 

of normalcy is believed to be a useful standard for measuring productivity 

in game. When a forester predicts the possible crop which he can remove 

from a given area of timber land, he bases his prediction on a comparison 

with the yield of the best similar area he has measured. "Similar" 

means having the same species, age, and site quality. From the measurement 

of many such optimm tracts, he builds up tables called normal yield 

tables. 

So in game we may. measure productivity by comparing the census 

and the kill-ratio with that of the most productive similar range. This 

means eventually setting up for each species in each region ranges which 

will meet this definition of normalcy, and measuring the population 

and kill on each. Hach of these will then serve as standard with which 

other areas may be compared. 

Measuring the Kill. Few concrete examples of measuring the kill can be 

given, because in this country few attempts have as yet been made to 

measure it. 

On a private holding the method is relatively simple, consisting 

merely of a journal in which each hunter is required currently to enter 

his bag. Such journals are frequently kept by duck clubs, but in 

migratory birds the kill does not represent the productive capacity 

of the club grounds. 

{ On lands open to public shooting, the method mst usually be
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applicable to large areas, such as national forests, counties, or entire 

states. For example: On the Gila National Forest in New Mexico the 

“check-out system" is in use. This works best where the possible points 

of entrance and exit are few, and where the open season is short. 

There are five points of entrance and exit to the Gila, and the open 

season is 10 days. Officers are stationed at the points of entry and 

exit authorized to register all cars as they enter, and check the licenses 

of each individual hunter. The same officers later check out each departing 

car, after an inspection of the bag of each hunter. In this manner the 

total kill of deer and turkey is quite accurately ascertained. By 

examining the heads and by verbal questioning at the exit point, 

valuable statistics are also obtained on antler classes and on sex and 

age classes seen by each hunter. 

Michigan took advantage of the same prineiple of “constricted 

exits" to measure antler classes in her deer kill. Cahalane (1931) 

examined and measured all deer carcasses transported across the straits 

of Mackinac, and thus obtained a reliable cross-section of the kill 

brought out by non-residents from the Upper Peninsula. 

On the state forests of Pennsylvania substantially the same 

system is applied to deer as on the Gila, but is executed by visiting 

the hunterst camps, rather than by checking at the points of entry and 

exit. 

Some states measure the kill of big game by means of a tag 

system. A tag is issued with each license, and is required to be 

attached at all times to each head of game killed. ‘Some kind of return 

report is required, by which the proportion of used tags is determined. 

\ Other states, such as winnesota,, Be ana the kill by a compulsory
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report of game killed by each licensee, no license for the ensuing year 

being issued if the report is not made. This penalty, however, is so 

far nowhere enforced. 

"ample plot system could be used as a means of measuring the kill 

on large areas, but no such system is as yet in actual use. 

The lowa Cane Survey" copilot yties’ free osubmttibed by 129 

parties Of pheasant hunters in 1931 dealing with crippling”loss and other 

questions. Thé-crippling loss in Iowa pheasants is*Very high, due to 

the heavy weedy corn tn which they ere mates ine well-known running 

powers of this species, and) bh ata athecrasente which inheres in gang 

hunting when squeezed into an exeéSuively short season. Of 11,230 

pheasants reported yale were baged and 968 crippled but not 

bagged, an apparent¢rippletkill ratio of 3:10.\It is almost certain, 

howaver, i parties reported as cripples only ‘the birds kmocked 

eae omitting the many hit birds which were not downed. 

ee SF ePISST SELL THEY . LSet 6210 ee ~ a 

In general, it should be pointed out that questionnaires, tags, 

and other “antomatic" devices for inducing the individual hunter to report 

his kill are of little avail for productivity measurements unless related 

to a definite unit of population or range. It is usually not feasible 

to so relate them, unless the population unit is detached or unless the 

the range unit comprises a whole state or some other legally recognized 

subdivision. Such devices are, however, useful for determining the bag 

per hunter, or to analyze the bag for sex, cripples, or other matters 

within the scope of his observations. 

‘
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Illegal Kill and Crippling Loss. A true measure of the toll by hunting 

should take account of the illegal kill, and also lost game and disabled 

cripples. Unless these losses are added to the legal bag, the true 

yield is not determinable. ‘The ratio of illegal to legal kill of course 

varies greatly as between localities ani species, and its accurate 

measurement is exceedingly difficult. It is probably seldom less than 10 

per cent of the legal kill. ‘the Pennsylvania Game Commission estimated 

the illegal deer kill in that state as averaging 5 per cent during the 

years 1921-1925. 

The crippling loss has been measured quite often for waterfowl 

on the basis of area (Game Survey, p. 208), but seldom for any kind of 

game on the basis of per cent of thelegal kill. ‘The crippling loss in 

waterfowl is higher than in any other class of game, and doubtless some- 

times approaches or even exceeds the kill in magnitude. Unregulated 

competition or “free hunting" increases it. Approximate measurements 

of the cripple:kill ratio are feasible but have never been attempted. 

In 1916 I sent a confidential questionnaire on cripples to a 

list of New Mexico deer hunters who had been carefully selected to 

represent various degrees of skill. ‘Their replies indicated 10 deer 

believed to have been seriously crippled for 4% legal bucks brought to 

bag, or a 21 per cent crippling loss. ‘This percentage is believed to 

be low, however, because not all of the replies seemed willing frankly 

to admit eripples, and modern long range rifles undoubtedly cripple 

many deer without the hunter's knowledge. The crippling loss on deer 

in New Mexico is believed to be at least 30 per cent of the legal kill. 

The following table, compiled from my hunting journal, shows
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the percentage of small game believed to have been crippled during five 

years' hunting in the Rio Grande Valley of New Mexico. Duringthis 

period an extra good retriever was used at all times. Hence the percent- 

“9b A.
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age is probably as low as is ever attained in that region. 
: e 

Table 12. 

Grinpling Joss - 

1919 : 166 20 126: 57 5 10% ; 20 3 1561 243 28 11% 

1920 : 112 1g 1662 5s 8610 1m: 96 27 2661 266 55 20% 

1921 : 86 g ofr 7 Lu 1g 105 8 a: 287 27 &% 

1922 + 151 10 Th 57 4 Tt 108 2k oase 316 38 «12% 

1923 + 99 4 ws 1130~=i« sh t 26 2 eit 229 27 12% 
i sseecomeanteaseetieeeendlveaieaesneesteeciaoleboaceninneeetiniaesameeseinienniansskonoeninetesitivesseneiei senna aetna 

1919-23 | 605 60-10%: 382A, 35H GHAZI 1TH 138 

| |” XMML Rattog, Statisties based on experience are the only available means 

. of arriving at the proportion of the game population which may be safely 

killed on any given area without reducing the breeding stock or the size 

of subsequent crops. The subsequent crops are the best measure of whether 

the breeding stocic hag been unduly reduced. Consequently statistics mast 

cover a defined area for a period of years, and should if possible be 

: accompanied by an ammal census, if a kill-ratio is to be correctly deter- 

mined. Wo single case is as yet know in which sch a ratio has been 

derived in this country. ‘there is in thie fact a certain irony which 

should not estape notice. For deesdes our game literature was largely 

a record of Icills. If there exists, in all these tons of bloody paper, 

a singe aampahaeen-en, wamarate bag count applied to a specified popula- 

tion or area through a period of years, then I heave failed to find it. 

; Yet these same men, every day of their lives, measured the yield of their
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The Iowa Game Survey compiled questionnaires submitted by 129 

parties of pheasant hunters in 1931 dealing with crippling loss and 

other questions. ‘he crippling loss in Iowa pheasants is very high, 

due to the heavy weedy corn in which they are hunted, to the well- 

lmown rumning powers of this species, and to the hectic atmosphere which 

inheres in gang hunting when squeezed into an excessively short season. 

Of 11,230 pheasants reported flushed, 2,964 were bagged and 968 crippled 

but not bagged, an apparent cripplerkill ratio of 3:10. It is almost 

certain, however, that many parties reported as cripples only the birds 

knocked down tut not fount, omitting the many hit birds which were not 

downed. ‘he real crippletkill ratio is probably at least 6:10.
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fields, their herds, and their comerce in terms of principal and a 

interest. . a 

The kill of non-migratory gsme has sometimes been determined on a 

mall areas, such as quail on a given farm for a period of years (see ‘ 

Game Survey, Dp. 29), tut the possible percentace of influx from sur- 

rounding territory is so great that a single farm is not a reliable unit. 

Bven for a species of low mobility like quail, the determination of an i 

accurate ratio probably requires at least five” toute ‘square miles. 

For more mobile species the area should be proportionately greater. ‘The 3 

end-case is migratory birds, for which no unit short of the continent j 

as a whole could be accurate. 

In any and all cases, the statistics mst cover a period long A 

; enough definitely to show sustained yield. t 

Tdncoln (1930) has shown that since 1920 about 12 per cent of 4 

the ducks banded on the continent each year have been killed during the 3 

first subsequent shooting season, and points out that this is doubtless 4 

the kill ratio (not counting cripples) for the duck population as a whole(if 

all the bands are turned in). ‘The duck porulation as a whole, however, $ 

ig quite evidently declining, so that the kill-ratio compatible with y 

sustained yield is, under present coniitions, evidently something less — a 

4f 206 The bende ore turmed in Y onty tat] Lhe toute are burned am 
than 12 per cent, Ttheageemens waterfowl with their high breeding 

potential should, under management, sustain a kill of at least 50 per 

eent. It would appear, therefore, that management, if and when applied, 

should be capable of other mea the kill, or increasing the stock, 

or both. 

: Trustworthy kill ratios convertible to American specifications
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are none too abundant in the Iuropean literature. "The Grouse in Health 

and in Disease" says of red grouse under management in Britain: 

*In a normal season the bag will ususlly be about double the 
; numbers of the winter stock, and in a very good year it be possible 

to icill as many as five birds for every nesting pair" (p. 155). 

Bvidently the kill-ratio based on winter or spring census is 

normally 2:1, or 200 per cent, and runs up to 5:2, or 250 per cent in 

. extra favorable years. It is the American custom, however, tO census 

in early fall, so we mist aid to the spring stock not only the kill, bat 

the unghot portion of the inerease. Leopold and Ball (1931), by inter- 

polation, calewlate the total fell population of the "averaze moor* 

(5-10,000 acres) deseribed in the report as 3,700 grouse, from which the 

usual kill is 2,500. The kill ratio is therefore 2,500=-3,700, or about 

223 or 66 per cent. This has been sustained’ on many moors since as early 

as 1870. 

Maxwell (1911) does not give a kill ratio for managed partridges 

: in England, but one may deduce from his acreage figures that 1/2 to 2/3 

_ of the fall erop is ordinarily short, i.e. 50 to 66 per cent. 

Avea:Kil1 Ratiog. Reliable figures showing the kill related to area 
fuk pepuleion tv 

(as distinguished from census) are mich more common. ‘the following 

number of bucks per square mile per year were taken from the following 

areas?
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‘ 18 
Table 23. 

Area-Kill Ratios for Deer 
lBucks per sq-mi. 

deer range 
Size Class Area Period te 
3 joe 

fedinkey Pemasylvenia 1914-1921 0.17 
state tae 

* 1922-1929 0.61 

Mew York 1927 oO. Wh 

Minnesota 1919-1926 °9, 44 

National Forests of 
New Mexico 1913-1927 0.06 

National Forests of 
Arizona (omitting Kaibab) 1913-1927 0.05 

Serge fw 
oe! Gila National Forest, 
county ~sieume New Mexico 1923-1927 0.17 

( Gila National Forest, 
normal range 1923-1927 0.25 

. Pennsylvania State Forests 1925 237 

Adirondack Counties 1927 0.56 

Catskill Counties 1927 0.31 

*Stanisleus National Forest, 
California 1921-1923 0,55 

Santa Fe National Forest, 

New Mexico 1913-1927 0.02 

1 421 ratios are obtained by dividing the kill into the actual area of 
deer ranze (as nearly as it could be estimated) producing the kill. 

® Plus 0.40 other deer. 

* Before foot-and-mouth disease.
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f Table 18 presents average yields from large areas through a con- 

siderable period of time. Kills from small areas during single years 

may be much greater. Thus Frontz (1930, p.-7) cites a single township 

in Pennsylvania from which 1,200 deer, or 33 per square mile, were 

killed in 1926. ‘This included legal does, legal bucks, and illegal Icill, 

: and is over 10 times as great as the kill from the Pennsylvania State 

Forest as a whole. 

It is apparent that the ratios in Table 18 do not mean mich as 

a yardstock for measuring the possible kill on some other area, unless 

it is comparable in size and environmental conditions. Furthermore, 

the assumption of sustained yield is more or less unsubstantiated; thus 

Pennsylvania during the first period was probably understocked and during 

the second overstocked. ‘The Gila Forest was once proposed as a “normal 

range" for New Mexico, but it has since given evidence of either over=- 

stocking or unbalanced sex and age classes. ‘There should be developed 

for each set of conditions, such as a state, statistics on a truly normal 

area, which may serve as a yardstick for measuring the productivity of 

other areas of like size and kind within the same state. One of the 

important functions of the game management demonstration abate 

established in Iowa (see Game Survey ani Handbook), Michigan (Wight, 1930), 

and in the southern states is to build up such norms. 

Release:Kill Ratios. Yor game annually replenished by fresh releases 

of breeding stock, it is important to compare the mumber released with 

the mmber killed. Under a stable condition, this ratio affords an 

index to productivity, and to the extent to which that productivity is 

dependent on artificial aid.
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The exact meaning and value of such a ratio of course varies 

according to the period of years covered, the evidence of a stable 

condition, the time of year the releases are made (whether the released 

birds breed béfore being subjected to shooting, or vice versa), and 

the uniformity of distribution of the releases over the area shot. 

Table 19 does not pretend to iron out or define all these variables, 

but is intended to be merely illustrative of what a release:kill ratio 

looks like, what order of magnitudes are involved, and to what species 

it is applicable. 

Banding the released birds is, of course, a more accurate method 

of obtaining 

Cheha
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Table 2. 

Release: Kill Ratios 

Pheasant Pennsylvania 1915 2,096 4 2:1 
(ichll cocks 1919 $4003 15s 1:3 

only) 1920 4, 23,000 1:6 
1929 9,000 212, 082 1:24 

Comnectieut 1925 4746 = 816,196 1:3 
Publie Shooting 19; 6,157 20,291 133 
Grounds 1927 8,170 20,415 133 

1928 15,077 19,828 131 
1929 72500 20,000 133 

Minnesota 1928 3,0007 161,881 1:547 

Quail Pennsylvania 1919 1,470 46,894 1:32 
1928-9 2,688 222,186 1:83 

Wild Turkey Pennsylvania 1919 109 5,181 aa 
1929 150 3,834 is 

Cottontail Pennsylvania 1919 129 «2, 1196879 x 

1928-9 80,519 3, 52,652 irhh 

* In pheasants and turkeys the numbers represent birds released plus 25 
per cent of eges given oat Ralehang, ands reheeee, 

* Pennsylvanis kill obtained by assigning to non-reporting licensees the 

same kill as from those reporting. Resulting figures probably too high. 

1 Comnectiout kill represents the sum of the kill by licensees actually 

reoorting, with no allowance for those not meking returns.
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the relationship of wild to artificial productivity than these ratios. 

a 

Yield Tables. In forestry, tables are built up Gencisheina in each 

forest region showing the normal yield of full stands of local species 

for various site qualities. ‘Similar tables would be very useful in game 

management, but have not yet been developed. Game yield tables should 

show the normal population and the normal anmal yield for various 

qualities of range or site, in tracts of various size classes. ‘he 

following is a hypothetical example for normal yield of quail in the 

cornbelt. ‘The figures for the 200-acre size-class are based on the 

thy of ths Hart. Ceutiat Thatre 

quail census data in \Gmereteta, Game Surveys (P- 38) The figures for the 

X aud of pe 

other size-classes are estimates. 

; AO 
Table 25> 

+t, P tion Yi le for 

Worth Central Cornbelt 

nD 
Degree of : 
abecki ‘ Acres Per Quail 

or quality : 200 acres 2 2,000 acres : 20,000 acres 

of range : Pop. Ratio Kill : Pop. Ratio Kill : Pop. Ratio Kill 

Low : 5 1/3 15 +: 10 4/5 90 12-18 1/3 M5 
: : 2 

Medium : 2 ij2 8h : & ij2 s : §& 1/2 12 

Normal + 3 2/3 1.52 2 2/3 3 : 3 2/3 5 
3 t 2 

Wote: For tracts showing extra good interspersion, use the column to the 

‘Left of that corresponding to its actual size-class. For extra poor, use 

the column to the right of that corresponding to its actual size-class. 

— ial 
By 

Sy yh7 Bffect of Management on Kill Ratio. An area which sustains a given kill 

» e 

without control of the other factors will obviously sustain a higher 411 

\ after the other factors have been brought under control by management.
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\ inner 

The table is read in this wise: A 200-acre farm is low if it 

has a stand of one quail per five acres or a kill of one quail per 

15 acres. A 20,000 acres tract would class as medium, however, if 

it showed substantially these same figures. ‘The 200-acre farm would 

be normal if it showed a bird per acre and a kill of a bird per 1.5 

acres, but no large tract could normally hope to show these figures.
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Does experience yield any clues as to how umch higher? i 

The clues are searce, because reliable measurements seldom 

begin until after controls have begun. 

We know that red grouse under manacement are sustaining a 

66 per cent kill, whereas a century ago without management the kill j 

was certainly mach less. 

We know that whitetail deer in the ‘Hennealtsaalie State Yorests 

now sustain an areatkill of nearly 3 bucks per square mile, whereas 

a few decades ago the kill was zero. 

We can conjecture, conservatively, that the present 12per 

cent kill in waterfowl could be raised te 50 per cent by manacement. 

Diagnosis 

We come now to the important process of weighing factors, or 

making a diagnosis of the reasons for unsatisfactory productivity. 

In Chapter II game population was described as a flexible 

curve, which the natural increase. is constantly striving to bend upward 

toward the theoretical maximum or breeding potential, and which the 

: various factors are constantly striving to pull downward. Diagnosis 

deals with methods for determining in specific cases how hard each 

factor pulls downward, or which of the seven factors pulls the hardest, 

and why. 

More than any other step in geme managment, diagnosis requires 

insight and skill. As in the diagnosis of a siclc patient or a stalled 

motor, it is the test of the practitioner's ability to visualize the 1 

\ inner workings of the mechanism.
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There are three essential steps in diagnosis of game productivity: 

1. Visualizing the mechanism as it is, and as it should be. 

2. Making an intelligent guess as to what is wrong. 

3. Testing whether the guess is correct without too heavy 

a Pisk of time, funds, or damage. i 

If the test verifies the disgnosis, its findings may then be 

applied on a larger scale. 

Vigualizin
g the Mechanism; Life-Equationg, The mechanisa of come 

management is coextensive with the science of ecology. Every game 

manager mast be a practical ecologist, but not every ecologist possesses 

the powers of observation essential to came diagnosis. Of all the duties 

of the game manager, this is probably the least susceptible of reduction 

to rules of thumb. All fat any written text can hope to do is to state 

a few principles, and set down illustrative instances. 

This will be attempted in the succeeding chapters, factor by 

factor. We are here dealing with the first step of milding up, ina 

apecifie case, a mental picture of the collective operation of all the 

factors. 

This collective action of the factors on a given species in a 

given locality through a typical year may bemilled the “life equation." 

I strongly recommend that the gome manager, even before he has begun 

the process of measuring the separate factors, attempt to visualize this 

local life equation as a whole, and from end to end, rather than to 

defer thinking abmt any factor until he has made mough meagurenents to 

assign a local value to it, or to defer thinking about the equation until 

he has made enough measurements to assign local values to “i hee 

{ The life equation 49 necessarily stated in terms of a seasonal 

progression of important events in the animal year. It may take the
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form of an algebraic equation, or of an arithmetical gain and loss table. 

The latter is ale and just as scientific. Whatever the form, let 

the first attempt at an equation contain as many unknowns or guesses as- 

need be; these inperfect ficures will gradually give place to better and 

better actual values as the work of local life history analysis progresses. 

Sappese, for instance, we are diasnosing quail on a township of 

lend in the central cornbelt, in a state open to hunting. Let us start 

with 100 sample birds at the opening of the shooting season. ‘Table 16 

: presents a life equation in the form of a gain and loss table. 

Table ja Life Equation for Quail 

Current 

Date item % Computation Gein =loss Population 

#4, ov. 1 Sample population. .--.- +--+ +-+++-+ «+ 10 

( By Jan. 1 MMiis100 «0/356 ee ee ee we He 

Crippling loss=33 x186.---.-+-23f 

Total hunting mortality. .......40.... 60 

By Mareh 1 Winter loss=60 x 306 ...-.-..-¢ 18-..- ‘2 

By May 1 (42 x juss tonal ov-20 pairs) 

Mepeee0 228 Kh ce wo Oe ee ew OR 

By Aug. 1 Nest mortality-280 x60%...--.--.168.-... 17% 

Hen mortality=20 x146...-.2.2-+-6 3ee+- IN 

Juvenile mortality apparently 
171-100-771 in § surviving nests 
29 per mest. -.- 2 22 ee eee The ee - 100 

The first decimation will be the Icill, plus the crippling loss. 

We have no local valmes as yet for either, but we can get some by re- 

\ quiring authorized shooters to enter their bags in a journal. These 

‘
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| figures will become more and more reliable as records of succeeding 

years pile up. Yor the present, in order to clarify our figures abut 

the other factors, we will use tewporary valueg obtained by analogy. 

Let us say that the present stocking seems low. Jor a poorly stocked 

; area of this size class Table 15 indicates a kill ratio of 1:3. We 

will arbitrarily assume a kill loss of 100 x 1/3 = 33 birds, leaving 66. 

For the crippling loss we will use the average for quail in Table 12, 

even though it applies to a different species. This is 18 per cent of 

the kill of 33 birds, or 7 birds, a total probable hunting mortality 

of 33+ 7 = 40, leaving 60 surviving on Jamary 1. 

This brings us to the period of winter loss through starvation 

and predators. Errington's studies (1930) in nearby Wisconsin showed a 

loss of 30 per cent in igolated covies during the normal winter of 

1929-30. Our covies are less isolated (and therefore probably on less 

adverse range), but until we know something better we will use his figure 

as it stanis. The assumed winter loss is therefore 30 per cent of 60 : 

or 16, leaving 2 birds surviving on March 1. 

We uust here bear in mind that whatever the correct average 

winter loss may be, it is going to fluctuate creatly with weather, food, ; 

and predator conditions from year to year. 

This brings us to the nesting season and the as yet wmeasured 

phenomenon of pairing. The local sex ratio is as yet undetermined, mt 

Table Be gathered in this same region, shows an average of, males to 

ig, fenates. Theoretically, therefore, our remaining 2 birds ought to 

male about 20 pairs. Actuslly we are not mre that all biris pair off, 

a : so our actual pairs may be somewhat less than 20. On the other hand, we 

lmow that some pairs, after losing their first nest, will try azain, 

ae ot
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and that our nesting mortality data will apply to this gross number of 

nests, rather than to the net mmber of pairs. In other words, there 

are more nests than pairs. In the absence of better information, we may 

assume that these two errors balance each other, and that our 20 pairs 

will lay and hatch 20 nests of 14 eggs each, which, after adding the 

parents, makes 312 actual ani potential birts. ‘the figure 14, as repre- 
antua 

senting the s@MR@e eces per clutch, is Stoddard's Georgia, Stewed sow 

on, amas 3. 

This brings us to the three most difficult unlmowns: nest 

mortality, hen mortelity, and juvenile mortality. ‘here is no local 

information on what values to assign. Stoddard (p. 196) found the nest 

mortality in Georgia to be about 64 per cent, due mainly to predators 

and to abandomaent of nests induced by predators or accidents. This 

percentaze is very probably mubject to large local variation. At the 

outset, however, it is the best figure we have, and would indicate a 

loss of about 60 per cent x 280-168 egzs, which reduces the population 

to 17%. 

About 20 per cent of Stoddara's total nest mortality of 60 per 

cent was due to abandonment, which, exeent for weather, was probably ; 

principally due to the a? the hen. We may therefore set down very 

roughly a hen mortality che af 2/5 ens masa abatonet nests, or 

14 per cent of our 20 paired hens, or 3 hens, leaving 171 birds alive 

‘ at the time of hatching. 

Sven Stoddard was unable to measure juvenile mortality. It 

is go diffieoult to observs that it may always have to be measured 

i by getting the best possible values for the other losses, and then 

arbitrarily calculating what it ought to be if next fall's population
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4s the same as this fall's. In our table it apparently ought to be 

about 171 juvenile biris. ‘These mst be lost from the surviving nesta, 

which comprise# only eight of our original 20, or an wvitetian of 

9 per surviving brood of 1) each. 

Table # obviously by no means constitutes a true picture of 

what actually happens on ovr semple area, but rather merely a background 

by which we may meagure the significance of our local facts as we discover 

them from time to time, and by which we may predict what "leaks" are 

the most in need of measurement. Suppose, for instance, next fall's 

mnting statistics indicate the usuel kill to be 50 per cent instead of 

33, ~ the significance is that one or more of our assumed values for winter 

loss, nest mortality, or juvenile mortality are too high. Or suppose that 

an actual study of nest sortality next year shows only 30 per cent loss 

instead of the assumed 60 per cent,-the significance is that one or more 

ef our assumed values for the other losses are too low ani need cheelcing, 

‘ or else that there is something wrong vith our assumption that the two 

errors mentioned on the preceding page balance each other. 

Almost every project in game managenuent or game research is con- 

atantly confronted by difficulty ia deciding which of two or more jobs 

4s the more important. No field worker possessed of any imagination at 

all can possibly perform more than a gaall fraction of the jobs in sight 

at any one time. Coustant reference to the life equation may yield an 

obvious anewer to questions of job priority which might otherwise be 

puzzling ani obseare. He may, for instance, have thought of a new way to 

get more accurate atatisties on erippling loss. om at the seme time of 

( a new way to get more accurate statistics on nest mortality. No probable 

error in Table 16 could be great enough to obscure the fact that the
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latter job is 10 times more fmportant than the former. 

The magnitude of losses, as roughly pictured by a Life equation, 

algo enables the worker to make important inferences as to their probable 

exact causee Thus a juvenile mortality of two or three birds per average 

brood might readily be aseribed to accident, whereas the indicated mortality 

of nine per average brood alwost certainly implies that some ae 

predator or even disease has been at work. ' 

The foregoing illustrative exercise in the use of the life a. 

equation for the diagnosis of factors in a given cased has asaumed for 

simplicity that the fall population remains constant from year to year 

In actual practice this is seldom the case. The skillful manager will 

make further inferences from the character ef the year in which the fall 

population is greater or less than normal. If, for instanee, it rises 

ahove normal after a mild winter or a dry swmer, the inference is 

obvious. If it falls below normal after a flight of goshawks or a year 

ef overshooting, the inference is equally obvious. There are almost 

endless possibilities in this process of inferring emse and effect from 

the aggregate behavior of the game population, interpreted in the light 

of a gradually aceumlating series of measurements. 

Matching Bactors: Natural Emeriments. ‘the use of the life equation for 

visualizing the collective operation of the factors throws important 

light on when the heaviest losses occur, bet only inferentially on what 

factor is responsible for each item of loss. ‘The second step consists 

of guessing which factor is limiting, and the probable relative weights 

of the other factors. 

: Such a guess should start with the question of whether all of
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the seamingly suitable unitjot range, occupied. If seemingly suitable 

range unit is unoccupied, then the indication is that some factor subject 

to wide local variation is reponsible, or élse that the stock has been 

reduced to the point where it cannot fill up any but the choicest ranges, 

or else that our information as to vhat constitutes a suitable range is 

Wronge 

If all the seemingly suitable range is occupied, but by too 

thin a population, then the in@feation is that the limiting factor is 

of wide snd relatively uniform distribution. rom this character it 

may be possible te infer its identity. 

Such inferences may sometimes be checlced by finding two places 

where the suspected factor differs, but where the other factors are 

seemingly alike. A comparison of their populations will substantiate 

or refute the importance of the suspected factor. In other voris,. ve 

look for a pair of accidental or natural experimental plots, in which all 

but one variable hag been accidentally matched out, and we measure their 

respective populations to check our inference. The reliability of 

conelusions drawn from such natural emeriments will vary directly with 

the skill of the observer, and often, I think, with the size of the 

areas compared. ‘the smaller the pair of areas the harder it is to be 

7 Ou Le antec the Litentene manatee wrt Muh To 

sure that there is only one tavertent varioble. , Reqserens—erep-om=te 

ertrnge tut prbrrdil ths rarceble urticl the doce atigaler hice wm macneh 
rg AE nant ett se toiaencinaienigbe Fi he form in its distpibution. 

fo avoid the necessity of describing too much detail, & seter general- 

ized question on a rather large pair of areas will be used for illustration. 

Let us assume that the question to be checked is whether coverts 

or hunting are the limiting factor for quail in northwestern Illinois.
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We mist look, then, for a pair of areas where the same intensity of hunting 

applies to good and poor eoverts respectively, ani for another pair where — 

similar coverts are subjected to heavy and light hunting respectively. 

large paired areas answering the first epost fiention can be found in many 

places where the prairie tyoe, which is almost devoid of coverts, borders 

upon the riverbreaks of the Mississippi, im which brushy areas and ungrazed 

woodlots still persist, ani are quite uniformly distributed. ood condi= 

i tions are in general good in both places, which are diarrammatically por- 

trayed in Sections D and ¢ of, emsbete . 

The second specification would be hard to find on the Tllinois 

side, but easy if both sides of the Mississippi be considered. On the 

Towa, side of the Mississippi the same transition from good to poor coverts 

oceurs (see Sections B and A). ‘There has been no legal quail Immting in 

i Towa since 1916. If it be true that the prohibition of quail hunting on 

the Iowa side has been actuelly enforced, then we have in this transect 

of the Mississippi, representing four combinations of hunting an‘ coverts, 

a natural experiment in which sll factors except hunting and coverts have 

been accidentally matched ont. A measurement of quail abundance would in 

most vlaces show B and © to be equally good, and A and D to be equally 

poor. A day's work with a good dog in Seetions B or 0 will, during a 

normal year, usually show seven or sight coveys, while the same kind of 

work in Sections A or ) will seldom show more than two or three. In all 

; four sections coveys will occur only in or near brush coverts. To the 

extent, therefore, that our premises and measurements are correct, the 

conclusion may be drawn that coverte an? nc hunting is the limiting factor 

for quail in this geographic region.



Graphic Evaluation of Uninowng. In some instances the values of certain 

factors are Imown, and the resultant of all of them is msceptible of 

measurement at some particular stage of oe life equation. In mech case 

the aun of the unknowns can be easily determined by simple subtraction, 

e@raphic or arithnetical. 

; Chart 14 portrays a sample graphic subtraction. In deer, and 

in most other game animals not reaching maturity before the second year, 

the anmal increment to the breeding population is represented by the 

proportion of yearlings, and this proportion can, in the more open types 

of range, be approximately determined by tallying large mambers of 

animals as seen on the rangee On the Gile National Forest, New Mexico, 

such a range tally was made by forest officers cooperating with the 

/ Sportemen's Association of Southwestern New Mexico. The remlts are 

shown in terms of a “unit herd,” which ig the herd producing one killable 

buck per year,-in this case 2 deer. The height of the bars above the 

horizontal line show the composition of this “unit herd" of 24 deer by 

sex snd age. ,Yearlings were found to comprise five of the total number 

of 24, or Spot cok ating Ss lees than oan wal old, ) 

Tt 1s axtomatie that the mmber of fame reachinz the yearling 

deor older than yearlings, which is to say that the mmber of fans reach- 

ing the yearling age is equal to the am of ali the decimating factors 

among the older deer. 

It ig also axiomatic that the difference between the mmber of 

Secinetion asone fag. The mmber born was approximately determined by 

- range tallies just after the fawning season to be 10.5 for each 2) deer. 

— i
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It follows from the first axiom that if we aid up the values of 

all the known factors among the older deer, and subtract their sum from the: 

mumber of yearlings, the difference equals the sum of the unimorns. The 

lmown legal kill 4s 1 buck; the estimated crippling loss 0.3 bucks; the 

estimated A2legal kill 0.1 buek, 0.1 yearlings, 0.1 ary does, and Q.2 

bearing does, or 0.!| deer; the total known decimation is thus 1.7 deer. 

Subtracting this from the anmal increment of 5 yearlings, and we get 3-3 

idee bed ‘si ak at tao Gites of the other decimating factors (predators, 
dAutucks te the unkmsumy ae Cartid oud b fd, 

disease, and accidents), Probably the bulk of this loss of grom deer 

: may be ascribed to predators. 

i It follows from the second axiom that the fawn decimation from all 

factors is 10.5-5 = 5.5. 

The essential conditions for applying this method of saalysis by 

deamavion hs that the ammel increment be known, and that the values 

of some of the subsequent factors of mortality be mown. The difference 

will always be the value of the other factors, ‘The difference between 

the increment and the breeding rate will always be the juvenile mortality. 

The classification of the population into sex and age classes is not 

essential. Any unit of populatiodmay be used, provided it be self-contained 

and stable. Decimation may be expressed in per cent instead of absolute 

numbers. Arithmetic is as good as a chart, but is probably less easily 

visualized. 

| The method could readily be applied to gnme birds if grown young 

could be distinguished from adults by plumage, weight, or other suitable 

criteria, and their proportion detersined. 

ests of Digmnosis: Effects of Dilution and Influx It is seldom 

advisable, even after making the best-founded guess as to the factor set- 

. 
j
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up in a given problem, to proceed at once to convert that guess into full- 

seale action. It ie always afvisable first to test the @lagnosis by moans 

of mmall-seale experiments. Caution is necessary, not only because the 

guess may be wrong, tat also because the isolation of a limiting factor 

and the proposal to control it usually does not establish the best method 

of controlling it, or the degree of control necessary to accomplish the 

desired purpose. Yor both hese purposes small-scale tests are necessary. 

' The first question to come up in testing a diagnosis is the size 

of the test area. This mat always be definitely related to the character= 

istics of the species involved, especially their mobility. ‘hus, a 160~ 

eere area to test the effects of controlling mobile hawics and owls would 

be absurd, while the same size might be ample to test the effects of con- 

trolling non-mobile skunks. ‘The difference would be the greater mobility 

of the hawks and owls. The question of size boils down to a question of 

bouniary dilution. Hawks and owls would "leak in” around the boundary 

of a 160-sere tract in a day or a week, wheréas skunks might not leak in 

duning- 
‘me, the course of » year. 

Boundary dilution of the game itself may also mask the effect 

of a test, if the area is too small. ‘the more mobile the game, the 

larger mst be the test areas Restoring the coverts or food on a test 

area of 160 acres could with certainty be expected to bring about a 

measurable response in quail population, whereas the beneficiel effects 

of a test of the same size on prairie chickens might be immediately 

" afinted over a whole tomship, and hence be too saall to measure. 

Influx may likewise make the results of a test appear greater 

( than they actually are. Improvement of cover and food, for instance, on 

a 160eaere test area might bring about a winter influx from surrounding
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territory, hence a winter census might appear to show a response 

greater than what was actually secured on the test area, or greater than 

what would be secured if the improvements were later extended over a 

whole township. 

Susceptibility to Control. Bffective disgnosis of factors mast teke into 

account economic as well as biological limitations. On most areas om 

isa by-product or secondary crop, henee menagement measures which might : 

be biologically correct would be useless if they cost too meh or if 

they interfered with the primary crop. Yor instance, in north central 

New Mexico the following diagnosis was made for scaled quail: it was 

observed that quail were most abundant along the boundary between irrigated 

2 fields offering food, and uncultivated brushy mesas offering cover. Graze 

\ ing wag the principal industry on these mesas, ani rench headquarters 

and stock water were almost sll located on the same bounda “vetween the 

fields and the foothills Sanat Gay heen ts tet of grazing 

reached its maximum at this bountary. | 

The eriticel season for cover was plainly winter, and at this 

season it vas observed that practically all quail coveys not actively 

fecding vere resting unter 2 certain species of bush called chamteadAtnpley sp) 

This bush was also a favorite winter browse for cattle, ani henee had 

been eel < wit a Gos per 40 acrés. 

A @lagnosis of this quail problem from the viewpoint of quail 

alone would have in@ieated the total exclusion of graging from a strip 

of mesa paralleling the fields. ‘The local economic systeu, however, made 

dts execution impossible, hence the recommendation was to_fence individual 

chamiga bushes with very saall gateless fences from one to three rods 

g
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square. This recommendation was never actually tested, but it is almost 

certain that the protection from grazing of even one chamisa bush per 

YO aeres would have resulted in a vigorous response of the bush, and the 

formation of a stiff dense evergreen umbrella-like covert. This might 

readily have brought about a perceptible increase in the quail population 

density. 

Indices in Diagnosis; Buck Shortage. Sometimes a certain condition 

suspected of affecting productivity is not susceptible of measurement 

or even observation, but some other condition related to and varying 

with it is susceptible. In such event the latter may be measured as an 

index to the former. 

Tims in bobwhite, if a disturbed sex ratio were mspected but 

circumstances prevented measuring it, the frequency of whistling 

(ummated) cocks might serve as an infex to excess males, 

Distribution 4s often an excellent snd accurate tntexin the 

diagnosis of food, water, and cover questions. Thus one would not have 

to observe feeding habits or measure crop contents to learn that northern 

bobwhites live on corn and ragweed in winter. The winter distribution 

of coveys alwost proves it. ‘This tsa good example of how, through the 

use of an index yt may be found out whether o fact established by 

research for one region holds good for another region. 

In diagnosing deer herds, the game manager encounters among laymen 

a belief that "buck shortage” is responsible for unsatisfactory pro- 

ductivity. Buclt shortage cannot be sane aoe an elaborate and 

expensive range tally of sex and age classes, and in brushy ranges 

this is impossible. lven if the game manager can find out, through
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a range tally, what the buck supply is, he may not yet mow with any 

great certainty what it ought to be. Is there any index which could be 

used to throw light on such a situation? 

It seems probable that three indices could be developed for 

detecting buck-shortage: (1) diameter of antler beam in the bucks killed, 

(2) points per head or per antler in the bucks Killed, and (3) dispersion 

or spread of the fawning dates. 

In each case the index condition for the range suspected of buck 

shortage would have to be compared with the same condition for a 

gimilar ranze known to be normal or beieved to be normal. 

As already pointed out in Chapter VI, Cahalane has developed 

antler beam as an index to age. It is likely that a subnormal 

proportion of bucks would be associated with some abnormal proportion 

of age enedics Henee comparison of antler beams in the kill from f 

normal and suspected range might serve as an indicator of buck shortage. 

The comparison of antler-point classes in the kill, illustrated 

in Fig. 17, might serve the same purpose provided old bucks with 

; decreasing points can, on the range in question, be safely assumed 

. to be scarce enough not to distort mass data. 

¥ritc, in "The Pennsylvania Deer Problem" (1929) evidently 

suspects (although he does not positively assert) that buck shortage 

prolongs the rut. This, if finally substantiated, would automatically 

disperse the fawning dates. ‘Such dispersal would be readily observable, 

and. any two ranges could be compared by expressing a large muber of 

observations on fawmming dates as frequency curves. 

Where does are legally shot, and where the open season follows the 

rat (as it does in most eastern states), a direct anatomical examination
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of large mmbers of does is of course the most direct possible index 

to buck-sufficiency. ‘This index was used by Fritz during the 

emergency doe season in Pennsylvania. Usually, however, does are 

legally protected, in which event this method is inapplicable. 

Sumary. Productivity is the kill or increment per unit of 

population. When the population cannot be measured, the kill per 

unit area is used. 

Measurements can be compared with breeding potential, or with 

those from standard or normal units. From the latter, standard yield 

tables could be drawn. 

The crippling loss mst be added te the kill to get the 

decimation by hunting. It is from 10 te 100 per cent as large as the 

kill. 

The Icill in waterfowl is possibly 30 per cent of the population, 

in red grouse 66 per cent, in English partridge 50 to 66 per cent. 

The area-kill in deer runs from 2.87 bucks per square mile down- 

ward to nearly zero. / 

The mumber of birds artificially released, as related to the kill, 

yields a useful ratio. 

Diagnosis should begin with a life-equation showing progressive 

mortality, in so far as mown. Unlmow factor values can sometimes 

be inferred from natural experiments, or, where the increment of young 

is known, by graphic subtraction. 

Diagnoses should be tested on a small scale before full-scale 

controls are attempted. Influx on small-scale tests may prove confusing. 

Indices may be used for diagnosis in some cases.
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This chapter describes the periscopes wherewith we attempt to see 

and meagure the net results of the tragedies which transpire daily 

behind the veil of greensry where game lives and has its being. 

To see the unseen has become a commonplace in modern science. Game 

managers, as well as physicists and chemists, can do it. '
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Chapter VIII 

GAME REFUGES. 

This, and several subsequent chapters, deals with the manner in 

which the factors operate and the actual execution of the control measures 

indicated by the processes of measurement and diagnosis. 

Usually each control measure has for its objective the control of 

a single factor. For instance, laws are passed t control hunting, 

trapping is undertaken to control predators, plantings are made to au 

food or cover. Each of these distinct categories will be the subject 

of a separate chapter. ‘There is, however, one important device, namely 

the game refuge, which affects many or sometimes all of the factors in 

a given case. This chapter deals with the technique of game refuges, 

and the factors which can be controlled through their establishment. 

Definitions. Unfortunately current usage has so confused the meaning 

of the term “refuge” in relation to other related terms, that any dis- 

cussion of the subject must begin with a series of definitions. 

A geme refuge is an area closed to hunting in order that its 

excess population may flow out and re-stock surrounding areas. A 

refuge is at all times a sanctuary, and the two terms are synonymous. 

The surrounding area may be a shooting ground, and the primary 

objective of the refuge may be to maintain a breeding stock on that : 

shooting ground. A refuge may, however, fulfill the same function 

in the case of a closed species on which there is no legal shooting. 

It is nevertheless properly called a refuge because it functions 

through the same fundamental mechanism of out-flow.
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No area is properly called a refuge, however, which is not surrounded 

by range suitable for the species in question. A refuge, in short, is 

an integral part of a larger area, performing for that larger area a 

definite function by reason of its closure to hunting. Normally that 

function is to supply an out-flow of breeding stock. It may, however, 

be to provide a resting place. Refuges for migratory birds are often 

located outside the breeding rance, in which event the sole function is 

to provide a rest ground, or a place for unmolested feeding, or both. 

In other cases the function may be to prevent the extermination of the 

species until it has recuperated sufficiently to resume the process of 

flow. 

A refuze is not the only kind of an area closed to shooting. A 

game reservation, for instance, is an area closed to shooting, = 

isolated either by reason of unsuitable surrounding territory or by 

reason of enclosure, tims bearing no functional relationship to its 

inmediate surroundings. Its function is to reserve or perpetuate some 

particular species. 

The term “preserve” is properly applied to any shooting ground, 

either public or private, but usually private. It may or may not include 

one or more refuges as a part of its working mechanism. 

A “parkt in the rural sense is a reservation dedicated not only 

to game but to other natural attractions. Its function is public 

recreation and education. A park often produces a flow which re-stocks 

surrounding hunting ground in the same manner as a refucze, but this 

function is incidental and does not constitute its primary purpose.
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Mechanism of Game Refuges. ‘The foregoing definitions establish the 

essential character of a refuze, namely a place which provides sanctuary, 

breeding ground, or some other essential service, and thus enhances the 

productivity or abundance of game on the surrounding range, The services 

may differ, but the result is always an outflow of breeding stock. 

Breeding stock does not flow out from any area unless there is 

population pressure within the area, or unless the range outside is better. 

There can be no population pressure within a refuge without law enforcement 

and the control of predators, food, cover, or any factors which be holding 

down productivity. 

The mmber of head which will flow out depends on the intensity of 

the population pressure within, and. the distance to which the excess 

population will flow oat Becca Rert the mobility of the species. 

Any species, no matter how low its mobility, will of course flow into 

favorable vacant territory in the course of time. ‘The flow from a refuge, 

however, depends mainly on the anmal mobility rather than the long time 

spread-rate. If the surrounding territory suffers from lack of breeding 

stock, it usually suffers every year and mst be replenished every year. 

The effective radius of a refuge, therefore, is the distance to which 

it will spread breeding stock annually. 

: Certain definite corollaries now follow from the above definitions 

and from the preceding discussions on the properties of species. 

The size of a refuge suitable for a given species should, for 

instance, not be smaller than the unit range for that species, unless 

it is intended as a rest ground only. 

The distauce apart mst not be greater than twice its anmal
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mobility, i.e., the outflow from two adjacent refuges/should meet anmally 

at a point theoretically half way between them. 

The kind of land selected for the refuge must be capable of correcting 

the primary defect of the surrounding range. .If this is overshooting, 

the refuge must be located where the game is located during the shooting 

season. In species which perform either an altitudinal or a latitudinal 

migration, this 1s usually distinct from the breeding grounis. If, on 

the other hand, the primary defect of the surrounding range is lack of 

breeding ground, the refuze should jets breeding ground. 

sea yearly attempts to establish refuges in the national forests 

proved ineffective because the main need was protection from hunting, 

but the refuges were located on the breeding grounds. In polygamous 

species, like pheasant and deer, where males only are legally taken in 

hunting, it is often less necessary to provide breeding refuges than to 

provide an irreducible residium of males. If closed seasons cannot be 

enforced sufficiently to protect the females, it is seldom likely that 

the addition of a new and localized closed season (in the form of a 

refuge) will do any better. 

: Sometimes, as in southwestern deer, the bucks and does occupy 

more or less distinct localities during the hunting season. Some of 

the early refuges on the national forests had to be moved, because they 

were found to include only doe range. 

Good cover is almost always an essential in refuges. In pheasants, 

for instance, shi Giachgidarieiateanatoas vote, Setindaep provide 

swamp cover from which the birds cannot be routed by hunters. 

' Refuge Patterns. It follows from the foregoing discussion that a system 

of refuges for one particular species of game should be laid out according
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to a geographic pattern, wherein the size of each unit and the distance 

petween units is adapted to the characteristics ee enters It also 

follows that the pattern best for one species will not be best for 

another, and may even be unsuited for the other. 

Tms if bobwhite quail have an anmal rafius of two miles, there 

should be one refuce in the centre of each four-mile square, i.e., one 

for each 16 square miles of range, or about two or three refuges per 

township, or about 10 refuges per county, or about 400 per state. These 

figures are premised on the normal cornbelt pattern of square counties ; 

containing about 16 townships each and about 100 counties per state. 

If whitetail deer have a unit range of half a township and an 

anmal radius of six miles, then a system of deer refuges should show 

about one for each 12-mile square, which is equivalent to four per county, 

or 40 per state. 

If ducks have a unit range (in the sense of the minim area from 

which they cannot be flushed from the boundary) of 100 acres, and a 

daily radius of 25 miles, then a system of rest grounds should include 

at least one 100-aere refuce per 4 counties, or 20 per state. 

Twenty refuges per state for ducks or forty for dour isa 

possibility; four hundred for quail is a pipe-dream. 

The actual patterns of the most advanced deer refuge systems tend 

to approach these theoretical sah bsilions Fics. 20 and 21 show the existing 

refuge systems in Pennsylvania and New Mexicc. In both cases the pattern 

is essentially that reqired for deer and turkey, ani properly so. In 

New Mexico the waterfowl refuges represent a seperate and distinct 

system indicated by separate symbols. In neither state is there as 

yet in existence any comprehensive refuge system for well upland game
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Title for Fig. 20: Game Refuge Pattern in Pannsylvania. 
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Game Refuge Pattern in New Mexico 
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Fig. Al 

Map ly. 

Game Refuce Pattern in New Mexico 
(Reproduced by courtesy of State Game Commission) 

Note: ‘The refuges along the two main rivers are for 

waterfowl. Being on "navigable water," they are in 

public omership. 

fae other very small refuges are experimental 

refuges for quail, mostly in private ownership. ‘The 

remainder are big game refuges for deer, turkey, or 

j antelope, mostly on the National Forests. 

The large blank areas without refuges are game- 

less plains, mostly federal public domain, and game- 

less Indian Reservations.
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of low cruising radius. 

Extending the Radius of Refuges. It 1s well-nigh’ impossible for a 

state either to acquire or aiminister the hundreds of refuges indicated 

as a necessary pattern for non-mobile species like bobwhite quail. Such 

refuge units are too small and too mmerous to be susceptible of public 

administration, and, as will appear later, the land is often too costly 

for public purchase on any such scale. 

It is, however, entirely practicable to extend artificially the 

radius of effectiveness of quail refuges by annually trapping the excess 

population and planting it as breeding stock in the same manner as pen- 

raised = imported quail are now planted. Such wild trapped native 

stock probably has a higher surival value than either pen-raised or 

imported stock, and the cost per pair ought to be moh lower, although 

it cannot as yet be said that this has been proved. Such a refuge for 

the production and trapping of breeding stock has the same function as 

a game farm, but productivity 1s obtained by improving the natural 

; environment, rather than by confining the breeding stock under wire. 

The method is adapted not only to quail, but to almost any species 

which ean be readily trapped. ‘Trapping the excess followed by immediate 

re-planting dispenses with any need for storing the trapped birds in pens. 

They may be shipped directly to the point of release, and immediately 

turned dom. Grange (1930) first proposed this method for the production 

of Hungarian partridges in Wisconsin. Oklahoma has since adopted it for 

quail, and Iowa for Hungarians. ‘There seems little doubt that the high 

cost of imported stock can thus be radically reduced. AepEaEEIOEPaiy 

' anyephenetnxthe-wounbrpenizere Enis method is gmt preferable to the
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prevalent practice of importing Mexican bobwhite. 

On private 

preserves or clubs there need be no difficulty about designing a refuge 

system suitable for any species of game, even the least mobile. The 

refuges may be made as small and as mmerous as necessary without extra 

cost, because the refuge is wider the samepre-existing administration as 

the surrounting shooting grounds. 

In the case of waterfowl there is likewise no difficulty in 

designing a refuce systenfr any public or private shooting ground, 

provided only the ground be large enough to contain room for at least one 

refuge. 

Where it is proposed, however, to set up public refuges for the 

less mobile species, for the purpose of restocking surrounding public 

shooting grounds by natural outflow (as distinguished from trapping), 

the game manager's verdict should be given with caution, ani vat ardaue 

the characteristics of the particular species in relation to the character 

and cost of the land. Many such proposals are well intentioned but 

impracticable, and lead ultimately to disillusion, | 

The game, to stand up under such a system, should first of all | 

have a high radius, both anmal and daily. Without high daily mobility, 

it will not readily seek sanctuary from a considerable distance, and | 

without high anmal mobility the outflow of breeding stock will not take 

place. | 

Second, the game should be of a species tolerating high populations 

per acre, otherwise the acreage of lani necessary to produce a given | 

anmal kill becomes excessive. | 

| 
.
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Third, the species should preferably not be cyclic, especially if 

the land be exvensive. Carrying costs during the lean years of the 

cycle may prove heavy. 

Fourth, the species should be able to endure a heavy Hill. 

Polygamous species are especially advantageous, since in them a large 

part of the males may be removed as Kcill without damaging productivity 

at all. 

Fifth, the species should, if possible, be susceptible of arti- 

ficial propagation, so that should the breeding stock be overiilled 

it may be pieced out by artificial plantings. 

Sixth, and most important of all, the species should be a skulking 

one, not susceptible of total annihilation in good cover. 

In addition, the practicability of any system may be tested by 

a seventh criterion as to land. The land mist be cheap in relation 

to its game-carrying capacity, and available in blocks of sufficient 

size. If lands acquired for some other public function, such as forests, 

are obtainable, so much the better. 

Migratory waterfowl rate very high, especially under points 1, 

2, 3, and for some species, 5. ‘Their ability to benefit from refuges 

4s outstanding and well mown. (See Miner, 1923). Their adaptability 

to public shooting grounis is not so obvious, but with proper regulation 

of the total volume of shooting may be regarded as distinctly hopeful, 

even though not wholly proved (see Leopold, 1926, and Lloyd, 1923). 

fable 22 gives some rough figures comparing pheasants, cottontails, 

quail, and whitetail ee to ‘their adaptability for public shooting 

grounds kept stocked by an interspersion of public refuges.
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Table 22. 

(a) Suitability of Upland Species for Public Refuges 

————Ttruising Radius, Wiles: land illax. Distance: sing Radius, Miles: Land ‘Max. Distance: 
Species t Day _: Year _: Value : Apart 2:Rating 

Pheasant t afseaf2. t 1/293 1$25-$50: 5103 

Cottontail : 1/8-1/4 ; ? $25 : 4 : 4 

Quail : 1/8-1/4 : 1/2=3 : $25 ; 4 : 5 

Whitetail Deer: 2 6-15 $5 ; 15-20 ; : 

Wild Turkey ; 2 ; 4 ; $5 : 10-15 : 2 
3 3 = t 3 

(b) Suitability of Upland Species for Public Shooting Grounds 

eo Per Hunter _____t Restocking: Fluctuation 
tMax. Pop. :Max. Kill: theres to: Land Cost (Per : of 

Species :Per Acre:Per Acre:Kill*: Yield _:Invest.: Head) :Population 

Pheasant 1,0 : 0.7 : 5 ; T ; $300 ; $2.50 ; 10% 

Cottontail ; 4.0 : 3.0 10 : 3 ; $75 : $1.00 : 504 7? 

Quail ; 1.0 : 0.5 , 10 : 20 , $500 ; $6.00 ; 304 

Whitetail seers ? 02005 tafser 66 + $330 + $20.00 ; 10% 

Wild Turkey ; ? ? : 1/3: 667 ; $3307 : $10.00 3067 
i : 3 2 z 2 2 

* Assumed bag per year per hunter sufficient to sustain his interest 

and support. 

® Reduced for success ratio of 3 hunters per buck killed.
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fable 22, in conjunction with what everyone already !mows, 

shows why the pheasant scores very high on points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 

6. ‘The pheasant's weakest point is 7, the species usually requiring 

good land. 

It also shows why the whitetail deer scores very high onl, 3, 

6,and 7, and moderately high on 4. ‘The deer's weakest point is 2. 

Most other species of horned game share these characteristics of deer. 

Turkeys are also weakest on 2. 

The quail's weak points are 1, 6, and 7. ‘The cottontail outscores 

quail on 2 and 6, His weak point te 1, low mobility. ; 

The central columns of Table 22(b) require some explanation. 

Take pheasants for example: ‘The possible stand is a bird per acre, and 

the possible kill is three quarters or 0.7 birds per acre. If the 

average hunter is satisfied with 5 per season, it would require 7 acres 

of refuge to produce them, assuming all the breeding to take place on the 

refuge. This is, of course, a severe assumption, but is made in all 

species merely for uniformity. If the land for the refuge costs about 

$40 per acre (see Table 22a) a fixed investment of about $300 in refuge 

land (not counting public shooting ground) is necessary. ‘This is a 

lenient asswaption. 

In general, pheasant, deer and turkey are the species which most 

nearly meet the specifications in their entirety. A classification of 

refuge functions for deer is given in the Game Survey, pp. 241-245. It 

may be said without hesitation that of the various upland species, they 

are the best adapted to public shooting grounis. 

{ Several other upland species seem well adapted to profit from
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refuges, especially prairie chicken and sharptail grouse. Both score 

well except on points 3 and 5. ‘The sharptail excels the chicken on T- 

The ruffed grouse is high on 6 and 7, but low on 1, 3, and 5. 

Such actual experience with upland game as has so far accumulated 

strongly substantiates these ratings. The principal success of 

Pennsylvani's state-owned refuges and shooting grounds has been with deer, 

and of her auxiliary refuges with pheasants (see Phillips, 1922; Coffin, 

1928; Conklin, 1930). WNew Mexico has an effective system of public 

refuges (state) and shooting grounds (National Forests) for deer and turkey 

(see Ligon, 1927), and the same is true of deer and other big game in 

various degrees in the other western states. Michigan is gradually building 

up a system of state deer refuges and public shooting grounds onan 

especially sound basis (see Biennial Report for 1927-28). 

Refuges for Cyclic Game. Refuges can furnish protection against hunting, 

predator, or starvation, but not against disease. They have seldom 

been employed for cyclic game. Would they work? 

There are two opposing ways to regard this questim. One is that by 

speeding up recovery of normal density after detimation by disease, a 

refuge system would lengthen the peal period and thus improve shooting. 

The other is that by speeding up recovery, the density assumed to 

be requisite to a new outbreak of disease would come sooner, the eycle 

would be shortened, and shooting injured or at least not improved. 

The second seems the more probable from the theoretical standpoint. 

Practical experience, however, points toward the first as the best supported 

by evidence. As already pointed out in Chapter ITI, the British grouse 

| cycle does not seem to have been shortened by inducing speedy recovery of
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normal density. Moreover thin populations do not seem to be immne when 

the cycle hits. The high mobility of at least certain cyclic species 

(such as prairie chickens) would tend to zive a rapid spread to the 

increased population, and thus tend to prevent overcrowding of the refuge 

itself. 

In short, as nearly as we can guess in the present state of 

knowledge, refuges might lengthen the peak period by at least a year or 

two at its anterior end. 

Sample Pheasant Refuge. Fig. 22 presents a concrete illustration of how 

the principles set forth in this chepter can be applied in a particular 

case. This refuge is designed to be a combination refuge, winter feeding 

station, winter covert, and (in so far as possible) nesting covert for 

pheasants in the prairies of northwest Iowa where nesting cover is 

probably the limiting factor, followed by winter cover and winter food 

in order of importanee. ‘There should be at least one in each township. 

The map is reproduced and the following explanation quoted from the 

"Towa Handboole” (1932) by permission of the Iowa Fish and Game Commission: 

*The refuge is best built around some gravel pit, slough, marshy 

lakeshore, ditch junction, or other parcel of idle or cheap land where 

some cover already exists and more can be developed. In Fig. 3 the gravel 

pit offers cheap land and a south-facing bank, while the willow thicket 

and eat-tail bogs offer cover. 
“the pit is first of all fenced to exclude grazing (nh). ‘the level 

part is planted to (a) sweet clover for snow cover ani nesting, (b) kmffir, 

sorghum, corn, or other grain for food, and (c) soy beans or weedy fallow 
for mora food. A, bd, snd ec are rotated from year to year. Half of the 

grain is left standing for fall food, and the other half shocked so that 

a new shock can be opened with each winter storm. Without this precaution 

the food is likely to be eaten up before the 'pinch period’ arrives. 
"Yo refuge can nest as many birds as it can winter. In order to 

extend the nesting capacity as far as possible, small clumps of brush 
for crowing grounds (e) ‘are developed in corners of surrouniing fields, 
each adjacent to fencerow strips (f) of uncut hay, small grain, grass, or 

( weeds for nesting. This aystem of crowing grounds and nesting strips 

should be extended into the surrounding farms as far as possible. 

‘Citnthe-eesengecs not-teemarant, "A coniferous windbreak should be 

added along the west side of the refuge for winter cover and wind protection," 

Sra
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| Tuture Use of Refuces. ‘he device of refuges is like any other device 

in game management-~it presents no magic formula which can be counted 

upon to build up any species of game in any enviroment. Its successful 

use depends on knowing when not to try. A tragic waste of enthusiasm 

and funidhas often followed blind reliance on refuges. T 

If the American Game Policy (1930) correctly gauges the future, 

4t may safely be predicted that refuges will play an important role 

in the future management of migratory game, forest ani range, ame, 

and wilderness game, but not in farm game. Refuges are necessary for 

the successful sandisk ako Nia ey private lands 
. oe 

because in all these the amount and distribution of hunting is hard to 

control. On the other hand, they will hardly play a large role in the 

management of farm game, where the amount and distribution of hunting 

: may be limited at will by the farmer, and mst be so limited in any 

event. Where hunting is unier full control, there is little eennaline 

for refuges. 

: Summary. ‘The basic function of a refuge is to produce an outflow of 

geme to surrounding range. 

Outflow arises from population pressure within, and varies 

with the mobility of the species. Refuges should be as large as the 

unit range of the species and not over twice its radius apart. This 

implies a characteristic pattern for each species and terrain. 

In a quail pattern the refuges ere too small and mmerous 

to be practicable units for public administration. Successful deer 

; patterns have been developed in several states.
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rE Theory re 

e. | 

, P. Purpose and Premises. As long as gome shortage prevails, the purpose : 

a of mmnting controls is obviously to limit the kill of each species on 

we each parcel of land to its productive capacity. As its capacity is 3 

he increased by the control of hunting and of the other factors, an 3 

a inerease in the lcill may be permitted. : 

E After game shortage has been corrected by management, the £ 

ou i purpose may extend beyond mere limitation. It may become necessary 3 

. Fri, actually to enlarge the kill in order to bring the game into a desir : 

>. able relationship to farm or forest crops, or to regulate its kind 4 

e and distribution so as to bring about a better or more uniformly 

s @istritmted stock. In this country, however, these problems of hold- : 

3 ; ing down the game lie mostly in the future. 2 

: . The present problem divides itself into two different but 

: . equally difficult parts: | 

: 1. To devise mechanians for limiting the kill on areas 

a under public management. ‘ 

; 2. ‘To devise mechanisms which will encourage private owners 

E to limit the kill on their own lends as the first step ¥ 

in private management. é i 

iB Saitable trespass laws for encouraging the private lantowmer j 

Bs to exelude unpemsitted hunters are on essential first step toward the x 

_ solution of the second problem. By suitable is meant laws which a 

a prohibit Imnting without the owner's permission, and which do not a 

ar ee 
Re, bg " f sel ae ae
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require the owner to prove damage in order to prosecute trespassers. All 

of the succeeding discussions are premised on the assumption that such 

laws exist. Without them, it is hopeless to expect many private landowmers 

to limit the kill, or otherwise to peeetios game management. 

Kinds of Control. ‘There are three basic sources of control for the 

hunting factor. 

The first is to restrict the time, place, purpose, amount of kill, 

method of hunting, mmber of hunters, or species hunted by the exercise 

of public compulsion in the form of group rules or police power. 

The second is to create an incentive for the hunter or the landowner 

to limit mmnting in these same ways, by the voluntary exercise of 

restraint based on self-interest. 

The two contrasting methods may be called for short the *restrictive" 

and the "incentive" methods, respectively. 

Restrictive control requires only legislation and enforcement. 

Incentive control, on the other hand, while it may be encouraged by 

legislative enactments, must have it origin in the enthusiasm of the 

hunter, or the landowmer's interest in profits from the sale of shooting, 

or in the game for himself, or in the opportunity for dispensing 

hospitality to his friends. 

Cutting across both of these fundamental sources, and exerting 

a large potential influence on both, is a third source of control 

arising in the individual ethics of the hunter. Many game laws consist 

essentially of the exercise of policepower fin support of average ar 

qwevaikent individual ethics. The most advanced individuals, however, 

often adhere to self-imposed restrictions which go farther than the law, 

and farther than group rules.
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Adaptation to Landownership; Psychology. ‘he fundamental principle which 

must govern the regulation of hunting is that the average luman can 

be induced to conserve voluntarily what stays on his own land so that 

it is available for his own use, but only the exceptional individual will 

voluntarily conserve what he shares with the commnity at large. It 

follows that voluntary restraint in hunting can be depended on mainly 

for non-mobile game (4.e., farm game as defined in Chapter V, and 

other classes to the extent that they occur on inhabited private land), 

while compulsory restraint, or restriction, must mainly be relied on for 

mobile game, ani game on public or uninhabited lands. ‘This includes all 

migratory game, all wilderness game, and much forest and range game. 

The fundamental defect of present hunting controls is that they have 

ignored this distinction. 

The possible field of voluntary or "incentive" control can be con- 

siderably enlarged by encouraging the organization of neighborhood 

groups, thus making each member of the group feel a selfish interest 

in game too mobile to stay on any one member's land. ‘Thus a farmer 

with 100 acres sharing 100 prairie chickens with five individualistic 

neighbors is going to "get his share," while the same farmer as a 

member of an organized group which has agreed on certain restraints 

might regard the same birds as partnership property, to be husbanded 

like his personal property. ‘his principle, too, has been until very 

recently ignored. 

Incentive for restraint can also be strengthened by disseminating 

reliable technical facts on what rewards will folhow specified restraints 

or efforts. 

2 The effectiveness of compulsory or restrictive control can likewise
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be enhanced by "education," and by skillful devices for bringing into 

play the forces of Memour propre,” and the forces of competition. Some 

progress has occurred here. ‘Thus some refuges of small size and high 

visibility enforce themselves, because the mmnters keep watch on each 

other. Most closed seasons are enforced by mutual watchfulness. It 

may safely be said that no restriction can be enforced by police 

officers alone, no matter how much legislation or money be poured into 

the attempt. 

Legislative controls bear the flavor of compulsion by absentees, 

whereas all the others represent self-initiative a group-initiative of 

some sort. These psychological attributes have an important bearing 

on enforcement. 

In short, the attempt to control hunting has suffered from ignoring 

economic and psychological facts, and their varying relation to local 

; conditions. It has especially suffered from the persistence of the 

concept that all hunting is the division of nature's bounty. We must 

replace this concept with a new one: that hunting is the harvesting 

of a man-made crop, which would soon cease to exist if somebody some- 

where had not, intentionally or unintentionally, come to nature's aid 

in its production. 

Indirect Controls; Diminishing Returns. Our present restrictive game 

laws do not regulate the kill per year from each unit area. Obviously 

the basic objective of controlling hunting is to limit the kill to the 

productivity of the land. Since this varies greatly as between localities, 

and since restrictive controls regulate the kill only according to time, 

{ purpose, method, and species, they do not directly accomplish the basic
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{ objective. ‘The issuance of “limited licenses," in which the number of 

licenses is limited to a fixed maxinmm, is one exception, but since this 

device is applicabldonly to big game in isolated herds hunted by absentees 

who can be checked in and out of the area, it hardly invalidates the 

general conclusion. 

The contention of protectionists (such as Hornaday, 1931) that game 

ean be and in some cases is being virtually exterminated by the sheer 

mumbers of perfectly legal hunters is only too well taken. If we limit 

remedial action to the traditional restiretive controls, then their 

contention that more restrictions are the only remedy is also well taken, 

If, however, we can increase the resistance to hunting by improving 

the environment, and limit the amount of hunting to the productivity 

of each unit of the land--in short, if we can develop game management 

; and the incentives to practice it--then there is a hopeful prospect for 

accomplishing directly what restrictive controls have so far vainly 

sought to bring about by indirect methods. 

What the protectionist rightly asks is how management can be tried 

out without relaxing the restrictive controls now in effect. A later 

caption tries to answer this question. 

Hunting as now “controlled” in most states would have long since 

decimated many additional species, were it not for the "law of diminishing 

returns" to which the hunter's effort, like all other efforts to make 

land yield an increase, is subject. When game becomes scarce there is 

an automatic tendency for hunters to hang up their guns, and thus reduce 

the kill. ‘The more prized the species, the more tardy the operation of 

the law. ‘The more extensive the equipment necessary for its pursuit, 

; the more prompt the operation of the law. The virtual disappearance of
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d both quail hunting and bird dogs from some *shot-out" quail states is a 

case in point. 

Balancing Species and Systems. It is too often assumed by sportsmen 

that a system of hunting controls which results in something to shoot 

is per se a satisfactory system. In the long run, no system is 

satisfactory which does not conserve the rich variety of our game fauna, 

as distinguished from merely its most resistant and “shootable" species. 

This is one (and by itself mfficient) reason for not relaxing the idea 

of public control in seeing to develop private incentive for game 

production, lLandowmer initiative, left wholly to its own devices, 

would inevitably tend to sacrifice the unprofitable to the profitable 

forms of wild life. It would tend unduly to merifice migratory to 

} resident, non-game to game, and predatory to game species. For these 

reasons sound public policy mst seek to encourage and develop private 

incentive without relaxing restrictive safeguards. ‘This is often 

no easy matter, especially where restrictions have so narrowed legal 

seasons that the bona fide producer of game has insufficient time 

to harvest his crop, or worse yet, is prohibited from harvesting it at 

all. Possible solvents for this difficulty are suggested injthe later 

section on technique.
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Abtitutes Toward Inntinge A disinterested observer, viewing the history | 

of game management in America from some vantage point offering both | 

intellectual and chronological elevation, would, I think be forced to | 

regard our efforts 90 far as a failure, noble in motive bat avicrand | 

in execution. With the advantage of both hindsight ant foresight, his | 

{ tha Prrtacut pituatrund 
Alagnos: # sould eall for: | 

: Le Maximum development of incentive for restraint. . 

2. Gontrol of the other enviromentel factors, as well as more | 

effective control of mnting. | 

The present conservation public is far from appreciating the | 

need of these corrections in game policy. Meny sportenen still habitually 

ay place the blawe for game shortace on “vermmin® or "politics" or even on 

"too many restrictive lawse" Many non-shooting protectionists, with | 

equal regularity, place the blame on “too many sportsaens" Such verdicts 

are harily entitled to be called diagnoses. ‘the wish is too obviously 

father to the thought. They represent merely the age-old ineistence of | 

the Inman mini to fix on some visible sespegoat the responsibility for | 

invisible phenomena which they cannot or do not wish to unierstend. | 

Up to the time when modern biological techniques were brought to | 

Dear on the aisenosis of game questions, such attitudes were excusable. | 

At the present time, however, there is probably no instance of game | 

shortage, the reasons for which could not be found ani weighed by | 

scientific investigstion, ani hardly a state which does not contain 

within its own borders the man power an’ funis requisite to a substantial 

diagnosis of mooted game questions. ‘The trained man power, however, is | 

!
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aay with the biology of anything but game, the money coes for stop-gapt, | 

conservation factions millify each other, and game policies continue to | 

be “worked out by rule of thumb, by practical politicians and business | 

men." 
| 

One school of thought among present-day sportsmen proposes to | 

abolish restrictive controls almost in toto, and hones, by mthorizing . 

the sale of game ani encouraging artificial propagation, to develop 7 

gufficient private coumercial incentive to offset the need for restric- | 

tion. This doctrine ignores the biological fact that such incentives 

are larcely inapplicable to mobile, migratory, and public land gamee 

fo gaerifice one class of game in the effort to produce another is 

hardly a satisfectory solution of the problen. 

( Develounent of Controls to Date. ‘the lopsidedness of Imnting controls 

tims far developed in this country is in‘icated by nable ae It is 

evident from the table that restrictive controls have ramified into 

infinite detail, waile incentives for the production of game, ani for 

restraint in its harvesting, have experienced only the most rudimentary 

development. With the exception of one or two states which have passed 

“shooting preserve laws" ethorizing ore liberal Imnting privileges on 

land artificially restocked, there is not a single move toward the most 

obvious of all ways toward building incentive: allowing land which is 

“gowmn" proportionate privileges in "reaping." These laws constitute 

our preliminary gropings for some practical method of rewarding effort 

or restraint, and of penalizing sloth or excess. 

{ Our present game laws have developed some ingenious devices 

for infirectly reducing the total volume of will. Many states deliberately
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Table 26. 

’ Bunting Controls So Far Developed 
| <> ansseetnarnsesnentnasennanees testis NSeSNSAERL EN 

tYehicle of Uxpreasion & Unforcement 
t 
8 : Group : Indi 

I. RESTRICTIVE CONTROLS 

ae 
Period . . « « « « « Open & Glosed sengong «XX. ~~ Xe ee eee ae K 

: Confinement of self- 
hunting dogs in 
nesting seasons... X- + +e see Xe eee 

Days of week: . . . . Rest days, Sumfay laws X..--- +2 Xe 

Hours of day . - . . Sunrise 4 sunset rules X.. - Xu 2 - X 

Place of Tnting: 
Locality . . « « + « Refurea ee ee eee Xow eo Xen eo X 
Region . . « « « « « Closed counties... X..-% 
Cover ....... Open water laws... X 

Laniowmmership . .. -Trespass lawg-.--. Xeeeee cece ene XK 

Zurpose? 
Market hunting . . . Nomesale laws .. +. Kee % ‘ 
Propagation for food|Tog lawn... +--+ X 

6.) : 

kus 
: Amount per day . . « Daily bag Limits ..-Xe-e Xue ee Keowee Kk 

Amount per season. » Season limits .. 2+ Xeweee rene neee & 

Kind (as to sex) . . Buck & cock lawe.. Xeeenvnvsecevvee X 
Kind (ae to ace) . . Length & no.of proms Xe ee eee ee ee we K 

Method of Hunting: 
Dogs . « « « « « « « Anti-hounting laws . « X 
Conveyance . . . - + Motor boat, airplane, 

sink box, battery, 

ON cis tw eee & Racle Xs gs e645 6 HR 
Awmament .. . . . « Gauge, noe of shots, 

decoys, nets, traps, 
Ghee wesc nwe Bec aXenva sr cava td 

Momber of Hunterg: . . Limited license... X--+-% 
Allotment of blinds . - 2.2 +++ +24 X 

Species to be Bunted:. "Songbird" lists . . . x 
Proseription lists... X.+.c-++4+222ee Xone 
Glosed species... 2 Xe ee Xe ween rce 

TI, INCENTIVE CONTROLS \ 

Geagon on Ronhogiad 
lands .. +++ «+ Shooting preserve laws-X 

authorizing Charees 
but Regulating Retes. .licensing of preserves. 

~~ .
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é set the open season on deer go that snow anf cold will keep all but the . 

hardiest hunters at home. Several states, such as Michigan, set the 

prairie chictcen season at a late fall date in orler to take aivantage of 

the well<imown fact that these biris are very mch harter to iil lste 

| then early in aoa The present impetus tovard the establfehnent 

of refuces, often regardless of whether they fit the species or the con- 

ditions, may also be construed as an iniirect attempt to limit the ill. 

Trend of Seasons and Bog Limite. That the present systen is steadily 

trending toward the radical shortening or total closure of open seasons 

for unt ine Si_emiewabenpemme, is clearly shom ‘namo vhtich 

gumarizes the tren? in the eight north central states since 1900. The 

“gurves" for the separate species simply connect the points of change in 

open seasons. ‘he figures aijacent to each curve show the accompanying 

; shriniace in bag Limits. It goes without saying that this contimal 

shortening of open seasons reflects not merely a decrease in game, but 

@ corresponding shrinime in the availability of mmting as a source of 

recreation for the average citizen. We mst, of course, shrink open 

seasons ant bag limits to what the game can eméiure, but in doing 20 we 

should clearly realize that we are likewise shrinking ite recreational 

value. ‘The problen of geome management is to build up the came so that 

the continuance of that shrinkage becomes unnecessaryy auf The problen 

of hmnting controls 1s to devise such relationships between landowner 

and sportenen that loner seasons will not necessarily mean excessive 

PET akc dane mult cued td Beef ceed sStindaael Ose 
athe fact that seasons and bag limits on migratory birds have 

, remained so mach more liberal than seasons on resident game strongly 

substantiates the assertion mate elsewhere in this chapter that people



SHRINKAGE OF OPEN SEASONS AND BAG LINITS IN THE NORTH CENTRAL STATES 

(The curves show by years the average mmber of days open season allowed for each species. 
The figures adjacent to each curve indicate progressive changes in daily bag limit. A i 
seperate curve shows the average open season for all species. In figuring bag limits states 
totally closed and states with no beg limits have been disregarded.) 
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can be induced to conserve what stays on their own lant, but only the 

exceptional iniividuel will voluntarily conserve vhat he shares with the 

| coummity at large. . 

Zechni.qe 

The technique of restriction is too well Imom to require 

exhmstive presentation. The technique of building ant nfilating 

ineentive is larzely non-existent, so that most of it mst be left to 

future writers on game management. ‘The present volume can only suggest | 

gome devices for getting facts, describe some typical situations, and | 

suggest some generel principles for the cuidance of came administrators 

and managerse 

f Control of hunting on private emis in a single ownership is | 

no problem. ‘The game manager simply stipulates, within the limits of “| 

the law, what oni where his quests or members can shoot, 

Control of Imnting on public lants is not s0 simple. One start- 

ing point for hunting controls, am public game ranges, or private coopera- 

; tive projects, is to determine what the averace hunter gets. ‘this mst 

always bear some relation to what game management may hope to provide 

for him. : 

Success Ratio. “hile present laws limit neither the total volume of 

Icill, nor its distribation in accordance with the productivity of unit 

areas, there is nevertheless on large areas a quantitative relationship 

between the mmber of Immters an‘ the volume of Icill. ‘he statistical 

rd deteraination of this relationship, which may be called the success ratio,
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\ 4s possible only where the kill has been measured, an‘ this is so far 

seldom done except on big eume. ‘The following table gives some examples 

of sueeess ratio for big game on large areas. 

eb 
Table 

. Bic Game duecess Ratio 

Length of No. of No. & Kind 
4re2 Species Heriod SeagonsDoya Jimters per of Game 

Gila Forest Mule % White- 1923-7 10 2.4 1 buelk 
(New Mexico) tail Deer 

Tarkey . - - « -192%7~.~- 210-4. 2.130.226 1 turkey { 

Kaibab Forest Male Neer. 6 2 6 eee te ee we ee we Lol? wo ow oe 1h 
(Arizona) 

Wyoming - - . . Mooee.. « « - » 1I98%§. .\ « Peeces. tahoe awse 1 ih 

Pennaylvenia . . Whitetail ...1924..-.. 22-2 7a: - FS 1 deer 
{ 1926 ...6 1.2 - GO... - 1 tusk 

New York .. .. Whitetail ...1927...+. 3... elle2- 2+ 1 buck 

Minnesota... Whitetail . . . 1919-26 . .0-21.... %0.... 1 book 
1919-26... 2.2.26 Sl. --s 1 door 

California . .. Mule & Blade 
tail Deer Be eet ee ee 

3929-2 WFO... Hehe eae 1 te 

Average of above 
for Wade Geer. ce ce tt te FeO eee 1 

The success ratio is often remarkably stable from year to year. ‘Tims on the 

Gila Forest, henge Spyear average is 2!) hunters per buck, the lowest year 

showed 2.1 and the highest 3.1. Tn Mimnesota, where the S-year average is 

4,0 lugiters per buck, the lowest year shows 3.!! and the highest 5e5e 

A guceess ratio is very valuable in operating the plan of limited 

( licenses. Yor instance, if it were desired to limit the Ill on the Gila 

to about 500 bucks, the isme of licenses should be limited to 500 x 2.4 = 1,200 
: 

licenses.
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Suecess ratios for small gome are very hard to get, because 

under our present “systen* neither the kill nor the mmber of hunters 

on any given area are usally mown. Michigan, by a special questionaire, 

detornsined that 265 ruffed grouse hunters, in the field for 3 days each in 

1930, put up 11,000 grouse ani bagged 1,28, or about 4.7 grouse per hunter 

per season, or a little over one grouse per hunter per dey. In 1929 the 

bag was sbout 4 grouse per mmter per season, or 1.3 grouse per hunter per 

day. During both these years crouse were about “halfway up" on the cycle 

ef taaream. the. bag eonut Wao S per dag. ads 10 fer AL wavs, 

[pl Shooting Journos of intividual sportsmen furnish en tntividual 

J+ *"" fqageess ratio which my oF moy not be representative, depenting on the 

in@ividual’s maricenenship, equipment, ani ethics, ani the Icind of ground 

; hunted. fable as presents some samples which may illustrate the dis- 

parity between "the old times” and the present, ani between recions and 

species. The ahh te deere canes ADnd, are 
Av-eibeblee scwnbenrncbcemecinapen ji hatha 0944 p. 128), 

Many shooting journals suffer in their statistical value because 

the bags given are of the party, rather than the indivi¢ual ¢un, and the 

actual hours in the field are not specified. ‘The journals qoted in the 

table are free from the fommer error, but some are open to the latter. ; 

Sverace Bag, ‘There is another type of ratio which cannot properly be called on 

mecess ratio, tut which is nevertheless valuable for comparing hunting 

conditions between different states, and between different times in the 

same state. This is the ratio of general license-holders to total bag, from 

which can be derived the average ammal bag per license. It differs from 

| Table 19 in thet not ali of the license holders hunted the species in 

" qestion, but merely purchase! generel licenses wich entitled then to do 20.
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The Iowa Game Survey determined, by questionnaire, the success 

ratio of 129 parties of pheasant hunters in Iowa during the two-day 

open season of 1931. In 5,968 man-hours of hunting 11,230 pheasants, 

or 1.88 per man-hour, were put up, and 2,964, or 0.5 per man-hour, bagged. 

Assuming a full hae day, this means a bag of ae day, ae=sempared 

wists The legal limit of 3 per day or 6 for the season. Of course, the 

actual hours hunted winch less. ‘The average mnter just about 

secured his limit.
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os 
Table sae. 

Intividnal Success Ration . 

Days rail 
ine Place oc 2 eriod od Spect, 23 Tint od. To tal Per Day. Per : Yr. a 

Arnold Seagrave Rhode Island 7 Ruffed Gr. 382 Tes = *2 2h 
1930 

3. J. Pringle Lousiana 187-75 Jackenipe 2 6,615 157 6,615 

A.W.Schorger Wisconsin 1921-29 Jacicantne 214 5 a 

Aldo Leopold Wisconsin 192%29  Jankenipe 2am 5 46 

Donal H. Haines, Michigan 1918-29 Jackenipe 1680 300 2 27 
(2ee Leopold, 1930) 

B.Jslel son Wisconsin 1921-28 Dukes 62 291 5 36 
; (Game Survey, p.211) 

Aldo Leopold lew Mexico 1917-23 Duis 97 570 *G sl 

1917-23 Quail 28 30.714 56 

1917-23 Doves 33 Ta 22 106 

® Practional days converted to whole days of about $ hours eache 

seep tiried eat -94; roma chomebeanse tate arhsbaninte cL TTT norte,
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2]. 
Table #3 gives the averaze bag for Minnesota as a sample. Average bags 

eannot, of course, be derived in states which do not require licensees 

to report their icill. 

the figures since 192% eee derived by maling a proportional 

allowance for the bag of licensees not reporting. The percentage milking — 

a report is decreasing. The method of cammtation previous to 1924 is not 

tmowmm. Conflicting figures have often been published by the state during 

recent years, hence the consistency of the table is not vouched for. 

The grouse bags clearly show the cycle. Wote the high bag 1920-24, 

and closure or low bags since. Also note how avicvarily the “alternate year® 

plan meets the actual comlitions, the season being closed in 1921, when 

grouse were sbuniant, an@ open in 1926, when they were scarce. 

f ' ‘fhe average bar of waterfowl iniicates a Pe ag of 

improvements in armament ani transport. 

The only consistent increase {9 in pheasants, but the average 

hunter gets less than two cocks per year. 

inejadeintnePimares pedi mayo” 8FalyaseMeted 20 TT WS eRe! 

Shas pee berated dend eng aT PT TNT hil OR BSS Oe 

Yoav Odie iia cecal One promising device for | 

ce encouraring private initiative in game manogenent without losing public | 

control is the licensing an? regulation of certain private ventures which 

exeluie the general public, or which chanze the public for hunting privileges. — 

By penalizing undesirable practices, ani rewarding desirable practices on | 

guch licensed premises, a flexible ani powerful force for private game . 

( conservation could be brought into play. | 

the "shooting preserve laws" recently enacted 1n several | 

| |
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Wisconsin inaugurated a similar report in 1931. Returns have been 

received from 12,900 licenses, or three-quarters of the total. The 

figures are not directly comparable with Minnesota, because no allowance 

is made for non-reports. 

Table 26. 

Average Bag, 1931, Wisconsin, 120,897 reports 

tae ro. -Eed _¢ Kall Per Hunter — 

Waterfowl : 350, 500 ; 2.9 

Ruffed Grouse ; 38,900 : 0.3 

Prairie Chicken ; 36,000 ; 0.3 

Cottontails : 1,074,500 rH 9.0 

Snowshoes ; 366,500 320 

- Squirrels : 453, 000 : 368 

Sites tant ak ows eos - 2 1983
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Table 2& 

Averace Amma) Bars Vinnesote, 

{Yall 1__iterfowl 7 God: Pheasant 1 Raffel Grouse —iPmeirie Giickea — 
% Per cent tGame : 3Per 3 sPer tPer 3 Per 

tYear Reporting: Licenses: Killed iunter: Killed ituntert Jilled sinter: Killed :tunter | 
t : 3 3 : ' : : : 

1919: 7? + T6s%26 41,805,000, 2% , closol; X , closed ; X , closed, Xx 

3 a 3 : : ' : 2 : $ 

1920: 7? 14 723% 42,415,000, 20 ; closed, X ; 501,500; 7.0, closed; X 
t ? : : : : ? : : : 

1921 1 ? 124, Ws 22,041,000 2 9 : | Closed ; X 4 Closed , X 3 176, 700 2 165 

3 : : 3 : z : : : : 

1922: 7? 124,823 ,1,355,000; 12 ; 7 4 7 4 550,000; %8; closed, Xx 
? : : t 3 : ' t : 

1923? ¢ 884536 1,335,000; 15 ; closed; X ; cloned ; X 4 328,900; 4.0 
: 3 3 : : ; : : 3 

1925: ? 2390580 ,1,348,000,; 10 , 2 4 7 4 332,200; 24, closed; X 
' : : : : $ : ' t : 

1925 + 56 :132,196 21,322,000 : 10 3 closed ; X 3 Closed ; X 3 42,000 2 3el 

: t : $ : ? ' : i t 

1926 : 50 226,903 2,189,000, 17 ; 40,023 ; 03; 200; O ; closed; X 
: t : : 3 : : : : . 

1927: %O 3125,520 31,119,000; 9 ; closed; X ; Closed ; X ; %f 3 ? 

1928 : ko 10.097 116550, 000 ; il ; 161,882 ; Isl ; closed : x : closet? x 

: : : : : : t : ? t : 

1929 : ? 7110, 536 222500,000 t 14 : closed ; X.4 Closed ; KR ys 10,547 t Ol 

- : : . : 3 3 : 3 : : 

1930 : 25 2183, 825 22,00, 000 4 33 3: 268,340 ' 1.5; elosed : X , closed, x 

t : ' : : z 3 : : 

wh 
wv 

Ww 
; se
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states may be rezaried as one of many potential applications of this ; 

nent of private groups which are realy to produce game, but which are 

confronte? by an open season too short to make it worth while. To such 

groups the state says in substance: “Co ahead ani produce some pheasants; 

our warden will count what you liberate, ani ve will then allow you a 

special seagon to shoot a specified proportion of what you turn out. But 

we will License you, an’ reserve the right to close you down if aap Ajo 

abuse ef your privilece demmbene. You mast tag your Irfll so it ean be 

7 identified at all times.* 

Sach laws are s0 far linited to pheasants, becmise a release 

of peneraised pheasants can be accurately counted. If the principle can 

; ultimately be extented to wild-raise? game, including native species, 

its usefulness ow! significance will be mh enhenced. Such extension 

’ @f course implies the availability of wardens sicilled in game census, 

and able to juize the alequacy of management measures on the cround; it 

also implies contimons ant accurate Icill records, sc thet overshooting 

ean be detected an’ penalized. . 

ao The reteatye of Ifcensing micht well be use’ to accamlish 
ANE SK gate moins chacrbibnatmep, femme intie engaged 

ta gone managenent, jae other croups which exciude or charze the ceneral 

public, or which control more than o specified area. In any list of such 

organizations, there are always some which are progressive ani inclined 

to respect the public interest, ani others which are the opposite. At 

the same time there is a growing list of practices which need to be 

! regulated, but which do not lend thenselves to rigid statutory enact- 

€
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lowa Permit Plan. ‘this is in effect a proposed extension of the 

shooting preserve principle to wild-raised game, but it differs from 

the usual shooting preserve laws in one other important respect: 

4t deals exclusively with farmers or farm groups, rather than with 

leasees of shooting privileges on farms. 

The proposed statute reads: 

"The Commission is authorized to issue permits to landholders or 

groups of landholders to conduct experiments, in cooperation with the 

State Agricultural College, for the purpose of determining wuether the 
game on lands owned by them can be conserved by the practice of game 
management. Such permits may authorize the talking of the estimated annual 
surplus of any species of geme produced on the permitted area, including 
protected and closed species, under such conditions as the Comission 
may specify. Hach permit will specify the species to be taken, the 
maximum number of each, the season during which they may be taken, and 
the bag limit per person per day. Wo permit shall be ismed or renewed 
until the area has been inspected by the Commission for the observance 
of the came laws and the conditions of the permit. No game shall be 
removed from any experimental area, or held in possession therein, with- 

( out affixing to each head a non-reusable tag, such tags to be issued by 
; the Commission at ten cents each." 

The steps in the operation of the proposed permit system would be 

about as follows: 

1. A greaup of farmers owning, let us say, 1,500 acres) organize, 

post their lands, and instal food and cover improvements of the kind 

deseribed in the “Iowa Handbook of Game Management." 

2. Within, let us say, two years they have built up a strong 

stand of game. They apply to the Commission for a permit to harvest the 

surplus. 

3. A trained game manager inspects the area and makes a census. 

He finds, let us say, 1,000 birds on the 1,500 acres, and that food and 

cover are good. He recommends a permit to shoot 400 birds. 

4. The Commission asks the Agricultural College for a check on 

the Inspector's findings. Their biologist 0.K.s them
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. 5. The Comission issues a permit to the farmer organization 

to harvest 400 birds during thgnext ensuing fall, with season, bag 

limit, ete., specified. ‘he permit is accompanied by 400 tags. 

6. The farmers organization conducts the shooting under such terms 

as it sees fit. It may elect to confine the shooting to its members, 

or to invite friends, or to sell a part of the shooting privilege. 

7. Immediately after the shooting the inspector makes a new census 

to see if plenty of breeding stock is left, how many tags were used, and 

in general whether the shooting has been conducted with due respect for 

the conditions of the permit and the interests of tho public. If so, 

he recommends renewal for the following year. If not, he tells the 

farmers what is wrong, and that a renewal may be expected only when 

conditions have been corrected. 

He also advines the farmers on possible further improvements in 

food, cover, or control of hunting. If in doubt on any biological 

question, he calls on the biologist from the College for advice. 

The Iowa Handbook says: “The purpose of this proposed enactinent 

is to work out a practical way for the state to reward enterprise in game 

management without relaxing its protection on unmanaged areas. It offers 

a promising way to authorize limited mnting of quail and Hungarian 

partridge, and also to extend pheasant hunting to those part of the 

state where regular open season would risk undue depletion of the birds." 

It goes without saying that this “permit system" would be 

dangerous except in states which have equipped themselves with 

1. A technically-minded Commission, reasonably free from politigal 

influence. 

; 2. A trained staff of game administrators.
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3. A biologist trained in game management and attached to 

some impartial disinterested institution. 

The obvious intent is that the permit system shall grow until 

game cropping becomes widespread. 

The underlying advantage over the shooting preserve principle 

is in the lower costs and superior quality of the crop. No one has yet 

devised a way to turn down pen-raised game at less than a dollar or two 

per head, and such game, aside from its chicken-wire “flavor,” is too 

expensive for the ordinary citizen to shoot. Wild-reised game under the 

permit system ought seldom to cost more than a half or a quarter as mch.



ments, or inflexible regulations. ee | 

emi shooting methois ani equipments, are examples. A licensine system, 

badked by authority to close down on faflure to comply with reasonable 

Lfeense stipulations, would be one wy to exercise pablie control in all 

quch matterse | 

Such a licensing aysten of course implies a technical competence 

ani stability wrich does not yet exist in most state conservation depart- 

montse 

Controls on Public Areas. ‘he recent tren’ towart acquiring and managing 

public shooting groun’s is laudable in its (democracy, tut Limited in its 

possibilities of expansion by the lack of any workable device for pre- 

venting overshootinee As long as any bearer of a hunting license can 

rp" shoot any public area as long as his time ani his shells hold out, subject 

only to the open season ani the bag limit, gust s0 long will successful 

management on such areas ve eamtslas Sach unregulated public grounds 

will fail exeept on lan’ too poor or inaccessible to be in denani, or 

on species so resistant as to stan’ the pounling, or so mobile as to tap 

the surrounding supply. Refazes seattere’ over the area are only a 

partial answer. ‘he system contains the seeds of death. 

Several “mys of correcting or mitigating this handicap lie 

ready at hani. 

One {s a nominal charge per-man-per—Jay, to help defray the 

expense of acquisition ani operation of the area. 

another 4s 9 checkin and chedk-out eysten Lintting the use 

to be male of the area by any ome individual. ; 

Another is to close the area as soon as the safe rill for the 

year, or the aafe allotment of mmters, has been reached. :
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Another is a lottery to decide who may hunt, the officer in 

charze to aay where anit how uch, 

Non-Game and Protected Species. ‘The presence in the field of large 

numbers of hunters, especially when coupled with scarcity of legitimate 

game, aggravates the killing of nonecane speciess aml rare protected 

species, laws to the contrary notwithstan!ling. 

In the case of some nom-ceme species, this is comloned as 

*vyermin" control. ‘the problen of “vermin" 1s (iseussed unier the 

chapter on predator control. 

Many species are thms killed, however, which cannot possibly 

be called prefatory. Such killing is a direct ani serious injury to 

those who derive enjoyment from seeing these species alive, ani this 

f ineluies many sportamen, Such Illiing 1s bad management beemee it 

is bat gesthetics, Control of the killing of non-came ani protected 

species constitutes a distinct ani important part of the general 

problem of mnting controls. ‘The problem is nowhere as yet satis- 

factorily solvei. ‘he present legislative prohibitions are a good 

starting point, tt do not alone constitute a renely. Neither does 

education alone constitute a raaely, - it is too slow, It is possible 

that some of the developments unler Incentive Controls will offer 

opportunity better to protect the public interest in nonecame species. 

Yor instance, all private ventures in game management licensed by the 

atate (ani many of them will eventually have to be licensed for one 

reason or another) could be forced to observe a reasonably enlightened 

attituile toward predators, other non-came gpecies, ani closed species 

of rare geome, unter pain of non-renewal of license.
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Pg! Hunting Accidents. While game productivity ani soun! gesthetics 

are orfinartly the sole objectives of management, there are an increas 

ing mauber of situations where man safety, ag threatened by hunting 

accidents, a —— deteraine the aysten of hunting controls. 

Table 8. iniieates the prevalence of such accidents in 

Pennaylvania aa recoried by the Geme Comission. This is « good 

sample state, beeause of thediversity of its came ani geme vengete 

Those accidents not self-inflicted (66 per cent of the 

Penngylvania total for 1925-29) are in the average state unioubtedly 

aggravated by congestion of mmtera, which in turn is aggravated by 

the short open seasons associated with lack of game due to lack of 

manageaent, and lack of control of hunting. If the total volume of 

, hunting were requlated as to time and place, by proper organization 

of both state an? private game rances, there would be no need for very 

ghort seasons, and hence a lesser concentration of hunters and 

fower acciientss 

Primitive Yeaponge In the develorment of sporting methois, there 

arise fron time to time groups of inilividuals who voluntarily linit 

their armaments to simple or primitive weapons, with the idea of making 

sport more difficult. 

At the present time och a group is devoted to re-developing 

the art of hunting big game with bow and arrow. In some states pressure 

4s being exerted to open refuges to bow and arrow lmnting, or to provide 

special areas open to bow ant arrow only, where bomen will not be placed 

4n cometition with guns. Other groups using other timimitive weapons 

may arise in the future ani make similar denanis.
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Table @. 

Momber of Yearly Hunting Accidents in Pennsylvania 

t Self-intlicted 3 Infiicted by Others: Total t Ho. of Hunters : Licenses Per 

: : t t t : : t 
1930 ¢ Bs 77. 3 2Bb) sf t Bt Bd 536,394 +: 121530 

: t : : ' i : : 
192-29 +: 2 t 73 +t 2% «+ 170 + 53 + Bhs: 500,886 +: 131690 

' : t : t : : : 
1920-24 3 t t t + Ws 115 3 475,52L : 133080 

: t $3 ‘ t : 2 : 
191519: t : : + B+ 8 2 316,811 + 132600 

: t : : : 3 : : 

iG 1913-15 ot : t $ : os: 77 3 302,000 +: 1323000 
t : : t : t z : 

Analynca of 1930 Accidents 

Per cent during 
F Small Game Big Gane Per cent caused by 

amen §«=©6 enson. Rifles Shoteums Revolvers 

Patal 19 4 Sl % Fatal 4% 12% 0 

Hon-Fatal 14 8 NoneFatal 4 
$ “ ; 20 + +, 4 % 

. r 
= 
w
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et Gach denanie might possibly be accommodated in the marginal 

areas, not quite fovoreble enough to stan up wiler ordinary Imnting, 

bot nevertheless sufficiently productive to stand up wrler hunting 

with less destructive weapons. Such areas are commonly located compare 

atively near to centers of population, ant cannot be opened up to 

rogalar hunting without being over-ran ani shot out. Reserving them 

for primitive weapons may be a solution. 

ate, Griteria of o Satisfactory System. Hunting controls, after a long 

aa period of lop-sided development, now seem to be entering upon a period 

of rapid change. Mo one ¢an predict the outcome, but it is possible 

te got down some of the eriteria which gay new systems should meet 

4¢ they are to be an improvement over the present one. (The plural, 

@ “aystens", 19 used deliberately, because it seens tmprobable that any 

one system can fit the growing diversity of Diological, economic, and 

social sot-uns.) 

The American Game Policy (1930) asserts that first of all, the 

private lamlowner mst be given some incentive, more powerful and 

more universal than altruism, for controlling hunting ani game environ- 

ment on his lan’. His control of mnting mst begin where legislative 

restrictions leave off. Given such an incentive, the following criteria | 

are offered for judging workable controls: 

1. The lanfowner's compensation for the hunting privilege 

should be in proportion to the size ani quality of his game crop, 90 

that he will have a personal incentive to improve the range aml prevent 

overiciliing, or other damages to the seed stoclc. 

; 2, The lawlomer should, within the limits of the law, control 

{ who on’ how many persons are allowed to mnt on his land, so that res 

be! poneibility for abuses can be fixed and the proposed total kill effect- 

ively Linited.
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Deterioration Through Hunting. In some instances hunting controls mst 

seek to safeguard not only the mumbers but the quality of the breeding 

stock. 

Hunting of emall game is usually not selective of the best 

individuals, and hence involves no danger of racial deterioration, except 

indirectly through possible over-control of selective predators. Sex 

selection is sometimes practieed consciously, as in cock laws on pheasants, 

and sometimes a slight degree of it is practiced unconsciously, as pointed 

out for Georgia bobwhites in Chapter IV. There is no reason to suppose 

that these sex selections are racially dangerous. 

In hunting antlered big game, however, a deterioration in size and 

apparently in genetic quality has been observed to follow long periods 

of trophy hunting. A Boone and Crocket Club committee 1s compiling 

“Records of North American Big Game" in which the measurements of 

notable trophies will be recorded. A tentative report states: 

"The present day wapiti heads, whether due to restriction of 
the winter rance, diminished herds from which to select trophies, or 
intensive hunting of the largest bulls, are not to be compared with 
the trophies that fell to the hunters of tht hunters of the 30s." 

The Boone and Crockett "Records" will furnish American game managers 

a datum or bench mari from which he can measure the quality of his stock 

as indicated by trophy size.



Summary. Hunting is controlled by restrictions based on police power, 

ineentives based on self-interest, and personal ethics. 

Incentive controls are under-developed in this country, mainly by 

reason of non-recognition of the landholder as custodian of the state's 

game. 

Restrictive controls are over-developed, in the sense that regulated 

incentives can accomplish simply what they have failed to accomplish 

by elaboration of detailed prohibitions, namely, regulation of the kell 

to fit the productivity of each unit of range. 

The technique of combining restrictive and incentive controls 

is growing rapidly. Success ratios and average bags are useful 

yardsticks for measuring hunting conditions. Shooting preserve laws and 

permit laws are being tried out as mechanisms for rewarding private 

\ enterprise in game management without relaxing protection of unmanaged 

areas. 

: Authority to regulate private enterprise implies technical 

competence in administrative agencies. 

Control of hunting on public shooting grounds is still unsatisfactory. 

Control of hunting is incomplete unless it recognizes and protects 

non-game wild life. Under some conditions it mst also seek to reduce 

hunting accidents. ; 

The American game policy lays down criteria for judging the soundness 

of systems for hunting controls.
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3. The operating unit should be large an! centrally managed, 
! so that neither the sportsman nor the {nfividual lantowner will be 

burdened by the necessary routine of asicing an? giving permission to ‘ 
hunt. If possible, the minimum operating unit should be as larce as 
the ammal radius of the species. . 

| h, Rach operating unit should be responsible to the state for 
the condition of protected, non-game, ani migratory species, for 
moderation in predator control, for law observance, an! for mich other ~ 
public interests as are involved. ‘The state mst retain the power to 
Close the unit, or otherwise force the ommers to care for the vild 

j life which is its property. : 

As a neesssary founiation for any sount system of Imnting 

: controls, each state should have: . 

: l. Trespass laws malcing it illegal to hunt on enclosed, ; 

Ba inhabited, or improved lanis without the consent of the owner. 

2. A system for examinins license-applicants for fitness 

5 ani responsibility, and for denying renewals of license to lawbreakers. 

ee ys 3. A conservation department with sufficient stability and 
Ea 
cs technical competence to be entrusted with larze regulatory povers, and 

: with sufficient funts to execute anmel inspeetions of licensed projects. 
b 
ee) It mast also have research service for answering the technical questions 

i which are bound to arise from time to time. 
d . 

. , 
Py. 7 or | 
. This chapter, in the terminology of the philosopher, “does not 

Fe make a complete circle.“ Its gummmmpt hictuses reflect the chaotic 

‘ status of actual practice. 

- We sportsmen are payine the piper for several decades of stag= 

f nation in the development of lmnting controle. We have been Sighting 

a a& Yeor-guard action for the very existence of sports afield. If we | 

> contime to regari the issue as a battle, we shall probably contime our | 

* é
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retreat. But if we can see the issue as a mutual problem, confronting 

not only ourselves but also farmers, landowmers, and protectionists, 

and soluble by their mtual cooperation, then a brighter outcome may 

be anticipated. 

This hoped-for mutuality of effort cannot become a reality unless 

game managers Imow and understand other viewpoints, as well as their 

own. ‘he protectionist's viewpoint is vigorously and ably set forth 

by Hornaday (1913, 1914, 1931). ‘he landowmer's experiences and 

attitudes are described by Lovejoy (1930). An individualistic sports- 

man's viewpoint is depicted in story form by Iytle (1928), and in the 

form of a policy by Knapp (1930). ‘Typical efforts to coordinate 

these conflicting views are those of Phillips (1931), the American 

| Game Policy of 1930, and Leopold (1931c).
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Chapter X. 

PREDATOR CONTROL 

Attitudes and Policy. Predator control has received more attention than 

any other factor except hunting. ‘This accords with the developmental 

sequence of ideas already explained in Chapter I. 

Unfortunately, much of this attention, and many predator control 

operations, have been based upon assumed or traditional predator-game 

relationships, or at best on generalizations supported only by a small 

mumber of observations which were, in the light of present asethalinns 

often misinterpreted. 

Our kmowledge of the inter-relationships of animals is still very 

/ imperfect, and current interpretations of evidence are doubtless still ; 

far short of the truth. It may be said with assurance, however, that they 

grow nearer correct as time goes on. ‘The game manager is under obligation 

to be guided by the best available knowledge in his predator control 

policies, else the standing of his profession, and the welfare of the game, 

may both suffer. 

Predatory animals directly affect oe kinds of people: (1) agri- 

calturists, (2) game managers and sportsmen, (3) students of natural 

history, (44) the fur industry. There is a certain degree of natural 

and inevitable conflict of interest among these groups. Tach tends to 

assume that its interest is paramount. Some students of natural history 

want no predator control at all, while many hunters and farmers want 

as mich as they can get up to complete eradication. Both extremes are 

i biologically unsound and in many cases economically impossible. The real
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question is one of determining and practicing that kind and degree of 

control as comes nearest serving the interests of all Neos groups in the 

long run. ; 

This assertion is no mere paraphrase of the “happy medium." The 

actual conflict of interest is not nearly so great as the several factions 

suppose. The lexity of the game-predator relationship is greater 

than any of ne groups suppose. In spite of this complexity, 

however, the actual measurement of losses from predators is thoroughly 

feasible, as proved by such work as Stoddard's. As these measurements 

progress, the apparent conflict of interest is being contimally whittled 

down and reduced to specific local issues, or sometimes even to no issue 

at all. Common sense usually suggests a way to act on these local issues, 

whereas in their generalized form the same issues appear to be in 

irreconcilable conflict. 

This chapter will attempt to picture as clearly as possible a mech- 

anism of depredation, and to isolate as many as possible of its known 

working parts for separate examination. In order to keep our minds 

focused on the thing being isolated, the endless successim of ifs 

and ands which might be raised concerning its workings in special cases 

will be deliberately omitted. We are not referees to a controversy}; 

we are trying to gain an insight into a complex phenomenon. We are not 

trying to render a judgment, but rather to qualify our minds to 

comprehend the meaning of evidence. 

What Determines Loss From Predators? Subject to the physical adaptations 

of each, the anmal direct mortality from predators in a given species of 

{ game on a given range depends on five variable conditions:
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1. The density of the game population, and its condition as to vigor. 

2. The density of the predator population. 

(1 and 2 determine the game:predator abundance ratio.) 

3. The predilection of the predator, that is, his natural food 

preferences. 

4. ore condition of the game and the escape facilities 
available to it. 

5. The abundance of “buffers” or alternative foods for the predator. 

(5 4n comparison with 1 determines the relative abundance of various 

kinds of prey.) 

The whole predator-game relationship constitutes a biological : 

equation in which the predator mst balance his predilections (3) against 

the difficulty of satisfying them (1, 2, 4, 5). It should not be over- 

looked that this difficulty decreases as the game density goes up under 

management. 

It is also usually true that escape facilities commonly deteriorate 

with intensive agriculture. 

The last two variables in the equation (4, 5) fluctuate violently 

with weather for reasons which will be explained later. In the case of 

migratory predators, the second variable likewise fluctuates greatly as 

between years. 

There are many indirect losses and gains from predators, some of 

which will be mentioned later. 

Standards of Measuring Loss. Losses from predators on any unit of 

Tange may be measured in three ways: 

1. The mmber of head of game killed by an iniividual predator 
during a unit time. 

i 2. The total mmber of head of game killed by the predatory 

gpecies during a unit time.
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3. The percentage of the game population killed by the predatory 

species during a unit time. 

Any statement of fact or policy on predatory control mst specify 

on which measurement it is founted, in order to be clear, and sometimes 

in order to be true. 

Research work on predatory food habits has so far adhered largely 

to the first standard, the unit time being indeterminate but varying 

from a few hours (stomach contents) to many days (pellet analysis). 

The third standard is the most pertinent to game management, but 

the hardest to apply. It will be used unless otherwise specified in 

the following discussions. 

64-4,
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\ Sone predator losses pertain to nests rather than head of game. | 

The third steniard, in the form of pereentace of observed nests destroyed f 

by predators, is the only usable yardstick for nests. In reenesting birds, 

however, the mmber of nests observed in a season is not the same as 

the muber of nesting hens, even though all the nests be fount. It is 

greater by the percentace of re-nestinza, mich is so far unkmowm for 

eny species in any locality. [Ace vo diccuesed 14 Chaplin I, 

Abuniance Tables. The ideal starting point for considering the five 

variables determining predator mortality in eny civen locality would 

be an “abuniance table’ cowparing the densities, or populations per unit 

area, of oll species found in that locality. Such a table Miton (1927) 

calle “the pyranid of mmbers.e" A complete pyramid of mumbers does not 

o yet exist for any locality in the world, but the observant game manager 

ean often quickly patch together a rough idea of the density of those 

species with which he 1s most concerned, as of their eritical season. 

Table wf gives an example, partly consisting of mere estimates, of the 

“pyranid" for gaubel an? sealed quail range in southern Arizona. 

GametPredator Ratiog. Table a indicates that on this particular 

range there are, at the becinning of the breeding seasont 

25 quail for each raptor 
100 quail for each coyote i ; 

7 quail for each slonlc 
5 quail for each roadrunner 

In Missouri the Game Survey (p. 22/1) found that doring the 

winter season the quall:fox ratio presented the following extremes of 

variation as between counties: 

\. 1,500 quail for each fox in Ripley County | 
75 quail for each fox in Franklin County 

A
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Table a 

Abundance Tpble - 
Santa Rita Ranze Reserve, Arizona 

Breeding Populations on 1 Square Mile 

umber Species Basis 

1 Coyote Rough estimate 

. 2 Horned Owl " “ 

7 Redtatl Hawk " " 

10 Blacktail Jackrabbit Strip count | 

15 (Hognosed Siaunilc Rough estimate 
(Spotted Slounk 

| 

20 Roadrunners ® * 

¢ 25 Cattle (over 1 year old) Forest Service Permits 
f 

, 

25 Sealed Quail Rough estimate 

25 Cottontails * ® 

5 Allen's Jackrabbit Strip count 

B Gembel. Quail Rough estinate | 

1,280 Kangaroo Rat (Dipodomys) 
faylor, WP. “Methods 

25,628 6,400 Wood Rats (Neotoma) of Determining Rodent . 
Presmure." Seology, 

17,948 Mice, spermophiles, and Vol. XI, No. 3, duly 
other rodents 1930, pp. §23-5h2. | 

Ag
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We have here a variability of over 2,000 per cent in the game: | 

predator ratio within a given state due to the differine density of 

the predator alone. (there fs no great difference betwoen the two counties 

in the density of quail.) If we arbitrarily assume thot fin Ripley County aa 

each fox caught a quail per day throughout the year, the anmal mortality . 

from foxes would be only 2% per cent. On the other hani, in Franklin . 

County the same rate of depredation wuld exterminate the entire quail 

population in a little over two months. Obviously the assumtion is 

arbitrary (there is no information on what quail depredatione foxes commit | 

in this state), tut it is nevertheless clear that the cametpredator ratio | 

talus as important in doterntning the percentage of predator mortality, | 

and possibly more important, than the predilections of the predator. If 

f the quail depredations by foxes unier a given density of qaifl are anywhere 

near constant, it could safely be sald that in the first ease fox losses 

might be @lorecarde?, whereas in the secon! case quafl management would | 

be impossible without raiical fox-control measuress | 

In California, Boone (1925), quoting Jay Bruce, estimates that | 

typical. deer range contains ondeougar per tommship. He does not give | 

a deer density, but assuming 10 per square mile (half the Stanislaus , 

density) the rato would bet , | 

360 deer for each lion . 

T. C. West (umpublished), Aesistant Supervisor of the Sequoia | 

Natfonal Forest in Calffornia, foun! three lions using an exclusive range | 

of GO smare miles. Assuming the some density of deer as above, the | 

ratio would ber. | 

i : 200 deer for each Lion
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Franklin Schmidt (unpublished) found fron winter tracks in the 

defunct drainage distriets of Yood County, Wisconsin, abouts 

1 prairie chicken for each weasel 

Sinanks, ne, and eoyotes were very mach scarcer. 

None of these ratios are vouched for as accurate, but they 

could hardly be so inaccurate as to invalidate the general conclusion 

that a given species of game, in relation to a civen predator, may be 

anywhere from one to a thousand times as numerous as its enemy. 

This disparity in relative abumiance certainly affects the 

qestion of whether the depredations of that enemy can be tolerated, 

and probably affects the predator's disposition or ability to commit 

them. On the latter question, more will be said later. On the former, 

4t may here be said that any “blacklist” or “proscription list" advocat- 

ing the killing of certain predaceous species mst always be subject to 

the proviso "4f the species is mmerous enough, in relation to the game, 

to enable it to do material harm." : 

Effects of Density. ‘The previous caption has considered only the 

variations in relative abundance of prey and predator. ‘We have now 

i to consider the effects of variation in absolute abuniance, or density, 

of prey ond predator. 

It is obvious that the sane gametpredator ratio may obtain for 

high and low densities of each. Tims in rable A we have o quailtraptor 

ratio of 25:1 unter a density of 

1 quail per 6.) acres 
1 raptor per 106 acres | 

A But we might encounter the same 25:1 ratio of relative | 

abundance unfer an absolute abuniance or density of | 
. 

a
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1 quail per acre 
; 1 raptor per 25 acres 

Under which condition would the percentage of anmal mortality 

in quail be the greater? We of course do not know, but it would 

probably be greater under the greater density. The greater “fruitfulness" 

of hunting a unit acreage would probably more than offset the greater 

competition between predators for hunting ground. For reasons to be : 

pointed out later under "Resistance," this would probably be more true 

of the percentage of nest and juvenile mortality than of mortality in 

adult quail. In fact, the percentage of mortality mizht rise with “ee 

Yising density of game even if the density of raptors did not rise, because | 

in such cases there would be no additional competition. | 

On the other hand, if the density of quail decreased, the 

percentage of annual mortality, even under a stationary density of | 

\ predators, would probably decrease because of the lesser fruitfulness | 

of huntine a unit acreage. | 

Increasing density of game is, of course, the typical situation | 

on a range where game management is being inaugurated. An accompanying 

inereage of predators is normally to be expected, partly by reason of 

the inereased food supply offered by the game as such, partly by change . 

in predator habits, partly by reason of “buffer” species attracted by 

game food, and partly by reason of influx of migratory and mobile mecies 

of predators. ‘he gameanager should normally expect that the percentage 

of loss in game obtaining previous to management will, in the absence of | 

control measures, increase as management progresses. On the other hand, | 

control measures may reduce the loss. In any event a measurement of | 

loss previous to management does not necessarily remain dependable later. 

| 

(
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Speeifie measurement of slum depredation on quail nests umier : 

a contition of increasing quail density due to manacement ani decreasing 

alunk density due to control work was made in Georgia by Stoddard (p. 189): | 

Neste Per cent of nests | 

Xear Stwited destroyed by siamke | 

1924 59 25.58 } 
1925 1 16.5% | 
1926 mn 10.5% 

1927 Ta 0% | 

In this instance, control measures evidently redueed the loas, | 

in spite of a rising density of quail. 

ue el 79 

4, wot mpastors," In the situation depteted ty Table 22, ve have as alternative 

: ie foods for predators approximately: | 

{ : 1 rabbit for each quail . 

250 maller rodents for each quail : 

These animals, averaging almost as large as a quail, are ‘ : 

eolleetively more than 250 times as abuniant as quail, and sone tian | 

are) to eateh. It is obvious that in the aggregate they 

aet as buffers to divert the attention of predators and satisfy their 

food requirewents. This benefit is partially offset, however, by the | 

fact that most of them compete with quail for food, while some of them | 
. 

(for instance, spermophiles) are themselves possibly predators on quail, : 

4n that they eat eges and possibly chicks. ‘There is still another possible | 

offset to the beneficisl effect of bufferst they my, provided they are | 

more abundant than elsewhere, act as “bait” which induces an influx of i 

mobile predators. Furthermore, some buffers harbor the diseases of game, : 

i and many the discasesot predators. . Dyeent a7 | 
( : cancer : | 

This should suffice to make it clear that the exact effects of .
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MeAtee (1932, p. 144) after an exhaustive analysis of the species 

of animal food found in 80,000 bird stomachs in relation to the probable 

abundance or availability of those species, concludes? 

"Within size limits, animals of practically every kind accessible 

to birds are preyed upon, and as we consider the records for group 

after group a tendency for the mumber of captures to be in proportion 

to the abundance of the animal concerned is unbistakable. Availability 

is undoubtedly the chief factor involved in the choice of food, and 

predation therefore tends to be in proportion to population." 

Lastly hibernating buffers are unavailable to most predators during 

the winter, and nocturnal buffers are not avdilable to diurnal predators, 

or vice versa.
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buffers on game are far too complex, too incompletely unierstood, ani too 

variable from place to place to make possible any specific assertion 

for the eoidance of game managers. By ani large, however, it may safely 

be said that within the limits of the joint £004 supply, buffers are 

essential to survival of game. ‘their influence often extenis beyond 

predators and food competition. ‘they may sven be responsible for fixing 

the veretative type, ani thus keeping the range habitable for game. ‘Thus 

Farrow (1925) finds that in some Un¢lish heaths, rabbits yo 

heather from being replaced by forest (which would renter fom non- 

habiteble for red crouse). On the other hand, he fount that too many 

rabbits cause the heather to be replaced by grass or bracken (both 

relatively worthless for red grouse food or cover). 

f Stoddard (pe 427) foun’ that in Georgia the cotton rat has 

only a limited value as a buffer for quail. During the high year 1926 

he determined that the cotton rat population in heavy broom sedge ran 

up to 40 per acre, whereas the quail population of the surrounding range, 

including moderate densities of broom seize, never exceeded one per 

aere. The cotton rat, he found, directly competes with quail for pine 

seed, legumes, and other valuable quail fools, ani in aidition destroyed 

3-5 per cent of the quail nests and attracted predators. Stoddard in : 

this case considered these deleterious effects on quail as far outweigh- 

ing tre “httee® sewvien, Loe +7 | 

The classic exemple of “buffer* service is the snowshoe rabbit | 

in ite relation to ruffed grouse. Seton in his "Lives of Game Animals" 

(1929), gives an excellent life history, ani in his “Aretic Prairies* | 

\ (1923) mech convineing testimony of the extent to which the northern | 

.
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The density of cotton rats he thinks is controlled primarily by the 

density of the sedge--one of many instances of interplay between the 

predator, food, and cover factors. 

{
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j predators depend on it for food, and their plight when the rabbits die off. 

Burnham (1918) suggested that the periodic scarcity of ruffed grouse in 

the north might be caused by depredations induced by the disappearance of 

this buffer food, and further south by the raptor migratims induced by 

rabbit scarcity. It now appears that grouse cycles occur even where 

migratory raptors do not (Game Survey, p- 139), but the buffer effect of 

snowshoes on grouse remains an unquestionable fact. There is less food 

competition between snowshoes and grouse than between cotton rats and quail, 

and no depredation, hence the former are a better illustration of buffer 

/ service. All cyclic buffers, however, tend to build up a heavy predator 

population which the game mst sustain when the buffer dies off. 

In weighing the influence of a given buffer on game depredatin, 

one of the first things to consider is whether the buffer species in 

question hibernates. Hibernation produces each winter the same effect 

which the northern rabbit plague produces decennially--it throw upon 

the game the burden of sustaining a predator population which has fed 

all summer on buffers. It is equally fair to put it the other way: a 

buffer emerging from hibernation assumes a burden which the game has 

sustained all winter, and at a time when the breeding game may be 

especially vulnerable. 

Errington @@=%..) has observed that a buffer temporarily covered 

by snow likewise throws upon other buffers, or game, the burden of 

i sustaining predators. ‘Tims in 1928-29 an abundance of mice sustained 

the foxes until deep snow came, after which they turned to rabbits, 

the mice being out of reach to the same degree as if hibernating. 

By and large, the net benefits of buffer species seem to accrue 

when they are plentiful enough to make profitable hunting for predators,
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but not so plentiful as to eat up the food, act as bait to predator 

influx, or prey on game themselves. All buffers have a very high breeding 

potential, and many possess a catholic appetite for a wide variety 

of foods. Over-control of predators may bring about an excessive increase 

of buffers, which, unless checked by disease or artificial poisoning 

operations, may seriously injure the range and hence the game. Yarrow 

aseribes the excessive abundance of rabbits on English heaths to over- 

zealous predator control by gamekeepers. 

: Artificial poisoning ie often anunsatisfactory remedy because of 

its cost ani the danger to game, livestock, and beneficial wild life. (see 

both Linsdale, 1931, and Kellogg, 1931). 

It is not to be supposed, of course, that every increase of buffers 

ig due to predator control, or that the cessation of predator control 

; wld necessarily insure a desirable level of density gm the species which 

form their prey. Enough has been said in Chapter III to indicate the 

extreme complexity of density phenomena, and the danger of fallacy in 

rule-of-thumb diagnosis. 

Harassment. One adverse effect of predators, apparently not heretofore 

recognized as important, occurs when predators prevent game from feeding, 

(Add p.vea 
: ¢
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or othermrise interrupt its normal routine, by confining it to "escape 

eoverts" or other safe but often foodless places. ven thouzh no actual 

mortality be suffered, such harassment may Wave serious indirect effects, 

especially during critical seasons. ‘hms during the short days of 

: northern winter when food is scarce, an? contimious search for food 

necessary to keep "body an@d soul" together, the confinement of a covey 

of quail by a hawk for hours at a time may effectively start that cumilative 

deficit of input over output which constitutes treme starvation. 

eer) hog snes thet is o--fesdhess Jazanre-mdsieient 

! 7 ~ 

Dinieamemnicnetc pee SOTO CLO ORE ELE | NN TOO 

AERO NRRTE STERN e ENT ORY SPORE WIP, HTS hetiessetentition] ly 

Raborestery «t-Grtes-sbkkey onto. 

Ag alrea4y mentioned, Errington fount that after harassment by . 

a Cooper's hawk, a quail covey may entirely chance its previous feeding | 

pleee, and remain confined to dense “escape eoverts,” not only during the | 

hawks visit, but for a week afterward. If there be no food within meh | 

coverts, the covey mst either starve and freeze, or venture forth ani be | 

progressively picked off. | 

The Game Survey (p- 73-74) found that during the hard winter of | 

1929-30, most of the quail coveys visited in Missouri were being harassed 

|
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by hawke, including species probably ineapable of catching any but weakened 

birds. The fremency of evidences of killine by hawks appeared to be | 

inverse to the sufficiency of escape cover (usually osage) at the covey | 

headquarters and to the food therein (natural, or artificially supplied). | 

The tracks showed the daily cruising ralius of each harassed covey to be | 

gurcrisingly short (often unier 50 yards), and usually co-extensive with | 

the escape coverts. All of the visible evidence pointed to the conclusion | 

that harasement of foodless coveys led te their subsequent starvation, or | 

deciustion by havics of some Icini, whereas harassment of fed coveys did no | 

visible hams. It vas not determined what species of harks were responsible | 

for the frequent evidences of “murder which were fount, but this qestion 7 

is irrelevant inalatinii contention that there is an intimste relationship | 

( between harassment, cover, foo’, ani winter survival, ani that one of the 

most effective forms of “preiator-control" is plenty of escape cover and / 

foot, Imadiaatyemmet-od-tne navice tn: tnte-ensermere-wrem aimee MEET | 

” aiemmerte: operat ioccunterthe Hauer iets Tate aavanee tetas ofegeen 

mieratory- hewicsoke iemosstbbey unbwer-shmrtenddital yy Ui ert overs. | 

— 

: i < Harassment is not confined to game biris and raptors. I have | 

J" / geen coyotes caluly attenting does with fam, evidently watching for one | 

~— soment of relaxed vigilance on the part of the mother. It is obvious 

that the doe cannot feet herself or murse her offspring in o normal manner | 

while thus attended. Knowles (1928) watched coyotes untertake a more | 

epirited harassuent of doe-antelopes with hidden fowns. A small degree | 

of such harasauent is probably beneficial in keeping the game “on its toes," | 

|
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‘eheapest agwell-es the best-hawieimeurance. 

We do not mow how the intensity or duration of fear in quail 

varies as between the slow and fast species of hawks, or with the 

vigorous or weak condition of the quail themselves. Errington has 

many instances which suggest a large difference between their fear 

of Cooper's hawks, marsh hawks, and redtails, the fearsome behavior 

seeming to decrease in intensity and especially duration in the order 

named. It may be that harassment by a redtail does not even prevent 

‘ feeding. These details are in need of more light. : 

4
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but a large degree is certainly not contucive to productivity. It seans } 

ebvious that high came density ani a low predator density 1s conducive , | 

to limited or beneficial harassment, the predator moving on then unsuecess- | 

ful in dealing with a vigllent ani vigorous inlivitual or group, vheress 

a low game density and a high predator density is contucive to unlimited | 

oat 'hematel marnomnents It would geem that the selective or sanitary | 

effect would be greater in the former case. | 

Inter-Prolator Relationg:ip:. 2——etomwesmennnnted, Wo | 

mast now consider the depredations of predators on each other. ‘the 

gibject is just beginning to unfold, #0 that only a suggestive sketch | 

will be attempted. | 

Pennaylvania, famous (or notorious, ac you will) for her | 

f forner havic and owl bounties, has also paid bounties on weasels. The 

enmal "yield" of weasels presente’ for bounty appears to be going up, | 

as follows? f | 

1915-20, average 36,79'| per year | 
1920-25, . to,029 a - 
1925-30, ° 54,707" * : 

Has this any connection with the generally afmitted fact 

that the larzer hawks and owls are going down? ‘he horned owl is | 

imown te prey on weasels. 

Mutual deprelations between crows and horned ols are 

known to exist. The owls eatch crows on the roost, and the crows eat 

owl onete 
aes _ ‘ 

Small owls are eaten by large ones, particuler] y, sama owls 

by horned owls. ‘The frequency of sereech ovls in suburbs probably . 

othuibe tis stecmee et theth wens tt Formed oul. Fhe 6 ea De 

acenac able “a bith denaith of harmed weet om Ue etnnn Age. 
AO Mntllertedte , ; :
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i On the other hand Errington has evidence of a horned owl killing 

an adult Cooper's hawk on at least one occasion, also less complete evidence 

of a horned owl cleaning up brood of Cooper's hawk nestlings. 

Errington has noticed that in the region of Dane County, Wisconsin, 

Norway rats seem to become established in a wild state only where corn- 

ghocks are abundant and horned owls are absent or acarce. He suspects 

that the owls control this pest, which in Britain is known to be one of 

the worst predators on game birds. 

A horned owl making away with a half-growm housecat which it had 

evidently killed was captured by Austin (1932, p. 33). @rrington found 

a mink skull in the summer pellet of a horned owl. 

Baton (1931) finds indications that since 1925 Accipiterine 

hawks in New Jersey increased 14 per cent, while the larger hawks decreased 

up to 54 per cent. It is possible that the really harmful Accipiters 

are "filling the gaps" in relatively harmless hawks created by uninformed 

hawic-shooters in the name of “conservation.” 

This caption does not either condemn or exonerate any species for the 

behavior here noted. ‘These are isolated instances which suggest that 

inter-depredation is one of the important variables in the ecological 

equation, but do not establish a value for it in any case. This caption 

is aimed at those shallow-thinking extremists who see in the whole 

predator issue nothing more than a question of *soft-heartedness." 

In order effectively 

to appraise or predict game-predator relationships, the game manager 

must understand the roles of skill and accident, respectively, in 

, bringing about situations in which mortality can occur, the importance of
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fitness for a successful escape, and the effective "education" which 

fit game derives from a successful escape, 

There is little doubt that some depredations occur through for- 

tuitous meetings of predator and game, the frequency of which depends 

on the laws of chance alone. 

On the other hand, depredations may be clearly the result of 

an excercise of hunting skill by the predator, and escape the result of 

the skill or fitness of the game. It is probably common for first 

encounters to be fortuitous, and for subsequent encounters to result 

from deliberate hunting, the outcome depending on the sicill acquired 

accidentally on both sides. 

Types of Depredationgs. ‘here are three typical combinations of accident, 

skill and education. ‘he first is where small recurrent losses are the 

result of accident alone. ‘Thus Errington (1931) missed a bobwhite or 

two from each of several coveys located near nesting horned owls, 

(a4 hy / réeéS—
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and recovered their remains from the current owl pellets or from the 

nest, or both, Mo other losses from owls had soo focal: exblt afer 

during pmienenet, Vinten, seuewntien- It is improbable that a horned 

owl ordinarily finds it profitable to look for the nearly invisible roost= 

ing eoveys on the ground, but in the intensive hunting around the owl neat 

aceident will doubtless mike available an occasional bird night-flushed , 

by mammals, or some bird late in joining the roost. Such aceidentally 

available birds succumb, but their death 4s not followed by any change 

in the owl's ability to repeat the performance, or the quail's ability 

to prevent it. Its repetition remains a matter of cure chance. ‘the 

aggregate number of deaths inereases with the density of either prey or 

predator, tut the percentage of anmal uortality only with the density of 

7 the predator. ‘This type of depredation may be called *ghanee depredation." 

On the other hand, Stoddard believes that when a coon or simnk 

finds, by accident, a series of quail nests, he develops the ability to | 

find more, and becomes an habitual ege-eater, provided he finds nests 

often enough to reward his effort. Such depredation, umler a condition of 

heavy or increasing density of prey, such as accompanies management, is 

cum ative. thenprcdatapte-cnesusecenentuhe-nontinis” te-te-deerensed i 

rathemabnan-dnerceged.-bysnednarsase-in.nhe 
owmaenstty . While the predator 

develops increasing skill, the prey probably does not develop increasing : 

resistance, exeept as his density may dwindle, or he may gradually cease 

nesting in the predator's habitat. ‘This type of depredation may pe called, 

for short, “habit depredation." Its characteristics are that both the 

ageregate mmber ani the ans] percentage of deaths increases with 

. 4 inereasing prey density, meronet-at-bh -oneds hen neh ey while both probably 
| 
| 

|
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decrease with decreasing prey—density. 

Decreasing predator density (such as accompanies predator control) 

decreases the anmal percentease of deaths. An actual measurement of this 

decrease was mate by Stoddard, and is summarized under “Effects of Density." 

The third type of depredation was first clearly described by 

Errington (1931). He found that a Cooper's hawk, in preying on a bobwhite 

covey/ in Wisconsin in winter, usually killed a bird per day for one, two, 

or at the most three days after arrival. By this time the covey ceased 

feeding in the open, eften changing its mem entirely, and made such 

skillfal use of escape coverts as to avert further loeses. The Cooper's 

hawk persisted for a few days in his unsuccessful attempts, and then 

moved on “to pastures new." The modified behavior of the quail persisted 

to an extent suggesting the supposition that they werehenceforth nearly 

A hawk-proof, provided, of course, food supplies held out. 

This type of depredation calls for mobile predators moving 

suecessively from one group of "green" prey to another. In the impolite 

but expressive vernacular of slang, it may be designated as the “sucker 

list" type. Its characteristic is that the prey “bites only once," there- 

after building up an effective “sales resistance," tt the predator 

contimes his "nefarious" livelihood by virtue of the new and unsophisticated 

coveys which are “born every mimte." 

The per cent of anmal mortality from this type of depredation 

would seem to rise with predator density only up to the point where all 

the coveys had been "educated." This point would represent a fixed 

maximum beyond which fer ad@itional losses would occur. The aggregate 

deaths might inerease with either prey or predatory increase, but not the 

percentage. It is conceivable that the "education" presumably arising
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from this type is, in the long run, a net benefit to the game, provided the 

escape coverts and food are varied and ample (see Errington, 1930). 

This brings us to the fourth and fifth types of depredation, 

which arise from some wealmess in the prey or its environment. 

The “education of the “sucker list," for instance, is of no avail 

if there be not ample escape coverts, end abundant alternative foods of 

high quality, available during the weather prevalent at the time of attack. 

Without an environment which remains favorable even at the critical season, 

the result is not education but annihilation. There is no sanitary or 

educational recompense for such loss. It is commonly the precursor of 

starvation, and for lack of a more comprehensive short label may be called 

the "starvation type." ‘The per cent of mortality in this type obviously 

increases with the density of predators, is probably not much affected by 

the density of the prey, but 1s affected by many extraneous and temporary 

variables such as weather. Its control should be a prime objective of <a@% 

management, paageats. The prime control measures are food and cover. 

The fifth or “sanitary type" of depredation consists of the culling 

of diseased, crippled, or "dumb" individuals, often by predator species too 

elumsy to cope with normal healthy game. Errington (1931) believes the 

depredations of Buteo hawics on Wisconsin bobwhite are of this type, and 

Stoddard (p. 206) holds the same belief for Georgia. Errington suspects 

that diseased rodents likewise tend to be eliminated by the slower hawks. 

Wo level-headed game manager will regard this culling process as anything 

but beneficial. 

These types, of course, overlap eaéh other under varying circumstances. 

They are here set off as separate categories for the purpose of helping the 

game manager think intelligently on the predator problem. There are 

( doubtless other types equally distinct, but as yet unrecognized. Table 30 

summarizes their characters.
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Table 2]: ‘Types of Depredation 

z t 3 P t 

1. Chance : No : None sUsually auall : Stays small 

2. Habit : Wo : None tMay be large <?Grows with mnacenent 
3. “Sucker list* : Ho 7 :Btuestion Limited 2Bad 1f food & cover 

: : : % = lagking 
4. Starvation : No 7? : one tMay be large lows No. 3 
5. Sanitary 3 Yes ?Elimina tion? Saal) tEntirely beneficial 

t 3: of unfit : 3: to gome 
: 2 3 3 

Selective Predator Mortality, Sanitstion. Many of the controversies 

between sportamen and biologists arise from a fumiamental difference in 

viewpoint as to the significance of mortality from predators. 

MeLean (1930) gives the biologist's vievpoint in a mtshell 

when he sayat 

( “There is a crowing tendency on the part of scientists to 
' @efend the predator as indispensable to the welfare of the animal preyed 

upon." : 

By “indispensable* is meant, I suppose, that contimous culling 

of weal or unfit individuals by vhich evolution,adapted our present species 

to their respective environments. This is a long-time viewpoint. It 

fears the dezeneration of game stocks, and the elimination of predators 

as an pesthetically valuable part of the fauna. It predicts unemected ' 

ani possibly dangerous reactions from too-stringent control measures. 

A coherent epitome of the opposite point of view is not so easy 

to find. Jack Miner (1931) cives the viewpoint of many sportsmen when he 

sayst . 

*at the present time there are many veal-hearted indoor \ 

naturalists who would lead one to believe that you shouldn't even kill 

a bed-bug. . . Birds are an open book . . Who wants to protect a creature 

{ like the weasel or the crow, when personal experience ani Imowledge 

compels one to bal ieve that a crow will feed its young from fifty to 

one hunfred innocent birds! emrs in one day, if he can find then?
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This quotation is alectea beemse Jack Miner raises the real 

4sque when he asserts: “Birds are an open book." Are they? If 20, 

then the whole "progress" of ecological science for the last century 

is a pipe-dream. 

The sporteman’s ugual attitude may be fairly termed a short- 

time viewpoint. He fears that growing game-scarcity may result in 

the ultimate prohibition of hunting, an’ sces in predator-control a 

"stay of execution.” Ali too often he is unaware of what biologists 

are thinking aboutwrtiw Peg hattnnge, hee plese, 

Phillips (1931) cives a viewpoint which may be quoted as a 

fair examle of those sportemen an’ game manarers who try to umierstand 

both biology and sport. He says? ” 

f *Sportemen must be made to unlerstand many things. They mat 

( look at all wild life in a broader my. It is foolish for their 

journals to tell them that they can have abuniont game if only they “4 

will exterminate predatory birds or something of that sort. We know 

they cannot. The only way to hanile this delicate qestion. . . is 
te protect all species. . with two or three exceptions, except when 
they are doing or about to do damage. Sportamen should discourage 
the destruction of havics for sport alone, bat at the same time leave 
the farmor or came breeder absolutely free to protect his own property." 

Thais present issue in ee | policy is, in its 

abstract ceneralized tata, 2th apne, but when research splits 

it up into its component local fractions, it becomes steadily less 

. formidable. ‘The latest life history studies, ae interpreted in the 

preceeding caption, tend to show that the slective mortality or sanitary 

; culling effect which the biologists wish to perpetuate is operative in 

only certain types of depredation, hich can usually be tied down to 

particular species, seasons, and circumstances. ‘They tend to show that 

\ the
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by many 

biologists, an‘ admitted by thém to be in no danger of extermination. 

They tend to show that 

manggeuent, at least in the lower grades of intensity. 

Leopold ("Gane Methods,* 1931) areues that the higher scales | 

of intensity are umecessary in this country because of the low human | 

population density, and that high-intensity management would be poor 

economics ant poor Aesthetics. 

ei In short, more game resoarch, moderate game management, and 

Je" weateaal patience appear to be the most hopeful keys to sound predator 

control, and the ultimate reconciliation of biclocy and sport. 

Py ead ar dascrihab tn hapten, 
yw Old Predators: Rakwmmteme. Stoddard’ s aooor ey mabe that the pre 

( i (@aet Ant is on important destroyer of pipped quail exes just about to 

hatch inifeates that the lists of predators affecting the productivity 

of particular game species is not yet complete. He also foun’ occasional . 

quail nests broken up by wild A rable ease is the recent 

COnaat x) 
disclosure that reindeer eat ducic eges.\ More thorough life history 

research will doubtless reveal many more special predatory relationships, 

some of which will be important enough to warrant control. 

The invasion of northern latitudes ani high altitudes by coyotes 

means, in effect, a new predator as yet but inadequately stulied in ite 

new rance. ‘he northward spread of the crow into the Canadian wheat-belt, 

and the invasion of California and the southern lake states by the 

o'pocsum, are additional evidence that an unending series of new and 

( purzling situations are to be the price of, dominton over the earth.
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le Probably the most valuable recent advance in this process of splitting 

up the predator problem is Errington's thesis that better food and cover 

represent, in many instances, the cheapest ani most effective predator- 

insurance. 

C nro A # Ws 

Predators and Game Distribution. Racial sanitation by culling the unfit, 

and controlling other predators of eee destructive habit than their own, 

. are not necessarily the only benefits which the game manager derives from 

predators, and which help offset the toll they take of game. There are 

probably other effects which as yet defy definition, much less explanation. 

It is said that a normally distributed herd of deer on Vancouver Island, 

after the lions and wolves had been killed off for their benefit, suddenly 

i mddled up" on a small part of their original range and overgrazed it. 

Apparently normal depredation had some as yet obscure influence in keeping 

the deer normally distributed over the range. In this case there is no 

assurance that the control work and the hmddling were actually cause and 

effect. ‘the case is cited merely as suggestive of many possible predator 

influences as yet beyond our vision. 

Yeatter (1932) found a Sengattnn pextetlien nest which had been broken 

up by domestic chickens. Errington saw a chicken iill a quail chick.
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Predilection: ood Habits Research. ‘The preceding (iscussions will 

enable the game manager better to unferstani both the value anf the 

limitations of the seientifie data so far available for his guidance 

in questions of predator control. ‘These data, obtained through the 

activities of the Division of Food Habits Rescarch of the U. 5. | 

Biological Survey, and of other research ornithologists ant mamnalogists, 

: usually reach us in the fom of composite averages of thousands of 

in@ividaal analyses of stomach contents or pellet contents for each 

particular predatory species. Raptors ant a have te mach more 

thorouzhly reported than the predatory mumals. Adult mortality has 

been mich more thoroughly reported than juvenile or nest mortality. : 

Fisgher, MeAtee and Beal, snd Barrows may be referred to as examples 

( ; ef this early foundational work. 

This composite average is commonly but ineorrectly intervreted 

as representing the fixed food preference, predilection, or habit of 

the species in question, It is commonly but incorrectly inferred that 

the food habits of that species will conform roughly to the couposite 

pattern at most particular times ant places. 

If the reader has correctly wilerstood the foregoing discus- 

- gions he will not need to be told that this is hardly true. He will 

understan’ that these composite patterns are the average of a vast 

; muaber of local ani tesporary situations, in each of which all the 

variables which we have just been discussing have come into play. 

While the species will ram true to pattern in many or even a majority 

of instances, and while the general N ok an bak character arrived at 

\ through such general food habits research will hold good in almost all 

of them, it nevertheless renains true that in some eases rafical depart-
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ures from the pattern are to be expected. In short, composite averaces 

are merely the starting point for the game manager's job of getting local 

facts. 

The process of getting dependable local fects about mammals as 

well as raptors, and on juvenile and nest as well as adult mortality, is 

thoroughly feasible, aaimetasescommitented-as-thesfactore.waheh~determine 

theewertetions. Stoddard (1931) has set the exemple of what these local 

measurements should be, how to make them, and how to use them in practical 

management operations. ‘The recent findings of Zrrington esx) , Gross 

(1930), Wight (1930), and others show how Stoddard's technique for 

localized studies is rapidly spreading into the other states. 

A list of publications on the food habits of important predatory 

groups appears in Table sine ‘the end of this chapter. This has been 

( compiled through the courtesy of Dr. W. L. MeAtee of the U. S. Biological 

Survey. ‘The detailed reference for each publication listed appears in the 

general bibliegraphy in the appendix. 

fable 31b is a list of publications on control technique for 

important predatory groups and certain other species. : 

Summary. Predator loss in geme is determined by density of game and 

predator, predilection, escape facilities, ani buffer species. Serevent Br cout 

depredation usually goes up with game density, by reason of increasing 

fraitfulness of a unit of effort. It usually gigs down with increase 

in ffers, subject to certain disturbing influences such 
Jas predator-influx, buffer hibernation, and buffer cycles. 

Harassment by predators may affect game welfare or induce starvation 

over and above any actual killing. 

( Predators prey on each other to a much greater extent than is usually
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supposed. Some species, by controlling others, are a benefit to game. 

there are five types of depredation, each offering a different 

balance between the desirable culling of the unfit and the wnlecteahie 

: decimation of the game stand. The improvement of cover and food is a 

vetter protective meagure against some types than the killing of the 

predator. . 

Composite stulies of predator food habits are only a general guide 

to local problens. 

This ends our inadequate attempt toe interpret the great invisible 

drama of tooth and claw in which the sportsman plays a lead, though he 

has neither seenwr read more than snatches of the other parts. If he 

emerges from this review with the idea that the vholqplay is hopelessly 

complex, he will have missed the point. If on the otherhand, he feels 

his curiosity intrigued and his fairness challenged to gain a better 

understanding of his local problems, then our purpose is accomplished. 

There is only one completely futile attitude on predators: that the issue 

is merely one of courage to protect one's own interests, and that all 

doubters and protestants are merely chicken-hearted. 

Epicurus wisely observed: "It is impossible but that those who 

are feared by many should themselves be in continual fear of some." If 

the sportsman will ponder this well, ha may get the point: to reserve 

his "courage" until he has determined as closely as possible where his 

own interests lie. 

{
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: fable 3la: “Publications on Predator Food Habits 

(Compiled in collaboration with W. L. MeAtee, U. S. Biological Surve 

Species author Date Locality 
All Forbush 191l6a Massachusetts 

Bobeat Criddle 1923 Manitoba, Canada 
1925 

Dixon 1925 California 

Poole 1929 California 

Coyote Dixon 1925 California 

Poole 1928 California 

: Henderson 1930 General 

Hall 1931 Western 

Crow Barrows 1895 

Kalmbach 1918 General 
1920 
1920a 

Sanborn et al 1919 Oklahoma, 

Domestic Cat Wilson & Vreeland 1917 N.Y. and N. J. 

Gabrielson 1922 Western 

Fox Crosman 1927 

Hawics & Owls Fisher 1907 General 

MeAtee and Beal 1912 General 

Gloya 1925 Kansas 

Preble 1927 General 

Hausman 1927 New Jersey 

Gross 1927 
1928 

‘Brooks 1928 General 

| 13298 
1930 

* For full reference see Bibliography
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Species Author Date Locality 

Hawks & Owls Bird 1929a 

MeAtee & Stoddard 1930 

Errington 1930 Wisconsin 

1931 

Magpie Day 1927 Wyoming 

Kalmbach 1927 YWest 

Skunk Dixon 1925 California 

Hamilton 1929 East 

Corsan 1930 Michigan 

Williams 1930 General 

Snakes Guthrie 1932 General 

(
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Table 31b. 

*Publications on Control 

Species Author Date Locality 

Bobeat Young 1931 General 

eoagar 

Coyotes & Wolves Carhart & Young 1928 Colorado 

Young 1930 General 

Feral Cats Forbush 1916a Eastern States 

Silver & Jarvis 1929-30 General : 

English Sparrows Kalmbach 1930 General 

Magpies Kalmbach 1927 West 

Rats Silver 1930 General 

General Controls 
on Game Farns MeAtee 1927 General 

Finance and 
Organization, 

10-year program Jardine 1929 General 

Effect of Pole Traps Wight 1931 Michigan 

| “For full reference see bibliography
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ef Chapter XI. | 

C CONTROL OF FOOD AND WATER 
; 7 

,: Interaction of Factors. The previous chapters have show that all 

of the factors of productivity are interwoven, and react upon each . 

other as well as upon the game whenever there is a change in any one | 

of then. his interaction is especially pronounced as between food, 

< water, coverts, and special factors. In actual management their 

control is all one problem. 

z It 4s also a noteworthy fact that in actual management, } 

deficiencies in tm food and cover Wawsewe are often seasonal rather 4 

then yearlong. ‘The practical problen of control is usually a matter ‘ 

5 of providing the kind, amount, and distribation of each which exper~ | 

i dence indicates will suffice for the species in hand at its critical 7 

5 season. 
‘i 

Game Physiolozy Unimown. Bzperience, however, tells us little or : 

: nothing about ghy certain foods are eaten or rejected, or what role 

‘ the various foods play in sustenance or reproduction of the species. 

Even the most scientific food habits research tells ue what has been 3 

eaten, tut not always how much, and never for what reason. #asenience | 

- voview-of: what-LtttieAg diim-abeubsthepore-funtamentelasneats-of 

; The physiology of wild animals is almost entirely unlmown. a 

é A few game species are closely related to demesticated animals in . a 

. which the phystokogy of mtrition has been studied to a limited extent, — 

eee eee ts 
pe
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- but these studies have been larzely emirieal rather than sctentific, — 

and have stressed weizht rather than fitness. Some of the most 

important gane species, sch as the bwifing crouse vith their obviously 

specialized digestive powers, have nm relatives in captivity, for the 

reason that cantives are not yet successfully bred. GRE 
weeptrtindeerd 

Antlered came has no domestic souinanal Hence analogy with the food 

requirements of domestic species is oo eR. | 

Control of game foot, water, an! special factors unter sch : 

a limited unterstaniing of gme physiology 1s netessarily an empirical ; 

art, in which predictions are nevor wholly safe, classifications of 

/ shenomensa are more or less arbitrary, on’ we know what mich oftencr : 

r than we lmow why, All of this chapter is abject to this unavoidable ; 

linitations 

{ fn exploration of wild birt physfolozy has now been bezun by : 

the Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory of Gates Mills, Ohio, tat no game 

biris have as yet been stulled. ~— tit edtetadetspemnsered ; 

eam . 

Zo08, 

Refinition. A game food, in the sense used in management, is any 

material which is ingested by game for the maintenance of productivity. 

Control of the food factor éewbemwiy implies the control of 

Rebeonig the icin), betemieeethe, quantity, an? quality of food needed Sew. 
i Oud Resenne, j 

queduabinites by ony civen spocies, at various ages, in a given eam 

am errlrommente }
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Variety of Game Food. An understanding of food control mst begin 

with an appreciation of the tremendous variety of foods eaten by most 

Dory tate a witey wornsks of oprcses Haan turmane de, Ue 
game species. = 

Stoddard found in 1,659 Georgia bobwhites nearly a thousand 
Te ee 

‘ 

kinds of food, of which several hundred wereuhapembens, Accent, wth 

Q f fee t prrgqusn tb audacet- Mag snsre smpotant. 

: 7 4 table a” 

Womber of Kinds Important Kinds of 

Glass of Food of Food (n. 509) Plant Foods (p. 51) 

Seeds 2. + - ee ee ee MR eee ee ee 

i Saqumee wc ec te ee tee Beene ese es 2 

Cultivated plants 

other than legumes... +--+ LL- + 2 e+ ee ee 12 

Guest eeehes ow se ct ces Bae ee we ewww F 

: Sedge seeds.» - 12+ e e+ Bee ee es evre 2 

Mc 6 sé4ss td aew <a obs eee oe 

4 GQourge seeds... -- +--+ 6 Wee eee eeee 2 
Pruits .. «2 eee ee eae Salk allenic 19 

Green vegetation... ++ + « + ee oe eee 

Other animals. - - + - ++ « Rts ee 

The two colwms are not exactly comparable, the left colmm 

om sisting of species and the right partly of genera. If this were | 

corrected’, and if important insect foods were included, the total : 

nunber of imortant food species for quail would doubtless exceed 200. 

The red grouse has possibly the simplest dietary of any game 

bird. It feeds on 30 plants, plus an unlmown mmber of insects (Grouse 
; 

Report, p. 83). ; | 

Fi " Gross (1930) found 93 plants and 99 animale in 39 pinnated . 

: a and sharptail grouse in Wisconsin. | 

; He found (1928) 123 plants and 117 animals in 390 ruffed grouse
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The Hungarian partridge seems to have the simplest dietary of 

any American game bird. Kelso (1932) found 46 plants and 34 animals in 

60 partridges from the central states and Washington.
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from various states, of which 58 occurred in 10 or more birds. 

ptt Ghe some diversity holds good for game mamals. ‘odd (1927) 

"foun cottontatls eating Tl shrubs ant trees in a single small locality 

during one winter season. Clepper (1931) records 113 woody plants 

browsed by Pemsylvania deer. In both rabbits and decr the mmber of 

herbs eaten is doubtless at least as great as the woody plants. Robinson 

(1931) found deer in the Sierras eating $0 browse plants, 61 weeds and 

herbs, and 28 grasses and grass-like plants, total 169 itens. 

Elements of Selectivity. Obviously the game manager cannot control 

1,000 or even 200 species of plant and animal food. He will do well if 

he controls half a dozen. ‘their skillful selection reqires some orderly 

understanding of what determines the Icinis of food eaten or needed by 

game. As nearly as is nom, the kinjs of food eaten are limited byt 

1. What is present at the season in question. 

2. What is available or accessible without undue work or exposure. 

3. What is palatable in Icind or condition, 

4 What is needed for current physiological processes. 

5. Habit. What the individual is secustomed to eat, and skilled 
in finding. 

The first limitation needs no comment. ‘here are no mlberries 

present in Jamary, an’ no buds or corn in duly. 

The other limitations need elaboration. 

Availability. Stoddard has pointed out that a seed fallinto a thick 

mat of pine needies is not available to quail. ‘the wrk necessary to find 

( it is excessive and unprofitable, especially when the same seed is obtain- 

able elsewhere on bare ground. 

é



Gorsuch (1932) in the month of August 1930 alone found 114 species 

of plant and animal food in 30 stomachs of gambel quail in Arizona.
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{ Brrington suspects that locust seeds encased in the pod on the 

tree cannot be gathered by quail without an expenditure of energy (in 

flying into the tree and clipping the seeds) greater than its food value, 

Yoods buried uxier enow or sleet are obviously not available 

except to a limited extent for species which seratch or burrow. Browse 

on limbs or branches higher than o deer can reach by standing on his hind 

legs is not available. Hence the “Plimsoll Line" on woody vegetation 

(Barnham, 1928) and the earlier starvation of yearlings because they 

cannot reach browse at the higher levels accessible to grown deer. 

An unlusked ear of corn is not avatlable to quail until the 

quail has learned by slow degrees hew to clip the husk away. A cornshock 

in the middle of an open field watehed by a Cooper's hawic is not available 

to game in the nesrby Cover, enema GET). 

{ It 4s thus evident that physical availability may depend upon 

the level at which food occurs, the degree to which access is obstructed 

by moshanical obstacles, the risks run in reaching it, ani the stage 

"of “edueation® of the in@ividual came animal. | 

Palatability. It seems improbable that birds "taste" the many foods 

inelosed in non-soluble coatings, which they nevertheless eat with avidity. 

Palatabllity, therefore, cannot be a matter of taste alone. It scans | 

probable that a comfortable degree of engorgement of the crop, and a | 

feeling of welfare as digestion bozins in the gizzard, enter into the | 

obvious preferences shown as between foods. It is also quite certain | 

that the size of the food unit, in reference to the convenience of finding 

and swallowing it, enters into thefbelectiveness which ve , sapere | 

seeming, “palatability.” | 

pa a 
we 1
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Grange thinks that color may possibly help determine palatability. 

Cornfield-using mallards in northern Iowa avoid fields of white corn, as 

distinguished from yellow. This, of course, does not prove the point.
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Any scale of palatability 1s obscured by variations in 

availability ani in season. ‘Tims we cannot compare the palatability of 

grasshoppers with that of poplar bats to pinnate’ grouse, because the 

two foods are not present at the same seasone Neither can we compare 

lomat deans in a tree to ragweed seeds at a convenient level for quail 

to reach, beewuse the latter are 20 mech more accessible. It is also 

possible that many foods which are accessible ami of a convenient size 

are shunned because either instinct or experience has shown them to have 

toxie qualities. 

Palatability likewise hes seasonal variations distinet from 

ateessibility or presence. Tims Stoddard foun thet cherry pits become — 

palatable after they becin to sprout in spring. ‘The change is doubtless 

chentcal, as well as physical (in the sense of slitting of the hard shell 

in germination). 

Again Dizon (1928) fount that Yoremite deer use deer brush 

(Seanotius intezercimg) as a staple foot in winter, bit do not eat it 

at all in sumer. Some chance, either in the constituents of this shrub, 

or, the neeis of the decr, 1s doubtless responsible. 

Special Physiological Needs. Despite our ignorance of game physiology, 

{t may be safely said that food selectivity fo sometimes guided by the 

need of spetial food for the support of current physiological processes. 

Both the Grouse Report and Stoddard observe that hens gain in weight 

more rapidly than cocks just previous to the breeding season. Later 

studies may show a difference between the sexes in the amount or kin’ of 

food eaten at this period. The specialized feoting vnadheltee poul trymen 

A to induee eer laying strongly corroborates this asmumption. Schmidt
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(umpublished) observes that on the approach of cold weather, sharptails 

begin budding even where provided with an sbundance of grain, of which 

they contime to eat in moderate quantity. Under the same conditions 

pinnated grouse do not begin to bud until spring. The current physiological 

need of resisting cold, coupled with differences infigestive powers, may 

have something to do with this unexplained difference in food behavior 

between two outwardly similar species. 

Habit: Relation to Exotic Fools. ‘The recent trend of research strongly 

suggests that game mst learn by experience how to eat exotic foods, 

and possibly some native foods also. 

Stoddard (p. 125) found that Georgia quail unaccustomed to 

buclwheat or rice took several years to learn to eat them, although the 

former occupies a high place in the palatability scale for most game 

birds, after the habit has been formed. 

 Bogardue (1847) asserts that pinnated grouse had to learn to use 

corn 28 food and cover, and that the habit was not formed until years 

(op obae dks Canicebre tens ie Lanene premee, 

after, stuntatasdnsthon-tatonthitnnis. 

Errington (1931) finds that the ability of bobwhite quail to ! 

clip the husks from corn ears is né an instinetive, but distinetly an 

acquired characteristic or aptitude. Some individuals, he suspects, may | 

never learn the trick. ; 

Schmidt (umpublished) observed that sharptail grouse, eating 

buckwheat from hoppers at Wisconsin feeding stations, 414 not recognize | 

imsked ears of corn, laid on the ground near the hopper, ae a food. They 

soon learned to eat it, however, and later how to seratch the husks from
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unimgired ears, provided a few grains were emosed. Coveys not previously | 

: introduced te corn refused to enter traps baited with hmsked ears, whereas | 

other corn-wise coveys entered at once. eve shaxptetie sttestet to a : 

large covey of pimated grouse Imew how to eat corn from the outset, having 

evidently acquired the Art’ fron their relativess 

te The contradictory evidence on whether ruffed grouse eat grain 

Bh a may reflect actual differences in previous access to grain, ani eorres- 

: pomling 4ifferences in the crain eating habit, 

One may safely deduce from the foregoing evidence that experience, 

training, or habit is a fumiamental element in food selectivity, ani that 

the most accessible ani palatable of fools may be of no avail until the 

game has formed the habit of eating it. 

{ A larze proportion of our (now) most valuable game foods are of 

exotic oricin. All of the grains except corn, most of the agricul tural 

weeds, and many of the legumes en’ grass seels which now form the backbone 

of the preferred and staple fools for mall exe, are exotics, ani their 

utilization presumably an acquired character. 

Glasses of "gustenance” Poodg. Uxperience teaches us that the diet of 

geme animals, through the critical winter season, often follows a mre 

or lees definite sequence. As one group of foods becomes exhausted or 

unavailable, a second croup fs taken, and as the secon! becomes ex 

hausted, a third is taken. ‘These groups presumably represent a 

desconfing order of palatability, although it is by no means certain 

that seasonal changes in phystologieal needs do not also enter the 

equations 

In fall, after the foods characteristic of sumer have
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Gorsuch (unpublished) found grain to be useless as bait for trapping 

gambel queil in the non-agricultural brushfields of Arizona. "These birds 

have no conception of what grain is. ....I have on mmerous occasions 

watched them wade tkrough grain for several days before one would venture 

to take a piece." After about three weeks of baiting a given covey would. 

learn thie gina wes goed to cat, after which the trap would be set and 

the birds sucesssfully caught for banding.
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\ @isappeared, the foods eaten and seemingly preferred for as long as 

they last into the winter, may tentatively = called preferred foods 

or delicacies. For example: neither bobwhite nor pinnated grouse con- 

sume corn in quantity until ragweed seed Becomes searce. Mule deer in 

the Southwest oat athens ‘int pinon nuts or mesquite beans have’ 

become searce. : 

‘ the group of foods resorted to after the supply of preferred 

foods hag dwindled may be called staple foodg because they are the founda- 

tion of winter sustenance. Game which has plenty of staple foods maintains 

full weight ani vitality, and winters with small loss. 

It may possibly be that some staples, much as corn for bobwhite, 

are rejected in early fall, not so mach because they are less palatable 

than preferred goods, but because the physiological need for them does 

not develop until cold weather. Les palatability, however, is for the 

present the simpler and hence the preferable explanation. 

The group resorted to when staple foods become scarce may be 

Called emergency foods. Locust beans, for example are not sought by quail 

until corn issearce. These emergency foods may be defined as capable of 

sustaining life, tut as a sole ration they often do not suffice to main- 

tain weight, vitality, and resistance over prolonged periods of adverse 

weather. They may suffice, however, when mixed with a small quantity of 

staple foods. Some energency foods may be somewhat toxic. 

Starving game, in the absence of better food, often fills up on 

material of little or no mtritive value, which may be called "gtuffing," 

beemse it seems to be eaten simply to fill the digestive organs. 

{ Errington's experiments with quail (1931), for example, indicate that
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oF Table,@§ Palatability Sequence of Winter Foods 

' = Spec nd Sxamples Food n Mach Class 
Clase : BOBWHITE : (GH/GROUSE : PIN. GROUSE : WILD TURKEY : W.T,DEER : MULE DEER +: COTTONTAIL 

: (Stoddard) : (Schmidt) +: (Judd, Gross & : (Stoddard & +: (Lovejoy) : (Leopold) : (Wight & 
: 3 é 2 Sehmidt) 2 Judd) 2 : 3 Todd) 
t 2; : ? 2 z : 

PREFERRED : Trefoil : Buekwheat : Buckwheat : Chufas 1 Apple ? : Pinon mats ‘Sumac bark & 
FooDS 3’ Ragweed : $ Oats t t Mesquite beank sapwood 
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: ? ‘ : ’ t Rhododendron: t 
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steceetraterrneret on a sole diet of sumac, wild grape, 

or rose hips, ae on no food at all. ‘This does not prove, of course, that 

such bo! me value when mixed with, let us say, corms 

Table, presents some tentative examples of the four classes of 

winter food. It should be understood that in most species, food habits | 

research is still too sketchy an? too local to permit of a final classi- 

fication of palatability, ani fartucenere that the items in any one class 

for one species are simp f estimated to be of similar palatability to 

those appearing in the same class for another species. Thus Schmidt 

(see table) is quite sure that pimnated grouse in central Wisconsin oat 

corn earlier in the winter than sharptail grouse do, but some other 

investigator in some other place might find corn equally palatable to 

; both, or he migzht push both up one place on the seale, and call corn a 

. preferred food for pimnated and a staple for sharptail. It ghowld also 

be widerstood that the table ignores possible seasonal chanzes in 

physiological needs. It is based entirely on the sequence of observed 

chances in consumption. 6! 

There appears to be a fifth class of food. as ASR S. 

pointed out that deer consume small quantities of a large variety of 

browse plants, in a manner ani to an extent which suggests analogy with 

the chewing of gum, grass blades, bits of wood or stems of leaves by 

human beings. Such consumption evidently represents nervousness, oF 

exercise for the teeth, or pastime, as distinguished from consumption by 

reason of hunger. Stoddard likewise found a large variety of materials 

in queil erops which are hard to account for as foods in the ordingry sense. 

\ These miscellaneous ingestions may be called pagtime foods. They doubtless
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account for part of the difference in the sumg of the two columns in 

fable 32. 

Variety. It is not to be supposed that the palatability-sequence postulated 

in Table 33 and described in the foregoing captions is a complete and fully 

established theorem which explains all game food phenomena. It is merely 

a@ preliminary attempt at the orderly interpretation of what to me at 

least has seemed a chaotic accumulation of facts. It does not explain all 

of those facts. 

Tims wild game birds have been known to eat gome dry corn in the 

middle of sumer, and some emergency foods or even stuffing in the presence 

of a surfeit of delicacies. A preference for variety, the inertia of habit 

carrying over from previous months, and the principle of pastime, or idle 

pecking at whatever falls under the eye, jointly or severally, doubtless 

account for the minor degrees of non-conformity to this palatability 

scale which are known to occur. 

Starvation. ‘The availability-sequence from preferred food through staples 

and emergency foods to worthless "stuffing" is paralleled by = corresponding 

decline in the physical condition of the bird which Errington (1931b) has 

depicted for bobwhite in a series of typical weights and breast contours 

shown in Fig. ai, 

Sudden deprivation, however, will kill bobwhites long before they 
Fouvts diy foodtsoe depo ute Rattan fat gerail rm Coed wrath. 

reach the bottom of Errington's scale, oftemetqamegrams. Gradual ‘ 

deprivation of 200-gram Wisconsin birds renders them a prey to slow hawks 

at 130 grams. 

"Below 120 grams (4.2 ounces) . . . quail in the wild are as good as 

done for.*



aia 

fhe seasonal sequence of foods which has been sketched qualitatively 

in this caption, is also visible in quantitative Classifications of 

stomach contents. Wig. 24, showing a classification of pheasant food 

by months, is taken from “The China Pheasant in Oregon" (unpublished), 1929.
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A bird is still alive at 90 grams--Errington's "Nadir of Wretchedness*-- 

only by virtue of an exesptional combination of protracted mild weather, 

absence of predators, and-dackeof=food. 

Steddard-fount=a..quail in Georgia stit)-alive-ateso::- grams. 

The Game Survey (py. 58) shows a limited mmber of weights indicating 

that Migsourt quail starved during the hard winter of 1929-30 at 3-1/2—l-1/2 

ounces. This checks with Brrington's critical weight of 4.2 ounces. 

The bearing of these data is obvious: The game manager can build up, 

probably for any species of game, a series of weight~criteria which can 

be used to judge the condition of his stock, and warn him of hapending 

starvation, 

Grit. Most of the literature on game foods recognizes only two functions 

ef food: (1) sustenance in the ordinary sense of maintaining weight, vitality, 

and resistance, and (2) mechanical action on other foods. Grit for birds 

is the femiliar exemple of the second function. All of the preceeding dis- 

eussion has dealt with the first function. 

Few laymen realize the power of a gizzard armed with grits. Many 

are astonished when assured that a dainty quail can grind whole corn. 

Let them marvel, then, at MeAtes's accountd of what happen when a mallard 

eats hickory mts (1918, p. 7): 

“These hard mts might be thought beyond thepowers of a duck to digest, 
but, on the contrary, they are taken care of with ease, being broken 
by the great pressure exerted by the gizzard as they are on the point of 

entering that organ. Once wholly within they quickly are ground to fine 
fracments." 

Infomnation on the mechanieni function of food is accumilating 

rapidly, mt 1t is dowbtful whether our interpretation of it is as yet very 

profound.
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The physiology of wtateabhins involves not only deficient 

mutrition, but depressed body temperature. The maintenance of body 

temperature under varying conditions of food and cold is being 

investigated by Baldwin and Kendeigh of the Baldwin Bird Research 

Laboratory. This investigation is of great import to management.
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\ BREAST CONTOURS OF WISCONSIN BOBWHITES 
AND CORRESPONDING WINTER WEIGHTS 

200 g (70z,) 180 g(6.407) 
Reasonably safe -if food and 
cover conditions are right - 
from cold and almost all 
predators. 
—————> 

160g (5. son) / 

Quail yet in good shape 
but not getting quite 
enough to eat. 
Emergency re- 
serve low. 
Corn in ‘ 

“ii shocks 
140 g (50z) needed , 

8 ( Ys 125g (4.402) 
These quail are going !o suffer 
serious mortality if they dont 

{ get more to eat. Practically 
no emergency reserve. 
Corn may still 
save 
them. 

115g (40z) 
Sub zero nights leave most of these 
birds dead on their roosts. Their 

feeble powers of flight make 
them prey of red-tailed hawks 
and other predators not 
ordinarily inimical. Feed- 

ing may avert total 

100g (350z covey loss. 90g (3.202,) 
Hopeless. Birds this far gone 
cannot withstand even moder- The nadir 
ate cold; can escape virtual- of wretchedness 

ly no flesh eaters that have to which wild 
a chance fo catch them. birds rarely are 

permitted to 
descend. 

ne 

{
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Only two lines of investigation have so far been begun: (1) the 

amount of grit found in birds, and (2) the peouliar ability of some species 

to conserve their grits when new supplies are cut off. In England a 

limited comparison of preferences as between various minerals has algo 

been made. 

The quantity of grit found in game birds is given by various authors 

as follows: 

Table 34: Weight and Volume of Grit in Birds 
Weight of Grit Per Cent of Food 

in Gizzard and Crop _in Crop (Volume) 

Pinnated grouse (Gross,1930) .... +... 15 gramps... - 6 

fff pence Medias aarp Ler ee Be fo 8 
Bobwhite (Stoddard, p. 123). 6 6 6 6) 2 © «© ee «© © © Led (max. 14) 
Mratlard (Me Ore, unpubl)... Biever rene 13 

Red grouse (Grouse Report, p.95) ... 7-8 grams..... ? 

Pr eg ea lee 
nied Salilitan Os adic od pocotes. hw tae vale bf inanatben, sw 
do they show all the more soluble minerals which may be eaten and promptly 

ground up and absorbed. 

Stoddard (p. 123) found the amount of grit in bobwhites to be so 

variable that he gives no average figure. The amount, he says, decreases 

when hard seeds, such as those of loblolly pine or wild cherry, are being 
5 contrast with bobwhite, 

eaten in quantity./s#he Grouse Report (p. 95) states that the amount of 

grit in red grouse is nearly constant. Cock grouse (and cock pheasants) c 

. @ontain more and larger grits than hens, ani adults larger and more polished 

grits than the young. Quartz is preferred, and was found even in birds 

, living on renge devoid of quartz. It was inferred that these birds had
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: also washed out for measurement. ‘The normal passage included up to 160 

grits, bat on cutting off the supply 116 were passed on the second day, 

and after that not to exceed 13. One of the two birds died on the 21st 

day. The Report suggests that the conservation of grit may be effected 

mot go much by any selectivity of the gizzard in passing ite contents to 

the intestine, tut rather by a decrease in the amount of food eaten, and 

that grit starvation may actually be food starvation. 

These findings carry less weight, however, than those of Errington 

and Stoddard, because of the lesser number of birds and the shorter 

duration of the experiment: 

Someone should experiment with grit conservation in Itingarian partridge. 

Grits and hard seeds are often found in the pellets of raptors. Such 

pellets are a good indicator of what gizzards and eropshf prey the raptor 

hag swallowed, or even ite/eondition when gaucht. Testnet-— 42090) made 

this deduction, which will show the point: An owl pellet was found to 

contain the luli of a quail. The other contents of the pellet included 

grits, showing that the crop had been eaten, and gweet clover seed, tntteating 
(pir Tables, 33), 

that the quail was starving, ani probably helpless, when caught by the owl, 

On the other hand grits and rugweed seed, or grits and corn, would have 

indieated an able-bodied victim. 

Mineral, Vitamin, and Tonic Foods. The need of special foods to £111 

special physiological needs is not so far recognized in game, although 

it has long been recognized in cattle and poultry. It 1s probable that 

erit performs not only a mechanical function, but that the soluble parts 

of it may also be absorbed to f111 some small but insistent need for mineral 
( | substances. As already pointed out, gallinaceous game as well as poultry
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Most game birds, as may be inferred from Table 34, eat grit daily, 

pheasants and doves particularly frequenting gravelled roads at 

nightfall, presumably for this purpose. Blue geese, where the feeding 

ground was distant from the grit supply, were observed by McTlhenney 

(1932, pe 290) to gravel every second or third day. Birds on concentration 

areas may occasionally consume grit in amounts of geological import: 

MeIlhenney says a huge gathering of geese during the winter of 1930-31 

consumed over a hundred tons of grit which he had put out for them 

When deprived of grit, certain birds are believed to conserve 

the supply on hand in their gizzards. 

= a aE b ae 7 ol a ee es



either flown across a wide valley to get it, or had extracted it from 

watercourses which had transported it from adjacent areas. Quartz is 

artificially supplied to some grouse moors as a management measure. 

"This expedient has met with some success, but has not been very extensively 

adopted. ‘The artificial introduction of quartz grit has frequently been 

tried with pheasants, and always with mecess." 

“ The astonishing grit-content of Kelso's Hungarian partridges cannot be . 

dismissed as exceptional, since it is the average of 50 birds from three 

or four states and all months of the year. I formerly entertained the 

thought that grouse, with their ability to squeeze nourishment out of 

a vast bulk of buds and other coarse vegetable foods, probably carried 

the most grit, ‘That thought 1s now dismissed. No wonder Hungarians 

; show such a strong tendency te seek gravel in the wake of snowplows 

(Game Survey, p. 121). 

_—--<y"‘Roout all that can be said sbout conservation of erit is that there 

Vw ps ds gach a thing, but it is not yet understood. Stoddard says of bobwhite 

‘When grit can be obtained easily, a portion of that in the gizzard 
is passed on daily, but when | . the supply is cut off, that in the 
gizzard can be conserved for a week or more. ‘The ability to conserve 
grit when it is scarce probably enables the birds to survive when. . 

gnow covers the ground for weeks." 

Errington (1931) found experimentally that bobwhites can conserve 

grit for at least six weeks. Six birds, after being fed a gritless 

ration for this period, lost only about 18 grams apiece, while the controls 

lost about 7 grams in weight. The gritless birds were, at the end of 

six weeks, not yet in danger of dying, 

The Grouse Report (yp. 97) says two red grouse were carried on a 

gritless ration for 21 days. ‘he grits evacuated by normal birds were
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ean survive for a long time on a gritless ration, the grit already present 

being retained and used over and over again where ordinarily it would be 

passed out and replaced with new material. Wevertheless birds fed on such 

gritless ration consume grit eagerly when it is supplied. Possibly their 

| pesidual grit suffices for mechanical pupeses, but not for the purposes 

of special matrition here under consideration. 

It is well known in animal husbandry that many of the foods fur- 

nishing ordinary gustenance, likewise furnish vitamins necessary for growth, 

vigor, and reproduction. ‘This suggests that there may be foods that 

furnish vitamins only, or minerals only, and which have no ordinary 

sustenance value. This still indeterminate group may be called mineral, 

and vitamin foods. ‘the characteristics of this group are that they may 

be dissociated from the ordinary functionof sustenance and mechanical 

grinding, that very small quantities may suffice, and that certain 

physiological processes'may suffer if they are uot mpylied. 

i A mutritional hypothesis, premised upon the assvmed need for ‘ 

special minerals or vitamins, was advaneed by the Game Survey (p. 127) 

te account for the peculiar distribution of success and failure in 

plantings of pheasants and Hungarian partridges. As shown by Fig. _£ 

all ghouthern plantings have failed, ani success in the north is more 

or less spotty, especially in Hungarians. The grosser aspects of climate 

seem to be ruled out as a primary cause by reason of 6 een gsauccess 

of pheasants on game farms in the zone of failure, and by reason of the 

fact that failure of plantings is gradual, the planted stock at first 

breeding vigorously, but later "straggling" to an ultimate decline (see 

fable 3). Replenishment by new plantings, however, seems to renew the 

{ vigor of the stock, so that we have “artificial establishments” even as
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far south as Georgia. ‘the grosser aspects of food, cover, predators, 

poaching and disease seem to be ruled out by reason of the consistent 

behavior of each species within its zone of success end failure respectively. 

These highly variable factors would, if controlling, produce a "shotgun" 

pattern of successes, whereas the actual pattern, especially with pheasants, 

4g solid. Incidentally the zone of success for both species in the north 

central region lies mostly on glaciated soils, suggesting some connection 

with soil chemistry or associated plants. ‘The zone of success for 

Hungarians lies within the zone for pheasants, but some spots (such as 

northeast Iowa) definitely show success with pheasants but failure with 

Hungarians. 

These observed conditions would be satisfied if we postulate 

that each species reqvires certain minerals or vitamins, or different, 

amounts of the same mineral or vitamin; that in@nfinement the requirements 

are usually met, regardless of where confined, by reason of the importation 

and mixture of artificial foods, but in the wild the requirements are 

met only where the soil or plants contain the needed substances. New 

plantings temporarily re-invigorate old stock in the zone of failure by 

the reserve stores contained in their tissues and commmnicated to offspring 

through the ege. Poultry researches show apparently parallel phenomena. 

A seventh class of foods, which may be called tonic foods, consists 

of fruits and berries which most investigators find are consumed in large 

quantity by game birds, but which Errington's experiments indicate have 

little ordinary sustenance value. Stoddard (p. 235) quotes Nordhagen as 

suggesting that berries may act as an astringent and tend to prevent 

coccidiosis. The Grouse Report (p. 98) suggests that certain berries 

may act as a vermifuge, and that patches of berry plants should be fenced
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against sheep to increase the supply. In summer, fruits and berries 

are kmown to fill a water requirement. 

It is probable that the need for certain mineral and tonic foods 

is not eo continuing or constant need, but rather a variable one depending 

on what sustenance foods are being consumed. ‘The mineral or tonie food 

may offset some injurious property in the sustenance food. ‘Thus stocknen 

believe that range cattle require more salt while they are subsisting 

on oak browse. Possibly the high tannin content of the oak, or the large 

proportion of cellulose, accentuates the need for salt. 

A new and seemingly parallel case has been discovered by Gorsuch 

(1932, unpublished) in the salt-eating propensities of gambel quail in 

Arizona: 

"Daring the winter of 1930-31 countless quail were seen eating 

( the rocic salt which cattlemen place about the waterholes. eeethis salt 

eating . . is believed to be related to the (cattle) mamre taken by 

the birds in scratching for mesquite beans (passed by the cattle). 

In the winter of 1931-32 no instance of salt eating was found, nor were 

there any mesquite beans." 

Possibly we may some day recognize a class of "offset foods." 

The possible inter-relationship of the various functions or 

values of game foods, and their various degrees of palatability, is 

suggested in Table 35. It should be understood that this table is 

largely conjectural. 

Poisonous Foods. ‘The relation of wild animals to poisonous foods is 

at this moment so beset by conflicting evidence that no explanatory 

theory of poison losses can be advanced. It seems safe to say, however, 

that poisonous foods are usually non-~palatable, and hence that losses 

; are usually gall or absent, except where palatable foods are scarce. 

{
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Table 2+ 

Tentative Classification of Values and Palatability | 

in Gene Foods . 

te eninne eg ee 
Class ‘tPalata-:Susten- :Special {+ Mechan- : Toxicity : “xample | 

rbility :ance siutrition: ical t 3 

3 ? 2 3 : : 3 

Preferred : high : high : ? : mone? .: none Ragweed for bobuhite 

t : : 5 : : : or pimnated | 

: t- 2 t : : tBackwheat for sharp- 

a g 2 3 3 2 3 tail 

7 t 3 ' g $ 

Eistepie ? medium: high : ? : none ? ! none Corn for bobwhite 

t s t : $ : 

: : : : 2 Rowe * svduotcleuy 

nergency : low : lowZ7: 7% ‘filling ov! meme# ‘locust, for bobwhite 
z 3 % 2 seeps S Tay ie (= 

2 : : 3 t 3 f eSawey 

Staffing * low talmost * ? ?filling ort 50-0 renee : eeaecereninerinese: . <3 oc 

3 : $ none ¢% t grinding?! toxie? : for bobwhite 

3 8 3 t : 3 : i 

? 2 : : 2 : z | 

tPastime : @? $$ mone ??% none? * mone ¢ none tMany misc. plants | 

j 3 : t : 3 3 t found in only small 

( : t z t : 2 % quantity in stomachs | 

: 3 t 3 : 3 t 

: 3 t : : t % | 

fonic thigh * low? : high? none 7? : none 7? 

z : : : : : tBerries for bo te 

ta? 3 3 : | 

3° wv : i : : : 

$:wineral At : 3 : : 2 

t Vitaming : hich : mone? high ¢ high ¢ none Grit for gallin- 

2 : : 2 2 3 2 aceous birds 

3 2 3 z 2 $ 3 | 

:
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MeAtee (letter, May 5, 1931) says: 

*We doubt if there is anything resembling avoidance of poisonous 

foods by wild life. Animals either possess a degree of immunity t 

poisonous foods, or ordinarily take them in quantities too small to do 

damage when mixed with a mass of non-poisonous things . . The general 

rule regarding choice of food is that an animal takes whatever is most 

readily available, considering its size and degree of specialization in 

food habits . . If something deleterious happens to occupy this position, 

so much the worse for the animal, but ordinarily this does not happen 

in a state of nature.* 

It has sometimes been supposed that animals learn about poisonous 

foods when young, and are thus trained to avoid them. MeAtee (1916) 

points out at least one case refuting this "training" theory: hundreds 

of pheasant chicks (also young ducks and chickens) on the New Jersey 

Game Ferm died of eating rose beetles, which contain a neuro-toxin 

: affecting the heart action of both chickens and rabbits. Chickens, 

however, became resistant with increasing age, and at 10 weeks old 

A were apparently inmme. 

The immunity of the older chickens is apparently the result of 

age Yather than training. Whether pheasants likewise acquire an 

immanity with age was not determined. i 

Rose-chafers have the same poisonous effect on young poultry 

as rose-bectles. 

_ Slautterback (unpublished mss., 1930) reports the Pennsylvania 

Bureau of Animal Industry as finding that laurel (Kalmia latifolia) 

and rhododendron (R._maxinum) are eaten by deer, especially in times of 

food shortage, but that these plants seem not to be poisonous to deer, 

ai thodh Imown to be so to cattle, sheep and human beings. Confined 

yearling deer starved into eating these plants in quantity exhibited 

symptoms of rickets and starvation, but not symptoms of poisoning. 

{ 
Dewr have been seen to eat loco, mt no cases of injury, death
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or “loco-habit" have been reported in deer. Loco is possibly eaten only 

in small quantities for pastine, but this seems an improbable explanation. 

The fact that loco offers succulent greens in early spring when deer, 

from their inroads on alfalfa fields, are kaows to be avid for such food, 

taken in conjunction with the fact that no one has ever seen a *locoed" 

deer, is very strong circumstantial evidence that some protective mechanism 

exists, -either deer are immmne to loco, or it is unpalatable to them, 

or they learn to avoid it. That exotic species like cattle and horses do 

not have the advantage of this protective mechaniam, whatever it is, accords 

with what one would expect of the evolutionary processes of adaptation. 

Dixon (1928), observing Yosemite decr through powerful glasses 

during their feeding hours, states that they seemed entirely to avoid 

larkepur, azalea, and cow parsnip, locally considered as poisonous to 

cattle and sheep. 

While no general interpretation of the evidence on poisoning 

of wild life is as yet possible, the following fragments of an ultimate 

theory seem to hold water: (1) mammals have more highly developed : 

organs for both taste and smell than birds, hence the avoidance of 

poisons through the educational effect of unpleasant individual 

experience is more probable in mammals than in birds; (2) exotic 

mammals sometimes suceunb to poisons which native species on the same 

renge either avoid, or eat without damage; (3) some birds seam inmune 

as adults to poisons lethal in youth.
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Quantities of Yoo) Hatem. Wice (1910) found that captive bobwhites in ! 

Massachusetts consumed per day? 

aL ; 

Table ZB: Pood: Weicht Ratio of Bobwhite 

2 Gramg of Food : Approx. Ws. 3 
Season t Weed 3 t : of Birds Foods Weight ‘ 

2 Seeds : Insects : Total 3 (grems) : (per cent) 

: ‘ 3 3 

winter 2(12-21) 45? 0 s i 170 : g 
7 ZB 3 2 t : 
t : t : we 

sammer 2(? -24)Z02 100s Ct 170 t 17 
(laying hen) + BW 3: : : t 

8 : 8 t : 

early fall s iz 22 pi ae 170 : 1 

(coat) : t 2 : : 

/ ‘ No other data on food-per-daytweicht ratio are known to use 

’ the ratio is of course not a measure of the actus] mtrients ingested, since 
{ 

» 

the = content of the food varies by seasons. Much of the summer | 

satand be water. 

Crop or stomach weights (mealtweight retio) are more coumonly 

i recorded, but less significant. Table 2 gives some exemples. ‘The 

average full crop weighs eround a half of the maximum engorgment. The 

mumber of times the crop is filled is not known, but a rough comparison 

: between Stoddard's snd Wice's figures would indicate less than twice daily 

for bobwhite. 

iy 1 
f 

aN a 5 fn aire
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Possibly regional differences in palatability of a given food 

are due to actual variation in geographic races of the food plant. e 

Garloe Bates of the U. $. Forest Service renorts a convincing instance 

of differing palatability when several seographic races are growing on 

the sane spot (nee seed). Several races of western yellow pine 

were planted at the same time in adjacent plots of similar soil, 

exposure, ete. on the Freemont Forest Experiment Station in Colorado. ; 

local deer, browsing in the plots, showed a decided preference for the ; 

Mack Hitie race of pine nit DD | 

. Other Determinants of Game Food. In afdition to these variations in 

quality, and the obvious variations in kind and amount of game foods ; 

f with soil end climate, we have now to discuss the variations in icind 

[ and distribution of game food brought about by industrial activities 7 

and by the competition of non-game species. 

Agricultare, by the introduction of dozens of grains, forage 

plants and weeds, an‘ by alteration of the native flora ani fauna, 

‘ has completely rebuilt the game food map of the continent (Game Survey, 

Pp. 59). Agriculture always changes and usually improves the game food 

supply, although the change may be so great as to necessitate the 

e substitution of one species of came for another. ‘Thus agriculture has 

3 almost excluded the prairie chicken from the cornbelt (Game Survey, 4 

p- 165), but farming in conjunction with fire and lumbering has extended 

; : the chicken range 300 miles northward into the coniferous forests of 

. the Lake States. At the same time agriculture has admitted quail to 

i; the prairies formerly ocoupied by prairie chickens, ani given quail a 

- e
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The most probable explanation is differing chemicsl composition. Tims 

Jeffrey pine, o variety of the Western Yellow pine, is commercially 

exploited for heptane, which is absent from the parent species (Mirov, 1929). 

/
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Figio26). 

Plantations at Freemont Forest Experiment Station, Colorado, 
showing how deer have distinguished in their browsing between 

western yellow pine of the same age but different origins. Plot A 
is pine from the Black Hills and has been almost consumed by deer. 
Plot B, partially browsed, is pine from the Leadville Forest. 

Plot C, unbrowsed, is pine from the Sin Isabel Forest. (Photo by 

C. G. Bates, formerly Director, Freemont Station.)
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| | 
universal distribution in the afjoining woodland? regions where in | 

virgin times quail were either localized or absent. 

In considering the effect of any industry on game food supply, 

one mast take inte account not only the primary operations which are 

purposeful and controlled, but also the tools an‘? forees used to 

accomplish them which are commonly accidental anf uncontrolled. ‘ms 

marsh fires are an uncontrolled tool of agriculture, ani forest fires 

the unwelcome aftermath of lumbering. Drainage is a tool of agriculture, 

not quite uncontrolled, but nevertheless a powerful determinant of game 

foods. In fact, marsh fires, forest fires, crazing, and drainage have . 

profoundly changed game food, water, ani coverts in many parts of the 

world, including nearly all civilized and oll arid regions. “ame manage- 

’ ment is possible only when these uncontrolled forces are either exeluded, | 

or subjected to control. j | 

One of the most important determinants of game food, water, and 

coverts is the livestock industry. Here ac&in we mst deal not only with 

: the legitimate, stabilized animal husbandry, but also with the overgrazing 

which hag aceompanied unstable livestock operations on hundreds of 

millions of acres in the West, especially on the unregulated public 

domain. ‘The damage done to game by overgrazing is little appreciated 

by the public in comparison with its appreciation of damage by fire and 

drainage. This is because the deterioration of game food and coverts by 

overgrazing is qualitative rather than quantitative. Especially in seni- 

arid climates, overgrazing eliminates the palatable food plants without 

apparent reduction in the amant of plant cover. Worthless plants 4 

\ promptly fi11 in the gaps left by the valuable ones, ani the layman sees 

.
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no difference. {fo him the ruined countryside is still “beautiful.” He | 

suffers no pain over the, fundamental deterioration which his own industries 

have inflicted on the environment. 

The effects of fire, grazing, and drainage on game food and 

cover will be further discussed in the chapter on "Cover." 

Lastly, game foods are determined by the competition of non- | 

game species of wild life. ‘hus carp have more or less devecetated 

the choicest lakes, rivers, and marshlands on the continent. Jackrabbits, 

prairie dogs and osher rodents consume 2 considerable part of the food 

plants available to game and livestock in the West. Cotton rats compete 

with quail for the same foods in the South. Rabbits keep the English 

heaths from reverting to forest, or by their own pressure force them 

‘ back to grass or bracken. The general magnitude of the respective 

food-pressures of zame and non-game animals may be inferred from the 

Abundance able (table-#2) and the accompanying text. 

Geme ag a Benefit to Agriculture. Ornithologists have for many years 

urged that gawe birds are beneficial to agriculture in consuming noxious 

weed seeds and insects, and thet the farmer should for that reason 

encourage and conserve them. 

As to insects, the most recent researches have fully sustained 

the original contention. ‘they have also added convineing instances in 

which game gover has benefitted agriculture by harboring songbirds and also 

predatory insects which serve as « cheek on insect pests. ‘Thus Fluke 

(1928) finds that the pea aphid, one of the important enemies of the 

} ¢ommercial pea erop, is less mmerous in the vicinity of ungrazed woodlots, |
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because such woodlots harbor predatory syrphid flies and lady beetles, 

which are the natural enemies of the pea aphid, ani which keep it in check 

over a radius of 1/8 to 1/4} mile aroun’ each unzrazed woodlot. 

As to weeds, the game manager eannot very consistently urge 

that game destroys weeds and at the same tinghrce leaving certain weeds 

at proper places as game food. Moreover, the trend of the recent evidence 

refutes the supposition that this year's weed crop depends on last year's 

seed, and the extent to which last year's seed as formed or eonmenshe In 

many weed species it seems rather to depend on whether physical conditions 

(weather, culture, shade, ete.) have encouraged or discouraged the 

germination or survival of seeds held in ground storage (see Stoddard, 

Pe 390). 

In short, the consumption of weed seeds by game birds probably 

{ has very little effect on the weed muisance. 

Winter Feoding Methods. Game is artificially fed in various ways. 

It igs not the function of this text to describe detailed procedures, but 

rather to outline guiding principles. Detailed procedures are given in 

pamphlets by Conklin and Morton for Pennsylvania (1928), Pirnie for 

ee anes ae veneer (1932), LeCompte for Maryland (1927), 

Game Survey (p. 72) for Missouri, and by MeAtee for the U. 5. Biolocical 

Survey in a regional series of Farmers’ Bulletins (621, 760, si, 912). 

Many papers (see Grange, 1931, and Errington, 1930) likewise deal with 

this subject. 

For upland game birds all feeding methods fall into one or 

another of the following basic classes? 

| The Food Patch. An area or strip of grain left in the field, 

either uncut or shocked, for the winter use of game.
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The Self-Feeding Station. A pre-determined spot provided at 

long intervals with unhueled corn, a stack or pile of unthreshed crain, 

suspended bundles of unthreshed grain, isnsien of shelled grain, or other 

supplies so arranged as to “feed out" gradually, because not available 

without some effort on the part of the came. 

The Feeding Station. A pre-determined spot provided at short 

intervals with shelled grain or other "ready-to-eat" food. There is no 

effort required on the part of the game exeept to reach the station. 

Buerzeney Feeding. There are no pre-determined arrangements. 

The game is found after the emergency arises, ani shelled grain or 

senda corm is put out at frequent intervals on the spot where found. 

Bach method has advantages and disadvantages which are more or 

less apparent from ita definition. 

( The food patch mst be installed in spring (or in fall if part 

of a field which is to be erenped anyhow), but requires little or no 

further attention during winter. There is risk of the patch being eaten 

out during the growing season by livestock or deer, or depleted prematurely 

in fall by stock, rodents, non-game birds, or the game itself. 

The self-feeding station mst be installed in fall, but during 

the winter requires replenishment only at lone intervals. ‘There is risk 

of the accessible grain becoming depleted between visits. 

The feeding station should be installed in fall, ani usally 

requires replenishment about every two days during severe weather. ‘There 

is Little risk of serious depletionly men game anna, 

; Muergency feeding requires no advance preparation, but requires 

{ replenishment at least every two days. ‘The risk is that the food may not
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, | be found by the game, ani that the game my flush and seatter in the 

process of locating it, or during the frequent visits of the game manager. 

All methods involve waste thrwagh consumption of food by rodents, 

and more or less risk of the food being covered by snow. Rodent wastage 

may be reduced by elevating the food above ground, or locating it a little 

away from thick cover. 

, All methods risk attracting predators to the feeding spot. 

Predators may harry the birds or confine them to refuce-cover, and thus 

prevent feeding, even thouch no came is actually caught. Such confinement 

is probably serious in short days of severe winter (see Chapter x). 

One partial preventitive is to locate the station near ample cover, at a 

mrt tet ot natn punter me oi fig 
the elumsier raptors,’ such as the red-tailed hawk, are sometines 

( usefa] at stations in preventing squirrels from carrying the grain away. 

Mmergency feeding is really suitable only for mild climates ; 

gabject to severe but infrequent storms, ani for species which winter in 

coveys or herds. It is not feasible to locate and feed individual 

animals after emergency weather sets in. 

Feeding stations are suitable only for use near dwellings, or 

for people with ample time. . 

As nearly as is now known, it is advantageous to supply grit 

with all food for birds, especially where natural grit is deficient or 

covered up. 

Pood patehes and self-feeding stations are superior under all 

conditions for all species subject to a real shortage of natural food. | 

In the South, in places wherdnatural food is very abundant, geome may 

ignore even the best food pateh (Stoddard, p. 378). f
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: While it cannot be proved, I strongly suspect that a bushel of 

visible grain on the stalk, such as is presented in a food patch, will 

attract and hold more game than a bushel of invisible grain in the barn 

or in a hopper, no matter how promptly the latter is mde available for i 

energencies. 

In short, I suspect that visible feed in its "natural" state: 

not only feeds but also holds game, whereas invisible feed artificially 

supplied at the eleventh hour merely prevents starvation of game which 

had found no better looking place in which to winter. 201) / EE _ ‘ 

fo retard depletion in advance of emergency weather, the ideal 

food patch should offer both preferred and staple or energency food. 

The preferred food will keep the game busy until the need for staple 

food is at hand. A corn patch, in which the last cultivation is omitted 

so as to enhance the growth of foxtail or ragweed, automatically assures 

this desirable sequence of ee The ragweed will hold the birds 

watil the even is neohed., Oa os lel eek pateh of straight buck- 

| wheat is Liable, unless it is very large, to becoue exhausted before bad 

weather or searcity of wild foots has begun. ~ Lvcant 6G 

Winter Feeding Characteristics of Species. ‘he choice of a feeding 

technique involves something more than thethoice of a food. The distance 

spart at which food patches are installed sust fit the seasonal cruising | 

radius of the species, whereas the distance apart at which emergency 

stations are placed mst fit the daily radius, which is always shorter 

than the seagonal radius, and in cold weather is often very short. For 

example: « food pateh visible throughout the fall might be found by quail 

: raised a mile sway, waile an euergency station, installed at the identical
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Moreover the food patch avoids the risk that the game may fail to find 

the food, or that the manager may fail to find the starving game. 

Se Fe 

A combination of buckwheat and corn, or proso and corn, not only offers 

a palatability segquence but a maturity sequence. It not only assures 

a contimous food supply, but it tends to check wandering in both 

early and late fall. , 

nabs 7 QS 

A proper sequence of foods in a food pateh for pheasants is shown in 

Fig. 22.
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( spot but only after the onset of bad weather, might be missed by a . 

eovey located only a fer mumired yards distant. The superior economy | 

of the food patch is evident. | 

The aptitue of the species with respect to using a hopper, | 

entering shelters, opening stacks, entering shocks, an’ clipping corn | 

husks mist likewise be known and allowed for. : | 

Table, pe to present these characteristics for various | 

upland species. their sequence of winter food has already appeared | 

in sable, Be | 

Tractor Food Strips. A compact block or parcel of a grain field left | 

uneut for game is not always the best food patch. Stoddard (p. 370), | 

by running tractor plows through open woods, through heavy broom-sedge, | 

f and along fire-lanes, created long strips of food snd thus increased 

the variety and interspersion of food end cover types over large areas. 

He found these lone narrow strips more heavily used than the more com- 

pact patches. | 

Such strips need not necessarily be seeied to food-bearing | 

plants. Under some conditions food-bearing weeds automatically follow 

the breaking of the sod, or the turning under of surface litter, and / 

persist for several years. Stodiard often plowed successive halves of 

a long atrip during alternate years, tims mainteining two different 

steges of plant succession, in aidition to the third already present 

on the wmlowed ground. The season at which strips are plowed often 

determines the kind of food plants which volunteer (Stoddard, p. 365). 

The prineiple of diversification: of food and cover by means 

of plowed strips is applicable wherever interspersion is insufficient
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‘ Table Y%: Winter Feeding Characteristics of Upland Game Birds 

Species Tiffective Radius oft Will tWill enter: Will strip : Will open : Will penetrate 
Authority 3 Station Unile 3 use sroofed t tight husks t stacks of |! loose corn 

Locality : ie il : at aaa. oi hopper? shelter? 1 from corn ear? : small grain?: shocks? 
: t t t t t : 

Bobwhite * ®2 ¢ 1,0 Tf t yes? ? yes tyes, learn by | no : yes 
(P,L. Errington, Fis. )+ t : : t experience % : 

: t : 3 3 t ’ t ye 

Pheasen 1 93 t 207 3 1 t es i yes 3 
(H.M. Wight, Mich.) +: 3 : : c : qd? : [ : t 

1 : t 3 t 3 : 
Hungarian Partridge % O.2 3 3 : no i t no 3 no 

(R.@. Yeatter,Mich.) : : : ! : : : 
3 t : t g ’ : 

Pinnated Grouse : 2,0 % large °¢ no 2 ne : yes 3 no 3 no 

(7.3.4. Sehmidt, : t 2 : : t : 
Wis.) t : : : t : t 

2 t t 2 t ‘ t : 
Sharptail Grouse : O05 ¢ 2.0 : yes ¢ yes tyes, learn by ¢ no t no 

(¥.3.%. Schmidt, ’ : : : : experience : ' 
Wis. ) : 3 : : : 3 : 

: $ t : ‘ : 3 ; 
Raffed Grouse 1 O27! i407 8 ? : yes : ? : ? : ? 

(R.T.King, Minn.) 1 t : : : z : 
t t t : t t z 

Cottontail = O.2 7% ? t yes ¢t yes : yes : yes? ¢ yes ? 
8 3 2 t t 3 , 

* The daily wanierings of birds located at station. 
: ® The distance from which birds are likely to come in search of a winter location. Depends largely 

on whether previously fed in same place. 

nere=recennaunenanbttevterié:bitananhiamnetemtiaiiaintrecmnagguabaileptantieats a 
w 
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a (this is practically everywhere) ani wherever pover machinery ean be used 

to tear up the soil. Modern tractors can tear up strips not only throuch | 

old fields, but also light or scattered brush an‘ open forests, and will 

doubtless prove inmortant in crouse ani deer management, as well as in 

quail management. 

Sumer Feeding. In the overcrowded pheasant e»verts of England, grain 

and other staple foods are artificially prof#ided during the sumer months. 

In the more natural and less intensive type of game management hoped for 

in this country, summer feeding of staples is entirely unnecessary. 

Speeial provision for fruit, berries, and greens, however, is advisable 

wherever the natural supply is scanty. 

For example, Stoddard (p. 382) found that milberry trees could 

be advantageously planted on quail range, and were used by both young and 

old birds throughout the summer. 

A strong growth of clover on 014 tote-roads, highway richt-of- 

ways, ani old clearings is confidently recommended as a profitable 

measure for crouse and deer management. Licht enttle-grasing, periodical 

cultivation, and elearing away of heavy shade may in some cases be 

necessary to make the clover thrive. ‘he desirable clovers will not 

thrive on light soil. Some soils require innoculation for clover. 

Wild strawberries yevitie both greens and berries for ruffed 

grouse, and can be encouraged by periodiesal cultivation and removel of 

shade. / 

Where forest fire control has made sufficient progress actually 

to reduce the frequency of fires, the wild berry crop may decline. 

Intolerance of shade and other competition causes berries to follow fire.
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/ The same properties may be utilized to induce a berry crop without whole- ~ 

sale burning. Yor instance, the burning of segregated brush piles on 

cutting areas, and the tearing up of fire lines with tractors, will bring 

in berries just as effectively as a wholesale burn. Such strip or spot 

clearings have already been discussed in the preceding caption. 

7 
s iL Game Yood Habits Regearch, Space prevents any review of the available 

: information on food habits of each game species. ‘The literature has 

developed along substantially the same sequence as that already mentioned 

under predator food habits research: the early publications gave composite 

eross-sections of food habits for the country as a whole, whereas more 

recent publications deseribe local studies which differentiate between 

seasong and between verying local conditions. 

{ Table a lists some of the more important references for sane 

of the more important species or groups. 

By and large, food habits data for vinde, dosed on crop and 

gizzard contents of specimens shot for the purpose, while that for 

game mammals is based largely on evidence left on ain: vegetation (tooth 

marks, browsed stubbs, ete.) or direct observations on the mammals while 

; eating. 

. Particularly in browsing mammals, the identification of the 

finely masticated paunch contents is always difficult ani sometimes 

impossible. Direet observation of feeding habits from concealment is oftén 

better and less laborious. Dixon (1928) has devised a special unit of | 

meagurement, which he calls "deer mimtes," for comparing the degree to 

which the various foods at any given time or place are éime- observed to be 

eaten.
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Aquatic Foods. Management of waterfowl often involves the control of 

aquatic food plants and other vegetation. Moose and deer during the 

gammer season likewise feed on aquatics to a considerable extent. There 

4s an enormous literature on aquatic botany, but a rather meagre one 

on the culture and control of aquatic game foods. ‘Table 39 provided by 

MeAtee gives leading American references. 

The food habits of aquatic feeders, to the extent that they are 

lmown, can be derived from the literature cited in Table 40, "Publications 

on Game Tood Habits," stutecentsetethisrehapten:- 

Table 39 

Publications on Aquatic Game Foods 

Subject Author Date Locality 

Background of Needham 1916 General 

Aquicul ture & Lloyd 

Propagation of MeAtee 1911 

Wild Duck Foods 1914 General 
1915 
1917 

Mickle 1913 Ontario 

& Thomson 

Pearse & 1920 General 
Terrell 

Titcomb 1923 General 

Surveys of MeAtee 1917 Missouri 

Wild Duck Foods 
MeAtee 1920 Nebraska 

Metealf 1931 Worth Dakota 

Mickle & 1933 Ontario 

: Thomson 

Wetmore 1921. Utah 

{ Wild Rice Chambliss 1922 General 

Mackie 1930 California
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Depredations on Crops. Game damage to crops is confined principally to 

deer, rabbits, pheasants, and ducks. Bandtailed pigeons occasionally 

damage fruit, ruffed grouse sometimes de-bud fruit trees, and elk damage 

hay. Other instances of notable damage have occurred, but under 

combinations of circumstances so rare as to be of only local or temporary 

importance. 

In almost all instances, damage arises from one or more of the 

following causes: 

1. A small area of vulnerable crop thrust into a large area of 

game range. 

2. Drouth, or seasonal searcity of natural foods or water 

corresponding to the crop in question 

3. Temporary over-abundance of game during the high of the cycle 

4. Temporary concentration of migratory game 

5. Faulty distribution of other game food and cover 

6. Over-abundance of game 
es foothure orcharho ¢ 

Deer damage, such as that described by True (1932) in, California 

ean clearly be ascribed to 1, 2, and possibly 6, and that by Crowell 

(1931) in New Englandto 1 and possibly 6. On the other hand that 

described by Frontz (1930) and Clepper (1931) in Pennsylvania is a 

clear case of overpopulation (6). 

The greatest intensity of pheasant damage is usually adjacent to 

good coverts in country otherwise deficient in cover (5). Several studies 

of this question are listed in Table 40, 

Dack damage, when it occurs, is almost invariably associated 

with temporary concentrations (4) and ruffed grouse damage with cycle 

& peaks (3). Pigeon demage arises from 1, 2, and 4.
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Mechanical means or “scaring devices" for averting damage, such 

as flashguns, airplanes, and scarecrows have seldom been of lasting 

benefit (True, p. 164). Chemical sprays to render the crop repellant sometimes 

work (Trae, p. 160) but are costly, and cannot be applied to ripening fruits. 

Provision of artificial water has in some cases stopped depredations on 

fruits. Trained dogs have in some cases kept deer ot of orchards. 

That even moderate stands of game often do more or less damage 

should be freely admitted. Experience has frequently shown that the farmer's 

resentment of this fact is greatly reduced when he is encouraged to derive 

some reveme from shooting privileges, or otherwise recognized in some 

degree as the custodian of the state's wild life.
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"First, the mmber of deer that browsed upon each species of 
plant was noted. ‘he time or duration of each browsing was also 

recorded. By mitiplying the number of deer selecting any species of 

plant by the mimtes spent in browsing, we obtained what we have 

designated as deer mimtes." 

Several investigators are now Sevdinpled a technique for 

identifying game bird foods in the feces. This will be a valuable 

alternative where the taking of specimens is difficult or inadvisable. 

pant 

Sources of Water. Animals obtain water from four sources, which may 

be labelled for purposes of game management: ; 

1. Drinking Water. ‘This means surface water in the ordinary 

‘ sense of pools, springs, brooks, ete. As nearly as is 

Imown, all game animals utilize drinking water when it is 

available, whether or no they are dependent on it. Snow 

is included in thie category. 

2. Dew Water. Many birds drink dewlrops, or water condensed 

from fogs, when it collects on vegetation. 

3. Sugeulence. ‘This means water contained in plant food of : 

high moisture content, mch as fruits, berries, green 

: leaves, sprouts, flowers, and the interior pulp of fleshy 

plants like cacti. It also includes water contained in 

animal food of high moisture content, such as insects 

and insect eges. 

4. Metabolic Water. Some species (including many rodents 

{ and insects) are now mom to possess the ability to con- 

vert the carbohydrates eaten as food, or the reserve
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Tabl 5 Fake IR @ Publications on Game Food Habits. 
COr-rpilad am kee lok MeATeey U.S. Ristegeal Served) 

Species Author Date (auemabete- Locality 
Seesle 

Almost all Forbush 1912 Northeast 

game birds 1925 General 
1927 General 

Grinnell ,Bryant 
and Storer 1916 California 

Henderson 1927 General 

Upland Game Birds Jutd 1905 General 

Bobwhite Juia 1903 General 

Errington 1930 Wisconsin 

1932 Wisconsin 

Harris 195 Canada 

r 4 Stoddard 1 t 
ate Rurd - ys Gres 

California Quail MeAtee an’ Beal 1912 California 

MeLean 1930 ‘California 

Gembel Quail NeLean 1930 California 

Pinnated Grouse Grose - 1932 Wiseonsin 

' Gharptailed Grouse Lincoln 1923 North Dakota 

Gross 1932 Wisconsin 

Raffed Grousef MeAtee and Beal 1912 General 

Terrill 1924 Canada 

: Gross 1926 Northeast 

1928a. Northeast 
1928> Northeast 

Johnson 1928 New Yorkc 

Leffingwell 1931 Washington 

( Tauttringer 1931 Pennaylvanta
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Pheasant MeAtee and Beal 1912 General 
Coe + Manor, 1/42) Colerado 
Queen 1 Idaho 
CTT a red Css uta 

Severin 1334 Mas) South Bakota 

Brown 1931 General 

Leffingwell 1931 Washington 

Swenk 19 oe A 
Raark, we) Czecho- Slovaisicr 

Hungarian Partridge Munro 1925 British Columbia 

Fost i Alberta 
ape ea Curtrsbatitic + US 

Leffingwell 1931 Washington 

Deer Hall 1927 California 

Bailey 1928 Pennsylvania 
Dizon 192% Creo aw 

Barklett and i 
Stephenson 1929 Michican . 
ae Reckdif 1926 Memneg Cra crt 

\ Clepper 1931 Pennsylvania 

Robinson 1931 Sierra Nevada Mts. 

Duels cm Iara ieee) 

Mallard MeAtee 1914 General 
1915 General 
1917 General 

) 1918 General 

Troutaen 1928 Ohio 

Cottam 1930 Florida 

Black Duel MeAtee 1915 General 
1917 General 
1918 General 

Trantman 1928 Ohio 

Southern Bladc 
Duel Meatee 1914 General 

1915 General 
1917 General
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Gadwall MeAtee 1915 General 
1917 General 

Mabbott 1920 General 

Cottam 1930 Plorida 

Buropean Widgeon MeAtee 1917 General 

Mabbott 1920 General 

Baldpate MeAtee 1914 General 
1915 General 

Mabbott 1920 General 

i Cottam . 1930 Florida 

Green-winged Teal MeAtee i 1914 General. 
1915 General 
1917 General 

Mabbott 1920 General 

Cottam 1930 Plorida 

4 ' Blue-winged Teal MeAtee 1914 General 
E ; 1915 General : 

1917 General 

Mabbott 1920 General 

Cottam 1930 Florida 

Cinnamon Teal MeAtee 1915 General 
1917 General 

Mabbott 1920 General 

Shoveller MeAtee 1914 General 
1915 General 
1917 General 
1922 , General 

Pintail MeAtee 1914 General 
1915 General 
1917 General 

Mabbott 1920 General 

. Trautman 1928 Chie 
(
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Wood Ducic MeAtee 1914 / General 
1915 General 

. 1917 General 

Mabbott 1920 General 

Cotten 1930 Florida 

Redhead MeAtee 1915 General 
1917 General 

Cottam 1930 Florida 

Canvasbael: MeAtee 1914 General 
1915 General 
1917 General 

Trautman 1928 Ohio 

Seaup Dack MeAtee 1915 General 
1917 General 

Trautman 1928 Ohio 

Cottaa 1930 Florida 

; Munro and Clemens 1931 British Columbia 

Lesser Seaup Meatee 1914 General 
1915 General 

: 1917 General 

Trantman 1928 Ohio 

Cottam 1930 Tlorida. 

Ring=nedled Dadk #§ MeAtee 1914 General 
1915 General 
1917 General . 

Treatman 1928 Ohio - : 

Cottam 1930 Florida 

Bluebills Mickle and Thomson 1913 Nerthern Ontario 

Gold en-aye Midkle and Thomeon 1913 Northern Ontario 

MeAtee 1915 General 
1917 General 

Tran tman 1928 Ohio 

’ Munro and Clenens 1931 British Columbia
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( Barrow's Golden- iunro ani Clemens 1931 British Columbia 
eye 

Bufflehead Mickle and Thomson 1913 Northern Ontario 

Weatee 195 General 
1917 General 

Preatman 1928 ohio 

c. Cottam 1930 Florida 

Munro ena Clesens 1931 British Columbia 

Old Squaw vunro and Glemens 1931 British Columbia 

Paeifie Harlequin ‘Munro and Clemens 1931 British Columbia 

Ruddy Pack MeAtee 1914 General 
1915 General 
1917 General 

Troutman 1928 Ohio 

Cot tam 1930 Florida | 

Snow Goose Mektee 1917 General 

Canada Goose MeAtes 1914 Generan 
1917 General 

Lewis 1931 Bastern Canada 

Brant Wetec 1915 General 

Lewis 1931 Tagtern Canada 

Shorebirds MeAtee 1911 General 

vetmore 1925 General
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body fats, into water. Such internally mamfactured water 

is called metabolic water. 

t No American game species is definitely knowm to mamfacture 

metabolic water. ‘The non-came species which do so commonly convert 

and exerete the body wastes as insoluble urates, rather than as soluble 

uric acid, thus further reducing the physiological water requirement. 

Hater and Management. The watering habits or preferences of game when 

water is plentiful and its real requirements when weter is scarce, are . 

two different things. To see a species drinking is not proof that it 

must drink. To prove that it mst drink unjer one condition of food 

and weather is not proof that it mst drink, under any and all conditions. | 

The test of its minioum requirement is the maximum deprivation which it | 

i will survive without injury. Geme managers, in orler to select and 

develop land for refuces, preserves, plantings, ani other management 

ventures, need two kinds of information about water: 

1. The kind and distribution of water-sources optimum for 

productivity under various conditions. 

2. The minima kind and distribution of water-sources necessary 

for survival unijer various conditions. : 

3. The environmental controls necessary to meet the second, 

: and if possible, the first, criterion. 

Reliable information which differentiates the first two points 

for the various game species unier various conditions is searee and hard 

to interpret, and not generally available. Most writers confuse No. 1 

and No. 2. A review of the best available evidence will therefore be 

; attempted. toate will be diseussed later.
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Stoddard (1928) reports 

a satisfactory erop of bobwhites in Georgia during the drouth year 1927, 

in localities where water other than dew and succulence was absent during 

the nesting season. Many nests a mile from usable drinking water were 

successfully hatched. During this period water holes were watched from 

a blind, bot no quail came to drink. He concludes that "al though no 

relation between the locations of (356) nests ani available surface 

(drinking) water could be detected, it is significant that the majority 

were not far from a supply of ripening blackberries." Adults in large 

pens survived this same drouth on dew, veretation, limited insects, and 

an occasional handful of berries. Chicks were reared under the same 

conditions, with neither water nor milk, but with a regular fruit supply. 

Stoddard (p. 500) quotes Starr as finding an abuniance of Texan 

f bobwhites “miles from water" during a September drouth when there was 

no dew. ‘The conelusion reached by Stoddard (p. 501) is thats 

"Bobwhites of all aces regularly drink the dewlrops suspended 
from grass tips in the morning. If the supply fails, as it sometimes does 
under certain conditions of wind and atmosphere, berries and green matter 
are eaten in greater quantity to make up the deficiency." 

In short, dew plus succulence is optimum for bobwhite, while 

succulence alone answers the minimum requirements of the species. 

Ligon (umpublished) writes: “Although Mearns ani scaled quail 

drink during the hottest dryest periods when water is available, they 

can and do live on arid lanis without water.“ He implies that they live 

without dew, but not that they live without succulence, 

Yorhies (1928) asserts that gambel and sealed quail on the Santa 

Rita Range Reserve in Arizona thrive on suceulence alone, seldom have dew, 

( and nest as far as two miles from stock water. They show no concentration 

of nests near it, nor visible flights to reach it. He confined two Mearns
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quail for over two months in winter without water, and with no succulence 

except a few insects and bits of apple. Drinking water offered at the 

first was ignored. ; . 

1932. 
Gorsuch (ampuiiiwieed) finds that apparent concentrations of 

gembel quail around stock water in Arizona are induced by food (mesquite 

beans in cattle mamare) rather than the water itself. ee fonts: pee 
ao ara. to melon fpr wre, Birde mhay vert 

G ell (1927) writes of Gal fornia quails 

“There is, I believe, a critical distance, which, rain or dew 
failing, is the absolute limit a quail's nest may be located from 
safely accessible water and result in a matured brood. I estimate. . 
that maximum distance to be 00 yards.” : 

MeLean (1930) finds the mountain quail of California confined 

to the vicinity of drinking water, even in winter. He quotes ranchmen, 

however, as finding the gambel quail as far as 30 miles from drinking . 

water. 

The available evidence on the various quails may be swaned up 

in this way: their minimum requirement seems to be suceulence, except 

in the ease of the California quail which seems to require dew (seldom 

available) or drinking water, and the mountain quail, which seems con- 

fined to drinking water. All quail use drinking water when available, 

wot with the exception of the two California species, populations 

approaching optinmm occur on dew and suceulence alone. 

Surprisingly little is know about the vater requirements of 

grouse. Ligon (unpublished) vrites: 

“Daring the fall and winter, when the prairie hen (of Texas 
and eastern New Mexico) feeds largely on crain ani other dry seeds, they 
are free to shift about anid usually find sufficient (érinkinz) water to 
meet their requirements, whereas during the breeding period, when the 
heat is excessive, and often intensified by prolonged drought, the 

\ prairie hen is to be found contentedly located remote from water."
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Doze, former state game warden, says of Kansas? 

"Some of our quail live in the sandhills . . four or five 
miles from water for long periods of time. It is so dry .. that there . 

is no dew in the grass, yet the quail and prairie hen seem to exist 
and inerease." ' 

Gross and Schmidt tell me they found both the pimated and 

sharptail grouse in Wisconsin nesting at least half a mile from drinicing 

f water. 

S. B. Locke writes me of finding blue grouse nests in Idaho 

scapeaenteessntctieade 611 £ a mile from drinking water. It is his 

opinion that saze hens, sharptail, ruffed and blue grouse in that region 

nest successfully on dew ani sueculence alone, but that in late summer 

after the young become mobile they seek the vicinity of drinking water. 

Goldman writes of blue grouse: "I recall that I have seen 

them in many places far from water." 

Ae Aw Allen writes of ruffed grouse! 

"In captivity, when they have sufficient range and green stuff, 
they go for days without touching the water in the drinking vessels, 
or apparently missing it after these go dry. At the same time one ; 

frequently sees them drinking. ‘The young grouse in captivity, when 
given plenty of insects, do not get very thirsty, but without insects 
or milk curd they do a great deal of drinicing." 

The Grouse Report (p. 92) states that the evidence on the 

water requirements of red grouse in Britain is conflicting. Young broods 

survive in captivity without drinking water, but in the wild in late 

gumer the grown birds frequent the vicinity of water, an‘ seem to move 

away from dry rance. Incubating hens commonly seek water when they leave 

the nest. 

The information on grouse is weak in being almost devoid of con- 

trolled experimental evidence. It indicates that all American crouse 
4 

; probably nest guecessfully on dew anf succulence, ani that the western
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arid-land pinnated erous}nest on suceulence alone. All observers unanimously 

and infependently report a strong tendency for the grown young of most 

species of grouse to seek the vicinity of drinking water in late sumer 

and fall, but whether they do thi shut of choice or necessity is not know. 

Undoubtedly the optimum grouse range should offer frequent drinking water, 

but the mimimum requirement, at least during the breeding season, seems 

to be dew and micculence alone. In the case of the pinnated (and by : 

analogy the sharptail) sueculence, even in the absence of dew, may suffice. 

The eastern wild turkey is assumed by 211 writers to require 

drinking water, bt none of their voluminous testimony scems to differ- 

entiate between minimm and optimum conditions. Ligon says of the 

Merriam turkey of New Mexico: “I know they can survive for extended 

periods without (drinking) water, but in extremely dry times I think they 

( seek water." We may conclude that the minimum requirement of the western 

race 1s succulence, or at most succulence and dew. Possibly the minimum 

requirement of the eastern turkey is greater, i-e., he may require drink- 

ing water. Undoubtediy the optimm turkey rance for all races should 

offer frequent watering places. 

: : The pheasant one mst approach with trepidation, considering the 

widely differing Asiatic habitats of the various species comprising our 

present hybrids. Allen says: “Ring-necked pheasants require more water 

F than ruffed grouse, but they do not visit drinking places with any such 

regularity as the mourning dove or velley quail." 

Maxwell (1913) says of pheasants: “The provision of water on 

dry soils is essential to the welfare of the birds." By "dry soils" he 

evidently means English ranges devoid of natural drinking water. Wight 

_ (1930) saye of Michigan:
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. "Water does not seen to be a factor of importance in the choice 
of the nest site. During the excessive heat of late July and early August, 
1930 . . pheasant flocks were in some instances found close to water and 
at times actually in it." 

locke says that 

"In the arid parts of Utah and Idaho nesting of pheasants is 
confined to well-watered areas, but during the hunting season in southern 
Tdeho the pheasants spread to the sagebrush areas several miles from water." 

Talis evidence as to pheasants is somewhat contradictory. 

Probably the ringnecics are like grouse: they can nest on dew and 

é gsucculence, but in late summer tend to seek water either out of choice 

or necessity. Optimm pheasant range should doubtless offer frequent 

érinking vater. 

As to Hungarian mrtridge, Grance, while at the Wisconsin Game 

Fara, kept wing-clipped birds 211 summer in a larze pen which was water- 

f less, but for mcculence and dew. 

Maxwell (1911) is inconelusive. He says of the ideal Znglish 

partridge manor, “The ground is fortunate in being well watered by a | 

number of springs and streamlets, (so that) a dry sumer can be faced 

with equanimity." 

I conclude that Hungarians are like grouse ani pheasants: they é | 

ean nest on dew and sucenlence, but in late summer tend to seek water | 

either out of choice or necessity. Optimm partridze range should 

doubtless offer frequent drinking water. * 

All observers seem to agrees that doves require drinking water 

daily. Rpmauphocpaskbaeotheremmentstde Ghe wicht infer they could 

exist on dew, but I have no evidence of their doing so. In the arid west, 

where there is no dew, the evening water-flights of the mourning and | 

; white-winged doves are especially conspicnous. In New Mexico they persist | 

‘ 4 
;
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in this daily flight even on rainy days when water is available everywhere 

(Leopold, 1921). 

fo sum up in terms of mininmm requirements: All American 

upland game birds can nest on succulence and dew except the eastern 

turkey the mourning Jove, ani the California en mountain quailesuhecly 

Cia gaat s torts ths emeotions woted, and in pimnated grouse, there 

is evidence of nesting on succulence alone. Grouse as a group, as well 

as pheasants and Hungarians, seek and may require drinking wmter in late ; 

sumer, and may require it in drouths. 

Sicinner (1929) says 
of whitetail deer in the Yellowstae: “They seemed to need water 

regularly, and presumably dranix at least once or twice a day." 

/ Rutledge (1930) says of the eastern states: "Deer will troop 

out of their regular haunts in very dry weather, if the water supply 

fails, going to Jarcer streams ani rivers." 

Burnham says: "Next to moose and caribou as *ater-loving 

animals, I should place the whitetail. I think the whitetail requires 

water every day. Zven in the arid country they do not get far from 

streams." 

Newsome (1926) says: "While a deer enjoys playing around 

water and mst have it, he can do quite well with a little." 

Lantz (1916) ssys of whitetail in enclosures: “A good supply 

of running wter mst be provided." 

Seton (1929) says the mursing whitetail doe waters daily, 

usually at noon.
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Ligon (unpublished) writes me that in the sandhills east 

of the Pecos River in New Mexico, and on both sides of the Peeos in 

Hi, fecal row of (Od0c6/ bu ies Tare) 

west Texas, 7 whitetails are or were on range totally devoid of 

drinicing water, and offering succulence alone. 

The male deer evidently differs from the whitetail in its 

water requirenents. Locke writes of the mle deer in the Kaibab: 

"Por a good part of the summer season deer. . were quite independent 

of 2 direct water supply . . The situation changes very definitely as 

goon as the forage plants become frosted in fall. At that time there 

4s a very definite depeniency upon water supply and a concentration 

in the vicinity of springs or water holes. Observations at the deer 

treps indicate that at that season deer water . . . every three dayse* 

Hall (1927) says of the mule deer of the Kaibab in summer: 

"Qoes with fawne usually remain within two miles of water. 

The bucks, barren does, and yearlings . . may occur far from water . - 

Does bearing fas concentrate in areas near water, and drink at 

least once ani usually twice each 24 hours. In the first week of i 

i July, at which time it rained daily on the Kaibab, does with fawns 

were found ag fer as five miles from any lake or spring, pat before 

and after this rainy period none were found further than two miles 

from. . water." 

MeLean (1930) and Hall, in studying the burro deer in Lower 

California in December, say? 

“We saw little if any evidence of places where burro deer 

had come to water. Most of the ‘tanks’ . . showed no evidence of 

having been used by deer." 

Seton (1929) says of the Southwest: 

“There can be little doubt that the mule deer or burro deer, 

Like the whitetail, the sheep, and the antelope, dispenses with 

water altogether . . where there are nifhiter springs nor pools, but 

where cactus abounds." 

Ligon (unpublished) writes? 

"Qlthough desert mountain sheep, antelope, mule deer, 

peccaries, (and) jackrabbits . . do drink during the dryest and 

hottest periods when water is available, they can and de live on arid 

i, lends without water.”
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I conclude that the eastern whitetail deer requires drinking 

water. Nursing whitetail does seem to require it daily. At least some 

of the western races of whitetail, however; seem on all fours with the 

male deer. In the Northwest, whitetails occur mostly near streams, but 

in the Southwest they persist on succulence alone. 

Mule deer can subsist and fawn on succulence alone. There 

water is available, however, does show a strong tendency to seek it 

during fawning, and all mle deer seek it after frost kills the succulenca 

Drinking water is doubtless an optimum requirement, but succulence is the 

ee Stonange a ttt wird, Like the ereLinn 
ae I have no evidence on the Columbian blacktail. A Leeirt-se 

as eaten abit 

> Moose and caribou inhabit well watered country and seom to 

drink daily. 

Blk seen to parallel mule deer in their requirements. 0. J. 

Maurie is conducting experiments to find out. 

Skinner (1929) writes me it is his belief that “prong-horns 

(antelope) in the Yellowstone like water when they can get it easily, 

and drink daily, bat they can go without water for two or three days 

without discomfort if necessary. They eat snow." 

B. R. Sans of the Biological Survey writes me that in Nevada 

antelope water daily in hot weather, and every two days in cool weather. 

Warsing does seek the vicinity of water, ani drink twice daily. Fame 

in captivity drink at all hours of the day. 

Ligon's opinion that antelope in New Mexico can and do live 

\ on arid land without water has already been qoted. f
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Burnham writes me that 

“In Wyoming . . antelope would go to water at a regular time 
each forenoon. . but in the Salada Desert of Lower California there are-- 
or were--a good siged band of antelope . . without any water. ‘he only 
water is at Tres Posas, where the wells are ing vertically to a depth 
of 12 or 15 feet, and while we found cougar ani coyote tracks, there 
were no deer or antelope tracks. Dew does not fall. Water does reach 
this bunch of antelope when the Colorado River (is) in flood in spring." 

I conelude that antelope are like mile deer: ‘They drink regularly 

when they can, especially does at faming time, but they subsist and 

Crermetanee 
reproduce on succulence alone where ,@aowndon requires. 

Inquiry about mountain sheep was confined to the desert species, 

since the othersinhabit range well provided with both succulence, water 

and snow. 

Ligon's opinion that sheep in New Mexico can ami do live on 

{ waterless range has already been quoted. He says, “I have watched 

mountain sheep avidly eating the thick watery filling of the large prickly 

pear leaves, which evidently served the purpose of a drink." 

Sans watched a spring in Nevada where 80 sheep were watering in 

October, 1925, and found they came in to drink every three days. He 

suspects that in duly this herd waters every alternate day. 

: Burnham says of the Salada Desert: 

“We did gee evidence that the mountain sheep . . occasionally 
come to the tenahas for water. ‘The country, however, is so infested 
with mountain lions. . that I think the sheep at times go for days | 
without going to water. At each tenaha we found remains of sheep killed 

' ‘by mountain lions (but) never of antelope or deer, which would have | 
equally fallen a prey to lions, had they been in the habit of watering." 

MeLean (1930) says of sheep in the Inyo Mountains of California 

in October: “Lambs do not always come to water with the ewes . . The 

( ewes apparently come to water about once every seven days, whereas the ‘ 

Yams come every two to four days."
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GZrcinner (unpublished) has seen the same sheep drinking on 

gaccessive days for weeks at a stretch in the Yellowstone. He believes 

they there drink regularly at least once a daye 

I conclude that the desert races of mountain sheep are much 

like mle desr and antélopet they drink periodically when they can, 

put they subsist and reproduce on gueculence alone where occasion 

requirese 

Scinnor (unpublished) believes Yellowstone bears, both 

grizzly and black, ordinarily get enough water with their food. He 

has, however, seen them drinking. 

‘he geme rodents may be safely assumed to subsist on succu- ] 

lence alone. 

Glagsification of Reqairenentg. ‘the epparent trent of the foregoing 

evidence is sumed up in anne It should be unterstood that these — 

elassifications are of unequal validity as between species, and that 

they represent the minim, not the optim, requirement, cite ei 

nt taematof food and weather. ‘he special effects of extraordinary 
A 

drouth are covered in the next caption. 

{he deficiencies in our dependable Imowledge of the water 

requirements of game present a large opportunity for controlled 

experimentation of the kind performed by sintsaliflis Siulatich Such 

experiments have so far been rare, even in species susceptible of 

confinement, and in species on which a vast amount of unchecked field 

observation has been expended. 

+/ 

4 Extreme Drouth. ‘the species listed in TaMe 32 as gubsisting on dew 

and suceulence do not necessarily retain that ability during seasons |
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fable 32 

Drinking 

Species Succulence Dew Sater __ Remarks 

Quails 
Bobwhite. ..... X ) Juveniles do not 
Wes «oc we 5 ) need dew 
Sealed «+ -+se-e X ) 

Gambel. -.. 444 X 7 
California. ..-26++sese+2s Xs. 0P--X Need dew or water 

ee a ee eS’ Confined to near water 

Grouse 
Pinnated. ..... X ? ) 
Sharptail .....-X ? } 
Raffed. 22 ss 2 o Xe» aml. X Move to water in 

a ee ea ) late sumer after 
Sagehem «6 oe cs Ks » anh « : ) young are grown, 

) especially if on 
Pheagant . ...-..- X- + amd. X ) dry feed 

Hungarian Partridge ..X.. and. .x } 

Turkey 
; Bastern. - 2 sce rcv nerseaveone ™-‘X 

{ Merriam. ..+0+ X«-+ anh. .X 

Doves, Mourning & White-wing .....6e2204 X 

Deer k 

Eastern Whitetail... +e ses ececenana & 
Southwestern White- 

tall ..20+-X . 

ee | ) Nursing does seek 
Bike ce ecveece EX ) water, ani oll in- 

) dividuals after 
SEE 6. ec a oe Xk ) frost kills suecu- 

; lenee, if available 
Desert Sheep. .... X 

Bears. ssn cee e en e X 

Moose and Caribou 2... 2 se esc awe nee X 

Rebbits, Hares & 
Squirrels... .. X
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so dry that there is no dew and little or no succulence. Daring such 

extreme drouth the bad effects of water deficiency are also accentuated 

and obs@ured by at least two additional sources of direct or indirect 

mortality: 

1. Food shortage 

2. Drying out or undue heating of eges 

The bad effects of fire and overgrazing are also often suddenly 

and severely accentuated during extreme drouth. 

It is, of course, well kmown that eggs lose moisture during 

incubation, and that the loss mst not exceed a certain amount, lest 

the eeu tan weak to accomplish his release. It is conceivable that 

when incubating hens are disturbed during iasenes heat the sun may 

“eook* or weaken the ees, in addition to drying thea unduly. The i 

( temperature and humidity tolerances of ezgs, and the conditions neces 

sary to bring about a normal rate of moisture-loss, are u specific 

character for each species. ‘This character is mom for poultry, but not 

yet for game species. 

Leopold and Ball (1931), in investigating the quail shortace 

coincident with the drouth of 1930, encountered frequent reports of 

"addled eggs” in the states whose weather records showed the most 

abnormal heat ani dryness, but none elsewhere. ‘This “oddling" may 

have been induced by hot dry air and soil. “hile the states which had 

suffered extreme drouth showed a 30-90 per cent shortage in the quail 

erop, the aijoining states to the northward showed a decided increase 

im quail in many localities. ‘This sees to confirm Stoddard'’s con- 

; clusion that a moderately dry sumer is the most favorable, whereas a 

very hot and dry one may be fatal.
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Henry P. Davis found that the quail of the drouth year 1930 

near Batesville, Mississippi, weighed 6.17 ounces, whereas on the same 

ground during the preceding normel year st the same date they had 

averaged 6.2% ounces in weight. ‘There is every probability that the 

eurtellment of the food supply by the drouth was responsible for this 

decreased weight, which was eatien accompanied by a corresponding 

decrease in vigor. 

It has already been pointed out that the southwestern species 

of quails often fail to pair and nest during years of extrene drouth. 

The modified behavior and special cover habits of desert 

animals in regions of perenniel drowth will be deseribe’ unier "Cover" 

in the next chapter. 

ort LL 
/ __--Bontxol of Water Supply. Probably nowhere is there to be found a more 

important example of big-scale manipulation of the factors of produc- 

tivity than the artificial development of watering places for Livestock 

throughout the semi-arid ranges of the West. As in the case of foot- 

and-mouth aiseage control in California, this factor was controlled 

for the benefit of livestock rather than game, yet this very fact 

emphasizes rather than detracts from its significance. It shows that 

game managenent need not always carry the entire cost, or even any of 

the cost, of control measures. It illustrates the fact that game is 

not usually a separate product, demeniing s separate investment of time 

or money, with returns proportionate to the separate investment. It 

is rather a by-product, often demanding only aicillful consideration of 

its needs in conjunction with outleys of time or money that are going 

te be made in any event, for purposes of agriculture, forestry, animal.
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In waterfowl, drouth severe enough to dry up the breeding grounds 

of course suspends productivity altogether. A geographic comparison 

of recent drouth areas and the breeding ranges of 17 species of ducks, 

compiled by Hoyes Lloyd, of the Canadian Department of Interior, is 

reproduced in Field and Stream (1929) and also in the Senate Comaittee 

Hearings (1932, pp. 204-252). 

(
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} husbandry, or other economic activities. 

Water for livestock has been developed on scores of millions 

of acres of western ranges. Most of that water is available to and 

used by game, wherever game has not been eliminated by overgrazing or 

over-bunting. 

It is importent for the Zasterner to realize that water 

development consists not only of wells and reservoirs which provide 

water where none previously existed, but includes also the piping and ; 

troughing of trampled springs where water existed, but during drouths 

was lest in rocks or mud, It also includes the opening of easy trails 

to water previously difficult of access for topographic reasonge 

It is important that the relation of watering places to game 

: habitat and movements be thoroughly uniérstood, the relation in best 

\ J explained by analogy with cattle. ‘Table - indicates that most game 

species are not as dependent on water as cattle are; nevertheless many 

species not dependent on it regularly use it. ihe wnehaey with cattle 

will help explain the relationship between water, food, weather, 

predators, ete. 

“The watering place is the centre of a cow's orbit. Hach water 

hadits own separate unit of population. Talbot (1926) has shown that 

in the Southwest a cow should not have to travel more than about 2-1/2 

wiles to water in smooth} fairly level country, ani not more than 1-1/2 

miles in rolling country. A cow's "“eruising radius" from water hag, 

under any set of cireumstanzes, a fixed maximum length which depends 

upon the balance between her input and outont of energy. 

Porace oni water are input. ‘the distance between forage and 

water tends to increase as the forage near water is cropped down. fo
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reach both with the frequency demanded by her physiological make-up 

and current condition, a cow mst climb hills, endure heat or cold, 

and eseape enemies. ‘hese are output. Output ost not exceed input 

if the cow is to live. Hence there is a distance from water beyond 

which it does not pay to go for food, Shade, salt, disturbance by 

enemies, and maternal duties influence the balance. Other factors 

being equel, maxinnm productivity on a given areca is obtained when 

watering places are so spaced that the “cirele"” deseribed by the 

i practicable “eruising rajius" from each water touches those surrounding 

the adjoining waters. : 

An wnineumbered, vigorous steer or heifer has a longer 

cruising radius than a cow with calf, or a heavy mull. All cattle 

have a longer radius in winter than in summer; in fact, with snow on 

i the ground, water limits become inoperative and other factors such 

ag shelter from storms, and exposure to the warmth af the sun, 

determine what range is usable. All cattle have a longer radius on 

@ rich range than on an impoverished one. ‘They have a longer radius 

when the water is clean anéd abundant, so that they can drink their 

fill quickly and without interference, than when the water is a mere 

dribble, er when they are disturbed by predators or compere, They 

have a longer radius when sufficient salt is properly distributed, 

' than when special foodless and waterless trips to salt-croun’s are 

necessary. In short, 2 cattle country at any one season may be , 

pictured as consisting of water units, eaéh containing food anid salt 

comeensurate to its population. ‘fhe boumlaries of the units do not 

‘overlap much; they are irregular in shape but tend to be uniform in : 

; area, and the area is fixed by the cruising radius of the average
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individuals in each unit herd. 

P A game country consists of similar units. “AS already geen, 

j the minimum water requirenents of game, ani hence the limitations 

placed on productivity by water supply are usually leas than in cattle, 

but the optimum is not dissimilar, especially in came mammals. We do 

not know guantitativelywhat they are. ‘This need oceasion no surprise 

when we recall that it is only in recent years that the water require- 

wents of cattle were quantitatively determined, and published as 

written knowledge. the optimm water requirements or habits of each 

species of game doubtless vary for every combination of season, food, 

coverts, and enemies. By discovering these habits or requirements, 

game management can manipulate them to advantaree 

A good Mllustration is the effect of water spacing on losses 

‘ from predators. Lions eatch mounéain sheep by lying in ambush on high 

rocks which command the trail to water holes. Old-timers say that 

certain “lookout points” near water holes in the Catalina Mountains of 

Arizona were formerly littered with the bones of mountain sheep which 

had been ambushed by mountain lions. If this country had been better 

watered the lions could not have operated so successfully. A similar / 

instance noted by Burnham on the Salada Desert has already been des 

eribed. 

Since the publication of Grinnell's (1927) findings on the 

water requirements of juvenile Galifornia quail, svortsmen's associations 

have undertaken “campatgns* to meke water from pipelines, and from high- 

walled inaecessible stock tanks, available for the birds. 

( Summary. ‘This chapter has necessarily followed down so many ramifications 

of the mbjeet of food ani water control tat 2 summary may help to unify



. J the whole picture, in so far as the scanty evidence permits. 

Our unierstanding of food and water is Limited at the outset by 

our deficient unierstanding of geme physiology. 

Geme eats a tremendous variety of foods. The bill of fare follows 

a seasonal gequence, and seema to be determined by availability, 

palatability, current physiological needs, ant previous habit. Txotic 

foods mst be “Learned." 

During critical seasons, such as winter, the observed sequence 

probably represents a descending order of palatability or sustenance 

value, and thus offers valuable elues to food-control measures. 

we "ee “Game geldom dies of poisonous foods. It either avoids them 

Jnl suatstiveiy ede 46 ‘tiamane, el ee aflvencing 2g@e 

‘ The palatability (and probably composition) of a given food | 

( varies by seasons ani regions. 
| 

Civilization has profoundly changed the lind and distribution 

of game foods, and has tims destroyed, created, or moved the tenable 

habitats of species. 
| 

Geme birds benefit agriculture by eating insects, out it is 

doubtful whether they control weeds. 

The best of various techniques for winter feeding are those ; 

which offer several sequences, which are widely interspersed with cover, | 

ani which otherwise similate nature. Spacing should conform to the 

mobility of the game. Game species differ in aptitude for “helping then- 

selves" to food. Sumer suceulence sometimes needs to be provided. 

Composite analyses of food habits are only a general guide to ’ 

( local questions. ame Localized food studies hm 5 
: 

; % i
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Cieantetd? 

All game birds eat mineral grits, and some species have the 

ability to conserve their grits when the daily supply is cut off. 

(



a Water is derived from dev, succulence, ani metabolic processes, 

ag well as from springs, brooks, etc. Optinun an? miniwum water require= 

ments are different. A11 but two quails can subsist on suceulence alone. 

Most American grouse, partridges, and pheasants require dew as well. ‘the 

eastern turkey, ani all doves require actual drinking water, but the : 

southwestern turkey can subsist on dew and suemlence. Big same and . 

rodents can subsist on suceulence, except the eastern whitetail, moose, 

and caribou, which require water. These classifications may break down | 

g during extreme drouth, when there is no gucculence. Yxtreme drouth may ; 

decrease weights, "addle"” eges, or prevent mating. 

f The livestock industry has provided game water on large areas 

of arid rancee On ouch range, the watering place is the centre of the | 

, animal's “orbitY ani together with food and salt, determines range and j 

population units. 
‘ 

| 

Henry Seidel Canby once said: “The world has become a picture | 

puzzle. When we have put together the few pieces that science has given | 

‘us, we are often too pleased with our success to be impresse’ by the “ag 

result." 
| 
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3 a 
ie SONTROL OF COVER a 

: ; a 
gee a 

ee Definitions. "Cover" and "covert" both mean vegetative or other ag 

ee, shelter for game, . 

a Strictly speaking, cover is the Kind of materials of waich “a 

ae the covert is composed. Cover may refer to a single plant or a very af ; 
ois x a 

a: % gmall area; covert is a geographic unit of cover. css o 

aw a 
i Plant Suecessiong. Control of vegetation for game cover or food mst oe 

BS be based on a thorough understanding of the fact that the kind of oes 
¥ ; Si 

= a vegetation on any piece of lant does not resain unchanged from year to : 

es year if left to itself. very sere of soil has » definite sequence AB 

t “s of vegetative coverings, and unless accidentally or deliberately inter- ee 

4) 
ea 

‘_ fered with, the type of covering now found will be crowied out by the 4 
; a 

type next in sequence, and it in turn by the next, until the final PA 

P or “climax” type is reached. It alone is stable when left alone. ae 

ar 6 A This sequence of chances | s called the plant suecession. Bach ie hy 

fan © Crnlandlaw cr wots, au Crna 
ale ix 

Pee ema of soil has its om series of etative types. A single step Lane 

et 6 
2 tea 

a. in the guecession may take a month, or a year, or ten centuries, but co 

Ese 
Pe 

ea. * its completion is ag inexorable as time itself. aes 
i ee J bg 

pe. The kinds and rates of change vary greatly with soils and e 

i % climate, ani with the kind and degree of interference. In general, the a 

es sequence on lanis managed for upland game ist a 
ae 

ee 1. Bare ground ; = 
i 

za 

~— 2 : 2. Weeds 
i ae 

ae ; 
er, 

ai "7 3. Grass j; ; a 

a a 
a ia i r a Sire wt 3 eee y r : e : | a = eel x i 

ee te Me RE eR a, 2
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Severe interference, such as clearing and ealtivation, throws 

the succession from 5 back to 1. Less severe interference, such as log- 

ging, throws 5 back to 4, but if grazing or fire is added, back to 3, 

or if overgrazing is added, back to 2. ‘The rate of return depen's on 

the contimuance of the interference. 

: Within each of these five classes, there may be a guccession 

of various kindg or combinations of weeds, grass, brush, or timber. 

This elexentary exposition will euffice to show that control 

of game cover or food is largely a matter of understanling and controllig 

the plant succession. 

So is agriculture, forestry, an‘ range management. Henee the 

importance of coordinating their needs and processes with those of game. 

.= A majority of game species are associated with an interspersion 

| of the early ani intermediate stages of plant succession (see Chapter V). 

Cover control deals with maintaining a balance or optimm combination of 

atazes. Stoddard (p. 361) thus sums up this conesption of balance for. ; 

bobrhites 

: *Pood ani cover are of equal importance to the covey range, and 
one is of little use without the other. Faras 90 intensively cultivated 

i and pastured that there is no cover can have no quail; while cover, be 
it ever so attractive, without suitable food, will be equally barren 

i of birds." 
. 

Methods of Cover Control. Cover (an! often food) can be controlled by 

either speeding up or setting baelc the plant succession. The "tools" 

used are usually: aadiskieust ; 

Fou Speeding up the Fo Setting badic the 

——luecession__ Succession ___ 

Cg Planting Plowing 

Fencing against stodk Burning . ; 

Protecting against fire (raging 

FR Cutting reeves
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; These may all de called "natural" tools. It is also possible 

to batld cover artificially by the use of physical objects (brush, wire 

or lumber), or by changing the quality of the site through fertilization, 

drainace, or impounding water, ani thus changing its plant suecession. 

These may be called artificial tools. 

The following captions will set forth the known principles not 

alreafly explained in Chapter V, ani deseribe practical examples of 

cover control by some commonly available tools. ‘The game manager may 

find these suggestive, tut he must usually exercise his own ingemity 

in devising measures adapted to particular local conditions. 

Gover Functions, quality, ani Location. Places to feed, hire, rest, 

sleep, play, ani raise youns have been specified as the consti t 

{ folic’ e's walvoha slaw: vat sce pe Fe E A . 

The game manager working in a particular area needs a very detailed 

“pill of specifications’ as to what constitutes guch places, for the 

gpeeies with which he is dealing, pt each season of theyear. He 

ghould also know the degree of variation in the composition an! inter= 

spersion of cover types which his species will tolerate (see Chapter V). 

For species on wiich there ia no competent monogrash, such as Stoddard's 

on the bobuhite, the manager will have to devise win ton) ae te ‘they 

were sll known(vhich they are not), thete presentation of these 

specifications for all species would far exeeed the confines of a 

single volume. Sow — of oe divelepant ee ai fone 

Ont Yor mould te emhasized that many special functions of cue 

( cover are yet to be discovered. Tims Wight recently discovered that 

a “erowing area aceeptable to a cock pheasant as 2 vreoting am
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oo 
¥ probably has more or less definite, specifications. His publication 

(1930) does not give then in detail, but more kmowledge will doubtless 

enable the mmber of habitable breeding /ranzeg to be artificially 

; inereased by the manipulation of cover types. . 

Jome—tuactions-of cover ere-se-miviily svsciediaed—onet—ehey 

ave ive deber-undep tae acu asinti ade aD eats AOR se | 

As to quantity or area, gome cover is sometinies present in 

- excess of the optimm. This is usually true on cheap, well-watered 

land, such as the guif states and the lake states. Such quantitative 

exeess, however, is often short of food and lacking in variety, inter- 

spersion, or correct density. In parts of Georgia, for instemce, 

Stoddard (p. 370) inereased the quail population of large areas of pine 

undergrom with oak aif brush by cutting out ani thinning the oak, | 

thereby admitting a more vigorous growth of partridge pea, other legumes, 

: weeds, an? other foods. 

ye ih he uetn faquads bamaibn, tok aman to be 1hted ty 
’ @efieciency rather than an excess of coverts. ‘,erever agriculture ig 

intensive, full productivity of upland game is usually obtainable 

only by allowing certain coverts to reestablish themselves through 

the natural processes of plant succession, or by establishing them | 

artificially through planting. A discussion of artificial covert res- 

toration will bring out the principles involved, and once these are 

grasped the less difficult problem of allowing coverts to reestablish . | 

themselves can be readily solved. ZT ! 

. oh Saaced sch as Veckiad gun, hank Sonligntton 

\ function. By discovering the exact Icind, amount, and location of coverts | 

;
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Some deeper explanation is necessary, however, to account for 

the scarcity of upland game in that vast area of semi-reverted farm land 

which stretches from New Enzland down the Atlantic seaboard, and which 

contains more good-looking game cover than almost any other part of the 

continent. ‘The decline of agriculture has, of course, decreased the 

food supply, but not everywhere. ‘The lack of interspersion has already 

been mentioned, but it is not universal. Over-killing has been prevalent, 

but no worse than elsewhere. Predators may be bad in spots, but no 

more so than in other regions. I suspect that underneath these locally 

variable handicaps to productivity runs 6 more serious and permanent injury: 

the exhaustion of soil fertility. With the exception of the grouse of 

the north, which by reason of their bud-eating habit are partially inde- 

{ pendent of a rich variety of seed~bearing flora, there is a remarkable 

: correlation between game supply and soil fertility throughout North 

; America. . 

{
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} requisite for each function, a great economy in acreage ani installation 

cost ean be achieved. 

Bobwhite quail, for instance, probably reached maximm abuvienes 

during that stage of settlement when the composition of their range | 

accidentally reached an equal proportion of brush, woodland, and crude | 

eultivetione It does not follow, however, that the restoration of ! 

f this proportion is essential in manazement. A covey of quail may | 

originally have fount its requirements for brush satisfied by ten | 

acres of hazel. ‘The reason it was satisfied, however, did not lie | 

in the acreage, but in the accidental existence of a few grapevine 

tangles, brush piles, or fallen treetops occurring in the hazel, but | 

aggregating only half an acre in total area. In short, the function . 

P of the ten acres of hazel brush was concentrated on a twentieth of its | 

total area. By restoring either the particular thinzs formerly dis- 

charging this function, or their equivalent in plants or structures | 

having the.same properties, a satisfactory quail population might be 

restored by management without the "expenditure" of more than a fractiam 

! of the acreace formerly usel. In short, restoration is a matter of 

simlating the quality, rather than the quantity, of original coverts. 

That acreage will suffice which represents the mintmm necessary to . 

balance the food supply, that is, the minioum admissible under the 

environmental tolerance of the species. 

Quality is a matter of location as well as properties. Tims 

a grapevine tangle for quail on a sunny bank with a south exposure 

and protection from wind, and with useable avemes of travel in the 

\ fora of brashy fencerows leading out into the food types, might readily
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add a new covey to the game population of the farm, when the same tangle 

situated in the middle of a bare field, or on the north edge of the 

woodlot, might have no effect at all. : 

Kinds of Cover. Yor convenience in the ensuing discussions, five common 

functions of cover may be given special names? 

l. Winter cover. Vegetation offering invisibility or mechanical 

protection during snow. 

2. Refuge cover. Vegetation from which game cannot be driven 

by hunters. : 

3. Loafing cover. A place, not necessarily large, often near 1 or 

2, and offering shade in summer or sun and wind protection 

in winter. 

4. Nesting cover. 

5. Roosting cover. 

{here is, of course, some overlap. ‘The term “escape cover" often 

‘ad applies to 1 and 2 collectively. 

Gome of these categories cannot be satisfactorily discussed, because 

of the requirements af the different species are so variable that a dis- 

cussion would fill a volume. Zrrington (1931) deseribes winter cover for 

bobwhite, and Stoddard gives a complete inventory of the needs of this 

species. The Game Survey (p. 59) gives a general appraisal of cover 

conditions and trends. 

All farm gsme, however, has similar nesting requirements. A dis- 

eussion of nesting cover follows. 

Theory of Nesting Cover. "Bait" Cover. It is only in the last few years 

thet geme managers in this country have recognized nesting cover as a 

separate and distinct need. We now realize that a range with ample 

, winter cover may be radically deficient in nesting cover, or vice versa.
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The American inception of the idea goes back to Stoddard (193la). It has 

been amplified by several recent investigators, especially Wight (1930) 

and Yeatter (1932). 

Methods of diagnosis for nesting problems in general are expanded 

in Chapter XV. We are here dealing only with cover. 

Most of the breeding ranges of our groind-nesting birds offer an 

infinite amount and variety of nesting cover after the new green growth 

of the year has started. Most of our waterfowl and all of our gallinaceous 

birds, however, tend to start nesting before the new green growth has 

pecome serviceable. ‘Their ultimate success in raising a brood depends 

on the outcome of a series of repeated nesting attempts following successive 

previous failures. When one of these attempts at last succeeds the 

breeding is over for the year. 

The longer the period available for "repeat nests" the greater the 

probability of ultimate success. We do not lmow what temainates the 

period if none of the successive attempts succeed. It may be weather 

or it may be physical exhaustion. It seems certain, though, that the laws 

of chance will raise the probability of success if we lengthen the period 

at its anterior end by providing nesting cover of the previous year's growth, 

which stands ready as soon as the birds are ready. Such cover may induce 

earlier nesting and it certainly lowers mortality from nest destroyers. 

Moreover late nests in agricultural crops are endangered by harvesting 

machinery. ‘The more nests we can decoy into other cover the less will be 

the loss of nests in crops. “Bait cover" is cover deliberately provided 

to keep nests out of crops or other dangerous ground. 

4 There is reason to suspect that in the absence of special nesting
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cover the plant and crop succession on certain ranges for certain species 

is such as to hold ready a new and accurately-timed misfortune for 

every successive nesting attempt. Thms a bird forced to build her first 

nest in early May in the old grass of a narrow fencerow is robbed by a 

crow using the fenceposts as ready-made observation towers. Her second 

attempt is made in alfalfa which has become serviceable just at that time, 

only to expose the nest when the alfalfa is cut in June. Her third 

attempt is made in oats, then still uncut, only to fall victim to the 

harvest in July. Under mch conditions nesting cover is clearly a 

limiting factor, and successful management must begin by either providing 

bait-cover or adopting mechanical means of saving the nests in hay and grain. 

Control of Nesting Cover. Marginal strips of hay or grain left standing 

( from the previous year are often effective "bait." Thus Wicht (1930) 

; finds that hayfields are a favorite location for late pheasant nests in 

southern Michigan, and that nearly all of the nests are located in the 

outer four or five "swaths" of the hay cutter. The hen uses the fencerow 

as a “street," and enters the hay only far enough to hide the nest. Assum- 

ing that some hay could be left uncut as “bait” for vncinisiaithik it would be 

just as effective and mech more economical to leave only the periphery 

of the field. The function of the hayfield as a nesting covert is all 

concentrated in its edges. Leaving the outer two or three swaths uncut 

on one or two sides of a hayfield during the last haymowing in fall would 

"catch" mogt of the early nests next spring. At the second cutting, 

after the nests have hatched off, this marginal strip could be taken as 

usual, but a new strip left for the succeeding year's nests on some other 

{ side of the field. A rotation of bait coverts is tims established without
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undue sacrifice of acreage. Incidentally the bait strips would have 

some value for winter cover as well, especially when snow is absent. 

The same principle of rotation of margins can be used in grainfields 

by letting stalks and weedystand. 

Yeatter (1932) likewise finds that over half of the Hungarian 

nests found in the fields of southeastern Michigan and northwestern Ohio 

lie within 30 feet of the edge, and over half of all nests found were in 

hay or grain, especially alfalfa. The most frequent hatching date falls 

between June 15 and June 30. The first alfalfa cutting dees June 10, 

so that most alfalfa nests are destroyed by the mowing. Farm machinery 

of one sort or another accounted for 40 per cent of all nest losses © 

and about 25 per cent of all nests found. 

The losses in cutting snall grain are less than in mowing hay 

5 because the early nests hatch before the grain is cut. “It seems likely 

that the majority of the nests destroyed in (the grain) harvest are those 

of birds whose nests have previously been broken up during haying." 

Yeatter tried out, and found feasible, the following technique 

for detecting hayfield nests before mowing: Drag the outer edge of each 

hayfield with a rope pulled by two men walking abreast. Do this at a 

date when the nesting studies show the average incubation is well enough 

advanced to avoid risk of desertion. Jini and stake the nests indicated 

by the rope-flushed hens, and then in the subsequent mowing leave a 

small “igland" of uncut hay around each stake. Observations indicate 

hens will return and hatch nests in 
that/such "islands" of cover, whereas they usually desert nests cut over 

by the mower.
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conservation Warden Arthur Peterson (1931) has devised a 

ofiushing our, extending from the outer end of the cutter to the 

brichen strap on the shoulder of the near horse, in such a manner ag 

to brush the tops of the hay, and thns automatically flush any birds 

in time to allow the driver to stop the team and investigate. If there 

is a nest, an island of unent hay ean be left. the (elecon plucking nod 
he Ahora #19, 24, 

fo provide nesting and loafing ground for mail, Stoddard 

(p. 364) afvises leaving unplowed strips on the edges of fields adjoin- _ 

ing escape coverts. His main control of nesting cover, however, wes , 

the thinning of reverted broom sedge fields by controlled fire, so as 

to get the mediun density of grass desired for nesting purposes. ; 

In cutting fields containing partridge chicks, Maxvell (1911) | 

advises working the mower from the edzes toward the centre, and then | 

( leaving a eentre-strip uncut overnight, so as to give the entrapped | 

broods tine to disperse to other fields. 

; Nesting cover for red grouse in Britain consists of low (young) | 

heather. Long old heather is never used as a nesting site. Heather 

about a foot high, at the edge of an cpentng, 0 es Jost-cover 

eontrol in red grouse is therefore a matter ofa high degree of inter- 

spersion of age-classes of heather. ‘his is semmplished by spote 

burning under careful control (Leopold an‘ Ball, 1931). | 

Nesting ecoverts on dangerous ground may act as, trap, and do | 

. more hare than good. Stoddard (p. 369) deliberately burned the nesting 

cover on lan? 4 known to overflow yearly, thus forcing the nesting bob= 

whites to seek the safer uplands. 

( In the arid west, nesting cover for waterfowl on the shores of 

lakes and reservoirs is often removed through grazing, and nests des- | 
|
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\ troyed by the trampling of livestock. Fencing such shorelines in a 

series of enclomres, with the necessary open "water gaps" between then 

to allow the stock ample access to water, would vastly enhance their 

productivity by providing cover and protection for nests. Fencing 

only the marshy portions, ani leaving gaps at the hard portions of the ~ 

shore would algo teni to prevent the “bogzing" of voalk cattle in spring, — 

ani thas improve conditions for livestock as well as ducks. 

It is safe to assert as a genoral principle that the leaving 

of dry grass of the preceding year's growth, not too rank or dense, in 

: stratecsic spots, will “capture” most of the outty neste of game birds, and 

possibly even intuce earlier nesting. By then protecting this "bait" 

cover against enemies (ineludine plow, fire, crazing, ant predators) 

three purposes are accomplished: (1) nest mortality from agricultural 

6 machinery ani livestodic 19 reduced, (2) survival chances are increased, 

(3) earlier ani larger young are —. In ne we do not yet 

aiseriminate against re-nestings and Late young--a bird is a bird, and 

that's that. We even refrain fronpthoot ing Ssquealors" on ethical 

grounds. But in Britain late young are regarded as a “menace to the 

health of the moor" beemse they enerze from the winter "weal, ani a fit 

host to disease." A deliberate attemt is maje to kill them off during 

7 the fall shooting (Leopold ani Bell, 1931). ‘he Mnglish idea seems 

* sountere (Snaurt ‘ be
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The only contrary argument is the possibility that early broods run 

stronger to males than late ones (see Chapter IV). 

Conerete examples of nesting cover controls, in combination 

with other range developments, are ‘shown for Iowa pheasants in 

Fig. 2? and for Towa quail in Semper 

A set of directions for nesting cover control, written in 

layman's language, is given in the"Iowa Handbook of Game Management."
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Lyre 
Properties of,Goverf Plantae Zeonomy in acreage ani installation costs 

calls for the utmost care in the eateetion of g@mmmt cover specios, 

either for artificial planting or for natural reporiuetion. Such economy 

is obtained only by cocbining as many properties as possible in a single 

species of plant. 

In snow country, the most essential property is dense winter 

foliace or thorns. Dense winter foliage 1s obtainable only, eatin | 

sages? non-deciduous or evergreen species, such ag the conifers. Dense 

foliage is not necessary if the cover has thorns (osage, rose), or if 

the branches are so matted as to exclude predators without either 1 

thorns or foliace (grape tangles). ‘hatever ™® the property, an | 

f effective cover for either eseape or shelter mst be close to the 7 

grouni, ‘ms evergroens are effective only as saplings raise! in | 

the open, because then only do their lower branches persist and sweep | 

the ground. Osage is best chen the lower branches arqpenfant, and | 

grepe when the tangle of vines is on or near groun’ levels. Old | 

: evergreens with clean boles are useful to many amall birds, bot useless 

to game except as emergency tree-roosts during blizzards. Most upland ? 

game bird speeies have been Imown to resort to such roosts in bad | 

weathers | 

. The next most important characteristic is low installation 

cost. ‘This cives a great aivantage to the species which can be 

propagated by euttings (osage, willow, grape) or by planting root | 
ruchore oy reat eitlon | 
mmmeere (lim, some Cones). Transportation costs are also reduced if | 

wild stock, ag @istinishe’ from stool: purchase! from a mrsery, 4s |
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a The availability of wild stock, of course, varies as between species 

and localities. 

The next most important property is vigor. ‘This includes 

ability to reproduce by sprouts if cut or burned, ability to spread by 

means of root sprouts, ani ability to make quick growth. Most species 

other than conifers have the property of quick crowth, especially 

willows. 

Next comes resistance to crazing, drouth, shale, ani fire. 

On heavily pastured lan’ grazing resistance is essential, unless the 

plantation be surrounded by a snall gateless fence. Spruce, cedar, 

ani osage are examples of cover plants not exten by stock. Rabbit 

browsing sometimes injures plantings, ami cannot, of course, be avoided 

wy fenotagy Lyeept ok hewn Coat qo Amatt-rmiel WAL, 

Drouth resistance is important mainly in arid districts where 

eoverts ean be most economically placed on non-irrigated land. Tussian 

olive and tamarisk are outstaniing for survival without irrigation. 

They will not, however, thrive without some degree of subterranean | 

Tolerance of shale is necessary wherever a covert is to be | 

placed in woodland. ‘ven the tolerant species require some opening | 

of the forest canopy to insure vigorous growth. 

Although many of the species listed in cane, have the 

other properties of resistance, none of them resist fire, except in 

the sense of resprouting if they are burned. 

| A very important iten of resistance 4s ability to mike a 

I, start in spite of cometition by crass and weds. Yew species ean be
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j saccessfully planted in heavy crass without plowing a furrow, or 

renoving the sod from the planting spot, or smothering it by a heavy 

mal ch. 

It is desirable that cover plants produce food as well as 

shelter. Wild grapevines, plums, ani haws are outstanding in this 

respect. : 

: It is desirable that game cover plants also have value for 

song and insectivorous birds. Most of the hedge-forming species, as 

well as conifers and grapevines, are much used by bush-nesting species 

and by winter visitants. 

GN e ye In ease plantings are installed on boundaries of fields, it is 

Ye ’ gometines desirable to select a species which can be pruned as a hedge, 

thus dispensing with » fence. Osaze is outstanding in this respect. 

( Lastly cover plants should be unobjectionable from the 

agricultural standpoint. In many regions the osage, for instance, is 

host for the San Jose scale, and can therefore not be tolerated in 

the neighborhood of comercial orchards. Tikewise red cedar is host 

for certain rusts, and henee is undesirable in the neighborhood of 

apole orchards. Yor this same reason, cedar ani erabapple should never 

be planted together. 
fo 

tale B gumarizes the properties of typical cover plant 

species. 

. In many instances it is desirable to combine two or more 

species in the same covert, in order to get a larger range of properties, 

and in order to offset the defects of one by the merits of the other. 

Thus Norway spruce appears to have all the properties desirable for a 

winter escape-covert for quail, put compared with the other species its



In case cover is to be installed on land subject to erosion, 

it is important to select a species with dense fibrous roots. Willow 

and osage, for instance, represent the extremes of matted and 

attentuated root systems respectively.
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/ growth 1s slow. If, therefore, a clum of Norway spruce be surrounied 

by quick-growing thorny roses, the imaediate value of the plantation is 

probably enhanced, and its ultimate value improved. ‘the coniferous 

clump shown in the accompanying photograph installed by the University 

of Wisconsin have been surrounded by plantings of prairie rose (R. sezetaria) 

and sweetbriar (R. mubiginogg) to test out this idea, ani to compare the 

value of two species of rose for this purpose. 

fhere is large opportunity in cover control for the skillful 

application of specialized kmowledge of forestry ani soils. For example? 

in the desonstration forest operated by the Michigan Forest School it 

has been found that Norway spruce planted unier black locust, or on 

lant watch has recently carried this tree, grows meh more rapidly and 

( vigorously than on adjacent land without lomat. mole shows the 

> ' aifferense, (a) being three times the height of a man, ami (b) only 

two times. ‘The reason is that locust is a legume and fertilizes the | 

soil by nitrogen fixation, just as alfalfa or clover does. locust | 

thickets freqently occupy waste corners suitable for game covertse ! 

It is often not necessary to charge the entire cost of a | 

plantation against game. ‘Thus a clump of spruces situated in a waste : 

corner of a farm may have a landscape value quite sufficient to justify j 

: the cost. 

Rseape coverts, unless naturally present, are necessary to | 

the full success of winter feeding stations. A successful winter 

feeding station is —_— ” the thicket just to the left of the centre . 

ig. 28, | 
of the photograph in Haete=20, This photograph also illustrates what | 

is usually the cheapest way to restore cover: the exclusion of grazing. 

wy 

£ 
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One year's protection against grazing restored this covert to a habitable 

condition for quail. The Norway spruces in the foreground were planted by 

the University of Wisconsin to test the value of conifers as escape-cover.
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a The upper view, taken in 1929 after cattle had been afmitted to this ¢ 

: covert all summer, shows that the density had been reduced below that 4 

necessary to hold quatl during snow periodss ‘the lower view, takes im | | 

; 1930, shows what one year's protection eatuat raging can accomplish. J 

: The density is now sufficient to winter a covey. re 

4 atch ant Bibahitabe Qemethey Om Yare arves oven the quidectereving | 

| cover plants require several years after planting to become effective a 

; in holding game. A more fumediate effect can sometittes be obtained 4 

; by semiemechanical exedients, of which several examples applicable te 

; farm game will be given. ss 

; One of the quickest ways to reiifores a deficient winter covert a 

‘ ts to fell branchy trees with the leaves on, an? leave the tops unlopped. a 

[ . Qalc Leaves are particularly persistent on sumer-cut tops. If in : # 

: pasture, the fallen top should be fenced go that grass, weels, ani vines 

; ean cone up through it. Seeding a few spots on its outer eige with 4 

; false clinbing buckwheat, or planting a few wild grape cuttings, will % 

; afd density, permanence, and food. I have seen a leafy tree-top, " 

: ateidentally left by the farmer, hold a covey of quail vhere in previous - 

% years the natural cover was not quite enough to do so. Raffed grouse ! 

iq and eottontatls are also fond of leafy tons. * 

3 A modification of the tree-top idea is to select a tree already rf 

: pearing a grapevine, an’ out the tree but not the crape- saough sarrounde 

: ing trees mst be eut to give the grape light. Sueh a vine, being 

4 strongly rooted, will eover the down top with o mat of vines in a single : | 

4 season (see photo). — i 

hy ; A chump of Aiscarded Ghristaas trees makes a good covert for the 

. d 
i a es 

Daas hired. sf te Nell 22 See
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x rest of the winter. | 

; Brrington (1931) finds that shelter roofs built of lumber are | 

apparently not attractive to quail, even when open on three sides and ! 

qamvaflaged with brash, Quef) enter thes only if food 1s placedbencath, | 

or only to the extent that they would enter the brush without the roof. 

Brush stacked against a log or pole is good but temporary. | 

Loose rolls of discarded woven wire are freely used by quail | 

and cottontails, especially if camouflaged with brush and covered with 

vines. There is an astonishing quantity of such old wire available : 

in the “dusps" of some farming regions. . 

The very best of all bedding grounts for cottontails results 

when stiff crooked brush, such as oak loopinrs, is placed in amall piles | 

upon a strong bluegrass sod. During the sueceeding summer the grass, | 

a being mechanically sustained and protecte? from grazing by the brushpile, 

grows up through it and weaves a warm dry airy structure idesl for "beds." | 

Rabbit-heaven consists of a south sloping pasture studded with such 

| grassy brushpiles,with an uneut cornfield below, and a briar-pateh on 

the top of the hill. 

None of these artificial expedients will hold game unless ; 

correctly located, nor unless adjecent to almost-mfficient natural Q 

, coverts ani to ademete food. ‘The best Location is a south-facing . 

bane offering sun-exposure and wind-protection, ‘They merely serve to | 

4 bolster up a rane which has become a little too bare to be reliable. 

Usually there should be a mmber of substitute coverts of the same | 

cut, on tanh tee guano wilh not bale 00 “vadeeny? daily in emetiy We ae 

os game spot, and thus become too well lnown to its enemies. 

# 

* Se ’ : ne |
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' “Streetg." Coverts mist have convenient routes of incress ani egress. 

These routes or "streets" should connect the covert with the feeding 

ground, and, if possible, with other coverts. A street for us is a 

route clear enough to be travelled with ease; a street for came is a route 

with obstructions enough to be travelled with safety. 

Brushy feneerows, gullies, or other strips of vegetation are 

| the usual routes. Sven a row of cornshocks may be used as a route of 

daily travel. when there is no safe route of travel, most game birds 

fly to the feeding groun’, but any rance is more attrective if 1ts com 

ponent parts can be reached without the necessity of flight. 

; On the ordinary fama the places to be connected with travel 

routes are the feeding rround (weed patches, shocked or standing corn), 

the woodlot, and the barnyard or feedlot. 

fr On the Georgia quail preserves Stoddart (p. 371),by leaving 

unplowed strips, deliberately subdivided large fields with "streets" 

of weeds or briers. ‘ild plums were sometines planted artificially in 

these strips. On terraced land, streets are often automatically pro- ; 

vided if the eabankments are left umplowed. The widespread menace of 

soil erosion (Sennett and Chanline, 1928, Game Survey, p. 247) prompts 

the hope that increasing areas of farm land will be terraced, and tims $ 

improvei as farms, watersheds, ani game ranges. 

i" Streets left for gane serve as nesting aftes as well as trovel 

- : " routes, especially for bobwhite ani Hungarian partridge. 

: Shade 
iedememmieGever. It seems probable that the minim water requirement 

of some animals varies uot only with the available food but with the 

. available "cover" furnishing shade ani huntdity. I am peraitted to quote
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Streets form an important part of the cover improvements for 

pheasants installed by Wight (1931) on the Williemston Project in 

Michigan. The isolated glacial potholes offer excellent winter and 

refuge cover, but are often far apart. ‘he stand of pheasants is being 

built up mainly by installing "streets" and food patches.
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the following unpublished observations of J. 3. Ligon on the game of 

arid New Mexico: ” 

"During the hot, dry summer daye animals ani birds alike retire 

to the shelter of caves, over-hanging ledges, canyons or dense cover of 

various shrubs, where in complete retirement and dense shate the consum- 

ing rays of the sun are avoided. 
"In the rance of the desert dwelling mountain sheep almost 

invariably are to be found caves of considerable extent in which the 

sheep spend the days, not venturing forth until temted by the long 

inviting shadows of late afternoon. In such retreats, by pawing, claw 

ing, or seratching the various species come in contact with the cool, 

soothing earth. In sheep caves, damp spots and sometimes even traces 

of seeps are encountered and used by the sheep. 

"Jagic rabbits furnish a good example of the persistence of 

desert inhabitants in clinging to shelter against the reys of the sun, 

Though remaining in comparatively open spaces where escape from enenies 

is possible, they serateh out their forms in accoriance with the 

morning shadow east by some sheltering shrub, end shift their position 

with the chance of the shade, winding up the day on the east side of 

their retreat. Cottontails are even more earthly, cenerally remaining 

in burrows during the day. 
*Peecaries, like the desert dwelling sheep, are fon! of idling . 

? away the day in caves or, in the absence of these, unter dense growth . 

p of spreading mountain shrubs. 
"“gmmle cover te insure protection against the direct rays of 

the sun is also a range requirement of scale, gambel, ani Mearns quail." 

It has long been known that the desert forms of mountain sheep 

resort to caves, where their renains are frequently found, but it has 

umally been supposed that they sought caves for shelter from winter 

storas, rather than from sumer heat. Ligonts observations now indicate | 

that caves are a "special factor" for sheep, ani probably control their | 

@istribation in the waterless portions of their ranze, vhere stant succu- | 

lenee is their sole source of water suoply during dry periods. } 

/ 

Inter-relation of Cover and Tod. Just as the desert sheep sems to | 
depend for its existence on a specialized kind of cover, so Schierbeck | 

(1911) claims the deer of Nova Seotia depend for their welfare on the | 

\ combination of hewlock forest and yer browse. ‘The yew shrub or “ground
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hemlock" (Taxus canadensig), he says is the winter food of deer, and grows 

only under hemlock forest (Tuga canadensig). “The cutting of the hemlock i 

stands causes the ground hemlock to disappear, as it can only exist in 

the shade of snes thle Vem I have noted the disappearance or 

dimimation of the deer stand--where old hemlock stands have been cut." 

Schierbeck traces a similar intimate relationship between caribou, 

reindeer moss, and fire in Nova Scotia. Moss is the winter food of caribou. 

It comes back in 30-0 years as the first stage of the plant succession 

after fire. Worest is the second stage. ‘There were heavy fires during 

the eighties. “Those fires destroyed the reindeer-moss and today, as a 

consequence, the caribou have disappeared. ‘The reindeer-moss is now 

coming back, but I doubt if the caribou will follow it." ; 

A relationship not far from dependence is observed by Gorsuch (1932) 

2 to exist between gambel quail and desert hackberry (Celtis pallida)in 

Arizona. ‘This evergreen hackberry is a dense thorny shrub furnishing 

both shade, escape cover, roosting and loafing cover, and food. I have 

long observed a similar dependence of scaled quail in central New Mexico 

on the chamisa bush (Atriplex canescens). Hackberry and chamise might - - 

well be called “index” plants for quail, because where these plants are 

scarce the presence of a single specimen is as sure an indicator of the F 

whereabouts of a covey as the direction of the nose on a pointing bird dog. 

This rule is especially infallible at midday, when the birds spend their 

loafing hours under the airy shade of their evergreen umbrellas. y 

Red grouse derive most of their food and cover from the various 

ages of heather, but they have been known to exist on heatherless range. 

Nevertheless the greater part of grouse management is heather control, «<4 
heather, io in Aue Ruse aw pudey- } an hae fee thee Pe
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These various examples point out their own lesson to the game 

manager: watch for “key® plants, and if there is an under-supply or 

faulty distribution, correct it by reversing the action of the same 

“tools which brought about the scarcity. ‘Thums chamise is eliminated by 

overgrazing. Lighten or exclude the grazing and it comes back. 

Other Crops and Game Cover. Sweeping statements are often made as to 

the detrimental effects of fire, grazing, and drainage, or peneificial 

effects of forestry Seale Such statements cannot possibly be true. 

It is self-evident that the effect varies with the Icind of game, the 

composition and interspersion of the food and cover, and the intensity, 

frequency, size and season of these "influences." The game manager should 

beware of rules of thumb. 

( Stoddard's chapter on “The Use and Abuse of Fire" is as good an ; 

exposition as I know on the principles and practices of fire control as 

related to game. 

The Game Survey deals throughout with the effects of grazing, farming, 

and lumbering on game cover and food. 

Leopold (1930) deals with a few favorable and unfavorable effects 

of various silvicultural and grazing systems on game environment, snd 

(1931) with the role of forestry in geme management. 

Grange, in a forthcoming farmers’ bulletin, will deal with the 

modification of farming methods for game management purposes. 

No writer has as yet adequately dealt with the effects of game 

cover on the conservation of watersheds. 

Fire as a direct source of mortality in game, will be dealt with 

in the chapter on “Accidents. *
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Summary. Cover is controlled by controlling the plant succession 

in the right direction at the right time and place. Cow, plow, 

axe, and fire reverse the succession. Fencing, fire protection, 

and planting advance it. 

Gover functions include shelter, escape, refuge, loafing, 

nesting, roosting, shade, and sun. Function is often localized ina 

small component of a given acreage or type, and for any given species 

varies with season ani with the incidence of food, predators, and other 

factors. Location, shape, and area must be related to function. 

Nesting cover of the previous year's growth is needed to encourage 

early nests and keep nests out of crops where they are destroyed by 

machinery. Nests are usually on the margins of any solid block of cover, 

such as a hayfield. Mechanical flushing devices can be used to locate 

A such nests. 

Cover plants should be selected for their properties such as 

foliage, cost, vigor, resistance, food and fence value, and pest risk. 

Temporary substitute coverts can be built of brush or quick growing plants. 

; Some plant species are so necessary to certain game animals as to 

control their distribution and daily movements. ‘They may be called index 

plants. 

Industrial uses of land profoundly alter game cover, for better 

or for worse. If controlled, they become valuable tools for game management. 

(pace 

Elbert Hubbard made one epigram which is not only pithy, but also 

profound. He said: “To plow is to pray." 

One of the defects of our mechanized society is the decreasing pro- 

portion of people privileged to plow. 

The manipulation of game ranges is a new form of “plowing, #
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Chapter XTIT 

SOPTROE OF DISEASE 

This chapter is not a coupentium of available Imowledge on gome 

diseases. Larger volumes than this have been written about a single 

disease of a single species. 

It aims rather to sketch, in bold outlines, the probable role of 

the disease factor in game productivity, and the possibilities of its 

' @ontrol in game management. ‘the principal purpose is to help the came 

manager or thinking sportsman orient his mental picture of the mechaniaus, 

scope, ani power of wild animal diceases in the light of whet is now 

imown about them, 20 that his field observations ean be pertinent and 

his cooperation with specialists more intelligent. 

{ New knowledge is piling up rapidly. If the reader hae biological 

training, he may have to wolearn certain principles which were taught 

him a few years ago as accepted truth. By the same token, this sketch 

may not long remain up-to-date. 

It is a pity that the narratives of scientific exploration in 

this fleld--as fantastic a romance as any Arabian nights-should either 

be washed by such technical verbiage as to mean nothing to the thinking 

layman, or translated for the popular press in euch kindergarten terms 

aa to be no longer true. These explorations have divulged a fabric of 

relationships in the biotic commnity of great import not alone te 

congervation, but to soclology an‘ philosophy as well. 

Take, for instance, the growing realization that 4isease orzaniass, 

demite their rmthless decimation of intividuals, tend constantly to 

:
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( evolve toward a symbiotic relationship--i.e., a relation of mtual tolerance 

to their host species. We have already seen a hint of something parallel 

in predators, and the tenflency of the game itself to remain in or return 

te some sort of equilibrium with the capacity of ite environment seens : 

to be merely another expression of the sawe thing. 

It 4s not for this book to mugcest social interpretations of these 

phenomena, but the geome manager, if he ie so dicposed, may well regord 

his field as an outdoor laboratory for the study of Homo sapiens. 

Importance of Diseage. ‘the role of disease in wild life conservation has 

probably been radically umierestinated. 

Disease, for instance, is not commonly thought of as controlling 

predators as well as game, yet the drift of the recent evidence is strmely 

( in thie direction, especially mumalisn predators. 

That disease is the outstanding control of buffer foods for 

predators, such as rodents, is now in many instances an established fact. 

There are grounds for suspecting that disease may in some cases be 

the factor which delimits the geographic range of gane species. 

Density limits of game populations are in many species probably 

set by disease. ‘this has long been asserted as a generalization, but 

; recent years have begun to show specific cases. 

Density fluctuations, such as cycles end irruptions, are almost 

certainly fluetuations in the prevalence of, virmience of, or resistance 

to @iceases. Some diseases also disturb the sex ratio, on’ may affect 

fertility. 

This lone-prevatling under-valuation of the disease factor may 

be definitely associated with the limitations of the observational method
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| in studying natural history. It is difficult or impossible to “observe* 

Aivease, beemse of the promptness with which diseased wild animals 

Aisappear or succumb to natural@emies. In most species it 1s only during 

epizeotics, when the sick or dead become s0 mmerous as to satiate all : 

the predators that they are seen at all. Bence disease did not yield to 

the observational method of study. Unierstanding bezan only when field 

observations were combined with the experimental or laboratory technique 

of modern setence. 

Feasibility of Control. Most laymen and many sclentists entertain mental 

reservations as to the practical utility of wild animal disease studies. 

"You cannot doctor sick birts.* With this terse ani (to his mini) con 

elusive rejoinier the layman often attempts to relegate the whole mbject 

( to the category of interesting but useless Imovledge. 

He, of course, overlooks the obvious fact that “doctoring" is of 

recessive importance in health control, even in domesticated species and 

human beings. He overlooks also that the real determinants of disease 

mortality are the enviroment ant the population, both of which are 

being "doctored" daily, for better or for worse, by cun and axe, aml by 

fire and plow. 

Pessimistic attitudes towanl disease control are further accentuated 

by the extrene complexity of many of the disease mechanians so far 

discovered. A better argument is that this very complexity increases the 

possible points of attack, one of which may some day be used for control 

meAgarese 

History. Organized effort to unierstand snd control game diseases is 

still 4m its infaney. ‘The first known project was the British Crouse
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Investigation, on which a report was published in 1911. 

the first American enterprises combining field ani laboratory 

methods were Wetmore'e (1919) investigation of leat poleoning in waterfowl, 

and the the Ruffed Grouse Investigation sponsored by the American Came 

Protective Association in 1924. ‘the latter project is still unter my. 

Investigations of the “duck disease," undertaken by the Biological 

Survey anf the University of California since 191%, have recently culminated 

in the diseovery by Kalmbach (1930) that Botulisa ts a cause, and 

probably the cause, of this important malady. A resedy for the duck 

Aisease--frosh water—<was discovered long before its couse became |nown. 

Control works to regulate the water on the Bear River Marshes in Utah 

have now been installed by the Biological Survey. 

{ Tn 1924 an outbreak of hoof ani muth disease in cattle spread to 

the deer in the Stanislaus National Forest, California, tt was effectively 

stamped out by depopulating the area. This was our first venture in 

game disease control. 

A comprehensive investigation of quail diseases by various 

cooperating agencies formed a part of the Georgia Quail Investigation, 

beginning in 1924. ‘their findince are published in Stoddari's book 

u - 2296338). The Biol ' is eontt work on 

watt ot tame as ceheat fe wee mane 
at the University of California (0'Roke, 1930). 

An organized etudy of tularemia in wild life is now centered at 

the University of Minnesota (ses publications ¢ Green et al) with the 

cooperation of the Spotted Fever Laboratory at Hulton, Montana (Parker, 

1724, 1434 end others. ‘The U. 3. Publie Health Service is studying husan 

aspects of tularenta (Simpson, 1929).
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General stulfes of cocetdtosis in gaue birds have been made by 

Tyzzer (1929) at Harvari, of bird parasites by Cram (1927) at the Burem 

of Animal Intustry. 

The diseases of came predators and wuffer species, aml those 

affecting the agencies of trangeission, are of course often just as 

important to game management as the diseases of the guse iteelf, but are 

not here reviewed. - 

It need hardly be said that none of these direct attacica on the 

problems presented by particular game especies or disease organiaas are 

as yet comlete. There are many others, some of which will be mentioned 

later, tut the sum total of all the work to date is hardly greater than 

what should be done yearly durine the next decade. It is particularly 

( encouraging to note the active participation of medical schools and 

other institations not directly charged with responsibility for wild 

life conservation. 

In addition to researches dealing with particular species or 

partioular diseases of wild life, there ts great need of interpreting 

the role of the disease factor in determining population density and 

ite fluctuations. Until very recently such interpretations, for the 

gome field at least, were entirely laciing. Without them there 1s a 

strong tenfeney for specialized investigations to run down blind alleys. 

Blton’s “Epideale Diseases Among Wild Animals" (1931) ani the 

Matamek Conference on Biological Cycles (1932) have, in one brief year, 

gone far toward filling this need. ‘They offer the game manager at least 

hypotheses wherewith to viguslize the disease factor in terms of 

/ population behavior.
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Glasses of Came Disengs. Came diceases fall into various gets of . 

categories. : 

they may be grouped, for instances, by the characters of their 

causative agents, or by their biological, geographic, or time distribation, 

or by the mechanisms which trangnit them. ‘the succeeding captions sketch 

_ ‘oughly some of these groupings, and zive exmmples of some of the more 

important. 

Gamsative Agents. Came disease may have as ite causative agent various 

living organisms, various mitritional deficiencies, chemical poisons, 

mechanical injuries, or gombingtiong of these. ‘The emeative arcents fall 

inte eight groupst 

1. Firag. Viruses are mbmicroseopic infectious agents. ‘the | 

i “organiaa* is know to be capable of rapid mmltiplication, tut only in | 

Living tisme. Yhether-ammmt it 1s a living antmsl or plant, or a | 

chentesl phenomenon, is as yot unlmown, ‘he latest inffeation is that a — | 

virus is a broken-down form of bacterial organiaa, dic-uqvembled, as it 

were, but nevertheless alfve. Some viraces paces through the finest filters; 

others do not. This inficates a difference in size. ‘the hoof-and-mouth : 

disease of the hoofed mammals, for instance, is a filtrable virus. 

2. Recterial. Bacterta are microseopte plants which infect the blood 

or tismes and secrete toxic waste products. ‘Tulareaia, for instanes, is 

a disease of certain game, preiatora, ani buffer snecies caused by 2 

Bacterium. 

3e Bretezoan. Protozon are microscopic animals parastic in various 

vody parte, often in the bleed cells or in the cells of membranes. 

i Coddiciosis, for instance, is a protozoan disease of gallinaceous biris
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and rabbits caused by various species of Rimerig which parasitize the 

membranes of the intestinal tract. 

4. Zungoug. Aspergillosis is a disease cause by the common fungus 

Agperctllus funicatag, which develops in the respimtory system. Handley 

(Stoddard, ». 329) found it im captive quail, ani Gross (___) in 

ruffed crouse. ‘The nature of the infection hae been stutied by Henrict 

(1930). 

5. Butritional Deficiencies. Captive came birds develop rickets 

and other “deficiency diseases" when their ration is lacicing in vitamins 

or winerals. Whether wild birte do go ie not Imow, but it seems probable 

that deficiencies sufficient te affect vigor or reproduction may account 

for some unexplained differences in productivity (see Food chapter). 

G. Grogs Parasites. A variety of larger internal parasites 

: 4mhabit the body teaues or body cavities of animale during all or part 

of their life cyele. Another group inhabit the external pluaace or 

pelage, or attach themselves to the skin. Single species of parasites 

are comuonly confined to a single species of host, or a closely related 

group of host species. Many, however, pass saceensive stages of their 

Life cycle in successive ani quite unrelated host species, called 

intermetiate hosts. Predators are often intersediate hosts for the 

parasites of the game on which they feed. 

Yor exemple: ‘he roundworm, Asouridia Linsata, is an internal 

parasite paseing ite whole life within a single host. It infests crouse 

ani poultry (Gross, 1930) and sometimes invaies the body cavity as 

well as the intestines. Om the other hand Dispharynx spiralig is an 

internal parasite passing ite adult etege in the proventriculus and 

gizzard of gallinaceous ani other birds, and its larval stage (Cram, 1927)
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in the pill-bag. ‘The life-cycle 1s completed when the crouse eats the 

pill-bug. 

Bird lice are external parasites passing their whole life upon a 

single species of host. ach host species comnonly has its own species 

of louse. In weakened or incubating birds, lice may become serious. 

Bippoboseld flies are external parasites of birds. One species 

; contracts and pregumably transmits the protozoan blood disease of 

California quail 4iseovered by O'Rolw (1930). 

External parasites are frequently carriers of virus, bacterial 

or protozean disease. Some contract and are injured by the disease, 

others merely mechanically tranenit the infection, others harbor 

the orgenism bat are not injured by It. ‘Ths the rabbit tick is a 

carrier of tularemia, tut is not itself affected adversely by the disense. 

i414 or even fairly heavy infestation with gross parasites does not 

necessarily produce a pathological confition in come. 

7. Ghawtesl Potgonge Soe plants ani insects (see Chapter XT) 

are toxic to game, likewise many insecticides, rodent poisons, ax some 

infustrial materials. Lead shot are eaten by birds, especially waterfowl, 

evidently in place of grit, ani when groun! up in the gizzard, are 

poisonous (fetmore, 1919). 

8. Mechanical Imjuries. ‘Sharp particles eaten as food sometines 

puneture the crop or irritate the food canals. ‘Tims oats irritate the 

food eanal of red grouse (Grouse Report, pe 82). pines of seeds were 

found by Stodfara (p. 128) to have puncture? the erop of bobuhite, and 

tm one case, caterpillar spines had punctured the eaecum. Seeds of 

' eoffeswoed killed an exmeriuental queil, bat whether by mechanical or 

chemiesl action could not be determined. O'toke foun! a pheasant dead
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of hemorrhage caused by a large chestmt lodged in the crop. 

9. Sombinationg. An astonishing mitiplicity of interactions 

ocours amonc the eight groups of causative agents of disease, and the 

various factors of productivity. ‘Thus elk die of infection with Bactllug 

neerovhorug, the organises gaining entrance throuch mouth lesions caused 

mechanically through eating the sharp spines or aws of squirrel-tail 

grass (Maurie, 1930, p. 220). At least a part of the winter losses of elk 

| 4m Jagkeon's Hole, formerly attributed to starvation, are in fact 

caused by this disease. ‘the control of the objectionable crass, at least 

in the hayfields from which the elk are fed, at once sugreste itself as 

a remedy. 

Botulisn 1s a chemieal poisoning due to substances Liberated by 

the action of Glogtridius botulinng on ¢ertain foods. ‘the poison appears 

to open the way for the entrance of the bacterium as well. 

Serew worms infect mechanical injuries of deer and cattle, ani some= 

times cause death. In Texes desr of all ages are sait to die of sere 

worms if there is no deep water in which the animal can stan’ to drom 

the worms. 

A caecum worm of quail, Neterakis, 1s considere! by Cram (Stoddard, 

pe 285) aa a probable carrier of bladthead to quail, imesmch as one of 

the two @ecies found in quail is known to tranenit blackhes’ to 

chickens and turkeys. Trongaission 1s probably accomplished by blackhead 

gaining entrance through injuries to the ueubranges by the worn. ‘the 

infection is carried to new hosts on the worm's eggs. UBvidence of a 

similar asscefation between Heterakis and blackhead was noted by Gross 

(1930) 4m pinnated grouse and heath hen. A parasite which tims transaits 

another organiau is called a vector.
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Coceidiosis may be a factor in ani may precipitate -<déaamest 

mtritional deficiency. ‘Tyzzer (1929) found that chickens infected with 

&t developed rickets, when similar tut uninfected stock hept under the 

seme conditions did not. 

Ticks are Imown to traneait bleot parasites and Aiseases of chicikens, 

and may do #0 in game. The mbbit tick is known to be a carrier of 

talarenta among rabbits, an? is suspected of transferring the disease 

from rabbits to grouse. ‘Tuleremfa also occurs in the three species of 

wood tick (Green, 1931),vhich may prove to be vectors. 

Hall (1931) atstes that the luncvors ofmuntain sheep (iugllertug 

gapillaris) 1s carried by snails as an intermediate host. He suspects 

that mountain sheep in areas of igneous rock may eat enails for their 

ealetua, and on the strencth of thie hypothesis recoments licks of 

: ground bone and salt for certain areas shere sheep have been mffering 

from lungmrs ond also, apparently, fron a caleium deficiency, as attested 

by their eating the bones of old carcasses. Reve, in short, is an apparent 

interaction between parasitien and the "special factor* of calcium. 

Distribution tn Soace and “ime. Presumably most diseases of came have 

j the same geographic distribation as their host, or as their transaitting 

agent, or as their intermediate host. tose are reatily transplanted, 

however, to new hosts ani new ranges. ‘Thus mony game diseases have becn 

derived frou exotic livestock or poultry. ‘The evidence so far avaflable, 

for example, indicates that the rxffed grouse of the Canadian labrador 

have none of the poultry parasites common te the ruffed grouse of New 

Zugland and the lake States (Gross, unpublished). The mountain sheep and 

{ elk of the Rockies have sheep scabies, presmmbly derive! from domestic 

sheep, although possibly vice versa (Hall, 1971), while in those of Alaska,
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\ this disease has not bean reported. ‘the hoof-ant-mouth disease stamped 

out in the Stanislaus deer herd io California in 1924 was an importation 

derived fron cattle, ani might have spreai over all or a part of the 

entire decor ronze. The menage of ite re-importation from Burope is ever 

present. 

the geme eyele, alreaty briefly deseribed in Chapter ITI, {s the 

prineiple phenomenon so far known with reapect to incidence of disease 

in time. ‘the causative agent of the Nserican cycle 1s premmably some 

virus, bacterial, or protozoan disease, often atesmpanied by severe 

parasition. ‘he eyele in British grouse 1s 99 for considered to be eased 

by a cneeal parasite, Drichostroncvius pencragilig, The reasons for the 

periodicity in eyele diseases is still obscure, although some promising 

leads were developed at the Matame!: Conference (1932). 

Mechanians of Trangeigsion. Any discussion of tranesission mst exphasize 

at the outset that many diseases are mown but their mofe of traneaission 

4s still unknown; also that some diseases do not require tranaaission, 

fm the sense of commmmicating a new infection to a population hitherto 

free. ‘They are there to begin with, ani mortality is a matter of varying 

. wirwlenee rather than presence or absence of the orgeniem. "ven such 

endemic diseases, of course, require tranalssion in the sense of 

commmicating an infection from one individual or generation to another. 

Ae nearly as so far mown, no diseases of game are trenanltted 

within the es, 1-e., they are not tuherited im any genetic sense. Some, 

however, may be tranecitted on the eg. Some mtritional deficiencies are 

now believed to be affected by inherttance, in the sense that the egg 

{ appears to carry reserves af vitamins suffictent to supply the offspring 

for some time.
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Direct contact of parents and youms is of course a common mode of 

trensaission between generations. 

Transaission of bacterial and protozoan Giseases by gross parasites, 

internal ani external, ant by biting insects, has alreaty been mentioned. 

Trenesieston on the food is a very common mechanian. Thus the 

larvae of the stronzyle worm of red grouse, after hatching from an egg 

im the grouse feces, climbs a heather stalk in the presence of few, 

encysts itself, is ingested by the grouse with the heather as food, resists 

the grinding action of the giszard by its strong covering, ani thus again 

reaches its final destination im the caecum of the grouse. 

Trangaissioron vegetable food is a common mote of transmission of 

pa¥asites of grazing mazmnls. ‘Thus the bladder-vorm emsing Cyaticerosis 

ef dear geass to be an early stege of a tapeworm of coyotes (Mall, 1931). 

The deer doubtless eats forace contaminated by the coyote feces, ani the 

*yound trip* is completed when the coyote sats the deer. Preiator control 

is the most evident means of disease control in this ease, Bladder worms 

of rabbits are likewise transsitted through dogs, the dog eating the 

rabbit and in turn contaminating the rabbits’ food with hie feces. 

‘fransniseion via animal food is also common. Insects eaten as food 

are often the intermediate hosts of parasites of insect~eating game birds, 

and rodents of the parasites of rodent-eating predators. 

Biological Distribution of Diseases, ‘The vieed for synthesis of our 

ecoumloted deteil inte a coherent pleture of the disease factor, 

alreaily mentions’ in a previous caption, 1s further supported by the 

absence of any literature on the generel biological dictribation of typical 

@iseases in wild life.
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Talarenia, for instance, occurs in certain wild quail, grouse, rabbite 

hares, squirrels, ani mice. By artificial imnoculation certain partridges, 

dugks and wolves contracted 1t, but turkeys, pheasants, pigeons, ani foxes 

aia not. It occurs in captive sheep and cats. ‘This distribution ts 

exeeptionally wite in both the mmber and diversity of hosts. Most 

@isease organiaas are common to a mich narrower rance of species. Some, 

as alreajy noted, ocour in s single species only. 

Yiralenee and Immmity. ‘The incidence of disease in species, space, and 

time cannot be dissociated from variations in its virulence, from the 

proportion of immne individmale, and consequent variations in mortality. 

Any Giseussion of virulence ani feemnity in wild life mst begin 

with the assertion that the loboratory method has partially exploded 

ra two fundamental assumptions which for many yoara confused our thinking 

on wild life discases. 

One of these agwunptions was eatfutte animals, being rigorously 

gelected by competition, were *healthy" and therefore not mibject to 

a@isease, except upon the intervention of some predisposing cause. 

In some of the most important bacterial (diseases, at least, this 

assumption must now be discarie’. Resistance to such diseases is not i 

a matter of health, bat of immmity acquired by a mild previous attack. 

Perfectly healthy individuals without such fiemnity are apparently 

otricken with the same ease as imperfect ones. 

On the other hant, in considering the severity of infestation - 

by gross paragites, the old theory of predisposing emses probably still 

holds water. i 

( The other assumption was that the presence or absence of mortality 

depended on the presence or absence of infection. In instance after
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instance, this assumption has had to give my to evidence showing infection 

to be always present, the variable being not its distribation, but again 

its 14lling power, as determined by its virulence ani by the tmmnity 

of the host. 

Both of these assertions reduce to the same comson denominator: 

virulence is the funtamental variable in bacterial and probably also in 

virus diseases. 

Spread Patterns. Diseases, in general, fall into one or the other of 

two sharply @ifferent classes: (1) those which are nomually present 

in the population at sll tines, but which are virulent inpne tine or 

place but not virulent in another; (2) those which are not normally 

present, but are ually virulent when they do occur. 

Mortality from the first class of diseases obviously does not 

depend on re-infection from outside sources, but rather on variations 

in virulence alone. 

: Metal Sty teen the eneenl dines of Glemeve depentis on the axbel 

apread of new infection. Imported or exotic diseases are of the second 

Class. : : 
dotie Pe hegre thy 

Then mortality, from the first \*® plotted on & map, , 8 comonly 

showd mo perceptible “pattern.* In the secon! class, mortality ts likely 

te show a zonal pattern concentric to the centre of infection, or a 

pattern sugzesting the agency of tranasission. Tims the Gene Survey, 

compiled a map of Wioconsin((p. 145) Jehowine ¢ the incidence of mortal ity 

in the last grouse cycle, an‘d foun’ no zones, but rather a “moth-eaten" 

pattern of incidence. On the other hand, an outbreak like the foot-ani- _ 

: mouth @tgcage in Calffornta deer, consisting of a new infection derived
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from cattle, would doubtless show « zonal pattern more or less concentric 

to the points of contact with infected cattle. Spread patterns are often 

of diagnostic value in preliminary deterainations of the nature of an 

unknown disease. Deteraination of spread pattern exemplifies the Icini 

ef work which the unspecialized gome manager can do as well or better than 

the specialist, provided the latter has tol¢ him what to look for. 

A given bacterial digease say show a widely varying virulence 

depending on the "strain of the organisa. ‘Thus Green QQ hos found 

non-virulent strains of tularenia, and Parker and Spencer (1925-26) nom 

virvlent strains of motted fever, In the former case virulence 

seems to vary with time, the virulence being greatest at the peal of the 

ayele, ond falling off after the population hae been reduced to a point 

where rapid transaission is no longer possible. In the latter case, there 

| is a strong indication that veriations in virslence are geographic. ‘the 

Bitteroot Valley strain of spotted fever seems always virulent; in 

goue regions the strains now known appear usually non-virvlent. 

In general, virulence in all diseases increases when the infection 

fe passed rapidly through a geesesion of susceptible hosts, and décrsases 

when it passes slowly through hoats more or leas fummme or resistant. 

Gyelic mortality and epizooties 4m general probably oecur when the 

population consists largely of susceptible imlividuals born since the 

lastepreceding period of mortality. ‘This is about the same thing as 

saying that epizootics occur where dense poptlations offer virulence 

@ chance to "step up" by quick trananission, 

oreon (at) eae the significant hypothesis (for 

tularemia) that the fammes which survive the ‘erash" of « cycle are 

individuals which were born during the preceeding period of low population,
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| and which recovers! due to the low virulence then prevailing. This 

ngpothocts tnphioe tinh during the peuted/nigh vinlente Sou we me conte 

recover. 

there remaing the qestion of why, 1f tularemia or any simflar 

@isearss is the esusative agent of the cycle, the virulence should very 

almost synchronously over the major part of the continent. ‘to explain 

: this, it is necessary to postulate some additional determinant of 

virulence, over and above the speed of tranmmicsion alresdy mentioned. 

It 49 posstble that some condition of light, or weather, or some electro- 

magnetic phenomenon, is the ad@itional detensinant of virulence (Hatemel 

Conference). 

Detemainants of Disease Mortality. ‘The foregoing wretch of the behavior 

( of gme Aiseases is offered simply as an explenatery basis for what the 

game manager is interested in, namely the conf@itions of gome ant environ- 

ment which determine freeiom from disease. Ghese~senitthenr=nre=at 

two ebadet-- theses ventadaiar (0. theseqeperrt-thoce-vpenteialac-tackts 

ewrtrornmat. 

A high density of population--the very thing the game manoger is 

20 far umally seeking to obtain--uust be set down as the mst funiamental 

condition favorable to disease. Migh density obviously speeds up trane- 

missicn and thus inereases the virulence of bacterial diseases, and also 

facilitates the spread of cross parasites and protezean infections. 

In ite mcre atvaneed stages, game management is in effeet the art 

of maintaining @ population which is vigorous ani healthy in spite of 

its density. Gane farcing, in particular, deals with an almormal and 

{ unnatursl population density. Doneaticated animals are doubtless those 

species combining useful characters with the ability--ori¢inal or aequired—
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to survive great or abnormal density. It is significant that no grouse, for 

instance, has been domesticated. Nevertheless management is applied to 

Buropean grouse with great guecess, bat with creat care not to exceed a 

certain critical density (Leopold and Ball, 1931). 

Vigor and resistance in the game population frequently hark baek 

to environmental conditions. Tims over-control of predators may allow 

the survival of weak or defective individuals and tima deteriorate vigor. 

Bad weather or unter-control of predators may destroy the early nests and 

thus increase the proportion of "squealers" or unduly young in‘ividuals, 

and these, by wintering badly, may threaten the health of the whole population. 

The British, ag already mentioned, seek to shoot off untmly young birds 

for this reason. Over-hunting, by reducing the prime bucks, may delay or | 

( prolong the rut, spread the faming into the summer, and accentuate winter : 

losses from disease or starvation. Fritz, in his chapter of “the 

Pennaylvania Deer Problea," suggests that something like this happened 

in Pennsylvania deer. These are simply a few exayvles of a probable 

large mmber of interactions between the vigor or resistance of came and 

its enviroment, most of which are as yet urknow. 

We come now to enviromental determinants of disease. Density or 

abundance of transuitting agents and alternate hosts is, of eourse, a 

potent determining condition. ‘Their predators, their food, and the 

weather in turn determine this. 

Contact with domestic animals is of obvious importance in all 

diseases shared with or carried by them. 

The planting of game stock bearing diseases acquired in come 

/ farms, or in other regions, or in tramsit, is on ali fours with poultry 

contacts.
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the @igpersion of gane food ani cover is probobly of great 

fmportanes in all diseases where ease of tranaaission from one iniividual 

to another affects either the virulence of the disease or its dictrittion. 

The greater the dispe rsion of food and cover, the less the necessity 

for contacts. In red grouse management, for instance, snow is dragged 

from fregh heather, unpolluted by previous concentrations of birds, as 

9 combined winter-feeding and disease-control measure. Disease control 

is always a good reason for giving each unit of population gevaral, places, 

4natead of only one place, to feed, rest, dust, wmter, ete. More lmovledge 

may show that 1t 1s bad practice to concentrate game at feeding stations, 

when the saze remit can be secured with fewer contacts by means of 

large food-patches or through encouraging the growth of mtural food. 

; Many detemainants of disease mortelity are strongly anil some are 

: prinefpally influenced by weather. It hss long been claimed that 

ayelie mortality in grouse starts in cold wet years. It rewains to be 

: geen whether this is canse ani effect, or two effects both arising from 

some common cause. ‘The success of gray or Mungarion partridge management 

in Bogland is unanimously thought of in terms of weather. ‘Stoddard finds 

moderately dry seasons best for quail. Delury (1930) suspects that game 

eyeles are caused by amspot variations and the ecorrespomling variation 

in solar radiation ani woother. 

Bypass of Diseage-Control. tr te cetleahtaak quale of Ghateat Wey 

medication of wild gase 1s impossible. Henee, as already stated, many 

laymen doubt whether the study of game diseases serves any useful 

purpose. ‘They fall te appreciate thet came wanagement can control 

{ game populations and, to a certain extent, gane enviroments, ani that
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many controle can be effected through these means, once the necessary 

facts shout the nature ant operation of @isease become mown. ‘the history 

of plant ani animal @iseases in ogricalture shows that with enough 

; facta, some valnorable point eventually shows up at which each dissase 

gan be successfully coubatted. 

A good example is foun’ in the control works now umler construction 

at the mouth of Bear River in Utah to reduce mortality from duck sickness. 

This disease was know to be associated in some manner with the lack of 

fresh water, even before its emee (Botulias) was discovered. Accoriingly 

@ dike is being thrown uw to impound the @fecharge of the Bear River, and 

prevent itg mixture with the water of Great Salt Tee. ‘his impounded 

fregh water will @reaf over the velusbhexdmsic marshes ani unioubtedly 

reduee future losses. In short, the right kin? of enrironmentd control 

ean reduce the mortality from duck sicimess, which without control is 

alleged to have exceeded one million ducks during the worst years. 

Many manipulations of the enviroment will suggest themselves as 

disease controls, once mfficient facts become available. Control of 

the quality and distribation of winter food in British crouse has already 

been mentioned. Control of equirrel-tail grass on the winter alc range 

4s being accomplished by fencing aml cutting out the spots where this 

EFOGS COWS. 

Another type of gome disease control is the temporary renoval 

of the whole gune population to prevent the mroend of new infections. 

Itwas qecessfully used in stamping out the hoof-and-mmnth disease in 

California. About 22,000 deer were Milled on 1,142 square miles-A 

virtually complete clean-up remlted. ‘The depopulated area ‘started to
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“2411 in* as soon as the work had been finished, but the former density is 

not yet re-established. 

Another type of contro] is the selective removal of msceptible 

Classes of infividuais. ‘The effort to shoot off too-goung crouse in 

Britain, and the reasons for it, have already been mentioned. ‘This 

represents actual practice on assumed bit unproved grounis. 

; The controlled use of fire, which Stoddard mepects may reduce 

cone tastes pameattes of quail tn the Suuth, my prove te be, tn ome 

regions, a means of range sanitation on lands devoted primarily to game. 

Use of fire without sound evidence of its effects, or onlands 

primarily devoted to other erops, 1s of course to be deplored. 

Attacking the carriers or intermediate hosts of gome disease at 

( gone vulnerable point will doubtless be used as a type of control in 

the future, but no sctual instances of its practice are as yet known, 

The most powerful tool of all, but one as yet not even theoretically 

developed, 1a the artificial tmmnization of inlividuals vei ioepnantion 

and spread of milé strains of disease. It is too early to speculate 

on ite future utility. 

Bifects of Discase on Protator and Sex Matiog. It has long been recognized 

thet any reduction of game population density through disease increases 

the predator-came ratio ané also changes the relative abundance of predator 

foots. Tims when disease decimates the northern rabbits, there are less 

rabbits per predator, anf grouse beewme relatively more avatloble than 

rabbits. ‘the regulteant drain on grouse was long supposed to be the cause 

of grouse shortage. ‘the effect may be either way, depending on which species 

first becomes diseased. ‘The converse ocourred in 1929, a high mouse yoar,
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in Wisconsin. Foxes, houseeats, and raptors lived almost entirely on mice, 

exeept when the winter gnows temporarily protected the mouse crop. By 

1930 the mice were mch seareer, ond prefaters fell baci on rabbits, and 

to some extent other cane. 

Another important bat unexplored seconlary effect of disease is 

differential mortality as between sexes, with a consequent disturbance 

of the sex ratio. How serious such a disturbance may be can be inferred 

from the Austrelian scheme of exterminating rabbits by trapping females 

only in enclosed tracts. ‘the regulting exeess of males ismid to 

reduce productivity to the point of extemuinating the enclosed population. 

Qaail confined at the Clinton Game School lost more hens than cocke 

from unidentified causes, possibly disease. ‘uring two bed yeara for 

{ mallerds, pregmably due to disease, there was an excess of drakes 

in the school flocks. iall confined by Stodfard in Georgia loat more 

hens than eodics from coccidiosis. %'Roke foun’ that the heaviest logs from 

Hoamoproterg in California quail was in hens after they had nested. 

On the other han4, various native and exotic ducks confined by Ys. P. Stesle 

at Sedalia, Missouri, lost drakes more rendily then hens, especially in 

the Chinese Mandarin duck and in all the teals. It 49 posrible that the 

heavy preponderance of dralkes found by Lincoln te obtain in wild ducks 

all over the continent will be traced in part to differential sex mortality 

i from duel disease ant lead poisoning. Lead poisoning in at least some 

instances operstes acainst the males (Wetmore, 1919). ead has another 
effect in cmeing obortion in mammle and infertile oges in birds (Cole,1915). 

‘The evidence so far available inticates that necrotic stomatitis 

{ in elk, already referred to, operates against the miles, but this is not yet | 

certain.
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the differential effect of cyclic mortality on sexes of ruffed 

grouse was recognized as early as 1906. Forbush (1912) says the kill in 

Massachusetts ran heavily to cocks in toth 1906 an? 1907, the latter being 

the year of heaviest mortality, and the ratio 414 not resme normality 

until 1908. Mony @isturbances have been reported in conjunction with later 

eycles, always in thé direction of hen-shortace. It was at first asmmed ; 

that the hardships of incubation subjected the afult hen to disease and 

enemies, ani that this alone was responsible. ‘the more recent idea of 

Aifferential mortality from disease affecting the whole population seas 

a@ more satisfactory explanation for the apparently sudéen change in sex ; 

ratio. ‘The Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Investigation is now finding 

evidence of a hen-shortsge, several years after the eycle of 1927 has 

passed. 

: Any marked distarbance of the sex ratio may be considered as 

eirounstantial evidence of disease, unless some other “visible* foma 

of Ghitereatiia’ mertaltty oun be ofineel to omplata tt. 

Qumery. Disease not only Mills game but also {ts predators ani buffers. 

Diesase may affect distribution, dencity, sex ratio, ani fertility. 

Disease control is a matter of doctoring the enviroment, not the 

animal. 

Investigations of partiewlar diseases have outstripped interpretations 

of the role of diseases as a factor. 

Misease is esused by viruses, bacteria, protozoa, fungi, mbritional 

deficiencies, parasites, poisons, mechanical injuries, and combinations of 

these agents. 

( Distrivation varies in both space ani tine. Tranmfesion ie
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accomplished on the eas, by contact, by food, and by vectors. In some 

bacterial and virus diseases, varying virulence determines mortality, 

rather than the fitness of the host. ‘New infections ean be distinguished 

from endemic @iseases by their zonal gpread-patterns. Density of trans 

mitting agents and alternate hosts, contacts with domestic animals, dis- 

persion of food and cover, ani weather affect @isonse. Some of these ; 

gan be controlled. Local extensination, selective removal of individuala, 

fire, and tmnization also offer possible means of control. 

It should be remarked in closing thie chapter that if the reader 

has not emerged with a clear picture of came diseases, he is no 

aifferent from even the most drilled specialists, ani need berate 

neither himself nor the book. If, however, he has built up on enlarmed 

appreciation of the seope an’ complexity of the disesse factor, ant 

has caught a few convincing glimpses of its hidten mechaniaas, the 

writer's object will have been accomplished. 

We pass now to accidents, the last category of "the quips ani 

arrows of otrageous fortune." 

(
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{ Table 34. 

This is a fragmentary table. It omits work on predator and buffer 

species, and is by no means exhaustive, even for the species and other 
headings which are included. ‘The lists of references appearing in the 
item hew cited will often suggest what other items to run down. ‘The 
items opposite species do not repeat those under other headings, nor 
vice versa. Yor the full reference on any item consult the author's 
name and the year in the main bibliography (see appendix). 

Subject Author Date Specifications 

Bobwhite Stoddard 1931a General, incl. captives 

Valley Quail OtRoke 19390 Protozoan, California 
MeLean 1930,p.35 Brief review 

Ruffed Grouse Allen Series, 1924- 
Gross Series i 
tyzzer 1930 Flagellates parasites 

Red Grouse Grouse Report 1911 Strongylosis, ete. Britain 

{ 
os Prairie Chickens Gross 1930 Mostly parasites. Wisconsin 

Waterfowl Riley 1931 Sarcocystis, a flesh parasite. 
Minnesota 

Vetmore 1918 Duck sickness, Utah 
O'Roke 1928 Intestinal parasites. California 

Kalmbach 1930a, 1732 Botulism as cause of duck sickness 
Hobmaier 1932 Botulism & its control. California 

Rabbits Schwartz & Shook 1928 Parasites & diseases of domestic 

Deer Hall 1927 Parasites & epidemics. California 
Van Roekel 1929 Parasites. California 

Antelppe Skinner 1924,0.20 Brief list. Yellowstone 

Mk Murie 1930,1932 Wecrotic stomatitis. Wyoming 

Mountain Sheep Rush ? History of epidemics in Northwest 
Hali 1931 Scabies 

Bpidemics Elton 1931 General review 
Matamek Conference 1932 As causing cycles 

{ Parasite Control Hall 1931 In big game
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Sabject author Date Specifications 
Bird Parasites Cram 1927 Nematodes, Strongylata, 

Spirurata 

Tularemia Green et al Series 1928-1931 In hares and grouse 
Parkerand Sone 1932 Tick transmission. In 

sage hens 

Simpson 1929 In humans 
Parker 1929 In quail 
Barnes 1928 Seni-popular 

Lead Poisoning Wetmore i919 In waterfowl 

MeGath 1931 Minnesota 

Foot and Mouth Moehler 1926 Outbreaks in livestock 

Coceidiosis fyzzer 1929 In gallinaceous birds 

Game Farms Van Roekel 1929 California
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‘ Chapter XIV. 

Acctpants 

Definition. Accident mortality includes all loss from physical causes 

alone, as distinguished from losses from other living organisms (such 

as diseases, parasites, hunting, or predators), from chemical causes 

(such as poisoning), from welfare factors{ such 2s food, cover, and water), 

or from mechanical causes combining with diseases. 

Weather losses associated with food or water shortage or disease 

are not here classified as “accidents,” because it is very seldom that 

weather is anything but a contributing influence to such mortality. If 

healthy well-fed individuals of any given species were not able to resist 

the worst weather normally occurring in its geographic ranze, then its 

( range would long ago have shrunk to what the swecies can endure. For this 

reason weather mortality associated with these other factors is aseribed 

to them and not to weather,and has alrealy been treated. 

; Weather losses not associated with these other factors are here 

treated as coming under the category of “accidents.” 

Importance of Accidents. In game birds, five sources of accident mortality 

seem far to exceed all the others in importance. ‘These are, (1) burning 

of nests or young in forest or marsh fires, (2) drowning of nests or young 

in floods, (3) destruction of nests by agricultural mochinery, 4) : 

imprisomaent of ground-roosting birds unier snow, (5) waterfowl destruction 

by ofl. Of these five kinds of accidents, 1, 3, ani 5 are unfortunately 

the only ones suscenptibie of any important degree of control. 

¢ Ta game mamuals it is far less clear whether any particular kind
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of accident is outstanding, or whether all of them are collectively as 

important as in birds. 

: In constructing "Life-equations" or gain and loss tables such as 

sugeested in Chapter VII, accident mortality should not be overlooked, 

even though it is not visible and cannot be assiened a definite value. 

There is in all wild life » lerge variety of miscellaneous accidents 

no one of which is of outstanding importance, but which collectively 

smuheabbedie take a much larger toll than is ordinarily supposed. Many of | 

these occur only in certain species or sroups. | 

Accident mortality, like disease mortality, is seldom observed, | 

and for the same reason thet disease is seldom observed, namely: the 

injured individuals either hide and die, or they are consumed so promptly | 

that their demise is os Sitaiins te their death is aseribed to other causes. | 
4 

Blological Distribution of Accidents. Certain kinis of aceidents, such | 

as burning of nests or young, occur in practically all species of game, | 

and all predators except those denning underground. ‘the frequency of . 

occurrence, however, certainly varies considerably between species and | 

between localities. | 

Another class of accidents is peculiar to certain groups. | 

Thus locked horns are for obvious reasons peculiar to the males of | 

antlered «ame. Wlectofruction by transmission lines 4s confined to | 

hawks, @agles, ani herons, these being the only birds accustomed to alight | 

‘- poles and capable of short-circuiting the conductors by the timely : . 

release of their stringy, semi-liquid excrement (see Michener, 1928). | 

Mudballs on the fect are confined to gallinaceous birds like Hungarian | 

. partriiges, which frequent fields of heavy soil after light rains. Blowing | 

.
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down of nests 1s confined to doves, because no other game bird builds a | 

flimsy nest in a tree. Falling off cliffs is probably confined to descr | 

when they are blinded by pink-eye (Hall, 1927), or when the rutting miles | 

are in combat. . 

Lastly, there is an aggregation of miseellaneous accidents | 

concerning which information is too meagre to assign them as peculiar to | 

any particular group. ‘Table 3B atteapts to classify accident mortality 

but undoubtedly omits many causes of accidental death. | 

Certain alleged accidents, such as aidling of exes by thunier, | 

lightning, or explosions, are not yet accepted as scientific fact, in | 

spite of the wide credence accorded thea in traditional lore. If eges 

are afdled by these disturbances, it 1s probably only in certain stages | 

of incubation. Lightning, of course, electrocutes many kinds of game, | 

f ineluding flying birds (Sugden, 1930). | 

: The very oddity of some of the fates that game is heir to sug- | 

: gests that neither the variety nor the extent of accidental &aths is yet . 

freey cpprtecatid, 
: T ematatend The drama of accidents in nature is perhaps more real to us than 

the —S andi claw, beeause its counterpart in human accidents 

is stil) whthin-cunsiniip.capemkensey-—nhercesndmencdepretettsmmhiere i . 

:eon-eabiinsted—into-montitet-ot-nitresnrmdoliansy: 

he factor of accidents in game should not be thought of as 

beyond control. Some of the heaviest tolle are entirely man-made or | 

: subject to our intervention. In the following captions the five most 

[ important classes, ami some others of special interest, will be diseassed | 

from the control angle. 

\ Hire Mortality. ‘the influence of fire on game habitat has been discussed |
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to be seen on any street corner, whereas human depredation has become, 

by sublimation, a relatively polite contest conducted for us vicariously 

by specialists with footballs, with check books, or, at intervals, with 

long-distance rifles. 

( 
i
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Table 3 

BLOLOSL Cs JL Sti bution 9 BCCAGENE MORAL 1 Uy 

important causes underlined Q ie 

; Enown Instances 
MANY OR OWERSE 

A. ACCIDENTS COMMON 10, SPUCTES i 

» All species 

Drowmming of nests or youns in heavy rain or floodg . Nearly all birds 

' Drowning during flights over water ..... - +. « Bobwhite, pheasant, Hun- 

garien, many migrants 

Burning or suffocetion of adults in forest and 

marsh fires .. +--+ + + +e + © © » © wo © + «© » AL] species to some extent 

Hit by motors... . 2-21 222s ++ +e + oe © « Ringnecks, grouse, quail, 
deer, woodcock, rabbits, skunks, 
etc. (Fiy-catching & nocturnal 
species & fighting males.) 

°Eegs aldled by electrical storms (7) ....... All birds, especially 
J geese 

| Cor ght han pth tape —------- ~= = GPE Pannen. ones 

f B. ACCIDENTS PECULIAR TO CERTAIN GROUPS 

*“Incubating birds or nests Jestroyed by mowing = quee 
MaMiinag -~ cw ete tt tt te te mails, pheasants,Hungarians 

wey ov anne de buy ober} 
Crusted tite roosting on m9¥ cx. - + Quail, Hungarian, rabbit 

Gmuzied over after diving unier snow to roost -. + Ruffed grouse 

*Qi1 on feathers open e+e eee ee ee ww © Materfowl, beaver (Phillips 
& Lincoln, 1930) | 

Drowning in steep ditches ..-. ++ «++ «+ + « Young of gallinaceous group 

Breaking through ice anil droming......... 2k 

Freezing to the ground while roosting... .. +. easant, ruffed grouse (7) 
STrax headin, Ach ow trad eae (Asgers, 193%) 

Brooring of ages ls = po ee ee ee we ee wo Red grouse (Seothand) 
deel oie al phones Cre plascnnt (a, Gene Suey) 
Feet and feather's freezing to ice. ..+. +++ Ducks | 
Surourbathe ow Tash Phoweot (turrglt draped .) 

Goring by horas. 2 +s ee ee ee wee oe eo oe 6k (Murie, 1930) 

locked horns . ns ee ce eee ee we ew we we ~©6DeOr, elk, moose 

Flying into lighthouse & other lights at night . . . Ducks | 

® Not yet established by selentific evidence 
* Subjeet to control in some derree 4
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Authority is qucted only in cases which might otherwise seem improbable, 

or where an especially good description is available.
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table S (contimed) 57) | 

1 . 

¥lying into white buildings ani windows... - . Ruffed grouse, bobwhite 

*TLectrocution by transmission lines... . . . Hamks, herons (Michener,1928) 

Miring in bors. - 2-1 + 0 ee ee ee we ow ekg buffalo,young ducks 

Mudballs on feet... ... +6 +++ e+ + « «Hungarian partridge (England) 
beg ee C4eeDen, unputt) 

Walling off cliffa..«-«-.+-+++0+e +++ « Mule deer 

Carried over waterfelle ......-- ++ «++ + « Swans (Niagara) 

Flying imto high bridges... 2. 1-2 +--+ +--+ Ducks 

Viying into woven wire fences & backstops of 

tennis courts... +... ++ +e«-es «++ « « Bobwhite, pheasant, ruffed 

grouse, Hungarian 

Freezing after wetting plumage on fermenting COW ) '930a) 
MOM sn cee eee sew we eases ow ooh te 

Wedced between trees er duping down a bank . .Deer 
Arg taceght aan fok ed ay See Dev (Russ, 19 3/) 

Blowing down of nests by wind... 9. «+o + + Doves, hone | 

7 { 

C. MISCESLIANSOUS ACCIDENTS 

Mleetroeution by lightning... +. 4+ +e +e Deer, pelican, duche | 

Flying into overhead wires... +--+ +++ + Pinnated grouse, Hungarian, 
bobwhite, Yilson snipe 

*Gagsed in orchard fumigation. ........ California quail (True,1931) 

Feet caught in wire fences... .. +++. Mule deer, whitetail deer 

Feet wedzed in brash... - 002-00 + 0 + + Male deer faun 

Impaled on splinters... +--+ -+« ++ ++ ++ Deer, bobwhite 

Iee balls on plumage. -. 24+ ++ +++ + + Bobwhite (Ho.) 

exilled by Raflstones . . 22 e+ +++ + + + + + Bobwhite? Ducks? erm 

“Felling into conerete aquaducts...-... +. Deer (Calif.) 

Young falling into ditches, crevices, & | 
Plow-furrowe ss ee sere cece ese ane Bobwhite, red grouse(Scotland) 

oe Head caught in suspension wires of overhead cable. Sora Rail i 

Anus Hecke d laa tf a> eatesate tT eae | 

oe u 
em ; 

lain Peehid, ou; Aah hh = ae BL cee ps 7
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{ 3 in the chaptew on game food ani cover. ‘There remains to be covered the | 

direct mortality from fire as a component of the aggregate loss from | 

accidents, ani some general observations on the fire-relationships of game. 

Fire's indirect influence on game range is wleubtetiy gum | 

than its direct casualties. All writers agree on this point. (See Clepper, 

1931; Austin, 1930; Stodfard, p. 401; Leopold, 1923). | 

Nevertheless the direct casualties may be very great. Any fire, | 

however light, of course makes a clear sweep of all ground neste and | 

helpless young. This loss of nests ani young is unioubtedly the heaviest | 

itea in the direct mora} ity from fire. "The peak of the fire season in | 

most regions is the peak of the nesting an? fawning season. | 

Sven when fire occurs in advance of the nesting season, there is | 

often some direct damage. Tims Sohmidt (unpublished) observed that sharp- | 

e tail grouse, evicted by the great Yood County (Wisconsin) fire of 1930, | 

returned to their blackened dancing grounds in the spring of 1931, but | 

because of the complete absence of cover, — not neat and apparently | 

ak wen until the new year’s vogotation had male a stat. Such | 

delayed nesting represents a loss in quality and probably in quantity | 

of the year's crop. | 

Some progress has been made in prevention an‘ sunpression of | 

fire in timbered regions, but the promiscuous uncontrolled burning of | 

marshes, grassland, and farm woodlots still goes merrily on, especially | 

in our best breeding grounis for waterfowl an’ prairie chickens. Organized | 

public effort to stop it is almost non-existent. ‘This disparity evidences | 

the prevalent lack of coordination in our “conservation” departments. | 

{ Fire control is regaried as the forester's job, and stops where the forest
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{ land stops, even in states where forestry activities are or have been 

supported by game revemes. ‘There is no hesitation, however, in speniing 

money to restock the deteriorated game ranges. Restocking is something 

the voters can understand. 

There has been much vmreliable romancing about the behavior 

of game in the presence of fire. Iven so eminent a whiter as Van Dyke 

(1904) asserts: “Let but the trail of smoke drift down the wind scross 

the forest, and all the game for miles and miles will cateh the signal 

for fear ani flight." This implies i instinctive ani tmuediate fear of 

smoke as such. 

No such fear acems to exist. I have seen deer in New Mexico 

feeding peacefully within half a mile of a big fire that had been filling 

the woods with smoke for a week. I have seen where deer went to water 

{ aeross a burn on which the enags were still suoking, when they could just 

as well have gone around it. Stoddard has seen quail fly out of the way 

of an advancing fire with apparent unconcern. Dr. ¥. . Nelson, former 

Chief of the Biological ‘survey, told me that he has seen deer on the 

White Yountain Indien Reservation in Arizona actually seel: refuce in the 

smoke of fires from the torment of flics which infest that country in late 

springs He says that the Apache Indians were accustomed actually to_set 

fires during the fly seasoxffor the vurpose of decoying deer to their 

exibushed mmters. | 

On the other hand, any mmber of unimmeachable authorities 

attest the stempeding an? scorching or burning alive of adult game biris, 

mamaals an? predators in the presenee of larze fires, not only in this 

country (see Guthrie, 1928; Kipp, 1931; Leopold, 1923), but also in 

Siberia (Shostakoviteh, 1925). How is this apparent contradiction to be | 

explained?
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Fire has always been part and parcel of the evolutionary back- 

ground of our present species in most regions. Ordinarily they have no | 

more fear of it than of thunder or windstorm. Occasionally, however, as 

many fire-fighters Imow to their cost, 4 fire does unexpected things. A . 

slow-burning front may encounter some change of wind, temperature, slope, or 

fuel, and flare up in one sudden devastating blast of flame. More rarely 

a whole mountain or valley may virtually “explode.” Foresters call this | 

a "blow-up." On a fire of irregular front, these sudden changes may con- 

fuse or entrap even experienced woodsmen, so there is nothing surprising | 

in their stampeding game. Tven flying ducks have been brought down, 

presumably by some ascending blast of heat from 2 "blow-up." 

Game may also stampede in the combined presence of fire ani fire- 

fighting crews, whereag either operating alone would be evaded in the usual . 

{ business-like manner. This unaccustomed combination of alarag undoubtedly 

accounts for the many recorded observations of come dashing into flames, 

or stampeding over burned ground still hot with snags and embers. 

the large mumber of records of came dead of suffocation rather 

than burns, and of game taking refuce in water or meadows, support the 

hypothesis that game ordinarily evades fire in a cool and collected manent’, 

but may at times be entrapped or stampeded when unexpected complications 

develop. 7 

That the ordinary relations of fear ani rapacity as between game | 

and predators are suspenied in the presence of severe fires is attested 

by plenty of reliable evidence. 

Highly localized gme, such as species with a “home range" of | 

very short radius, or females with hidden nests or young, may not move 

freely to escape fire. ‘he evidence even gives grounis for suspicion that | 

i
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unstampeded females may sometimes deliberately enter burning coverts | 

containing their young. Free movement in the tack of fire seems, however, | 

to be thegmeral rules In large fires this may cive rise to inlividual | 

or mass migrations into new range (Shostakevitch, 1925). | 

While the popular min‘ as a rule overestimates game's fear of | 

fire, it umioubtedly unferestimates the fatal effect of even slight body | 

burnse Any hoofed onfimal with scorche? feet, for Instanee, is worse | 

than deal. <A erack quickly develops between the hoof and the hide, the | 

crack: becomes fly-blown, an’ that's that. Game going about on stumps | 

of lees is a frequent aftermath of fire. 

Srusting Snow and Sleet Mortality. ‘The greater part of winter losses in ; 

game are emsed by lad: of food aml cover. Pretators or lisease my | 
do the ectual killing, but as demonstrated by “rrincton (1930,1931) in | 

qmail, ant Marte (1930) in elk, their ability to Icf1l usually harks | 

bacic to poor or insuffictent food. 

Once in a while, extraordinary weather Icilis healthy woll-fed | 

game. Some “freak forms of weather mortality are ¢iven in oubte, Be | 

These are too rare to merit discussion as important "leaks" in productivity. 

Mortality on « larce scale, however, may occur through {mprisonment of | 

grouni-roostine birds and rabbits by sleet or by crusted snow. 

Tee-prisons form when the vemetation unier which the birds are | 

roosting is so completely feed by sleet as to form a rigid cage. Snow 

"prisons foma hen falling snow covers the roosting birds, ant 1s later | 

crasted by slect during the ame night. Neither 1s fatal 4f promptly | 

thawed. Ice-prisons without snow probcbly never catch more than a fraction 

( } of the game population, beemuse they fora only in those accidental instances 

4 

7
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where the grass canopy over the roost is nearly complete. Snow-prisons, 

however, sometimes nearly wipe out the groun‘-roosting game over large 

areas. Bobyhite quail, Hungarian partridges, ani rabbits have been found 

dead in both fee an? snow prisons. 

A special form of fmprisonment occurs in ruffed grouse, which 

dive into the snow to roost, an’ hence ean be caught by aleet clone, 

whereas in quail which roost 9 the snow, it Ae) only the combination of 

enw followed by shoot which te dangerous, (dn<ct OG) 

All forms of direct imprisonment by snow ant fee are beyond 

eontrol, hence game manetanent is concerned mainly with the question of 

how often dangerous coniitions may be sinueted to oecure Their frequency 

fs roushly proportional to the frequency of heavy sleets, so that it might 

appear that che risk as detwoen ony tro locali*ics could be determined by 

1 comparing their Westher Burem recoris. ‘These retor|s, howsver, are 

too detailed—they recor! every drizzle of sleet no matter how insignificant, 

and sometimes fall to give the total thickness. The GameSurvey (p. 75) : 

fount that telephone camanies often keep recoris of the diameter of sleet 

coatings formed on their wires. Such recordé afford a very practical 

index to thicimess pf sleet on snow ani vecetation, (tb. 1g ten, Mrs 

rs eo et bo mabe winters in the north 
. Aw A ie ape Ce epee 

central rerion are spotty, wa in any one spot may be expected every 7 

years. This frequency of course ts a combination of starvation ant weather 

losses. Crouse-Ktlling winters are mch farther apart $<e<. A Mvetions 
to annted by Bd dinnay, 

Drowning of Nests. ‘the only other wholesale mortality from weather is 

the desertion or destruction of nests floojed by heavy rains or high water. . 

Seth Nesting on ground subject to overflow can sometines be prevented
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Prairie chickens also roost and tunnel under snow. Whether they 

enter by diving, or only by digging, I do not know. The total absence 

of reports of imprisonment of chicken under snow is worthy of note. 

This species, for this and other reasons already given, is probably 

the most weather-proof of our upland game. 

{
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by burning off the nesting cover, (US. ‘Flooding by rains is 

beyont control, 20 that all the game manager can do is lmow his risk, 

i.e., mow how often he mst expect losses ani how big they will be. ; 

All gallinsceous bird nests are muilt im a cup or hollow, umally 

: excavated by the hen, The fumetion of the cup is evidently to prevent 

rolling avay of egzs an’ to retard evaporation. A splashing rain is more . 

likely to flood this ou if it occurs before incubation than if it occurs 

during incubation, when the cup is “roofed" by the sitting hen. Possibly 

this is one reason why a pre-inoubation me more desertions than 

later rains. A more powerful reason is doubtless the decreased willingness 

to desert as incubation advances. 

the frequency of rain-broken nests 4s, of course, a matter of 

terrain ani rainfell, Hilly or light land loses fewer nests than flat or | 

[ heavy. Drowning of nests is most serious where a heoevy predator po-ulation | 

retaris successful re-nestings, or where it has prevented the successful | 

hatching of early nests so that the years crop depenis wholly - the re- 

néstings which the rain destroys. Stoddard (p. 347) observed an actual == 

ease of this interaction between rain an! predators. ‘The wet sumer of 

1928 was followed by a poor or spotty crop with many "squealers* on most 

preserves, but on one in which nest-predator control had been particularly 

thorough, an sbundant erop was. obtained. 

Oil Mortality. A eamtent/oxes¢ of the price of economic Races is 

found in the wholesale spread of of] pollution during the last, decades, 

Phillips an’ Lincoln (1930) thus describe its effects on matericher 

. of
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‘Yhen birds alight on an oil-covered water surface, they soon | 
find their feathers saturated with the oi] and are unable to again take 
flight. The fine down which insulates their bodies against cold and water 
becomes matted ond water-soaked . . so that the birds perish from cold and | 
hunger, while in some instances they are actually drowned. Live birds 

in this ofl and water-soaked condition have been rescued, washed clean | 
with soap and water, dried out, and liberated without suffering any 
apparent ill-effects, but unless human eid is rendered, birds that alicht  — 
in an oil-covered water area are almost certainly doomed to death." | 

| 
Waste oils or olly mixtures are discharged by ships, industrial | 

plants, railways, city sewers, an‘ o11 wells in both inland and coastal | 
ptheeeed., 

waterse Lincoln (1930) says that 5,500 tons of heavy of] are tdwehanged | 

yearly near New York Bay from the discharge of ballast water alone. | 

A single experimental discharze of 7,000 pounds of fuel oil | 

(1/1500 of New York's yearly dosage of ballast oil) was released and 

measured by the Bureau of Standards. It "filmed out" over 900 square 

miles of water surface in several days. Wo form of trap or poison delib- 

{ 
} erately set out for the destruction of aquatic wild life could compare with 

| an oil-film. | 

O41 pollution is theoretically entirely controllable, ani 

Congress in 192! passed an “O41 Pollution Act." However, ships are so 
c ack 

mobile, and the discharge of, i ceoteahe determined by so many thousands | 

of people, that it may be doubted whether any force but inherent decency . 

ean do more than mitigate the evil. ‘the main hope is that o11 Imrts 

; resort properties as well as birds. Yor property values we have a real | 

: 
respect. 

Agricultural Machinery. West mortality from agricultural machinery is 

usually caused by desertion following the removal of cover, and renee (0 

aud ChaptrckT ander, mitin4 Colic: a 

-hee-skventy=beeR discussed in C,apter XII on cover control, Not infrequently, 

, | 

i :
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however, the incubating hen is actually mangled or beheaded by mower, or 

the eggs are broken. Such cases classify, under the scheme inere following, 

as accidents. » Method of avoiding such accidents by detecting nests in 

fields of hay or small grain, and leaving "islands" of uncut hay or grain 

io dnictid in 419, 29, 
around each nest, { z l 

The present methods of detecting nests are doubtless subject 

to great improvement. Until very recently no one has paid any attention 

to such problems. A true index to the temper of this mechanical age 

is the disparity betweenthe infinite brains and effort devoted to the 

perfection of utilitarian machines, and infinitesimal attention to their 

sometimes ruinous effects on the merely beautiful aspects of the countryside. 

Agricultural machinery casualties are a major leakage in farm- 

game productivity. There is no reason whatever for this leakage to 

continue indefinitely. Control of this factor is feasible. Many farmers 

would voluntarily save nests if they were given a device for automatically 

discovering them. . _ Lod 

hardly..be..averted;-but-this-ts«notserious;~since allethe-birds*in-question 

re-nest~freelys The destruction-of-nearly hatehed. nests~is~sertous; 

becense--Ltt may~net™be~followed-by-renestingr-<«The" exact Tine which demar- 

cates=theapersistence™from-the nom persistence”vfthe nesting instinct. 

is still tnknown;*butrt-hovers=in-the.vicinity~of»the. end..of..incibation. 

Roadway Accidents. Motor transportation has brought one conspicuous 

exception to the rule that accidental deaths go unnoticed. The killing 

of an animal by a motor car is usually noticed by its occupants, and 

if the body remains on the highway, by hundreds of subsequent cars. This
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l however, the incubating hen is actually mangled or beheated by mower, or 4 

the eges are broken. Such cases classify, unter the scheme here following, 

as accidents. 1 fotos of avoiding such accidents by detecting nests in 

fields of hay or gmall grain, and leaving "islands" of uncut hay or grain 
ro Gps Ted wr Fig. 27. 

around each nest, -taehaireniy. vom-aincested. 

the present methots of detecting nests are doubtless subject 

to great improvement. Until very recently no one has paid any attention 

to gach problems. A true index to the temer of this mechanical age 

: ia the disparity betweenthe infinite brains and effort devoted to the 

perfection of utilitarian machines, an! infinitesimal attention to their 

sometimes ruinous effects on the merely beautiful aspects of the evnterctiins 

Agricultural machinery casualties are a major leakage in farm 

game productivity. ‘There is no reason whatever for this leakace to : 

{ contime infefinitely. Control of this factor is feasible. Many farmers 

would voluntarily save nests if they were civen a device for automatically . 

a@iscovering them. 
; 

ouacseauan-of prt ctutehen-en-wninentntnnetoren 

resnest~frecl}fe—chedestmetion.of-nearhy-hatehed-neste-te-seriais, 

pecntse Ad magemah:beioklowednby.cenaakingsShe-emiee TRS MITE meme 

eates-the neretstenne-frem—the-non-eeraistance.of he-aeatine—taatimet 

fen atttiniersen startet hovers tr the-wielaLég- of these oP Trerbettor. 

Roadway Accidents. Motor transportation has brouzht one conspicuous — 

exception to the rule that accidental deaths go unnoticed. The killing 

of an aniusl by a motor ear is usually noticed by its occupants, and 

| 4f the body remains on the hichray, by Imndre(ds of subsequent cars. This
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( unugual visibility gives rise to widespread alarm over the destruction 

in wild life wrought by cars, while other more destructive but invisible 

factors are at work but go unnoticed. Iinsdale (1929) has analyzed this 

popular fallacy, and shown how ordinary country roads with brushy margins, 

banks, bridges, trees, and marshy ditches supply food, nesting grounds, 

shade, and water to wild life, and tims may do it much more good by 

4mproving its enviromment than harm by running over a part of the resulting 

population, 

It should require no citation of authority, however, to show the 

game manager that the popular alarm over motor-Icilling of wild life on 

highways is exaggerated. If the reader has grasped the principles set 

forth in this volume, he can figure it out for himself. Let us take 

the ecottontail rabbit, a frequent victim. ‘The worst that a highway 

could do would be to exterminate, let us say in a year, the rabbits whose 

ranges it intersects. Table _< gives the daily radius as 1/8-1/4 

mile. The yearly radius is unlmown, but by analogy is hardly more than 

amile. A high-speed highway, then, might conceivably wipe out anmally 

the rabbits on a strip a mile wide. How far apart are high-speed high-. 

ways? Usually there are only one or two per county, even in farm country. 

Allowing two in a county 20 miles wide would account for 10 per cent of its 

rabbits only. The actual probable loss is of course much less than these 

liberal assumptions would indicate. | 

A count of dead jackrabbits on a highway across Idaho showed an | 

average of two per mile (Gordon, 1932). Assuming traces remained countable | 

for two weeks and that the loss continued through half the year, this | 

would indicate about 25 jacks killed per mile per year. If the radius 

iis two miles, and the density a quarter of the lower figure indicated in 

Table 15 (1 per acre), the population of the ranges intersected by the | 

| 
]
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: highway would be 300 rabbits per mile, of which 25, or 8 per cent, would be 

killed by cars. : 

While motor-Iilling of game on highways is believed to be ordinarily 

a minor “leakage” in productivity, there are peimhinah circumstances under 

which it becomes serious. An outstanding example is the night-killing 

of deer on motor highways salted to reduce dust. In 1929, 60 deer were 

thus killed on 25 miles of highway in Michigan, -over two deer per mile 

per year. In 1930 block salt of the kind used for cattle was put out by 

the Conservation Department to decoy the deer away from the road salt. 

The losses promptly fell to eight deer, or 1/3 deer per mile per year 

(1929-30 Report, p. 256). 

A highway may be, in effect, "salted" for animals of special habit, 

( such as the fly-catching redheaded woodpecker in midsummer. It is "salted" 

with a special insect supply, a monotone background for their pursuit, 

and a clean “tablecloth” on which to catch and eat cripples. 

Meagurements of acci dent mortality which can be related to imown units 
peared, Que duck meceurenucecct to 

of population are aimoot-non-extatenty-othertien the nesting mortality 

from agricultural machinery described in Chapters XII and XV. the 

Pennsylvania wardens estimate that 1898 deer were killed by motors and 

trams in that state in 1931. ‘this loss was regarded as serious enough 

to warrant a public appeal to motorists by the governor. ‘The estimate, 

in the ease of so visible a form of mortality, is probably reasonably 

correct. Clepper (1931, p. 32) estimates the deer population of the state 

at 800,000. This is probably a much less accurate figure, but if we 

accept it, the percentage of loss from motors ant towne would be a quarter 

of one per cent, a very small figure indeed.
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A farmer in Iowa, who played host to a flock of some 50 prairie 

chickens, told me he picked up about a dozen birds per year under a high 

two-cable transmission line which bisected their range. ‘This farmer made 

a special effort to keep track of this loss, and the clean highway under 

the wires, in conjunction with his own work in the adjacent fields, probably 

enabled him to get a good count. ‘The flock was about stable. This trans- 

mission line, plus a few hayfield nests, might absorb the entire yearly 

increment from such a range. 

Classifications of accident loss unrelated to specified population 

units are more common. ‘Thus Lincoln (1932) compiled post-mortems on 

2,426 gaall lend birds which were found dead and reported because they bore 

bands. His table, converted into our categories, indicates death from: 

| Tactor Per Gent of Total Deaths 
Shooting and traps 28 

. Predators (cats) 10 
Starvation * 

Accidents 
Windows, wires, entanglements 

y Motors and trams 3 
. Storms and freezing 3 

a 9 
Miscellaneous and unknown 52 

Total “Too 

" Bdueation By and Recovery From Accidents. ‘the Iowa Came Survey (1932) 
quotes old timers who after each stormy evening made it-a practice to 

pick up gunny sacks full of prairie chickens under the telegraph 

lines then they were first projected across the prairies. The previous 

ception, on the other hand, described a flock living literally under 

a@ much deadlier obstruction, end sustaining only a tolerable loss therefrom _
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One cannot avoid the inference that some degree of “education,” either 

individual or racial, accrues from the persistent incidence of some 

accidents in some species, Whether game birds will ever "learn" not to 

nest in hayfields is a more puzzling question because of the penalty 

being deferred until long after the act. 

Injured individuals possibly recover from ordinary accidental 

wounis more readily than we mppose. ‘Thus Austin (1931) says songbirds ; 

"peleased with broken wings soon were removed from nets (maintained tor banding 

studies) into which they had flow." Equally astonishing is the evidence 

of successful re-uniting of broken wing, leg, and thigh bones found 

in'red crouse (Grouse Report, pp. 162-164). 

Summary. The outstanding causes of loss from accident in birds are 

fire, flood, agricultural machinery, imprisonment in snow, and oil. 

Some accidents occur in diverse species, but some are peculiar 

to certain species. Forty-five kinds are of record ‘emer 

Fire does not ordinarily stampede game. The loss of ranze and 

young is mech more serious than buraing of adults. 

Iee and snow prisons fim rarely, but are serious when they do. 

Drowning of nests is more prevalent on heavy than light soils, 

on flat than hilly ground, and during oviposition than in ineubstion. 

O41 pollution is serious, an? the hope for effective remedies is 

remote. 

Motor traffic is over-rated as a game destroyer. Only when the 

game is “baited” does it become serious. 

Animals sometimes recover from injuries, even broken wings. 

{
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Chapter XV. 

Artificial Propagation 

the fundamental difference between artificial and wild manage- : 

ment has already been pointed out in Chapter TI, = general aspects 

of domestication ani transplantation as properties of game have been 

presented in Chapter IV. ‘There remain to be reviewed the techniques 

for accomplishing artificial propagation ani for malcing plantings. 

These techniques are mmerous and varied and are well covered 

in existing literature. Hence no attempt will be mate to present each 

rs of them in detail. ‘This chapter will rather sketch functions and 

basic methods. A special bibliography by species is added, to put the 

realer in touch with the detailed literature. 

Functiong. One of the most iniispensable functions of artificial 

rearing is to furnish gentle stock for experimental research. Many 

experiments necessary to answer questions about wild management cannot 

be satisfactorily performed on newly-confined wild stock. The importance 

of good experimental stock will increase ag researches enter upon the 

physiological field. 

The importance of having artificially reared stock for "re-seedig * 

do obvreus aud 
ecoverts accidentally depleted by overshooting or hard winters needs no 

comment. ‘ 

( The high cost, as well as esthetic limitations of artificially 

reared birds, makes it doubtful whether such stock vill ever become
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important for release as shootable game. 

Rearing Techniques. ‘There are two basic propagation techniques: (1) those 

in which the wild breeding potential of the species is artificially increased; 

(2) those in which it remains the same as in the wild, 3 

The first is applicable only to birds. It breaks down the elutch 

limit by removing the eggs as they are laid, or it induces re-nesting by 

removing the clutch just before completion. In either case, by reason 

of some physiological reaction as yet unimown, the hen is thus induced 

to keep on laying indefinitely. Bobwhite hens have layed up to 128 

fertile eggs in a season, pheasanthens up to 104 and mallards up to ho, 

As nearly as mown, most birds which lay at all in captivity can be induced. 

to lay in excess of theha tural clutch by timely removal of eggs from the nest. 

For convenience, any technique which breaks down the clutch limit may be 

designated as an “excess ege" techniqe. 

The second technique is used for mamaals bred in captivity and 

also for birds when they are allowed to complete their natural clutch. 

In practice, both techniques intergrade with wild management, and 

with each other. Thus a wild nest may be robbed for propagating eggs, either 

piecemeal or in tote. In either event a new clutch is likely to be completed 

and raised as a wild nest, while the eggs removed are available for 

arytifical rearing. ‘The only loss is the lesser age of the wild brood, 

and the risk that re-nesting may not follow. 

Again wild birds may be wing-clipped and confined in a lareqpen 

containing natural vegetation, where they may nest and bring off a natural 

clutch. ‘his latter technique is usually known as "semi-wild" rearing. 

It is used for species which do not lay freely in crowded quarters (Hungarian
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artes Cred he 

( partridge) or which are liable to disease, (grouse). 

Again a wild cluteh may be taken at the beginning of ineubation, 

and replaced with a nearly~pipped clutch, vhich has been ineubated 

artificially. ‘The object 1s to shorten the wild hen's setting period, 

ani thus reduce the risk of loss. ‘This is Imowm as the "Zuston Systen." 

It is often used for Huncerian partridge in Buropé. 

Exeess ezes may be artificially incubated unter foster-mothers 

(usually domestic hens) or in mechanical incubators supplied with arti- 

ficial heat. ‘The principal risk in foster-mothers is tranaulsoion of 

poultry diseases to the chicks, an’ breaking of eggs or trampling of chicks 

by the foster-mother. 

Chicks resulting from artificial incubation may be brooded and 

reared (1) by the foster-mother; (2) in mechanical or feather broo‘ers; 

a (3) by adding then to wild broods; (11) by giving them to wing-clipped 

cocks for *aloption.” ‘The fourth alternative has been successfully 

employed only in bobwhite. (See Coleman in Stoddard, 1931.) It is 

possible only in monogamous species where the cock normally shares in the 

. eare of the young. : 

Poster-mothers are usually confined in a brooter coop, from 

which the chicks have free egress aml ingress, but foster-fathers (wing- | 

clipped cocks) are siven the free run ofjtim pen with their chicks, or | 

even liberated at the age of one week to raise them in the wild (Stoddard, | 

pe NTh). | 

| 
New Appliances. Ofl-heated incubstors ani ofl-heated brooters for single | 

batches of eges or chicks have long been used with suceess for poultry, | 

( anf with more limited mecess for game. | 

y \
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Fig. 30:: Basic Techniques for Artificial Propagation 

SOURCE INCUBATION BROODING & APPLIANCES 
OF EGGS REARING 

Cock = Foster parent cooped,chicks free 

Tee Foster-mother ——____> Foster parent and chicks free 

"Excess ee Electric incubators and brooders 

Mechanical Mechanical —————_{ feather brooders 

Z t | oS Wire-bottomed pens 
Add chicks to 

artificial Euston System wild broods 

Natural clutet) Semi-wild Nest) Wing-clipped parent 

robbing Take Give 

: 41a newly newly 

- incubated hatched 
nests eges eggs 

wild ——— natural ————— wild nest ———— wild parent
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More recently, electrically heated “battery” incubators, arranged 

to hatch a contimous series of unit batches, have come into use. Roth 

good ant bad results are reported, probably depending on whether or no 

the teuperature and humidity schedules were adapted to the species in 

hand, ani on how uniform the various parts of the interior adhered to 

the schedule. Proper schedules for poultry have been scientifically 

deterained by agricultural research agencies. After proper echedules 

for the various species of game are determined, success should follow. 

“yecther, sasanabows," 4n which the chicks supply their own heat, 

are now being used successfully. ‘These have the advantage over foster- 

. parents of being mbjeet to periodical disinfection. 

Probably the most immortant recent contribution to the art of 

+s propagation is the use of wire-mesh/ floors, elevated above the ground, 

\ for brooding and rearing pens. Such floors automatically eliminate 

contacts with fecal droppings and stale food, and thus greatly decrease 

the disease risk. It seems probable that many difficult species, such 

as the grouse, will be successfully reared on wire-meah. 

cmmahetie, portrays, somevhat imperfectly, the nature of the 

basie techniques for artificial rearing, with their various intergradations 

and appliances. 

“4. 
Bibliography. Table age refers the reader to selected literature (see , 

_ Bibliography) giving detailed instructions for rearing the various species. 

Instructions for liberating artificially reare’ stock are usually included 

with those for rearing. 

{
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Table 3G. 

, * publ ioations on Artifictal Propagation 

Species Author Date Title or Deserintion of Subject 

Pheasant Maxwell 1913 “Rearing, stocking, driving, 
management in Britain 

$ 192 *Ph t i ; 

nage 4 atading b an Phas cate (Mich) 
Beyer 1930 "Small Large Seale Pheasant 

; Breeding." 

Bartley 1931 “Pheasant Breeding Mamal" 

Hiller "Hatehing and. Rearing Ringneck 

Cotta uta eh stad 1932 Ones ne bre oho 
Bobwhite Quail  W.VaeWild Life, 1930, neoadioy Back Yard Method 

April 

Coleman and 
Stoddard 1931 A complete mammal, incluling 

Bantam System, Brooder System, 

; Adoption System. (See Stoddard, 
Chapter 18. 

Divernto 193 Phesaeup ope yin Nock bac 
Bartley 1931 "Quail Breeding ® 

Mallard and Maxwell 1913 Brief general account (England) 
Other Waterfowl 

MeAtee 1930 "The Propagation of Aquatic 
Game Birds" 

Hungarien or Maxwell 1911 Muston Systen (p. 109), French 
Gray Partridge System (p. 118) 

Page 1924 Hand rearing eggs from spoiled 
nests, Chapter VI. (England) 

Simpson 1927 Distinguishing sex; history in 
Nerthwest 

(M21 phote) Odiue feta 14 
Sprake 1930 Chipped System, Chapter III. 

Wild Turkey Quarles 1918 *The Wild Turkey at Woodmont" 

Jall & Lee 1928 “Turkey Raising" (domesticated). 

{ ; , Farmers Bulletin. 

Seuto 
4 Randall “igo Standards for wild breeding stoaic
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\ Species Author Date Title or Description of Subject 

Grouse Cre 1911 "Grouse in Health & in Disease", { 
Chapter XXII. Experimental 

‘rearing of red grouse by various 
methods in Britain. 

Otte 
Maleamphy 1931 "Ruffed Grouse from the Breeder's 

Angle." . 

Iuttringer 1931 "Raising Ruffed Grouse* 

pet 1923 Purine dirdions pp SSS; Ranh ta 

Deer . Tants 1916 "Deer Farming in the U.S." 

General Job 1923 "propagation of Wild Birds” (4necl. 
aviary species) | 

Meatee 1927 “The Propagation of Game Birds" | 
1929 “The Propagation of Upland Game Birds! 

1)arisus wttheve 1928-31 "Game Restoration Program" (Series | 
of papers in "National Syorteman" | 
and “Hunting and Fishing") | 

r the plerern 1426 Record of ape deed un capil | 

| | 
| 

’ 

4 
y 

| 

{ |
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Nesting Studies 

The preceding chapters have described techniques for the measure- 

ment and control of particular factors. Some of the most important 

techniques, however, deal with the problem of detecting what factors 

are at work, and simultaneously measuring their joint effect on productivity. 

Nesting studies (including nest and juvenile mortality) are a good example. 

Equivalent studies in mammals are of course equally important, 

but methods are less fully developed. 

The precise objects and methods of nesting studies vary greatly 

with local circumstance. For a complete model of a nesting study the 

reader is referred to Stoddard (1931). I will here attempt only (1) a com- 

pilation of the nesting characters of the more important game birds, and 

{ (2) brief comments on their use in research or in practical operation of 

a game range. 

These nesting characters are supplementary to those already dis- 

cussed in Chapters II, III, IV, and XII. 

The characters are treated in chronological sequence. ‘Those 

which are known to vary significantly as between species are summarized 

in Table_45 . 

Dates of Nesting. ‘There are two elements in the time-distribution of game 

bird nests: (1) the date at which the earliest nestings begin; (2) the 

duration of re-nesting attemts, or (in the case of the few species which 

sometimes raise two broods) the duration of second broods. 

Our grouse and pheasants usually begin nesting a little earlier 

in the spring than Hungarian partifrdges and quail in the same locality.
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Maxwell (1911) says that in Hungarians, “the old birds nest a week 

or so earlier than the young ones." ‘This difference has not been established 

as existing in this country. 

Re-nestings in bobwhite may extend practically to fall frosts. Our — 

grouse appear to be mich less persistent, but pheasants may keep at it 

until September (Wight, 1930). In Hungarians practically all hatching is 

over by July 15 (Yeatter, 1932) and the same is true in England (Page, p.33). 

In extreme climates, such as Arizona, gambel quail show evidence 

of a double period of nesting (Gorsuch, 1932), the first in early spring 

when vegetative growth and insects flourish as a consequence of the winter 

rains, and the second (doubtless renestings) in July, when the summer rains 

revive the vegetation. ‘That this double period is a phenomenon either 

a of mtrition or cover is indicated by Gorsuch's observation that in 

; irrigated valleys re-nesting contimes uninterrupted. Stoddard's observations 

show no double period in southern bobwhites, where rainfall and vegetation 

contime all sumer. 

Clutch. Column 1, Table 45, gives in parenthesis the extrene limits of 

variation in elutch observed by various authorities, followed by the average 

number of eggs comprising a clutch. Where the average shows a decimal 

fraction, it means that it has been computed from a considerable mmber 

- of recorded nests with full complements of eggs. 

The extreme maxima are, of course, often the product of more 

than one hen. Stoddard calls these “compound sets." 

Nearly all authorities believe that the first clutches of the 

season are larger than those of the later re-nestings. Stoddard (p. 28), 

: however, thinks that in bobwhite this progressive decrease is "largely due
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to the compound sets, which are found mainly before nesting cover becomes dens6." 

Errington, however, believes that there is an actual progressive decrease in 

clutch over and above what might be ascribed to compound sets. He found: 

fable 46. 

Seasonal Decline in Clutch, Bobwhite, Wis. 
Complete Clutches Average Number of 

Begun in Muuber of nests Begs in Clutch 

First half of May il : 19.2 
Last half of May 6 16.6 
First half of June 9 17.0 
Last half of June 6 14.2 
First half of July 5 13.8 
Last half of July 3 11.3 
August 2 9.0 

There are also indications of a difference in average clutch 

\ ag between years. An alleged instance in spruce partridge, not supported 

by adequate figures, has already been mentioned in Chapter IV. Yeatter 

(1932) found the Hungarian clutch in Michigan averaged 17.4 in 1930 and 

16.1 in 1931. 

The Grouse Report (p. 8) quotes Land apparently accepty/, Secholm's 

statement that in red grouset 

“ . . the mmber of eggs laid would seem to vary with the pro- 

pitiousness or otherwise of the season. In very wet and cold springs, 4-9; 

in very favorable season, 6-12. In an average year most nests will contain 
7-8 eggs. Birds which breed late on the high grounds do not seem to lay 

fewer ezes than those which breed early in the more sheltered situations." 

Interval Between Bees. ‘The probable clutch is of value the observer 

of nests because it enables him to guess, when a nest is found, whether 

or not the clutch is complete. If incomplete, he must guess how soon it 

will be completed, because his subsequent visits will be timed ace rdingly. 

For this, he needs to know the usual time interval between egzs characteristic
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of the various epecies. Colum 2, Table 45, gives this interval in days 

in so far as it is known. 

Stoddard says of bobwhite: 

“Normally an eggf is deposited each day until the set is complete, 

a pyesstvely at a later hour each day till laying time comes late in the 
evening, when (that) day is slipped and laying is resumed at an early hour 
next morning. * 

Apparently an egg a day is the fastest laying rate of game birds, 

and even bobwhite does not always attain it. The interval seems to increase 

with the size of the species. 

The interval is not always uniform. Gross (1930) says that in 

pinnated grouse, while the interval averazes two days or less, “certain eggs 

of the set are laid on successive days, to be followed by a lapse of two 

{ or more days before the next egg is deposited." ‘These lapses, he thinks, 

‘probably depend on. . the weather, the state of health of the bird, and 

the available food." 

Page implies that in Hungarian partridge the rate speeds up as 

the set nears completion: an egg is deposited daily after the seventh | 

or eighth egg, but not before. | 

4n extraordinarily long maximum interval is indicated for red grouse. | 

The Grouse Report (p. 8) says! | 

“The intervals between the laying of each egg vary enormously 
in captivity, probably also in nature, depending upon the weather; for 
example . . one hen took 29 days to lay 10 eggs . . anoBher laid only 4 
ezes in 26 days." 

Govering of Eecs. A character of outstanding importance in the always- 

difficult job of nest hunting, and of diagnostic value after the nest is 

& found, is the habit, characteristic of some species, of covering the eggs
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with feathers or nesting material. ‘The nest hunter mst kmow whether to 

“get his eye" esther to look for eges or for egg-covers, - two very different 

matters. Having found a nest, he can in some species tell its stage of 

advancement by the presence or absence of covering. 

The only species which never cover their eggs are bobwhite, pheasant, 

ruffed grouse, and turkey. Wight has found a little covering on a few 

pheasant nests, but it was apparently accidental. Maxwell, however, says 

pheasants sometimes cover their eggs in England. 

Pinnated grouse sometimes cover their eggs,and red grouse often. 

Mallards and Hungarians regularly cover their eggs, except that 

Hungarians, Sprake says, do not usually cover the first egg, nor is any 

covering used when the hen is absent from the nest for "rest periods® 

during incubation. Moreover all authorities on Hungarians agree that the 

egzs are left uncovered between the laying of the last egg and the beginning 

of incubation. An uncovered Hungarian clutch, therefore, is diagnostic 

of incubation, either under way or about to begin, whereas a covered nest 

is diagnostic of incompleteness. 

The ege-covering used by waterfowl is always breast down. That 

used by gallinaceous birds is always vegetation. Incubating mallards 

” gometimes cover themselves with vegetation while incubating. 

Covering placed over the eggs, and 

the arching vegetation sometimes roofing the nest, are of course two 

different things. Knowing whether nests are roofed, and if so in what 

direction the opening or “tunnel faces, helps in locating them. Stoddard 

found 64 per cent of bobwhite nests roofed. Seventy-four per cent were 

located within 50 feet of some open spot, and sn siti of these the
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( "tunnel" famed, each opening. Nests were as likely to face toward one 

; point of the compass as another, but seldom faced down hill. Nearly 

90 per cent were in dead growths of the previous season. 

Errington found $0 per cent of quail nests either roofed or under 

the equivalent of roofing. His findings as to location agree with 

Stoddard's except that he saw no tendency to avoid dowthill facing. 

He could gee no plain tendency to locate nests in sun or shade. Bluegrass 

of the preceding year's growth was the favorite nesting cover. 

The growths selected as nesting cover have already been discussed 

in Chapter XII. 

Dropped Eggs. Single eggs are sometimes dropped at random by all game 

birds. In bobwhite, Stoddard (p. 28) considers such eggs as an indication 

( ef recent nest destruction, the egg being dropped before re-nesting 

can begin. Occasionally, he thinks, they indicate that some hen was 

forced to lay before she could reach her nest. Bou Qerate Wt Oa ad Se 
‘an nt # fe Vier “4 out oa thers opm 4 egy ne (Marth htine. “4 

Incubation. ioe Most gallinaceous birds normally begin incubating 

within a day or two after the completion of the clutch, but Stoddard 

(p. 29) has seen delays up to a week in bobwhite, while Sprake reports 

intervals of nearly a week in Hungarians. 

Desertion. Nests are deserted upon slight provécation before laying 

has begun and while the elutch is incomplete, tut the hen becomes more 

and more tenacious as incubation advances. Hungarians, according to 

Sprake, will occasionally return even to nests cut over by a hay mower, 

provided the eggs lie within a day or two of hatching. Yeatter says 

that of 15 incubating Hungarian hens surviving after the mowing-over of 18
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that quail returned to 2 out of 18 mowed-over nests. , Until by = 

more figures, however, such tenacity mst be considered exceptional 

in all species. y 

The practical question is: At what point can the observer safely 

count on the hen's return after and in spite of an ordinary disturbance, ; 

such as flushing her off the nest, or handling her eggs? Of the g 

authorities cited in Column 4, Table __, only one thinks there is much 
furs nth, dicta eee 

risk of desertion in any species after 7 days of incubation. This may be 

Called the "desertion limit." It is a very important character to know 

in detailed research work, or in operating the Euston system or chipped 

ege system. 

Incubation Period; Participation of Sexes. The ordinary limits of variation 
in ineubation period, plus an average where known, are given in Colum 5, 

Table 45 (also in Table la). Column 6 tells whether one or both sexes may 

incubate. 

The length of the ineubation period appears to vary with the “heat" 

of the bird and the weather. An exhaustive treatment of incubation 

phenomena is that by Bergtold (1917). ‘Ineubation behavior in bobwhite 

is described in detail by Stoddard (pp. 29-36). 

Maxwell (1911) also aljges that "the eggs of birds (partridges) 

imported from Hungary often take longer to hatch than those of the native 

Moon em pa wn wihithe. there ott oo. jof et ixutoat a20, . 
birds. * A t 

is the result of transporting the eggs, or a true difference between 

geographic races. 

Bobwhite seems to be the only gallinaceous bird in which the male
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may commonly incubate, although the Hungarian cock shares in the care 

of the younc. 

Incubated nests can often be distinguished by the arrangement 

of the eges, which line the nest cup in a single layer, whereas previous 

to incubation they are likely to be piled irregularly. 

Dead eggs may be incubated by quail up to 56 days (Stoddard, p. 35)» 

and dumy eggs by Hungarians up to 30 days (Sprake), <1) (|. 
Bobwhites were found by Stoddard (p. 39) to hatch on the average 

around $5 Sere their eggs, but a per cent ° the ais hatched 

CVSry Cc cy, HORSES SH Med tetas er eet Ore tORoR. 

The extraordinary effects of drouth on hatching are discussed 

by Stoddard (p. 39) and Leopold and Ball (1931). ‘he effect of frost 

( and cold are discussed by the Grouse Report, pp. 9-13. 

Rest Periods. Incubating game birds of most species leave the nest for 

rest and food so frequently and for so long as to suggest that oscillating 

temperatures are optimum for incubation. Column 7 indicates that two rest 

periods per day, in the early morning and late evening respectively, are 

the rule, but there are trhee exceptions. In bobwhite wsiagme one long 

aftérnoon rest period prevails (Stoddard). Turkeys leave their nests only 

about four times duping the whole incubation, or once a week (Quarles). 

Mallards leave the nest only at night (Grimell et al, 1918). | 

Chipping Period. It is difficult to separate the period of actual chipping 

or pipping from the subsequent period of brooding and drying which precedes 

permanent departure from the nest. All observers of the sum of the two 

periods agree, however, that it is between 24 and 4S hours. Schmidt had



Yeatter found two Hungarian’ hens Sebating full clutches of 

dead eggs, at least one of which had persisted beyond the normal hatching 

time. Just when and by what token hens desist from incubating dead 

elutches is still unknown. There is a widespread popular belief that they 

persist indefinitely-~some say until the eggs are “blackened and polished." 

There is as yet no solid basis for such reports. \ 

Deen t < 
Sees 

Five per cent of the total eg¢s were infertile, and the same per cent 

contained dead embryos presumably due to chilling after disturbance 

of the hen. ‘The bulk of the unhatched eggs occurred in a small 

portion of the total nests.
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one sharptail nest which appears to have completed chipping and been eaten 

by some predator between observations 1 hours apart. To know the 

length of this period is of great importance in operating the Euston 

system, and in research studies. 

Game birds rerely return to the nest once the brood has been led 

away, but three returns by Hungarian broods are reported by Sprake, all, 

however, during wet weather and to a nest site offering better shelter 

than the surrounding terrain. 

Feigning. Another character of great Supewtent tn making a census of 

broods is that of feigning. ‘The parent, on the approach of an intruder, 

feigns to be crippled and thus advertises the presence of the brood. 

All game birds feign more or less when with chicks, and some even when 

; disturbed during late incubation, wt the practical utility of the 

character for census purposes depends on whether such behavior can 

be counted on, and if so, up to what maximum distance, and during what 

age interval of the chicks? This question can not yet be answered. 

A method of brood census for ruffed grouse, based on feigning, is 

described in Chapter VI, on "Game Census." 

Use of Nesting Characters. The foregoing characters of the various 

species represent either: ; 

1. Normal behavior, against which abnormal conditions can 

be measured, or 

2. Diagnostic characters, by which the status of observed 
nests or broods may be inferred. 

On these characters the observer may build his own methods 

{ of observation for research studies of nesting habits and losses, or
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his own methods for the diagnosis and control of nest mortality on 

managed areas. 

The first requisite for either project is to find and mark the 

locations of a large mmber of "going" nests. Nest-finding is the 

bete noir of many a game bird student. Jew people who have, by 

accident, stumbled upon one nest realize how hard it is to go out 

deliberately and find a large mmber. Large numbers are necessary 

for sound conclusions on nest mortality. 

Offering cash rewards for occupied nests, or otherwise making 

sure of the cooperation of local residents, usually brings in many 

more nests than personal search. ZHZarly nests, when vegetation is 

short, are easier to find than late ones after vegetation becomes 

{ heavy. Mechanical methods for finding hayfield nests are described 

in Chapter XII. ‘These are the only suggestions for nest finding 

which apply to all species and all terrain. 

The technique developed by Stoddard and deseribed in "Bobwhite" 

(p. 187) is the pattern for nest studies, and wili remain ee for years 

to come. It consists essentially of daily or frequent visits to a a 

large series of going nests to ‘determine the habits of the bird, or, 

if the observer finds the nest has been destroyed, to determine the 

identity of the destroyer. Weather, agricultural machinery,and predators, 

are the three causes of desertion or destruction. The first two are 

diseussed in Chapter XIV, and predators in Chapter X. Desertion has 

been discussed in a previous caption. 

The ex post facto identification of the predator which has robbed 

z a nest is one of the real tests of a game manager's skill. ‘The rate
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f and manner of taking the eggs, the shape and disposition of the eggshells, 

tracks or hair left on the spot, whether and how the incubating bird was 

killed, and other criteria are described by Stoddard, and can be used 

by others if they learn how. 

‘in 
Nest Mortality. The total nest mortality, i a representative series 

of wild nests on umnanazed terrain is seldom less than 50 per cent, and 

may run mach higher. Table 47 indicates that the eiadiees ae all species 

as measured by nesting studies to date in this country, is 61 per cent, a 

figure eloquent of opportunity for the came manager. 

It is significant that in all the wealth of nest protection 

technique described by Buropean authors, I can find no single s instance 

of a systematic series of counts of nest mortality in the managed areas 

which they describe. One may infer, however, that it is lower than in 

the counts described in Table 47. Page (p. 89), in England, evidently 

made a rough count on which to base his general statement: "Whatever 

care is taken, the preserver (of Hungarians) who loses from any cause 

less than five per cent of his nests is fortunate." Yes indeed! 

Juvenile Mortality. As already pointed out in Chapter VII, the measurement 

of juvenile mortality is the most difficult feat in game manage. It must 

usually be accomplished by "subtraction," i.e. by measuring the other 

factors, and the fall crop, and aseribing the difference to juvenile 

mortality. . 

Wight (1930) made a partial measurement of juvenile mortality in 

Michigan pheasants. He found a 3.5 per cent duttatneh iin "the 

time of first observations to the time of (fall) dispersal." ‘This 

( figure probably represents an exceptionally favorable outcome.
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Table 47 

Nest Mortality 

Species No. of No. Lost or Ihmber 

Locality, Years Nests Deserted Hatched Authority 

BOBWHITE 
Georgia,1924-27 602 385 217 Stoddard, p. 184 
Wisconsin, 1929-31 68 3 34 Errington, unpubl. 

RUFFED GROUSE 
Minnesota, 1929-31 12 1 11 King, unpubl. 

New York, 1930 14 9 5 Bump, 1930 
Wisconsin, 1931 4 2 2 Schmidt, unpubl. 

PINNATED GROUSE 
Wisconsin, 1929-30 4o 20 20 Gross, 1930 
Wisconsin, 1931 15 6 9 Schmidt, unpubl. 

RINGNECK PHEASANT 
Michigan, 1928-30 50 33 17 Wight, 1930 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE | 
Michigan, 1929-31 mH 4g 26 Yeatter, 1932 

GAMBEL QUAIL 
Arigona, 193} 22 15 ir Gorsuch, 1932 

SHARPTAIL GROUSE 
Wisconsin, 1931 19 8 11 Schmidt, unpubl. 

SCALED QUAIL 
Arizona, 1931 10 gs 2 Gorsuch, unpubl. 

Wigs a a we | OU ss Oe oe oo Se 

Dep OR sc ct ee Te Rea cee |
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Yeatter (1932) obtained, by subtraction, an estimated juvenile 

mortality equal to 20 per cent of the whole population in Michigan 

Hungarians. 

Errington (1932) estimates a 25 per cent mortality in Wisconsin 

quail, between the time of hatching and September. 

In the study of juvenile mortality, food habits, and brood behavior, 

the game manager is often confronted by the necessity of estimating 

the age of chicks or young birds killed by predators, found dead of 

disease, or taken as specimens. Comparison with a series of juvenile 

skins is the most accurate way to judge age in chicks, but when skins 

are not available, the weight is a good index. Fig. 31 gives the juvenile 

weights determined by Stoddard (p. 72) for bobwhite, Wight (unpublished) 

for pheasant, Yeatter (unpublished) for Hungarian partridge chicks, and 

P Gross (1930) and Schmidt for pinnated grouse. A description of juvenile 

plumages and weights in pheasant is also given by Leffingwell (1928, p. 18). 

Trapping Game 

Banding studies such as those referred to in Chapter VI, the 

artificial extension of outflow from refuges described in Chapter VIII, 

and the capture of initial stock for artificial propagation, all demand 

the trapping of wild game, alive and without injury, and often in large 

numbers. 

Most live-traps depend on a display of bait. ‘The bait is usually 

some preferred food, but sometimes a live female is the most effective 

(Stoddard, p. 46). capes 1928) aed, 

Corrals or nets are often successful, without bait. mstin (1430jM#piwhlel) 

as out the undeveloped phaetatksenee 4 i ee rN sy ™ 

escompared-with-Barope.
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In special cases game may be captured cheaply and easily by 

“shining. Shining of pheasants is referred to in Chapter IV. 

The game manager who has need of live-trapping technique should 

follow down the leads suggested in Table 48. A bibliography on 

trapping techniques for predators has already been given in Chapter X. 

Game Maps and Range Tallies 

A penetrating observer of human foibles (Petersen, 1931) has 

aptly said: 

"To make a map is a courageous thing to dv. Mo one but an 

artist, an egotist, or a topographical engineer would try it without 

grave provocation. Equivocation is impossible. May be all (natural) 
historians ought to make maps.“ 

The italics are mine, also the parenthetic insert. To him who 

‘ has searched the largely mapless early literature of geme for usable 

facts, neither the quotation nor the liberties I have taken with it will 

need comnent. 

Purposes. Facts concerning game distribution, behavior, history, and 

management paws can often be accumlated on maps or tables to petter 

advantage than in notes. Provided the symbols and format be adequate, 

maps and tables are easier visualized, analyzed, and reproduced than 

notes. A frequent predicament of field workers is to accumlate so 

many notes that time is lacking to analyze them, or to have notes 

string out over such a long period that the earlier ones are lost or 

hard to segregate by the time a sufficient volume are at hand to warrant 

a conclusion. Cumlative maps and tables are the answer to both 

r diffioul tites.
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Table 4s 

Live-Trapping Technique 

Species Device Authority, Locality, Remarks 

Deer & Antelope Salted corrals with Birmingham (1931), New Mexico. 
trip & trigger gates Not successful for deer 

Deer Corral with trip gate locke (1929),Arizona 
on waterhole 

Mountain Sheep Salted corral with Round (1928), British Columbia | 

self-trip gate 

Bobwhite Traps and nets Stoddard (193la,p.439),Georgia | 

Hungarian Partridge otid hap. Tope? W. B, Grange, Fish Creek, Wis. | 

Ducks and Geese 5 types of trap Lincoln and Baldwin (1929,p. 65) 

Birds in general For banding, many Bird Banders Mammal, Lincoln & 

types Baldwin (1929), also Baldwin 
: (1931) 

Geese Trip gate pen Miner (1923, pp. 142-146), 
Ontario 

Asoc Lchy" Austen (1932) 
Bo ( 

Mided—Tarkey 

Authorities Who Have Not Published 

Scaled Quail J. S&S. Ligon, Carlsbad, New Mexico 

Paul Russell, University of New 
Mexico 

Gambel Quail Box David M. Gorsuch, University of ‘ 

Arizona 

Ruffed Grouse Many devices R. T. King, University of 

Minnesota 

Prairie Chicken Traps F.J. Schmidt, Wis. Conservation 

& Sharptail Commission 

Pheasants Shining Osear Johnson, State Game Warden, 

RB i South Dakota 

{ Avie ; Chip mate ae ‘ ol ee, Uoshrgan, cee, 

iat dircke Bate Trap Oo, £ Wee pr? Calbia
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to-record. informatioafor.analysis. 

fo make the most of his powers, every game manager should be skilled 

in the use of these mechanical aids. A worlcing knowledge of the theory 

of statistics, and of the theory of probabilities, will help hin male 

accurate deductions from his data. 

Only a few samples of the infinite variety of possible graphic 

game records can be here included, 

Base Maps. Any venture in game mapping should begin by getting the best 

possible base map. Only in the wilderness will the game manager have to 

draw his owm base. In any region covered by General Iand Office surveys, 

a tracing of the orifinal township plat can be made, or a plain blank ‘ 

; township outline used. Where the U. S- Geological Survey has made 

topographic maps, copies can be purchased for a few cents, and photo- 

graphic enlargements made of the spot to be covered. In farming 

country, the county usually sells "Plat Books" showing by townships 

all the farm boundaries, streams, roads, etc. ‘These are invaluable. 

Many states and federal bureaus issue accurate detailed maps of lakes 

and navigable rivers and coastlines. Some agricultural colleges provide 

their field workers with complete sets of county outline maps for the 

state. 

Where no base is available, or where an accurate very detailed 

base ig needed for a large area, an aerial photographer may be employed. 

Aerial maps are coming into widespread use for many purposes. The cost 

is high, especially for small jobs, but their wealth of detail makes 

them especially valuable for game work. A small section of an aerial
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map is shown in Stoddard's Plate 34, p. 172. 

Mapping Methods. Most jobs of game mapping call for entering types, 

census figures, banding returns, or similar data on a pre-existing base. 

Sometimes wmmge areas must be measured. In either event it is a matter 

of mapping ee location of certain spots or lines on the base. Yor this 

purpose, the method employed by timber cruisers is mick and sufficiently 

accurate: Go to some point on the ground which is clearly located on 

tne (such as a section corner, a highway intersection or a farm house). 

Pace north, south, east, or west toward the things to be mapped, keeping 

direction either by compass or by paralleling fencelines. Every eighth 

of a mile (120 double paces) stop, scale off the distance on the map, 

end sketch in the objects nearby which are pertinent. Close in at some 

4 other lmown point, or return to the point of beginning after pacing a 

cireuit or traverse of the country to be mapped. Fig. 33) was thus 

drawn, using a hand-made enlargement from the County Plat Book as a 

base, in half a day. 

Type Maps. Most game research projects centred in a limited locality, 

and all management projects dealing with limited acreage or land purchase, 

demand a basic type map of the area to be covered. Such a type map can 

be made either by “eruising* or by aerial photography. ‘The boundaries 

of types can be easily seen on a good serial map, and their areas 

phanimetered, as on any other map. 

Fig. 32 shows, in reduced scale, a map of game cover types built 

by cruising under the direction of Dr. K. C. MeMurry of the Department 

{ of Geography, University of Michigan, for the Izaak Walton League, in
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{ preparation for the cooperative plan of game management on the Williamston 

Area deseribed by Wight (1931). ‘The intensity of the cruise varied 

somewhat according to cover and typography, but averaged about one strip 

through each tier of forties. Such work costs about 2 cents per acre. 

The necessary reduction to book size makes the finer symbols illegible, 

hence no key to the symbols is appended. ‘The symbols indicate the exact 

type of crop or other vegetation in each field. "Wigeled" division 

lines indicate fencerow cover. Such a map conveys a nearly complete 

picture of composition and interspersion of food and cover types. : 

Composition Tallies. ‘The game manager must frequently compare the value 

or appraise the condition of blocks of game rance 30 large that 

eruising is impracticable, or so nearly alike thé mental impressions alone 

{ do not suffice to show which range is the better, or what is the precise 

condition of either. In this event some systematic method of tallying 

samples can be employed to advantage. No map is required. 

For example: The per cent composition of a large block of country 

can be easily obtained, without a map, by tallying the types at fixed 

intervals while riding across it in a car or train. ‘Table 49 summarizes 

@ range composition tally taken every 30 seconds from a fast train in the 

prairie and riverbreaks type of Illinois and Missouri in March, 1931. 

The figures in the first and third columns represent the sums of the tally 

marks on the original tally sheet. 

5 Bach tally mark represented the type of food or cover occurring 

\ gust euteito the right-cf-aey fonse at ihe ‘ins the wateh (held in the bend) 

passed the 30-second mark. 

Such a method, of course, shows only the comparative frequency of
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Table 49, 

Range Composition Tally 

Oe Kepwanee, Ill.- :ft. Madison, Ia. 
fype t_ Burlington, Ia. : Marceline, Mo. 

:No.Tallies:Per Cent:No.fallies:Per Cent 

Food: Shocked Corn ; Qo : 0 : 3 ; a 

Standing Corn yy : 30 " 33 ‘ 13 

Stubble : 25 : 18 7 55 > al 

Reverted Fields 0 ; 0 7 : 2 

Orchard x : 1 : 2 : 1 

Cover: Ungrazed Woodlot ; 2 : 1 : 16 6 

Both: Heavy Weeds, Brush, Grass 3 : 2 ; 7 : 3 

Neither? Pasture : 2h ; a7 : 87 : 33 

{ Plowed (incl. winter wheat) : 24 : 17 ‘ 18 ; ¥ 

Grazed 6 ; ¥ ; 25 ; 10 

Towns : 14 0 ; & ; 3 
: 3 : 

* imo} 100 } a }{ 100
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{ each type, not its actual position, nor the degree of interspersion. 

Aerial photographs are an ideal way to measure composition, position, 

and range interspersion simultaneously, but cost a good deal of money, 

whereas such a table as this costs nothing over and above travel mileage. 

Hebitability Tellies. ‘The proportion of any large range which offers 

habitable combinations of visible factors, such as food and cover, can 

be measured by means of a tally made at fixed intervals from & motor 

or train,provided: 

l. the time of year is that of the critical season. 

2. The range is open enough to see and identify the food and 

cover types for at least one cruising radius from each point 

of observation, or station. 

3. The species in question is a coveying bird which occurs, when 

4t occurs at all, in population units of practically fixed size. 

‘ These eriteria are satisfied in the case of winter quail range, 

. but they hardly admit any long+radius game,nor forest game,nor farm game 

like pheasants. A given spot might winter anything from one to several 

hundréd pheasants and accordingly there would be no eharp line between 

habitability and non-habitability on which to base a tally. On the 

other hand a given spot either has, or has not, the food and cover 

necessary to hold a covey of quail. 

It is barely possible that Hungarian range might be tallied 

for per cent habitability. 

fable 50 is the combined result of five habitability tallies for 

five blocks or sections of quail ranze made from a train in Mareh, 1931. 

fable 51 compares the five blocks. The separate tallies for each 
Atrniler te Torte 

block are omitted to save space,-they are tthenteegadecsrt thr 50. 

Each tally mark represents an ocular appraisal of the food and
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Table 7 

Habitability by Routes 

Why Non-Habitable 
Per Cent Food: Winter thest Cover! Grazed Woods 

Routes Nos Stations Habitable Jon-Habiteble or Poorer _____or Poorer 

(1) Ottawa, Kansas ~ 
Kansas City, Mo. 125 38% 62% 12% 65% 

(2) Kansas City, Mo. = : 
Mareeline, Moe 160 35% 65% 5% 72% 

(3) Marceline, Moe - 
rt. alee, Towa 260 346 66% 56% 14 

(4) Ft, Madison, Iowa - 
Chillicothe, Ill. 262 29% ns mg 12h 

(5) Kewanee, Ill. - ; 
Burlington, Iowa 131 (2) (7) 62% . (7) 

AVERAGE 336 61% 557 12h 

’ &
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cover combination obtaining within a 1/%-mile radius inmediately outside 

the right-of-way. Tallies were made at intervals of 30 seconds, 1.¢., 

at "stations" about 1/3 mile apart. 

The vertical columns of the tally sheet (Table 50) are the food , 

types prevailing on the area in question, arranged in descending order of 

food value. ‘The horizontal columns are cover types, likewise in déscend ing 

order. ‘the pogition of each tally mark thus represents the combination 

ef food and cover obtaining at that station. ‘The ultimate mmber of tally 

marks in each square is the frequency of that combinations 

Combinations jadged to ve habitable were nele in black (uncircled 

totals). Combinations judged to be not habitable were made in red (eireled 

totals). the ultimate distribution of the colors thus indicates not 

only the per cent of habitable stations, but also the reasons why habitable 

. or non~habitable, : 

fhe net conclusion of the tally wast Only a third of the total 

of 789 samples are habitable for quail. ‘The constituent blocks vary 

from 29 to 38 per cent habitable. Food was deficient at 55 per cont 

of the stations, the percentase varying from 41 to 72 in the five 

constituent blocks. Cover was deficient at 72 per cent of the stations, 

the percentage varying from 68-74 in the five blocks, 

When in doubt, the station was tallied as habitable. Undoubtedly 

the above conclusions are more optimistic than they would be if each 

station had been worked on foot with a bird dog for the purpose of 

finding actual coveys. 

Gover Shrinkage Tallies. In appraising a very large and very homogeneous 

‘ block of game range, decisively lacking in some visible factor such as
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cover, it is umecessary to make complicated tallies of cover and food 

combinations or range composition. In the game survey of Iowa, for 

instance, it was evident at the outset that almost the whole state had 

an excess of food and a shortage of cover. The question was: how do 

the counties compare as to the frequency of cover remnants? At what rate 

are the remnants disappearing? 

The first question was answered by a simple tally of each unit of 

winter cover lying within 1/8 mile of each highway travelled. The unit 

was "that quality and quantity of cover necessary to winter a covey of 

quail, # 

The segond question was angwered by making a separate tally of 

the vestiges or reanants of coverts which had recently disappeared, 

and comparing it with the tally of those which persist. 

The details of both tallies, and maps expressing the compiled 

results, are given in the Iowa Game Survey. 

Range Development Mapg. The basic simplicity of cover and food manipu- 

lations is seldom clear to the layman when described in words. When 

graphically presented on a map, however, the whole principle is frequently 

grasped by the lay mind with all the sudden intensity of a revelation. 

i Moreover specific written plans for the development of a 

particular range are well-nigh impossible. A range development map is 

much the shortest and most concise way of recording recommendations. 

Particular spots which mst be discussed in writing may be identified 

by key mmbers or letters on the map. 

‘ Developments of cover and food are best indicated by colored 

( symbols superimposed on a type map such as Fig. 32. Where the necessity
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for mumerous copies precludes color, uncolored symbols may be used. Fig. 

33, for example, is an inked field sketch of a typical Iowa farm reproduced 

from the Iowa Handbook (1932). ‘The stippled spots are the cover and food 

developments recommended. ‘The Handbook explains the proposed developments 

and their probable effects as follows: 

Present Coveys 

Covey No. 1 makes its headquarters in an abandoned road cut at the north- 

east corner of the farm (see solid circle with the figure "1" in its centre). 

The old road is flanked by an osage hedge. Its thorny branches overhang 

the steep south-facing bank, the top of which bears a “‘whigsker" of bluegrass 

and sweet clover. Such a place is wind-proof and hawk-proof. It offers 

dry dusting spots even in wet weather, and sunny loafing ground for winter 

days. ; 

In the "triangle" of the road (marked la) is grass which the road 

crew should be asked to leave unmowed and unburned for nesting. To the 

south is a pasture slope bearing ragweed. Such a combination is irresis- 

mene tible. There will be quail here as long as there are any in the country. 

Covey No. 2 makes it headquarters in the ungrazed woodlot near the south- 

west corner of the farm, adjacent to a feedlot where hogs are being 

fattened. The food supply is further strengthened by a cornfield to 

the west. The woodlot offers plenty of brush but no grass. This range 

is weak on grass, and hence might not be occupied in years of short quail 

crop. Grass should be provided by concentrating next winter's cordwood 

cuttings on the south slope marked 2a. Leave the brushpiles unburned 

and let grass, brembles, and oak sprouts come in- Keep the cattle out. 

These two present coveys total 30 birds on 170 acres, or a bird 

per 6 acres. ‘This is a thin stand. Let us build it up into a thick one. 

E Prospective Coveys 

Go baci to the centre of the north side of the farm. In and near 

the dashed circle marked "3" we can build a range for 

Covey No. 3. ‘The corn to the north offers food, but there is now no 

grass whatever, and no brush save the graged-out remnant of a hedge. 

At the corner of the clover field marked 3a are a few wild plums pruned 

up by cattle, and also a group of big limby cottonwoods. Fell one of 

the cottonwoods, and let it lie unlopped. Fence off the stippled area 

marked 3a so the grass and clover can grow tall, and the plums can spread 

by root-suckers. In the pasture at 3b is another corner, already partly 

isolated by the creek channel. Fence it, ani fell a couple of the large 

scraggly willows on the creek bank. Let them lie with the grass growing 

: up through the unlopped tops. 

\ 3a and 3b together will have a new covey next fall or the fall after. 

Two small coverts, by the way, are often more effective than one big one.
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Proceeding southward, we have a series of steep north-facing 

timbered banks along th¥ south side of Spencer Creek, which are of slight 

value for pasture. ‘They are of slight winter value for quail, too, 

because of their north exposure and the distance from corn. ‘They will 

. ‘serve as nesting ground only. An occasional unlopped treetop, in 

which long bluegrass can grow, will enhance their value for this purpose. 

Covey No. 4. A new winter headquarters can be built up in the woodlot 

at iz by cutting cordwood on the south-facing bank of a side-draw. There 

are a few haw trees in the present undergrowth. Preserve these earefully; 

when the sun has been let in they will wax strong and thorny. 4a 

will have to be fenced, because unlike 2a, this woodlot is grazed. Let 

the grass grow, and leave the brushpiles unburned. 

At Yb is a hogback in a pasture already bearing some haws, osage 

seedlings, and clumps of hazel and buckbrush. Fencing this to let the 

grass grow up will make a perfect nesting ground. In winter this patch 

will also catch the early morning sun on its east-facing bank, and thus 

supplement 4a as winter quarters. 
Range Mo. 4 is weak in that theprospective covey will have to fly : 

southwest across a pastured draw to reach corn. A line of grazing-resistant 

osage or of brushpiles strung across this pastured draw is needed to serve 

as a “street” to let the covey walic to the corn, 

Covey No. 5 can be headquartered to the east of No. 4 in two fence corners 

at the heads of side-draws where their forks offer south exposures. 

{ These fence corners are at present pastured bare. Fencing will bring 

: in long bluegrass, and in time, brush. Corn lies just to the south of 

the fence. It will help make this range habitable the first year 

after fencing if some temporary cover, in the form of unlopped treetops 

or brushpiles, is provided. 

The weak point of this covey is its general north exposure. 

Only the south-facing sides of the east-and-west side draws at the edge 

of the upland are usable in winter. 

Covey No. 6 is to be headquartered just southwest of No. 5 in a small 

pasture lyine on a steep south slope, now ruined by erosion. This 

pasture now offers neither grass nor brush cover, but it is already 

fenced, and both grass and brush will grow up when grazing ceases. 

Its larger gullies are to be plantedwith willow cuttings. “Pollard" 

these willows, and when the new growth is cut back each spring, throw 

the clippings into the gully to stop wash. 

There are a few haws or thornapples already started in this 

pasture. A few osage cuttings planted on the hogbacks would hasten 

the restoration of brush. 
Range No. 6 will hardly make a covey the first year, but it 

ought to be a “sure bet" by the second or third year of protection 

from grazing. No pasture will be lost, because the present washing and 

gullying has left the soil too poor to have pasture value. ‘this 

steep impoverished slope, on being protected, will likely come up to 

brome grass rather than bluegrass, but this is equally good for quail. 

( Govey No. 7 is to be headquartered on the west side of the farm where 

several steep eroding gullies are eating back into a cornfilled. Fencing
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a corner of the adjacent grazed woodlot will provide additional brush and 

grass. 
Range No. 7 may not make a covey the first year, but it may be 

depended on for the second. 

Govey No. 8. The east end of the draw in the ungrazed woodlot, at the 

gouth-centre of the farm, offers a south-facing bank which may be treated 

the same as 2a, but range 8 differs from range 2 in this respect: it is 

surrounded by permanent pasture, instead of corn. It is the only one 

of the present or prospective ranges which lacks food. Accordingly 

a narrow bench along the draw should be cleared and plowed up and planted 

to sorgmm, or some other small grain not requiring much cultivation. 

Shock half of this and open a new shock with each snowstorm. This food~ 

patch will insure an eighth covey, especially if a boundary "fence" of 

uneut timber is left between range 8 and range 2. 

fo sum up: Within 2 years after rebuilding this farm for quail 

4t should carry annually thereafter 8 coveys instead of 2. Eight coveys 

at 15 each would be 120 birds on 170 acres, @ 1.4 acres per bird. ‘This 

i will be a very fair stand. 
The rotation of crops on the farm may leave certain ranges corn- 

less during particular years, but this loss will be offset by new corn 

in new possible covey locations, or can be artificially offset by food 

patches. 

| 
Game Surveys 

Definition. ‘The term "game survey" is being used to designate two quite 

different things: (1) current anmal “crop reporting" as a basis for 

current regulatory measures; (2) an appraisal of the trend of productivity 

factors, and a forecast of policy measures necessary for game restoration. 

The term is here used in the latter sense. “Crop repor ting" is 

really a rough anmal census rather than a survey, and is covered in 

Chapter VI. 

In the sense here used, and at the present time, a game survey is 

an attempt to change the orientation of thought and action on wild life 

conservation; to point out, in terms of local game species, and local 

game range, the difference between the old concept of retarding the 

( dimimution of a dwindling resource, and the new concept of cropping and
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i building up that resource through environmental controls. However much 

individual ideas may differ on questions of method, there remains a 

fundamental distinction between the old idea of hoarding, and the new idea 

of building. Local people can see this difference when the new idea 

is expressed in terms of proposed changes in their own land, laws, and 

customs. 

Ovviously no “game survey" can of itself transform the public 

mind, but it ean, if rightly executed, mobilize and activate the forces 

which hasten the rate of change, and influence their direction. 

Functiong. Any useful change in public attitude toward game must be 

built upon a better public understanding of what detemines game abundance. 

The average citizen still thinks that: 

( Abundance = (laws + artificial restocking + vermin control) - shooting 

; The first fanction of a game survey is to point out the inadequacy 

of this popular forma, and the fallacy of some of the policies 

deduced from it. The survey mst amass actual historical evidence to 

show how agricultural and forest practice, by influencing food, cover, 

- er other factors, has nullified restocking or made “vermin" control 

irrelevant. Thepast history of the land, the game, and the laws 

must be reconstructed, and their trends projected into the future. 

A second and more difficult function is to show what would happen 

4f landowers regulated shooting and took care of game environment. 

fo remove this question from the realm of mere conjecture, places mst 

be found where one or both of these things happened accidentally, 

and some kind of comparative measurements of their effect on game built up. 

( Yho is the future landomer? ‘The surveyor mst project into the
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future the trend of economic changes in the land-owing industries, 

and the land program of related conservation activities such as forestry 

and parks. Prom these he mst forecast some give-and-take adjustment 

which will fit each of them and also the needs of game. His mind, if 

not his report, mst contain some sort of picture of a future system of 

land use. 

A fourth and much easier function is to demonstrate our present 

biological ignorance. Actual cases of mis-appraisal of conservation 

questions due to misunderstanding of the relative strength of biological 

forces can be found by the dozen in any state, together with the historical 

evidence to prove them. 

More difficult is the planting of a conviction that research can 

gradually dissolve this ignorance, and that local institutions can and 

{ should undertake such research. The surrounding territory may furnish 

actual examples. 

The local pablic almost invariably expects a survey to recomend 

changes in appropriations, laws, and administrative organization. It is 

usually necessary to show that what administrators think sbout is more 

important than how they are organized, or how much money they have, or 

what laws they work under. 

Demonstrations. Surveys are usually expected to recommend policies 

rather than to initiate actions. In the field of game, however, it seems 

doubtful whether theories and plans alone, no matter how well supported 

by evidence, are nearly so useful as samples or demonstrations of how those 

theories and plans work out in practice. 

( The effect of enviromental controls by the landowner, for instance,
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{ can be tested by actual trial on a land unit typical of the area being 

surveyed. ‘he utility of research can likewise be tested. Both kinds 

of demonstrations commonly begin to yield significant results within a 

couple of years. A real game survey should be given (or should seek out) 

the funds necessary to initiate such a demonstration to test éach of its 

major findings. The public, within a short period, can tims judge those 

findings by the way in which they work. The dene open Pee pl pb scone 

dae Fig. S3) cL fo on ae Bll dice een Ghee un SecraE 

Personnel. It is usually footless to make a game survey without at the 

same time training personnel which will lmow how it was made, which will 

imow what it means, and which will remainjn the locality to follow up 

ani execute its findings. If the locality is a state, this means that 

the surveyor should have as his "first lieutenant” a carefully selected 

{ man who will contime in a position of leadership in the state. 

History and Trends. The history of game and of changes in land-use can 

be partly reconstructed from the local biological and agricultural 

literature, which must be pretty thoroughly reviewed in advance. A 

wealth of less accurate but nevertheless useful detail can be hung ‘eal 

this framework by compiling the recollections of local people. Diaries 

and journals of sportsmen and naturalists, the books of former commercial 

game dealers, official reports off various land industries, weather records, 

statutes, old files of sporting and agricultural periodicals, and a 

multitide of other sources of information lie ready-to-hand. The problem 

ig to make a good guess as to which are worth skimming. 

All of this bears on reconstructing the past. Probable future 

trends in land industries are usually quite definitely forecast by 

agricultural colleges, forest schools, official departments, and private
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organizations for the promotion of this or that activity, and can be 

obtained from their reports and their specialized persomel. 

Finally, a practical understanding of the customs, prejudices, 

entimsiasms, and social outlook of the people mst be picked up in the 

course of the survey, and the immovable points carefully charted. ‘The 

future course to be recommended mist steer around and between these 

fixed points, or the survey may end up as merely “a new book for the 

library." 

The surveyor, however, cannot afford to be merely “a lute on 

which all winds can play." His historical conclusions and his estimate 

of trends must be constantly checked against that greatest but least- 

read of all books: the face of the land. 

{ It is astonishing how few of those who have learned by rote rule 

or “nature study," the statics of the land's present inhabitants or 

condition, ever learn to read the dynamics of its past history and 

probable future. To see merely what a range is or has is to see nothing. 

fo see why it is, how it became, and the direction and velocity of its 

changes--this is the great drama of the land, to which "educated" people 

too often turn an unseeing eye and a deaf ear. The stumps in woodlot, 

the species age and form of fencerow trees, the plough-furrows in a 

reverted field, the location and age of an old orchard, the height of 

the bank of an irrigation ditch, the age of the trees or bushes ina 

golly, the fire-sears on a sawlog--these and a thousand other roadside 

objects spell out words of history, and of destiny, of game and of peoples. 

They are the final authority on the history of the recent past and the 

trend of the immediate future. How to read such evidence is not easily
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{ set down on paper. Some of the forestry literature may be suggestive 

(Leopold, 1924a and 192)b). 

Biological science, if it had no economic import at all, would 

nevertheless be justified by its enrichment of the human faculty for 

observation. Jason, Eric, Magellan, Daniel Boone, paw only the cover 

‘a the Grest Book. Its free translation is the unique privilege of 

post-Darwinian explorers. To this first generation of came managers, 

especially, is offered many a virgin page. 

This completes our analysis of the mechanism of game productivity, 

of the factors which determine it, and of the available means for their 

control. These three subjects constitute the theory and technique of 

manacement. 

There remains to be sketched some of the reasons for perpetuating 

a geme supply, some of the incentives for securing the widespread 

practice of management, and some standards for evaluating the=seetal 

—welwe~o€ the results. A brief discussion of how to prepare for a 

professional career, and of prospective opportunities in it, is also 

added. 

No exhaustive treatment of these questions seems appropriate 

in a volume devoted primarily to principles and technique. Only 

ehough is given to afford a starting point for the reader's ow deliber- 

ations. A larger element of personal opinion, not supportable by 

tangible evidence, is necessarily injected into these final chapters. 

{



PART III. 

GAME ADMINISTRATION 

{
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Chapter XVI. 

GAME ZCOWOMICS AND ESTHETICS 

What is Sport? Yor unmumbered centuries physical combat between men 

was an economic fact. Battle was part and parcel of the daily struggle 

to get, or to keep, a place in the sun. As the economic need for 

battle became more and more occasional, it was delegated to specialists. 

But the instinctive zest for physical combat did not disappear. Hence 

athletic sports and game. 

Physical combat between men and beasts was Likewl se, economic 

fact. Since first the flight of years began, it was part and parcel 

of the daily business of getting something to eat. Gradudally agricul ture 

and commerce supplied other and better means of subsistence. But the 

hunting instinct, the love of weapons, the zest in their siillful use, 

did not disappear with their displacement by economic substitutes. 

Hence sport with rod and gun. 

Socially speaking, these surviving sports are an improvement 

over their economic antecedents. Football requires the same backbone 

as battle, but avoids some of its moral and physical retrogressions. 

Hunting for sport is an improvement over hunting for food, in that 

there has been added to the test of skill an ethical code, which the 

hunter formulates for himself, and smst live up to without the moral 

support of bystanders. ‘That the code of one hunter ighore advanced 

than that of another is merely proof §hat the process of sublimation, 

in this as in other atavisms, is still advancing. 

( The hope is sometimes expressed that all these instincts will be
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"outgrown." This attitude seems to overlook the fact that the resultim 

vacuun will fill up with something, and not necessarily with something 

better. It somehow overlooks the biological basis of human nature,-the 

difference between historical md evolutionary time-scales. We can refine 

our manner of exercising the hunting instinct, bat we shall do well to 

persist as a species at the end of the time it would take to outgrow it. 

Recreational Values. The wild life conservation movement is an attempt 

to prevent our expanding population from destroying its orn opportunities 

for sport. 

Management is a way to maintain a supply of game, and other wild 

life, in the face of that expansion. 

But it is not merely a supply of game, in the strictly quantitative 

sense, that is in question. ‘The conservation movement seeks rather to 

maintain values in which quality and distribution matter quite as mech 

as quantity. 

Like most other really important things, this conception of quality 

eludes easy definition. We might, if we chose to spend the money, release 

each year millions of artificially reared birds, ani thus “maintain” a 

sapply of game in the quantitiative sense. But would we thus maintain 

value? I think not. 

Intensity of Management and Population Density. It is evident throughout 

the preceding chapters that game management may exert various degrees of 

control over the factors of productivity. The greater the degree of control, 

the denser the stand of came, an’ the larger the crop which may be removed. 

{ There is a definite relationship between the necessary intensity
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of management and human population density, which may be illustrated by 

a comparison: 

The Seottish grouse moors support about one grouse per three acres 

on the average, and one per acre as a maximum. ‘This is a very dense stand, 

obtainable only through intensive management. 

The Wisconsin grouse moors, which we prosaicly call "the sandy counties," 

support about one grouse per 4O acres. This is a very thin stand, occurring 

‘nsturally" without any management at all. Section (b) of Fig. 34 contrasts 

the two. 

A crude or extensive system of game management would raise the 

Wisconsin grouse density to (let us say) one per eight acres, or five 

times the present stand. On the other hand, a complete or intensive 

system of game management would doubtless raise it to that of Scotland, 

or 20-40 times the present stand. 

As nearly as we now know, disease would frustrate any attempt 

to raise the density higher than this in either place. 

There has been ne management in Wisconsin grouse so far, because 

until recently its citizens were able, by reason of their low human 

population density, to get grouse hunting without it. The comparative 

human population densities appear in Section (a) of the chart. 

We are working, therefore, between an upper limit set by biological 

nature, and a lower limit set by economic accident. Art cannot raise 

the upper limit. Delay can depress the lower, and exterminate the species. 

The two limits constitute the upper and lower edge of our game policy 

_ fglate. ‘The two limits are far apart. Between then lie a wide range 

‘ of alternatives, amons which we are free to choose, subject only to the 
{ k
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Populations of People & Grouse in Scotland (Ml) & Wisconsin (ZA) 

In Relation to Intensity of Manacement Aldo Leopold 3-23-31 
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general rule that the intensity of game management must go up as human 

population density goes up. In sparsely settled communities no management 

4s needed. In very densely settled communities the limit which the land 

can be made to carry mst be sought. 

Intensity of Management and Yield. ‘The denser the stand of game, the 

larger the proportion of it which may be safely killed. In fact, in 

Scotch grouse stands nearing the upper limit of density, it is considered : 

imperative to kill two-thirds. On the other hand, in Wisconsin grouse 

stands, probably hearing the lower limit of survival, it is probably 

more or less damaging to kill any at all. 

If Wisconsin's present stand permits of a '0-fold increase, her 

present kill could be raised uuch more than W-fold. Section (¢) of 

the chart would indicate 160-fold. 

Five Theorems. From these biological premises may now be deduced five 

theorems which approximately express the relationships between recreational 

value, game density, and human density? 

1. The denser the human population, the more intense the system 

people with lmntings 
2. The recreational value of a head of game is inverse to the 

artificiality of its origin, and hence in a broad way to the 

intensiveness of the system of came management which produced it. 

3. A proper game policy seeks a happy medium between the intensity 

of manacement necessary to maintain a game supply and that which 

would deteriorate its quality or recreational value.
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The third theorem as applied to Wisconsin, or America, means that 

a game policy should seek a happy medium between the evident necessity 

of some management, and the esthetic desideratum of not too mch. We 

would be fo1ish not to take advantage of cur relatively low human 

population density as compared with Burope. On the assumption that 

about one-third of both Wisconsin and Scotland constitutes grouse ranze, 

and that on this range the Scotch kill of 160 grouse per square mile 

could, with intensive management, be duplicated, to what\legree would it 

need to be duplicated to furnish Wisconsin citizens with the same per 

capita opportunity for shooting as Scotland? Section (c) indicates a 

50-fold increase in kill would suffice. This, I estimate, would call for 

about a 6-or 10 -fold increase in the stand. 

Wisconsin's total kill could doubtless be increased 160-fold 

) before reaching the biological upper limit. In short, we need to use 

only one-third the possible scale of intensity of management (see Section 4). 

If we ever have as many people per square mile as Britain, we 

too will be forced to practice intensive methods, or do without our 

shooting. This raises the interesting question of whether, having 

automatically filled up the biological niche which Columbus found for us, 

we will prove capable of regulating our future human population density 

by some qualitative standard. Or will we just leave it to Mr. Ford to 

‘manage" us on the general principle of the more the merrier? I fear we 

will. The boosters fear we will not, or that there may be some needless 

delay about it. 

Some, but not too nmuch,management is a good esthetics, but is it 

- also good busix ss? Gangnanacenent is a form of agriculture. Does it,
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; like the other forms, obey the Malthusian law of diminishing returns? 

That is to say, does a dollar or an hour spent in quintupling the present 

accidental stand of grouse go farther than a dollar spent to quintuple 

4t again? We would then be approaching the biological upper limit of 

density, where it may take more “work to add a bird than lower down 

on the bio-economic "slate." 

I think this is true of game stands. Whether this would also 

be true of yields or kill may be doubtful, because in game, yield 

increases more rapidly than density. We have had so little managenent 

in this country that we mst leave this point in doubt. Time may show 

will constitute a fourth theoren. 
{ This tentative theorem has an important corollary whichis 

probably true within certain limits: A dollar spread over a large area 

will raise more game than the same dollar spread over a small area. 

This is overlooked by those who entertain the illusion that the state can 

“raise game for all" on small public shooting grounds. It is also 

everlooked by those game farmers whose operations have been confined to 

private estates whose owners want lots of shooting on their own small 

area, regardless of cost. 

Another theorem can be set down with entire confidence: 

5. Only the landholder can practice game management cheaply. 

The reason is that game management normally consists of many 

emall jobs scattered through the whole gamt of the seasons. The 

farmer o forester can perform these jobs ‘on the side," often without 

( any separate cash cost.
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\ The American Game Policy, reproduced in the appendix, sketches 

in broad outline the present application of these five theorems to 

American manazement. It proposes low-intensity management on all lands 

(rather than high intensity management on a few spots) in order to take 

advantage of the lower costs and lesser artificiality thus obtainable. 

It proposes that the public be its own manager wherever it can own the 

land, but admits the necessity of working through the private ovner where 

4t cannot. Wo policy, of course, can map an exact route to these objectives. 

fhe details of the route mst be worked out a step at a time by"try and see" 

procedure. 

The Trend to Naturalism. The viewpoint underlying the five theorems 

4s not merely one of driving a good compromise between economic conditions 

( and esthetic ideals. It is grounded in sound biology as well, and 

applies not only to geme management, but to all fields of conservation. 

In forestry, this viewpoint has been called “naturalism.” ‘The term 

carries its own definition: It is an effort to avoid artificiality 

in the manipulation of natural processes for conservation purposes. 

: For a century the whole world sought to emilate the 

artificially planted spruce forests of Germany. ‘Their absence of i 

competing hardwoods, their astonishing yields, their long black 

rows of dense, even-aged trees, were held up as a model of “efficiency." 

Suddenly the soil turned “sick"--of too much spruce. Insect pests 

swept through the unbroken stands like a forest fire. Today the Germans 

are secking the beneficient fertilization of beech trees and other 

hardwoods; cuttings are made selectively as in nature; natural reproduction 

{ instead of artificial planting is becoming the rule. Artificial ity failed
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{ in the long run. 

In planting conifers, foresters have always spaced the young 

trees closely, so that they would prune each other. ‘Three or four 

times as many were planted as could possibly mature. Hardwood brush 

was regarded as an impediment to be destroyed in advance, if possible. ; 

Stafford (1931) now proposes "skeleton planting," in which only the 

final stand is planted, and the natural competition of hardwoods 

utilized to do the crowding and pruning, and incidentally to fertilize 

the soil. Here again we return to an approximation of nature. We 

still manipulate, but in a nearly natural instead of in a largely 

artificial manner. 

The forest fire evil in many regions is partly the result of 

unnaturally large and complete openings in the forest canopy. 

“Selective logzsing" offers a partial remedy applicable to shade- 

tolerant species. Selective logging is natural logging. 

In the field of watershed conservation and flood-control there 

is a definite issue between the engineers who tend to rely on 

engineering works alone, and the foresters and biologists who 

insist that vegetative cover and soil fertility are indispensable 

adjuncts to dams and dykes. ‘The latter viewpoint is the naturalistic 

one. It is strongly supported by current research findings. 

The present controversy over methods and degrees of predator 

control involves the issue of naturalism, as well as other issues. 

In Buropean game management there is a perceptible revival of 

naturalistic practices. Maxwell (1913) describes several English 

estates where the pheasant is successfully produced wholly by wild 

management, as distinguished from artificial propagation.
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( Fish management has heretofor relied wholly on artificial replanting 

of fry raised in hatcheries, or even replanting of mature fish. Hubbs 

(1931) 4s now developing environmental controls for Michigan trout streams 

and lakes, which promise to reduce the need for artificial replanting. 

The movement to establish permanent wilderness areas in the . 

National Forests and Parks, to be devoid of motor roads, resorts, or 

other "improvements," is perhaps the most salient manifestation of 

naturalism so far apparent in conservation affairs (see Leopold, 1925; 

Marshall, 1930). 

Merely negative protests against economic cuiitiieain, and 

their aftermath of artificialized conservation, are of course no new 

thing. They are different from and far less significant than the 

positive remedial actions here mentioned. Salty tears flow easily, 

‘ut workable ways to save men from their own success come hard. The 

game manager mist handle his share of this great social problem. 

Production Incentive. Game being a low-cost low-yield crop, which can 

be produced cheaply only by the landholder in conjunction with his other 

cropping operations, it follows that many landholders--if possible, all 

4 holders of suitable lands--should be induced to practice management. 

Some will find sufficient inducement in the personal pleasure, 

or the opportunities for hospitality, to be derived from the crop of 

gales 

Governments, in so far as they can own land, will find sufficient 

inducement in the fact that a game crop promotes the public welfare. 

No conceivable system of private preserves ani public shooting 

f grounds, however, could adequately accomodate the growing army of urban
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Why All the Zand Mug Produce. “What is “a sufficient mmber?" Let 

us work out this basic question in concrete figures for Iowa, a state 

of average population density, extra favorable soil, and offering 

relatively accurate basic data by reason of the recent game survey 

made there. I select pheasants as an example, not because this species 

is the most important, but because the Iowa pheasant range is the most 

hemogeneous I lmow of, hence the acreage available for production 

can be accurately calculated without a detailed type map. 

Fig. 13 shows us that the northern half of Iowa is proven to be 

actual or potential pheasant range. ‘The area of the state is 35,000,000 

acres, hence the prospective pheasant producing region has a gross 

area of about 17,000,000 acres. By reason of the extraordinary 

homogeneity of the range, we need deduct as blanks énly towns, 

. rivers, highways, ete. ‘There are probably 1,000,000 aeres for potential 

production. 

The present census shows clearly that the best stands run between 

one and two acres per bird, but even under management we can hardly 

hope for an average stand of more than a bird per four acres. ‘This 

is many times the present average. Table 22 indicates that under 

management not to exceed half may be safely killed. It therefore 

requires $ aeres to produce a pheasant “in the bag." Our available 

area will therefore profuse a kill of 14,000,00078 = 1,777,777 pheasants 

anmally. 

About 170,000 hunting anf fishing licenses are issued. Assuming 

that this represents the social need for hunting facilities, the soil 

of Iowa is capable of growing for each licensee an anmal kill of
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1.777.777 170,000 = 10 pheasants, if every landholder within the 

proven range practices management. 

No similar caleulation of like accuracy has probably yet been 

made in this country. 

Is there, then, any chance to perpetuate hunting as a sport on 

a small fraction of the proven range? Can anything but the financial 

motive be relied upon to activate a large fraction?
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citizens who like to hunt. ‘The non-shooting landholder mist also be 

induced to manage his game. ‘The only conceivable motive which might 

activate a sufficient number of non-shooting landholders is the financial 

motive. 

Yaar 17 
Ways of Marketing Game Crops. The evolutién of orderly mechanisms for 

marketing of game crops, and thus activating the financial incentive to 

produce them, has just started in this country. ‘The differences in land- 

tumure and political ideas make the European mechanisms hardly applicable 

without modification. 

fhe American Game Policy @#@@#appew@%x) outlines in some detail 

the possible ways of marketing game crops, sets up criteria whereby their | 

merits and demerits may be judged, and describes some of the current | 

| attemts to use them. 

Management Costs and Revenues. ‘The items of cost in producing a game 

crop are land, labor, and materials. Costs are subject not only to the 

ordinary variants affecting all land-cropping operations, but likewise | 

to differing conditions of land temre which determine: 

1. Whether the game, or some other crop, carries the interest 

and taxes on the land. 

2. Whether the game, or some other crop or use, carries the 

labor and supervision. 

3. Whether the owner is a tax-exempt government, or a tax-paying | 
private citizen or group. 

A farmer raising game as a by-product may legitimately eahrge 

against the farm crop, rather than against the game, all costs except | 

land deliberately withdrawn from profitable farming, and labor or materials | 

\ especially purchased} for game purposes. ‘The waste corners devoted to game | 

| 
|
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cover, the waste grain serving as food, and the odds and ends of time used 

in care of game, are all items for which he would get no return, even if 

they were not used for game production. Such a farmer can produce game 

at a very low cost, or often at no cost at all. 

On the other hand a private game preserve, acquired for game 

purposes alone, mst charge all costs of land, including taxes, and all 

labor and materials, against the game crop. If the land must be farmed 

at a loss to make it produce game, or if artificial propagation is used, 

the costs may run very high. 

An intermediate case is the public forest which pays no taxes. 

The cost of acquiring the land is charged against the timber crop. ‘The 

game need carry only the special personnel ani materials used in its 

production. 

Migratory game projects, such as duck clubs,present a special case, 

in that they rarely produce their own game, but rather draw on a mobile 

publie supply. Costs are usually limited to land, supervision, and 

“4uprovements." Costs are sometimes very high, but usually by reason 

of the strategic location of the land, or special measures used to make 

it attractive. Once in a while, though, one finds a duck club which 

has invested large sums, not merely in attracting the public's ducks, 

but in produeing a far larger mmber than it kills. A group of such clubs 

is convincingly deseribed by Day (1932). 

Another special case is that of the state which is attempting to 

practice management on lands which it does not own. It escapes all land 

costs, except occasional public refuges, all labor costs except a limited 

( degree of patrol and artificial propagation, and all costs for materials
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except occasional feed bills. Its costs are exceedingly low (and so 

are the resulting crops). 

fable 52 shows the probable distribution of "contributed" and 

"special" cost items under several typical conditions of land tenure. 

Table 52. 

Effect of Land~Tenure on Game Costs Per Acre 

Legend: C = contributed by some other crop or use 
X = special expense 

FR eee eg ne 
Case Private Game Public State or lumber 

Costs Farmer Preserve Yorest Private Land Company 

Land 

Rental or purchase c x Cc none Cc 
( Taxes c x none none c 

Labor & Materials 

Supervision c x Cc x x 
Cultivation c x x c x 
Patrol c x c x c 
Feeding c x x x x 
Coverts c x c Cc c 
Predator control c x x x x 
Artificial propagation X x x x x 

Sir poli bi osetia beeen estsinesiplclileedesenipanali career 

The meaning of the preceding discussion, boiled down to a single 

sentence, is this: The farmer has a special economic advantage in game 

production costs. 

With this background, the meaning of such few actual cost figures 

as are available can be made clear. 

No cost figures for Case A, based on actual experience, are as
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yet available. Careful estimates of food and cover changes based on range 

development plans of the sort depicted in Fig. 33 are given by the Towa. 

Handbook as follows: 

Quail, 170 acre famm...-++s-s 13¢ per acre pr °° 
Pheasants, 1920 acres ....-+-+ + 3¢ per acre pee 

In both instances the improvement costs, such as fences, are 

spread over five years, and commercial rentals are charged against land 

withdrawn from plow or pasture, Mo labor costs for supervision or patrol, 

however, are included. In general, it seems safe to say that unless the 

farmer spends cash for artificial propagation, or withdraws productive 

land from agricultural use, he has practically no costs, and any reveme 

he can get from game is virtually net profit. In the case of farm 

cooperatives engaged in game management, there is usually a cash cost 

for patrol, and in the future there may be costs for technical supervision. 

One varient of Case A is the country estate, owned for residence 

purposes, but producing game as a side issue. Such estates, having a 

limited area and no pressing need of keeping costs down, commonly resort 

to artificial propagation. Country estates in the Mew York region, 

producing pheasants artificially, spend as high as $5.70 per acre per year. 

This includes no charges for land, but only food crops, propagation, 

and game personnel. In a typical case the cost per bird turned down was 

"$3.20; the cost per bird brought over the guns was $1.75. Certain revemes 

‘ were realized by the sale (legally tagged) of the kill at $1.75 per bird. 

(See Curtis, 1928). 

Case B (private game preserves) is represented by the numerous 

quail preserves in the South, which own or lease land for quail production. 

/ Cost figures on six such preserves show that they spend quite uniformly
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5-10 cents for land rental, and 10-30 cents for labor and materials, total 

15-40 cents per acre per year. Land rentals sometimes run up to 15 cents. 

Since it takes several acres to yield one quail yearly, a quail “in the 

bag" costs them about a dollar for management, where all the costs are 

charged against the game. (On going farms in the same region, representing 

Case A, where game is a by-product, a quail in the bag should, of course, 

ost very mich less.) 

Hungarian partridge management on a typical English manor, where 

shooting privileges are leased from small farmers and management conducted 

by a separate gamekeeper personnel, costs about 22 cents, 12 cents for land 

rental and 10 cents for operatims (Page, 1924). Such manors average 

about 6,500 seres, with 50 per cent or mor¢plowland, They yield a bird 

per 3-8 acres, and average a bird per 5 acres. Hence the bird “in bag" 

é¢osts a dollar or a little more--about the same as quail in the South. 

An example of Case C is a Natioml Forest, which the federal 

government owns and administers for timber production purposes, but the 

game on which is owned by the state. Management is a cooperative enterprise, 

conducted by the state and federal officers. Shooting is open and free to 

the public under the state laws. Because of the huge area of such forests, 

expenditures per acre are low, but commonly well directed. Supervision 

and patrol (time of forest officers actually spent on game work) runs around 

1/50 cent per acre; predator control 1/20-1/5 cent; fire control 1/2 cent. 

Part of the predator control is properly chargable to livestock, and of 

fire-control to the timber crop. ‘The total gross expenditure for game is 

well under 1/2 cent per acre per year. The yield is very low. On the Gila 

National Forest in New Mexico, during the five year period ending in 1928, 

the yield was one buck per 2,500 acres, and one turkey per 32 square miles.
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Another example of Case C is the Pennsylvania public shooting 

ground system for big geme. A “primary" deer refuge of 2,500 acres costs 

about $35,000 to buy, plus $375 per year paid the county in lieu of taxes. 

It serves roughly 25,000 acres. If the anmal cost of the refuge and its 

keeper is prorated over the area served, the land rental chargable to game 

would be S-1/2 cents for the area served. Supervision of such a unit costs 

4/5 cent, patrol and fire 8-1/2 cents, covert improvements 3/4 cent, total 

20 cents per acre per year. ‘The yield of such units is about one back per 

220 aeres. O. fuck “un dog ha, Challe eg plate Bee ¥en 

Case D is represented by the average state game department which 

attempts to practice management on private lands without the assured 

cooperation of the owner. The cost is the budget of the department divided 

by the area of the state. One or two states spend 1 cent per acre in this 

| manner; most of them much less. ‘The expenditure is largely for patrol 

(law enforcement) and restocking with game raised on state geme farms. 

Pheasants S-10 weeks old produced on state game farms cost at the point of 

release from $1.23 upward. ‘The usual cost is over $2.00. Since the 

average license yields less than the cost of planting a single bird, and 

since the licensee is legally entitled to kill many birds, it is readily 

apparent that the ultimate solvency of the system depends on a strong natural 

inerease in the birds released. ‘This is possible only on managed range, 

or where the condition of the range hag accidentally remained favorable. 

No data are available on Case BE. 

management 

Management of Other Wild Life. The objective of the game/progran is to 

retain for the average citizen an opportunity to hunt. As already pointed 

{ out, this implies much more than the ammal production of a shootable
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; surplus of live birds to serve as targets. It implies a kind and quality 

of wild game living in such surroundings and available under such conditions 

as make hunting a stimlus to the esthetic development, physical welfare, 

and mental balance of the hunter. 

The objective of a conservation program for non-game wild life 

should be exactly parallel: to retain for the average citizen the 

opportunity to see, admire and enjoy, and the challenge to understand, 

the varied forms of birds and mammals indigenous to his state. It implies 

not only that these forms be kept in existence, but that the greatest 

possible variety of them exist in each commnity. 

In times past both of these categories of opportunity existed 

automatically, and hence were lightly valued. Both are now, by reason 

{ of their growing scarcity, perceived to be immensely valuable. Conservation 

is nothing more or less than a purposeful effort to perpetuate and extend 

them as one of cur standards of living. ; 

Experience with game has shown, however, that a determination 

to conserve, even vhen supported by public sentiment, protective legis- 

lation, and a few public reservations or parks, is an insufficient 

conservation program. Nofwithstanding these safeguards, non-game wild 

life is year by year being decimated in numbers and restricted in dis- 

tribution by the identical economic trends--such as clean farming, close 

grazing, and drainage--which are decimating and restricting game. 

‘the fact that game is legally shot while other wild life is only illegally 

shot in no wise alters the deadly trath of the principle that it cannot 

nest in a cornstalk. 

Only a decade ago it ms considered a profundity to assert that
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wild life harbored in the forest, and that the conservation of forests would 

golve the wild life problem. Wext we complicated the situation by realizing 

that quail need brush, prairie chickens grass, and grouse forest. Now, 

after some research, we can talk about quail as occurring wherever an acre 

of tall bluegrass interspersed with corralberry occurs between ungrazed 

prushland and corn, provided it be not a north slope. 

Measured by its effectiveness, this new formila is worth ten 

thousand platitudes about forests and wild life. The erying need at this 

stage of the conservation movement is specific definitions of the 

environment ideale each species. 

This is just as true of songbirds as of game. Consider the 

effectiveness of the recent specific definitions of winter feeding methods 

{ for each species, and compare them with the old romance about "bread crumbs 

on the windowsill." Compare the modern bird house, designed to fit the 

species, with the gingerbread castles of former years. Songbird conservation 

has progressed in th¥se respects, but in other respects it has stagnated. 

We still lack definitions of what constitutes habitable range for those 

mamerous and valuable forme which need neither nesting houses nor artificial 

feeding. 

Building Environments for Songbirds. A pair of woodthrushes is more 

valuable to a village than a Saturday evening band concert, and costs less. 

What does it cost? A piece of woodland with undergrowth. What kind and 

size of trees? How many acres? What undergrowth? Does it matter what 

surrounds the woodland? Can it be grazed? Must it contain water? What 

other species help, or hinder, its occupancy? Research in applied 

ornithology is just as capable of answering these questions, not only for
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woodthrushes but for a hundred other species, as the equivalent questions 

for quail or pheasants. ; 

Environments can, by the judicious use of those tools employed in 

gardening or landscaping or faming, be built ‘to order with assurance of 

attracting the desired bird. In short,by deliberately and intelligently 

reversing the processes which are destroying bird environments, we can 

restore not only birds in general, but those particular birds in which the 

landowmmer may have a special interest. 
Ci heourien 

This is the substence of game management, and can, become the means 

whereby each communi ty creates itsown dearth or abundance of non-game birds. 

Is it not tier that landowners who now proudly exhibit their bird baths 

or feeding stations will be equally entlmsiastic about the diversity of bird- 

environments which they can build up? Should not public parks be 

{ "landscaped" with an aye to the variety of their bird life, as well as to 

the beauty of their scenery? 

The realization of this idea awaits only specifications. Scientific 

institutions now busy with Sumatra or Gallapagos should emsider this 

virgin field of opportunity which borders their own campus. As in game 

management, systematic observations, followed by trial modifications of the 

environment and measurement of population response, are the technique to 

be used. 

There is, in short, a fundamental unity of purpose and method 

between bird-lovers and sportsmen. ‘Their common task of teaching the public 

how to modify economic activities for conservation purposes is of infinitely 

greater importance, and difficulty, than their current differences of opinion 

over details of legislative and administrative policy. Unless and until 

\ the common task is accomplished, the detailed manipulation of laws is in the 

long run irrelevant.
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Chapter XVII. 

Definition. Geme management has already been defined as the art of 

producing sustained crops of game for recreational use. 

Game aduwinistration is the art of governing the practice of 

game management. Its function is to encourage management by fact-finding, 

denonstration, and education, and to regulate abusive practices. 

Incidentally, governments may themselves practice management on government 

lands. 

Game policy is the planof administrationalopted by governnent. 4 

Function of Government. Actually, game administration in this country 

has so far concerned itself almost entirely with two things: regulating 

abuses by the exercise of its police powers, and attempting to practice 

management on private lands without the cooperation of the owner. The 

latter attempt is bound to fail in the long run, because governnuent 

eannot control environment on lands which it does not om. It can plant 

game on them, and to a very limited extent (by fixing seasons and bag limits) 

regulate the kill, but these alone are seldom sufficient to produce a 

sustained crop. 

' Experience, if not cerebration, will inevitably tend to shift 

the emphasis in game administration to its true functions. In agricultural 

administration, government does not try to plant or harvest crops on 

private lands, as it does in game. It does, however, maintain great 

agricultudel colleges and a network of experiment stations to discover better 

| cropping technique, and a nation-wide system of agricultural extension
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agencies to tell the farmer how to use these discoveries. Came administration 

must install a similar machinery for research ani education, or else use 

the agricultural machinery already set up. Since game is largely an 

agricultural by-product, the latter course seems by far the best. 

Evolution of Administration. Under this concepticn, a state game warden 

is not primarily a policeman and a game-farmer (as he is now usually con- 

sidered). He is first of all a coordinator of game research in state 

institutions, and an organizer of education in game management. He 

acquires public lands and directs game management on them. He formulates 

policy for the regulation of private practices on private lands. Inciden- 

tally he formlates and enforces game laws, just as the Secretary of 

Agriculture incidentally handles quarantines. He uses public game funds 

for the furtherance of all these functions. In short, he is a statesman 

charged with the duty of guiding the operation of economic and social 

forces in a highly technical field. Obviously he must either be a technician 

himself, ov know how to use technical and scientific men to cood advantage. 
h2 heat. + AAk hee counlry 

Thesgequence-ofmetepe-in«the-ovetmbion,of game administration, clearly 
shat i a : 

pdr Odtrrhe back oe 

follows the, sequence of ideas already described in Chapter I. The 

successive stages of progress are: 

1. Policing the remnants of the virgin game crop 

2. Undertalcing game farming (artificial replenishment) 
e Acquiring state lands and managing them 

« Starting educational work 
5. Starting fact-finding work after learning that the requisite 

facets for 2, 3, and 4 do not exist 
6. Starting to encourage private management. Regulating private 

management in the public interest. 

Some of our states have just entered stage 2. Others have reached 

i stage 5. None have as yet seriously entered upon stage 6.
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The kind of laws, the kind of personnel and salary scales, the 

seale of finance, and the degree of discretionary authority suitable for 

the first function is of course entirely unsuitable for the last. 

Hence the prevalence of popular "campaigns" to reform and reorganize 

conservation departments. 

Organization of Conservation Departments. Experience seems to show that 

no particular form of organization has any inherent merit in and of itself. 

Merit lies only in personnel, and any particular form is good or bad only 

in so far as it provides a good or bad mechanism for the personnel to work 

with. 

It is doubtful whether, with a given personnel, one form of 

organizing is much better than another, providing each scores reasonably 

well on the following criteria of effectiveness: 

1. Discretionary and regula tai authority 

2. Continuity of policy 

3. Coordination of activities 

Each of these criteria is the antithesis of the condition 

prevalent under the domination of partisan politics. Tach, except the 

first, can be achieved by good personnel alone, if that personnel 

4s allowed to work through a sufficient period of time. 

Some type forms of state game organization are described in the 

Game Survey (p. 238). A form called the "Commission-Director" type is 

now much in vogue. It was originally patterned after the "Board-Manager" 

or corporation type in industry. History shows, however, that the mental 

outlook and calibre of the personnel eigy bends to its own pattern 

whatever legal framework is set up.
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{ Preoccupation with form of organization pervades popular thought on 

federal as well as state administration of conservation affairs. There is 

a latent movement for the amalgamation of all federal conservation 

activities under a single head. ‘This would be fine if “conservation 

activities" had any sharp boundary, and if they could be dissociated 

from the economic activities necessarily conducted on the same land and 

headed up in various federal depsar tments. That they have no such boundary 

and that they cannot be dissociated from economic uses, is evident on 

nearly every page of this book. 

The whole question of how to organize public administration boils 

down to this: Get the personnel and they will build their own "house. * 

fo the extent that "reorganizations" and “house-cleanings" help to get 

or keep able personnel, they are good. 0 the extent that they are 

: relied upon to make poor personnel better, they are a delusion. 

It is, of course, idle to expect to keep able personnel, even 

in a soundly organized department, unless the salary scale is comparable 

to that of an industrial enterprise of like magnitude. ‘This, so far, 

is seldom the case. A vigorous transition from apolitical to a technical 

administration in the course of time often carries with it substantial 

improvements in salary scale. The transition in the U. S. Forest Service, 

described in the next chapter, is a case in point. 

Legal Status of Game. ‘Taverner's theory that the first game laws were 

evolved from tribal taboos has already been pointed out in Chapter I. 

The legal foundations on which our present system of game 

administration is founded are succinctly outlined in "Wild Game--Its Legal 

Status" (1931). ‘he quotations which follow are taken from this publication.
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"Prom the earliest traditions the right to reduce (wild) animals 

to possession has been subject to the control of the law-giving power. 

" . . . 'Solon, seeing that the Atheniams gave themselves up to 

the chase, to the neglect of the mechanical arts, forbade the killing of 

game. * 
4“. . . things were classified by the Roman law into public and 

common. ‘The latter embraced animals ferae naturae, which, having no owner, 

were considered as belonging in common to all the citizens of the State." 

4 . ,. . Justinian recognized the right of an omer of land to 

forbid another from killing game on his property." 

“after the Norman Conquest and before the Magna Charta of King 

John, it seems that the ownership of wild game in England was vested 

4n the Inglish King. . . in his individual capacity and as a personal 

prerogative. 
® . . « when the barons at Runnymede exacted from King John the 

Magna Charta in 1215 a change seems to have taken place . « « Since then, ; 

it has become established that the King owns all the wild game... in 

his sovereign capacity . . in ‘sacred trust’ for the people. This principle 

forms a part of the common or unwritten law. . . 

“The colonists who settled in America carried with them the common 

law of England. After the American Revolution. . . the State acquired 

the title of the King, and so it has been held uniformly in this country 

that the wild game is owned by the State in its sovereign capacity in 

‘trast’ for the people of the State. 

# . . . it follows that an individual cannot obtain an absolute 

property right in such game except upon such conditions, restrictions, 

and limitations as may be permitted by the State. . . The conditions. . 

are .. within the province of the Legislatures... " 

‘While the State has an ownership of the wild game within its 

borders, the individual ower of real estate has an interest in the game 

on his premises. This interest is not an absolute property right, but 

is inthe nature of a qualified property interest in such game. No other 

person has a right to go upon his premises, without permission, to take 

the game. Subject to the regulations imposed by the State, the owner 

of the land has the right to control the game on his lands." 

The foregoing passages clearly trace the history and nature 

of public and private property in game, as founded on the common law. 

The frequent allusions in American literature to the different ownership 

of game as between America and England refer to different degrees 

of “conditions, restrictions, and limitations permitted by the State," 

and not to any basic difference in allocation of title. 

Some additional quotations of special interest are the following:
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“another ground frequently advanced to support the right of the 

Legislature to impose regulations governing the hunting of wild game is 

the police power. Under the police power a state has power to regulate 

in the interests of the public health, safety, morals, and welfare." 

* . . a hunting license granted by the State to an individual, 

even if it purports to do so, gives the holder of the license no right to 

invade the private hunting grounds of another person." 

“although a person has no natural or inherent right to hunt on 

the premises of another, a right to so hunt may be acquired by grant from 

the owner. * 

® . . an action of trespass may be brorght by one who oms the 

exclusive right to hunt on certain lands, although he does not own the 

fee." 

"The public have a right to resort to public waters and take 

fish o@ shoot water fowl. « « In the case of private waters the public 

have no fishing or fowling rights. + « Bven in the case of public waters 

a hunter mst not pass over private property to reach the public shooting 

grounds." 

Game Policy, ‘The Experimental Idea. As long as game administration 

consisted merely of limiting the citizen's shooting privileges,: there 

was little room for experimentation. All citizens had to be treated 

alike. Experiments, if any, had to be made on the state as a whole, or 

on all portions offering similar conditions. In other words, the 

technique of restriction was a legal technique which did not admit of 

experimental procedure. Policies had to be settled in the abstract, 

and then enacted into law, for better or for worse. 

The new idea is different. Its central thesis is not the 

limitation of rights and privileges, but rather the fostering of effort. 

The state is just as free to experiment in better cropping methods for 

game as in better cropping methods for corn or pine trees. In other 

words the technique of production is a biological or agricultural 

technique; policies may be settled by concrete trial, ani enacted into
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law, if necessary, after it is found whether or not they work. 

But the old habit of determining policy in the abstract still 

persists. It mst be broken down. 

Our effort to settle biological questions by abstract logic is 

like that of the doctors who several centuries ago were arguing over the 

question of whether the blood circulates in the body. They banged the 

table long and mightily, proving to each other that it mst be so, and 

that it couldn't be so. when they were nearly worn out, one of them had 

the brilliant idea of trying an experiment to find out whether it were so 

or not. ‘Thereupon the argument ended, and the doctors had time to tend 

their patients. 

The beginning and the end of this controversy illustrate the two 

’ approaches to questions of game policy: (1) the abstract, and (2) the 

, factual or experimental. 

Game managers are the doctors of our game supply. The set of 

ideas which served to string out the remants oF the virgin game supply, 

and to which many conservationists feel an intense personal loyalty, seem 

to have reached the limit of their effectiveness. Something new mst be 

done. ‘he different ideas as to what it is are not too numerous to prevent 

giving all of them a trial. ‘he American Game Policy simply enumerates 

some of these differences, and urges that they be subjected to the test 

of experience. The-original.text-of-thespobiey-appears:in- the appendix. 

The detail of any policy is an evanescent thing, quickly outdated 

by events, but the experimental approach to policy questions is a permanent 

thing, adaptable to new conditions as they arise. Shorn of changeable 

detail, it might be boiled down to these words:
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An American Game Policy 

1. America has the land to raise an abundant game crop, the 

means to pay for it, and the love of sport to assure that 

successful production will be rewarded. 

2. There are conflicting theories on how to bring the land, 

the means of payment, and the love of sport into productive 

relationship with each other. No one can confidently predict 

which theory is "best." The way to resolve differences is to 

bring all theories susceptible of local trial to the test of 

actual experience. ‘The "pest" plan is the one most nearly 

matually satisfactory to the three parties at interest, namely 

the landowner, the sportsman, and the general public. No 

other plan is likely to be ‘eeatly used. 

3. There are some, but not enough, biological facts available on 

how to make the land produce game. 11 factions, whatever 

their other differences, should entbe to make avatiahie the 

kmown facts, to promote research to find the additional facts 

needed, and to promote training of experts qualified to apply 

them.
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Chapter XVIII 

GAME AS A PROFESSTON 

The Transition. In 1910 there were scarcely a hundred trained foresters 

in the country. ‘They held only a small percentage of the positions then 

open. ‘The rest were held by untrained men. 

In 1930, twenty years later, there were over 5,000 trained foresters, 

holding a large percentage of a mach larger mmber of positions, in both 

public and private organizations. Forestry in two decades has experienced 

a complete transition to a professional basis. 

One of the most important aspects of the transition has been its 

effect on the pre-existing "untrained" men. Hundreds of field officers 

in the public service, though devoid of forual schooling, have, by 

) contact with foresters, by personal study, and by attendance at forestry 

2 training wats picked up a point of view, a technical understanding, and 

a Aegree of sicill equal to and sometimes greater than that of their 

school-trained co-workers. The untrained men unable to accomplish this 

process of self-education have tended to drop out. ‘The teaming of school- 

trained with unschooled but experienced and open-minded field workers 

has stinwlated both. 

The same transition has takenplace in agricultural administration. 

The same transition has now begun in the field of game. Game 

men in both public angjrivate employwemt mst become technicians, or 

. be gradually replaced. Game management must become a profession if 

game conservation is to become a fact. ; 

' Personal Qualifications for Gane Work. Kind and amount of schooling is of 
great importance to a professional career in game, but less so than the
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. personal aptitudes of the student. 

A pre-existing enthusiaga for wild life and its conservation is 

the first essential. 

Mere enthusiasm, however, has failed to conserve game in the past, 

and is not likely to sueceed better in the future. There is needed also 

a@ willingness and ability to know and use the intellectual tools available 

in varied fields of pure and applied biology. This implies two things. 

First, a game man, even if not engaged in research, must be by nature 

a scientific investigator, because the greater part of the facts he uses 

he mst find for himself. Training cannot hope to do mich more than 

teach him where and how to look for them. Second, a game man, even working 

alone in a private capacity, must be cooperative to the extent of habitually 

exchanging services and information. The lone worker is doomed to be 

overwhelmed by tasks undone, and questiors unanswered. 

Personal experience with land and with farm, forest, or other land 

crops, and with dogs and shooting, is of course of great value. 

The game manager mist eventually acquire what is called "the 

scientific point of view," but this need not pre-exist in the student. 

Nor should its acquisition be a matter of taking, hook-bait-and-sinker, 

the point of view of any academic biologist. Cloudy thinking and pottering 

performance are sometimes condoned in tne hame of scientific caution, and 

brilliant work may lose part of its true value by reason of academic 

indifference to its practical applications. 

Preoecupation with rewards is a drawback. Game management uses 

economic forces, but for the attainment of a non-economic objective. Like 

i most professions it yields little more thm a living. Considerations of
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profit are not sufficient to sustain a life-long effort in its behalf. 

Degrees and Kinds of Professional Training. An error was made in the 

early days of forestry by failing to foresee that men of various degrees 

and kinds of training would be required. Dozens of schools for years 

turned out only an intermediate degree of training, with a consequent 

later over-supply in this grade, and a simultaneous shortage in the higher 

and lower grades. 

Three principal degrees of professional training are now recognized: 

Total years post- 
Degree of Kind of Posi- Previous Traine high school work Degree 

Training, tion in View ing Reqired to comlete +=» Received 
Vocational Forest Ranger High School 1/2-2 None 

Technical Forest Admin- At least 2 years ; 
istration undergraduate work 5-6 Master 

| Scientific Yorest Research Full undergraduate T-& Doctor 
course 

The same degrees of training are likewise needed in game personnel. 

Vocational Training; should teach sicill in the performance of 

management work on the ground. Came management as a vocation is equivalent 

to "dirt-farminz." Vocational courses are the equivalent of the "short 

course* in agriculture. ‘They should teach what to do to the land and how 

to do it, but cannot hope to penetrate very deeply into the biological reasons 

why. Graduation from high school should be the minimum preparation for a 

vocational course. A 1-2 year vocational training course in one branch of 

game management, namely geme farming, is offered at the Conservation 

Institute, Clinton, New dgrsey. j 

District game wardens, estate and club superintendents, and game 

\ managers for cooperative fam groups, should ultimately be recruited from 

vocational schools,
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Suecess in research or aiministration carries the penalty of 

ultimately joining the swivel-chair "overhead"; a career as a field 

warden, keeper, or local manager, on the other hand, stays close to the 

soil. As proved over and over again in forestry md agriculture and 

game, there is no more effective conservationist than the field man 

who succeeds in keeping his mind young. Facilities for mental stimulus, 

gach as the training cams and short courses offered to field workers 

in forestry and agriculture, are not as yet available to the game warden, 

but they will come. 

oc) N Viel weataing should prepare men for professional research 

; oh teaching work, It should take graduate biologists and teach them 

how to use their biology in solving game management problems. Graduate 

biologists are already turned out by many universities. What needs to 

be developed is the second and vital step of application. ‘The School 

of Forestry and Conservation at the University of Michigan has undertaken 

to cover this omission. 

A limited number of game fellowships, financed by the Sporting 

Arms and Ammnition Mamfacturers' Institute, were set up in 1928 to 

encourage universities to apply their biological man-power to game 

management. ‘These unfortunately could not be renewed during the present 

depression. Some states and private donors, however, have vegun to set 

up fellowships for game research, notably Michigan and Iowa. 

A seientific course in game should include a little forestry, 

agriculture, game esthetics, economics, and policy. 

Directors of game researdh in universities, specialists for 

( the U. S. Biological Survey, and teachers of game management should
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Bechnical training should prepare men for professional work 

in game administration and in private practice as game experts. 

It should emphasize what to do and how to do it, but should also include 

the foundational studies necessary to understand why it is done. 

Among these should be a little forestry, a little agriculture, and a 

rather thorough grounding in game esthetics, economics, and policy. 

Technical training could start in the jumior university year. In the 

opinion of the the, no institution is as yet offering this kind 

of training in game. 

State game wardens, game managers for large blocks of land, 

private practitioners in gane management, technical advisors to land- 

i using industries, ani men to make game surveys should ultimately be 

recruited from this group. 

(
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ultimately be recruited from this group. 

Preparatory Courses. To students who think they wish to take up game 

work, but do not mow its detailed nature, this afvice is applicable: 

(1) Read some of the starred material in the bibliography; (2) get a summer 

job with some competent practitioner. 

fo students who know they want to work with game, tut do not mow 

how to guide their studies to that end, advice can be less freely offered. 

All biological professions, including game, are ramifying into such a maze 

of specialized fields as make it increasingly difficult to prescribe ; 

courses. Moreover courses carrying the same label differ so radically in 

content and merit that a list of courses means little or nothing without 

likewise specifying the teacher and the institution. Hence no such list 

can be given here, Some authoritative impartial scientific body should 

undertake to list and describe suggested preparatory courses for new 

professions such as game. 

The following list of arts and sciences so far directly involved 

in game management may be of some service to those unfamiliar with its 

subject matter. Wo one individual, of course, ever acquires proficiency 

in more than a part of these subjects, but he should know enough about them 

to know when to consult the specialists in each, and how to interpret their 

advice. 

Sciences Arts 

Ecology Agronomy 
Ornithology Forestry 
Mammalogy Animal Husbandry 
Botany Watersheds 
Entomology Horticulture 

( Herptology Agricultural Engineering 
Parasitology 

Bacteriolazy
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Sciences (con't) 

Meteorology 
Soils & Geology 
Land Economics 
General Zoology 
Physiology 
Biometry and Statistics 

Orientation Courses. ‘There is a distinct need for incidental orientation 

in game management as a preparation for professional work in forestry, 

agriculture, and range management. To develop an understanding of game 

management in the minds of county agents, teachers in agricultural high 

schools, and foresters is just as necessary as to develop professional 

game managers. 

Orientation courses in game are now offered at the University 

of Minnesota and at several forest schools. 

Chosing a Career. ‘The choice between vocational, technical, and scientific 

training depends first of all on how much schooling the prospective 

game man is willing ani able to undertake. Only those who are sure they 

have the mentality, inclination, and means of support for seven or eight 

years of hard study should seek scientific training as here defined. 

The choice should depend even more, however, on the natural bent 

of the student. There are two kinds of game ment discoverers and organizers. 

The former belong in research, although even there a little organizing 

ability will not come amiss. The latter belong in the field of administration 

or technical practice, but even there an insatiable curiosity helps success. 

The student whose main interest in game centers on “the outdoor life," but 

who lacks special interest either in finding new facts or inducing people 

to do new things, may well pause before entering the game field at all.
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The choice mst depend, finally, on the prospect for openings. 

The mmber of prospective openings for trained men is certainly greatest 

in the vocational grade and least in the scientific grade; the initial 

compensation now follows the reverse order, and will presumably so contime. 

There are not a few graduate students who have already decided — 

to work in some field of biological research, but who are undecided whether 

to try game or something else. To such it may not be amiss to point out one 

respect in which game research differs from most other scientific fields: 

the net result of a life-time of exploration and discovery is not likely 

to be a merely economic gain to saciety. To him who cares what kind of 

mice his trap catches, this fact may prove a useful guide in the selection 

of a scientific doorstep. 

The Role of Universities. The study of wild life was once a matter 

exclusively for ornithologists and mammalogists. It is now clear that 

; these men cannot work alone. For really well-rounded work they require 

the daily help of parasitologists, bacteriologists, pathologists, 

botanists, entomologists, geologists, soils experts, agronomists, geneticists, 

meteorologists, chemists, and mathematicians. It is literally impossible 

to set up for game alone all of the varied personnel required for successful 

research. Hence the more difficult researches must be conducted where 

gach personnel already exists. ‘There are only two such places,-the U. S. 

Department of Agriculture and the universities. Information on game can be 

collected by individuals anywhere, but its full interpretation ultimately 

Pe icom deere meen ois mean Thaw tla: Relay. of aot hl fc oe 
Aguabhoadyaetated-in the-previous: -chapter;the-nerjeb-of finding 
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out how to modify farming and forestry ee in favor of game, cannot be | 

directly performed by game departments. He=twe | belongs in the federal 

department of agriculture, with its cooperating chain of agricultural 

colleges and forest schools. | 

These institutions already have their hands more than full. | 

Should they volunteer to work out methods of game cropping? landowners | 

are not audibly demanding that they do so. It may be well to remember, | 

however, that the job of working out improved farming methods was not | 

thrust upon our agricultural institutions by farmer-demand. ‘They grasped | 

it as an opportunity, and later showed the farmers why. Neither, to my | 

knowledge, has been sorry since. | 

The working equipment necessary for a university game program 

may be roughly classified as follows: | 

1. Man-power in the biological sciencés | 

2. Experts in the other land crops, with which the game crop 
mist be dovetailed 

3. Field man-power, such as county agents, for extension to 
and education of landowners 

4. Land for demonstratin s 

5. A game expert | 

6. Funds | 
It is clear that the first four items are found in almost any | 

university, whereas the last two are almost always lacking at the outset. | 

How can they be obtained? 

Experience has so far disclosed six sources of funds? 

1. Conservation departments 

2. Special legislative appropriations | 

( 3. Industrial fellowships
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4. Private donors 

5. Geme foundations 

6. Selentific foundations 

But money and scientific facilities are often not usable without 

at least one trained game manager to tie them together. To fill this 

need some universities have borrowed qualified men directly from the 

U. S$. Biological Survey. The Survey also offers advisory service for 

specific activities such as game fellowships. Fellowships will eventually 

ereate an additional supply of game exnerts suitable for the guidance 

of university programs. 

The recent appointment by the National Research Council of a 

. Gommittee on wild life studies is in effect a recognition of the expanding 

role of universities in this field. 

Growth of Game Research. There has been a perceytible acceleration of 

game research in the past few years. Five years ago there were only two 

or three full-time workers outside the U. $. Biological Survey, which 

was and is, of course, the national clearing-house for such work. On 

July 1, 1930, the universities alone had at least 22 men, financed as follows: 

By game commissions ......- «Ill 
By industrial fellowships. .... 4 
By universities themselves. .... 2 
Privately or by associations... .« = 

Fig. 35 shows the geographic distribution and subject matter of 

projects in geme research and education current in 1932. In drawing the 

map it was necessary to follow certain arbitrary definitions of what con- 

stitutes a “project.” Worthy and valuable work is under way which does 

{ not appear on the map,, because exiuded by these definitions, ana, doubtless
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aikso because unimown to the author. 

Some universities are starting to teach game management as well 

as to conduct game research. This is admirable, provided it be not over- 

looked that facts about game mst be found before they can be taught. 

Writing curricula for game courses is as easy as pasting labels on a row 

of bottles, but is important only when there is something in the bottles. 

It is only fair to point out, anent all these anticipated 

expansions in man-power and subject matter, that they are premised on an 

assumption which the reader should not accept simply because the author 

, does. ‘The assumption is this: that the conservation movement will “carry en." 

There are two ways to interpret the present evidence. One is to 

consider the movement as merely the dying gesture of an obsolete ideal, 

the regretful sigh of an outdated minority as they hand over to chemists 

and engineers their proxy for dominion over the earth. ‘The small proportion 

of young conservationists, and possibly the incessant bickerings of old ones, 

lend color to this view. 

The other view is to consider the conservatim idea as the beginnings 

of a new conviction that machines alone do not traly liberate manicind; 

that leisure and security are of little value if, in the process of getting 

them, the objects on which they could be profitably expended will have 

disappeared; that the tad of the future is to learn how to ‘ter with our 

inventions. 

If the first interpretation is correct, society has no future need 

for game managers, and the man who wants to be one may end up as an 

intellectual Crusoe.
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Social Significance of Game Management. ‘The game manager manipulates 

animals and vegetation to produce a game crop. ‘This, however, is only 

a superficial indication of his social significance. What he really 

labors for is to bring about a new attitude toward the land. 

The economic determinist regards the land as a food-factory. 

Though he sings “America” with patriotic gusto, he concedes any factory 

the right to be as ugly as need be, provided only it be efficient. 

There is another faction which regards economic productivity as 

an unpleasant necessity, to be kept, like a kitchen, out of sight. 

_ Any encroaciment on the “parlor of sceni¢ beauty is quickly resented, 

sometimes in the name of conservation. 

There is a thingyrend still smaller, minority#with which game 

{ management, by its very eesence,is inevitably aligned. It denies that 

kitehens or factories need be ugly, or farms lifeless, in order to be 

efficient. , 

That ugliness which the first faction welcomes “a the inevitable 

concomitant of progress, and which the second regretfully accepts as 

a necessary compromise, the third rejects as the clumsy result of poor 

technique, bunglingly applied by a human community which is morally and 

intellectually unequal to the consequences of its own success. 

"These are simply three differing conceptions of man's proper 

relation to the fruitfulness of th8 earth: three different ideas of 

productivity. Any practical citizen can understand the first conception, 

and any esthete the second, but the third demands a combination of 

economic, esthetic, and biological competence which is somehow still scarce. 

It would, of course, be absurd to say that the first two attitudes
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are devoid of truth. It seems to be an historical fact, however, that such 

few "adjustments" as they have accomplished have not kept pace with the 

accelerating disharmony between material progress and natural beauty. 

Even th® noble indignation of the second school has been largely barren 

of any positive progress toward a worthier land-use. 

Quite evidently we are confronted with a conflict of priorities,- 

a philosophical problem of “what it is all about." Our moral leaders 

are so far not concerned with this issue. A few naturalists have attempted 

to formmlate it (see Lewis, 1927; Bailey,_____), but the conservation 

periodicals have been “gunshy." 

The discussion of this paradox is of course beyond the scope 

of this volume. I suspect, however, that the principle of factual procedure 

as distinguished from abstract argument, dl ready advocated for the 

formation of game policy, applies to this larger question. Mxamples 

of harmonious land-use are the need of the hour. 

Herein lies the social significance of game management. It 

promulgates no doctrine, it simply asks for land and the chance to show 

that farm, forest, and wild life products can be grown on it, to the 

mutual advantage of each other, of the landowner, and of the public. 

It proposes a motivation--the love of sport--narrow ehough actually to 

get action from human beings as now constituted, but nevertheless capable 

of expanding with time into that new social ose toward which conservation 

is groping. 

In short, twenty centuries of "progress" have broucht the average 

citizen a vote, a national anthem, a Ford, a bank account, and a high 

; opinion of himself, but not the capacity to live in high density without
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befouling and demding his environment, nor a conviction that such capacity, 

rather than such density, is the true test of whether he is civilized. 

The practice of game management may be one of the means of developing a 

culture which will meet this test. 

{
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Appendix 

(B) GLOSSARY 
Of Terms Used in Game Management 

Accident - Death or injury from physical causes alone. 

Administration (game) - The art of governing the practice of game 
management. 

Aftermath - Vegetation which springs up on grain stubble after the grain 

has been cut. 

Area-Kill - The anmal kill per unit area. 

Artificial establishment - A planting of game maintained only through 
renewed plantings or artificial propagation. 

Bait-cover ~ Cover of the preceding year's growth left to attract early 

nests. 

Beat - A Baropean term for the territory in charge of one gamekeeper. 

Blank - Part of a game range unpopulated by game. 

( Blow-up - A suddenly increased rate of spread in a fire. 

Breeding (or reproduction) potential - The maxinum or unimpeded increase 
rate of a species in an "ideal" environment. 

Band - A loose aggregation of game, sometimes all of one sex. 

Buffer - A species constituting food for predators and acting as a 
“puffer" to protect game from predators. 

Carrying capacity - The maxinuwm density of wild game which a partimlar 
range is capable of carrying. 

Check-out system - Measuring the number of hunters or their kill by 
checking thea in and out at points of entry and exit. 

Chipped egg system - A modification of the Iuston system. See Sprake. 

Chipping period - The length of the interval between the first chipping 
or pipping of a clutéh of eggs and the completion of hatching. f 

Glocker - A fecal pellet or dropping characteristic of incubating grouse. 

Colony survival - A planting of game resulting in a small non-spreading 
‘ colony. ‘
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Compound set (or clutch) - A nest of eggs laid by more than one hen. 

Covert - A geographic unit of game cover. 

‘ P “Oras - The period of severe mortality following the peak of a cycle. 

A Graising radiug ~ The distance between locations at which an individual 
animal is found at various hours of the day, or at various 

seasons, or during various years. See mobility. 

Cycle - A periodic fluctuation in game density. 

 Govey - A small flock of birds which "lie." Syn. - bevy. 

Density - The number of head of game per acre or other unit area carried 
by a game range. Syn. - stand 

Desertion limit - The mmber of days after incubation starts when normal 
disturbances of the nest will not cause desertion. 

Dispersion failure - A planting of game followed by immediate dispersal 
and disappearance. : 

x Driving - A form of shooting in which is rounded up and driven past the 

guns. 

Efflux - Game which moves out of an area. Syn. ~ outflow. 

Esecape-covert - A covert serving as refuge from predator attack, by reason 
of density or mechanical protection. 

Euston system - Artificial incubation of eggs while the hen sets on 

Wdummies." Incubated eggs are replaced just before pipping. 

Factor - One of the forces reducing the mmbers (decimating factors) 
or retarding the increase rate (welfare factors) of game. 

Flight-limit - the maxinmm distance a bird can traverse at one continous 

flight. 

Flushing-rod - A rod attached to a mowing machine to flush incubating 
birds, and thus avoid cutting-over their nests.
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Harassment - Interference by predators with the normal movements and 

actions of game. 

Herd - Any large ageregation, or detached unit, of hoofed manmals. 

High (noun) - The peak of a cycle. A period of abundance. 

Index - A condition which can be measured, and which varies as some 

other condition which cannot be measured. ‘The former is used 

as an index to the latter. 

Index plant - A plant indicating the whereabouts of geme, or the suitability 

of a range for game. 

Indicator - A condition which can be measured, and which varies with some 

other condition which cannot. 

Influence - An enviromental variable which influences a factor. 

Influx - Game which moves into an area. 

Interspersion - The degree to which environmental types are intermingled 

; or interspersed on a game range. 

Irruption - A large, sudden, non-periodic increase in density, often 

accompanied by an extension into hitherto unoccupied range. 

Kill - ‘the mmber of head killed per year from a unit of population. 

Kill-ratio - The proportion or per cent of the game population which 

can be killed yearly without diminishing subsequent crops. 

The ratio of the yield to the population. 

. Leak - A loss in productivity caused by some factor. 

Leakage (in drives) - ‘The game which leaks through or escapes being 

flushed by the line of beaters. 

Limiting factor - The factor which outweighs all others in limiting 

productivity. 

Lincoln index - A ratio based on banding and used for census. 

Loafing cover - A place offering shade in sumer or sun and wind 

protection in winter for idling. 

‘ Low (noun) - ‘he trough of a cycle. A period of scarcity.
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Management (game) - ‘The art of producing sustained anmal crops of wild 
game for recreational use. 

Mobility - The tendency of the individual animal to change location during 

the day, or as between seasons or years. See cruising radius. 

Niche - A habitable position. The place occupied by a species in relation 

to other species. 

Normal kill - ‘The kill sustained by the most productive unit of range or 

population. Syn. - normal yield. 

Pack - A large compact winter flock of grouse, sometimes all of one sex. 

Pastime foods - Foods eaten for pastime, rather than palatability or value. 

/“Bipping - ‘the breaking of the eggshell by the hatching chick. 

¥ Pellet - A mass of indigestible hair, bones, etc. regurgitated by raptorial 

birds or cats. 

r Plimgoll line - The stratum of browsed-off foliage visible in deer yards 
and other heavily grazed areas. Its "depth" measures the “reach" 

of the species in question. (The Plimsoll line of ships measures 
the depth of which they may be laden.) 

I Point of resistance « The minimum population or density necessary for 

recovery of productivity. 

Preserve - A game shooting ground. 

Productivity - The rate at which mature breeding stock produces other mature 
stock, or mature removable crop. 

Property - A characteristic of a game species or population. 

Public shooting ground - A preserve operated by and for the public. 

Recessive establishment - A planting of game followed at first by vigorous 

increase but later by partial decline. 

: Refuge - An area closed to hunting in order that its excess population 

j may flow out and restock surrounding areas. Syn. ~- sanctuary. 

Refuge cover - Vegetation from which game cannot be driven by hunters.
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Release:icill ratio - The ratio of the mumber of head of game anmally 
released for restocking, and the mmber killed. 

Reproduction potential - See Breeding Potential, 

Remise - A Buropean term for an artificially established game bird 

covert. Sometimes includes food as well. 

Re-nesting - A nesting attempt which follows an earlier failure. (Not 
a second brood following an earlier success.) 

| Repeat - A second attempt to nest (see renesting). Also a second capture 
of a bird in the same trap where first banded. : 

Reservation - An area closed to hunting. Same as a refuge, but bearing 
no functional relation to its immediate surroundings. 

Rest period ~ The periods when an incubating hen normally leaves the 
nest for rest, food, or recreation. : 

Sanctuary - A refuge. Used in preference to refuge where the emphasis 
is on protection rather than production through outflow. 

} Saturation point - The maxinmm wild density common to widely separated 
optimum ranges. 

*Songbird list" - A law listing game birds as songbirds under yearlong pro- 
tection. 

Squealer - A partially grown young grouse or quail. Usually refers to. : 
abnormally young birds found during the hunting season. Syn. -"cheeper! 

Stand - The density or volume per acre of a crop of timber, grain, or game. 

Syn. - density. 

Strageling failure - A planting of game followed by initial thrift but 
_ ultimate dwindling and disappearance. 

Street - A line of cover connecting coverts or feeding grounds, and serving 
as an aveme of travel. 

Success ratio - The ratio of mmber of hunters to mumber of game killed. 

Succulense - Food of high moisture content. 

_. foil - A charge for mmting privileges by the day or by the head.
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Yard - A wintering ground used by deer during deep snow. Paths are 
; trampled down to afford access to browse food. 

Yield - The sustained kill per unit of area or population. 

Yield table - A table showing the annual kill per unit area for various 
population densities, or for varicus site qualities, in blocks 
of various «i ze. 
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Those Who. Have Expressed Interest in Management Book 

Henry S. Graves, Yale University. (Letter of March 14, 1932) 

Frank A. Waugh, Agricultural College, Amherst, Mass. 

Dr. H. R. Hunt, Mychigan State College. ; 

‘James F. Dubuar, Director N. Y. State Ranger School, Wanakena, N. Y. : 

T. G. Taylor, Forestry Department, Utah State Agricultural College, 
5 Logan, Utah 

Prof. Chas. M. Genaux, Forestry Dept., University of Idaho, Pocatello, Idaho 
; (letter of Feb. 6, 1932) 

‘ Prof. H. M. Wight, School of Forestry & Conservation, University of : 

Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. (Letter of April 28,1932) 
(especially letter of May 5, 1932) 
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VOar er ea 

Pullman , Washington 
January 9, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Ma&@ison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 
| 

In your letter of Nov. 11, 1951 you mentioned t 

: 1a text that you were preparing for game management. 

Has this book been published yet, and if so, how may i) 

obtain it? 

Do you know of any books that discuss the 

food habits of the various species of game fish? I am 

4 especially interested in the role played by insects in this 

regard and would appreciate any refererices that you may 

be able to offer. — : 

: I thank you sincerely for your kind assistance 
on previous occasions. 

Respectfully yours, 

(Lo Ue Cabrel 
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FREDERIC ¢. WALCOTT the work. He can be tremendously helpful. 
CHAIRMAN SENATE WILD-LIFE COMMITTEE 

© Toth eon eh-com! rebreeTIOT Cordially yours, 

OUR ACTIVITIES 

1, PRODUCE MORE GAME AND 
GAME FISH. 

ae President 
3. ESTABLISH MORE INVIOLATE 2 

WILD-LIFE REFUGES, 

4. PROVIDE MORE PUBLIC HUNT= 
ING AND FISHING GROUNDS, 

S RRON OF WILD LIFE. | 2 Ps 
6. URGE UNIVERSAL PRACTICE | ¥ ) 2 hor a . OF CLEAN SPORTSMANSHIP. fe, ’ & Babs 

7. PROMOTE RESPECT FOR RIGHTS OA = . 

AGE THEM TO INCREASE wee fd’ ; J fag 
GAME. LL be . & a A 

8. STOP COMMERCIALIZED paw at V 
SLAUGHTER, ILLICIT SALE yt fee 
AND WASTEFUL PRACTICES, nA 

9. EXTEND WILD-LIFE RESEARCH, if 

10. HELP DEVELOP STATE GAME 5 x Ge 

POLICIES. te 

11, DISSEMINATE HELPFUL ‘IN= ty “ 

FORMATION TO THE PUBLIC, 

12. COOPERATE WITH OTHER 
CONSERVATION AGENCIES, 

The Association Sponsors the Annual American Game Conference and Publishes “AMERICAN GAME”
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MreAldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
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Dear Sir: 

We wish to thank you for your order and enclose 
copyright permit for the use of State Outline 
Maps of UeSe and County Outline Maps of Iowa and 
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Yours very truly 
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D. W. HUNTINGTON, PRESIDENT A, O. MACFARLAND, VICE-PRES. & TREAS, Cc, S. BEDELL, SECRETARY 

- - ~~ 

Che Game Conservation Sorivty, Inv. 
A National Organization of Farmers, Game Breeders and Sportsmen i 

205 EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK CITY 

July 25th, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

Since the receipt of your letter of July lst, we have 

been endeevoring to secure for you authoritative information on the 

live trepping technique for wild turkeys, but up to the present 
date we have been unsuccessful. 

There has been nothing published on this subject in 

The Game Breeder, and as most of the states thet are fortunate 

enough to still harbor the real wild birds have strict laws against } : 
trapping, you can readily understand the reason for the dearth of 
information on the subject. 

The writer, a few days ago, wes discussing the subject 
with the owner of a large southern estate, who describes his method 
of trapping the birds as follows: - 

He erects a large cage constructed,of two by fours 

covered with 2" wire mesh,of an approximate size of 5' square, 
located at a strategic point of the property and from the outside 
tunnels down and up into the interior of the cage, baiting the run- 

way with grain. 

Our adviser states, he finds this a most effective 

method for trapping the birds alive. This method is very similar 

to the one quite frequently used today in the trapping of queil and 

other birds, the only difference being the size of the trap used. 

We regret not being able to give you fuller information 

on the subject. 

Very truly yours, 

THE GAME CONSERVATION SOCIETY, INC. 

AOM:AL By etl 

A. O. Macfgriand.



CORNELL UNIVERSITY 

LABORATORY OF ORNITHOLOGY 

MCGRAW HALL, ITHACA, N. Y. din 

July 25, 1952. wee 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Congratulations upon your forthcoming book on game management. 

We certainly need one in this country, and if your chapter on dis- 

eases is a fair sample, it certainly will be very much worth while. 

I am not a bacteriologist nor a parasitologist, but I made 

one or two little notations which you can take for what they are 

worth. I do not have much of a series of papers on the Ruffed Grouse, 

so I am sending you what I have and you may make such references to 

them as you may wish. 

' My discovery of the stomach worm as a cause of local epi- 

demics in the Grouse seems to have been overlooked by some of the 

more recent workers. I am sending you a copy of American Game, in 

which this was first reported, and which was really the start of the 

whole Grouse investigation. 

Looking forward to seeing your finished work on game 
management, believe me, 

Sincerely Hy 2 ; 

A. AY Allen, a 
Professor of Ornithology. 

AAA: DDP 

» di 

s,,



Sept. 23, 1932 

Dr. A. A. Alien : ‘ 
MeGraw Hall : 
Cornell University i fon 
Ithaca, WN. Y. : 

Dear Dr. Allen: 

This is my belated thanks for your corrections 
: (July 25) in the disease chapter, which I am using, and your 

reprints, which I have incorporated in the bibliography, and 
changed the text to fit. 

‘ I was well aware of your discovery of the Stomach- 

worm, but lacked the reference material to comment on it 
accurately. What you have supplied now enables me to do this. 

My job with the Institute blew up in April. 
Towa gave me some work this summer and I have a little in 
Wisconsin this fall. If you hear of any state wanting my kind 
of consulting work, I would appreciate your letting me imow. 

The “Iowa Handbook" which I am sending may interest 
you. 

Will see you at the Game Conference. : 

Yours sincerely, 

; ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



A 
THE O. L. AUSTIN ORNITHOLOGICAL RESEARCH STATION 

NORTH EASTHAM, CAPE COD, MASSACHUSETTS 

July 26, 1932. 

Wir. Aldo Leopold, 

905 University Ave., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

If anyone has published an illustrated paper showing 

the use of pird nets in Burope in the past five years I 

am certain it is not in any of the more serious ornithological 
publications. It may perhaps be in one of the sporting mag- 
azines which I have not seen. There is another possibility, 

however. T. Gilbert Pearson, while at the International 

Bird Conference or whatever it was in Burope two years ago, 
visited Count Arrigoni:- degli Oddi at Padua, and saw the nets 
in operation there. He had several pictures of them which 

he used to illustrate his talks on his trip., I heard him 

give one|talk and saw the pictures, but he gave no real perti- 

nent information about them,nor do I know of his having 

publishedl anything of the sort. 

Sincerely yours, 

() 

O. Le Austin, Jr. 

Assistant Biologist, Division 
of Biological Investigations. - 

OLA Jr. 

EK 
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duly 21, 1932 

“_ 

Mr. We Ge Low 3rd 

Charles Seribnerts Sons i 
: 597 Fifth Avene 

New York, Ne Yo 

Dear Mr. Low: i 

Reference is made to the game refuse map of 
Pennaylvania, printed copy of which was sent you as a basis 
for Fig. 20 of “Game Management." 

The Pennsylvania Game Commission in giving me 
permission to reproduce this map requested that the date of 
compilation be added. Accordingly will you Icindly paste on a ; 
typed slip under the title appearing in the top center of the 
map, such slip to read “As of June 30, 1930," : 

I om making the same addition to my copy. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 

AL/vh 

ead



July 11, 1932 

Mr. W. Gard Conklin 
Board of Game Commissioners 
Harrismrg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Mr. Conklin: 

May I have your permission to reproduce in my 

forthcoming text on game management a map of the Pennsylvania 

system of game refuges and hunting grounds, copy of which is 

inclosed? I had this photographed from one of your bulletins. 

I will see, of course, that the Board of Game Commissioners 

receives due credit. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Incle 

by
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: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO Z 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

FH-Z Duly 12, 1938. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In further reply to your letter of June 25, we give 

the data on the inclosed sheets with reference to the amount 

: of grit taken by certain game birds. We can supply any 

amount of information on the portion by volume of grit in 

the stomachs but have never made a practice of weighing this 

material. The weights given in the inclosure are a few made 

for the purpose by Clarence Cottam of this Division and some 

furnished by Gross in connection with ruffed grouse stomachs 

sent in to the Biological Survey for examination. 

Very truly yours, 

CL KO DUNE LCE 
W. L. McAtee 

In Charge 

Incl. C-25849. Food Habits Research.



Bonasa umbellus No. 186829 Nov. 16, 1926. New England 

be ight ) Food content = 7.1 grans 
y mene) Gravel = 0.95 gram ; 

5 1 ) Pood = 96.55% of stomach content. 
’ vyese ) Gravel = 3.45% of stouach content. 

84 crops of ruffed grouse from New England weighed on an average 11.28 grams. 
All of these crops contained food (no empty crops were used). 

146 stomachs (gizzards) weighed on an average 7.88 grams. These included 
the above 84 birds. 

1 Lesser prairie chicken (b) collected May 22, 1932 at Arnett Oklahoma: 

Both crop and stomach full, but neither contained any gravel. 
Stomach weighed 15.65 grams (fairly dry weight) . 

i Crop weighed 25.50 2 ( 7 * # ) 

45 Ring-necked pheasants collected in Utah Co., Utah averaged 26.2% gravel 
(stauach & crop content). 

Nyroca valisineria No. 191959 Feb. 22, 1917 Okanagan, B.C. 
Stomach full : 

Dry weight of food (mainly plant fiber of Potamogeton) = 1.3 grams 
and 56% of stomach content. ; 

Gravel = 13.3 gram and 44% by volume of stomach content. 

Nyroca valisineria No. 191960 June 29, 1920 Saskatchewan 
Stomach gorged 

Dry weight of food = 2.80 grams and 96% by volume of stomach content. 

Gravel = 0.619 gram and 4% by volume of stomach content. 

Nyroca valisineria . : 

284 well filled stomachs contained an average of 18.95% gravel by volume. 

454 stomachs of well filled Mallards contained an average of 13.06% gravel 
: by volume.
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’ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO i 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO July 8, 1932. 

BI-M 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Aveme, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold; 6 

Your letter of July 1, requesting published references 

on methods of trapping elk and wild turkey, has been received. 

Nal I have talked to several men in the office and none of 

us seem able to think of any references such as you desire. 

Of course, we have been trapping elk on our reservations for 

years, and they also are being trapped from time to time by 

the National Park Service. There may be an account of it some- 

where, but I do not remember anything that has been published. 

In general it might be said that the methods are the same as 

for deer, except that, of course, it is necessary to have a 

a very much stronger corral. | 

I regret that I am no better informed when it comes to 

trepping wild turkeys. I have been informed, both by Mexicans 

and by Americans, that they can be trapped very readily using 

the same general methods that are so successful with quail and 

ducks. I have no doubt that any man with a little ingemity 

can easily trap wild turkeys wherever they are present in any 

considerable numbers. I am rather inclined to question whether ~ 

it would be advisable to advertise this fact very mich in your 

game management book. Men charged with the handling of geme 

should be resourceful enough to capture wild turkeys. Of course, ! 

your book should be comprehensive enough to serve its purpose, 

but if it became generally known how easily mmny game birds, in- 

cluding the wild turkey, can be trapped, it might lead to birds 

like the turkey being completely wiped out in places like our 

eastern mountains where they have held on remarkably well in 

certain sections. 

While I was on my last trip in Mexico several years ago 

I obtained information indicating that the business of captur- 

ing for export to the United States large numbers of bobwhite 

quail has greatly increased the taking of quail for use in Mex 

ico. ‘There may seem to be some evidence that directing atten-



A, Le 

tion to the fact that they can be so easily trapped has greatly 
reduced the supply. 

I have been intending to congratulate you on your article 
on "Game and Wild Life Conservation" in the March-April number 
of the Condor. Your article was largely an expression of my own 
views on the subject. Some of us in the Biological Survey are 
"Intergrades" like yourself, 

I em inclosing herewith a paper that I prepared rather 
reluctantly as life seems to me too short to be taken up in con- 
troversy, especially with old friends. in the last paragraph 
I tried to pay my respects to the general group that in my judg- 
ment is doing far more harm than good. I have been surprised 
and gratified to find that it has brought mere favorable conmend- 
ation than any paper I ever wrote. 

Sincerely yours, 

E. A. Goldman, 
Senior Biologist, 

Incl. C. 223936 Division of Biological Investigations.
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y THE O. L. AUSTIN ORNITHOLOGICAL RESEARCH STATION 

NORTH EASTHAM, CAPE COD, MASSACHUSETTS 

duly 6, 1932. 

ee 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

905 University Ave., : Qe 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

; The only paper ever written in English, to my knowledge, dealing 
with the use of flue nets in ornithology is one published by Joseph 

Grinnellin the "Auk" for April 1925, pages 245 to 251. This paper 

solely outlines some of the possibilities and gives nothing about the 
technique of the method. Dr. Grinnell read this paper at the A.0.U. é 

meetings in 1924 and it immediately aroused a storm of protests, i 
notably from T. S. Palmer and others who claimed that the method was 
too cruel and too dangerous from many angles to be used in ornithology. 

Practically all of the pertinent literature on the subject today 
is written in Italian. I inclose for your perusal the carbon copy of 
a report on the subject I wrote shortly after coming out to the Lake 
States in 1930. I submitted this to headquarters at the time with 
the idea in mind that if the contents of it met the approval of my 

superiors I would develop it further and publish it either in the 
"Auk" or in “Bird Banding." It was decided, however, by Lincoln and 

Bell that the time was not yet ripe for us to advocate such a method ; 
to be used in banding but that some time in the future, after we had 
had more experience with the methods and knew more of its possibilities 

and limitations and had more data on which to base our conclusions, , 

something might be done about it. Accordingly I kept on using the 

nets for banding and had excellent results with them during the 

warbler migration in the spring of 1930 in Minnesota. We have used s 

them continually at this station during migration periods with great 

success on small birds. I kept the matter as quiet as possible and 

did not display the nets to casual visitors, but one enthusiastic 

young bird bander who came down here from Boston during the height 

of migration and saw them in operation was so enthusiastic that he 

wanted to use them himself. I told him as I had told several others 

wno had inquired about them, just how the situation lay and that it 

would be better to wait until they were thoroughly tried out before 

bring matters to a head, but this young chap was not satisfied with 

that. He had friends in Italy who could procure nets for him and so 

he wrote to headquarters asking permission to use the nets if he were 

able to bring them in. Thus the Survey was forced to establish a 

policy in the matter and Lincoln and Redington both felt that the 

time was still not ripe to advocate the use of the nets. So they 

set up the rule that flue nets shall be used only by authorized 

employees of the Survey in their official researches, and so the 

matter stands today.



(lire A.L.--2) 

I do not believe that the game keeper in general will ever find 
the flue net of value in trapping game birds. I have taken many 
quail in my nets but I find Stoddard's baited traps more efficient 
and more satisfactory. Unless the net is a very strong one the quail 
going at full speed will fly right through it. I have had several ‘ 
of them put holes in my old nets. None of the trammellings in any 

‘ of the nets on the market are large enough to allow a Ruffed Grouse 
to pass through them. I have watched grouse strike the nets and 
bounce back without forming a pocket, on several occasions. As I 

am not familiar with western conditions I do not know whether or 
not Scaled Quail or Gambel Quail could be made to fly into the nets. 

The best of the nets for game, you have not mentioned in any way. 
These are the clap nets or half-over nets widely used by the English. : 
I have several of them that I have used on shore birds with some 
success. They have their weak points but likewise many strong ones. 

William I. Lyons of Waukegan, Illinois, who is president of the Inland 
Bird Banding Association and.whom you doubtless know, can give you 

more information on this method than anyone else I know in this country. 

I was very interested by the table you sent me and which I in- 

close. I think I can make one or two additions to it. I inclose six 

pages of my carbon copy of my last annual report to headquarters. On 

page 6 you will find a crude description of a goose trap we developed 

here this past winter and with which we have had excellent success. 

Jack Miner's trap is useful only under certain very favorable condi- i 

tions. This trap has the advantage of being automatic and may be used 

successfully anywhere that geese can be baited. Pages 31 to 35 of the 

report deal with my experiences here with shore birds, an important 

group of sporting birds which you do not seem to have mentioned. You 

may find some of these data of use to you. 

While the "Manual for Bird Banders" is still the only authority 

on trapping birds for banding in general, in some aspects it is way 

out of date. Lincoln has been wanting to revise it for some time 

put naturally the funds are not available for the purpose. The duck 

traps described there, especially the water-lily type, are the best 

ones for general purposes that we have been able to devise or develop, 

but they are good only for dipping ducks feeding in shallow water. 

The diving duck traps described therein arn't worth the lead to 

sink them out of sight with. There is a far better and far simpler 

diving duck trap which has been used by the poachers of Chesapeake 

Bay for generations. I have described this trap in a memorandum 

to headquarters but unfortunately I do not have a copy of the 

description. It consists simply of a square box of wire about 

eight feet on each side that is sunk to. the pottom in three or four 

feet of water over a.baited area. The entrance is a triangular hole 

three feet wide at the base below the water-line. Scaup, Canvas-backs, 

or Red-heads diving outside the trap follow the bait through the hole F 

and come up inside. On reaching the surface they see they are im- 

pounded and try to fly out. For some strange reason, once they find 

é themselves inside the trap they do not attempt to dive out. I ex- 

pect to describe this trap in literature some time during the fall



(Mr. A.L.--3) 

but if you wish to use it in your forthcoming book I will be only 
too glad to give you further details about it. 

. The Chesapeake poachers have likewise developed another 

method of trapving diving ducks for market. It is an adaptation 

of the flue net principle whereby the net is set about six inches 
under water horizontally instead of vertically, over a bottom 
where the birds have been baited. The birds come up underneath it, 

carry the finer net through the larger trammels to the surface and ; 
stay there until removed by the poacher. Most of the birds are, of 

course, drowned by this method but I believe it might be possible 
to develop it so that it would not harm the ducks it catches by 

setting the net on the surface instead of under it. ' 

I hope some of these notes may be of use to youe I must.request, 
however, that as soon as you have finished with them,you return to me 

the carbon copies of my reports, for they are the only copies I have 

in my own files. If I can be of any further assistance to you please 

do not hesitate to call upon me. I hope you will get Bast sometime 
in the near future to see our research station here, which I am 
certain you will find of interest, but inasmuch as you are about to 

go to press with a book I know your time will be somewhat taken up 
for a while at least. I am now about half way through with page . 

proot on my doctor's thesis, “Birds of Labrador" and it has kept my 

nose to the grindstone every available moment for the last three 
months. I have lots of things to discuss with you next time I am 

: fortunate enough to have another "bull session" with you. Your 
letter in the "Condor" hit me just right. 

Sincerely yours, 

(toa 
QO. Le Austin, Jr. 
Assistant Biologist, Division 
of Biological Investigations. 

at Ih 1/34 ad rilurue cl fapero 

ine



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION _ i 

ANN ARBOR Williamston, Mich. 
dune 30;,/19%2. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dearvir. Leopold: 

Yotr letter of the 2énd has been received; I was much 
interested to know that your book on game management will soon be 

out. 

fy work on the food studies of the pheasant will not 
be completed until next. Mareh. me result fi11 of course be: embodied 
in the dissertation which I shall submit as a partial requirement for 
the Ph D. degree. 

It has been my observation that most of the workers heve 
ised wet weights hile the dry weight method is more tedious and 

time consuming TI Kieve it gives a better index to the relative 
2» rT” t & sf t as I ? EY +b , a We ig t i + Gi t a 1 

my ph AYk Pop _ ay . 

Altho all of the crops have not been analysed to date I 
do not think that many of them will run over 50 grams. After receiving 
your letter I weighed up the largest crop I could find. In the wet 
condition it weighed 58.3 grams. The heaviest crop in the dry weight 
was 50.322 grams. 

I am sorry that I can not give you more information along 
this line at the present time. By September 1 will have all of the 
erops analysed. 

Very sincerely yours, 

af Gb-athe 
Paul D. Dalke 

Research Assistant.



University or MINNESOTA 

Tuer Mepicat Scuoot 

MINNEAPOLIS 

DEPARTMENT OF A 

BACTERIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 

June 30, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have just gone over the revised manuscript 
of your chapter on the control of disease, and I am much 

pleased with it. You will note that I have pencilled in some 
suggestions on page 4, 

I should like to have it brought out that the 
work at Minnesota is not confined to tularemia, and that it 
is a cooperative project with the Bureau of Biological Sur- 
vey. This cooperation with the Bureau is official, while 
that with Parker at the Spotted Fever Laboratory at Hamilton 
is more personal, although it too is official in so far as 

permission for such cooperation has been obtained. I feel 
that my pencilled suggestions will adequately express these 
facts. 

In the paragraph previous to the one being 
discussed, it seems to me it would be well for you to mention 
the disease project established in the Bureau of Biological 
Survey under the supervision of Dr. J. E. Shillinger. This ) 
has been a real forward step by the Bureau, and I believe 
this new division of its work should be assisted by your 

giving some description of the project under Dr. Shillinger. 

eve 

R. @. Green ‘ 

RGG:H pel 
Enc."Pub.Health Rep! Aan 
47:9 Feb.26,1932, om Ge 
Parker, Tul.in Sage Hen. Ru oe



Outdoor 

Mount Morris, Illinois 

June 28, 1932 

o\ 

an i ya 
pp Mr. Aldo Leopold, a gp) 

905 University Ave., ps _™ , ) ) fe 

Madison, Wisconsin. od ( Wy 

: yo on a 
Dear Mr. Leopold: ‘ 

/ 
Yours of Jude 25th gave us so mech data that it took about 

thirty seconds to te the date of the article in question + our 
October issue of 1928. 

The sort of letter which breaks our heart is that from a 
good reader who remembers tet an article of an unlmown title on a 

vague subject by an author whose name has been forgotten which was 
published sometime before his aunt Hannah died and we are supposed to 
locate that magazine and send it to hime 

Of course, however, we don't expect any such unbusinesslike 
correspondence from Aldo Leopold. 

Yours very truly, 

Business Manager- 

PKW:FL 

MEMBER OF THE AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS



GAME SURVEYS ALDO LEOPOLD 
AN a MAN ea EME NT) CONSULTING FORESTER 

GAME RESEARCH 905 UNIVERSITY AVENUE 

CONSERVATION POLICY MADISON, WISCONSIN 

June 25, 1932 

Dr. Edward A. Preble 
U. S. Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Preble: 

I would like permission to quote in my forthcoming 

book on game management Table 1 appearing in the article 

“Age Classes of Whitetail Bucks Killed in Northern Michi gan in 

1929," by Victor H. Cahalane, Journal of Mammalogy, Vol. 12, 

No. 3, August, 1931, page 287.° 

In case this isnot in your province, will you kindly i 

refer this letter to the proper officer of the Society? 

| Yours sincerely, 

| OLde heapooch 
| Ret A he 

| ALDO LEOPOLD 

A | 

DS Godeet e ares A. ae 

4 Seale OO v acser—f Kap on Man aentprct ? a 
fret he pe tahees i 3 

? oe) r a 

Ze Crewe 
on an ‘& a i ! 

Slr frd /bele . Gpeckage~ 1 a ere 
] po bs as



GAME SURVEYS | ALDO LEOPOLD 
GAMB'MANAGEMENT CONSULTING FORESTER 

GAME RESEARCH 905 UNIVERSITY AVENUE 

CONSERVATION POLICY 5 MADISON, WISCONSIN 

at 32 Wher 

alee Wie Pone 22, 1952 

JUN 2% 1932 : 
Mr. Joseph Dixon a 
American Trust Building ANS. BY ___----. .----------—- 

Berkeley, California DATE ae yeaa ; 

Dear Friend Dixon: Wee aif : ; 

The bottom of the attached page taken from the food chapter 

of my game management manuscript refers to an idea which you described ; 

: to me verbally some years ago in Berkeley. 

I do not find the idea mentioned in your article, "What Deer 

Eat." Have you another publication in which it 1s mentioned? If so, 

can you. give me the reference? 

With best regards, 

; | Yours sincerely, 
‘ 

Cree Lropol 
eee OF ha 

| ALDO LEOPOLD 

Incl. | 

Wre fT and ry Park leche . \ : 

4 WO gy WNgoLes: 

ao en oer GP ee o} Pir Sra ft) 

a SOA
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weight is lost almost as rapidly on a sole dict of suase, wild grape, 

er rose hips, ag on no food at all. This does not prove, of course, that 

gett: thote haps ino vakes vhen wlzel with, let ws say, comm 

Table 25 presents some tentative exwmles of the four classes of 

winter food. It should be unferstood that in most species, food habits 

research ig still too sketchy an’ too local to permit of a final classi- 

fication of palatability, ami furthermore that the items in any one class 

for one species are sicple estimated to be of similar palatability to 

those appearing in the same class for another species. ‘ms Schmidt 

(see table) is quite sure that pinnate’ grouse in central Wiseonsin eat 

eorn earlier in the winter than sharptail grouse do, but some other 

investigator in some other place might find corn equally palatable to 

both, or he might push both up one place on the sesle, ani esll corn a : 

| preferred food for pimnated anda staple for sharptail. It should also 

be understood that the table ignores possible sessonal chances in 4 

physiological needs. It is based entirely on the sequence of observed 

chances in consumption. 

There appears to be 2 fifth class of food. Dixon (192_) has 

\ pointed out that deer consume small quantities of a large variety of 

"| yrowse planta, in o manner ani to an extent which suggests analogy with 

the chewing of gum, grass blades, bits of wood or stems of leaves by 

human beings. Such consumption evidently represents nervousness, oF 

exercise for the tecth, or pastime, as distinguished from consumption by 

reason of hunger, Stodderd likewise founi a large variety of materials 

in quail erops which are hard to account for as foods in the ordinzry sense. 

These miscellaneous ingestions may be called pagtiue foods. ‘They doubtless
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- UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
ANN ARBOR 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

Jpne 16; 1952, 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, : 

905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Your letter of June 10 has just been 

received. At the present time in the midst of closing 

up the work of the school year ani preparatory to going 

away for the summer I do not know whether or not I shall 

have time before July lst to work over the application 

of Chapman's formula of the game management problem, but 

if I can I should certainly be delighted to assist. If 

you can mail me a copy of your manuseript to Ohio State 

University, ¢e/o the Zoology and Entomology Department I é 

shall try and fihd time to give it some attention. qi 

agree with you that this application 

should be prepdred in a form for publication but I an 

rather incliwed to think this publication should wait 

until we e more specific data to use as a basis. In 

your case, however, it still would be entirely permisable 

I thi to use hypothetical data. 

With best regards, I am 

Very truly yours, ‘ 

oh & ayy WMH o . ZL, | Ob. $ 

S. A. Graham 
G:C a ; 

nee Professor of Economie Zoology 

i 

x 

4
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE \w 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY ry 

WASHINGTON, D. Cc. Y > 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Avene June 14, 1932, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

I have the copy of your letter of June 10 to Mr. Gordon, and 

I assure you that I have no objection to your reproducing the tables 

from my "Sex Ratios of Banded Ducks." I am still somewhat uncertain 

just what the figures mean since according to all biological laws, the 

proportion of sexes should show an approximate numerical equality. I do, 

however, have an idea or two that I may work up when more data are avail- 

able. 

} With cordial regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, ka 

F. C. Lincoln, Biologist, 

Division of Biological Investigations,



Jane 10, 1932 

Dr. S. A. Graham 
Sehool of Forestry & Conservation 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Sam: 

I have spent a whole afternoon trying to act on your 
suggestion that I develop Chapman's forma as a means of meagur~ 
ing productivity in game management. I find, however, that I om 
not sure-footed enough in this mathematical field to get away with 
it, although, as you lmow, I try not to share the prejudices of 
most diological workers toward mathematical tools. 

It seems to me that you ought to develop your idea 
and publish it. If you could then give me the privilege of 
advance qiotation, I would feel as if the job had been done right. 
If you want one of my copies back to use as a basis, let me know. 
I mst go to press by July 1. 

Thank you for your constructive suggestions, which I 
em making full use of. 

Yours as ever,
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CONSERVATIONIST AND SPORTSMAN 
L. ¢. SANFORD Mr. Aldo Leopold 

muah eee | 905 University Ave. 
MAJOR GENERAL, U. 8. A. EY COCHIN Madison, Wisconsin 
HUNTER AND MOUNTAINEER 

L. J. TABER 
MASTER NATIONAL GRANGE Dear Aldo: 

JOHN E. THAYER 
ORNITHOLOGIST 

HENRY VAN DYKE In response to your letter of the 3lst 
AUTHOR 

FREDERIC C, WALCOTT the reference in que stion should read: 
UNITED STATES SENATOR 

SINCLAIR WEEKS 
2 eee ny AND SPORTSMAN Pratt, Geo. De "The Egyptians as Sportsmen. " 

GAME PROTECTIONIST Bull. American Game Assoc. October 1923, pe 9 

I have not yet seen a copy of the bul- 
Coretta letin you prepared for Iowa. If you happen to have 

Naina ge ray Cae, an extra copy of the advance material please let me 
2. SAFEGUARD WILD LIFE AND ITS 

HABITAT. have ite 
3, ESTABLISH MORE INVIOLATE WILD- 

LIFE REFUGES. Cordially yours, 
4. PROVIDE MORE PUBLIC HUNTING 

AND FISHING GROUNDS. 

5. DEVELOP PUBLIC APPRECIATION OF 
WILD LIFE, 

6. URGE UNIVERSAL PRACTICE OF 
CLEAN SPORTSMANSHIP. 

. PR RESPECT FOR RIGHTS OF 
7 ANDOWNERS; ENCOURAGE THEM g/p President 

‘TO INCREASE GAME. 

8. STOP COMMERCIALIZED SLAUGH=- 
TER, ILLICIT SALE, AND 
WASTEFUL PRACTICES. 

9. EXTEND WILD-LIFE RESEARCH. 

10, HELP DEVELOP STATE GAME 
POLICIES. 

11. DISSEMINATE HELPFUL INFORMA- 
TION TC THE PUBLIC. 

12, COOPERATE WITH OTHER CON- 
‘SERVATION AGENCIES. 

The Association Sponsors the Annual American Game Conference and Publishes “AMERICAN GAME”



Coy i Tub We 

May 25, 1932 

Mr. P. A. Taverner 
National Museum of Canada 
Ottawa, Ontario 

Dear Mr. Taverner: 

In 1927 you published a paper in the Canadian 
Field-Naturalist to the effect that the Hungarian partridse 
was replacing the sharptail grouse in certain parts of the 
Canadian wheat belt. 

1927 was of course a mortality year of the last 
cycle. A truer interpretation of the phenomenon you observed 
would probably be possible at this time, when grouse seem to 
be on the up-grade in all parts of the continent with which 

I come in contact. I would like to have your present opinion 
of whether the sharptaile have shown any signs of coming back. 

IT am citing your paper in my forthcoming book on game 
management, but would like very much to get up to date on 
your present observations. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

May 21, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

i I am returning, under separate cover, your manuscript 

on Game Management. I have finished reading it with great 

interest and cannot speak too highly of this piece of work. I 

have made my specific comments in the margin and my general 

comments I have already made. 

I certainly hope that you will find a publisher for 

this book as it is greatly needed to crystalize some of the ideas 

on game management. May I again express the opinion that the 

scope of the book might profitably be broadened so that it 

would interest a larger group. 

With best wishes, I am, 

Very sincerely yours, 

S. A. Graham 
Professor of Economic Zoology



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 7 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 6) 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

‘CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

FH-Z May 13, 1932. 
Game birds 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mir. Leopold: 

In reply to your letter of May 7, I may say that the copy 

of your manuscript on Game Management which was read by Stoddard 

and myself was mailed to you on October 16 to 404 University 

Avenue, Madison. The copy from Scribners was read by Young, 

Grange, and Goldman,I believe, of the Biological Survey, and since 

you have this back together with their letters you have all of 

their suggestions in hand. If you cannot locate the other copy 

and time permits, I suppose that Stoddard and I coulda go over it 

again but at any rate you have our letters on the subject. 
] 

Hoping that the missing copy of the manuscript may yet be 

found, I an 

: Sincerely yours, h 

ethOlPe-crime | 

i) W. L. MeAtee ; 
In Charge 

Food Habits Research. 

Go" { 

ci Sa 
Pt sh % 3 os go? 
Ge Pe \. ee ad 

ub *



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

May 5, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

404 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I have just read a mighty clever piece--"The Alder Fork"-- 

full of good natural history and some excellent philosophy too. I 

have never seen the similarity between man and fish quite as clear- 

ly before. Virtue in eagerness--I'd say so!! A man who demonstrates 

little or no eagerness is to me a jellyfish. I hope you will 

digress from heavier writing frequently to philosophize. 

However, I have just completed reading the manuscript 

for your book, and I have but one wory and that a personal one: 

that you may not be able to complete it before next fall so that 

I may use it in my course in Game Management. I+ is just the thing 

I need to round out that course. 

It is surprising how closely I agree with you. In fact 

I ean think of only one or two points where we do not quite agree, 

and I presume I may be slightly biased on these very minor points. 

At any rate time alone can determine the questions in mind. I 

have handled the reactions of animals in slightly more technical 

terminology, borrowing the phraseology from the field of animal 

physiology, and I have used the purely ecological classification 

for handling the resistence that is constantly slowing down or 

holding back the potential increase. I have weighed the effective- 

ness of the two methods of presenting this material and I can't 

see that the one has sufficient advantage over the other to warrant 

recommending that you change your method of presentation. You have 

made it very clear, and it will be easily grasped. The average 

reader would find your discussion less awe-inspiring, while the 

student with the instructor trained in ecology would readily supply 

the terminology he knows best. 

Meny of my suggestions were not very clear. I was rushed 

in my reading because the manuscript did not become available to 

me until a time when you wanted it and I was covered up with work 

at Williamston and on three other big estates, as well as a heavy 

teaching schedule. But I read it with much appreciation of its



Mr. Aldo Leopold - 2 

fine qualities. That I endorse it without hesitation is demonstrated 

by the fact that I have already asked all of my students to purchase 

it as soon as it is available, regardless of where they are located, 

and further, by the fact that it will become my text book as soon 

as it is available. It will be made my bible in game management 

and will hold an honored place on my desk by the side of "The Game 

“Survey” and "The Bobwhite Quail." 

Sincerely yours, 

ig H. M. Wight 
Assistant Professor of Forest Zoology 

2.



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
ANN ARBOR 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

May 2, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Yeatter tells me that you are anxious to get back 
your manuscript of the book on game management. JI am sorry to 
say that as yet I have had time to go over only about half of it. 
Love joy has had the book until just a few days ago. I wonder if 
you are in a desperate rush for this manuscript, or can you give 
us a little more time,as I should like to have an opportunity to 
finish it before returning it. 

' As far as I have gone, I am very favorably impressed. 
You have undertaken a stupendous piece of work and have accomplished 
a very remarkable job. The organization is especially good. I 
still feel, however, that the book would have much wider sale and 
wield a greater influence if the material could have been pre- 
sented in such a manner that it would meet a more universal appeal. 
Courses in game management will of necessity be few in number and 
the classes in such courses will be small. If I may make the 
suggestion, it seems to me that it would be a good idea to dress 
up the book in a more popular style by the addition of explanatory 
paragraphs and further philosophical discussions, and give it a 

title which would be more popular in character so that you could 

appeal to the general reader interested in outdoor affairs, as 

well as to classes in game management. Such a modification 

would not make the book any less useful as a text than it is 

now, and it would certainly increase its sphere of influence. 

Sincerely yours, 

S. A. Graham 
Professor of Economic Zoology. 

Mork, he Cbnticlehy hier p at Ak “lef Wn ay 40,



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
ANN ARBOR 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

April 28, 1952, 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 
404 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Leopold: 

Yeatter has suggested that I write to 
you regarding the possibility of keeping your 
manuscript a little longer. I personally dislike 
to ask for this extention of time, but I want to 
at least read it through before it is returned. 
I had it home one night when company kept me from 
working on it to any extent. I then returned it to 
Yeatter, but neither of us has hardly seen it since, 

It seems to fill my greatest needs and 
I shall always regret that it was not available for 
use in this winter's class in Small Game Management, 
but I have told them of your work and book, and 
have asked that they procure the book just as soon 

as it is on the market. 

Graham has apparently not yet completed 
it, but I'll hurry through it and return it to him 
again. 

Please let us know just when you want it 

and I will do my best to get it to you. 

Very sincerely yours, 

H. M. Wight, 
Assistant Professor of Forest Zoology, 

Peed Couned, hug ut saat May vO
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Madison, Wisconsin 
905 University Avenue 
April 18, 1932 

Mr. Ovid Butler, Editor 

American Forests 
1727 K Street Northwest 

; Washington, D. C. 

Dear Ovid: 

About six months ago I sent you for revision a 

manuscript copy of my game management book. My records : 

are not clear as to whether it was returned or not. 

Would you kindly ask your secretary to see if it by any 

chance is in your office? : 

My reason for concern is that the copy which was 

sent you had some marginal criticisms by Stoddard which 

I cannot find. 

: It is my impression that you did return the book-- ; 

I just want to make sure. ‘ 

Yours sincerely, 

Qed. 
“a 

quaneet ALDO LEOPOLD 

Rune é ee os 

aire! fe b We 4 a gi i932 j 

4, ark ’ : at 

Ne. ese oe 

| 
4 |



AQ. Arai sil te cha fle, 

University or Minnesota 

Tue Mepicat Scuoou 

MinNNEAPOLIS 

{ Ape ae | 
DEPARTMENT OF 

BACTERIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 

Lys January 30, 1932 
ac for [© 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 
905 University Ave., 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: 

I am returning to-day your manuscript on "Principles of 
Game Management". 

After careful study, I consider your chapter on the con- 
trol of disease very satisfactory, except for the few suggestions 
noted on the manuscript and a few suggestions offered in this let- 
ter. 

> You may wish to revise your statement concerning disease 
ye controlling predators. Ths far I have fed one hawk, one screech 

ee > owl, one barred owl, and one great horned owl with highly virulent ; 
we “ iP tularemia material, and these birds have remained well. Of course, 

x ~ it may be that young birds getting their first infected animal may 
exhibit some mortality from this disease. 

9 You will note the reference to Henrici, concerning asper- 
y, A .| gillosis. The illustration for aspergillosis in his text is a sec- 

Yew tion of a grouse lung. 
we | ar 
em I have added some information to your table, "Examples of 

a saa Game Diseases and their Biological Distribution". I do not know 
har whether to advise you to attempt completion of this table or not. 

; Yo There is much pertinent material, I find, in widely scattered jour- 
nals over many years. Much of the material is not on the particu- 
lar groups that you have listed. There is no doubt, however, that 
all such material on wild animals should be brought to-gether. I 
would want a year to complete such a table. 

I am sorry that this manuscript has not been returned to 
; you before now. I hope that you will get it finished and in to 

the publisher on time. While King had the manuscript for some 

time, he apparently did not get to go over it thoroughly. I would 
« like to refer to it further, so that after you have considered the 

yw suggestions offered, I would appreciate your letting us have the 
manuscript once more. 

Uc Very CEH. 

i 4 
rgg:l R. G. Green. a
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University or MINNESOTA 

Tue Mepicat Scnoor 

Munnearouis 

DEPARTMENT OF 

BACTERIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 

Jamary 11, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Game Survey 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I was mich pleased to receive your letter of 

Jamary 7th. I have been working on the manuscript for "Game 
Management"from time to time, and have been giving mich thought 
to it as well. As a matter of fact, the disease aspect is so 
closely associated with my investigations that the progrees of 
my work to a large extent determines the ideas to be expressed 
in your manuscript. For example, the agglutination tests this 

fall show that either these tests are not indicative of immnity 
or tularemia mst have little to do with the periodic destruc- 
tion of rabbits. Also, the first hawk, which was a marsh hawk, 
to be fed tularemia infected material failed to develop the 
disease or even to develop a positive agglutination test. This 
week I shall be feeding a screech owl, a barred owl, and a great 
horned owl. As soon as these experiments are finished, I shall 

give you my final suggestions on the manuscript. This will be 
before February 1. 

I received a reprint of Elton's article, so I need 
not borrow yours. 

The University Committee has reported very favorably 
on the wild life research project, andI hope that we can get 

something started before long. This winter, we have a man con- 

timoously in the field collecting specimens. 

Ve ru YY 

. a é 

R. G. Green 

RGG:KH



Jan. 7, 1932 

Dr. R. G Green 

Millard Hall 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Robert: : Y 

I have completed arrangements with Scribner's for the 
publication of "Game Management" and have agreed to place the ; 
final copy in their hands by February 15. : 

At your last writing my impression was that you were not 
inclined to re-write the chapter on diseases. If this is still 
your leaning, I would appreciate your scribbling your suggestions 
on the mamscript copy which you have or on another which I can 
send you in the event you or King needs to retain the one you 
have. I would especially appreciate your judgment as to whether 
or no to include the table on biological distribution of diseases, 
and if so, your help in completing it. 

: The Research Council Wild Life Committee have agreed to : 
gonsider my proposition at their next meeting, but no date has 

as yet been set, 

Did you get a reprint of Hlton's article on epidemic 
diseases in wild animals? If by any chance this failed to reach f 
you, I ean loan you my copy. i 

Hoping you are feeling better again, 

Yours as ever, ,
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MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE j 

OF AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE ) Lint 

EAST LANSING 

January 11, 1932 

APPLIED SCIENCE DIVISION i 

‘DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 

905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I want to thank you very much for your 

favorable comment of January 5th concerning Mr. Damon's work. 

For the present, I judge, he will find all that he can do in 

Michigan, but I hope that in the future he may be able to ex- 

pand his work into neighboring states. PI shall be very glad to 

4 have you visit us again sometime when you are down this way. I 

want to read your new book as soon as it is published. Who is 

publishing it? 

: Very sincerely yours, 

: H. R. Hunt 
Head of the Department of Zoology 

HRE/g
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YALE UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY 

NEW HAVEN - CONNECTICUT 

Janwry 9, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Soils Building, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

Pardon my lack of information, but where 

and when is your new book on game management to 

appear? 

Most sincerely, Sie ea 

HHE: AB 

\»? We
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CONNECTICUT AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 

STORRS, CONNECTICUT 

December 4, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

( Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I understood from correspondence of last 
year that you were preparing a text on Game 

Management. I am planning on giving a course 
in Game Management for Forestry students fall 
ef 1932. 

Can you give me any information as to 
when your book will be available, as I desire 

to use it as the text for this course. 

Sincerely yours, 

A. E. Moss 
AEM: FLC Professor of Forestry
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Sherwood Plantation, ye 1 

Novenver 25, 198i way | 
f 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, ( 

905 University Ave., . 
Madison, Wis. / 

Dear Aldo; 

I have gone over the enclosed section on “Nesting Studies" which ; 

you have prepared for the Principles of Game Management and have changed a 

few little things that were probably only errors in typing. I think that this 

section will be an important addition to your book and well worth including. I 

do not see how even a preserve can be fully informed as to what to do ink i 

controlling enemies without baving figures on a few dozen nests; preferably each 

year. 

Hoping that your Iowa work is coming along well, and with kindest regards, ; 

T an, } | 
a 

Sincerely yours, { 

| 

PO ee a TR ,
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Nov. 17,1931 

Dr. W. Le MeAtee 

Div. of Food Habits Research 
Us. &. Blological survey 
Washington, 0. C. 

Dear Dr. MeAtee: 

I am certainly much obliged to you for your 
further help in reading the mamscript and for your letter of 
October 16, which I have delayed in answering due to uy 
absence in Iowa, I am ordering the Hopkinson book and appreci- 

- ate your calling it to my attention. Table 7 will be revised 
accordingly. 

I am convinced that you are right in suggesting 
that the term “anmmal increase” will need some further defin- 
ition. I of course mean the initial rather than the surviving 
increase. 

Your further contribution to the special bibli- 
ography is meh appreciated, 

I am resuming field work in Iowa immediately 
and will not try to reply in more detail because I have hopes 
of seeing you at the Game Conference. ‘This is merely to thank 
you for your help and to acknowledze your useful criticisms. 

Yours sincerely, i 

ALDG LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY - 

AND REFER TO November 16, 1931. " 
i Zia 

~ oor 

. Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

i Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

A copy in manuscript of your book "Principles of Game Manage- 
ment" has been brought to my attention. I knew that you were working 

on something of the sort and am sure that it will serve a very useful 
purpose as no one properly qualified has hitherto brought together 

any such mass of information on the general subject. 

I understand that others in the Bureau are going over the work 

as a whole and I have merely glanced through the chapter on predatory 

animals, In general I think it is very good, but there are just ons 

or two points to which 1 should like to direct attention, 

On page eleven of the chapter on predators you say, “Hence over- 

control of predators is almost invariably followed by an excessive in- 

crease of buffers which unless checked by disease or artificial poison- 

ing operations may seriously injure the range and hence the game". I 

have attached a brief note to the page, but should like to discuss this 

point a little more fully. ‘he statement as it stands sounds quite 

reasonable and plausible and on some theoretical grounds quite convinc- 

ing. it is a view i think that would generally be accepted by those 

who are attacking the injurious animal control work of the Biological 

Survey. It seems to me that it ties up closely with the theory that since : 

coyotes eat rodents they are a dependable check upon their numbers, 

Your statement might be true in some instances, but 1 do not believe 

it would be "almost invariably" true and as it stands will surely be 

seized upon by those who are fighting us as evidence that our work is 

unsound. As I see it the situation is by no means as simple as your 

statement would seem to imply, and as is assumed by those who are op- 

posed to our work. The factors that govern the relative numbers or 

ratio of predators to all those preyed upon are very complex. You 

have pointed out elsewhere the high potential breeding rate of many 

so-called buffers, Our work is essentially a campaign against coyotes, 

and coyotes even where they are abundant as coyotes go are relatively 

few in proportion to the buffer species under normal conditions. It 

is this disparity in numbers between coyotes and the potentially rapid
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breeding buffer species that prevents coyotes under nomal conditions 

from being an effective control upon such buffer species as rodents. 

Rodents of many groups are especially abundant in the general range of 

the coyote. It seems clear to me that coyotes can only be an effec- 

tive control in certain places or on certain species of rodents where 

they have been reduced by disease or lack of food to small numbers. 

The principle that applies here is one which I think you are familiar 

with; that is, the simple matter of the ratio of predators to animals 

preyed upon. Under normal conditions rodents are so abundant and the 

breeding rate is so enormous that coyotes and probably most predatory 

animals have comparatively little effect upon them. On the other hand 

the effect of coyotes upon large game and upon game birds in general, 

particularly ground nesting species like the sagehen, which are not 

as a rule present in large numbers, may be very vital. 

In the West, in certain sections, where coyote control has 

been rather rigid and successful, as for instance on the Anderson 

Mesa, and adjoining territory south of Flagstaff, amazing increases 

in antelope seem to me probably due largely to this work, If the 

assumption of some of our critics is correct, there should have 

been a corresponding increase in such rodents of the region as jack- 

rabbits, cottontails, woodrats, and kangaroo rats, but general field 

observations convince me that such is not the case. Observation of 

rabbits, examination of woodrat nests and kangaroo rat holes shows 

these animals present in usual numbers, Many other instances and 

much general evidence has indicated to me that the theory that pred- 

ators are effective checks on rodents is greatly over-worked. 

‘ Probably no one likes to employ poisons, but in practical 

wild life management properly regulated use of poisons will, accord- 

ing to present indications, be very necessary under certain condi- 

tions. Prejudice against it should not be fostered. I think you 

have been written that Linsdale's evidence will not bear close ex- 

amination, and I trust that you have not been misled, as have so 

many, by the organized propaganda against our field operations, It 

should be noted that the propaganda is based upon assumptions un- 

supported by reliable factual evidence. I attribute its success 

to the emotional appeal ani the fact that so few are really inform- 

ed and capable of clear thinking in regard to wild life relations. 

Since your work is designed to be used as a text book I feel that 

you should be careful to avoid including material that might con- 

vey wrong impressions in regard to this highly controversial sub- 

ject. 

=e
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With kind regards, I an, 

Sincerely yours, 

E. A. Goldman, 
Senior Biologist, 

Division of Biological Investigetions. 

-3-



PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
LAFAYETTE, INDIANA 

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE 

{ 

November 14, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, Room 404, 

University Avenue National Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

When Mr. Ball was in my office a few days 

ago, he stated that you had a text which would soon be ready 

for publication. We are very much interested in such a text 

and should be glad to know when we may expect same. 

Very ere 

¢ §urr N. Prentice, 

- Head of Forestry Dept. 

BNP/ALB 

ack». eo



Nov. 13, 1932 

Prof. Chas. M. Genaux 
Southern Branch 
University of Idaho 
Pocatello, Idaho 

Dear Professor Genaux: 

My secretary has sent you the Game Survey 
Report. If this fits in at all with your need for textual 

j material, you can obtain as many copies as you want from 
the American Game Association at $1 each. 

I have completed the mamscript of a book on 
“fhe Principles of Game Management," which I now hope to 
have published. A sample of the material is contained in 
my recent article, “Game Range," in the Journal of Forestry 
for October. 

I would like your off-hand opinion for use 
with my publishers as to whether a volume containing material 
of this kind would be suitable as a prescribed text for your 
Classes. It would probably cost at least $3. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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J.B. HARKIN, see ea NATIONAL PARKS 

COMMISSIONER # or MIGRATORY BIRDS CONVENTION ACT 

Nace HISTORIC SITES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Bri : 
NATIONAL, PARKS OF CANADA 

OTTAWA 

fie NOME REPLY. RARER TO IIe css esssereerereroes Sth Movember, 1921 

‘ Dear Leopold, 

Under separate cover I am returning to 

you your pamphlet entitled "Wilderness as a Form of 

Land Use",which both Mr. Harkin and I have enjoyed 

reading. 
I have also read with much interest the 

several other separates of your papers that you have 

kindly sent me. : 

Enel. I notice in your vaper,"A History of Ideas 
15230. in Game Management", that the first bird reservation is 

credited to Florida in 1903. I believe you will be 

interested to know that the Dominion of Canada established 

ssi x a bird reservation in 1887, at Long Lake, now Last 

Mountain Lake, Saskatchewan. While it was not styled 

A third reservation" or "bird sanctuary", the area in 

Bs question was "reserved from sale and settlement, and set 

apart as breeding grounds for Wild Fowl", which indicates 

a its character quite clearly. There seems to be some 

yw reeson to suppose that this sanctuary, which is still 

ot. ~ maintained, is the oldest of its xind in North America, 

at least. i 
I am glad to be able to send you herewith, 

for your information and retention, a copy of the original _ 

Order-in-Council establishing this reserved area. 

With best regards, I remain, - 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., ye ; 

404 University Avenue, , é 
National Bank Building, ( 

Madison, Wis., U.S.A.



Ref. 150336 on 148431. 

: GOVERNMENT HOUSE, OTTAWA, 

Wepnespay, the Eighth day of June, 1887. 

: PC. Ne. 181, 

PRESENT: 

HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL IN COUNCIL. 

Whereas the Minister of the Interior has reported that the islands and 
shores of the Northern end of Long Lake, in the North-West Territories, are 
favorite breeding grounds for almost all the different varieties of wild fowl in 
that country, and that it is very desirable that steps be taken to retain these 
grounds for such purposes, especially in view of the probable extension of the 
Long Lake Railway, and the consequent settlement of the land in that 
neighbourhood. 

His Excellency in Council, on the recommendation of the Minister of the 
2157 Interior and under the provisions of Chapter 54 of the Revised Statutes of 

Canada, “Zhe Dominion Lands Act,” has been pleased to order, and it is hereby 
ordered, that the following lands which are vacant and unsold, be, and the 

same are hereby reserved from sale and settlement, and set apart as breeding 
grounds for Wild fowl, that is to say:— 

In Township 26, Range 24, West of the 2nd Meridian, the fractional South- 

east quarter of Section 2; the fractional North-east quarter of Section 2; 

fractional Section 35, and fractional legal Sub-divisions 5, 12, 13 and 14 of 
Section 36,—in all in this Township about 170 acres. 

In Township 27, Range 24, West of the 2nd Meridian, fractional Sections 
12 and 13, containing 94 acres, 

In Township 27, Range 23, West of the 2nd Meridian, the fractional 
p North-west quarter of Section 7; the fractional West-half of Section 18; the 

fractional South-west quarter of Section 19; fractional legal Sub-divisions 2, 7 

and 10, of Section 19; fractional West-half of Section 30; fractional legal 
Sub-divisions 12 and 13, and West-half of legal Sub-division 14 of Section 30; 
and all fractional Section 31; containing in all in this Township 890 acres, 

In Township 28, Range 23, West of the 2nd Meridian, fractional Sections 

6, 7, 18, 19 and 20; fractional legal Sub-divisions 5 and 12, and West-half of legal 
Sub-divisions 11, 13 and 14 in Section 20,—containing in all about 800 acres. 

In Township 28, Range 24, West of the 2nd Meridian, fractional East-half 

of Section 1; fractional North-east quarter of Section 12; and all of Section 
13, containing in all about 580 acres. 

The whole area so reserved containing about 2,500 acres. 

. (Signed) JOHN J. McGEE, 

Clerk, Privy Council, 

To the Honourable 

The Minister of the Interior. 

/



Copies to Messrs. Crane 

j Grange 
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Nov. 10, 1932 

Mv. Harrison f. Lewis 
Department of the Interior 
National Parics Branch 
Ottawa, Ontario 

Dear Lewis: 

I had already maie the correction ebout Mountain 

Leake in my management book, having run across the information 

somewhere since my article was published in Outdoor America. — 

Thanics Just the seme for calling it to my attention. ‘hat 

name was applied to the reservation is of course irrelevant. 

I have been thinicing about you often lately in 

connection with an opening in the Iowa Agricultural College at 

Ames, where we are trying to pick a man to become director of 

geme research. You would fit the position bemtifully except 

; that your salary has aivanced farther than the means we have 

available to make the start. Should we fail to find a younger 

man of mitable qualifications, it is barely possible that the 

financial end of the matter could be rearranged. 

T am malcing a game survey of Iowa now in connec- 

tion with a general conservation survey, an? I have a very high 

opinion of the opportunities in this position. Barring the 

question of money, is there anything else in the Iowa set-up 

that would axpeal to you or not appeal to you as a future 
opportuni ty? ; 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Geme Survey 

~~



4 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D.c. ry xf 
November 4, 1931. " he x 

ADDRESS REPLY TO i%  ® 
CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY Te 1 a $ 

AND REFER TO , Ver q 

, PR-Z Ng AD ne 
\ My 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Further reference is made to my letter of November 2. 

Since writing this letter I have had an opportunity of f 
reading Chapter 10, "Predatory Animal Control," of your book on poe ¥ 

principles of game management. Vt te N 

In reading this chapter there are two comments we désire \ 
to make for your consideration. On page 9, under the title of 

"Buffers" nothing is said with relation to hibernation of rodents. 
In our opinion hibernation is a considerable factor as a buffer 
due to the fact that many rodents, as you know, such as ground 

squirrels, prairie dogs, woodchucks, etc., are not available for 
periods of from six to eight months of the year in many localities. 

For instance, as you probably are aware, the Franklin Ground Squir- i 
rel in the Dakotas hibernates in early July not to appear again on 
the surface of the ground until late spring. Similarly, the Uintah 
ground squirrel in Wyoming and Idaho goes into hibernation in early 

July and does not appear again on the surface of the ground until 
late spring. 

On page 11, you make the following statement: 

"Artificial poisoning is often an unsatisfactory 
remedy because of its cost and danger to game, livestock, 

and beneficial wild life (For example, see Linsdale, 1931)." 

In this connection we wish to advise that if you kmew the 

other side of the story presented by Mr. Linsdale you would not 
want to use this material as a reference. After much time and 
expenditure of money on the part of personnel of this Division and 
cooperators in California, it has been found that many statements 
appearing in the Linsdale article are not facts but are misstate- 
ments based largely on hearsay evidence.



We understand that a reply to the Linsdale article is in the 

offing and orobably will be published in a special bulletin of the 

California State Devartment of Agriculture or some other periodical. 
If you should be in Washington in the interim between now and the 
final preparation of your book, we should be glad to go further into 

this matter with you. 

With best wishes, I am, : 

Sincerely yours, 

Stanley P. “a? / 
, In Charge, Division of 

Predatory Animal and Rodent Control.



: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

s CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL 8URVEY 

AND REFER TO 

November 3, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
The Game Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have enjoyed reading the Copy Number 2 
draft of your "Principles of Game Management" 
menuscript, and have found the book an excellent 
presentation of current thought and trends in 

the game field. The compilation and comment 

are of great value and should be especially so 

: for persons who desire to get a picture of the 
field in its entirety. ‘ 

In a few instmces I have made short comments 
on the margins of the pages, but for the most part 

I have very few caments. In some instances I 

differ with you on certain matters of opinion 
(increased susceptibility to fluctuation on 

"adverse" renge; that successful transplantation 
is “often, if not always, determined by factors 
not yet known to science", etc.), but I have no 
evidence to offer to contradict your conclusions. 
Such differences are of wholesome influence any- 
how. 

The chapter on propagation seems very 

satisfactory to me. I doubt whether that chapter 
should be expanded as the emphasis now is, and 

properly so, on field management rather than 

artificial propagation.



Aldo Leopold —2- 

As to a general impression, the book might possibly 

give.e newcomer an idea that our information is much more 

definite than it really is. However, you have guarded 

against this in a number of places and have pointed out 

that nearly everything now being done in the geme field 

is of an exploratory nature. It is not so much any 

lack of caution in the book as it is in the defect of 
a possible reader, who, upon seeing graphs, tables and 

charts often decides that they represent thoroughly 

established fact. Any book on game at this time will 
probably have to take this chance, or possibly, gain. 

The analogy drawn between game work and forestry 
is perhaps subject to some question inasmuch as the 

forester is working with the production of something 

to be used for "staples", and only incidentally, 

(except on publicly owned forests) with the production 

of “luxuries"., Game is, and must alweys be, a2 luxury, 
and to that extent it is subject to more vicissitudes, 
so far as public demand is concerned. I cannot see 

a future, for instance, for 5000 game managers of 
the type you and I have in mind, even by the wildest 

stretch of the imagination, di though here again this 

is purely opinion. While it is possible that the 

field will develop and be widely supported so that 

increased hunting can be supplied to an increasing 

number of hunters, I myself expect it to develop 
to give increased hunting to a decreasing number of 
hunters, on private properties, with the eventual 
decline or extinction of the State Game Commission 
as an active unit. What the effect of this situation ' 

would be on game management as a profession is 

problematical. Possibly it would mean a greater 

development than that experienced in forestry. 

I em very glad to have had the opportunity to 
see the manuscript, wish to congratulate you on it 

: end also wish you the best of success in getting it 

published and distributed. 

Sincerely, 

Cooperative Agent
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY S J h 

WASHINGTON, D. C. \- f y gre 

ADDRESS REPLY TO a oe Z 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY i¥ Aye 
AND REFER TO November 2, 1931 Le 

Z 
Leopold, Aldo. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. ; : 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

On my return to Washington from a long trip in the West I find 

your letter of September 19, and the Bureau's reply of September 22, 

I have gone over the bibliography of predator control technic and 

I am aiding three suggestions to your list which may meet with your ap- 

proval, as follows: "The Last Stand of the Pack," by Carhart and Young, 

published in 1928, which contains some valuable hints on wolf trapping as 

Vv practiced in the West. The story itself is woven around nine of the last 

renegade wolves eliminated in Colorado. "How to Make a Cat Trap," by 

V Silver and Jarvis, revised and published in 1930, which is a general des- 

sciption of the building of such contrivances. Also, "Hints on Bobcat Trapping," 

by Young, published in 1931, which is a general description of the technic of 

V trapping this cat. i pping this cH lhe vv Coyele 

There is in the course of publication a leaflet on mountain lions which 

will be equivalent to the publications on wolves, coyotes and bobcats. I do 

not know whether the inclosure will be of value to you or not, but I am taking 

the liberty of sending you areprint of Mr. Henderson's paper before the 

v Society of Manmalogists on the control of the coyote, which gives a summary 

of coyote stomach examinations made by men of this Division as given on page 

; 347 and tabulates the findings on page 345. I kmow of no control directions 

other than that given in McAtee's publication of 1927. 

I have not as yet seen a copy of the manuscript which was sent Grange 

end MeAtee by Stoddard. Mr. McAtee has promised to send it to me as soon as 

he has finished reading it. I shall be very interested in the chapter dealing 

with the biology of game-predator relations. 

If I can be of any further assistance to you in this matter, I shall 

be glad to do so, if you will kindly advise. With best wishes, I am 

_ Very sincerely yours, 

Stanley P. Teg / 

In Charge, Division of 

Predatory Animal and Rodent Control. : 

Inclosure 31110



Nov. 17, 1931 

Mr. Stanley P. Young 
Div. Predatory Animal & Rodent Control 

; U. S. Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Young: 

I am much obliged to you for reafing the predator chapter. 

Your point about hibernation as bearing on the effectiveness of 
buffers is a very excellent point and I am mich indebted to you 

for calling it to my attention. I will certainly alter the text 

4n some suitable way to give adequate recognition to this limita- 
tion in the service rendered by buffers. ; 

| As to the Linsdale reference, I of course fully understand 
the unsettled nature of this problem. I agree with you that if 

I use the Iinsdale reference at all, I should also give the reply, 
and this I promise to do. Will you in turn see that I get a copy 
of the reply or a nitice as to where and when it is to come out? 

I am also inclined to think that my statement about arti- 

ficial poisoning may need amplification. I will, however, post- 

pone its review until the Biological Survey reply to Linsdale's 
article is available. 

Thanks very mich for your help. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence.



Publications on Predstor Control 
Technique, 

Srectes Author Date locality 

Feral Gates Forbush 19lé6a astern States 

Coyotes & Wolves Young 1930 General 

Rats Bilvor 1930 General 

Grows 

Magpies Kalmbach 1927 vest 

English Sparrows Kalmbach 1930 General : 

Cougar 

General Controls 
on Game Ferme NeAtee 1927 General 

welres 
(tient Send of ) 
the Pack Carhart & Young 1928 West 

“How to Make a 
Gat Trap" Silver & Jervis 1929-30 General 

Hints on Boboat 
Trapping" Young 1931 General — 

| Bass



7 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ye (iy 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY Qe ) 

WASHINGTON, D. c. CA t ap 
ADDRESS REPLY TO ry ae a” 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL 8URVEY \y 

AND REFER TO 

Pub-M October 16, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

404 University Ave. National Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Since the manuscript of your book on Game Management was received, 

I have been lugging it around with me and reading it at nights and on 

Sundays and any other time that I could work it in. I set as a goal 
completion of the reading before leaving for the A. 0. U. meeting in 

Detroit and fortunately have been able to reach it. I did not have at 
hand your request about initialing comment so neglected to comply with 

it. This copy which I am returning under separate cover by registered 

mail, however, has been only in Stoddard's hands and mine and his notes 

are initialed. I have made suggestions of every kind from correction of: 

typographical errors to arguments on principles, not from any sense of 

omniscience but to give you the advantage of another point of view so 

that you can consider your language and have it say just what you want it 

to. 

If it is not too much for your publishers to grant, I would suggest 

that references in the text to works in the bibliography should give the 

author's last name, the date of the paper cited, and the page referred to. 

This will put the references in the clearest and most useful form. I have 
put a star on additional works in the bibliography which I consider good 

general reading for a student of this subject. A bibliography on aquatic 

game foods that you requested is inclosed as well as a few additions to 

the general bibliography. Among these are Phillips' work "A Natural History 

of the Ducks" and Beebe's "Monograph of the Pheasants." These are very 

expensive works and possibly not available for consultation by many who 

will get your book and you may want to cut them out or put in an explanatory 

. note about them. They are, however, very important sources of information 

on their respective subjects. 

I think you have enough in this book on artificial propagation 

considering your definition of game management. If propagation is not 

. already sufficiently cared for by existing manuals, it should have a text- 

pook by itself. We are sending you under separate cover available publica- 

tions on wild duck foods. Besides what is written on the pages of the 

manuscript, I have a few notes that seem rather too long to be recorded in 

that way and they are here given according to the chapters to which they - 

refer.
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Chapter 1, page 13.- You use the term "annual increase." While I am sure 
that you have a correct idea of this subject, it is one that has not 
entered to the slightest degree into the calculations of sportsmen in 
general and which, therefore, should be made clear. Your discussion 
shows you appreciate that natural balance is a fluctuating thing, and 
I think that the term balance is peculiarly fit to describe the situa- 
tion rather than to say as do Nelson and some others that there no 
longer is such a thing as a balance of nature. With the understand ing, 
therefore, that the balance is a fluctuating one, the stability of 
populations of wild life is remarkable. This means that the annual 
crop is used up a little here and a little there or consumed by this 
or the other destructive factor so that it is entirely expended. This 
being “the case, there is no such thing as annual increase. If a game 

. crop is to be reaped, it must be at the expense of same of the consuming 
agents or at the cost of recession in the population. When species 
are below the saturation point, there is an annual increase if conditions 
permit and by limiting some of the consuming agencies, man can provide 
an annual increase of which he can reap the benefit. The point is, 
however, that naturally there is no such thing as an annual increase. 

Chapter 3, page 21.- Your remark that set opinions as to the cause of 
cycles are now premature is certainly correct. Dr. Green, however, 
believes that disease is the big thing and he has the best conception 
of the relation of diseases to wild life that I have ever heard 
advanced. I suppose that insofar as being the cause of the down- 
grade part of cycles disease may be construed to include parasites 
and these be regarded as co-agents in reducing animal populations. 
Predators I should not consider as factors as their numbers follow 
those of the prey instead of leading in the various phases of the 

' fluctuation. The sun-spot theory cannot be accepted if the period of 
cycles is different in America and Hurope. Since making a note to 

Pe Wis effect, I have seen your article in the Canadian Naturalist where 
“<.¢ ‘the same objection is stated. Over-shooting where it exists is more 

likely to be a constant than a fluctuating occurrence, mMaxIxsnsura 
EHAMICMBHS TERE AAEAL TALUS AOL AX TSELAL AX HAN ELE SUNS SMANXOKAEHELES« 

‘ An interesting thing having a bearing on the discussion of 
cycles is the fluctuations that have been observed in numbers of the 
bluebird in the eastern States. Two or three times in the memory of 
living ornithologists the numbers of this species have been cut down 
perhaps 90 per cent or more by unfavorable weather conditions. Hach 
time the birds have restored their numbers in the course of a very 
few years, coming to an equilibrium, however, at about what is re- 
garded as the normal population for the species. Presumably the ; 
breeding rate of the birds is about the same at all periods of these * 
fluctuations;and the most likely explanation that I can think of is that 
consumption of bluebirds bears a proportional relation to the total 
numbers available and that the birds escape to a degree when their 

“ -2-
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numbers’ are below par, the farther down the scale in numbers the lower 
the degree of consumption. I have a Paper in press now (Smithsonian 
Contributions) the main theme of which is that predation is proportional 

: to population. If this appears in print before your book goes to 
ts press, you may want to make use of some of the argument in it. 
(oP 
( Chapter 4, Table 7.- I woulda particularly urge on you the importance of : 

seeing the book which I have cited on the Table. While this is not 
absolutely complete nor up-to-date, it gives a very much better idea 
of the accomplishments in propagation of captive birds than any other 
single work. The extent to which game species have been bred, even 
if many of them have not been reared in considerable numbers, will be 

(ow a@ cause of surpris® to most sportsmen. If you cannot obtain a copy of 
this book in Madison and do not want to wait until you can obtain one 
from the publishers, it is very likely that a copy can be loaned from 
here. 

I do not know whether you intend to be at the A. 0. U. meeting, but 
that and associated business probably will keep me away from my desk until 
towards the end of the month. 

ed Sincerely, 7 TORT 

j x W. Le McAtee 
1, 0-37645. a° Saray sisal ani Food Habits Research. 

t  -/
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E.I.buU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION October 15, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 Univ. Ave. Natl. Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Aldo: 

I am sorry to say that I have been unable to com—- 
pletely finish the reading of your "Principles of Game Management" 
and I do not feel it is advisable to hold this longere I am there- 
fore sending it off and am writing you the following criticisms of 
those points which occurred to mée 

Under Preface, page 2, next to the last paragraph 
commencing "what has been called....." would it not be well to 
bring out the idea that game management produces game) protection - 
on the other hand, saves, but does not itself increase the game 
population. 

Under Chapter 3, page 2, et sec, it might be well to 
clarify for the benefit of the laymen why such things as limit of 
density or maximum number of individuals per unit area, cruising 
radius, disturbance in sex ratio,, etc. are of importance. A 
single paragraph expressing this in terms of thetunters' wishes 
might clarify this whole chapter for lay reading. Disturbance in 
sex ratio under the Pennsylvania deer system is a case in point. 

Under Chapter 4, page 14, on table 6, I do not quite 
understand why Pennsylvania is not classed as a complete estab- 
lishment under (f). True there is a release of birds, but pheasants 

Qe’ are established in certain areas immediately adjacent to Philadelphia 
; and are constantly on the increase in spite of ek shooting and lack 

of additional plants in that immediate area. 

In Table 7 of the same chapter, Mountain Quail are 
| listed as a species which will live in captivity but which will 

not lay. Gene Simpson has successfully raised Mountain Quail as 
have several game farms on the West Coast. Three years ago we 

Sor” obtained some Mountain Quail which was sent to Coleman's place 
| in Virginia, and while it is true that he had no eggs from these 

quail for the first two years, he has had some this year, although 
I am unable to give you his results. These particular birds were 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 
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wild trapped and therefore it may be safe to say that the second 
generation, if he is successful in raising some this year, will 
be more domesticated. 

In view of the recent successes in raising grouse 
by the Coleman method, it might be well to qualify the statement 
that "all grouse show fertile eggs, but young die when partly 
grown." 

It is noted that coot appears under two categories - 
the first, following woodcock, as living in captivity but having 
no eggs; the second, as one of those birds successfully bred in 
captivity. 

I am sorry that I was unable to get through more 
than this, but as before stated, I do not believe it wise to hold 
up the manuscript any longer. 

S80 much for your paragraph 1 - Detailed Criticisms. 

Paragraph 2 - General Criticisms, cannot be very 
readily gone into without a careful reading of the whole booke 
Personally, I think your structure, balance, etc. ae most ex- 
cellent, and the only suggestion I might make, which I have 
mentioned already under detailed criticisms, is the possibility 
of showing by illustration understandable in popular reading 
why some of the scientific features are necessary. After all 
to establish educational facilities, it is necessary to have the 
backing of the general public - certainly in some instances for 
the procurement of funds, and while the present make-up will 
probably be satisfactory as a text book, it might also be well 
used as a means of popular education looking toward the support 
of an educational program. 

Paragraph 3 - I do not believe it necessaty to 
include the page numbers of the references in the final make-up 
of the book. I believe that these might readily refer to the 
bibliography which is carried in the back, and where references 
are used, believe it preferable to show the full date, such as, 
Maxwell 1911 rather than Maxwell ‘11. 

Paragraphs 4, 5 and 6 = unable to criticise. 

Paragraph 7 - I believe you have given a sufficient 
amount of space to artificial propagation. After all, you merely 
wish to show what relation this activity bears to all the others 
‘in the subject of game conservation. 

‘ Most sincerely yours 
Gaurtrarde, Soe Gang ts a ’ 

reo tl a foe uk wp t ! 
i hea L. W. T. Waller, Jre 

LWTW/¢ buy Dy prelate mie Director of Conservation. 
ae et ee 

Lad - Sd



iy SOUTHERN BRANCH 
University oF IDAHO 

POCATELLO 
Oct. 135, 1931 

Sporting Arms, & Ammunition 
Manufacturers! Institute 
Madison, Wis. 

Gentlemen; 

The Department of Forestry has recently 
been created at the Southern Branch of the 
University of Idaho and efforts are being 
made to carry out some work on the lines of 
fish and game conservation. To that end and 
in order to understand just how tthe game surveys 
are being carried out, I wonder if it would be 
possible for you to send us a eopy of one or two 
of the Game Survey Reports, which have already 
been published. I should like particularly a copy 
of the report on ie oat survey of the North 
Central Prey ee ce I am familiar with this 
region, Lue 

Thanking you in advance for this eourtesy, 
Laat, | 

Chas. M. Genaux 
y Professor of Forestry 

/ OMG:b 
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Table 30: Winter Feeding Characteristics of Upland Game Birds 

encanta a eanningannet eC A TC AC 
Species : Effective Radius :Will :Will enter: Will strip : Will open : Will penetrate 

Authority :_of Station (mi. ) suse troofed :tight husks : stacks of : loose corn 

Locality :Daily* : Seasonal?hopper?: shelter? :from corn ear?: small grain?: shocks? 

$ z t 2 8 2 t 

Bobwhite ' ie. t 1.07 =: yes? : yes : yes, by ex- : no : yes 

(P.L.Errington, + 3 2 8 2 perience 2 t 
Wis.) z : : 8 : : : / 

: : : t f : : re 

Pheasant ¢ a3. 2.07 3 A Vs yes 2 yes : 

(H.M. Wight, Mich.) : : : q : 4 : 3 : j 

2 8 8 2 t z : 

Hungarian Partridge: 0.2. ?: 3 : 3 : no 3 no 

(R.E.Yeatter, Mich): : : : : : : 
2 2 : : : $ : : 

Pinnated Grouse :.2.0 + lane & we no 2 yes 3 no 3 no 

(F.J. Schmidt, Wis.) : : : : : : 
: 2 : $ : : : 

Sharptail Grouse : 0.5 : 2.0 ¢% yes yes ? no 3 no 3 no 

(F.J.Schmidt, Wis. ): : : : : : : 

2 2 t z : t s 

Ruffed Grouse ¢: G.2%s et US yes : ? 3 ? 3 ? 

R.T.King, Minn.) : : z t z : : 
, 2 2 : £ : : 

Cottontail e Q2t ? : yes 3: yes ?: yes : yes? 3 yes? 

t 2 s 2 2 : 3 

: : ¢ z 2 2 : 

*The daily wanderings of birds located at station. 

©The distance from which birds are likely to come in search of a winter location. Depends 

largely on whether previously fed in same placée 

/ 7 on * ¢ 
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; THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE : 

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND EXPERIMENT STATION N 

STATE COLLEGE, PA. \" ; 

DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY HUSBANDRY 
d ye 

POULTRY SHORT COURSE ¥ 
NOVEMBER 9-12, 1931 

October 10, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

In reply to your recent letter, may I say that we 
now have under way a cooperative project with The Pennsylvania 
Board of Game Commissioners on the artificial propagation of 
Ring-Necked Pheasants. Our first publication on this work ; 
‘will be forthcoming sometime during the next three months. d 

This work is being financed by the Board of Game 
. Commissioners and carried on by this department as a part 

of our regular research work. 

Very truly yours, 

E. W. Callenbach



E.Il.pbu PONT DE NEMouRS & COMPANY 0 Se 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION October 7. 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 University Avenue 
National Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Ald0s— 

Since returning from Hot Springs I 
have had the privilege of reading in part the text 
of "Game Management". 

While it is perhaps presumptuous 
for a layman to comment on this work, I would like to 
go on record as telling you that it is most interesting, 
and constantly stimulates the desire to read completely 

the references mentioned throughout the text and in the 

bibliography. The complexity of certain parts of this 

work is a challenge to study the problems more carefully. 

My only regret is that I have not the time at present, 

or access to all the references mentioned to study them 

thoroughly. It is a very remarkable piece of work. 

It was certainly nice to visit with 

you at Hot Springs and personally I got a lot out of the 

meetings and contacts made there. 

Hoping to see you when you do come 

east again and with best personal regards, I am 

Yours very truly, 

ohn H. Otterson 

JHO:RVC 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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S§erwood Plantatien, 

Thomasville, Ga., 
Sept. 20, 1931 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo; 

Your letter of the 10th only reached me today, haveing been routed to some 

distent point by mistake, I have colored in the bobwhite range in the Southeast 

where I think that the saturation
 

point is about one bird per acre over the cream 

of the range, i have a strong feeling that this saturation
 

point will hold 

up practicall
y 

all over the main range of the bird in the East, but I feel more 

sure of myself in the area shaded than in other parts of the range. 

It is very dry and hot here, was an even 100 at the Shinaeekli
e 

Station 

Saturday. Lakes and creeks are drying up. Maybe i will have a chance to learn 

something about the water requirement
s 

of wild turkeys this Fall and Winter. Onlyk 

the main creeks have any water dj them on this place now, 

Sincerely,
 

L 

Ph blot X. Steal
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FLUCTUATION IN RELATION TO RANOR BOUNDARIES 
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Sept. 19, 1931 

Mr, Stanley ?. Young | 
U. S. Biological Survey » 
Washington,D, C. 

Dear Mr. Young: 

T am preparing a book on “Principles of Game Management" 
in which I have a chapter on predator control. ‘the chapter itself 
deals mainly with the biology of game-predator relations and not at ‘ 
all with predator control techniqe. 

At the end of the chapter I want to give two bibliographies, 
one on predator food habits and the other on predator control technique. 

- Rr. MeAtee and Miss Knappen have very Icindly compiled for me an exeel- 
lent bibliography on predator food habits. ‘This, ani the chapter, if % 

you wish to refer to them, can be fount in the copy of the mamseript 
which will shortly be sent Grange and MeAtee by Stoddard. . 

I would like your help in completing the attached slceleton 
of a bibliography on control technique. I do not care to have this 
very elaborate. 

Do you have any leaflet on mountain lions equivalent to 
your leaflet on coyotes anid wolves? If so, may I have two copies? 
If not, will you kindly insert in the table the nearest approach to : 
a condensed authoritative mamal? I am also somewhat at a loss to 
know what is the best literature to cite on crow control. ‘There have 
been so many publications on this that I do not Imow which is cone 
sidered by the Biological Survey to be the most up-to-date. If there 
is no publication dealing with technique alone I think I will let it . 

ride by simply referring the reader to the previous table on food 
habits, some reference in which I know contain control directims. 

If you lmow of any other general control directions 
equivalent to MeAtee*s (1927), you might add them. I am, of course, 
open to any sugeestions you may have, especially after reating the 

chapter. : 

Since I have dealt through Dr. MeAtee in previous re- 
quests for cooperation by the Survey, I am sending him a copy of this 
letter. E 

Yours sincerely, i 

3 
aS ey
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Sherwood Plantation, SAE gant 
Thomasville, Ga., ei 
September 19, 1931 Y 

jhe 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wis. 

Deer Aldo} i) | 

I have reed over your text on “Game Management" end am sending it on this 

morning for MeAtee and Grange. I penciled a little here and there on the 

Marjins but found very little that I could criticise or add to in the parts 

dealing with species with which I am more or less familiar. 

I want to congratulate you on a most excellent piece of work; the firet 

clear exposition of the subject that has ever been attempted as far as I know. 

It should do a great deal te aid those working with geme to think straight and 

I particularly hope that ever hunter in America reads it, for you point out in 

@ singulerly understandable way that there is something more to increasing and 

maintaining game then exterminating"vermin” and closing shooting seasons. It 

should do a great deal of good, : 

I will look forward to the opportunity of discussing it further with you 

when you come down this Fall or Winter. 

Fal: 

'



Suggestions for those asked to 

griticize "Game Management" __ 

1. Detailed Criticisms, Please enter these in pencil directly on the 
text, or on the margin, but please initial all your entries. 

If you ean add material, I will be grateful. 

2. General Criticisms. In addition I would like to have any thoughts 
which occur to you on structure, balance, emphasis, attitude, style, 
additions, deletions, ete. ‘This had prebably better be expressed by 
separate letter. 

3. Usage. Your preference on the following details is desired: 

: a. Page references. In quoting Stoddard's "Bobwhite," “The 
Grouse in Health and in Disease,” and the “Game Survey," 
page mumbers are given to facilitate your checking. Shall 
these be retained in the final printing, or deleted? 

b. References. ‘The full dates are used, thus: (Maxwell, 1911). 
Would you prefer (lMaxwell '11)? 

4, Bibliography. Are any of your important papers on th 
subject matter omitted? If so, please cite: 

eel th j- - ; 
Livy Lithe-t2 © dail wth, L4 oo Gr< fpitinlaey han a alt 

th Ab Ae Lin, tre bepstaile, scala Tle hichad le Zs one tnthrbod 
. Have you any criticism of the bibliography items starred as good 

general reading for game students? 4),- 

5. Photos. ‘The present photographs are tentative, pending the publisher's 

decision as to paper and format. . 

6. Chapter XIII. Disease. ‘This is tentative, pending review by competent 
specialists. 

7. Chapter XV. Artificial Propagation, ‘This is classified, in its 
relation to wild management, in Chapters II and IV, and has been 
sketched very briefly as the first item in Chapter XV. y r 

~ g@ more ae treatment, or is this sufficient? 
J ee. J p o A 

ZC lmer.<. Ly G . £v€, Lek L242 Love] 

py tet gn Gai pith, Ciig bsg Pci g o 
iy oF x ee oe a. ae 

Hd he ; hE ed Prose Grune Cocke ee 
ye A utd “1g, ze p
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What other special techniques should be included in sisal xv? 
Nesting studies? ‘Trapping ani banding? Game maps? 
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Copies to Messrs. Olin A 
Yeatter 

Sept. 15, 1931 : 

Major L. W. T. Waller, Jr. 
Director of Conservatim : 

EB. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Littletont 

I am sending you under separate cover the rough draft of 
"Game Management” for as mach eritical reafing as you are able to give 
it. I have already sent you a set of megestions about initialing 

entries, ete. 

Since the Institute has staked me to a considerable amount of 
time on this volume, I would appreciate your sending to Mr. Olin when 

you have completed your reading, an appraisal of its possible value to 
the development of came management. 

Possibly you might skim over it in time to discuss it with me | 
at Hot Springs. 

When you are through with it, kindly forward it to R. E. Yeatter, 

School of Forestry & Conservation, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 
whom I am asicing to cirenlate it to Wight, ani Doyle, for criticiem. I } 
om omitting Lovejoy becouse he is sick and I do not want to bother him ; 

at this time. I am sending Yeatter a coy of this letter for his infor : 

mation. : 

After the Michigan game men have gone over this copy, it will q 
be forwarded to Dr. Phillips, if he is willing to look it over. 

Yours sincerely, J 

ALDO LEOPOLD 4 
In Charge, Game Survey 2 

a



GAME SURVEY © 

CONDUCTED FOR THE 
SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

404 UNIVERSITY AVE. NAT'L BANK BLDG, 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

Sept. 10,1931 

Mr. J. Stokley Ligon 
: Ligon Game Farm 

Carlsbad, New Mexico 

Dear Stokley: 

Will you give me a lift in correcting the upper section of 

the inclosed map? ; 

The original boundary of bobwhite as shown on the map in New 
Mexico and Texas is the best I can make out from Mrs. Bailey's book. 

Can you suggest any corrections in this original boundary? If so, 
please enter them. SACRE yer 

Will you also please enter the present western boundary of bob- 
white in so far as you know it? Se 

Have you ever known of any sudden periods of abnormal abundance 
on the edge of the bobwhite range in territory where they are normally 
absent or scarce? If so, will you please mark the locations and the 
duration of the periods of abundance? 

The preliminary draft of "Game Management" is ‘now in the hands 

of the publishers, and this is a chart I am adding at the last moment. 

How are you getting along? Drop me a line once in a while. 

With kindest regards to yourself and Mrs. Ligon, 

‘ 

Yours sincerely, 

arao liepotl 
Incl. ae. \ : 

/ G4 Ley )
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Sherwood Plantation, 

Thomasville, Ga., 

September 4, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo; 

I have your letter of the lst, and also the manuscript # 3 of your ; 

book “Game Management", I have just given it a hasty preliminary skimming 

through and have barely settled dow to give it a careful reading. I will 

peneil dow anything that occurs to me for your attention, whether it amounts 

+o anything or not. So if you get quite a few notes you may gether that T am 

more dumb then helpful. 

Judging from my hasty first looking over it will be one of the most thought 

provoking books ever put before sportsmen and game conservationists, or 

game managers. I should bring home to everyone the amount of hard work to 

be done before we gain a clear picture of our game species and how to manipulate 

game envoronments. Most folks are like our good friend Jack Minor who think 

Neture is an open book, Maybe it is but no one seems to make very fast progress 

in reading it as I cen see. 

As to the turkey hunt. Our season opens here November 15th and I will be 

less rushed during the first part of the season than the last ( it eloses now 

on February 15th), so if it fits in with your plans all right it would be best 

to come in late November or Vecember. 

Wild hogs are making such serious inroads in my chufas that I have been 

compelled to buy fencing to protect them. How would you like to shoot a 

razor-back or two on your tripfI have hunted them the past two days without 

success. A real wild boar is harder to kill than a deer unless dogs are used, and 

it is hard enough even with good hog dogs. 

% looks now as if our turkey crop should be good but the quail crop is 

still doubtful, The hatching has been very bad due to drought and ants, but the 

rearing conditions are splendid, I wonder if the latter will make up for the 

former? We have very little difficulty is sizing up our turkey crop as a rule, 

but one really cannot tell much about quail in this country untilX the season 

is half over, due to the way they range in swamps and for other reasons. 

Oceasionally I can hit the target fairly well, then again am as rotton as 

the rottonest. I am afraid that the turkeys will have to be pretty patient if 

I am to get one with the arrows.
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, University or MINNESOTA 

Z Tue Mepicat Scuoou 

Mrynearoris 

DEPARTMENT OF F 

BACTERIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 

Sept. 4, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Survey 
yOu University Ave. Nat'l Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin ! 

My dear Aldo: 

I have just received your letter of August 31 and the manuscript 

on "Game Management". I previously received your letter of August 12 

and answered it only by sending tick collecting outfits to Franklin J. 

Schmidt at Stanley, Clark County, Wisconsin, 

I cannot as yet give you my final judgment on the chapter on dis- 

ease which you have written, except that I might state that, as a chapter, 

it is better than anything I could write and it has increased my already 

great admiration for your powers. I am reading the mamscript from the 

beginning and hope to have a better insight as to wat a chapter on disease 

should be when I reach it. As yet I have no idea as to whether or not 

I should present the disease work under my own names From what I have 

seen of the book thus far, I should be most happy and proud to do so. I 

have a feeling, however, that the book is so mich your own that it should 

not be desecrated by chapters from others. 

I believe that King has written to you to some extent and you have 

also heard from Errington concerning the developments here. I am trying 

my best to help develop something really constructive. As you know, this 

new development is a result of your own suggestions. It may be that you 

will have to make a visit or two to Minneapolis to help the thing along 

and I trust you will be able to take the time to do so. As King, Aldous 

and I are outlining the project, it is a tremendous development. 

I trust I shall see you again soon. I anticipate most pleasantly 

your next visit. 

Very sincerely yours, 

R G. Green 

rggir 

9



Sept. 8 1931 

Dr. Re Ge Groen 
Medical School 

Veumpsiio: Kewarsta. 
Dear Robert: 

Tt was good to have a word from you ané to have your pre- 

liminary encouraging statement about the book. 

T too am looking forward to secing you again. T have to 

make several short trips to mectings in the next two weeks, and 

after that I may be engaged for a long time in a more intensive 

game survey of Iowa. 

I have heard infirectly about the developments you and 
King are planning. If any occasion arises where I can give then (ey 
a shove, by all means call on me. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
s In Charge, Game Survey



ee My, Clea ten 
d 

Madteony Wisconsin 
September 2, 1931 

fo those who have consented to 
critize "Game Management" 

Gentlement 

Sinee writing you last about this mamseript, 

several things have happened to make it impracticable to route 

copies to fixed groups with s fixed time-limit. Instead, I shall 

try to write or wire you individually, at such tine as I can cet 

a copy to you, to see if you are able to do any reading at that 

particular time, ani if so I will indicate the parts I an especially 

anxious to have you serutinize. If you can cover more, so mmch the 

vetter. 

A page of special suggestions to critics is 

enclosed for your use when the M35. reaches you. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Tn Charge, Gane Survey
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Suggestions for those asked to 

griticize “Game Management” 

il. detelied Cri tich sate Please enter these in pencil directly on the 
+ oF on the margin, but please initial all your entries. 

If you can add material, I will be grateful. 

2. Genergl Critiei ang. In addition I would like to have any thoughts 

which occur to you on structure, balance, omhasis, attitude, style, 

additions, deletions, ete. ‘This had probably better be expressed 

by separate letter. 

3. Ueoge- Your preference on the following details is desired: 

a Face references: Tae,” Stoddard's "Bobwhite’, “The Grouse 

in th Pisease,” ani the "Geme Survey," page mubers 

are given to facilitate your checicing. Ghali. these be retained 

in the final printing, or deleted? 

eens TCT CCN 

eect CTCL CTE 

Oe eet The full dates are used, - thas "(Maxwell, 1911). 

d you prefer “(Maxwell "22)"7 ens 

LCL LO LL LLL LTCC EL AL DOL NAO 

4, Bibliography. Are any of your important papers bearing on this 
abject matter omitted? If so, please cite? 

eC CNN COC LC Cll LLL ON AAA LL LLL LT, 

_m__eeveneensanceenemasanssamaaaaisaiaaaatantatt ttt TTT tC CCC CCC 

Have you eny eriticien of the bibliography items “starred” as good : 

general reading for game students? 

5. Photos. ‘the present photographs are tentative, pending the publisher's 

decision as to paper and format. 

6. Santer WL. “Disease, * is tentative, pending review by competent 

ste. 

; 7. Ghapter XL. getisielal—-repacatin This is classified, in its 

on to management, Chapters II ami IV, and has been 

sketched very briefly as the first ites in Chapter XV. De you fevor 

a more couprehenctve treatment, or is this aufficient? 

<< eeennacnANNLLEL LC CL NCC CC LL LLL ALLA ALA, 

eeceeeeseieneusesnannsatnaataeanasamatiasantuaeteeateanantaettanettttinecerntttttte



le 

What other special techniques should be included in Chapter XV? 
Nesting stadies? Trapping an‘ ban?ing? Game maps?
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ere, 

905 University Aveme 
Madison, Wisconsin 

September 2, 1931 

To those who have consented to 
criticize "Game Management" 

Gentlemen: 

Since writing you last about this mamscript, 

severel things have happened to make it impracticable to route 

copies to fixed groups with a fixed time-limit. Instead, I shall 

try to write or wire you individually, at such time as I can get 

@ copy to you, to see if you are able to do any reading at that 

particular time, and if so I will indicate the parts I am especially 

anxious to have you scrutinize. If you can cover, more, so much 

the better. 

A page of special suggestions to critics is 

enclosed for your use when the MSS. reaches you. 

Yours sincerely, 

ae < 
Copiioe % : St tdacd. 

Met ALDO LEOPOLD 
, In Charge, Game Survey 
i Lean {7 

rah ke) 

Oe eer 

i okays ; 

Weg 
{ /] 

i” 

Antu 

bcd, 
Beeb



Suggestions for those asked to 
criticize "Game Management" 

1. Detailed Criticisms. Please enter these in pencil directly on the 

text, or on the margin, but please initial all your entries. 

If you can add material, I will be grateful. 

2. General Criticisms. In addition I would like to have any thoughts 
which occur to you on structure, balance, emphasis, attitude, style, 

additions, deletions, etc. This had probably better be expressed by 

separate letter. 

3. Usage. Your preference on the following details is desired: 

a. Page referencese In quoting Stoddard's "Bobwhite," “The 
Grouse in Health and in Disease," and the "Game Survey," 
page numbers are given to facilitate your checking. Shall 
these be retained in the final printing, or deleted? 

b. References. The full dates are used, thus: (Maxwell, 1911). 
Would you prefer (Maxwell '11)? 

4, Bibliography. Are any of your important papers bearing on this 
subject matter omitted? If so, please cite: 

5. Have you any criticism of the bibliography items starred as good 
general reading for game students? 

5. Photos. The present photographs are tentative, pending the publisher's 

decision as to paper and format. 

6. Chapter XIII. Disease. ‘This is tentative, pending review by competent 
specialists. 

7. Chapter XV. Artificial Propagation. This is classified, in its 
relation to wild management, in Chapters II and IV, and has been 
sketched very briefly as the first item in Chapter XV. Do you favor 
a more comprehensive treatment, or is this sufficient?



=< Bea 

What other special techniques should be included in Chapter XV? 

Nesting studies? Trapping and banding? Game maps?



Taek 

Sept. 2, 1931 

Dr. W. Le MeAtee . 
U. S. Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. MeAteet 

A rovgh draft of "Game Management" will reach you shortly via 
Stoddard. 

Since mailing it, it has occurred to me that Chapter XI on 
"Control of Food and Water" lacks any reference to aquatic food control. 
I know, of course, that you are the authority on this subject, but my 
own library is deficient on reference material, and if I may do so 
without exhausting your patience, I would like to call on you again to 
compile a bibliography. ‘The proposed insert for page 30, Chapter XI, 
is attached, but the bibliography carries only a single item, namely 
your “Propagation of Wild Duck Foods" (1917). Would you kindly afd such 
items as you consider valuable? 

I take 1t that this will involve the question of whether the 
semi-commercial publications by Terrill, Hamilton, and other dealers, 
are entitled to inclusion in a work of this kind. I will be pleased 
to accept your appraisal of this questim. 

In order to complete the bibliography, I would like the full 
citation for each publication listed in the table, as was done in the 
other tables which you and Miss Kmappen have compiled. ~ 

I would appreciate receiving copies for my library of any of 
the Biological Survey publications on this subject which are available. 
I onee had these, but somehow or other in the course of the years they 
got away from me. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
; In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl.



Text 

Sept. 2, 1932 

Mr. W. B. Grange d 

U. S- Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Wallace: 

I have sent the MSS. to Herbert with the request 
that he forward it to you and Dr. MeAtee. 

I particularly Gesire your slant on Chapter XY, 
which is a kind of basket to hold additional subject matter suge 
gested by the oritics. 

r Should the treatment of artificial propagation 
be more thorough? If so, will you write the chapter over your 
own signature, just as Green is writing the disease chapter? Do 
you want to add a section bringing together the subject of farm 
practice? I assume your bulletin will be out as soon as this is. 

Yours as ever,



Sept. 1, 1931 

Mr. Herbert 1. Stoddard 
The Hall, Route 1 
fallahassee, Florida 

Dear Herbert: 

Copy No. 3 of the MSS. “Game Management" is going to you 
unier separate cover, to be forwarded at your convenience to Dr. 
MeAtee and Wallace, 

Now that the thing is “done”, I'm not nearly so sure about ite 
vahe as I was at the half-way point. Well--the lest it ean be is 
something useful for somebody to step on in writing a better one. 

I hope you will light on it hard. You are always so polite ani 
considerate in your criticioms that I sometimes wonler if I have the 
reputation of being thin-slcinned. 

I am in doubt about Chapter XV. What else should it include? 
Should the artificial propagation section be more detailed? I am 
leaving it open as a sort of basket to catch eleventh hour additions. 

It oceurs to me that getting your final 0.K. later on will be 
an excellent occasion for a turkey hunt. By the way, I Imew your 
winters are busy--vhat is your most convenient time for said hunt? 

Yours as ever, 

Copies to: Dr. MeAtee 
Mr. Grange



Copy to Mr. King j 

dage 31, 1931 

Dr. Re Ge Green ; 
Millard Hall 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Robert: 

Here at last is the MSS. of "Game Management." TI have delayed 
writing you about the disease chapter until I could give you the rest 
of the volume for background. 

I would like you to “write your owmm ticket" as to the chapter 
on disease. I left the old one in simply to indicate the lines I had 
been thinking about. Please have no hesitation about serapping it. 
The length can be greater if you need it. 

Enelosed with the MSS. is an incomplete table on biological 
distribution of typical game diseases. Will you want such a thing 
for your chapter? I have not tried te complete it, not knowing whether 
it would fit in with your scheme of things. 

I can run up shen you need me. 

Could you and King use this copy between you? I'd like for 
him to eriticise the whole thing, so when there are periods of a week 
er so during which you will not need the MSS., will you shoot it to 
him? He may also want it as reference material for his field zoology 
course. You and he can keep this MSS., save for letting me borrow it 
later on to extract King's criticiams, and yours if you have any. 

I am sending King a copy of this letter. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



- Auge 11, 1931 

Dre E. Ce O'Roke 
University of Michigan 

- Biological Station 
Cheboygan, Michigan 

Dear Dr. 0*Rolce: 

I should have sooner ackmowledsed your letter of July 15 
and the mggestions for improving the disease chapter. 

I am much obliged to your for going over this so carefully \ 
and I have of course adopted practically all of your points. | 

I will now leave the matter until I have a chance to see . 
you on my next stop in Ann Arbor. K 

With best regards, and thanlcing you for your help, 

Yours sincerely, X 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

AL/ wh 

\ 
) 

\ 
, } F
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
BIOLOGICAL STATION te . 

CHEBOYGAN, MICHIGAN 
July 15, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold x wk 

Director Game Survey ae 

Madison, Wisc. pull. 5 Youn 

Dear Mr. Leopold: , 

I have been thinking over the subject matter which you 

sent me as a basis for your "Disease Chapter" and am ready to ex- 

press myself on it. st) Sn us 

Your ideas as to framework seem to me to be basically 

sound and I would advise you to proceed along these lines. 

Tne book. which I mentioned especially was "Diseases. of. 

Wild Animals in Captivity" by Fox,Herbert Fox, I. think . Another. 

is "Animal D iseases Transmissible to Man". by Hull. If you handle : 

the German readily or can get good translation service, a big thick... 

German book "Wildkrankheiten (or Wildenkrankheiten) by Olt und Strasse 

seems to be good for diseases and unfavorable wonditions of big game 

mammals. 

; I'd like to reserve judgment as to the table. I'm afraid it 

can't be done in one table. Maybe one of us will get a bright idea on 

it soon. 

Really, Leopold it is kind of you to do me the honor of : 

suggesting that I write the chapter unier my own name, I just. havn't 

the time to do it like I would wish to and I would want more space .. 

than you could spare. You will have a better book to continue with it 

as you have planned, ; 

I would suggest that you summit any material relative to



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
BIOLOGICAL STATION 

CHEBOYGAN, MICHIGAN 

"Alkali Disease or duck sickness of western America to Dr. K.F. 

Meyer Director of Hooper F oundation for Medical Research, San 

Francisco, Calif. He is one of the most able men in the world. 4 

and knows the literature and the problems involved in the study of 

duck maladies. svete 

This is about all that I think of now in connection 

with answering your letter. On separate sheets I have included 

suggestions as to additions and changes in the manuseript.. These 

together with the manuscript and table are being returned to you 

with this letter. ; aed 

I, of course shall be glad to see you on your trip. enn 

It would be pretty hard to plan to catch. me here at the Station 

because I expect to be in the field considerable. 

Sincerely yours, eet On ahe0 

E.C. 0'Roke ee 

Ass't Prof, of Forest Zoology.



| 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

BIOLOGICAL STATION 

CHEBOYGAN, MICHIGAN 

Re Manuscript Game Diseases Leopold. 

Suggestion for chapter title: : 

Game Managment and Disease bad eo 
Role of Disease in Game Managment 
Need for Disease Control e | 

i Page 2, line 30 Kalmback's work came out in Science about Christmas 
last year 1930-'31 also an article by the bacteriologists who did the | 
bacteriology work in Washington. Reacts 

Page 2, line 21 "This malady" K.F. Meyer believes more than. one malady 
may be involved. ae TERT Ue a 
Page 2, line 25. I would elaborate on Murie's work with elk as. a. manag- 

4) ment problem involving economic use overlap, cattle, restriction of 
,  vange foxtail? in introduced hay. The stomitis found entrance through 

lesions due to other causes. ore 

1a 3, line 1 Coccidiosis in game birds Maa i 
Page 3, line 6 I would protect myself by a qualifying statement ie. 

x not assumed that all inclusive, as studies progress will need to be 
ree revised and added to: = : ea 

Page 6, The unusual always attracts attention. I found a pheasant at 
Michigan State Game Farm dead from a large whole chestnut lodged at 

base 66 crop having cut through at the corners. of the nut and. produced, 
hemorrhage and suffocation. ; : 
Page 6, line 13 Meyer would take exception to referring to Botulism as g | 

rh dintd due to one only causal organism, ie. there being many types of 
botulism, differéng in host sueceptibility. i 
Page 6. line 15 A suggestion as to handling this would be to make a’ 

definite statement as to cattle and sheep injuries and call attention 
to possibilities of similar deer injuries. SOU) Eat tap 
Page 6, line 18 I would go a little slow on Blackhead and Heterakis. 
My own idea as to the relationship is that worm injuriés to the epitheli 
allow easigrentrance of the blackhead organism (Did you know that I 
have recently found blackhead in a hun dead of the disease at Mich. State 
Game Farm?) 
Page 8 Texas Fever caused by Babesia bigemina a protozoon and transmitte 
by the tick Margaropus annulatus is transmitted through the egg of the 
tick 
Page 11, "Squealers" For my information is the term used elsewhere than 
in discussing grouse moors? Would not an explanatory comment be useful? 
Page 15, YiAg/Z Paragraph 2 While my publication does not show it I 
have good evidence that Haemoproteus losses were heaviest in females fol- 
lowing the nesting season. I attribute it to the"Straw that broke the 
camel's back situation" ie a weakening inflance thatan exhausted bird 
cannot overcome, 

| 

|



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
BIOLOGICAL STATION ; 

CHEBOYGAN, MICHIGAN 

Re Manuscript G,me Diseases Leopold 2 

Somewhere in your chapter I would comment on the wealth of 
Lit bt hte e/ 

Managment progress of farm livestock and poultry due to a study of and 

conquest of disease. I would mention The USDA Bureaus » the ABTI¢é. Hxp 
Stations, etc. Some well chosen illustrations wéuld be pertinent. 

Now have I overlooked anything, yes on page 2 paragraph two, 
You could ndcely suggest some disease problems that need to be solved. 
You would have a good chance here to introduce a word of warning re- 
garding the unrestricted movement of all kinds of game stock without 
privious study as to what may happen. ie. an animal or bird healthy 
in itself may when introduced into a new situation pick up something 
extremely dangerous. I have seen this in quail. I suspect it in other 
situations. 

The typography of this material is abominal. I am my own 
stenographer up here at the Station. 

; #.C.0.



i UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY 

BERKELEY 

ah 
me gh 
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July 29, 1931 

Mr. Aldo 4eopold, 
404 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

“ I am enclosing a copy of the Williamston map, which I shall 
be glad to have you use if it seems satisfactory. I think it is shaded in 
about as much detail as is desirable considering the amount of reduction 
that will be necessary. Unfortunately, I have none of the complete legends 

a here, but I believe you have one. If not no doubt you can get one at once 
A from Doyle, or I ean send you one when I get back to Ann Arbor, about 
Q October ist. 

\ It is rather difficult to tell about costs >» a8 this wrk was 
\ i 5 done at a vary unfortunate time of year, and under conditions of pressure : SS and distance that at least doubled the cost to Mr. Harper. At the same time 

we have never done a complete job of this kind when wages or salaries were 
‘ paid. All in connection with the University or Conservation Department. 

Xx However, I think that under favorable conditions, and country no more 
varied ondifficult than this, the whole job with completed map should not 7S run overt ap per acre. On a big job it might be done cheaper. This partteular 
job ran about twicw that amount, but expenses were high, weather bad, and days 

r short. In a country of very irregular fields, especially outside the land office NX surveys, the difficulties would be greater. On the other hand many areas would | WR be mapped with greatep speed, for this lj chigan country is fairly diversified. 

Y in No really definite system of sectioning was used in the mapping. 
I did the bulk of the work myself, and my two assistants have had a good deal 

‘ of experience in this sort of thing. I work with a small plane table, and in 
Kw some cases, where a more or less definite ridge may be followed, I can aut in YN the fields for a distance of half a mile. In other cases lines need to be run 
2 : at less than quarter mile intervals, and frequently more time is spent on side f 

trips to get details than in the line itself. I expect that on this job the | > lines would average about 4 mile apart, over the whole area. In spring and 
X summer it is much easier to recognize crops at a distance than in November and 

me Yecember. Then too there are sarious degrees of accuracy and refinement which 
make differences in the field costs. This map, for instance, is much more 

is detailed, and more nearly accurate than others we have made. Even at that, varias 
S errors have cropped up, and it may prove worth while in some instances to take 
i mpre time and care. 

: I hope that I shall see you some time this fall. As you know, by 
hook and crook we finally prevailed on Lovejoy to stay in Michigan. I feel that 
is one good deed accomplished, and with the new organization affairs should 

= show some progress with us. 
| ee Sincerely, K C- Mm 4 mM al
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

FH-Z July 28, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave. National Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

‘ In reply to your letter of June 26, I may say 

that Miss Phoebe Knappen of this Division has gone 

over your table on predator food habits, comment on 

which is inclosed, and is now working on the other 

set which will be forwarded later. 

Sincerely yours, 

W. L. MeAtee 
In Charge 

Incl. C-37547. Food Habits Research.



Ang. 13, 1931 

Dr. W. Le MeAteo 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. MeAtee: 

I have not acknowledged sooner the excellent predator 
bibliography which you sent me on July 28. ‘The reason for the ; 
delay is my absence from the office. 

I very much appreciate the care which you and Mies 
Knappen have expended on my request, and I hope the result will 
prove useful to you as well as to myself. Your ready and 
thorough cooperation in such matters is certainly an enormous 
help to anyone undertaking a project like my management book. 
I hope that its ultimate value will justify your pains. 

: I await with interest the other bibliography on game 

food habits. 

With kindest regards, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

AL/vh



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY ae 
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, gl 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

July 27, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

404 University Ave., Nat. Bank Bldg. 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: ; 

It will be impossible, apparently, for me to read your manuscript 

much before October 1. Shortly after August 15 I shall be at the Ephraim 

Utah range conferencé, and following that have a rather strenuous official 

and personal trip to Seattle and the Padific Coast. Can't you come out 

to the Range Conference, Ephraim, Utah, August 17-20? It will apparently 

be a wild life conference as well as a vegetation methods conference. 

We should greatly like to have you present to discuss "Wild Life and Range 

Problems" or some subject related thereto. The program is a bit crowded 

but we would be glad to give you fifteen minutes, and I know you can say 

: more in fifteen minutes than most people can in a couple of hours. Murie, 

aah, Locke and others will be present. The conference bids fair to be very w 

well attended by field men who are actually on the job. If you could get 

out there we could perhaps discuss some of the points in your manuscript. 

Sincerely yours, 

Wad P TV a ae 
Senior Eiologist, Ch. of 

Wild Life Committee for the 

Ephraim conference.
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JOURNAL OF MAMMALOGY MONOGRAPHS 

AN ILLUSTRATED QUARTERLY COMPREHEN: E 

DEVOTED TO THE STUDY AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MAMMALOGISTS aed baa see 
Ax ghaenie Edward A. Preble 

WARTEEORDRCIKOKSON, Evitor eats ee 
THE OFFICIAL SERIAL OF care or U. S. BIOLOGICAL SURVEY OCCASIONAL VOLUMES 

THE SOCIETY WASHINGTON, D. C, SPONSORED BY THE SOCIETY 

Tob 

July 24, 19351 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., Nat'l Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear*Mr. Leopold:- 

In the absence of Mr.Preble, I have been requested to reply 

to your letter of July 6, in which you request a photograph of the Plimsoll line 

occurring in John Burnham's article entitled "The Blimsoll Line in White Cedars." 

This article was published in February,1928, when Dr. Jackson was the editor 

of the Journal, and he reports that the negatives are notin his possession, and 

that they were in all probability returned to Mr. Burnham. I am sorry that we 

can not give you any help in this matter, 

Very truly yours, 

Remingt ellogg 

se we
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E.Il.pbu Pont pE NEMOURS & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

July 20, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave. Natl. Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wise 

My dear Aldo: 

I am in receivt of a letter from Dr. Phillivs 
in which he states, "I see that you and I have got to look 
over some review of Leopold's ‘Principles of Game Management’. 
I shall be glad to do this. I will be away from August lst 
to 15th." 

In view of the fact that my plans will take me 
away from August 15th probably through the International Game 
and Fish Commissioners! Meeting at Little Rock, September 25, 
I think it would be advisable to send me the manuscript so that 
I can be going over it during that veriod when Dr. Phillips will 
be away. 

I am sending a copy of this to Dr. Phillips. 

Most sincerely yours, S. 
eae okt 

HAO 1 LO e209 

L.W. T. Waller, Jr. 
Director of Conservation. 

LWITW/c 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

s y July 16, 1931. 

a 2 
> 2D) 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, i 
In Charge, Game Survey, Le 

404 University Avenue National Bank Building, e. 
Madison, Wisconsin. ar 

: Dear Sir: “a 
OF Yow 

Your letter of July 13 is received. o 

The project in this Bureau on Disease Investigations under 

the direction of Dr. J. E. Shillinger has begun investigations on 

diseases of upland game birds with special reference to quail at 

Richmond, Virginia. This has been made possible by a private do- 

nation supplementing the Bureau's funds. During the laying, hatch- 

ing and brooding seasons two full-time employees are ‘engaged in this 

work. These men are veterinarians especially trained in research 

on infectious diseases. : 

Very truly yours, 

Ww Cc Werder 

Actin g Chief.



SOMAUESIONERS Me sles So anR UR Ted OFFICER 

WM. H. LOUTIT STATE OF MICHIGAN GENEVIEVE McCANN 
GRAND HAVEN, CHAIRMAN CHIEF CLERK 

HAROLD TITUS CRED P. J. HOFFMASTER 
TRAVERSE CITY * Pane MARCURIECHAAr 

PHILIP SCHUMACHER ) a : a A. anit 

coe a AIPA * GEoLoaist 

ee ARPERING Se. Sey Sop H. R. SAYRE 

PHILIP K, FLETCHER See * LANDS = 

HARRY H. WHITELEY eae e Rese 
DOWAGIAC 

se ay DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION Y Vane 
IRON MOUNTAIN L. R. SCHOENMANN 

LANSING LAND ECONOMIC SURVEY 

econ EDWARD A. HYER 
EDUCATION 

RAY UE SOnrON GEORGE R. HOGARTH, DirEcToR 

July 15, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

905 University Avenue, : 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: : 

Your circular letter of July 9 is here. 

It doesn't look practicable to me to have Wight, 
Yeatter, Doyle, and me check over and comment on your 
"Game Management" manuscript so as to get the comment 
back to you four weeks after the first of us receives 
it, but I should very much like to see the copy and will 
at least try to get it through my hands promptly - even 
though my reading and contmenting is sketchy or less. 
You will understand, of course, that this is the very 

peak of the year for most of us and that absences in the 
field are quite certain to involve delays which can't be 
avoided. 

Aastin Cary has just asked for comment on his revised 

Manual. Foran has just asked for comment on his new 

bulletin. Affairs in this office and Department were never 
more crowding but there is only one prospective text on 
game management so count me in, and much obliged for the 
chance. 

Yours very truly, 

P. aloo 

Game Division 
PSL: CH



DEPARTMENT OF MINES “4 

oh 
CANEDA 

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF CANADA 
Ottawa, Canada 

July 14 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold;- 

Of course you are welcome to use "The Law and 

the Prophets" in any way desizable . I think it was published 

in the Dupont Game News. Have never seen this publication and 

do not know the number or even the year. If exact citation is 

necessary you could probably get it from the Dupont Co. 

Sincerely,- weet 

gs YY ene gue. 
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THE LAW AND THE PROPHETS 

by 
. P. A. TAVERNER. 

The law is human, but the Prophets 

are the mouth-piece of Divinity. The law attempts to apply 

the preat fundamental principles of duty to the varying and 

changing details of life. Sometimes it does it well, some- 

times poorly, sometimes it even creates greater wrongs than 

those it seeks to rectify. At the pest it is open to critic- 

ism, and each one of us retains mental reservations as to 

how far he is to observe it. What man makes, he can unmake, 

what one man decides, another man can question; but the 

great underlying principles of right and wrong are funda- 

mental in the nature of things, and whether spoken through 

an inspired prophet by a deity, or by the deep silent voice 

of nature, they cannot be questioned or evaded, whatever the 

consequences. 

In the early days of our race, when 

( the organization of society was weak and before formal law be- 

, gan, man observed that certain acts brought their inevitable 

consequences. Hunting at seasons when fish were running, or © 

fishing when crops were ripening was followed by hungry times. 

Other similar facts were noted. Primitive minds are not al-~ 

ways clear as to exact cause and effect, nor accurate as to 

the chain of circumstances between them, but they soon notice 

that those who observe certain rules are fortunate, while i 

those who disregard them or follow other rules are unfortunate. 

They may know nothing of economy or efficiency, and obtain 

their rules of procedure empirically. Their explanations may 

be fantastic, but the outline of their facts is often grimly 

true. Thus and so brings good luck, and makes the governing 

spirits smile, Otherwise is followed by misfortune when the 

guardian spirits withdraw their favor. Thus grew up a system 

of customs, taboo, and ritual to placate the evil spirits and 

to propitiate the good. 

The majority of mankind, then, now, 

and always, is thoughtless, and lives for the day, but in all 

communities, even the smallest, are leaders, usually the elders, 

whom years have removed from youthful impulsiveness, and given 

greater wisdom and balance of judgment. These see farther a- 

head than the passing moment, and endeavour for their own, and 

the general good to guide the tribe by the light of experience. 

( :



( (2) 

These eagerly seized upon the balf-framed beliefs and super- 

stitions, developed them, and formed them into a system of 

control. Thus began the supremacy of mind over sinew, and 

the early priesthood was born. 

Much of the ritual thus developed referred to that 

vital necessity of primitive life,- game. It declared when 

certain kinds should be followed, how, by whom, and what use 

should be made of it; what weapons should be used, and what 

methods should be pursued. ‘Much of the detail of these ra- 

ther arbitrary rules was undoubtedly extraneous mysticism, 

and served no direct purpose other than to mystify the people, 

to encourage the hunter, or to advance or strengthen the power 

of the divining caste. Many mistakes were undoubtedly made, 

many wrongs committed, and bloody scenes enacted in the rites, 

but on the whole it was a system of cut and try, in which vi- 

tal mistakes were eliminated, and beneficial methods perpetu- 

ated. The test was the general welfare of the community. 

The priest or guide that led to ultimate disaster was dis- 

credited, while those who counselled more luckily or wisely 

had their influence increased. Unconsciously probably, but 

inevitably, a system of game management grew up that trained 

the hunter, supplied the neéds of the people, and conserved 

} the resources. When it did not do these things, the com- 

munity did not long survive. 

The system was founded upon necessity. Leadership 

was necessary, but no leacership can really lead unless it 

has the power to enforce its mandates. Wisdom has not al- 

ways the physical strength to do this in primitive communities, 

but when it speaks as a prophet, as the mouth of a deitv, its 

word cannot be gainsaid, and it must be obeyed. Such control 

has this great advantage. Human laws can be evaded, if not 

most cunningly worded, and disobeyed with impunity if not er- 

ficiently enforced; but there is no evading tre laws of di- 

vine origin, and they are disobeyed only to the certain peril 

f of the culprit. A broken taboo automatically brings its own 

punishment whether the deed be known or unknown, deliberate or 

tinadvertant. This is the secret of rule in primitive unor- 

ganized society where officers of law enforcement are lacking.



(3) 

Though to-day we have got far away fron the super- 

natural basis, a similar system follows us still, and, in the 

name of religion and a system of ethics, rules many of our ac- 

tions. Beyond formal law we still have our taboos. It is not 

law that is most potent in keeping priests true to their con- 

fessional, doctors to their Hypocratic oath, or sportsmen to 

the rules of the game, but the great pressure of public 

opinion supolemented by the inner ideals of worthiness that 

tradition has induced. With the hunter, particularly, has the 

control of law broken down. Game regulations may be, and are, 

many times broken with impunity. The spirit of sportsmanship 

cannot be defined by law, or enforced. Until its rules’ ob~ 

tain the force of taboos enforced by general public opinion, 

end our ow consciences, we cannot hope that it will attain 

the force necessary to the continuance of our game.



Copy to: 
ra Dr. John ©. Phillips, Pres. 

ESTABLISHED 1802 Mass.Fish & Game Asso., 
4 . 

E.I.pu PONT be NEMours & COMPANY Boston) llasee ate 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION July is; 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, ee: 
404 Univ. Ave. Natl. Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Aldo: 

Your letter of July 9th concerning review 
of the manuscript "The Principles of Game Management" - 

It will be thoroughly satisfactory for me 
to review one set of this with Dr. Phillips, and i will 
be very glad to do so at such time as it will be con- 
venient for Dre Phillips. 

I expect to be away from my office rather 
continuously from August 15th to September 10th and 
again to attend the International Game and Fish Com- 
missioners meeting at Hot Springs, Arkansas, Septe 
21-256 

Most sincerely yours, 

- W. 3. Waller, Jre 
Director of Conservation. 

LWTW/c 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ce 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

July 13, 1931 ‘ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

When the manuscript comes through, I shall be glad to look it over. 

The exigencies of field work will inevitably be a handicap on this kind of 

activity at this time of year, but I shall be glad to do as well as I can 

if you think it worth while. : # 

Sincerely yours, 

Usalia . Va ere 

Senior Biologist.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. > 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

Fu-Z July 13, 1931. 

Game birds 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In reply to your letter of July 9, I may say that 

I wi}l do the best I can about reading your mamuscript on 

The Principles of Game Management". Grange should be 

back in Washington so that he can go over the manuscript 

at the same time. We could then send it on to Stoddard 

and no doubt have it returned to you before the end of 

August. 

Sincerely, 

W. L. McAtee 

In Charge 

Food Habits Research.



Sherwood Plantation, 
Thomasville, Ga., 

July 11, 1932 

Mir. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo; 

Your letter of the 9th, in regard to reading the manuscript of } 

"The Principles of Game Management” received, I expect to be here, as far as 

I know now, during the month of August, and will be delighted to assist in 

any possible way. If the manuscript reaches me in time, I will be glad to 

read.a¢, but as my time is pretty well taken up would ask that I be 

permitted to keep it not less than one week, 

I am very glad to hear that this manuscript is nearly completed and it 

will fill a real need, both for those that are trying to teach ©} as well as 

those who are trying to practiwe game management. 

Sincerely yours, 

Llobet d Velbnd 
Herbert L.Stoddard.



H. F, HARPER, Pres. FRED K. GEORGE, !sT VicE-PRES. ck. ee ee R. J. eae Secy. EARL C. oor Executive Sec'y 

MICHIGAN DIVISION Miu 

: we Faaak Walton League of America oh 
DEFENDER OF WOODS, WATERS AND WILD LIFE 

P. ©. BOX 531 PHONE 21321 

LANSING, MICHIGAN 

July 10, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your circular letter of July 9th concerning review of 
the manuscript for your book, "The Principles of Game Manage- 
ment", 

In reply to your question whether I am willing to go through 
it from end to end and offer criticisms, must reply that I 
would be delighted to do so, and will endeavor to handle the 
matter promptly. 

I notice that you have grouped Wight, Yeattor, Lovejoy and me 
to handle one set of carbons between us. May I offer the sug- 
gestion that you send the copy first to me, and let me rotate 
it among the other three? I have two reasons for making this 
suggestion. One is that I am the one person within the group 
who is especially interested in correlating the activities of 
these various persons, and agencies they represent,in the pro- 
motion of actual management in this state, it being more pro- 
perly my business than that of the others. Secondly, both 
Lovejoy and Wight are loaded down so heavily that Yeattor and 
I are not likely to see the copy by August lst. Also, I think 
t can get Lovejoy and Wight to act the more promptly on the mat- 
ter if I am fully apprised of the contents and the propositions 
which you outline. 

We are now arriving at a point that I think it is advisable for 
Wight to draw up some simplified management plan based on our 
Williamston project, that will be applicable on an extensive 
scale. I am having some difficulty in convincing Lovejoy that 
much will come of this. 

We are gradually weaving the strands together in our state 
game development program for the farming districts. Possibly 
you will have some propositions that will just fit our case. 
I am trying to get out a simplified plan that will be easy of 
application, that will hook up with the rather wide-spread 

interest in this state in rearing pheasants from eggs furnished 

by the state game farm. We had the largest distribution this 

we



Page #2 - Mr. Aldo Leopold 

year of any time before, there being a total of about 10,000 
eggs distributed. This is in addition, of course, to the 
quantity of pheasants that will be raised on the game farm. 

It is our idea to start with these persons to get them to 
do winter feeding and a moderate amount of cover management. 
Our extensive plan will run according to the following formula: 

7 The proper balance of feeding, nesting and shelter cover, in 
accordance with the seasonal needs of pheasants. 

I assume from your reference to being in Canada this summer, 
that you are going to Labrador to attend that conference on 
oyclical phenomena and sun spots. May I express the hope that 
you will all discover that there is no relationship between 
these cyclical phenomena and the sun spots, for I fear there 
is little we can do about sun spots. We may discover also 
that there is little we can do about these other cyclical ( 
phenomena. However, facts are always welcome, even ugly facts. 

I received some interesting printed literature from you lately 
on which I would like to comment, but I am very dilatory about 
corresponding of late. 

Is it too much to hope that you can pay us a visit here this 
summer and look over the Williamston project again? Wight 
tells me he expects to have 100 pheasants on test area Number 
One this fall. He started off with 26 birds last winter. This 
increase will be brought about entirely by natural vrovagation, 
and I think the chances are pretty good that we can hold that 
number on the area this winter. Not bad for a start, is it? 

Sincerely yours, 

Earl 6. boy 
Executive Secretary 

ECD:P f 

ms age



905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

July 9, 1931 

Messrs. John N. Ball 
Barl ¢. Doyle 
Paul L. Errington 
David M. Gorsuch 
W. B. Grange 
Ralph T. King 
P. S. Lovejoy 
We. Le MeAtee 
John C. Phillips 
H. L. Stoddard 
Walter P. Taylor 
Ile W. T. Waller, Jr. 
H. M. Wight 
R. EB. Yeatter 

Gentlemen: 

The first draft of the mamscript for “The Principles of 

Game Management" will be typed during myabsence in Canada and will 

be ready for criticism by about August 1. 

If it is possible for you to do so without undue sacrifice of 

your personal plans, I would appreciate your going through it from end 

to end. In addition, I will split up one copy into chapters and submit 

them for review to various specialists. 

The purpose of this letter is to ask whether you are able to 

take on this job. ‘There will be only a carbon set of six copies, so 

I cannot furnish each of you with an individual copy, but suggest ten- 

tatively the following combinations: 

1. Grange, MeAtee and Stoddard 
2. Wight, Yeatter, Lovejoy and Doyle 
e Waller and Phillips 

King, Errington, Ball, Taylor and Gorsuch 

I would like to have the criticisms before the end of August, 

and I would appreciate hearing from each of you as to whether this pro- 

posal is feasible in your case. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey ;
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duly 6, 1931 

Mr. Edward A. Preble 
U. S- Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Preble: : 

Journal of Nemmalocy 

I would like to reproduce in my chapter on game foods 
in the text on game management which I am getting out, the 
photograph of the Plimsoll line occurring in John Burnham's 
article entitled "The Plimsoll Line in White Cedars" which 

ee Se ee 1928, pp» 

I wrote Mr. Burnham for the photograph, but his records 
indicate that the negative was sent you. Could you furnish me 
with either the negative or a glossy print or the cut, together 
with your permission to reproduce? y ; a 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



j : 

JOHN B. BURNHAM 
ESSEX, NEW YORK 

July 1, 1931 ite. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold a 
404 University Avenue |! 
Madison, Wisconsin . 

Deer Aldo: 

Right now I am up to my ears figuring on a 

contract for cutting a right of way for the Ar&ér Co. through 
the forest up toward the Canadian line, and I have not yet had 
time to read intelligently the manuscript. Iwill do this the 
first available moment and write you. When a fellow has his 
mind on estimating cords per acre, fire hazards, and all that 

kind of think, it is hard to switch it around to a different line. 

I did take time last night to run through my 
negatives and as I cannot find the two of the prints in the 
article in the Journal of Mammalogy, I feel very sure that I sent 
these negatives to the Journal, It was my recollection that I 
had done so and the check of the negatives would tend to prove 
this. Of course I am highly complimented that you want to use 
this material, and you have my promise to do anything you want. 
It seems to me that if the Journal cannot locate the negatives 
they would give you the cuts, As they have not a large circuletion, 

the cuts should not be worn, and should stand up for a publication 
of large circulation. 

If, however, you prefer originals and will send 
me @ wire, I will snap a couple more exposures of the same subjects 
as I recollect very well the positions from which I took these 
photographs. I will write you again within a few days. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ta 
Pye) WAM A1410 +, 

eH 

JBB /M
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TO acm aaseamal Us 9.) as Dear wir, Leopold: 
HENRY L. STIMSON os 

HUNTER AND MOUNTAIN! 
be J, TABER a omanae in response to your inquiry of June 22 
JOHN E. THAYER beg to advise that so far we have not been able to 

HENRY. VAN DYKE find the quotation from Mr. Doze. Mr. Doze 1s of 
re the opinion that this statement was made at one of the 

FRE UNITED STATES SENATOR meetings of the International Association ‘hut: does 
FEO ee yea itia ibs aboirresian not recollect the year. However he does still stand 
¢. B. YANDELL behind the statement but has made the suggestion that 

GAME PROTECTIONIST tle 

it should be amended to read: "Some of our Kansas quail 
i live in the sand hills, etc." 

OUR ACTIVITIES 

Te ROSE On Gane AND ah If at a later date we are able to locate 
2. SAFEGUARD WILD LIFE AND ITS this statement we shall be glad to communicate with 

Tae you further. 
3. ESTABLISH MORE INVIOLATE WILD 

LIFE REFUGES. 

“ FEND FISHING GROUNDS. Yours very truly, 
5. DEVELOP PUBLIC APPRECIATION OF 

WILD LIFE. 5 

6. URGE UNIVERSAL PRACTICE OF EEA 72? otal 
CLEAN SPORTSMANSHIP. i 

7. PROMOTE RESPECT FOR RIGHTS OF office Manager 
LANDOWNERS; ENCOURAGE 
‘THEM TO INCREASE GAME. 

8. STOP COMMERCIALIZED SLAUGH- 
TER, ILLICIT SALE, AND 
WASTEFUL PRACTICES. 

9. EXTEND WILD-LIFE RESEARCH. 

10. HELP DEVELOP STATE GAME 
POLICIES. 

11, DISSEMINATE HELPFUL INFORMA- 
TION TO THE PUBLIC. 

12. COOPERATE WITH OTHER CON- 
SERVATION AGENCIES. 

The Association Sponsors the Annual American Game Conference and Publishes “AMERICAN GAME”
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July 1,1931 

Dr. B. C. O*Roke 
School of Forestry & Conservation 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Dr. O*Roke: 

The last time we talked over the disease chapter, we 

agreed that I would throw together some mterial in the best manner 

I could and submit it to you for your judgment. Here it is. Bis parse 

If you think this rough framework is good enough to work on 

I would mich appreciate any corrections or additions thet you can 

make. If it is not good enough to work on but susceptible of 

improvement, I would appreciate your general suggestions as to how 
to rebuild it. On the other hand, if it 1s entirely off the track, 

I count on you to say 90. 

You mentioned a book on animal diseases which you thought 

mould be useful. I would appreciate your civing me the reference 

so I can get it. 4 

I have not reproduced the rough table which goes with the 

geection on biological distribution. I enclose the original here+ 

with. 

With the proposed background you can now give me your final 

judgment as to whether it is (a) possible, or (b) advisable to try 
to build such a table either in its present form or in some simpli- 

fied form. In the event you think it advisable and possible, I 

would appreciate your adding any representative items, or changing 
those which I have put dom. 

You are still invited to write this chapter under your own 

name, in case you have changed your mind about the matter. 

I will not send this chapter to anybody else until I have 

at least tentative adviee from you. If you find it worthwhile 

going ahead with and have any suggestions about particubar other 

persons to whom it should go for specific purposes, I would ap- 

preciate your saying so. 

oy
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I have not added the bibliography, since I suppose all 

the references will be more or less obvious to you on sight. 

. Finally, of course, if we go any farther with this I would 
Like to confer with you. I have an undated trip eastward in the 

next few months. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

4 

y



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. i 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

Toe AER eT Oe June 29, 1931. 

x 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: i 

; We have your letter of June 27, relative to diseases of elk. 

Evidently you have in mind en article published by Mr, 0. J. Murie, 

of this Bureau, in the Journal of Memmalogy, Vol. 11, pages 214-222. 

We have no separates of this for distribution, but it is our impres- 

sion that Mr. Murie ordered a number of copies and he would probably 

be able’ to furnish you one or two for the purpose you mention. His 

address is Jackson, Wyoming. 

Very truly yours, 
¥ 4 Vn 4 

CA, res 
E. Ae Preble, 

Acting In Charge, 

Division of Biological Investigations.
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Jane 27,1931 

U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. ; 

Gentlemens 

I have heard many casual references in addresses and 
conversations to a discovery made by an investigator of 
the Biological Survey (presumably Murie) that the deaths 

among Yellowstone elk hitherto ascribed to the mechanical 
action of needle grass were actually caused by a disease 
which cains entrance through such mechanical action. 

I would like very mich to receive a technical account 
of this discovery, so that I may refer to it in my forthe 
coming book on game manazement. 

If it is available in reprint or leaflet form, I would 
appreciate several copies. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Syrvey
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UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO. 
METALLIC AMMUNITION AND SHOT~SHELLS 

lll BROADWAY, NEW YORK 

June 22, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

404 University Ave. Nat'l Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have found Chapter I of "Principles of Game Management" 

absorbingly interesting. It furnishes a complete historical background 
for the chapters to come. 

I was specially interested in your quotation from Marco 

Polo, Early in my reading of Marco’s travelogue (which often was 

very much like Mark Twain's "Got up, washed, went to bed") I noted that 
he had an eye for the game as well as the industry and trade of the 
countries he was passing through. And when I came on his story of the 
Great Khants game protective efforts I had something of the thrill 
of the naturalist who discovers a new species. Finding that it was 
something Carlos Avery had never come across, I made an excerpt for 
him and it was duly printed in the Clip Sheet. 

I think you have very keenly handled the section which 

you sub-head "Science as a Tool." 

I presume the “one periodical" which you mention toward 

the end of the chapter is the Game Breeder, and I am wondering if 

it might not be good policy in your final draft to name the periodical 
and perhaps be a a ieee eritical of the corollaries which you 
term "unnecessary." In, Conning Tower, F.P.A., cleverest of all the 
columists, frequently criticises speakers and writers who refer to 

"a certain person" or "a New York newspaper." I think there is 

merit in his idea that if a person or periodical is of sufficient 

importance to be quoted it is no more than fair to fully identify 

them. I am in full agreement with F.P.A. Whether you think it 
would be advisable to be a little less critical is for you to say, 

and I merely pass my thought along for what it may be worth. 

With all good wishes, 

Ci n era. ager. 

ECD.MW.



dune 25, 1931 

General E. C. Dill 
United States Cartridge Co. 
111 Broadway 
New York City 

Dear General D111: 

I am very glad to have your comments and suggestions 
on the question of a proper attitude toward the Game Breeder and 
its policies. 

I would gladly mention the periodical by name, but 
would this not force me to name Dr. Hornaday as "the crusader?" 
This, too, I would have no objection to doing, except that it 
would involve the question of where to quit. The personnel of 
the crusaders tapers off by impercéptible degrees, ani wherever 
one stops there is a possibility of offense to the next in 
order. 

I do not mean that this is a complete answer to your 

suggestion. I am very mech in sympathy with the policy of coming 
out flat. I would appreciate your opinion on whether a specific 
reference to the Game Breeder would necessitate a specific refer- 
ence: to others. 

It is interesting that you dug up Mareo Polo's obser=- 

vation independently. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

i
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THE BALDWIN BIRD RESEARCH LABORATORY ~ Oe wid fr 

BIRD RESERVATION AND LABORATORY a i A. py 

HILLCREST FARM, GATES MILLS, OHIO 
S. PRENTISS BALDWIN PHONES 

Pei June 15, 1931 le nia yah eae 
JAMES STEVENSON as) 

EXPRESS AND TELEGRAPH 

11025 EAST BOULEVARD 

CLEVELAND 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 
404 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Yours of June 8th received. Of course I remember you, 
and have kept track of your activities; in fact I recall some sort of 
letter that you and I signed last year with others in the effort to get 
some attention of the National Research Council (was it?) to biology re- 
search. 

We have, by the way, now a pleasant arrangement with 

Western Reserve University; I am a sort of “Ornary" Research associate 
on their faculty, and I loan Kendeigh to them for teaching in Ornithology. 
Our assistants can be registered with W. R. U. and then get credit toward 
advanced degrees. I am sending you a copy of the reprinting of my old 

paper on Systematic Trapping; and a reprint of "Mechanical Recording” 

from Auk of last October. 

At the end of the "Mechanical Recording" note a list 
of our publications; look it over and let me know what you need and have 

not. There are, or will soon be, available several of our most important 
papers; we have published very little for several years. 

"Measurements of Birds” by S. Prentiss Baldwin, Harry 

C. Oberholser and Leonard G. Worley, (just going to the printer to be out 
by July) Vol.II of the Scientific Publications of the Cleveland Museum of 
Natural History, with 151 illustrations. This is an attempt to so describe 
and illustrate all most useful measurements for birds of the world as to 

for a uniform standard for laboratories. You may wish to refer fo it, as 

it will be a necessary hand book in future studies of game birds, as well 

as other forms. 

oe of Bird Temperatures” by S. Prentiss Baldwin 
and S. Charles Kendeigh. This will probably make another complete volume 

of the Publications of the Cleveland Museum and we hope to send it to the 
printer in September. This is the result of four years work and forty thou- 

sand or so observations, under controlled and natural conditions, of eggs, 

young and adult; and much more complete than any previous work on temperature.



Mr. Aldo Leopold. 

Page 2. 

We have re-written it a couple of times, and will add some from this season, 

and re-write much of it again likly before giving it to the printer. I 

think I might send a carbon text of this (lacking certain tables and ill- 
ustrations as yet to be prepared in form) for you and Doctor Cole to both 

look over, if you want it and will both agree to offer us your comments. 

One more book almost equal in size will be "The Role of Temp- 

erature and other Environmental Factors in the Life of Birds” by S. Charles 
Kendeigh (his doctors thesis at University of Illinois). Kendeigh got his 

Ph.D. last year so this work is done and written but we do not want to pub- 
lish it until after the "Physiology of Bird Temperatures". Not sure yet 
just where that will be published. 

I would say that while the above publications may not be of 

direct service in your economic studies of game, yet all three will give you 

very valuable service in more serious studies. The last by Kendeigh will 

bear especially upon problemsof distribution, migration and abundance. 

Received your exchanges and thank you very much for them. 

I find my work draws me more and more into general conservation 

problems. 

Why don't you take a day or so off and come down here in June 
or July; those being our most active months in the Lab. Ask Cole. 

Yours very truly, 

SPB:G
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ee Se ek log a S. Charles Kendeigh, Baldwin’s associ- 
fi fh Uae WD f ~~ ate, above, is trapping a house wren. 

Py e Ph EDL. BPTI : ‘ fo 
~«x OT yy i , VE uw rm Survey took charge of bird band- 

S. Prentiss Baldwin, whose interest in birds Pee | ABI oF ing, several years ago, Baldwin's 
led to the building of a big refuge for them. fe {ee 4 methods and some of the equip- 

a. ey Pg es ment which he devised were 
Mc a” J PP iss a q adopted by the Bureau. 

ILLCREST FARM, Gates Mills, ~~ y we pX At present, a chain of bird 
Ohio. To the compiler of sta- es gy Coe 4 a banding stations under the direc- 
tistics, that may mean just one a es: ‘ 4 tion of the Bureau extends from 
of 6,371,640 farms listed in the re zi .) coast to coast. A Federal permit 

United States. But, to birds, it is an ‘Nei ad ] is required to catch wild birds 
address to remember. acta for banding and they must be 

It is the home of the Baldwin Bird released immediately after the 
Research Laboratory, unique among Birds soon get to know their friends, especially if metal rings have been snapped 
American institutions. Scattered over its they are handled by one who knows how, as above, on their legs. 
green acres are strange bird houses wired A record of all birds marked 
with electricity; nests containing thread- teen years ago started Baldwin on his bird at each station, and of all birds caught 
like thermocouples, reporting the temper- investigating hobby. He decided to rid that had previously been banded, is for- 
ature of eggs and of nesting wild birds his farm, which is a few miles east of warded at frequent intervals to the Wash- 
during incubation; seesaw perches, mak- Cleveland, of the quarrelsome feathered ington headquarters. This file is disclosing 
ing electrical contacts that record the com- pests and constructed a sparrow trap. He valuable facts about the movements of 
ing and going of shy feathered folk; and found that other birds were captured in 
even microphones that amplify the heart- the wire inclosures as well as sparrows. = 2 sa 
beats of a tiny bird on a distant nest. It After a time, he conceived the idea of plac- ie Re < Db 
is a wonderland of scientific apparatus; ing numbered metal bands on the legs of ee EE Dy 
a far-flung laboratory in which are being those caught in this way so he could a Reet a 4) 

written new pages in the volume of our recognize them if they came to the traps »;.. a 2 

information about our feathered neigh- a second time. vo? \ oe 
bors. _ yi: i ana, 

Around the farm, S. Prentiss Baldwin, Aaeoee bird band- ee ~ i o. 
the owner of the extensive bird refuge, has ing was not new, hav- — ar at | * 
built high woven-wire fences to keep out ing dated from about 1803 “Sted PO 7 4 : ds 
stray cats and dogs. The birds that come when John James Audu- pee SS] ho cea ater % 5 “ie 
to Hillcrest Farm are regularly fed and bon, the famous Americari Hie Wd RE reese a oF 

are protected from their natural enemies. ornithologist, placed silver i hs Se Be Se Pe sae 
Consequently, when the spring migrations strings about the legs of TRA Eaa os re ies i . 

begin, more homing birds steer their flight a brood of phoebes, it is 4 Hoag ge coe RUT ee eee) 
for this farm than for any other spot of Baldwin who is given credit eae in eel ameaete: ait Sem Sct 
similar area. The bird population is said for developing the system- ie pemengecrsac’ ue ie eee — 
to be denser here in summer than any- atic trapping now used in . 

where else in the United States. such work. When the U. It was with traps of this sort, set for sparrows, that Bald- 
An invasion of English sparrows seven- §. Bureau of Biological win first started on his hobby that has become a life work.
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= aa stage” in the lives of his feathered friends The first of these electrical devices 
y j ik Sew ra : resulted from curiosity about wrens. As which he helped produce consisted of a 
ee long as they were outside their houses, he thermocouple—fine copper and_nickel- 

SS - . es could observe their ways and habits easily. copper alloy wires registering the amount 
Yor 3 me rach) But once they entered the wren house, of heat by the strength of the current they 

rs etapa | ey with an impudent flip of a tiny tail, a cur- | produced—attached to a pen that recorded 
ed aes ¢ : tain was drawn over their activities. the variations in temperature on a roll of 

ie i 4, i eee, Baldwin resolved to draw back that paper passing beneath the pen at the rate 
* | coat 23%, Pa curtain. So he built special wren houses of four feet a day. The threadlike wires 

«we By oi a with backs of glass. These were placed were stretched across the interior of the 
a — ie. F over openings in the side of a labora- wren house just above the eggs, if there 

f a i tory building, and were any. 
2 ; oo i inside, over each iia. pe ; a opening, he fastened fe ao AS SOON as the mother bird entered the 

: Sina : a section of stove- boar. house and settled on the nest, the 
. i a pipe with a pierced —- & = heat of her body caused an immediate rise 
7 Boog cardboard cover nt in the temperature of the thermocouple, 
pe eg over the end. 2 - and this was recorded on the graph by a 
i a This kept the ae ». movement of the pen. Simi- 

ee ee wren houses dark but per- \ en hy larly, when the bird left the 
3 ies mitted an observer to look o Fi aan nest, the temperature drop- 

. aS ‘ through the hole in the ff . van ped and the pen moved 
= a j cover and for hours ata ¢ A ay A down the scale. The device 
ee 2 time watch the nesting mY NN \ showed the exact time of 

" 3 activities of the birds. But fe Ny oe | \ such changes, and indi- 
: z the plan had its disadvant- |) aa —-aAN | \ cated the temperature 
i ages. The birds could not 3 of ee) ll difference to within one 

r be watched at night, and , é = \ degree Fahrenheit. 

, Here’s the machine that, by recording nest | n€ man could attend ue ~ Jf Ye Thus an unbroken rec- 
temperatures, keeps tab on the mother birds. to only one house at a eo } mn ord of the coming and 

time. a a A af f a) going of the mother 
birds, their lanes of migration, their speed A frequent visitor at a = oe ~ ie birds at several nests 
of travel, and similar matters. Hillcrest Farm, at this “jgt ore 7 could be obtained oyer 

But there are many things that banding period, was Baldwin’s £ x ee ae _ a period of days. It 
will not show; many mysteries it will not nephew, Dr. Charles ie . Sal ‘ indicated exactly how 
solve. The more Baldwin learned, the Baldwin Sawyer, now ee 2 often and for how long 
more insatiable grew his curiosity about head of the Brush Lab- Nir Ja they left their incubat- 
the everyday life and habits of birds. He oratories of Cleveland. d P ing eggs. 
wanted to know, for instance, if day birds He suggested substitut- y i “J ay Take the case of 
ever go out at night; how many times nest- ing mechanical watchers é A Wren Number 71,653. 
ing females leave their eggs in twenty-four _ to solve the problem. ae The graph in the labor- 
hours; what are the temperatures of eggs ei atory showed that on a 
and brooding birds; and how many times . typical day during incu- 
a minute a bird’s heart beats when it is i : ae bation, she left the nest 
unobserved and under normal conditions. A By some forty-three times. 

La a “ She was on the nest 
BESE: and other bits of information, ye ip See i about fourteen minutes 

he set out to add to the world’s stock of La ES Kg a p and off about six min- 
birdlore. In doing so, he has gathered Z, ay oe utes of each twenty- 
about him a corps of expert assistants, Lae - $4 a ef, minute period. And 
developed a farm laboratory unlike any- i Bs ae Vis jf her coming and 
thing else in existence, and has become oa Aa CASA going was with 
recognized as a foremost authority in the — 3 fee el A, iy considerable regu- 
field of ornithology. ae Si ey . larity. 

One of his first attempts to see “back PY CAM at eS Se On the day all 
Sie! ae tae the little eggs were 

; Vir Mee? hatched, she exhibited 
: a So ~— great restlessness. Then, 

Say Nm < . [ud gee, f= when the brood appeared, 
: a - \ | , —| ie i she returned to more 
rp } | , t normal routine, and 

. /\ eX i oe ae eventually, having sent 
s / iN \ LU $4 i sti the young ones into the world by them- 

/) \\ My CL aS aR: - selves thirteen days after they first left 
ug Ji] bey, en tat yee Sone the nest, both she and her mate apparently 

: : ff Madonghc a / is ot, a P= pr Pre es forgot them and turned to other duties. 
i ity We Yh ate ea | eee a It was this same wren that made a 

RE aS A ees Hiei Me. 5 ; 2 mysterious night disappearance, which the 
my i graph recorded, answering one of Bald- 

] | win’s questidns: Do day birds ever go out 
\ | ‘ at night? When he came to the laboratory 
ie i one morning to look over the records, he 

. i i i fo es py zehet Ties had eaained 
Beri : ne 4 i j on her nes as usua unti 8:50 P.M. en 

ree ae ae at ie ee 7G Oe she had “stepped out” for the night and 

‘ i aif Be 7 ’ % biedia hoy had not returned until 1:04 the next 

ee eg | Compared to other wild birds, Bald IPE ET Re sea el ompared to other wild birds, Baldwin 
Sey. erie eee ae at chien: ass es and his associates found that nestling 
— aan nes aa ae "xa wrens are cold-blooded. Their temper- 

Into these queer looking nets quail fly and are caught for banding without harming them. atures vary from forty-seven to 115 
Center, above, a gunless hunter is banding the leg of a captured duck in the midst of reeds. degrees F., (Continued on next page)
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according to the hotness of the day. Tem- Probably the most difficult piece of 
| perature of the eggs during incubation “inside information” that Baldwin obtained ‘ 

ranges from ninety to 100 degrees depending was a record of the heartbeats of wild 
upon whether the mother bird is sitting on birds under normal surroundings. It would 
them or not. be easy to capture a bird and count the 

To learn facts about the body heat of  flutterings of its heart. But that would ‘ 
birds, Dr. S. Charles Kendeigh, long an asso- tell nothing about its normal rate of beating. 
ciate at the bird research laboratory, has What Baldwin wanted was a device that 
taken their temperatures approximately would enable him to hear the beating of a 
20,000 times in the past four years. He has bird’s heart from a distance. Dr, Sawyer, 
found that the body temperature of a of the Brush Laboratories, who had sug- 
healthy specimen of perching song bird may gested the thermocouples, was consulted. 

| shift between 104 and 112 degrees F., in a 
short time. Within a few minutes, a change HE FIRST experimented with a caged 
of two or three degrees may occur. Activity canary. Placing a carbon microphone 
quickly raises temperature. Birds, it has near by, he hooked this instrument to an 
been discovered, can stand considerable low- amplifier that fed into a radio loudspeaker. 
ering of. body heat without permanent dis- Then he listened. Sound came out of the 
comfort. But a rise to 115 degrees F. is speaker but most of it was microphone hiss- ' 

fatal. ing. The scheme was unsatisfactory. So Dr. 
Sawyer attacked the problem from another 

| Oe day, Baldwin was talking to an old angle. : 
| college friend, Dr. W. R. P. Emerson, He substituted piezo-electric crystals for 
| of Boston, an authority on child nutrition carbon grains in the microphone, These 

ui | and the originator of child feeding methods mysterious crystalline forms produce electri- 
| adopted in many cities. When Baldwin told cal currents, often of considerable magnitude, 

him of his study of bird temperatures, the when subjected to pressure or vibration. 
doctor became enthusiastic. When this apparatus was placed near the 

“T can use your results in my work,” he perch where the canary was hopping about, 
said, “Experiments can be made with birds the regular pounding of its heart could be 
that cannot be performed with children heard—but very faintly. ¢ 
because the body temperatures of birds can Finally, it was the canary itself that solved 
be above and below the points that would the problem. One day, it refused to hop on 
be fatal to a child. Also, the bird tempera- its perch. Instead, it selected the wooden 
tures can be varied rapidly. Perhaps birds rod that connected the piezo-electric crystal 
can also be used in studying the effects of to a paper cone intended to catch the sound. 
fatigue, rage, fear, and other conditions on Immediately from the speaker issued the 
body temperature.” sound of the heartbeats; distinct and loud. 

A second mechanical watcher which Bald- By standing on the rod attached to the crys- 
win installed on his farm was called, at first, tal, the bird had established a direct sound 
a “wrenograph” because it was designed to path from its heart through the crystal and 
give further information about a family of amplifier to the loudspeaker. 
saucy little wrens close to the farmhouse. 
Later, it was used for all kinds of birds and BY SETTING up the crystal near the nest 
christened the “itograph.” of a wild bird so that its wooden pick- 

The initial thermocouple apparatus had up device was used as a perch, the heart- 
not been able to record visits of adult birds beats of the bird as it returned from a flight 

: to the nests for feeding the young. Such could be counted. Also, another count could 
visits rarely lasted more than thirty seconds, be made when the same bird left the nest 
not sufficient to cause a measurable change after resting. In the laboratory office, it 
in temperature. So Dr. Kendeigh set to was possible to connect the amplifier to a 
work to devise an automatic recorder of such device that automatically kept a permanent 
visits. record. The crystal microphone arrange- 

At the nest he placed two perches, one ment was found to be so sensitive that the 
outside the bird house, the other inside. noises of breathing and digestion could be 
When the bird was away, the two perches, studied as well as heartbeats. 
mounted as though they were the ends of Many people believe that moving the eggs 
a miniature seesaw, were held horizontal by or touching the nests of wild birds will cause 
springs. When one of the parent birds them to leave the vicinity. When Baldwin 
alighted on the outer perch, its weight caused began his work, he maintained that one of 
that end to swing down. This closed an the first rules of success in studying birds is 
electrical contact. to disturb them as little as possible. Now, 

however, after years of experimenting, he has 
BS in the laboratory, a recording pen found that when birds are familiar with the 

swung to one side, indicating on a mov- person who does the work, they are not 
ing paper that the bird had depressed the frightened away even though the eggs and 
outer perch. When the inside perch was nests are handled constantly. 
occupied, the pen swung the other way. In fact, hundreds of eggs, which were 
Always the pen returns slowly to neutral marked when first found, are carried to the 
position when the perch is level, so the Jaboratory and carefully weighed by the 
record indicated which perch was used first; research assistants. If you were to visit Hill- 
that is, whether the bird was entering or crest Farm, you might observe Dr. Kend- 
leaving the house. Also, the exact time of eigh, for example, nonchalantly thrusting 
each movement was indicated on the graph. thermometers down the throats of young 

Thus, day and night, the itograph is able wrens while the mother bird stands patiently 
to keep on the job—compiling its record of by, waiting until he is through. 
interesting information, keeping tab on how At Hillcrest Farm, Baldwin sometimes 
often the young are fed, when the mother spends sixteen hours a day watching his 
bird departs, when she returns, and how feathered charges and examining the elabor- 
long she is gone. ate equipment that has turned his hobby 

One unique record was produced by a into a research experiment of far-reaching 
father bird tearing the lining from a nest to value. He has become a scientific Pepys of 
carry it to a new homesite. So frequently the birds. And his accumulating records are 
did he enter and leave the bird house that marking a steady advance in widening our 
the graph looked like a picket fence. knowledge of these interesting neighbors.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Tio 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C.” 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

GP=Z dune 12, 1931. 
Hunting Accidents 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

In Charge, Game Survey, 

404 University Ave. Nat'l Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of June 30. 

Some years ago we collected statistics on hunting accidents 
and still record those that come to our attention. We attempted 

to collect only records of fetal accidents as there were too many 
minor injuries reported every year. Formerly certain daily papers 
made a specialty of collecting and reporting the statistics, but 
in recent years with the great increase in automobile accidents 
hunting accidents have apparently assumed very minor importance 
and are no longer featured by the press, so that it is much more 
difficult to obtain records than formerly. 

The figures were never complete enough to furnish reliable 
ratios between the number of accidents and the number of licenses 
issued but show that a very lerge proportion of the accidents oc- 

curred among boys under 21 and also that a number of preventable 
accidents occurred in States which had no buck law. It is on the 
basis of these figures that the State of Pennsylvania was induced 
to protect does in 1907, and for many years the number of deer- 
hunting accidents in that Stete was kept down to a minimum. New 
York on the other hand which had no buck lew usually had a larger 
number of fetal deer-hunting accidents. No special publication 
on this subject has ever been issued, but data have been used 

from time to time in correspondence or for special purposes. The 
most reliable statistics now are kept by the States, notably 
California, Pennsylvenia, New York, and others. 

Very truly yours, 

wy. SS fa Ladue 

In Charge of Permits.
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Copy to Dr. Cole 2 

uk 

s June 8, 1931 

Mr. S. Prentiss Baldwin 
Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory 
Hillerest Farm 
Gates Mills, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Baldwin: 

Dr. Cole has told me of the interesting investigations at your 
Laboratory of the effects of cold and food.shortage on the body 
temperatures of birds. 

I would like very much to cite the existing or prospective 
publications on this investigation in my forthcoming text on "Game 
Management." Could you furnish (or refer me to) any publications so 
far, and also entrust me with a brief (one page) sumaary of any 
publications now in process, together with a reference to the pros- 
pective journal? This so I can refer to your contributions to this 
fundamental subject in some orderly way. 4 

Incidentally, I would like to exchange all publications with 
you. Here are my recent ones, and those of my fellowships. 

In ease you do not remember me (I met you at the Wilson Club 
meeting two years ago), I think Dr. Cole and Herbert Stoddard will : 
vouch for my proper handling of any such advance summries. Z 

My book will go to press this fall. 

I can find no record of your getting my Game Survey Report, so 
I am sending you a complimentary copy umier separate cover. 

Yours sincerely, 

4 ALDO LROPOLD 
5 In Charge, Game Survey
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June 26, 1931 

Mr. &. Prentiss Baldwin : 
Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory 
Gates Mills, Ohio 

Dear lr. Baldwint 

Thanks very much for your letter ani the publications. 

You have afvanced farther into the physiological field 
than I had anticipated. Attached is a copy of one of my captions, 
"Game Physiology Unknown,” from the chapter on “Game Food," which 
will explain my previous inquiry. 

Tharics for your offer to send on the MSS. on tenperature. 
It would be much worth my while to reai this, bet my possible 
criticism would not be worth your while, because my training in 

physiology is nearly zerio. 

I shall certainly stop to see you the next time my work 
takes me to your region. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



June 4, 1931 

_ Gol. W. D. Stewart 
Game and Pish Commissioner 
01a Capitol 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Colonel Stevart: 4 

In preparing my book on game management I would like 4 

to give a sample table showing the relation between mmber of a 

licenses issued and head of game Icilled for a typical state. Y 

Since Minnesota is one of the few states that keeps a record of / 

. ‘head of game killed, I would like to use it as the example. j 

4 
' I have gone over all my files on Minnesota, and the 3 

closest I can get to filling out a record is the attached in- ; 

complete table. Could you, without undue inconvenience, fill % 

in the number of small game licenses, resident plus non-resident, 1 

for the years which lack these figures, and also the Icill of the 

various species where figures are lacking? I will then figure V 

out the ratios ani will be glad to supply you with a copy of the 

table. 

If any of the needed figures are not of record or not 

obtainable, they of course must be left blank. 

Thanicing you for your cooperation, 7 

Yours sincerely, 

| ALDO LBOPOLD o 
ph In Charge, Game Survey 

4 

| 
t 

’



_ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ao 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY Fs 

ea evens 516 Post Office Building, Portland, Oregon pl ye 

May 27, 1931 i 

' 2 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge Game Survey 

404 University Ave. Nat'l. Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of May 5 to Mr. Redington regarding the game census 
has been received and I am enclosing such data as we have. 

We seldom make estimates of leakage, but in talking with people 
who have been connected with these drives over the same territory, I have 

been told occasionally that as high as 50 per cent of the animals escaved 

the drive and that it is often possible to drive the same ground the next day 

and get as many as one half the number taken in the first drive. I cannot 

verify these statements, however, from my own experience. V 

Vv 
During a period from October 1921 to January es drives 

were held in Morrow and Umatilla Counties in Oregon, with the following 

results: 
Butter Creek district approx. 5,000 rabbits 

Willow Creek 2,500 

Sand Hollow 4,800 

Sarvis Springs 3,000 

Boardman 2,500 

(Other drives, same localities, with number killed 

ranging from 500 to 1,500) 

These are the only definite figures available to me and I hove 

that this information will be of some use to you. 

Yours very truly, 

Gn Ira N. en 

Wo Regional Supervisor. 

s . 
P 
°



May 22, 1931 

; 

Dr. Raymond Pearl 
Institute for Biological Research 
Wolf & Madison Streets 4 
Baltimore, Maryland - i 

Dear Dr. Pearl: 

IT am looking for information on poultry which . 
might offer a lead for explaining the "saturation point" 
which seems to characterize the density of wild quail 
populations £11 over the United States. A description of 
this phenomenon is given on page 1 of my Game Survey 
Report, copy of which I am sending you under separate 
cover. : 

I have been told that you once contucted an exe 
periment to determine the effect of population density on 
ege-laying in domestic chickens. Whether this has a bear- ‘ 
ing on the question would of course depend on the detailed 
conditions of the experiment. * : 

I would be pleased to have any suecestions’ that 
reafily come to your mind, either with resyect to this 
experiment or any other lead which you may be able to sug- 
gest. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey :



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ol Ve 

‘ “4 BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY | 

IN REPLY REFER TO ee Gere 

PR 
Jack Rabbits 134 So. Central Ave., 

Phoenix, Arizona, 
May 20, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 

404 University Ave. Nat'l Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear friend Leopold: 

It certainly seems like old times to hear from 

your again. 

In regard to clean upsor drives, I take pleasure 
in submitting the following from our Arizona records on 
jackrabbit drives which we have supervised. 

Estimated 
Percent Number 

Area Driven Leakage Killed Date Location 

5120 acres 10% 2,525 Apr. 1925 St. Johns, Ariz. 
640 : 2% 156 June 27,1927 Artesia, Ariz. 

1gs0. ° 5% 300 May 3,1923 Tucson, Ariz. 
2560 " 2% 1,200 Nov. 14,1920 Avondale,Ariz. 

We find that our records on many of the drives are 
not complete. This is especially true in regards to the 
acreage covered. I trust that the examples cited will 
prove of some value to you. 

With kindest regards and best wishes, I am 

Very truly yours, 

Y) QO ubust 

Regional Supervisor



GAME SURVEY 

conbucren For THE fle 
SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE \ b 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD ve 

404 UNIVERSITY AVE. NAT'L BANK BLDG. - > 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

May 5, 1931 
\ 1A 

OO Nae \ 4 oe 
40) el — 491 es We 6 : 

“Lt 
4.01" 

Mr. Harley J. Adams 
1012 West Dayton Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Adams: 

Will you please planimeter for me the stippled 

areas on the attached map of New Mexico, using the scale 

indicated in the legend? 

I want only the total area and do not need the 

separate areas of the various spots. 

Kindly send me your bill with the figures. 

Yours sincerely, 

. : 

ALDO ces 
We In Charge, Game Survey 

Pound Yenc Ae~ peek 56.5 aneteg, 

oe ote Total sly ted Atta At 46447 

é 

yr Ths. Oh
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May 4, 1931 

Rand MeNally & Company 
536 South Clark Street 
Chicago, Illinois 

Attention: Mr. K. S$. Hall 

Dear Mr. Hall: 

In preparing the material for the "Report on a Game Survey 
of the North Central States," I had an arrangement with you 
whereby I was permitted to reproduce your outline maps provided 
the lezend was left on pointing out that the base was copyrighted 
by you and provided you were to have an opportunity to bid on 
the printing of the book. Your bid was received but unfortunately 
was not quite the lowest. The report has now been printed by the 
Democrat Printing Company of Madison. If you want to see a copy, 
I would be glad to send you one. 

I am now preparing a new book, which I will want published, 
not printed, entitled “Principles of Game Management." In this 
book I will have occasion to use a few of your outline maps, 
although nowhere near the number as in the game survey report. 
Will it be agreeable to you for me to use them, subject again 
to leaving on your legend about base copyright and provided you 
have an opportunity to bid on the publication? 

The total mumber of your base maps usable in this new 
publication is probably not one tenth as great as in the report. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
: In Charge,Game Survey
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est OF AGa, GAME PROTECTION \ 

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO: £ r%, PRAIRIE FIRES 
GAME COMMISSIONER Bg 2 INSPECTION RAILWAY FIREGUARDS 

EDMONTON ry 2 
a m 

ALBERTA 

REFER TO : GAME PROTECTION BRANCH 

FILE...103........ ; 

aes EDMONTON. May..18t,..19BL «on 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., 
In Charge, Game Survey, 
404 University Ave., 
MADISON, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: i 

I have yours of the 14th ultimo 
i re Hungarian Partridge, and in reply may advise you ~ 

that these Birds had spread easterly to the Saskatoon 

district in 1922, and we believe that they also travel- 
led down into Montana, but to what distance I am not 
prepared to say. They had reached the Edmonton dis- 
trict, but as to whether they had got as far Hast as 
Regina in Southern Saskatchewan I am not prepared to 

saye 

If you would care to write to 
Fred Bradshaw, Director of the Provincial Museun, 
Regina, he will be able to give you the required in- 
formation as he was at that time, and had been for 
several years, Game Commissioner for the Province of 
Saskatchewan. 

Yours very truly, 

GAME COMMISSIONER. 

BL/vC
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April 14,1931 

Mr. Benjamin Lawton 

Game Commissioner 
Edmonton, Alberta i ; 

Dear Mr. Lawton: 

Referring to your interesting article in “The Game 
Breeder" for Jamary, 1931, concerning the spread of Hungar+ 
fan partridge in Canada. 

I would like to get the maximm distance to which 
they had spread from the time of their original planting in 
1908 to the tine that additional plantings were broadeasted 
in 1922. I infer, for instance, from your wording that they 

may have reached the neighborhood of Regina by 1922, which is 
about 425 miles in 14 years, or 30 miles per year. Can you 
verify my assumption that they had reached Regina by that time, 

or if not, can you give me any other definite point which 
marks their eastern boundary in 1922? 

This information is for my forthcoming book on gsme 

management. 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, ; 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey : 

: 
eee



May 11,1931 

Mr. Pred Bradshaw, Director 
Provincial Ifuseum 
Regina, Saskatchewan 

Dear Mr. Bradshaw: 

I am trying to calculate the rate of spread of 
the Hungarian partridge in Saskatchewan from the time of 
their original planting in 1908 to the time of additional 
broadeast plantings in 1922. After 1922 the spread would 
be hard to interpret, because there would be no way of 
testing whether the spread came from the broadcast plant- 
ings or the original. 

-  - Gan you tell me whether the species had reached 
Regina by 1922, or can you give me any other fixed points 
representing the boundary as of that year? 

Thanicing you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

: In Charge, Game Survey 

i ia
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April 27, 1931 

» Aerial Surveys, Inc. 
Cleveland 
Ohio 

Gentlemen: 

Upon inquiry of Mr. H. I. Stoddard of Thomasville, 
Georgia, I learned that the aerial maps of Col. L. S. Thomp- 
son's place near Thomasville were made by your fim. 

: I would like to reproduce a section of one of these 
maps as an example of the aerial method of preparing game maps 
in my forthcoming text book on game management. Is it likely 
that I could get your permission to do this, provided, of 
course, aclmowledgment of the source of the map appears on 
the plate? 

If so, could you loan me a set of rediced prints ; 
from which to make a selection or will I have to stop over in 
Cleveland for this purpose? It also occurs to me that if small . 
prints are not available in convenient form I could ask Mr. 
Stoddard to make a selection from Col. Thompson's set. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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April 16, 1931 

Mr. L. MeI. Terrill 
%4 The Auk 
Academy of Natural Sciences 
Iogan Square, Philadelphic, Pa. 

Dear Mr. Terrill: 

I was much interested in your Saw-whet article in 
the last Auk. 

Your list of nesting raptors is extremely valuable 
as a means of determining population density. You make the 
statement that these nests were obtained within a radius of 
about 5 miles. Do you mean radius in the actual sense or 
do you means diameter? In short, did they occur on about 80 
square miles of range or on about 20 square miles of range? 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

\
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; April 20, 1931 

Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard 
The Hall, Route 1 
Tallahassee, Florida 

Dear Herbert: 

_I have been racking my brain to find out where I saw a 
set of admirable serial photographs of game range, an? I am 
quite sure that it was in your office. Proceeding on this 
assumption, I am writing to inquire whether I could get percis= 
sion to reproduce @ suitable section of these photographic maps 
in my chapter on game range in the text on game management. I 
would also like to reproduce such a section in a preliminary 
publication of this chapter in an article in American Forests. 

I suppose you have already used these maps in your 
book, but since I have not yet been able to get a copy I an in 
the dark on this point. If you have, I would like your per= 
mission to reproduce. 

Whatever the circumstances may be, I would appreciate 
your advice as to how to go about this matter. 

Yours sincersly,



Dee. 15, 1930 

Prof. T. @. Taylor - 
Department of Forestry & Range 
Utah State Agricultural College 

- Logan, Utah 

Dear Prof. Taylor: : 

My text on game management will probably not be avail- 
able until sometime toward the end of 1931. My report on 
the north central recion will be available by March 1. 

I had a tall with Mr. D. H. Madsen concerning the 
: College's desire to get into came work. Wo doubt at some 

time or other you will want to ask for appropriations. I 
have been told that Mr. Madsen is influential in matters of 
this sort. I think he would be willing to work with you if 
you asl for his help. 

I would also suggest that you ask for the edvice of 
the U. S. Biological Survey in formulating your plans. Mr. : 
W. B. Grange, who has charge of cooperative relations with 
states,in game work, is exceptionally able and I think could 
be of great use to you. 

Yours sincerely, \ 
; % : 

\a 

In Charge, Game Survey
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y MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE , 

OF AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE 

EAST LANSING 3 

. 

APPLIED SCIENCE DIVISION 2 

April 14, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Room 404 : 
University Ave. Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wis. oo ; 

My dear Mr. Leopold: ye 

I am sure you will be glad to know that we have 
secured a very competent) young college graduate to : 
carry out the research work on the Williamston area : 
under the fellowship from the Izaak Walton heague. aa 
The recipient is ltr. David Damon of Iowa State College 
at Ames. He comes to us on July 1 with good college 
training in zoology and with considerable experience 
in field work. We intend to do our best to execute 
a good piece of research work on the economic rela- 
tion of wild life to agriculture in Williamston. 

Very sincerely yours, 

as Gs 
Head of Department of 

HRH:K Zoology 

: 4 
x 
# 

, ; | o
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‘ UTAH STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE Age 
E. G. PETERSON, PRESIDENT 

LOGAN, UTAH 

December 1, 1930 
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND RANGE 

; Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. ; 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am returning by registered mail she copy 

of the Game Survey of Wisconsin which you so kindly 

loaned me some time ago. 

Tie Wisconsin report is certainly an extremely 

interesting report and I am indeed glad to have had the 

opportunity of looking it over. I agree with you that 

it is better than the Indiana report. 

From some source I picked up the information 

that you are organizing a text book on game management. 

I would be very pleased to hear when this text will be 

available. 

Yours truly, 
pasnibobni 6) a4! 

f 7°%9 c Ue a4 

T. G. Taylor, 
Professor of Forestry 

TGT:RS
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 1% 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY on B (. ? 

WASHINGTON, D. C. Yc o 2 
1) J 19h 

igs kuneac or escaalon: SURVEY (ont } 
AND REFER TO ¥ {\ 

September 24, 1930,) \ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 

_ Madison, Wisconsin. 

‘ Dear Mr. Leopold: 

‘ In reply to your letter of September 18, we give the 

following information corresponding to your numbered paragraphs: 

% (1) We are not positive whether the financial support for 

< Shaw's study of duck disease is from the State Game 
SS Commission or the Hooper Foundation or both. Our 

~~" “cnn Lepresentative, E. R. Kalmbach, Klamath Falls, Ore- 
gon, could tell you about this. 

(2) William Rush's headquarters is at Yellowstone Park; his 

i work is a cooperative project in which all of the ; 
organizations you mention and the Fish and Game 

Commission of Montana are interested. 

(3) Oregon at one time started to form a collection of 
, pheasant stomachs to be sent in to the Biological 

Survey for analysis but nothing has been heard of 

this recently. 

(4) The Biological Survey is not informed on this point but 

; information might possibly be obtained from Manley 

Harris. 

Sincerely yours, ao 

tes BO ee 

W. Le MeAtee 

Acting Chief.



Sept. 18,1930 

Mr. Poul G. Redington, Chief 
U. &. Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D. 0. i : 

Dear Red: 

I am making a revision of the tentative list of came re- > = 
search projects sent you sometime ago and am in doubt about four itemst . 

(1) T understand one Poul Shaw 4s studying duck disease and \ 
headquartered at Berkeley, California. Is he finaneed by the Biological 
Survey or the Game Conmission? ae 

(2) T notice that William Rush is a the northern elk \ 
herd in Montana. Is he headquartered at Gardiner? Is he under the | } 
UseS-PeGey UsS.B.8., UedePeSey or some combination of the three? ; i " 

(3) I umferstand that the agricultural collece at Corvallis |) 
has an unmblished report on pheasant foods. Do you know who made it? \ | 
Possibly Dr. Maltese is familiar with this. x 

\ x 

(4) I understand the Western Wild life Proteative Agsociation | \ 
has a man in Aladin studying duck predators. Gan you cive me his name? | \ 

Yours sincerely, \ 

In Charge, Game Survey 

Dictated by My. Leopold, 
but signed in his absence.



Bee aa re on On ae eee Revised Sept. 15, 1930 : gh Uae ins, 

ae | = che ee 
Re! ey * Present Game Research-Projects == — ; 
ee? eet. cyletereaneps . 

Institution Research Worker ' Subject, . Place . Remarks ; ; 

\ Arizona, Univ. of David Gorsuch Gambel Quail «= Tucson, Ariz. S.A-AsM.I. Fellowship 

BS \ . : : 

| U.S, Bureau of: Eloise Cram Parasites of Washington, D.C. i ‘ Q 
_ Animal Industry f : Grouse % Quail , 

=, Us8, Biological : Snowshoe Rabbit? St.Paul, Minn. ) In cooperation vith U.S.F.S. 
_ Survey f. D. Burleigh Ruffed Grouse, ¥.T. Deer Acheville,N.C. ) MeSweeney-McNary Bill 

PS ~ , $. Be Locke _ Mule Deer Ogden, Utah (at ). 
: : Yorest Expt. Sta. ) ae 

0, J. Murie Elk: \ Jackson's Hole, Wyo. Southern herd. 

3 Bowdoin Collece A. 0. Gress New England Grouse - Brunswick, Me. , Financed by private contri- 
oe . Investigation , Roi el “mations thru A.G.P.A. 
Bits ; ‘ : . : Neca daw Kaw mide We Cali forme a é Kasrunce, V. Compton Cabeformia Vette et Ca. 7 Ld Apt tty eerrien (RW 

-. California, ,Univ. Joseph Dizon Nat'l Park Game _ + Berkeley, Cal. . Watt] Park Service 
O85: Joseph Grinnell Predators : 4 e Financed by Game Conmission 

a Peul Shaw Duck Disease . * Poet et 

Cornell University A. A, Allen Nat'l Grouse “Ithaca, NeYo Financed thru A.G.P,A. 
a é Investigation : \ Sees 
a Gardiner Bump N.Y. Grouse Investication . " Financed by Game Commission 

Ye TS Borest Service M. Musgrave _ Mule Decor New Mexico _ S. We Forest Expt. Station 

Ree ee ; ; 
cM G56 9. U5. 6, Ws S Wn. Rush © Elk : Yottraradenes Fark, ha bceatbikee ge ee nla nenatanamremnt te 
Be 4 + The ut, are Cormrniaden ‘ ‘ : : eae : : 

Po < i 
a : ‘Mich... Agric. Colleze Poultry Dept. Mechanical ineubation ¥.Lansing, Mich. . Financed by eollee? 
eres Nays & motrition of pheasants “ : 

.\.  *Canadian projects to be added later. tis List Includes only localized projects focused on “some : 
4 ‘A = particular species or subject. ett tA z ; :



(Institution Research Worker Subject Place ; Remarks ae 

Mich. Conservation Miles D. Pirnie Waterfowl Food Study,etc. Lansing,Mich. : 

b Dept. 
‘ 

‘ . 2 ; 4 

3 Michigan, Univ. of R. BE. Yeatter Hungarian Partridge Ann Arbor, Mich. SAAMI. Fellowship 

; H. M. Wight Refuge Study . ~ ¥ Mainly pheasants. Financed 

5 : f by Conservation Dept. & 

Be ze Uniy. of Michigan. 

: Paul Dalke Pheasant Study * x . 

‘ Minnesota, Univ.of R. G. Green Diseases of grouse Minneapolis,Minn. Financed in part by : 

se & rabbits State Game Dept. 

aa : R. T. King Ruffed Grouse St.-Paul, Minn. SoAeAcMe I. Fellowship 

New Meyico, Unw. of Paul Rusereh Seated, y ae Diegaegee nr. Financed by Tate Fae Hep, 

- Ohie Game & Fish Lawrence Hicks, Hungarian Partridge Colutibus, 0. Conservation Department in 

Department Robert McCormick Distribution Study 4 cooperation with Yeatter. 

2 Oregon Agric. College Pheasant food Corvallis, Ore. Finaneed by Game Dept. 

. Pennsylvania ___ Brueckner Food Habits, Harrisburg, Pa. Agric. College 

' Game Commission Vernon Bailey ' Whitetail Deer Washington, D.C. U. S. Biological Survey 

South Dakota . H. C. Severin Pheasant Food Brookings, S.D. Financed by State Game 

Agric. College ; *, Commission 

_ Spotted Fever Lab. Parker Diseases of Grouse Hamilton, Mont. 

State 5 a 
Washington Aerie. ~Apthur-Srtte aap Pullman, Wash. 

College Wits, Cane Maclay i tee Soe, A « Gout Tame, he ofr unl frrmelo, 

Western Wild Life : Duck predators in Alaska % Manly S. Harris, 1240 

Protective Assoc. : ' Alaska Post St. San Francisco



Institution Research Worker Subject Place Remarks — 

Be Wisconsin Con=- Ac Qe Gross, ‘Prairie Chicken Madison, Wis. Finaneed by Conservatia : 

. servation Dept. Franklin Schmidt : ; Dept. . es 2 

Wisconsin, Unity. of Paul I, Errington Bobwhite Madison, Wis. | “SeAsAsM.I. ¥ellowship 

; | ; ; 

ae 
e vy - Ry ; 

E ; : : : : 

. 

a Compiled by Aldo Leopold for use of Dr. A. A. Allen _ 
ee iaeeee in calling a conference of North American game research f 

: workers in connection with American Game Conference 
) December, 1930. :



Pay ht? ert ih Wiad, CMT US” SURGE! ayaa Revised Sept. 15, 1930 Weg 

te Le | ! | a 
i ae Pe noe f +. a * Present Gane Res ch Projects t e 

: ‘ Institution Research Worker Subject : Place i . Remarks Ona 

Arizona, Univ. of David Gorsuch Gambel Quail Tueson, Ariz. S.AcA.M.I. Fellowship ; 
y 9 } " . : A 

i “U.S, Bureau of Cram _ Paragites of / Washington, D.C. 
 \Animal Industry Grouse & Quail < ee oe ae 

-. U.S, Biological 3 Snowshoe Rabbit? | St.Paul, Minn. ) In cooperation vith U.S.F.3. | 

Survey _ . ©. D. Burleigh Ruffed Grouse, ¥.T, Deer Asheville,N.C. ) MeSweeney-McNary Bill 

Re riot ey: 8. B. Locke Mule Deer Ogden, Utah (at. ) » ; 
Be rahe : ‘Forest Expt. Sta. ) : 

Ba 0, J. Murie Blk. OL oe Jackson's Hole, Wyo. Southern herd.  . : 

"Bowdoin College A. 0. Gross New England Grouse Brunswick, Me. Financed by private contri- 
Bees, Investigation ’ A butions thru A.G.P.A. - 

iS Galifornis, Unive i Joseph Dixon Nat'l Parke Game Berkeley, Cal. Wat'l Park Service J AP 

fe eR -,«. Joseph Grinnell Predators “ay y * - | Financed by Game Conmission 
fe ae " Peul Shaw Duck Disease x pial * or a ae ean 

Cornel University A. A. Allen Nat'l Grouse Ithaea, Me Yo Financed thru A.G.P,A. 

Eee ees anes : Investigation 63 : : 2 

ila vs _ Gardiner Bump N.Y. Grouse Investisation * . . Financed by Game Commission | 

i “US. Forest Service M. Musgrave _, Mule Deer New Mexico S. W. Forest Expt. Station 

Be es _ Wns Rush ee: “Montana In eoop. with U.S. Park Ser- 
Gaga y : vice 

a eeun ki i A ; ; 

0 _ ‘Mich. Agrtc.Collece Poultry Dept. Mechanical incubation &. Lansing, Mich. - Financed by colleze? oe 

‘ a ea ANCA Ve : } & nutrition of pheasants 

SNe at es orcas 
SP ARTES eee cues ug hill a oe eee eM SL ; ( z : i 

| Manadian projects to be alded later. This list includes only localized projects focused on sone 
ON  particalar species or subject. = : : Fg



_ “Mich. Conservation Miles D. Pirnie “Waterfowl Food Study,etc, Lansing,iich. / : 

;: ‘Michigan, Univ. of | R. EB. Yeatter Hungarian Partridge Ann Arbor, Mich, S.A-A.M.I. Fellowship. 
i H. M. Wight Refuge Study - nN € R Mainly pheasants. Financed 
: ‘ : ‘ by Conservation Dept. & 
ES ; i Univ. of Michigan. : 
‘ ; Paul Dalke Pheasant Study “ " 4 < se 

_ Minnesota, Univ.of R. G. Green Diseases of crouse Minneapolis,Minn. Financed in part by 
Bree Nas & rabbits State Game Dept. : 
a nw | ‘ R. T: King i Ruffed Grouse St.-Paul, Minn. S.A.AeMoI-. Fellowship : 

Ohio Geme & Fish Lawrence Hicks, Hungarian Partridge . Colunibus, 0. Conservation Department in 
‘Department Robert McCormick Distribution Study . i _ cooperation with Yeatter. 

- Oregon Agric. College . Pheasant food . Corvallis, Ore. Financed by Game-Dept. 

. Pennsylvania a , Brueckner Food Habits, Harrisburg, Pa. Asric. College 
. Game Comission | Vernon Bailey Whitetail Deer : ‘ Washington, D.C. Ue S. Biological Survey 

_ South Dakota. H.-C. Severin f Pheasant Food ' Brookings, S.D. Financed by State Game 
. Agric. Colleze vise , Commission 

 ' Spotted Fever Lab. Parker . Diseases of Grouse Hamilton, Mont. ; ; ange ——— RU ; 

Washington Agric. Arthur Svihle Hungarian Partridce? - Pullman, Wash. + ; 
_ College ; ; ‘ 

ic _ Western Wild Life : é na Duel predators in Alaska ‘ % Manly S. Harris, 2240 
Protective Assoc. ee Maske = ; Post St. San Francisco 

cee , : é ( ia \ f ‘ : ‘ . : 

ee | : as | 
Fi sie, Seaman Ls , # = * ‘4 We
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fib: sei 

E.l.pu PoNnT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY , 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 4 

; WILMINGTON, DELAWARE ; 9 
iy 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION \ July 17, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopoldi- 

: We have just received from Henry 

Davis some figures on Sample Costs of Game Management, 

which we are enclosing for your information. 

Yours very truly, 

ohn H. Otterson. 
JHO:RVC



Sample Costs of Game Management for Non-Migratory Game 

Area, Species Lend Rental Super- Prope- trl Coy- Preda- Totel Costs 

Saline Game Preserve 20,000 6¢ 

(Kansas) 

Sstate near Chester, 3,000 Pheasants Nearly 

“ovenge,Co., 12. all > 

Typical Small 500 Hungarian 12¢ 10¢ 22¢ 7 
Bnglish Estate Partridge 

piel quail Preserve Quail 10-15¢ 

Gile National Forest, 1,600,000 Beer & 1/90¢ =O tO. fog #1/5¢ 1/a¢g 
New Mexico Turkey k (fire) ~ / 

R In Cannio Quncd fed .3o¢ od 
Biridica, mas. ee 

MWh Nutehin ° si Quer ip “pi AS ¢ ve 

4i Gk %e ' . ‘) [o¢ Noe We 

Jt 0. OA tee/ (eo, © Ble Guo! “a. 1) 

AL we. Prrro-~ . 
s Qi am 

Warsnee fornder re ye ce Gel os woe J eS A _ 
Proerrerrtee , Alter, is fg Prag d, OSs eV 

Aen Parke, slal Bat 5”? St ues 
ay io tee, os Love Pr tat 

Mh sae y 

Avs th &, 0 thks s : . é 

* Average for state work 1/204; Gila est. at 4 times this, or 1/5¢.



Copy to Mr. Otterson 
Phe 

daly 24,1930 

: - Mire Honey P, Davie 
1735 Carruthers Jveme 
Memphis, Tomesses 

Dear Henrys 

! Se Serene one to et BE TEs 
on southorn preserves. I have entered then on 

. fap hye fy ennge g HEE yd ™ 

Meanwhile, just one question: I asmume the costs 
which you have wut under "Supervision" are a more or lews lumed 
item exbracing ali covte other than land costa. Tf this to not 
correst can you give me o rough idea of what these supervision 
costs consist of? 

Yoru are @ good pingh hitter in this and 
; sites quate tat aot cds pat eee el einen. 

Yours as evar,
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ESTABLISHED I802 f \ 

E.l.puU Pont pe NEMourRS & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE June 19, 1930. 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, ‘ 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. : 

My dear Leopold3 

In re. yours of June 5th concerning chapter 

on game economics and management costs. 

Henry Davis and Heyward have both been sent 

copies of your "Samole Costs of Game Manacement for Non- 

Migratory Geme", and if they have any further information this 

will be transmitted to you promptly after it is received. 

Under item 1, Saline Game Preserve (Kansas) 

please note the Saline Game Preserve is in Oklahoma; however, 

near the Kansas line. 

Most sincerely yours, 

. cow. Riess Us oe QL = 

W/P L.W.T. WALLER ba DIREQTOR 

yoo or 
RaCn 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION



Sample Costs of Game Management for Non- 

sinatensionnineiti TIM OI ccisienaiaitinsinan 

Area, Species Land Rental Operating Costs Per sere ink ali 
Tract, Location Acres Moneged for Game. Super- Propa- Fa- Coy- Preda~ sts 

Saline Game 20,000 : 64 
Preserve (Okla. ) 

Estate near Chester, 3,000 Pheas. Nearly $5.70 
Orange Go. e N.Y. A all 

Typical Small 500 ion.Part.  12¢ 10¢ 22¢ ? 
English Estate 

fypical Quail Pre- quail LO-15¢ LO-15¢ Ciog) ——-1-0¢ 20-25¢ 
serve in Southeast - : 

Gila National For- 1,600,000 Deer & none 1/50¢ 0 1/s¢ 1/9¢ O “*1/5¢ 1/2¢ 1/2¢ 
est, New Mexico Tarkey (fire) 

Woodmont Rod & | 
Gan Club 6,000 Turkey ; 

Typical Pennsylvania 25,000 Mainly °g 1/2¢ W/5¢ 8 i/2¢ 3/¥¢ 12¢ 20¢ 
- Primary Refuge & deer (inel. fire) 
Shooting Ground 

1 For fire lanes 60" wide every 1/2 mile planted to quail & turkey foods. 
° 56 interest on $35,000, cost of purchase & installation, plus $375 paid county in lieu of taxes, 

divided by area of refuge and estimated area served, as acres. 
* Average for state work 1/204; Gila est. at 4 times this, or 1/5¢. ;



Sample Costs of Game Management for Non- 

shaiaecsivinnase AI, TOI ccssstecisaimis 

Tract, Location Agres Menoged, eae. Super- Propa~ Pae Coy- Preda~ Total Costs or s 

Miser gation trol erts Zee) tors total Fer Acre 
Saline Game 20,000 G¢ 
Preserve (Okla.) 

Estate near Chester, 3,000 Pheas. Nearly $5.70 
Orange Coe, N.Y. all 

Typical Small 500 Hun.Part. 124 log 22¢ ? 
English Estate 

fypical Quail Pre- Quail 1O-15¢ LO-15¢ (110g) 1-10 20-25 
serve in Southeast 

Gila National Por- 1,600,000 Deer & none W5¢ 0 1/e¢ 1/9¢ O *1/s¢ rf) if2g 
est, New Mexico Turkey (fire) 

Woodmont Rod & ; 
Gon Club 6,000 Turkey 

Typical Pennsylvania 25,000 Mainly @ 1/2¢ Wf 5¢ & 1/2¢ 3/¥¢ 12¢ 20¢ 
Primary Refuge & deer (inel. fire) 
Shooting Ground 

1 Yor fire lanes 60! wide every 1/2 mile planted to quail & turkey foods. 
° 56 interest on $35,000, cost of purchase & installation, plus $375 paid county in lieu of taxes, 

on ton she cai’ TN in ake a ee o~_ 
* Average for state work 1/20¢; Gila est. at 4 times this, or 1/5¢.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE . ) 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY yA soi 

P WASHINGTON, D. O. 

Bilnh. GUcEAO oe IL EeIei. SURVEY June 11,1950 

AND REFER TO 

FH-Z 
Geme Birds. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold; 

Your letter of June 5 just received. I have practically no 

accurate cost figures on predator control. Some of the preserves 

are doing practically no systematic work in this line, others are 

spending no more than one cent per acre while a few are probably 

spending over ten cents net. As the men carrying on the work usually 

have other work such as carrying for or handling the dogs, and tum 

much of the actual control work over to the negroes it is difficult to 

get costs without special effort. 

The third heading in your table might be better if it were 

* Pypical Southeastern Quail Preserve" as it just happens that very few 

of the Georgia preserves are leased while the majority of those in 

North Carolina, for instance, are. I would prefer that you do not 

quote me on costs, as my information in this line is not yet very 

definite, and to eve approximate would have to refer to specific 

preserves that are carrying on partial control only. 

It may interest you to know that the quail report leaves the 

Editor's hands tomorrow, and will probably be turned ofer to the 

Committee within the week. 

bern StsldoL 
Herbert L.Stoddard, 
Cooperative Agent.



é@ ( 

tng 6 

Area, Species fend Rental Super Props fobul Cove Preda- Tetel Costs 

Tenet, Location heres Managed for Cane visor gation/Peed ents tore Sota, er sere 
Saline Geme Preserve 20,000 6¢ 

(Kansas) 

Betate near Chester, 3,000 Pheasants Nearly 5.70 
Orange. Co., N.Y. all 

Typical Small 500 Hungarian 1a¢ 10¢- 22g? 
Bnglish Estate Partridee see 

at 10-15¢ tk Typical quail crv. qua. 
in Georgia We Jon hee abe 

Gila National Forest, 1,600,000 Beer & joe 360 tO fog 1/5 1f2¢g 
New Mexico ‘Turkey (fire) 

# Averge for state work 1/204; Gile est. ot 4 times this, or 1/5¢.



Sample Costs of Game Management for Non- 

siialiiiipisiiinceA TI, cissicitiniiaiscaaia 

Tract, Location Asre, Menezod onion Super- Propa- Pa- Coy~ Preda- Total Costs 
Misor gation trol erts Zeod tors total Fer Acre 

Saline Game 20,000 6¢ 
Preserve (Okia.) 

Estate near Chester, 3,000 Pheas. Nearly $5.70 

Orange Co., N.Y. all 

teal. Small Han. Parte 1 22g ? ete 500 12¢ og 22¢ 

fypieal Quail Pre- Quail 1O-15¢ LO-15¢ Cog) 1104 20-25¢ 
serve in Southeast : 

Gila National Por- 1,600,000 Deer & none 1/5 «0 1/e¢ 1/9¢ 09 “*1/5¢ 1f2¢ afeg 
est, New Mexico Turkey (fire) 

Woodmont Rod & 
Gon Club 6,000 Turkey 

Typical Pennsylvania 25,000 Mainly ®g 1/2¢ Wf 5¢ & 1/2¢ 3/4 12¢ 20¢ 
Primary Refuge & deer (inel. fire) 
Shooting Ground 

1 For fire lanes 60! wide every 1/2 mile planted to quail & turkey foods. 
° 5% interest on $35,000, cost of purchase & installation, plus $375 paid county in lieu of taxes, 

Sin deus Uh ae aan 
* average for state work 1/20; Gile est. at 4 times this, or 1/5¢.



v Adams, Chas. C. 1925. The relation of wild life to the public in National | 
and State Parks. Roosevelt Wild Life Bul., Vol. 2, No. 4, Feb. 1926, 

pp. 371-401. : 

(*¥ ~---=-- 1926. The economic and social importance of Animals in Forestry, 
with Special Reference to Wild Life.. Roosevelt Wild Life Bul., Vol. 3, 

No. 4, October 1926, pp. 509-676. 

V Crowell, Lincoln (and Committee). 1931. Wild Animal Damage to New England 
Forests. Journ. Forestry, Vol. 29, No. 5, May 1931, pp. 700-708. 

Havemeyer, Loomis, et al. 1930. Conservation of our Natural Resources 

(Revision of Van Hise’s work). Macmillan, New York, 551 pp. 

Lovat, Lord, and Stirling Capt. 1911. afforestation in Scotland. Trans. 
Roy. Scot. Arboricultural Soc., viii + 91 pp. 

v McAtee, W. Le 1926. The Relation of Birds to Woodlots in New York State. 
Roosevelt Wild Life Bul., Vol. 25, No. 7, October 1926, pp. 7-152. 

‘ 1929 
v ------/Buropean Game Conditions. A comparison with Game Management in this 

country. Field & Stream, Vol. 33, No. 10, Feb. 1929, p. 19. 

1931 
¥, -----+/Local Bird Refuges. U. S. Dept. Agr. Farmers’ Bul. 1644, 14 pp. 

Vv Thompson, St. Clair. 1928. The Protection Bf Woodlands by Natural as opposed 
to Artificial Methods. H.F. & G. Witherby, London, 223 pp. 

.



Jchambliss, Charles E. 1922. Wild Rice. Circ. 229, U. S. Dept. Agr., 
16 pp., 9 figs. 

cis W. L. 1920. Wild-duck foods of the Sandhill Region of 

Nebraska. Bul. 794, U. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 57-77. 

------ 1917. What to plant in Missouri Duck Grounds. Wild Life 1, 
No. 1, pp. 6-7. 

Jetcalf, Franklin P, 1931. Wild Duck Foods of North Dakota Lakes. 

" Tech. Bul. 221, U. S. Dept. Agr., %O pp. 

Mickle, G. R. 1913. The Increase of the Food Supply for Ducks in 
Northern Ontario, With Description of Hdible Plants by R. B. 

Thomson. Printed by order of The Legislative Assembly of 
Ontario, Toronto, 17 pp., 5 figs. 

v Peasee, A. S. and Clyde B. Terrell. 1920. Aquatic Preserves. ’ 
Natural History, 20, No. 1, pp. 103-106, 3 figs. 

Phillips, John C. 1922-1926. A Natural History of the Ducks, 4 vols., 
Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston, Mass. 

1925 

v PA oom, John W./ Aquatic Plants in Pond Culture. Bureau of Fisheries 
Doc. 948, 24 pp., 1 Pl., 32 figs. 

Wetmore, Alexander. 1918. The Duck Sickness in Utah. Bul. 672, 

U. S. Dept. Agr., 25 pp., 4 Pls. 

A econ 1921. Wild Ducks and Duck Foods of the Bear.) River Marshes, 
Utah. Bul. 936, U. S. Dept. Agr., 20 pp. 4 Pls. 
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Cougar Dixon 1925 California 

Wolf Criddle 1925 Canada 

Quik Padalorr S led dane 193) fore gia 

BIRD, Ralph D. 
The Great Horned Owl in Manitoba, Can. Field-Nat. 43(4); 79-83, 

April 1929. 

_ BROOKS, Allan 
Should We Protect the Marsh Hawk? Am. Geme, 17(6): 88, 91. 

Oct.-Nov. 1928. 

Something Wrong Somewhere. Am. Game, 18(4): 67, June-July 1929. 

Pellets of Hawks and Owls are Misleading. Can. Field-Nat. 43(7): 
160-161, Oct. 1929.: 

The Food of the Great Horned Owl. Can.Field-Nat. 44(2): 50, 

Feb. 1930. 

_/CRIDDLE, N. EH. and E. S. 
Coyote Food Habits in Manitoba. Can. Field-Nat. 37(3): 41-44, 

March 1923. 

vy CRIDDLE, Norman 
Habits and Economic Importance of Wolves in Canada. Dom. Of Canada 

Dept. of Agr. Bul. 13 (new series), 24,pp., 1925. 

 CORSAN, George Hebden 
Sulphur Jack - The Egg Eater [Skunk]. American Field 113(19): 

487-488, May 10, 1930. 

V CROSMAN, Julius B. 
Notes on the Food of the Red Fox. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. Bul. #42, 

pp. 8-9, January 1927. 

“DAY, Albert M. 

Magpie Control in Wyoming. Wyoming Extension Service Cire. #20, 

8 pp., April 1927. 

VY DIXON, Joseph M. 
Food Predilections of Predatory and Fur-bearing Mammals. Jour. 

Mammalogy, 6(1): 34-46, February 1925. 

/ FORBUSH, Edward Howe 
The Natural Enemies of Birds. Mass. Bd. of Agric. Economic Biology 

Bul. #3, 58 pp., 1916 [The only predators not discussed in this 

pook are wolf, coyote, magpie, and cougar]. 

, GABRIELSON, Ira N. 

: Factors Contributing to the Destruction of Birds' Nests and Eggs. 
Bird-Lore, 24(3): 136-139, May-June, 1922.



_GLOYD, Howard Kay 
Field Studies of the Diurnal Raptores of Eastern and Central Kansas. 

Wilson Bul. 37(3): 133-149, September 1925. 5 

/Y GROSS, Elfred 0. 

The Snowy Owl Migration of 1926-1927. [Report on contents of 94 
stomachs]. Auk 44(4): 486-487, October 1927. 

Progress Report of the New England Ruffed Grouse Investigation 

Committee. [Table V. Food of Snowy Owl; table VI. Food of 

Goshawk]. pp. 8-10, September 1928. 

v HAMILTON, William J. 
The Winter Food of the Eastern Skunk. American Fur Breeder 2(1):4, 

1929. 

/ KALMBACH, E. Re 
The Crow in Its Relation to Mane U. S. D. A. Bul. 621, pp. 10-68, 

February 16, 1918. 

The Crow, Bird Citizen of Every Land. National Geographic Magazine 

37(4): 323-337, April 1920. 

The Crow in Its Relation to Agriculture. U. S. D. A. B. Be. 1102, 

pp. 7-15, August 1920. 

The Magpie in Relation to Agriculture. U. S. D. A. T. Be. 24, pp. 5-21, 
October 1927. 

\/McATEE, W. L. and F. E. L. BEAL 
Some Cammon Game, Aquatic and Rapacious Birds in Relation to Man. 

U. S. D. A. Fe B. 497, pd. 26-29, May 6, 1912. 
AYRE 

/McATEE, W. L. and H. L. STODDARD 
American Raptores and the Study of Their Economic Status. Condor C 

32(1): 15-19, January 1930. 

POOLE, Charles G. : 
Coyote Not Strictly Carnivorous. Calif. Dept. Agr. Monthly Bul. 

17(1): 26, January 1928. 

The Economic Status of the Bobcat. Calif. Dept. Agr. Monthly Bul. 

18(8): 459, August 1929. 

/ SANBORN, C. E.; WHITENTON, R. O., and C. 0. CHAMBERS. 
The Crow. Oklahoma A. E. S. Bul. #128, 8 pp., October 1919. 

vy WILLIAMS, Harry P. 
Killing the Killers. Northern Sportsman 1(5): 5-6, August 19%. 

V WILSON, C. H. and Frederick K. VREELAND 
License the Domestic Cat. American Game Prot. Assoc. Bul. 6(1): 

11-14, February 1, 1917.



Table 2la: Publications on Predator Food Habits 

Species Author Date (see Bibliography) Locality 

Domestic cat “ Forbush 1916 Massachusetts 

: Crow Barrows & Schwarz 1895 General 

Magpie Kalmbach 1927 Western 

Hawks & Owls Fisher 1893 General 
Errington 1930 Pellet Analysis 

1931 Study Technique 
Stoddard 1931 (p.205) Quail in Ss. EB 

Skunk ~ 

Coyote _ 

Toe .- 

Bobeat “ 

Wolf



al Table @la: Publications on Predator Food Habits. 
at 

od ; 
~) Species Author Date (see Biblio- Locel ity 

graphy) 

All Forbush 19l6a Massachusetts 

Domestic cat Wilson & Vreeland 19}7 N.Y. & NN. 7. 

Gabrielson 1922 Western 

Crow /7 Kalmbach ( 1918 General 
( 1920 

Bomowe ae, ( 1920a 
ee tS 

Sanborn et al 1919 Oklahoma 

Magpie Day 1927 Wyoming 

If Kalmbach 1927 West 

Hawks and Owls MeAtee and Beal 1912 General — 
Co: _ 19.37 Une terre 

Gloy: 1925 Kansas 

Brooks ( 1928 General 
von ( 1929 

( 19298 
( 1930 

e Bird 1929 
pele 

am faa Gross ( 1927 
Se aS ( 1928 ¢ 
weil : 

U MeAtee & Stoddard 1930 
bs, ——s : 

Skunk Dixon 1925 California 

Hamilton 1929 East 

. Corsan 1930 Michigan 

Williams 1930 General 

Coyote Dixon 1925 California 

Poole ,Chase-@s" 1928 California 

Fox Crosman 1927 Massadhusetts 

Bobcat Criddle ( 1923 Manitoba, Canada 
© ( 1925 

Dixon 1925 California 

Poole 1929 California



Species Author Date (see Biblio- Locality 

graphy) 

Hawks and Owls ‘Fisher. 1907 General \e! 

Hausman 1927 New Jersey vy, 

Preble 1927 General A” 

FISHER, A. K. 

Hawks and Owls fran the Standpoint of the Farmer. U. S. D. A. 
Biol. Survey Cir. 61, 18 pp., July 18, 1907. 

HAUSMAN, Leon Augustus 

The Hawks of New Jersey and their Relation to Agriculture. 
N. J. Agr. Exp. Station Bul. 439, 48 pp., January 1927. 

PREBLE, Edward A. 
A Plea for Our Hawks. Nature Magazine, January 1927.



py Bailey, Vernon 

Deer Investigations in Pennsylvania. Game Breeder, 32{6): 164-165, 
180-181, June 1928. 

, Bartlett, Ilo H. and Joseph H. Stephenson 
A Preliminary Survey of Deeryards in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. 

Mich. Acad. Sci. Arts and Letters. Papers vol. 10, pp. 415-416. 
1928 [1929]. 

v Brown, Paul 
Beneficial Pheasants. Is the Ringneck a Friend of the Farmer? Field 

and Stream 35(12): 36-37, 98-99, April 1931. 

ee Clepper, Henry E. 

The Deer Problem in Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania Department of Forests 

and Waters, Bulletin 50, pp. 21-25, Harrisburg, 1931. 

, Cottem, Clarence. 

Food Habits of the Shoai-Water and Diving Ducks of Florida. Florida 
_ Woods and Waters, pp. 37-38, Summer 1930. 

- lis Forbush , Edward H. 
é A History of the Game Birds, Wild-Fowl, and Shore Birdsof Massachusetts | 

and adjacent States, Mass. State Bd. Agr., 622, 1912. 

Birds of Massachusetts and Other New England States. Part I, 1925. 

Water Birds, Marsh Birds and Shore Birds. Part II, 1927. Land Birds 
: fran Bob-Whites to Grackles, Boston, Massachusetts. 

y Foster, William Harnden 

The Little Gray Bird in the West. National Sportsmam 69(2): pp. 12-13, 

36, February 1928. 

vGross, A. 0. 

Progress Report of the New England Ruffed Grouse Investigation Committee. 

Brunswick, Me. a. pp. 2-3, June 25, 1926. b. pp. 4=7, September 1, 

: 1928-1. 

Food of Ruffed Grouse. The Game Breeder 32(11): 327-329, 3 tables, 

2 figs., November 1928. 

Progress Report of the Wisconsin Prairie Chieken Investigation, Madison, 
Wisc., pp. 42-60, 1930. The Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Investigation, 

Part I, Game Breeder 35(2): 36, 56-57. February 1921 

& Hall, E. Raymond 
The Deer of California. California Fish and Game 13(4): 257-259, 

October 1927.



/Harris, E. 

The Quail, the best insect and weed exterminator, 11 pp., W. Briggs, 
Toronto, 1905. 

X//ienderson, Junius ug 
The Practical Value of Birds. pp. 158-185, The Macmillan Company, N. Y.. 

1927. 

YJohnson, R. A. 
The Fall Food Habits of the Ruffed Grouse in the Syracuse Area of New 

York. Auk 45(3): 330-333, July 1928. 

VJudd, Sylvester D. 
The economic value of the bobwhite, U. S. Dept. Agr. Yearbook 1903, 

193-204. 

w The grouse and wild turkeys of the United States and their economic value, 
U. S. Biological Survey Bul. 24, 53, 1905. 

/ueffingwell, Anne Maclay 
Food Habits of Some Game Birds of the Pacific Northwest, Northwest 

Science 6(1): 7-9, March 1931. 

Vv Lewis, Harrison F. 

The Relation of Canada Geese and Brant to Commercial Gathering of Hel 
Grass in the St. Lawrence Estuary. Canadian Field-Naturalist 
45(3): 57-62, March 1931. 

v Lincoln, F. C. 
A Note on the Food Habits of the Sharp-tailed Grouse (Pedioecetes Re 

campestris). Biol. Soc. of Wash. Proc. vol. 36, p. 200, December 19, 
1923. 

fintte inger , Leo A. ; 
The Ruffed Grouse in Pennsylvania. Game Breeder, 35(7): 200, July 1931. 

VileAtee, W. L. 
vFive Important Wild-Duck Foods. U. S. D. A. Bul. 58, 19 pp., 16 figs. 

Feb. 7, 1914. 

----- Eleven Important Wild-Duck Foods, U. S. D. A. Bul. 205, 25 pp., 22 figs,, 
May 20, 1915. ‘ 

“Propagation of Wild-Duck Foods. U. S. D. A. Bul. 465, 40 pp., 35 figs., 
February 23, 1917. 

/YOur Vanishing Shorebirds, U. S. Biol. Survey Circ. 79, of arena 1911. 

eee 
: ae 

“Three Important Wild Duck Foods, U. S. Biol. Survey,Circ. 8), 19, Sept. 
1911.



Vv McAtee, W. L. 
food Habits of the Mallard Ducks of the United States. U.S. D. A. Bul. 

720, 36 pp., 2 tables, December 23, 1918. 

Votes on the Food Habits of the Shoveller or Spoonbill Duck (Spatula 

clypeata). Auk 39(3): 380-386, July 1922. : 

VMeAtee, W. L., and F. E. L. Beal. 

Some Common Game, Aquatic and Rapacious Birds in Relation to Man. 

U. S. De A. Far. Bul. 497, pp.5-14, 1912. 

py MeLean, Donald 
The Quail of Californiae Calif. Div. of Fish and Game, Game Bul. No. 2, 

PP, 30-33, Sacramento, 1930. 

y Mabbott, Douglas C. \ 
Food Habits of Seven Species of American snoll-Water Ducks. U. S. D. A. 

Bul. 862, 67 pp., 7 plates, 2 tables, December 30, 1920. e 
* 

, Mickle, GR. and R. B. Thomson. é 

The Increase of the Food Supply for Ducks in Northern Ontario with ” 

Description of Edible Plants. Ontario Legislative Assembly, 17 pp., = 
5 figs., Toronto, 1913. . 

',-Munro, J. A. + 
European Grey Partridge in the Okanagan Valley, British Columbia. 

Canadian Field-Naturalist 39 (7): 163-164, October 1925. 

uunro, J. A. and W. A. Clemens. a 

Water Fowl in Relation to the Spawning of Herring in British Columbia. 

Canadian Ministry of Fishéys Biologigal Board, Bul. 17, pp. 34-38, 

42-45, Toronto, 1931. ! 

Aqueen, S. 7.) A 
A Brief for the Pheasant, California Fish and Game 13(3): 205-206, 5 

July 1927 [Review]. Ma 

[Severin, H. ¢.] t 
‘s Reviews of his examinations of stomachs of South Dakota pheasants have tr 

ya appeared in a number of places - including the three given below. y 

1. Brown,’ Ferdinand a 
Pheasants, Facts and Fancies. Outdoor America, 8(7):34-36, 54. = 

February 1930. 3 
2. Johnson, Cal. =z 

South Dakota Chinks. Outdoor America 9(5): 19-20. December 1930. 
3. Johnson, Oscar H. i 

Food Habits of Ring-neck are Investigated. American Game Protec- 

tive Association Clip-sheet. October 1, 1930. 

v Skinner, M. P. 

White-tailed Deer Formerly in the Yellowstone Park. Journ. Mammalogy 

10(2): 111-112, May 1929.



VY Stoddard, Herbert L. a 

The Bob-White Quail - Its Diet. American Field )116(30):75, July 25, 1931. 

x The Bobwhite Quail, Its Habits, Preservation and Increase. Chapters 6, 
13 and 14. Chas. Scribner's Sons, New York, N. Y., 1931. 

V swenk, M. H, 
The Food Habits of the Ring-necked Pheasant in Central Nebraska. Nebr. 

Agr. Exp. Sta. Research Bul. 60, 33, Nov. 1930. This bulletin 
reviews the results of several previous publications not otherwise 
referred to in the present bibliography. 

/rerrill, L. G. Mel. 

Note on the Food of the Ruffed and Spruce Grouse. Canadian Field- 
Naturalist 38(4): 77, April 1024. 

YTrautman, Milton B. 
Ducks Feeding upon Gizzard Shad. Ohio State Museum Science Bul. 1(1);78. 

April logs. 

ietmore , Alexander. 

Food of American Phalaropes, Avocets, and Stilts, U. S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 
1359, 20, October 1925.



f UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. CG. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO ; 
CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY . 

AND REFER TO 

FH-Z August 19, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

404 University Ave. National Bank Bldg., “ 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

B In reply to your letter of August 13, a bibliography 

on game food habits also prepared by Miss Knappen is inclosed. 

Sincerely yours, 

CV .R IU CEC EE 
W. L. MeAtee 

In Charge 

Incl. C-37461. Food Habits Research.



Table 31: Publications on Game Food Habits. 

Species Author Date (See Biblio- Locality 
graphy) 

Almost all Forbush 1912 Northeast 
Game Birds 1925 General 

1927 General 

" sore ght 1916 California 

Henderson 1927 General 

Upland Game Birds Judd 1905 General 

Bobwhite Judd | 1903 General. 

orreqiow 1930, 193] Lows comet 
Harris 1905 Canada 

Stoddard 1931 Southeast ag 

California Quail McAtee and Beal 1912 California 

McLean 1930 California 

Gambel Quail McLean 1930 California 

Pinnated Grouse Gross 1931 Wisconsin 

Sharptailed Grouse Lincoln 1923 North Dakota 

Gross 1931 Wisconsin 

Ruffed Grouse MeAtee and Beal 1912 General 

Terrill 1924 Candda 

Gross 1926 Northeast 

Gross 1928-1 _ ‘Northeast 

Gross 1928-2 Northeast 

Johnson 1928 New York 

Leffingwell 1931 Washington 

Luttringer 1931 Pennsylvania 

Pheasant McAtee and Beal 1912 General 

Queen 1927 Idaho 

Severin 1930 South Dakota 

Brown 1931 General



i a 

Pheasant (con't) Leffingwell 1931 Washington 

Swenk 1930 Nebraska 

Hungarian Partridge Munro 1925 British Columbia 

Foster 1928 Alberta 

Leffingwell 1931 Washington 

Deer Hall 1927 California 

Bailey 1928 Pennsylvania 

Bartlett and 1929 Michigan 
Stephenson 

ae Pl Booh <b ) 
Ducks 

Mallard McAtee 1914 General 

McAtee 1915 General 

McAtee 1917 General 

McAtee 1918 ; General 

Troutman 1928 Ohio 

Cottam 1930 Florida 

Black Duck MeAtee 1915 General 

MeAtee 1917 General 

. McAtee 1918 General 

Treutman 1928 Ohio 

Southern Black McAtee 1914 General 
Duck 

McAtee 1915 General 

McAtee 1917 General 

McAtee 1918 General 

Gadwall Mcatee 1915 "General 

MeAtee . 1917 General 

Mabbott 1920 General 

Cottan 1930 Florida



t : es 

European Widgeon McAtee 1917 General 

Mabbott 1920: °° General 

Baldpate MeAtee 1914 General 

McAtee 1915 General 

Mabbott 1920 General 

Cottam 1930 Florida 

Green-winged Teal McAtee 1914 General 

McAtee 1915 General 

McAtee 1917 General 

Mabbott 1920 General 

Cottam 1930 Florida 

Blue-winged Teal McAtee 1914 General 

McAtee 1915 General 

McAtee 1917 General 

Mabbott 1920 General 

Cottam 1930 Florida 

Cinnamon Teal MeAtee 1915 General 

McAtee 1917 General 

Mabbott 1920 General 

Shoveller MeAtee 1914 General 

MeAtee 1915 General 

MeAtee 1917 General : 

McAtee 1922 General 

Pintail MeAtee 1914 General 

McAtee 1915 General 

McAtee 1917 General 

Mabbott 1920. General 

Trautman. 1928 Ohio



‘ oe 

Wood Duck McAtee 1914 General 

MeAtee 1915 General 

MeAtee 1917 General 

Mabbott 1920 General 

Cottam 1930 Florida 

Redhead McAtee 1915 General 

McAtee i 1917 General 

Cottan 1930 Plorida 

Canvasback McAtee 1914 General ; 

McAtee 1915 General 

MecAtee 1917 General ; 

Trautman 1928 Ohio 

Scaup Duck McAtee 1915 General 

McAtee 1917 General 

Trautman 1928 Ohio 

Cottam 1930 Florida . 

Munro and Clemens 1931 British Columbia 
Lesser Scaup Duck McAtee 1914 General 

MeAtee 1915 General 

McAtee 1917 General 

Trautman 1928 Ohio 

Cottam 1930 Florida 

Ring-necked Duck MecAtee 1914 General 

MecAtee 1915 General . 

McAtee 1917 General 

Trautman 1928 Ohio 

Cottam 1930 Florida 

Bluebills Mickle and 1913 Northern Ontario 
Thomson



: -5- 

Golden-Eye Mickle ana Thomson 1913 Northern Ontario 

McAtee 1915 General ; 

McAtee 1917 General 

. Trautman 1928 Ohio 

Munro and Clemens 1931 British Columbia 

Barrow's Golden- Munro and Clemens 1931 British Columbia 
Eye 

Buffle-head Mickle and Thomson 1913 Northern Ontario 

McAtee 1915 ; General — 

: MecAtee 1917 General 

: Trautman 1928 Ohio 

Cottam 1930 Florida 

Munro and Clemens 1931 British Columbia 

Old Squaw Munro and Clemens 1931 British Columbia 

Pacific Harlequin Munro and Clemens 1931 British Columbia 
Duck 

Ruddy Duck McAtee 1914 General 

McAtee 1915 General 

McAtee 1917 f General 

Trautman | 1928 Ohio 

Cottam 1930 Florida 

Snow Goose MeAtee 1917 General 

Canada Goose McAtee 1914 General 

MeAtee 1917 General @ 

Lewis 1931 Eastern Canada 

Brant McAtee 1915 General 

Lewis 1931 Eastern Canada 

Shorebirds McAtee 1911 General 

Wetmore 1925 General



i Ch 
; 3 7 G. Mawagement 

Extract from The Auk, January 1930, Vol. XLVII 

General Notes, p. 72 

: White Pelicans Killed by Teenage ~-At Granger, Salt Lake 
ounty, ah, Augus : » during a lightning storm, a 

service station attendant counted twenty-seven Pelicans fly- 
ing at about 500 feet. While he was watching them there was 
a loud clap of thunder and immediately the birds began fal ling. 
All of them were dead when they struck the ground, and none é 
were seen continuing the flight. We verified the story by 
counting sixteen dead American White Pelicans (Pelecanus 
erythrorhynchos) in an area of less than ten acres. Several 
of the birds had been carried away by people before the count 
was madee--John W. Sugden, Judge Building, Salt Lake City,Utah.



344 

From the Oregonian, Portland, Oregon, we quote: 

STORMS CUT DOWN GAME 

{ See eet ee ee 

"Electric storms have made heavy inroads in the wild fowl 

population of Summer Lake, noted hunting grounds of south central 

Oregon, Clinton Combs, rancher, said when in Bend. 

The storms struck while the wild fowl were nesting, and only 

a small number of the eggs hatched."



; ; 

« queued at Gu V 
SAMPLE OF THE MANY NEW PROBLEMS cw her qu / nearer 

rane? i 

"Collisions between deer and cars along the main highways, / at night, is a sample of the many new problems which have recently / developed. During the summer and fall of 1929 along one twenty- 
five-mile stretch of highway in the Upper Peninsula, the department 
had record of sixty-nine such collisions which resulted in the 
death of deer ~ and of course in much damage to cars and danger to { travelers. 

In 1930 the Highway Department cooperated by putting up road | Signs reading: "Caution, Deer on Road at Night sin addition local | conservation officers put out one thousand pounds of block salt at points well back from the road hoping that the deer would use this 
salt instead of the road salt used to prevent dust. Only eight-deer | errr HTT Lf 

have been reported hit and hurt during the 1930 season so these measures evidently proved effective and will presently be needed along many miles of road in both peninsulas." 
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Results of Cooperative Control Work in Alaska.--The annual report of the Commissioner 

for the Department of Agriculture for Alaska to the Secretary of Agriculture makes the fol-— my 

lowing comment: DAD amd Oaonet Ce Lrnnqueas " fb Row 
"It is estimated that over 2,000 trappers have been personally contacted to date by. w 

the leader [Harlan H. Gubser] and his assistants, The interest they have shown is evidenced 

by the material increase in the number of coyotes and wolves taken and by the numerous in- 

| quiries received for scent materials and the kind of trap to use for special methods of 

. trap setting. i 

"In 1925-26, before cooperative work was undertaken between the Territory and-the 

Department, the number of wolves and coyotes offered for bounty was 1,lll. After trapping 

demonstrations were held and scent formulas given in. 1927-28, the number increased to 2,161, 

4 and up to December 31 for the years 1929-30 there have been 2,022 presented for bounty, 

an increase of over 88 per cent as a direct result of cooperation with the trappers." ‘
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Research chapter 

Excerpt from: 

“The Application of Ecological Research Methods to the 
Tsetse (Glossina spp.) Problem in Tanganyika Territory: 
A Preliminary Account." ; 

( John F. VY. Phillips 

Ecology, October, 1930, Vol. XI, No. 4, p. Le 

\\ ie 
"Ecology, defined by Haeckel in 1869 as that science con- 

cerned with the reciprocal relations of organisms and the i 

external world, hitherto has been occupied largely with the 

development of concepts and methodology. In agriculture and 

forestry, alone, has it been employed to any significant extent 

as a means of gaining knowledge upon subjects of economic import. ! 

"The results being derived by the ecological investigations 

of the Forest Service and Biological Survey in the United States y 

Department of Agriculture support in no uncertain manner the 

view that crop-production, grazing control, stock-raising, and 

silviculture can advance only to the degree in which they are 

directed along ecological lines--they being but applied ecology. 

In the more elevated sphere of human relations, endeavor, and 

destiny, the suggestive work of Huntingdon and other indicates 

; that in the realms of politics and executive government, the 

concepts and methods of ecology should do much to elucidate 

what is now profound." :
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Biv 

Another bird heretofore condemned in many ways has been placed on 
i 0 the list of Japanese beetle destroyers in the southeastern part of the State, 

according to Dr. Thomas BE, Winecoff, In Charge of Research for the Game Com- 
mission - it is the English sparrow, Field officers in that part of the State 
have been conducting an investigation to determine what species eat these 
beetles and thus far have found that they comprise the Ring-necked Pheasant, 
Purple Grackle (blackbird), Robin, Starling, and English Sparrow. 

( icenaniiel 

i uo 
According to accrédt y Carl W. Neumann (Lincoln 

Library of Facts) the following may be regarded as normal life spans of some 
of the more important animals: 

Between 200 and 300 years: eider duck, giant tortoise, goose, parrot 

and raven. eet. aro 

Between 100 and 200 years: elephant, 150-200; falcon, 162; pike, 150; 

carp, 150; vulture, 118; golden eagle, 104; swan, 102, ~~ 

Less than 100 years: ant, 10-15; ass, 40-50; bear, 40-50; beaver, 
20-25; bee, queen, 4-5; bee, worker, 6 weeks; blackbird, 18; canary, 24; cat, 
9-10; chicken, 15-20; crab, fresh water, 20; crane, 40-50; crocodile, 40; 

cuckoo, 40; dog, 10-15; 4d 60-70; dromedary,40-50; earthworm, 10; eel, 

freshwater, 10-12; elk, 50; fox, 10; goat, 12-15; guinea pig, 5-7; gull, 44; 
4 hare, 7-8; heron, 60; hippopotamus, 40; horse, 40-50; lion, 20-25; magpie, 25; 

mouse, 3-4; ostrich, 60-70; owl, 68: pearl mussel, 60-70; pig, wild, 20-30; 

rat, 3; reindeer, 16; rhinoceros, 40-50; roebuck, 15; salamander, 10-12; sheep, 
10-15; squirrel, 10-12; stag, 30; tiger, 20; toad, 40; tree frog, 10; wolf, 

10-15; woodpecker, 60-70.
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X-in the wild. Types of Game Diseases ond Their Known Distribution Among Groups "i 
+<-by artificial means. 

O-apparently immune. Parasitic Larger External Diseases of Un- 
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(microscopic plants) (microscopic animals) 
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Aldo Leopold, Esq. 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

; I am enclosing, herewith, a royalty 

report which I hope very much will please you. 
As you can easily see, the sales to the Civi- 
lians Conservation Corps gave us a tremendous 
lift. The book moves along steadily, though 
slowly, but I think we can look for increasing 
sales rather than otherwise through the regu- 
lar channels. 

We have just had an order from a man 

who insists on an autographed copy and since 
it has been sold at the retail price, I hate 

not to do it. I am therefore sending you 4 
copy of the book, under separate cover, which 
I hope you will not mind signing and forward- 
ing to its destination. For your convenience, 
we are enclosing with the book the address it 
is to be sent to and also stamps to take care 
of the postage. 

Yours sincerely, 0 

. = - -, 

WGL/F 

ack, Hh }3 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Here is your royalty check; I hope it 

reaches you in plenty of time and that future checks 
7 5 wo 

will be as substantial as this one. 

Thank you for calling my attention to 

the imperfect copy of the book which one of your stu- iE E 

dents happened to get. This kind of thing is bound 

to oceur occasionally. We have replaced the book and 

so I hope all is well. 

Yours sincerely, ) 
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rates 
WGL/F 
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Solls Building 
November 7, 1933 

Mr. W. G Low 3a 
Charles Scribner's Song 
597 Fifth Aveme 
New York, N. Y. 

Dear Mr. Low: 

T have forgotten to write you to ask that you 

return, at your convenience, the drawings for the illustrations 

in "Gome Management." I am particularly anxloug to get the 

Allan Brooks drawings, which, as you remember, I paid for 

personally, and I assume that they revert to me now that the 

publication 1s completed. If I am wrong in these assumptions, 

please correct me. 

With kindest personal regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Game Manager 
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May, 1933. 

WE ARE PLEASED 

TO ANNOUNCE 

the publication of "GAME MANAGEMENT", by Aldo Leopold. 

This book presents in a clear, straightforward and 

interesting way the theories and results of the various efforts 

throughout the country to protect and propagate game of all kinds. 

The whole field of game management is included in the 

scope of the work. It is divided into three parts: Part I, dealing 

with management theory in general; Part II, dealing with the various 

techniques of management - control of hunting, control of food and 

water supply, control of disease, accidents, etc.; Part III, dealing 

with general game administration policies. : ' 

Every species is considered - birds, beasts, and fish. 

As it should be, this book - the first comprehensive 

one devoted to a relatively new science - is by an expert in these 

matters. Mr, Leopold was formerly with the Sporting Arms and Ammuni- 

tion Manufacturers Institute. For this Institute and the Iowa Game 

and Conservation Commission he recently engaged in a game survey of 

Iowa. He is now consultant on game management and forestry. Cer- 

tainly he knows whereof he writes; his book is the result of years of 

practical experience and thought in the field of game management. 

The volume is a handsomely turned out one of nearly : 

‘ five hundred pages. There are numerous illustrations, including pho- 

tographs, charts, diagrams, and a succession of distinguished drawings 

by Allan Brooks. There is an unusually complete bibliography, a com- 

plete glossary of terms, and a good index. The price is $5.00. 

The accompanying circular will give you more complete 

information about the work. The enclosed order card, filled in and 

mailed as a postal (no stamp is necessary), will bring you a copy by 

return post or express, prepaid. 

Very truly Tn 
: 

SCRIBNER . 

RNF/W ;
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ment of specialized places. In our present state of almost total 
ignorance we can list and classify these places only in the most 
general terms. We call them, collectively, food and cover. We 
often think of food and cover needs as a constant property of the 
species, with no variations in time. Yet a little observation shows 
at once that the needs of each species vary greatly according to 
season and circumstance. The menu of most animals would look 
like an almanac—a new set of foods for each month of the year. 
Likewise their enemies and their coverts. 

In the north temperate zone nearly all species have two criti- 
cal seasons; one, the season of winter storms, and two, the breed- 
ing season. Many game ranges are adequate for more species or 
greater densities than now inhabit them, but for particular de- 
ficiencies during these critical seasons. The practical problem of 
game-range management, therefore, may be approached and ex- 
amined from this standpoint of critical seasons, and it can 
usually be assumed that all other seasons and conditions are } 
satisfactorily provided for. 

In bobwhite quail, for example, in the northern half of the 
United States, feeding places are usually adequate except during 
winter snow or sleet storms. Under these conditions a cornshock, 
or a patch of seed-bearing ragweed protruding above the snow, 
is a requirement for survival, 7. ¢., is the critical element in the 
food factor for northern bobwhites. 

Places to hide are likewise usually adequate except during 
> winter, when the white snow buries the understory of grass and 

leaves and renders every bird visible to predators. Under such 
conditions the mechanical protection offered by a thorny bush 

: like osage, or a dense tangle of grapevines, represents the quail’s 
only chance to dodge his enemies. 

As nearly as we know, almost any ground will do for resting 
purposes, except during winter snows, when there must be a 
hiding place near at hand in which the birds may seek refuge 
from sudden attack. 

For a sleeping place quail require at all seasons a rather open 
and preferably elevated spot, from which, if attacked at night, 
they may successfully take wing without striking mechanical 
obstacles. 

If the quail requires a special place for play, we have no 
knowledge of it.



GAME MANAGEMENT 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

hie countryside proclaims the fact that we have today less control in the 

field of conservation than in any other contact with surrounding nature. 

We patrol the air and the ether, but we do not keep filth out of our creeks and 

rivers. We stand guard over works of art, but species representing the work of eons 

are stolen from under our very noses. We stamp out the diseases of crops and live- 

stock, but we do not know what ails the grouse, or the ducks, or the antelope. In 

a certain sense we are learning more rapidly about the fires that burn in the spiral 

nebula than those that burn in our forests. We aspire to build a mechanical cow 

before we know how to build a fishway, or control a flood, or handle a woodlot so 

. that it will produce a covey of game. 

The conservation movement has sought to restore wild life by the control of 

guns alone, with little visible success. Game management seeks the same end, but 

by more versatile means. Its central thesis is this: game can be restored by the 

creative use of the same tools which have heretofore destroyed it—axe, plow, cow, 

fire, and gun. 

But control comes only through the co-ordination of science and experience. 

Game management is an art new to American conditions and traditions; it is, 

nevertheless, of enormous import to the country. This book—the first comprehen- 

sive one devoted to the new art—is, in effect, a text on the subject. It is a sum- 

mation of the scientific facts and practical experience generally. 

It covers the whole field in a thorough-going manner. Within this broad survey 

is included the entire problem of wild life conservation—birds and mammals, game 

and non-game species. It reviews what has been done in game management of 

various kinds, gives the detailed methods and results of what is being accomplished 

now, and makes some invaluable suggestions as to what the future course must be. 

Not only will this book be of inestimable value to conservationists, game com- 

missioners, foresters, farmers, and others interested in preservation of wild life; it 

will be equally interesting and enlightening to the nature lover and the sportsman.



CONTENTS 

1. A History of Ideas in Game Management vir. Game Refuges 

u. Mechanism of Game Management rx. Control of Hunting 

mm. Properties of Game Populations: Fluctua- x. Predator Control 

tions and Density x1. Control of Food and Water 

1v. Properties of Game Populations: Move- xu. Control of Cover 
ments, Tolerances, and Sex and Flock ar Controlionabiccase 

Habits 
xiv. Accidents 

v. Game Range a 
‘ xv. Miscellaneous Techniques 

vi. Measurement of Game Populations; Game F : 
Geass xvi. Game Economics and Esthetics 

vu. Measurement and Diagnosis of Produc- xvi. Game Policy and Administration 
tivity xvi. Game as a Profession 

APPENDIX: Bibliography, Glossary of Terms Used in 
Game Management, Breeding Potential Tables, and Index. 

The Aims of the Book 

; First, to serve as a text for those practicing game management or studying it as a 
profession. 

Second, to interpret for the thinking sportsman or nature-lover the significance of 
some of the things he sees while afield with gun or glass, or does in his capacity 
as a voting conservationist. 

Third, to explain to the naturalist, biologist, agricultural expert, and forester how 
his own science relates to game management, and how his practices condition 
its application to the land. 
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; The names marked "" on the left marzin ere aditors,so there : 7 
; is nothing to discuss, f i a 

‘ ey ye 

Jowrnal of Mamalory: Preble is entirely competent to réview ae 
hinself,but he expresses most of his personal opinions on this . an 
subject through Nature Macazine,where he has, I understand,a paid waa a 

\ rather than a "thank-you" connection, ‘taylor 13 more competent a 
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Charles Scribner’s Sons 
§97 Fifth Avenue 

New York City 

April 12, 1933 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: i 

I have been going over the review copy lists 

again with Mr. Hart and he makes the point that a number 

of the names on the enclosed list may not have an offi- 

cial connection with the magazine beside which they are 

listed. He feels that it would be a tactical error to 

send it to a person other than the editor, unless that 

person has some real connection. Do you suppose you 

could check the list over with this in mind? We could 

then write letters when necessary to the different maga- 

zines and suggest that such and such a person would be 

the proper person to review the book. 

We expect to have complete copies on Friday 

and I shall see that they go off to you at once. I think 

and hope you will be pleased and I know of nothing which 

has slipped except the footnote you requested and which 

was unfortunately a little late. This can hardly be 

serious, however. 

Yours act be ) 

WGL/F : ;
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April 19, 1933 

Aldo Leopold Esq. 
Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In your letter of February 27th you said that you 

were sending on under separate cover some "printed matter" 
which included a number of names we could circulerize. This 
never turned up here and I can only hope you didn't send it. 
We are starting work on the circular now (incidentally I shall 
be glad to send you proof for your criticism) and I want to : 
get the list of names in shape pretty promptly. I hope the 
different lists were not lost in the mail but if they were and 
it becomes necessary to get new copies, please don't take the 
trouble to pick out the most important names for unless these 
lists amount to a good deal more than I imagine they do, we 
can undoubtedly afford to circularize the whole thing. 

I forgot to say that we finally cut out the captions 
for the frontispiece to the bock and Part II. I had no real 
objection to the Tagore quotation but it did seem a little 
superfluous, particularly as we were omitting the caption on 
the other drawing. 

Yours since ay/) noe 

(SR Ans V~ 
WGL/F 

de \ 
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April 18, 1933 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
Soils Building 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thanks ever so much for returning the 

list of review copies so promptly. These are be- 
ing sent out now as well as the copies to faculty 
members with letters and the postcards to authors 

mentioned in the book. 

I have also sent off to you the six 
copies you receive by contract and the additional 
six you wanted to have billed. Everyone here who 
has seen the book has liked its appearance very 
much indeed and if I do say so I think we have 
produced something which has avoided the textbook 
appearance pretty successfully. I hope very much 
that you will be as pleased as we are with the job. 

Yours tL vs 

WGL/F 

" f ’ & - 
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Soils Building 
¥.C. Low $ra March 12,1933 
Charles Seribner*s Sons: 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Low; 

The last of the Index proof arrived this morning and 
T return it corrected herewith. 

The typesetter has corrected a lot of errors in alphabetical are - 
rangement for which T am duly appreciative. ‘the proof-reajer has 

oa pointe? out many inconsistencies in pujctuation (a) between the text 
an? the infex;(b)between various parts of the index. The latter I | ae 
have correctel_. ‘The former were mostly deliberate,and pertain mostly se 
to the use of hyphens. TI used hyphens very freely in the index because 
certain word-combinations,when deprived of their context, might be con- 
strued in several alteruative ways by the lay reader unless hyphenated 
so as to re-inforce the meaning intented. ‘The usage in the index is 
now I think consistent within itself,although for the reasons above 
given it is sometimes inconsistent with the text. JI used hyphens in- 
stead of colons in the index for paired words, such as “area-kill ratiot 
because there are so many other colons uséé in captionizing that to use 
them for other puroses also would confuse the reader. , 

I hope the banking situation 1s not wholly discouraging to you from 
the viewpoint of possible sales. Perhaps we are better off to launch : 
the book after the upecrate has started than beforee To be sure the 
proportion of people with *5 to spare will be emnll,but the evidences 
of interest in the subject contime to mitiply in the most unexpected 
manner. For inetance I have been lecturing to the farmers* short course 

students in the University here. I did not anticipate any particular 
response excert from a few individual "cranks" like myself. Ag a matter 
of fact thouch there was a regular stampede for such literature as ve 
had to offer. This so impressed the University authorities that they are 
telicing to me about a recular course in game manacement to be offered 
the farmers next year. WNaeturally the farmers will not buy this bock, 

but the Ag @lleges who see their attitude will. 

With best rezards: Yours sincerely 

Aldo Leépold 
\ \ 

( \ 

: Noyes acest 
ee : \ she : 
_—».. es a re



Soils Building 
Dre WaT. Hornaday March I, 1933 
IT Banke St. 
Stamford Conn. 

Dear Dr. Hornaday: ; 

I am asking Seribners to send you,#Bisoon asc 
avallable,a copy of my “Came Management" which will be off the press 
some time this month. TI would have lflke¢ to inscribe it,but that 
would have entailed delay in shipping it out here and back, 

I want you to cet it promptly,partly in acknowledgment of the 

fact that my whole venture into this field dates from your visit to 
Albuquerque in I916,and your subsequent encouragement to stay in it. 

I do not by any means assume that the book will meet with your 
approval,or that its appearance is an event of importance, It is of 
importance to me because it summarizes the chain of thought which { 
have developed. ‘his ic a freer expression than my "Game Survey" 
because the survey was a compilation of facts,not a discussion of 
principles,and as gach left lithle room philosophical interpretation 
of the facts deseribed. ‘This then should be a better basis for judging 

whether the tangent I have been following has any long-time merit 
or not. 

Both the publisher and myself will welcome any expression of 
your opinion,critical or otherwise,which you may care to print, 
either in your own publication,or elsewhere. 

Another and purely personal matter: the time and expense in- 
volved in getting out this book have pretty well exhausted what I 
ha@ lata by while with the Amunition people. Accordingly I am 
available for any sort of work,permanent or temporary, regardless 
of location, which will advance wild life conservation. I would 

dislike,of course,to tie up with anything politically dominated. 
I would prefer that my situation be not widely discussed,but if 
you happen to hear of anything,I would appreciate your telling me 

about it. 

With respect‘ul regard - 
Yours Sincerely 

Aldo Leopold



Soils Building 

Feb. 27,1933 

WeGe Low 3rd 
Gharles Seribnerts Sons 
New Yor City 

Dear Mre Lows 
I have prepared five lista for advertising the book. 

They are encloged,tozether with explanatory waterial,except the 
printed material appented to List#5,which goes forward under separate 

cover to save postage. 

These call for the following investment on your parte 

List Name Review Original Printed Printed 

Noe Copies Letters Girculars Postals 

I Biological and sport 22 22 
publications 

2 Fara Publications I2 12 

3 Agricultural Colleges 9 9 

4 = authors quoted rho 

5 Game Officials ete di as 4T0 

Total MI 43 410 140 ; 

I had to guegs,of course,as to how strong you want to go. You can 

easily expand Mist 5 fron the printed matter I am sending you. Should 

you want to go stronger on 3 you can buy an agricultural Directory 

from Wn. Grant Wilson, Cambridge,vaes,or I can loan you my 1928 copy. 

You will notice though that the Colleges will be reached if we can 

carry out the plan for Iist 2. They will also be reached by part of 

List I. Should you want to expand I,consult "Naturalists Directory" 

by Sammel TH. Casino,Salem Mass. for names to circularize. I can loan 

you a 1930 copy. 

I have not tried to deal with newspapers or ordinary periodicals 

ginee I am not at home in that field. General #.C. Dil1,U.S. Cartridge, 

III Broadway,is a good friend of mine and knows Donald Stillman who 

(I think) is with the Times. Tred Iuenning of the Milwaukee Journal 

is a good friend of mine and I think would be glad to review. "Time" 

cen possibly be reached through Gene Harrison,American Game Assoc, 

Investment Bldg, Washington,if you leff the whole matter in his hands. 
In such event I would send Harrison a copy also. Alfred D. Stedman, 

614 Albee Building, Yashington,is a free lance writer and a good friend 
of mine and wight cover appropriate Washington pepers. These frasments 

of information I will leave in your hands,for such action as you see 

Fite 
If time allows you might let me check the ricular for accuracy,ete



In accordance with your verbal request I am enclosing a biograph- 
ical sketch,and the University Photo Lab is mailing you a photo. 
If the sketch is not what you want come back at me. 

The Directéries accompanying list 5 are part of my files and I 
woul’ appreciate their return when you are through with them. 

Since preparing the lists it has occured to me that the menber- 
ship list of the Boone and Crockett Club might be used to advantage. 
If you want to send them the ordinary circular you can use the list 
on pp20-26 of the 1932 booklet which I am sending. If you want a special 
thing to quote and break the ice you might get it from my friend 

Dre John C. Phillips, Wenham Mess,who is vice-president of the Club. 
He possibly does not knor that I am an Associate member,s0 1f you write 
him you might mention it incidentally. He needs no selling on the book, 
end is elready on the list(no I) for a review copy. 

Up to now the proof for the Index has not arrived. I am obliged vto 
do some field work for Wisonsin for a week,which may delay my correction 
of it. If it comes tomorrow though, can still handle it before leaving. 

Yours sincerely 

Aldo Leopold 

P.3. In addition to the 6 authors copies,I would like to order an 
additional 6,for which please bill me at your convenience.



« 
i . i 

Semple Original Letter Me? : 
Reviewers for Biological " i 
and Sporting Publications. - 7 

Charles Elton ce ae 
Museum of Zoology, Oxford University i ie 
Oxford, Mncland. ‘ : 

Dear Sirs ~ : nae 

\ We are sending you under separate cover,at the author's 

sugeestion,a copy of Aldo Leopold's "Game Manacement". i ae 

Knowing your interest in the subject of wildlife . 

J conservation,and believing thet this book expresses a new | 

viewpoint on how conservation can be, accomplished,we would ‘ s 

appreciate your expressing your opinion of it ,in the form ; 
it 

of a review in some suitable publication,mch as the “Journal 

of Animal Beology" ‘ 
; Yours truly , 

Charles Scribner's Sons i : 

by : a 

‘ : i AOS s “i 

‘ ri A Piste i ; yes At



Names to Rectéve 

REVIgW COPIES - : 
Leopold's GAME MANAGEMENT - Seribners, 1933 

(A) Biological and Sporting Publications 

Charles Elton,Museum of Zoology JOURNAL OF ANIMAL ECOLOGY 

Oxford University, Oxford, England. 

Dr. Walter P. Taylor,University of JOURNAL OF MAMMALOGY 
Artzona, Meson, Arizona 

Hoyes Lloyd,582 Mariposa Ave CANADIAN FIELD WATURALIST 
Ottawa, Canada 

0.1L. Austin Jr.,Austin Bird Research BIRD BANDING 
Laboratory, Zastham, Cape Cod, Mass. 

Dr. T.C. Stevens,Morningside College WILSOW BULLETIN 
Sioux City, Iowa 

Dy. Joseph Grinnell,Museum of Vertebrate THE CONDOR 

Zoology, Berkeley, Calif. 

Dr. Victor B. Shelford, Vivarium Bldg BCOLOGY 
University of Illinois 

Champaign, 111. 

Dr. Harold C. Bryant,National Park THE AUK 
Service, Yashington, D.C. 

Ovid M, Butler,I727 K Street W.W. AMMRICAN FORESTS 

Washington, D.C. 

Emamel Fritz,231 Giannini Hall JOURNAL OF FORESTRY 

Berkeley, Calif, 

$.B. Locke, Conservation Director, Izaak OUTDOOR AMERICA 

Walton League,222 North Band Drive, 

Chicago, Til. 

Dr. B.A. Preble,U.S. Biological Survey, NATUR MAGAZINE 
Washington, D.C. 

Dr. W.f. Hornaday,I Bank St, Stamford {HE PLAIN TRUTH,or any other 

Conn. a 

Seth Cordon,Pres. American Game Aesoc- AMERICAN GAME wt 
iation, Investment Building, Washington 
D.C. 

John C, Huntington,"More Game Birds in GAME BREEDER 

America",500 Fifth Ave, New York City 

Stewart J. Walpole,40 S. Dearborn St. AMBRICAN FIBLD 
Chicago, Ill. 

Henry P, Davis, 108 Massachusetts Ave, NATIONAL SPORTSMAN 

Boston, Mass. HUNTING AND FISHING



#2 

Harry McGuire, @ditor, Outdoor Life OUTDOOR LIFE 
Mount Morris, Ill. 

Ray P. Holland, Bditor, Field and Stream FIELD AND STREAM 
578 Maflison Ave, New York City 

Dr. John G. Phillipsa,Pres. Mass. Fish {HE SPORTSMAN 
and Game Assoc. , Wenham, Mass. 

Panl G. Redington,U.$. Biological Survey THE SURVEY 

Washington, De. 

RY. Stuart,U.5. Torest Service, THR FOREST WORKER 

Washington, D.C. ‘ ate 

ee Party & Racwalhen 
Crud B Run, Rutfered Lee, 

Foreign Publications 

THR FIRLD 

CAME AND GUN



; Plan for handling Review Copies 
of Leopold's GAME MANAGIMENT 

to 

(B) Farm Publ deations iy: 

Mr. Lows i 
On cOnsulting the agrievitural college people here,I i 

conclude it would be a very doubtful investment for you to send 
review copies to farm papers without some very definite way to 
convince them,in the first line of your letter of transmittal, 
that the book means something to them as well as to you. ; i 

Aceordingly,in building the atteched short list,I have 

omitted everything except persons mown to have a preexisting : 
‘ interest in geme,or conservation,or the general statesmanship 

, of new land-crops. 

In order to get their attention I propose the following 
plant You send a review copy + one of the earliest + to’ 

. Dean Henry I. Russell : 
Bascomb Hall La 
University of Wisconsin 

: Dr. Russell is ex-Dean of the College of Agriculture ; 
here,ani a quotation from him will unlock the gate. Write him pee) 

‘as follows: ; 
} Dear Dean Russells \ 

We are sending you a copy of Leopold's 
GAME MANAGIMENT. We would like to bring this to the : 
attention of the enclosed list of farm papers in a way j 
which will convince them that the book means something to a 
them as well as to use Our assertion of this would for 
obvious reasons carry no conviction; your assertion of it 
would, Would you feel justified in either writing them - , 
or any similar list - directly,or civing us a letter : 
waich we could quote to them? In either event we would yA 
send copies of the book to them for comment or, review. : 

The book is of course too technical for farmers, a 
except such few individuals as are naturalists to begin with. 
Thés should of course be pointed out. ‘The approach to the 

‘ problem of farm trespass and secondary farm crops is,however, 
as we vthink you will agree,of creat moment to formers,and ’ 
this approach 1s swmarized,in quotable form,in Chapters 

IX,XVI,and XVII, ‘The farm papers could do a lot of good 
by suggesting that Couty Agents and Agricultural Colleges 
should take the lead in working out this problem,and that 

Ns this bool gives them something to orient their efforts ina _ \ 
field so far unfamiliar to most of theme ‘he experimental ie 

i ateas now being organized dn Wisconsin and Iowa farms, by i 
My. Leopold and the men you have helped him develop,micht sig 

well be cited as a possible way for Agricultural Colleges ( 
to help farmers solve the game problem, aN 

If you should not feel justified in following this 1 ana 
\ , suggestion,we would nevertheless be pleased to have you Line 

, ; accept this copy with our compliments. es me



! Names to receive i f 

REVIEW COPINS ; 
Leopold's GAME MANAGEMENT + Scribner's, 1933 

(3) Farm Publications 

Phillip S. Rose, #ditor COUNTRY GENTLEMAN i 
The Country Gentleman, Independence Square 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Henry Morgenthau, Jr. AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST 
American Agricul turist, 61 Fourth Ave 
New York City 

Chester Gray,American Farm Bureau Pederation  BURGAU FARMUR 
58 2. Washington $t.,Chicago I11 

David 0. Thompson PRAIRIN FARMER 
The Prairie Farmer,1230 ¥. Washineton Blvd 
Chicaco, Till. 

Kirk Fox, iditor SUCCESSFUL FARMING 
Successful Farming, 1I7I4 Locust st. 
Des Moines, Iowa 

RR. Stinchfield,Managing Wditor BETTER CROPS 
Better Crops 
19 w. Ubth st. Mew York City 

E.R. MacIntyre WISCONSIN AGRICULTURIST 
Wisconsin Agricul turist 
II9 BR. Washington Ave,Madison Wise, 

A.J. Glover, Bditor HOARD'S DATRYMAN 
Hoard's Dairyman r 
Ft. Atkinson, Wise. 

AB. Andrews FARMER'S GUIDE 
Indiana Farmers Quide 
Huntington, Indiana 

Rueben Brisham EXTENSION REVIEW 
Extension Service,U.S.. Dept of Agriculture j 
Washington D.C. iat 

Dewitt ©. Wing (reviewer and writer) 
Preston Hollow, New York



: Sample Original letter to ; 
Famulty members in interested 

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES 

‘Dre Tracy I. Storer 
/ Assoctate Professor of Zoology j 

University of California Farm 

Davis, California. ; : 

‘ Dear Dr. Storer: : s i 

We are sending you under separate cover a 

‘ copy of Aldo Leopold's GAME MANACEMENT. Mr. Leopold tells us i 

5 that you are one of the men who already appreciate the opportunity 

to develop game as a farm and forest crop. 

‘ If you find,on reading it,that this book is a competent 

presentation of the subject,you might wish to use this sample ! ; 

copy: i 
I.To revommend that your field men in extension or 

reseach be provided with copies. i 

: 2.To loan to AAmAAL came officials or officers of 
conservation associations whom you are trying to ; 

edueate on the necessity for research work. | 

3. To show administratérs or lecislators who might ‘ 

. support research work or teaching projects. ( 

4. To show possible private donors of research funds. 

5.To weigh the question of adopting the book as a . 

text for courees which you may give or intend to 

et cive in "Fish and Game" or "Game Manacement". : 

6. As a basis for review or commént in conservation ‘ 

or biolozical periodicals. 

Yours sincerely 

: Charles Scribner's Sons 

TO elects dela :



Names to receive 
REVIEW COPIRS 

Leopold's CAME MANAGEMENT «+ Seribner's 1933 

(C)Agricultural Colleges desiring 
to start game worl. 

Dr. Tracy I. Storer,Assoclate Professor of Zoology 
University of California Farm, Davis, Calif. 

Dr. T.G. Taylor,Professor of Forestry 

Utah State Agrioultural College,Logan, Utah. \ 

Dr. Rudolf Bennitt,Associate Professor of Zoolory 
University of Missouri, Columbia, lio. 

Dr. J.G. LippmanjPean, College of Agriculture 
Rutgers University, tiew Brunswick, New Jersey. 

Dr. HB. Steen, Zoology Devartment 
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana. 

Dr. HeR. Hunt, Department of Zoology and Ceology 
Michigan State Colleze,¥ast Lansing,Mich. 

Dr. Leslie Daniels, Zoology Department 
Colorado Agricultural College,Fort Collins, Colo. 

Ralph {, King,Department of Zoology and Beonomic Entomology 
Administration Building, University Farm 
St. Paul,Minn. 

Dr. Jou. Guthrie,Professor of Zoology 
S&te College of Agricul ture, Ames, Towa.



Sample Multigraphed Posteard to ; 
Authors Quoted in Leopold's 

: GAME MANAGEMENT ; 

Front 

Dre OC. Adams : 
New York State Museua ae 

iy Albany, lew York f 5 ; 

Back 
: , 

You are one of the authors quoted in our new book, { 

CAME MANAGIMENT, by Aldo Leopold. If you will return a 
"this card with your remittance of $5.00 wile we f 

wil mail you a Copy promptly. If you do not wish to 

acquire a personal copy,you might wish to recommend 

its acquisition by the library of your institution. 4 
‘ Charles Seribuer's Sons ‘ 

597 Fifth Aveme f 
‘ New York City. i 

3 a i 
Mey



Authors Quoted in Leopold's 
GAME MANAGEMENT, Seribners, 1933. 

Dre 
* Adams, New York State Museum,Albany N.Y. 

eG Allee, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 

DreAsA. Allen,Megraw Hall,Cornell University, Ithaca 1.Y. j 

Dre ReMe Anderson, National Museum of Canada, Ottawa, Canada. 

Dr. Ole dustin Jr.,Austin Ornithological Research Station, Zastham, 
Cape Cod, Mass. 

Florence M. Bailey,U.S. Biological Survey, Washington D.C. 

Vernon Bailey,U.S. Biological Survey, Washington,D.C. 

S Prentice Baldwin, Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory,Gates Mills, Ohio. 

WC. Barnes,c/o U.S. Forest Service, Washington D.C, 

I.H. Bartlett.Game Division, Department of Conservation,lLansing Mich. 

A.M. Bartle$,@ame Conservation Institute, Clinton I.d. 

Bates} 0.0.,Torest Experiment Station,University Farm, St. Paul, Minn. 

Miliot sf Barker,Beulah,San Miguel County, ew Mexico. 

Bede) 0.3. Conservation Institute,Clinton N.J. 

Dr. William Beebe,c/o New York Zoological Society,New York City. 

H.H. Bennett,Bureau of Soils, Washington D.C. 

WR. Chapline,U.S. Forest Service, Washington 2.0, 

A.C. Bent,c/o Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C. 

Otto G. Beyer,Portage Wisconsin 

Dree RD. and LG. Bird, Zoological Laboratory, University of Oklahoma, 

Norman, Oklahoma. 

Allan Brooke, Okanagan Landing, British Columbia, canada 

Harold C. Bryant, National Park Service, Washington 1.C. 

: Gardiner bump,Bureau of Grouse Control,Department of Conservation, 
Albany, ".Y. 

Dr. Wele Burnett, State Entomologist, Fort Collins, Colo. 

John 8. Burnham, Essex, New York
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Victor H. Cahalane,Cranbrook Institute of Science,Bloomfield Hills,Mich. 

Dr. H.W. Callenbach,Poulbtry Division.State Collese,pa. 

Arthur H. Carhart,e/o Outdoor Life Publishing Co.Denver Colo. 

Dr. Royal ". Chapman,Directoy,Pineapple Institute, Hondolulu, Hawaii. 

HH. Clepper,Dept of Forests and Waters,Harrisburg, Pa. 

F.H. Coffin,c/o Board of Game Comaissioners, Harrisburg, Pa. 

Dr. Leon J. Cole,Geneti¢s Building,University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 

W.B. Coleman, Virginia State Game Farm, Boulevard, Va. 

W. Gard Conklin,c/o Board of Game Commissioners, Harrisburg, Pa. 

M.T. Cooke,U.S. Biological Survey, Washington, D.C. 

GH. Corsan.Kelloge Bird Sanctuary,Battle Creek, Mich. 

Clarence Cottam.U.S. Biological Survey, Food Habits Division, Washington 

Dre a B. Cram,Bureau of Animal Industry, Washington, D.C, 

Norman Criddle,Aweme, Ontario, Canada. 

Lincoln Crowell, State Forest Service, Sandwich, Mass. 

A.M. Day, State University.Laranie, ¥yomimg. 

DeBe Day,c/o Ohio Marshland Conservation Learue,Port Clinton, Ohio 

Dr. Wed Dearborn,e/o School of Forestry,Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Dr. RB. Delury, Dominion Observatory, Ottawa, Canada. 

Dr. Lee R. Dice,University Museum,Ann Arbor,Mich. 

Joseph M. Dixon,c/o Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley Cal. 

WeF. Baton.128 Wildwood Ave,Upper Montelair,.J. 

Charles Elton,Uuseum of Zoology, Oxford, Ingland. 

Pas Le Errington ,State @ollege of Agricul ture, Ames, Iowa 

Dr. AeK. Fisher,c/o U.S? Biological Survey, Washington, D.C. 

Dr. C.L. Fluke,Dept of Entomology,University of Wisconsin, Madisnn, Wis. 

B.B. Yorbes,Pennsylilania State College, State College,Pa. 

Dr. Herbert Friedmann,U.S. National Museum, Washington, D.C.
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BeSe Fritz,c/o Board of Game Commissioners,Harrisburg Pa. 

LeRoy Frontz,Dept of Forests and Waters, Harrisburg, Pa. 

Dre HK. Gloyd,Dept of Zoology,University of Michigan,Ann Arbor,Mich 

David M. Gorsuch,Unversity of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz. 

Wallace 5. Grange,Fish Creek, Wisc. 

Henry S. Graves,Dean, School of Forestry,ew Haven Conn. 

Dr. Robert G. Greene, Dept of Bacteriology, University of Minnesota, 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

WF. Grimmer, Superintendent of Game, Conservation Department, Madison, Wis. 

Dr. Joseph Grinnell, imseum of Vertebrate Zoology, Serkeley, Cal. 

Dr. T.1. Storer,Agricultural Experiment Station, Davis, Cal. 

Dr. Alfred 0. Groes,Bowdoin College, Bowdoin, Maine. 

Dr. K.C, MeMurry,Dept of Geography,Unversity of Michigan,Ann Arbor,Mich 

Maj. John D. Guthrie.U.3f Forest Service, Portland, Cregon. 

Dre J.H. Guthrie, Dept of Zoology, Ames, Iowa. 

B. Raymond Hall,e/o Museum of vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, Cal. 

Dr. M,C. Hall, Bureau Animal Industry, Yashington,), 6. 

L.A. Hauaman,Pofessor of Zoology,New Jersey College for Women, New 
Brunswick, N.J. 

Dy. Junius Henderson, Curator of Museum,University of Colorado, Boulder, 

a Glee. Biological Surve y, Washington,D.C. 

Maj. B.A. Goldman,U.S, Biological Survey, Washington, ».0. 

DeA. Gilchrist,U.S, Biological Survey,Phoenix Ariz. 

J.G, Halpin,Puoltry Husbandry, University of Wiscénsin,Madisn, Wise. 

CeAs Hiller,c/o Board of Game Commissioners, Harrisbug, Pa. 

Dre William T. Hornaday,Permanent Yild Life Protection Fund,I Bank St, 
Stemford, Conn. 

Dr. Carl 1, Hubbs, Museum, University of Michigan,Ann Arbor,Mich. 

Herbert K. Job, 601 Washihgton Ave, West Haven, Conn. 

BR. Kalmbach,U.S. Biological Survey, Washington, D.C. 

B.S. Kellog.State Dept of Agriculture, Sacramento, Cal.



i ; Pay 

Leon Kelso,Division of Food Habits Research,U.8. Biological Survey. 
Washington D.C. 

Duane H. Kipp, Publicity Director, Conservation Dept,Madison Wisc. 

Joseph P, Knapp,500 Fifth Avemue,New York City. 

ER. Lee Lecompte, State Game Warden,Baltimore Md. 

A.M. Leffingwell, state College,Pullman Yash. 

A.W. Schorger, Burgess Laboratories,Madison, Yisc. 

Harrison ¥. Lewis,National Parks Service, Ottawa, Canada. 

J. Stokeley Ligon, Carlsbad, New Mexico. 

Frederck C. Lincoln,U.S. Biological Survey, Yashineton, D.C. 

Jean M. Linsdale,ituseum of Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, Cal. 

Hoyes Lloyd,5%2 Mariposa Ave, Ottawa, Canada 

S.B. Locke, Conservation Director, Izaak Yalton League,Merchandise Mart, 
Chicazo, Ill. 

P.S. Lovejoy, Suprintendent of Game, Conservation Department, Lansing, Mich. 

L.A. Inttringer,c/o Board of Game Commissioners,Harrisburg, Pa. 

Horace Lytle, Dayton, Ohio 

Wel. MeAtee,U.S. Biological Survey, Yashington,D.C. 

Ralph King, Administration Bldg,University Farm,St Paul, Minn. 

Thomas MacClure,Secty Izaak Waltoh Leacue, lansing, Mich. 

HeA° MeTlhenney,Avery Tsland, louisiana 

Donald D. NeLean,c/o Mugeun Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, Cal. 

Robert Marshal},¢c/o Forest Experiment Station, Missoula, Mont. 

W.B. Mershon, Sazinaw, Miche 

Jack Miner, Kingsville Ontario. 

J.-M. Munro,Okanagan Landing, British Columbia, Canada 

0.3. Murie,c/o U.S, Biological Survey, Washington,D.C. 

Margaret M. Wice, 156 ¥. Patterson Ave, Columbus, Ohio. 

B.C. O'Roke, School of Forestry,Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Dr. T.S. Palmer,U.S. Biological Survey, Washington,).C.
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Dr. ReRe Parker,Spotted Fever Laboratory, Hamilton, Vontana 

Dr. nde Nelson, Cosmos Club, Washington D.C. 

J. Nelson, Gveen-Bay~ Manitowoc, Wisc. 

A.d. Poterson, District Game Warden, Racine, Wisc. 

0.8. Pettingill Jr,McGraw Hall, Ithaca N.Y. 

Dr. John C, Phillips. Wenham, Mass. 

John M. Phillips,Phillips Steel Co,Pittsburg, Pa. 

Miles D. Pirnie,Xellogg Bird Sanctuary, Battle Creek,Mich. 

George D. Pratt,c/o American Game Association, Investment Bldg, Yashington 

as Selb el. Biological Survey, Washinecton D.C. 

EeAe Quarles,c/o American Game Association, Investment Bldg, Washinzton ac 

féb J.M. Rasek,c/o Chas. Horn, Federal Cartridge Co,Ninneapolis, Minn. 

Dre WA. Riley,Dept Economic Entomology,University Yarm,St Paul,}!inn. 

C.8. Robinson,U.S. Forest Service,¥erry Bldc,San Francisco, Cal. 

William Rowan, University of Alberta, Bdmonton, Alberta. 

W.M. Rash,e/o National Park Service,Cardiner, iont. 

¥.J.W. Sehmidt,c/o Supt of Game, Conservation Commission, Madison, Wise. 

Earnest Thompson Seton, Santa Pe N.M. 

Dr. H.C. Severin, State College, Brookings, S.D. 

Gene Simpson, Corvallis, Orezon. 

M.P. Skinner,c/o National Park Service,Jergins Trust Bldg,Long Beach, Cal. 

J.J, Slautterback,c/o Board of Game Commissioners, Harrisburg, Pa. 

clinton, Sab o/ © U.S. Forest Service,Atlantic Bldg, Washington D.C. 

Harle Stafford, Great Barrington, Mass. 

Herbert L. Stoddard, The Hall,Route I, Tallahassee Fla. 

Dr George M. Sutton, Bethany West Virginia. 

Dre Myron H. Swenk, Department of Entomology,University of Nebraska, 
TAncoln, Neb.
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M.W. Talbot, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington D.C. 

P.A. Taverner, National Museum of Canada, Ottawa, Canada. ; 

Dr. Valter P. Taylor, University of Arizona, Tiscon,Ariz. 

Dr. J.B. Todd,740 S. Beach St, Syracuse,'. Y. 

Milton B. Trautman,e/o Game Division, De p& of Conservation, Columbus, Ohio. 

Gordon H. True Jr.,ce/o State Division of Fish and Game,San Francisco, Cal. 

Willan J. Tucker,State Game Warden,Austin, Texas. 

Dr. 2.8. Tyzser,arvard Medical School, Cambridge, 'ass. 

Dre C.T. Vorhies, University of Arizona, Tuscon,Ariz. 

Dr. Alexander Wetmore,U.S. National Museum, Washington, D.C. 

Dr. HeM. Wight, Svhool of Forestry,Ann Arbor, ifich. 

RY. Yeatter, School of Forestry and Conservation,Ann Arbor, Mich. 

S.P. Young,U.S. Biological Survey, Washington D.C. ,
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Suegestion for Circular 
On Leopold's GAME MANAGEMENT to be sent to 

Game Officials, Conservation Leaders,and Miscellaneous List 

; j 

(first annofince bobftitle, author, etc) 

? Quote from Preface, especially: : 

} Bottom of pe vil : 

Top of p. viii 3 ; 
Ené of p. ix ‘ i : 

Possiblg sketch on outline of Chapters. ; 

“I will be glad to co over this circular if you will first 
draft what you want to inelude. Possibly you will also want i 
to enclose it with some of the special letters to be sent to 

some of the other lists. ;



Geme Officials, Conservation Leaders,and 
miscellaneous names to be cireularized og 
Leopold's GAME MANAGIRUINT + Seribners, 1933 

All names marked in: 3 

"Officials and Organizations Concerned with 
WildeLizve Proteotion"scsccneccsecoveenvernsssevecasensens EMO 

"Meabers of Society American Porenters"essssacsceesseveceltO 

"Directory of Yorest Service" pp. ThnISe.secsececysesessee 20 

"Directry..Sporting Arms Institute" neeeenceceeseeeeene 15 

“mambere Urbs Gepate? siccrcccncsccectsenvaneeacesiasacee TO 

“atamel Conference} Pp25e27 sesecenccccnucccesessenncace 10 

Appendix to "Game Survey"scccscecccceccceccccccesecseses 19



Biographical Material 
on Aldo Ieopold. 

Born and raised at Burlington,Iowa.e Hunted and fished since before 

I can remember,with my father,Carl Leopold,whose sporting ethics were 

; far in advance of his generation,and who was constantly, thinking, and 4 

Olof amateur ormitholoay at Cats thse, nserver 
Graduated Yale Forest School,I909. Entered U.S. Forest Service, the create 
est of Outdoor Universities. d : 

Timber Cruiser, Rancer,and Yorest Assistant,Apache National Forest, : 
Arizona, I909=I9i%. Deputy Supervisor and then Supervisor of Carson . 
National Forest, New Mexico, 1912-1914. Publicity, Recreation, and 
Graging assignments in regional Headquarters office severdl years. : 
Then Chief of Operations (all fire control, personnel, finance, and 
construction work) for Arizona and New Mexico National Forests 
1917-1924. Associate Director \orest Products Laboratory, Madison 
Wisc, 1924-1928, where I déve helped direct research work in many fields. 4 

Public work in game conservation started at Albuquerque,l.M. about 
1916,at the instigation of Dr. W.T. Hornaday,and with his encouraze- a 
ment,advice,and financial aid. Organized fame Protective Associations ! 
at many points in New Mexico and some in Arizona. Published and edited f 
a conservation paper called THE PIN CONE. At this time realized the 
lack of any organized technique for putting wild-life conservation into 
effect on the land,and started,with the help of a group of sportsmen : 
and Forest Officers, to develop the rudiments of a technique. (These 
men are listed in the preface). ‘three of us(Licon,Pettit,and myself) 
wrote a book ,but never got it published. All this game work was 
¢arried on as a hobby,as a side issue to official duties. , ‘ 

After moving to Wisconsin,worked through the Izaak Walton League on 
state conservation programs.. In [1928 was offered and accepted the 

job of making a Game Survey for the Sporting Arms Industry. This work i 
discontinued in I93I. Main accomplishment,aside from the Report on the 
North Central States,was the organization of 5 Fellowships to train Cy 
professional Game Manacers in various Universities. These were mocked 
out by the depression, but not until 2 of the fellows had obtained degrees 
and jobs, The others are being contimed by the Universities and sa 

‘ local Commissions. During this petiod also gathered enough data to 
block out the present book. ? 

Since I93I have been doing consultingw work for Iowa, Wisconsin,and 
other states, mostly organizing farmers to set up GAME MANAGEMENT DEM® 

ONSTRATION AREAS. : 

HonorstMedalist Permanent Wild Life Protection Fund, 19I7;medalist h 
Outdoor Life Award ,193I,Assoclate Member Boone ani Crockett Club. 

Thank-you Jobs: Chairman Game Policy Committee,American Game Conference. : 

Hobbies: Making Bows and Arrows and using them to hunt deerjpracticing 

_ game Wanagement ona group of farms near Riley Wise. Ordinary hunting ity 
and fishing. 

Age 47. 5 children. One boy studying Forestry,another Watershed Conger, a
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Y Soils Pld¢g 

Nr. W.G. Low, 3rd Veb.2T, 1933 

Charles Seribners Sons 
New Yor’: City. 

Dear Mr. Low: ’ 

The acknowledment to replace the footnotes has 

already been aided to the middle of the last page of themreface. 

Possibly you mean there should be more “thank you" in 4t. I am 

not well versed in the amenities of such matters,but if this is 

what you have in mind,you may add the sentences "Their permission 

to reprint this material is cratefully acknowledged". 

In re-reading the preface I have caught a very avkwerd sentence 

on pace viii. JI have attached a substitute fér it. This change 

4s of course on me. 

I have alco added"the late” to one of the acknowledgements on 

the page followtng the preface. This is on me. 

Your decisions as to the placement of tables and figures all 

sound reasonable and I zladly accept them, 

As to the placement of tailpieces,I have these sugcestions: 

Subject -howat end of Chap — shoulddbe 
at end of 

Falcon on wrist ».-«<«ee ee eee 12 oe ee ee ke ee 

Antlres,caliperssand tepe. «ee ee TE ee ee ee ee 7 

Deer jumping fence. .2eeeese T La vaxae 

Mucks settling on water. eee eee Tee cers «2,6,0r 13 

I am not insistent on this except the falcon,which f had done 

for Chap I,and which is the only chapter mentioning falconry. It 

4s true I may have suggested the ducks for it, but that was before 

Brooks 24d the secon? batch of drawings. Y 

I agree that the budding grouse will make a much better spot. 

I also acree it is probably best for the jacket,unless you had the 

other redrawn a a straight black line drawing. 

I notice the lists of tables and figures are not yet paged, but 

you said you would do that,so I aw assuming you prefer to do it 

after all the other pazing is untangled. 
Yours siucerely 

Aldo Leopold
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February 18, 1933 a im 

i 
ls 
eis Aldo Leopold, Esq. aa 

Soils Building ioe | 
Univ. of Wisconsin ae 
Madison, Wisconsin eae . 

6 ae i. 
Dear Mr. Leopold: a 

(eRe i 
There are a few more things to be taken up and then I really a q 

i hope we shall be completely finished. In the first place, I forgot to ae, 
have you look over the preface when you were in here the other day for ae ae 
I think you may want to add some acknowledgment to replace the footnote = = = -_ 
which you will remember we deleted on the first page of the text ("This = 
Chapter appeared in Outdoor America June 1931"). Therefore I end— || i 
ing the front matter proofs off to you in this mail. € Frcs clans) } : 

Then as to the suggested changes, we have gone over them all oa bn 
very carefully and although we have not followed your suggestions in ae Dg 
each case I hope you will agree with our reasons when we did not do so. 

Page 89. I hadn't realized until just now what you were driv— ve 4 
ing at so unless the Manufacturing Department feels it will be bad book an Pw 
making to move a couple of lines from the top of page 91, your suggestion __ Pa 
can be followed. eae : 

Page 109. We are making the change as you specify. Bi Bh 
It would be a perfectly simple job to rout out the latitude ipa Fa 

and longitude lines where they extend beyond the boundaries of the state Biss 
in figures 13 and 14 but if we do this I am afraid that no on looking at eae | 

: the map will realize what the lines as they appear inside the state bound= i 
aries mean. Certainly I should have no idea if I were to look at such a 22 
map. Therefore we don't think it best to make the change unless you feel a 
very strongly on the subject. he: 4 

Page 177. The change is being made as is also the case on a ae 

pages 198 and 219. ef 
Table 29. We are transposing to precede immediately the para- 

graph beginning GAME: PREDATOR RATIOS. oo a 
As you say, table 41 is referred to on page 297 but since the 

subject of drought carries over several succeeding pages, I don't think the aes. f 

present position of the table is bad and unless you insist we don't plan ie Fe fr 
to change it. If we are to make the change, we should have to put the table ae 
on page 297 and then the paragraph beginning "The Species listed in Table - a i 
41" would not appear until page 298 with the result that we would hardly be a i 

better off than we are now. ie ee 
We are making the change you suggest in Table 45. aa ae 
Table 49 is also being changed and will immediately precede the ry ay 

section headed "Game Maps and Range Tallies". a A a ‘a 
; r ei ae a 2 " 

u 16 cacaa iat igh th ath ci ull 

LA ici M i OR nee ciel SS ee ee ea



Aldo Leopold, Esq. -2- 2/13/33 | 

| 
The other matter to be taken up is that of the tail pieces | 

and as the present arrangement seems to deviate considerably from your | 

original arrangement, I think I had better describe as well as I can what 

is placed where so that you may approve or not as the case may be. In 

the galley proofs the different cuts were placed and described at the end 

of the different chapters and almost without exception these locations 

have been followed except where there was no room. I assume that these 

locations were taken from your list which you speak of sending on in your 

letter of August 16th but no one can find the original copy so I want to 

be absolutely sure. 

At the end of: 
Chapter 1. we are planning to use the picture of a couple of 

little ducks of some kind one of them settling on the water 

> Quwh and the other already sitting in it. I gather that you were 

Ae ay ; not particularly keen about this cut but said it might be used 

/ Yoh® ‘nl for chapter one and as the reductionkas improved all the draw- 

/ Lee ings enormously, I think it will look well here. 

/ olh Chapter 2. We have placed no cut. 

i otK Chapter 3. The rabbit sitting on top of a cycle curve. 

} 
} Chapter 4. The cut of three prairie chickens, two of them boom— 

i Old ing or whatever you call it and looking at the hen, Since 

\ chapter four has to do with sex, I don't see why this cut 

i shouldn't be highly appropriate. 

| vA Chapter 5. A pheasant flying over a cornfield. 

O'S chapter 6. No cut. 

‘ \ Chapter 7. A deer jumping over a fence. 

qui beokAm © 
| yy Chapter 8. No room for a cut. 

' day of Chapter 9. A turtle looking at a duck presumably with the idea 

f of eating its eggs. 

\ v Chapter 10. A quail and a couple of crows about to descend on 

\ it. 

x V Chapter 11. A partridge budding. 

nt Chapter 12. A falcon sitting on a man's hand. 

egret Chapter 13. No cut. 

a (oetdul) Chapter 14. Flock of geese flying. 

VY Chapter 15. No room for a cut. 

i ena ae



Aldo Leopold, Esq. -3- 2/18/33 

K Chapter 16. What I suppose is a wood duck and a heron looking 

0 at each other. 

ol Chapter 17. Two ducks flying along one after the other. 

ty. Th Chapter 18. Antlers with calipers and a tape measure. 

You will see that we have not used the drawing of a scythe, etc., 
with a bobwhite sitting on top but it can be used if you wish. 

We are planning to use a small reduction of the partridge bud- 
ding as a spot on the title page and I am not at all sure we may not do better 
to use one of these cuts on the jacket instead of the wash drawing of the 
grouse or partridges flying out of some birch trees. These line cuts come 
out beautifully. 

I am sending this by air mail because we are anxious to get 
the book on press just as soon as possible and I hope you will be able to 

give me an answer pretty soon. 

It was very nice to see you in New York and I sincerely hope 
New Jersey or some other enlightened state will call you Hastward soon. 

WGL/F
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February 21, 1933 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
Soils Building 
Madison, Wiscensin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have been talking to the Manufacturing Department at some 

length about the footnote complication on page 89 and it seems to us 

better on the whole to let it stand as is. The solution I had figured 

out in my mind was to move the first four lines on page 91 back to page 

89 and carry the whole footnote at the bottom of page 91. This, however, 

would necessitate the reference appearing at the end of your third con- 

clusion which in itself is obviously bad. Another bad feature would be 

that the conclusions themselves would be separated from the preceding 

peragraph by table 8 and this seems to me particularly awkward. Still a 

third objection is that it is bad book making to begin a page with a 

"widow line" unless it is absolutely unavoidable as was the case on page 

88. 

I am afraid whatever we do it can hardly be an ideal arrange- 

ment but the present one seems the most satisfactory. 

The index arrived safely and,although as you anticipated I 

was slightly stunned by its length, I can appreciate your thoroughness 

and the necessity for complete references. We are starting to work at 

once on it and I will send proofs off just as soon as they come in. 

Yours sincerely 

is bm ve 
WCL/F ‘ 

ane
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: January 11, 1933 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. oo 
Soils Building ty 
Univ. of Wisconsin x se 

Madison, Wisconsin i e yore 
s i tL 0 

Dear Mr. Leopold: An we 
/ 

Galleys have gone back to the press ang 2 think aaa 
is quite in order with the exception of table 8 and figure 7 of 
which copy’ is missing, due to the fact that the original copy ac- 
companying galley 17-44 was lost. If you can let me have duplicates 
of these, and I assume you have duplicates, we shall be all set. 

I haven't yet got a definite date for page proofs but I am 

to be notified within a day or so. 

Mr. Scribner was reading over the galleys a day or so ago and 
made one criticism which I think is well founded. He objects to the 
footnote on the first page which states that chapter one appeared in 
Outdoor America, feeling that to have such 4 note as this on the very 
first page of a book might be apt to steer a reader off. It might be 
well to have this acknowledgement appear in a preface or some more 
inconspicuous place. What do you think? 

Yours sincerely, 5 

ist ne 

WOL/F
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Jan. 14, 1933 

Mr. W. G. Low 3d 
Charles Scribner's Sons 

597 Wfth Aveme 
New York, N. Y. 

Dear Mr. Low: 

I am glad to lmow that everything is straightened out except 
that originals are missing for Table $ and Fig. 7. 

These could hardly have been lost with the mamscript copy 
corresponding to the missing galleys 17-4 because both are large 
sheets, much larger than page size. ‘The lost manuscript copy could 
have contained nothing but reduced photographic prints unsuitable 

for reproduction. 

Table §. The title of this table is "Suecess of Game Bird Transplan- 
tation." It consisted originally of a large typewritten tabulation 
on white paper, of which I attach an out-of-date photographic reduc- 

tion. I think you originally objected to this as too fine for further 
reduction, and I remember I had misgivings about it because the whole 
form of the table was too complicated. Accordingly I did a scissoring 
and pasting job on the original table, simplifying the headings, oblit- 
erating the distinctions between brackets and parentheses, and deleting 

some of the blank white, spaces so that the final reduction would not 
have to be so severe. I did not have this scissored and pasted original 
photographed, and hence have no copies. 

It occurs to me that your difficulty may lie in having nothing 
with which to recognize the large original of Table 8. The unrevised 
photographic copy which I am inclosing may enable you to do this. I 
am certain that the pasted and scissored copy was inclosed among the 
original batch of illustrations sent you in a separate package because 
too large to put in the manuscript text. 

If you cannot find it even with this description, please return 
the out-of-date photograph to me at once and I will set about the job 

of revising it again and typing a new table. 

Fig. J. This is a large tracing entitled "British and American Grouse 
Cycles.” As in the case of Table 8, it could not have been lost with 
the mamseript for galleys 17-4, although a photographic print of it 
may have been go lost. ‘The tracing was inclosed with the original 

batch of large illustrations, and as in the previous case, you may



2 
Ww. G. Low 

1/14/33 

be able to find it with the help of the reduced photographic print which 
I inclose herewith. If you cannot find it, I suezgest you make a cut 
from page 165 of the attached reprint, which seems especially clear and 
is possibly just as good as the original tracing for reproduction. The 
figure as it appears on page 165 is up-to-date. 

Magazine References. I think Mr. Seribner's criticism of the footnote 
on page 1 is very well taken. I attach an insert to the introduction 

which will make it possible to abolish.this and any similar footnotes. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 
Inel.
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January 7, 1933 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 

Soils Building \ 
. University of Wisconsin | 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: wile d 

All the remaining galleys arrived this morning and I am sending j 
them on to the press with your notes about them. dl 

I am sorry if there was any confusion about the proof reading b 
rules in the bibliography but from a rather cursory survey I should say 4 

that you had interpreted them correctly and I don't believe any further 1 
changes will be necessary. ' 

I looked up the mysterious query on galley 100 and it evidently 
refers to the fact that on galley 99 you spoke of five theorems and num- 

bered 1, 2, 3, & 5, omitting. the number for 4. In the text, however, you ; 
did refer to a fourth theorem so I don't think it is essential to make any ; 
change and I have let the matter ride as is. at 

As far as the index is concerned, I have always thought that the ’ 
easiest method was to go through the galleys in order and write down each 
reference as it came along (keeping the cards of course in the same order). : 
Then when the page proofs come in all that is necessary is to add the page 
number to each card and when this is done, sort them alphabetically. The 
whole job can be done from page proofs of course but this other method nat- 7 
urally saves time and will allow you to get the whole thing in shape before 4 
the page proofs are ready. I haven't yet got a date from the press but ‘ 
there isn't the slightest question in my mind but that the proofs will be i 
ready before February; certainly I hope they will. 

Yesterday afternoon I saw the first proofs of the tables and fig- 
ures which have been made into line cuts and was very much pleased at how 
well they came out. As soon as they are complete I shall send a set on to 
you and I think you will be equally encouraged. 

I will give you some definite date for pages just as soon as I can 
get the dope. 

Yours sincerely, 

ao) 

WGL/F
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January 5, 1933 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 

Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: { 

I have your letter of January third and am glad the 

galleys are nearing their end. I hope and think their completion 

will finish all our troubles and complications. 

Please don't worry about any corrections or additions 

you may have made in the galleys; we don't start to make them up 

into pages until they have been revised, so the omission of page 

385 won't make any difference. If we lost the page I am certainly 

sorry and can't understand how it could have happened. 

Your letter having arrived only this morning, the galleys 

themselves have not come in yet so I can't help you out on the 

proof readers note on galley 100 yet. I shall check this up when 

it comes in, however. 

Yours “Oe 

WGL/F
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; Jan. 5, 1933 

Mr. W. @. Low 3a 
Charles Scribner's Sons 

597 Fifth Aveme 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Lows 

I enclose the final galleys 102-116. 

: The corrections are very light except in the Bibliography, 
where they are fairly heavy. ‘The proofreader specified a system 

of quotation marks, italics, and quotes going somewhat beyond the 

simplified system I used in the MSS., but without sending me the 

rules he was following, I had to interpolate these rules as ver 
the attached sheet. ‘There is here involved, I take it, certain 

. preferences and customs of your firm, which I am glad to follow, 

but which I may not have interpolated correctly. You may make 
further changes if you think best. 

I have added three new titles, which you may charge as 

author's changes. 

Tow that the galley is done, let me again exress my satis- 
faction over the careful work and considerate attitude of your 

staff. 

There now remains only one big job for me, and that is the 
index. My field work is strung out in such a manner that it is 
important for me to know as soon as possible: 

(1) When I may expect page proof as a basis for indexing. 
(2) Whether it will come all in one lump, or in progressive 

batches. 

Page proof will doubtless give rise to some questions easiest 

settled by personal conference. My trip east early in February 
is the only chance I can foresee. Could you have page proof by then? 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LHOPOLD 
AL/vh 
Inel. ;
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Jan. 3, 1933 

Mr. We G. Low 34 
Charles Scribner's Sons 

597 Fifth Averme 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Low: 

I return Galleys S7-101 with corrections. ‘The following items 
merit special mention. 

Omigsion of MSS. p. 385. I regret to tell you that Calley &9 omits the 
whole of page 385 of the MSS., and this is also missing from the MSS. 

copy which you returned with the galley. I have attached a copy of it 

as an insert to Galley 89. 

There is no way for me to tell whether this page was lost from 
the MSS. before or after I submitted it to you. It is not missing from 
the copy I retained. JI will accept your decision as to whether this is 
an author's correction or not. In either event I regret the trouble it 

m will probably cost you in repaging the galley, ete. 

Galley 100. I do not understand the proofreader's note “See? on copy 562" 

Table 53. I notice that the symbol "C" for contributed costs duplicates 
one of the lettered columns A, 3, C, D, B. I suggest the best way out is 
to re-plate the table, using the symbol "Cont." I failed to notice this 

in checking the tables, so bill the charge to me, 

If you decide to do this, please amend the galley legend (under 
the title of the table) accordingly. 

New Map for Fig. 32. As previously agreed upon, I am substituting for 
the illegible Williamston map, originally submitted for Fie. 32, a mep 
of the Riley Game Cooperative. ‘The tracing is sent you unier separate 

cover. I have attached to Galley 95 two new paragraphs of text (131 words) 
to replace old text (135 words). 

Let's not worry any more about the lost galleys, since we were 

able to replace them from my copy. 

I am entirely agreeable to any charges you may make for author's 

corrections in galleys 45-82, or elsewhere. 

I have on hand Galleys 102-116 and will forward them within a few 

days. I am sending on 87-101 to avoid delay. 

Yours sincerely,



Insert. 1, Galley 95 

Fig. 32 shows a simple type map of a 1500~acre tract in southern 

Wisconsin. ‘The base was obtained from the County Plat Book. The 

detail was added by cruising, and required two days’ field work. A 

separate legend shows the food and cover improvements installed for 

pheasants and quail by the farmers on the area, cooperating with a 

group of sportsmen. 

A more elaborate classification of types, mapped on 2 larger 

area by cruising, is that prepared by K. C. Melfurry of the Depart- 

ment of Geography, University of Michigan, for the Izaak Walton 

League, covering Williamston Township, Ingham County, Michigan. 

The plan of management built up on the basis of this map is described 

by Wight (1931). ‘the Wiliiamston map is not here reproduced because ; 

reduction to book-size would make it illegible. 

{



Leopold's Game Management 385 

however, the incubating hen is actually mangled or beheaded by mower, 

or the eges are broken. Such eases classify, unier the scheme we are 

here following, as accidents. A method of avoiding mch accidents by 

detecting nests in fields of hay or small grain, and leaving "islands" 

of uneut hay or grain around each nest is depicted in Fig. 27. 

fhe present methods of detecting nests are doubtless subject to 

great improvement. Until very recently no one has paid any attention 

to such problems. A true index to the temper of this mechanical age is 

ry the disparity between the infinite brains and effort devoted to the 

perfection ofutilitarian machines, and infinitesimal attention to their 

sometimes ruinous effects on the merely beautiful aspects of the country- 

side. : 

Agricultural machinery casualties are a major leakage in farm-game 

productivity. There is no reason whatever for this leakage to continue ; 

indefinitely. Control of this factor is feasible. Many farmers would 

_ voluntarily save inate if they were given a device for automatically 

3 discovering them. 

; Roadway Accidents. Motor transportation has brought one conspictous 

exception to the rule that accidental deaths go unnoticed. ‘The killing 

of an animal by a motor car is usually noticed by ita occupants, and 

1f the body remains on the highway, by hundreds of subsequent cars. ‘this 

(
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December 19, 1932 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The mystery of the lost galleys becomes more and more peculiar. 

The Manufacturing Department which receives all returned galleys tells 

me that the package contained only the manuscript up to the end of gal- 

ley 17 and that on their recollection the package was hardly big enough 

to have contained galleys 17-44 with their accompanying manuscript as 

well. I don't suppose there could have been a mistake at your end in 

making up the package, could there? 

I haven't yet seen galleys 45-82 but I am sorry to hear that 

more changes are necessary. As you probably mow, we have in our con- 

tract a provision whereby we pay a certain proportion of necessary al- 

terations and charge the balance to the author. From the first batch of 

galleys, however, I shouldn't say that in your case any large amount 

would be involved. 

I am making the changes and additions you mention in your letter 

of the 14th and am delighted to hear that the drawing for the new map is 

coming along. 

The only explanation I can think of for the failure to include 

your additional paragraph about flushing rods is that the material must 

have reached the press too late. I remember very well sending it on. 

We are sending you under separate cover another duplicate set of 

galleys 17-44 to replace those which you sent on to us. 

Yours sin sak v ) 

ie iv 

WGL/F



Dec. 14, 1932 

Mr. W. G. Low 34 
Charles Scribner's Sons 

i 597 Fifth Avenue 
New York 

Dear Mr. Low: 

I am returning today corrected galleys 5-82 inclusive. 

I find in these a somewhat greater number of author's corrections 

than in the preceding batches. Please feel free to charge me for 

these to whatever extent is required by your customary usage. 

The following corrections are possibly of sufficient importance to 

warrant separate mention. 

Table 21. I discovered an arithmetical error in the computations 

which I failed to catch in going over the proof for the tables. I eam 

sorry to reopen the matter of tables, but I guess 4t will be necessary 

to use the attached corrected draft of Table 21, in which the changed 

figures are underlined in red. 

Tables 31a and 3lb. Some very important new publications have come out 

since the copy for these tables was sent you. Some of these are from 

people whose friendly attitude toward the book will help a great deal. 

Can you therefore make three new entries in these tables as follows: 

1. Table 3la. At end of “Hawks and Owls" after “Errington" add - 

"Baldwin et al--1932--Ohio." 

2. At end of “Skunk” after "Williams" add "Dearborn--1932--Michigan. " 

3. Table 31b. After “Rats” add \fammal g~-Bailey--1932--General. " 

Will you also kindly paste into the pibliography the three corresponding 

additions, which are typed out on the attached sheet in such a way that 

they can be clipped off and pasted in their appropriate alphabetical 

position? 

Galley 78- Ina special letter sent you unter date of September 30 I 

suggested the insertion of an additional paragraph to bring the material 

on flushing rods up-to-date, Ividently this letter did not get to the
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printer. I have therefore attached a 42-word insert to Galley 78 
and have stricken out a corresponding amount of text go that your 
paging will not be disrupted. 

Table 40. I have added one item at the end of the table. ‘he 
corresponding addition to the bibliography is given on the attached 
sheet with the three other additions 

I am glad that you welcome substituting the new map for the Williamston 
mape I will send you the drawing and suggest the necessary alterations 
in text when that particular bunch of galleys comes along. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LRoPoLp 

AL/vh 
Inel.
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December 7, 1982 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I was very sorry indeed not to see you last week; the 
luncheon date will certainly go over until you are next in New York 
and I shall look forward to seeing you in January or February. 

I have been putting off writing because I have been hoping 

from day to day that the rest of the corrected galleys you said had 
been returned would come in. So far only the first seventeen have ar- 
rived and I am quite worried about the rest. It looks as though some— 
thing must have gone amiss. Would it be possible for you to make 
inguiries at your end? 

i Those that have come in I have sent back to the press and 
I don't think there should be any trouble about the few corrections 
you made. And, incidentally, I was most pleased to have your compli- 
mentary remarks about the type-setters and proof-readers; they usually 
get nothing but blame and I know they will be glad to hear your comments. 

And I was delighted to get the new copy for figure thirty-two. 

To my mind this is far superior and unless the changes you speak of are 
very serious, I should very much prefer to use it. As a matter of fact, 
I don't see how it would have been at all possible to make head or tail 
out of the original copy when it was reduced in size and printed as a 

line cut. 

I am sending off to you today, under separate cover, what 
galleys have accumulated in the past week or so and hope very much that 
you will find them to be as clean as those you have already seen. 

Yours en 2 nt 

WGL/F 

ek “ho ha i “ ~ oie



Dec. 13, 1932 

Mr. W. G. Low 3a 
Charles Seribner's Sons 
597 Fifth Aveme 
New York, N. Y. 

Dear Mr. Low: ; 

The disappearance of galleys 17-4 is a 
nystery to me, since they were all mailed in one 

package. 

On the chance that they have not yet shown 
up, I am sending you my copy of these galleys under 
separate cover. f 

I will substitute the new drawing for Pig. 32. 

Galleys 5-32 have been waiting on my desk 
during my absence from town, but I will tackle them 
immediately. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



Nov. 25, 1932 

Mr. W. G. Low 3a 

Charles Scribner's Sons 

597 Mfth Aveme 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Low: 

+f 
I am returning Galleys 1-36, duly corrected. 

I wish you would congratulate your type+setter for me on the remarkable 
clearness of his copy. I never hadso few difficulties, although my 
experience has been limited. I am also indebted to your proof-reader 
for catching up a number of small errors which I had missed. 

I have changed the word “esthetic” back to the simplified spelling. The 
: galley text had it "aesthetic," but the galley index had the other. As 

PA to "predator," it is, to be sure, a new word, but one already widely used 
in the biological literature. 

The galley contains some cut titles which I couldn't check, because you 
have the only final set of cuts. In Table 8, Galley 22, for instance, 
I suspect the sub-heading is now simplified in the final version. Maybe 
you prefer to catch these in the page-proof. If we should catch them 
now, could your proof-reader cheek against the final cuts? 

By the way, I remember you disliked the drawing for Fig. 32, "Cover Map 
of Williamston Project." I now have several cover maps of my own which 
would make a cleaner cut. A photo of one is inclosed. If you prefer to 
use this, let me know and I will draft the needed changes in text, 
which I think are slight and would affect only one paze or so. If I don't 

hear from you, I will assume you prefer to stay "as is." 

I notice you have paged the galley, but I assume this paging is not suf- 
ficiently final to warrant me in starting work on the index. Shall I await 
page-proof? Indexing is a big job, and I'm anxious to be at it. 

I will be in New York next week and will give you a ring to see if you 

need me for anything. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Incl.
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November 4, 1932 

Miss Vivian Horn 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Miss Horn: 

I have succeeded in getting a definite date from our Press 

and accordingly we shall sénd along the first galleys of GAME MANAGE- 

MENT on November tenth and the final galleys on the eighteenth. I 

have been planning to send one extra set besides the emeee readers set 

but if Mr. Leopold needs any more and you can let me know at once, I 

have no doubt it can be arranged. 

I feel I should warn Mr. Leopold, so that he will not be too 

much surprised, that we do not plan to include in the galley proofs 

those figures of which we are making cuts. It will be simpler, cheaper 

and better for the cuts themselves to wait until page proofs are made up 

and since Mr. Leopold has already gone over the copy for the figures 

very carefully, I see no danger of running into many corrections. 

Yours sincera@y, 

Ug Ko 
WGL/F
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Oct. 11, 1932 

Mr. W. G. Low 34 
Charles Scribner's Sons 

597 Fifth Avenue 
New York, N. Y. 

Dear Mr. Low: 

In the tracing for Fig. 9, Chapter V, the word 

“coveys" is twice misspelled “covies." I'm sorry I didn't 

notice this before. Would you kindly have your draftsman 

erase and change the lettering, or, if you prefer and time 

allows, return the tracing? 

If the cut is already made you may bill me for ' 

a new one, as this is strictly an “author's error." 

With best regards, andavraiting the galleys, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 

AL/vh 

ai ta LO
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October 6, 1932. 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisc. 

Bear Mr. Leopold: 

I think we have been able to make all the 

corrections you sent in and hope as a result the 

proofs will be unusually clean. We have not been 

rushing the production of this book but I should judge 

that galleys will be ready in about three weeks. As 

soon as I get a really definite dete I shall let you 

know in case it may @ffect your plans. 

It has been pleasant to see from the letters 

you have forwarded that we may actually look forward to 

a real interest in the book on the part of Forestry 

schools and others of their ilk. 

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS. 

WGL: Tk
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Sept. 20, 1932 

Mr. W. G. Low 3rd 
Charles Scribner's Sons : 
597 Fifth Aveme 

New York, N. ¥. : 

Dear Mr. Lows 

Dr. Leon J. Cole, genetecist of the University here, has kindly 
gone over Chapters II and IV. He was unable to do this earlier. 

If type is not already set, kindly make the following minor 
changes in the MSS. If type is set, I will catch these as anthor's 
changes in the proof: 

Pp. 109: Substitute revised pace attached. 

Pp. 115: Add after “assertion,” end of second paragraph, this new \ 
sentence: "More recent work, however, leaves this in doubt. 

Change will, first word in 17th line, to may. 

p- 118: Third line after table should read “Table 12" not "Table 1}. 

Dp. 120: Before "The ratio," line 14, add this clause: "In the data 
on which Table 12 is based, the ratio" etc. 

pe 122: Line 2, delete “or about 30:60." 

After Waterfowl Sex Ratio, change opening sentence to “We 
have in this subject an almost" ete. 

P+ 123: Line 9, comma at end, after “improbable. * ; 

p- 125: Second line, last paragraph, delete “what.” 

p- 126: Change end of second paragraph to read “as of doubtful sufiiciency." 

p- 127: Line three, delete “what.* 

p- 1293 Second line, second paragraph, add after “geneticists” the 
reference: (Haldane, 1922), and after “miles in the next line: 
(Craft, unpubl. ). 

¥
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p- 130: Line 12: Chanze “the probability" to "its credibility." : 

Change the last two sentences to read: “The purer the 
strain, the less the chance of deterioration through 
inbreeding. Genetic principles, in short, ten’ to run 
counter to the popular supposition that inbreeding of 

wild game is injurious." 

p. 13%: Change second and third sentences of paragraph two, to read: 
“Inbreeding is not known to be injurious to wild species. 
The tradition that shooting benefits game by preventing 
inbreeding is not yet supported by evidence. 

Appendix: Please tear off the new reference at the bottom of this page 
and paste in its proper alphabetical place in the bibliography. 

Yours sincerely, , 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 

5 

Haldane, J.B.S. 1922. Sex ratio and unisemal sterility in hybrid animals. om 
Jour. Genetics, Vol. 12, No. 2, pp. 101-109, oy 

ca 

ita tea ee
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September 16, 1932 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin ‘ 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

We have figured out that the best way to reproduce most 

of the tables will be to make line cuts of them and with this in 

mind, we have had them all very carefully re-typed. In order to 

eliminate all possible corrections and the necessity of making a 

charge for them, I wonder if you would mind going over those which 

I am enclosing, herewith. You will see that one or two are marked 

to be set in type but the balance we hope to photograph, so I must 

ask that you be! as careful of them as possible. 

All seems to be going smoothly enough and we have made the 

changes you spoke of. I am sorry not to have acknowledged your 

notes before this but I have been away in Maine on a short vacation. 

he [Fee | 

WGL/F 
ENCS:



v Sept. 21, 1932 

i Mr. W. G. Low 34 
Charles Scribner's Sons 
597 Fifth Avenue — 
New York, N. Y. 

: Dear Mr. Low? 

a I’m glad you sent me the tables. The most of those 
: not 0.K. as is I have been able to correct without making marks 

Wes ’ on them. A few I had to rewrite. 

$y f In making corrections, I of course had to guess at 
your intent with respect to dimensions, reduction to page size, 

: ete. f 

gow All bibliography references in the tables have been 
checked against the Bibliography, and this divulged some 

i ~' omissions which I enclose herewith to be pasted alphabetically 
Dia in the Bibliography, which, I assume, has not yet been set. 

Yours sincerely, 

F ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 
Incl. 

P. S. If Chapter 13 is not yet set up, could you have your 

secretary make the inclosed changes, which are caused by Dr. Allen's 
absence from the country and my inability to get certain information 
from him sooner, § 

a $ AL. 

a



eg iit fey Pee Cate yer ee 

i ened ' 5 a , 

Changes in Chapter XIII, "Game Management" cane 

CONTROL OF DISEASE b 

; Pp. 351. Line 5, Insert at end of sentence after "1924" the following 
parenthesis: (Allen, 1924). 

Pp. 353. Caption "Bacterial," first line. Insert after "plants" the words , 
*sowe species of." 

‘ ' Caption “Protozoan,” first line. Insert after "animals" the words 
‘ “some species of which are," 

p- 354% ine 5. ‘The blank space should read ‘and Allen and Gross (1926) ‘ 
: in ruffed crouse." 

p. 355. dine 2. Insert after "pill-bug" a new sentence "Allen (1924) found 
‘ grown grouse apparently killed by the parasite." i



Insertions for Bibliography of "Game Management" 
(Cut on lines and paste in, in the correct alphabetical position) 

SUBSTITUTE FOR BIBLIOGRAPHY INSERT A THE FOLLOWING: 

Allee, W. C. 1932. Animal life and social growth. Williams & Wilkins Co., 
Baltimore. 

Allen, A. Ae 1924. ‘The grouse disease. Bull. Amer. Game Prot. Assoc., 
Jamary 1924, pp. 12-14. 

1929. Ten years experiments in rearing ruffed grouse in 
captivity. Trans. 16th American Game Conference. 

| 1931. Recent developments in rearing grouse. Trans. 18th 

American Game Conference, pp. 153-160. 

Allen, A. A. and Gross, A. 0. 1926. Report of the Ruffed Grouse 
Investigation, 1925-26. American Game, October 1926. 

Bartlett, M. I. 1924. Ruffed grouse and fruit trees. Bulli. Amer. Game 

Prot. Assoc., January 1924, pp. 15-16, 19. 

Chambliss, C. EF. 1922. Wild rice. U. S. Dept. Agr. Circ. 229. 

INSERT AFTER THE LAST ITEM UNDER "GREEN, R. G." THE FOLLOWING: 

193le. ‘The occurrence of Bact. Tularense in the eastern 
wood tick, Dermacentor Variabilis. Amer. Journ. Hygiene, 
Vol. 14, No. %, November 1931, pp. 600-613. 

INSERT UNDER "GREEN, R. G. and WADE, E. M." IN THEIR PROPER PLACES ACCORDING 

TO YEAR OF PUBLICATION: 

1928a. Experimental tularemia in birds. Proc. Soc. for 
Exper. Biol. and Medicine, Paper 3985, Vol. 25, pp. 637- 

1928b. Tularemia in the cat. Proc. Soc. for Exper. Biol. 

and Medicine, Paper 4105, Vol. 25, pp. 856-857. 

1929a. Longevity of Bact. Tularense in muscle tissue. Proc, 

Soc. for Exper. Biol. and Medicine, Paper 4689, Vol. 27, 

pp. 214-216, inieearemaaisleindlo



Insertions in Bibliography of "Game Management" 2 

INSERT AFTER THE ITEMS UNDER "GREEN, R. G. AND WADE, E. M." THE FOLLOWING; 

Green, R. G., Wade, BE. M., and Dewey, BE. T. 1929. Experimental 
tularemia in muskrats. Proc. Soc. for Exper. Biol. and 

Medicine, Paper 4329, Vol. 26, 1929, pp. 426-27. 

INSERT UNDER "MCATEE, W. L." IN THE PROPER PLACE ACCORDING TO YEAR OF PUBLICATION: 

1920. Wild-duck foods of the Sandhill Region of Nebraska. 

Bul. 794, U. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 37-77 

Metcalf, F. P. 1931. Wild duck foods of North Dakota lakes. Tech. Bul. 

221, U. S. Dept. Agr. 

Pearse, A. S. and Terrell, C. B. 1920. Aquatic preserves. Natural 
History, Vol. 20, No. 1, pp. 103-106. 

Titcomb, J. We 1923. Aquatic plants in pond culture. Bureau of Fisheries 
Doc. 94S. 

UNDER "WETMORE, ALEXANDER" INSERT THE FOLLOWING IN THE PROPER PLACE ACCORDING 

TO YEAR OF PUBLICATION: 

1921. Wild ducks and duck foods of the Bear River Marshes, Utah. 
U. S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 936. 

West Virginia Wild Life. 1930, McCarthy Back Yard Method. April, 1930.
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August 31, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, wisconsin 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

We have your letter of August 26 asking for permission 

to reproduce some of our outline maps in your new book 

on Game Management. 

Will you kindly give us the titles of the maps you 

wish to reproduce and let us know how many reproduc- 

tions of each one will be made. We make a nominal 

charge for reproductions of this kind. As soon as we 

receive this information we will send you a certifi- 

cate permitting these reproductions and quoting our 

; charge for this permission. 

When you published your last book this charge was 

waived as we had hoped to print the book for you. 

However, it is customary for us to make a small charge 

when any of our maps are reproduced in any way whatsoever. 

iy RAND M x 

we yr 
pr oT “ 
\ out 8 sail Map Division 

0 
HBULow, Jres HI 

CHICAGO NEW YORK WASHINGTON SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES



Sept. 8, 1932 

Rand MeNally & Company 
536 South Clark Street 
Chicago, Illinois 

Attention Mr. H. B. Glow 
Dear Mr. Clow: 

Replying to your letter of August 31. Your outline maps 
are used as the base for the following figures in my book on game 

managements 

Pig. 8. Distribution of Pheasants and Hungarians 
(state outline maps of U.S.) 

Fig. 12. Quail Population Density in Missouri 
(county outline map of Missouri reproduced from 
"\ Game Survey of the North Central States") 

Fig. 13. Pheasant Census of Iowa 
(semi-transparent county outline map of Towa) 

Fig. 14. Quail Census of Iowa 
(same) 

Fig. 35. Game Research Projects 
: (letter-size state outline map of U.S.) 

I am also running in Outdoor America, the official pubdlica- 
tion of the Izaak Walton League, a report on the game survey of Iowa. 
This is a non-commercial publication where neither the author nor 
the publisher receives any remmeration. If, however, it is necessary 
for you to charge me, the following list can be made the basis of your 

calculations: 

Fig. 1. ‘Types of Game Range in Iowa. 

Fig. 2. Routes Travelled During Game Survey of Iowa. 

Figs 3. Why Game is Scarce in Iowa. 

Fig. 4. Why Game Grows Scarcer in Iowa.



2 Rand Melelly & Company 9/8/32 

Fig. 5. Plented Game Cover in Iowa 

"Tig. 7. Quail Census, 1931-2 

Fig. 9. Classification of Iowa Quail Range 

Fig. 10. time Content of Read Gravels Used in Southern Iowa 

Fig. 11. Open Seasons and Bag limits on Iowa Pheasants 

"Tig. 13. Pheasant Census 

*Jig. 15. Census, Distribution ani Plantings of Iowa Hungarians 

Fig. 16. (A) Remnants of Resident Prairie Chickens, (B) Wintering 
Prairie Chickens and Sharptails 

Fiz. 17. Extermination of Grouse 

Fig. 19. Remnants of Ruffed Grouse 

Fig. 21. Deer and Turkey in Towa 

Fig. 22. Cottontail and Whitetail Jackrabbit 

Fig. 23. Cottontail Abundance and Diseases 

Fig. 2}. Red and Gray Foxes in Iowa 

*Semi-transparent county outjine map of Iewa, All others are letter-size 
county outline maps of Iowa. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



Copy to Mr. Low 

Aug. 26, 1932 

Mr. Harry B. Clow, Jr. 
Rand MeNally & Co. 
536 South Clark Street 
Chicago, Tllinois 

Dear Mr. Clow: 

When I published my "Game Survey of the North Central States" in 
1931, you gave me permission to use your maps provided each carried a 
legend to the effect that the base was copyrighted by your firm. 

At that time I mentioned that I also intended to publish a text 
on game management, in which I desired to use a mmber of your maps. 
My recollection is that you told me this would be all right provided I 
gave you a chance to bid on the publication. 

; I have now completed this text. Meanwhile the depression had 
come along and when I began to interview publishers I found that the shoe 
was on the other foot. ‘There was no competition for the book and I had 
to subsidize its publication. Under these circumstances I gave the job 
to Seribner's, because they were experienced in publishing technical 
books of this kind, having handled H. L. Stoddard's "Bobwhite." ‘he 
mamascript is now in their hands and I want to tale up with you the 
manner of handling the maps. 

In order to save space and provide room for legends, I have 
trimmed the margins off all maps so that your standardized clause and 
firm title does not appear. ‘The need for legend space was so great 
that I had no option in this matter. In each case, however, there is a 
space somewhere or other in which a standard copyright clause cold be 
inserted by pasting on the original map. Is it agreeable to you to 
handle the matter in this way? If so, will you please draft the 
standardized clause? I suggest that it indicate that the base rather 
than the entire map is subject to copyright. 

You will probably want to lmow which maps are used: ‘They are the 
small and large semi-transparent maps of the U.S. and the small county 
outline maps of various states. 

I will appreciate your letting me know your wishes soon. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD : 
AL/vh
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August 22, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The new drawings have come in and I must say I think they are 

rather better than the first lot; certainly there are no more quails 

which look like owls! I think we shall be able to make use of them and 

. I agree entirely that they will add considerably to the appearance of 

the book. The additional expense should not be so great as to prevent 

their use. 

The legend for figures 13 and 14 also came in and I am having the 

' cuts made at once; as soon as this has been done, we shall send the orig- 

inals to Mr. Johnson as you request. 

We are of course putting the book in hand now, but making it up 

will be a pretty slow job, so if I were you should not worry for a while 

yet about the original drawings for figures 32 and 33. I shall let you 

know when we shall need them. 

The Manufacturing Department has just raised the question as to 

whether you have complete permissions for the maps, etc., used in the book. i 

For instance, is Rand McNally willing to have us use figures 13 and 14 and 

did you intend to delete their name by pasting over it the detachable legend? ’ 

Yours sincerely, 

ae on - 
WGL/F |
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Sept. 23, 1932 

Mr. W. G. Low 34 
Charles Scribner's Sons 
597 Fifth Aveme 
New York 

Dear Mr. Low: 

The attached letter from Rand McNally and my 
reply are self-explanatory. Will you see that the legend, 
"Base copyright by Rand McNally & Co." appears somewhere on 
the 5 figures in question? 

For Fig. 24 a dull print was sent you, since 
the original is not in my possession. The Oregon Agricultural 
College, however, has now supplied me with a glossy print, 
which you may prefer to use. It is inclosed. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEopOLD 

AL/vh 
Inel.



Copy to Mr. Low 

7 » 

Sept. 23, 1932 

Rand — & Company 
536 South Clark Street 
Chicago, Tllinois 

Attention Mr. H. B. Clow, Jr. 

Dear Mr. Clow: 

In accordance with your letter of September 13 
I am sending you cheek for $25 to cover the five maps described 
in my letter of September & as follows. ‘The maps are to appear 
in my book, "Game Management." 

Fig. 8 Distribution of Pheasants and Hungarians 
(state outline maps of U.S.) 

Fig. 12. Quail Popwlation Density in Missouri 
(county outline map of Missouri reproduced from 
"\ Game Survey of the North Central States") 

Fig. 13. Pheasant Census of Iowa 
(semi-transparent county outline map of Towa) 

Pig. 14. Quail Census of Iowa 
(same) 

Wig. 35. Game Research Projects 
(letter-size state outline map of U.S) 

I am notifying Seribner's of your stipulation 
that each mst bear the wording, “Base copyright by Rand MeNally 
& Co.* 

Kindly send me your certificates covering these 
permissions. as 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/vh ; 
Incl.



Auge 24, 1932 

Mr. W. G. Low 3rd 
Charles Scribner's Sons 
597 Fifth Avene 
New York, WN. Y. 

Dear Mr. Lows 

Herbert Stoddard has called my attention to one minor cor- 
rection to Fig. 31, "Weight-Age Curves of Chicks." 

In the curve for bobwhite near the lower “_ corner of the 
tracing, it says that the curved is based on "? - birds." This 

should read "47-200 birds." 

I am anxious to have this correction made, because Stoddard 
is always extremely careful about the adequacy of his data and would 
probably feel better if it were made plain that his data in this case 
were abundant. You doubtless have a draftsman in your office, and 
I would appreciate his scratching out the incorrect figures and 
substituting new ones. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh
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August 24, 1932 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. ! ‘ 
905 University Ave. 

_ Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

: I forgot to mention the other day that we 
have apparently caught a mistake in table #7. The 
totals for Jasper and Davis Counties are given 
respectively as 161 and 162, whereas the addition 
would seem to call for totals of 151 and 152 re- 
spectively. This would of course change the figures 
in the last column as well. We have made the ne- 
cessary changes but I am passing the information 
on to you so that you may correct your copy if you 
wish. It is possible, however, that your totals 
are correct and that some of the figures in making 
them up are wrong. If this is the case, I hope 
you will let me know so that we can get the whole 
thing straight. 

We have had the cuts made of figures 13 and 
14 and are therefore sending the originals off today 
to Mr. Cal Johnson. 

Yours sincerelj, “y 

(A bas? 
WGL/F



Aug. 26, 1932 

Dear Mr. Low: 

‘Thanks for catching the error in Table 7. 
Fortunately it does not affect the conclusions or the 
text. 

The right-hand column should also be 
corrected as follows: 

Jasper.» . 1.3 

Daviess: lsd 

Yours sincerely,



| 

dug. 16, 1932 

Mr. W. G. Low 3rd. ; 
Charles Scribner's Sons 

597 Mfth Aveme 
New York, ™ Ye 7 

Dear Mr. Low: 

Allan Brooks has now sent me not only the four addtional 

line drawings which I ordered, but also two afditional ones. I inelose 
a sheet suggesting a rearrangement of the entire system of Brooks’ 
drawings, which will take care of these aceretions and also your well- 

merited criticiem of the quail drawing. ‘This, if you decide to follow . 

it, assigns all the drawings except No, 17, which does not strike me 

as particularly meritorious and which you can either omit or use in 

very mech reduced form any place where you may need "filler." 

This provides all the chapters with tailpieces except 1), 
15, 17 and 18. 

With the Brooks* drawings I am sending you a line drawing by 

a local commercial artist to take the place of the blueprint which I 

sent as a temporary substitute for Pige 27. ‘This is somewhat better 

than the blueprint but I think it would stand pretty heavy reduction 

and still convey the idea. Ff 

: I realize, of course, that these additional drawings add a 

somewhat to costs, and I do not mean to assume that they are necessarily : 

acceptable to you. I had supposed, however, that the additional 

attractiveness that they would add to the book would justify them from 7 

your standpoint. A 

The maps of Towa constituting Figs. 13 and 14 were inadvertently 
sent you without the detachable legend, which mst be added for them to 

make sense. ‘The legend fits in the southeast corner of each map. . 

Iam in a little further difficulty with regard to these two maps, ; 

which are included in the book by permission of the Iowa Fish and Game ‘ 

Comaission, although not yet published by them. I am now ready to publish 
the serial articles in Outdoor America which will include them, Could 

you, therefore, have your cuts of them made now and send the originals, 

together, with the detachable legend, to Cal Johnsm, Mitor, Outdoor 

America, 222 North Bank Drive, Chicago? As nearly as I can guess, Mr. ; 

Johnson will have need of them by September 1. "



2 We G. Low 3rd Ang. 16, 1932 

The shipment of original figures accompanying the mamseript : 
was short the original drawings for Figs. 22 and 33. Towa has not 
yet sent me these, but if you will tell me the date by which you need 
them I will see that they reach you. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 

\ |
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July 29, 1932 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We have just had a re-estimate made on the manuscript and I am glad 

to say that its cost falls within the bounds we had planned, so all is well. 

We shall put it in hand at once and start the wheels going. I know that from 

time to time there will certainly be details to be decided on but on the 

whole I think everything is pretty well understood. 

There is one thing, though, which may not have occurred to you —- 

it had not crossed my mind until the Manufacturing Department mentioned it — 

: namely: If you are anxious to have us use all the tailpieces, it will be 

necessary to space one in some cases at any rate,the chapters so that there 

will be room on the’ final page. This seems to me like bad book-making to say 

nothing of being somewhat more expensive, and I am sure you will agree that 

the cuts should be used only when there is an opportunity to do so. 

Thank you very much for your check; as you say, you have now completed 

your side of the contract and we shall endeavor to complete ours. 

The correction you speak of in your letter of the 2lst has been made. i 

Yours Raat «> ‘ 

: 
WGL/F a 

4



August 1, 1932 

Mr. W. Ge Low 3rd 
Charles Seribner's Sons 
597 Fifth Aveme 
New York, N. Y. 

Dear Mr. Low: 

I am delighted that everything is in the clear. 

The question of room for tailpieces had occurred to me} 
that is why I sugzested in my letter of transmittal that you refrain 
from ordering the cuts until you kmew the size of the space available 
for them. I agree with you further that many of them can be readily 
switched from one chapter to another. Moreover the several additional 
tailpieces mentioned in Mr. Brooks’ letter attached will be available, 
and I hope acceptable to you (provided they don't look like owls) as 
improving the popular appeal of the volume. I suggest we let the 
whole matter of tailpieces stand in abeyance until the page proof is 
available, after which we can make a systematic distribution. { 

Meanwhile, however, I would again urge my suggestion 
that the proposed frontispiece to Part II be relegated to the status 
ef a reduced tailpiece. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 

ee AL/vh 

Tnel.
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July 20, 1932 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your manuscript and drawings have come in safely and I 

am sending at once to have a re-estimate made. I am a little worried 

that because of the considerable increase in length as well as in the 

number of tables and figures we may not be able to make the book for 

what we estimated it would cost last Winter. However that may be, I 

shall let you know how we stand as soon as we have had a chance to go 

over the material in detail. 

Offhand I should say: (1) That it would be well to omit 

"American Game Policy" from the appendix as you have already done. 

(2) That the rough field sketches you speak of are quite satisfactory 
as they are. (3) That we can probably manage the photographs you are 
anxious to include. (4) That it would be well to have some kind of a 

drawing on the jacket. I haven't yet been able to give this much thought 

but it occurs to me that we may be able to use one of Brooks's wash draw- f 

ings. Incidentally, aren't the bob-whites in one of these terribly fat? 

They look to me almost like owls. 

We do send both galley and page proofs to you but I rec- : 

ommend strongly that you make all possible corrections in the galleys, 
for those made in pages are necessarily much more expensive. We shall 
try to give you advance notice as to when proofs will be ready and I 

don't think there will be any need of your sending another copy of the 

manuscript. 

As I know you realize, the manufacture of this book will be 

a somewhat slow and laborious task and we shall certainly not be able to 
have it out by the opening of the school year. I have talked to our ~ 4 
Educational Department about it and their best opinion is that the most 
favorable time for the publication of a text book is in January. It 
seems that a book should be available at about this time in order to be 
sure of inclusion in the next Fall's curriculum. On the whole, I think 
it would be well to bring "Game Management" out at that time rather than 
try to rush it through in time for a Christmas season which will already
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have been over-—supplied by 2 flood of titles. 

Of course when the time comes we shall be most anxious to 

have all the help you can give us in distributing the book widely and 

having it well know. : 

‘ 
Yours Lett Y 

WGL/F 

1



July 28, 1932 

Mr. W. G. Low 3rd 
Charles Scribner's Sons 
597 Fifth Aveme 
New York City 

Dear Mr. low: 

I have your letter of July 20. 

T hope you will not hold up the works because you may later 
find that it is necessary to charze me extra for the increased length. 
I hope, of course, that this will not be necessary, bat if you decide it 
ig I will take your word for it ani meanwhile you may go ahead with the 
job. 

In this connection I had better eyplain that I sent you the $500 
not with any thought that the amount might change, but rather because 
there is still some uncertainty as to banking conditions here and I wanted 
to make this payment while I was sure that I had the money, 

I agree with you that Brooks* drawing of the quail "looks like 
owls." Instead of making this full page, as the mamecript suggests, 
I would suggest that you reduce it greatly and make it into a tailpiece. 
It would be appropriate for almost any of the chapters. If you will let 
me know your decision I will suggest where to put it if you want me to. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IOPOLD 

AL/vh



: July 19, 1932 

Mr. W. Ge Low 3rd 
Charles Scribner's Sons 
597 Fifth Avenue 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Low: 

I would like to pay you now the $500 

; necessary to complete my side of our contract of Jamary 11, 

1932, which you sent me on that day and which I signed and 

accepted Jamary 1. I sent you the final revision of the 

mamseript on July 16. 

Accordingly I enclose check for $500. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 
Incl. check 

%



duly 16, 1932 

Mr. W. G. Low 3rd 
Charles Scribner's Sons 
597 Fifth Aveme 
New York, i. Y. 

Dear Mr. Lowt 

I am sending you by registered mail the revised MSS. of 

"Game Management. Under separate covers (insured) I am sending? 

11 drawings by Allan Brooks 

Originals of cats 
Originals of tables 
Gloss prints of photos 

This is "the works" except some possible additional drawings 

I have asked Brooks to make (see letter to him attached), ani the index, 

which mst of course await page proof. 

Mature of Revision of MSS. In the present NSS. T havet 

l. Corrected for new literature available since the 

previous MSS. up te the July perioticals, 1932, 

including my own "Game Survey of Iowa" (unpublished, 
mt coming out this year). 

2. Incorporated the suggestions of MeAtee, Stoddard, 

Orange, Graham, Wight, and other critics of the 
previous SS. 

3. Simplified some of the intricate maps ani tables 
you were worried about. 

4. "ightened" the heavy places in the text, and 
adérecsed the "thinicing sporteman" as well as the 

game manager throughout the book. 

S oereennaae The main text (the sum of the chapters) 1s now 46) 

pages ins ‘of 356 ae in the former USS. I have omitted from the 

sppendix the “American Gane Policy," which is 23 printed pages and 

probably the equivalent of 40 typed ones. ‘he net increase in length 

is probably about 30 types pages. If you wich still te include the 

American Game Policy for its historical and reference value, 1 am
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of course quite willing. should this be your decision please reinstate 
the deletions crossed out om pages 156, 429, 'i7 Defore giving the MSS. 

the printer, 0 ee ee 
Pollen Gruaedy ahaued prscede Audny 4 The apptudit : 
Higures, lables. and Thotog- The mubers of these im the present ond 
former MSS. compare as 

Tine Ont Half Tone 

Zablea Zigures. thotea.. # etal 

1931 Mss. ha 24 % 70 

Present MSS. 52 32 3 ST 

The increase in tables arises in a few cases from splitting 
several of the old ones (viz, Table 1), and from adding a good many 
short text tables and special bibliographies at the enis of chapters 
which are mambered and called tables merely for easy reference. I 
think the only ones you mst make cuts of are now la, 1b, 2, 5, 'i2. 

The increase in line-out figures arises partly from the 
addition of selected figures from the Iowa Came Survey which are 
especially valuable. Some of these are “rough” (such as Mg. 33) bat 
have been left so intentionally because they are field sketches, and 
more significant “as is." than if dolled up by a draftesan. However, 

I am willing to reconsider this if unwelcome to you in their present 
form. If the increase in mmber of mts is too heavy te get unter the 

wire I can delete 12, 20, 21, and 32 without serious loss. They were 
put in partly to “lighten the book and are not essential. ‘the 
textual chances consequent to this can be made in the galley proof. 
Let me know. 

As to photos, please refer to your letter of June 24. 
Of the three photos, Wig. 26 is of special value and interest, Fig. 28. 
ig nearly as valuable, but Mg. 29 is indifferent. I only left it in 

because it imaediately follows Fig. 26 and might have some “popular* x 

appeal. If you can stand the cost of tipping in any photos at all, 
these can all go in the same place. Save 26 and 29 if you can. ‘The 
textual changes for deleting 29 can be mate in the galley proof. 
The others would require more thorouzh revision of the text. Let me 
know. 

ALL euts wast be mate from the originals, as there are many 
minor corrections not extended to the prints in the MSS. Zach original 

has a tab on the back with its munber in red. 

Poke _Drawinia. ‘These are mumbereé on the back, and yellow sheets 
te their position in the MSS. ‘the yellow sheets bear the titles, 

or specify “nox title’ (tailpieces).
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The two full-page wash drawings are of the sort used by 
Houghton Mifflin in Phillips and Lincoln's “American Waterfowl. * 
The artistic effect doubtless depents on the kind of paper used. 
Kindly look up this volume before you have the plates made, or 
before you decide on kind of paper. 

One of these wash drawings is the frontispiece. ‘The other 
introduces Part II. In both I have used quotations for titles. It 
seems to me an affront to the reader's intelligence to tell him, in 
a@ technical book, that “this is a grouse” or "this is a quail.* 
The qotation used as a title for the second drawing is possibly long 
enough to affect the size of the plate you order. 

The tailpieces differ in merit. Nos. 3, 8 9, and 1 I 
think are so goo! that they should not be untuly reduced. I suggest 
you gut these tailpieces at the end of the text of the chapter, before 
the bibliography which in some cases follows. It would look better 
if these dry bibliographies were never on the same pare as a tailpiece. 
The tailpieces, of course, will bear no title. 

Brooks may send me some more tailpieces (see letter attached). 

Trpecouit snl Feaiak- I like your make-up of Stoddard's "Bobwhite, * 
muggest cularly that you follow some similar sheeme for caption- 

izing the text. ‘the side healings should be visible, but need not hit 
one in the face, as in most textbooks. Possibly you might want to add 
the same kind of "chapter outline" of captions as you use under the 
chapter title in Stoddard. This strikes me as a great aid to the reader. 

Do you think we want a cover drawing? I do not unierstand 
the technology of covercuts. If you adapt any of Brooks’ for this 
purpose, use 3 or 9, not Z or 11. ‘the latter two would cive a “vermin- 
control" flavor which would irritate the protectionists, and which I 
have sedulously avoided in the text itself. _ 

I have added summaries to all the chapters in Parts I and I. 
These should be standard type, I think. : 

eg perenne ser I would wuggest smaller than standard type 
ographies terminating chapters. Some of them have 

@ lot of blank space; you might be able to double up, 1.0., put two sets 
of columms on one page, instead of only one. 

On the advice of the critics of my MSS., I have given the 
full reference throughout the text, viz: (Stoddard, 1931, p- 200), 
instead of (Stoddard *31). It makes some of the pages pretty heavy. 
If you prefer to abbreviate the year, you may, but I would prefer to 
leave the page references. ‘They save the reader great labor, if he intends 

to run dow anything. ;



4 low 7/16/32 

hen gakype nthgealgptngl ce Senay hata Ronylhseitbony any 
notice you can give me as to when due, the surer I can arrange to be 

here so as not te delay the game. 

If having two copies of the MSS. would expedite your 
handling of it, wire me ani 111 send you an extra. 

I am late in submitting the MSS. and of course cannot hold 
you to your inteation of having the book evailable to the public by 
the opening of the school year. Should this novertheless be possible 
it would probably help sales. When the time comes, I would like to get 

‘ in touch with your advertising manager. I have the names of certain 
schools which have announced their intention of adopting the book as 
a text, and lists of organizations which will probedly want to retail it. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LMOPOLD 

Incl.
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Pris, CHARLES SCRIBNERS SONS 
GAs Fon wy) PUBLISHERS - IMPORTERS ~ BOOKSELLERS 

WZ ain 115) 597 FIFTH AVENUE 

SEQ eka ae” NEW YORK 
NS Be 

June 24, 1932 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisc. 

‘ Dear Professor Leopold: 

There are anly two reasons why we don't like to 

use half-tones when it is avoidable. In the first place, 

tipping in illustrations on a coated stock tends to spoil 

the appearance of the book and in the second place, the 

job is a fairly expensive one. In @ case such as this, 

though, it seems to me pretty nearly unavoidable for I 

don't believe a good job could be done on drawing it in 

line. 

Let's assume for the time being anyway that we'll 

use the photograph as it stands. 

Yours itt p 

WGL/F



CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS 
w i %) PUBLISHERS - IMPORTERS - BOOKSELLERS 
we La n/N 597 FIFTH AVENUE 

“ei sa AD v NEW YORK i 

June 7, 1932 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

It is not at all necessary to have 
your manuscript typed on heavy paper} so 
many these days are done on thin stock that 
everyone is quite used to it. As far as 
mechanical details are concerned, I am sure 
you know all that is necessary and from my 
recollection of your manuscript when you 
first submitted it, I should say it would 
be in quite satisfactory shape. In case it 
may interest you I am enclosing what is sup— 
posed to be good information for authors to 
have. I imagine you know it all anyway and 

it refers entirely to correction of proofs 
but you may possibly find it interesting. 

Yours sincerelly, 

Fe . og 

7 
WGL/F 
ENC:



; t | 

: . : ! May 4, 1932 

Mr. J. G. Low 3rd | 
Charles Seribner's Sons 
597 Fifth aveme . 
New York 

Dear Mr. Lowt 

The arrangenent was that I was to have my mam~ 
script "“Geme Management" in your hands by May 1. : 

I regret to state that the Iowa job on which I 
have been engaged throughout the winter has stretched out to 
a point where I am only just clear of it at this moment. It 
is possibie that I may be able to get the mamiscript to you 
by June 10, and I think I can promise tt by June 15 or 20. 

f Allen Brooks has completed his drawings for a ; 
series of tailpieces end also two wash drawings for full page 
reproduction and I think you will be very much pleased with 
them. ‘They ought materially to inerease the selability of 
the volume. l 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LtoPoLD
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Be FD Po, CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS 
ay ta? PUBLISHERS - IMPORTERS ~ BOOKSELLERS 

Ye ee) 597 FIFTH AVENUE 
2 NEW YORK 

Ser 
i 

Hlanuary 11, 1932 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
i 

905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Professor Leopold:- 

i I am very much pleased that you agree to our proposition and that 

you can get the manuscript in shape so promptly; the delay didn't really 

worry me for I assumed at once that you were on a field trip. 

I am enclosing, herewith, contracts which I am sure you will find 

quite in order. Will you be good enough to sign and return one copy to us 

for our files and retain the other for your om. You will see in this con- 

tract that the $500.00 is not payable until publication day; this will 

answer your question. 

There are one or two matters to which I want to call your attention. 

First I want to reiterate the remark I made in my letter of December 16th 

about the necessity of perfect copy for line cuts as well as text copy as 

clean as possible. We of course, as you will see in the contract, are liable 

for corrections up to 20% of the composition and electrotyping costs but any- ‘ 

thing above this will be charged to you. As you probably realize, corrections 

_ are a fairly expensive proposition and it will not be an easy job in many 

cases to make the present charts into copy perfect enough for line cuts. 

Next is the question of a publication date. The production of your 

book is going to be a long and fairly complicated job; I think it is best to 

admit this at the outset so that we shall be neither fooled nor disappointed 

as time goes on. If we had the manuscript in hand now and it was already 

being set, we should have a good chance of getting the book out in April but 

as it is, we shall have little or no chance of so doing. At a guess I should 

say that if we receive the manuscript on or about February 15th, the best we 

could hope to do would be to have books in time for publication on the first 

of June. This happens to be a most unfortunate time to publish books and 

particularly one such as this. Universities by this time have begun to close 

and we should not be able to bring it to the proper person's attention. I 

have talked the whole thing over with Mr. Howe and others and we feel that 

very much the best time to publish would be about September lst, and I hope 

that you will agree with this. Not only will this give us a better chance to 

have the book known in universities but also we shall be able to take advan- 

tage of the fact that the Fall is always the best book selling season, to say 

nothing of the fact that the shooting season should call attention to a book 

of this type.



A. Leopold -2- 1/11/32 

I don't know whether or not I have made myself clear but if there 

are any details on which you are hazy, please don't hesitate to let me 

know. 

Yours us 

WGL:DF
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Memorandum of Agreement, made this eleventh day of January 1432 

between A4LDO LEOPOLD Wo 

of Madison, Wisconsin, - » - - - hereinafter called ‘‘the AuTHOR,” 

and CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS, of New York City, N. Y., hereinafter called “‘the 

PUBLISHERS.” Said = - Aldo Leopold - - being the AUTHOR 

and PROPRIETOR of a work entitled: 

——___—_——_ PRINCIPLES OF GAME MANAGRENT ————_——_ 

im consideration of the covenants and stipulations hereinafter contained, and agreed to be per- 

formed by the PUBLISHERS, grants and guarantees to said PUBLISHERS and their successors the 

exclusive right to publish the said work in all forms during the terms of copyright and renewals 

thereof, hereby covenanting with said PuBLIsHERS that he is the sole AuTHOR and 

PROPRIETOR of said work. ui 

Said AUTHOR hereby authorizes said PUBLISHERS to take out the copyright on said 53 

work, and further guarantees to said PUBLISHERS that the said work is in no way whatever a 4 

violation of any copyright belonging to any other party, and that it contains nothing of a scandal- 

ous or libelous character; and that he and Bis — legal representatives shall and will hold ; 

harmless the said PuBLIsHERS from all suits, and all manner of claims and proceedings which — 

may be taken on the ground that said work is such violation or contains anything scandalous or i 

libelous; and he further hereby authorizes said PUBLISHERS to defend at law any and all vi 

: suits and proceedings which may be taken or had against them for infringement of any other copy- 

right or for libel, scandal, or any other injurious or hurtful matter or thing contained in or — 

alleged or claimed to be contained in or caused by said work, and pay to said PUBLISHERS such 

reasonable costs, disbursements, expenses, and counsel fees as they may incur in such defense. 

Said PUBLISHERS, in consideration of fe. cele ber z. Sige and of the guarantees 

aforesaid, agree to publish said work at their own Sm Aare such style and manner as they 

shall deem most expedient, and to pay said AUTHOR, or “his + legal representatives, } 

FIETEEN (15) eeqenwnannwneanan= per cent. on their Trade-List (retail) price, cloth style, for | 

@11 copies of said work sold by them after the sale of one thousand (1000) copies in 

the United States. 99 — Fe 

Provided, nevertheless, that one-half the above named royalty shall be paid on all copies sold out- 

side the United States; and provided that no percentage whatever shall be paid on any copies 

destroyed by fire or water, or sold at or below cost, or given away for the purpose of aiding the 

sale of said work. 

It is further agreed that the profits arising from any publication of said work, during 

the period covered by this agreement, in other than book form shall be divided equally between said 

PuBLISHERS and said AUTHOR. ne I



i 

Expenses incurred for alterations in type or plates, exceeding twenty per cent. of the cod 

of composition and electrotyping said work, are to be charged to the AurHor’s account. 

The first statement shall not be rendered until six months after date of publication; 

and thereafter statements shall be rendered semi-annually, on the AutHOR's application therefor, 

tn the months of February and August; settlements to be made in cash, four months after date of 

statement. 

If, on the expiration of years from date of publication, or at any time 
five 

thereafter, the demand for said work should not, in the opinion of said PuBLISHERS, be sufficient 

to render its publication profitable, then, upon written notice by said PUBLISHERS to said AUTHOR, 

this contract shall cease and determine; and thereupon said AUTHOR shall have the right, 

at he option, to take from said PUBLISHERS, at cost, whatever copies of said work they may 
8 

then have on hand; or, failing to take said copies at cost, then said PUBLISHERS shall have the 

right to dispose of the copies on hand as they may see fit, free from any percentage or royalty, and to 

cancel this contract. 

Provided, also, that if, at any time during the continuance of this agreement, said work 

| shall become unsalable in the ordinary channels of trade, said PUBLISHERS shall have the right to 

| dispose of any copies on hand paying to said AUTHOR ber cent. of the 

| ; i : _> fifteen (15) - f 
. net amount received therefor, in lieu of the percentage hereinbefore prescribed. 

It is further wderstood and agreed that said Author shall contribute the 

sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) towards the cost of producing said work, 

| said amount to be paid to said Publishers on the date of publication. 
| ROSANA eto 

In consideration of the mutuality of this contract, the aforesaid parties agree to all its 

provisions, and in testimony thereof affix their signatures and seals. 

Witness to signature of 
Aldo Leopold 

. Ds 

Witness to signature of habs tir AnriNverra, { LAS: l 
Charles Scribner's Sons % Cte UT ee 
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Memorandum of Agreement, 

Datep.... January, 11th... .19 32 

BETWEEN 

2°. Seepe Peover So. 

AND 

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS, 

FOR THE PUBLICATION OF 

PRINCIPLES OF GAME MANAGEMENT...



Pe CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS 
ta? PUBLISHERS - IMPORTERS ~ BOOKSELLERS 

ee J EW YORK 
Sa ee 

January 18, 1932 Ke 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisc. ; 

Dear Professor Leopold:— 

Thank you very much for returning the signed copy of the 

contract. Everything is in order now and we shall wait for the 

manuscript. 

It is generally assumed that the title of a book given in 

a contract is tentative and any decision of yours to change this | 

title would certainly not affect matters in the least. r ; 

As far as the date for delivery of the manuscript is con- 

cerned, we could probably have the book completed if delivery were 

made on May first but as I wrote you before, the job is going to 

be a fairly complicated one and we should like as much time as 

possible. Actually, I think we should have finished copies by : 

the middle of August so that the book may be ready in ample time 

for the Fall term at universities. There is of course no need in ~— 

pinning yourself down to a definite date now but I hope you will 

bear in mind that as far as we are concerned, the earlier the 

better. 

* Yours ee, 

Le aan! 
WGL: DF
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; 

Jan. 14, 1932 

Ur. W. G. Low 3rd 
Charles Scribner's Sons 

597 Fifth Aveme 
New York 

Dear Mr. Low: 

I am returning the contract herewith, duly signed. 

I may decide to change the formal title to either "Game 
Management" or “An Outline of Game Management." I do not sup- 
pose this makes any difference in the matter of the contract. 

The completion of the manuscript by February 15 entailed 

a considerable sacrifice on my part since I am very badly 
loaded with the Iowa job, waich I shall complete on April 1. : 
Since you advise a fall instead of a spring publication date, 5 
I will, if agreeable to you, be somewhat later in handing you ~ 
the mamseript, probably about May 1, ‘This has a further 
advantage in that it will allow me to revise the mamseript 
to incorporate appropriate findings from the Iowa job, which 
4s developing a good many new points suitable for mention in : 

this kind of a volume. 

With the book available in September, I take it there 
: will be nothing to prevent circularizing the forest schools 

and agricultural collezes at a somewhat earlier date, so that 
those who wish to order the book on faith may do so. 

Yours sincerely, ; 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey 

Inel. 

. Copies to Olin, Dill, Crane ,
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} (tee PX PPeoos®, CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS 
fia? PUBLISHERS -IMPORTERS ~ BOOKSELLERS 

% oie 4 597 FIFTH AVENUE 
See ae NEW YORK 

December 16, 1931 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
905 University Ave. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold:=- 

We have mde,as was planned,an itémized estimate of the 

cost of charts and tables in your book “Principles of Game Menagement", 

and I must confess it doesn't Look to me on going over the report as 

though you would be able to cut down much on their costs. There are a 

few cases of course where some slight saving might be possible but 

there are no really outstanding places where @ considerable difference 

could be made. I suggest that instead of spending your time in trying 

to cut down the expense of those we shall have to set, you devote it 

rather to getting us perfect copy for those we plan to make in line 

cuts. In each case when we have so planned, we have based our figures 

on perfect copy,@s you no doubt know photostats,unless they are unuswally 

clear,are not very satisfactory and nearly always require retouching, 

which has to be done by hand and necessarily raises the cost. 

For what it may be worth, however, I am giving you here the 

cost of each chart or table; it should be borne in mind that this is the 

cost either of the composition or origiml line cut only. In each case 

we ghall have to make electros which will cost roughly $1.00 a page. 

Map 1 - line cut $5.50. I think when you were in New York 

we mentioned this as being rather difficult to reduce satisfactorily. 

Chart. 2 - line cut $5.50. This is an example of the photostat being 

blurred. Table 1 - $20.00. The difficulty here is obvious; we shell 

have to spread it over 8 couple of pages. Table 2 - $12.00. The cost 

here is due to the arrows, particularly the curved ones around Canada 

Goose. Chart 3 - line cut $5.50. Chart 4 ~- line cut $5.50. 

Chart 5 - line cut $5.50. Table 3 - $4.00. Table 4 - $12.00. The 

figures in circles here are largely responsible for this cost. Table 5 

- $5.00. Table 6 - $10.00. Map 5a - We had figured this as 4 line 

cut at $5.50 although there is no copy. Table 7 - $5.00. Table 7a 

and 8 - $7.50. Table 9 - $5.00. Chart 6 - line cut $5.50. Chart 7 

- $10.00. Table 10 - $4.00. Map 9 - line cut $5.50. This you will 

remember we discussed when you were in the office. It is obviously im- 

possible to reproduce in anything like its present form; even in its 

present size it id difficult to make out the details and we should have 

to reduce it to get it in the book. Table 108 - $20.00. Here again 

the circles are responsible for the price. Table 10b - $3.25. 
Map 10 - line cut $5.50. Map 11 - line cut $5.50; table $3.25.
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, Table 11 - $3.25. Chart 12 - line cut $5.50. Chart 12a - We have 

figured this as a line cut at $5.50 although there is no copy. Table 12 

= $3.25. Table 13 - $5.00. Table 14 - $5.00. Table 15 - $3025. 

Table 16 - $3.25. Chart 13 - line cut $5.50. Chart 14 - line cut 

$5.50. Chart 15 - line cut $550. Mep 16 - line cut $5.50. Map 17 

- line cut $5.50. fable 17 a & b = $7.00. Table 18 - $10.00. 

Chart 18 - line cut $5.50. Table 19 - $5200. Table 19a - $5.00. 

Table 20 - $10.00. Table 21 - $12/50. Table 22 - $7.50. Table 23 - 

$3.25. Table 23a = $10.00. Don't you think for readability this and 

other such lists at the end of chapters might well be included in an ap- 

pendix? fable 24 - $5.00. Table 25 - $10.00. Table 26 - $3025- 

Table 27 - $7.50. Table 28 - $3.25. Table 29 - $5.00. Table 30 - 

$10.00. Table 31 - $20.00 (see comment on table 23a). Table 32 = 

$10.00. fable 33 - $15.00. Table 34 - $10.00. We have had to make a 

guess at this as we lack copy. Table 35 - $20.00. Chart 21a = $20.00. 

Cross rules and arrows &re responsible for this. Table 35a - $10.00. (see 

again comment on 238). Chart 22 - $10.00. Table 36 - $5.00. Map 23 

- line cut $5.50.. Appendix ¢ - $75.00. Do you want to duplicate here 

table 27 Chart*folder entitled “American Game Policy" $10.00. 

A total of this works out as follows; tables and charts which 

we shall set $466.50; those made in line cuts $104.50; necessary captions 

$19.00; electros (74 pages) $74.00; making a total of $664.00. This figure 

does not include authors alterations, which we always estimate at 20% of 

such a total. This would add on approximately $125.00 more making @ total 

plate cost for tables and charts of $789.00. 

Possibly with this information you will be able to reduce 

the expense and we should be glad to give you every assistance in our power 

in doing so. 

We have given the whole matter a great deal of thought and 

have finally figured out an arrangement which we think and hope you will 

find fair and satisfactory. In the first place, we feel very strongly 

that the book should be priced at $5.00. This will not only allow us to 

make the book more attractive and therefore appeal more to the sportsman, 

but according to the best adviceg we can get, should not harm its sele in 

educational circles. We discussed the matter with Dr. Howe who said that 

the practice in college bookstores of giving the students the benefit of 

part of their discount on such books was so univers@l that it could be 

definitely counted upon. This means that a college bookstore which bought 

the book from us at a 40% discount or a discoumt of 1/34 would be able 
and undoubtedly would sell the book to students at $4.00. We, as publishers, 

cannot officially recognize such a fact but there is no point in denying 

that such a wide-spread policy exists. 

In the second place, the terms we suggest are as follows: 

that you pay us $500.00 (mless there should be authors alterations in excess 

of the 20% 1 have spoken of above in the case either of the text or charts 

and tables); that the first 1000 copies of the book sold be exempt from 

royalty; and that after 1000 copies have been sold we pay youa royalty of 

15% on the retail price on all copies sold thereafter.
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This &s you will see is very different from the arrangement 

we had in mind when you were in New York but we have now had time to 

crystallize our ideas as to what could be done and I hope very much that 

you will be pleased with our suggestions. As I told you, we think very 

highly of the book and are most anxious to make it available. As far 4s 

the best date to publish is concerned, the opinion here seems to be that 

March or April at the latest would be most advantageous because of the 

fact that reading lists are made up not long after that time, to say nothing 

of the fact that many courses in which the book might pe of interest are 

given in sumer schools. 

Yours sincerely, a 

ls. i 

P.S. We lave included in our calculations three or four full-pege 

line cuts and a nunber of tail pieces or clapter heads as you sug- 

gested. We have not, however, figured on paying an artist for thesee



: Copy to General Dill - f 

; Jan. 5, 1932 : 

Mr. W. G. Low 3rd ‘ 
Charles Seribner's Sons 
597 Tifth aveme 
New York : 

Dear Mr. Lows 

* Pardon my delay in answering your letter of December 16 
about the book “Game Manacement.* I have been out of town almost 
continuously since then. ; 

this 49 an acknowledgment of your proposition and a state+ 
ment of my intention of accepting your offer as it now stands. 

I am glad that you urge rather prompt action on the job 
of publication. I have arranged my own time so that I can give the } 
last half of Jamary te a final re-polishing of the mamseript, and 
I hope to place it in your hands in final form by February 15. This AVR 
I hope is early enough to meet your suggestion that the actual print- 
ing take place in March or April. All of my present commitments end 
on April 1, so that I should be able to give you plenty of time for 
proof reading, ete. at any time after that date. 

I am unfamiliar with the fiseal procedure of publication, 
but I am ready to remit the $500 at any time you say the word. 

Thanking you for the detailed attention you have given 
this mamsecript, ; 

. Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
i In Charge, Game Survey ‘
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CHARLES C THOMAS : PUBLISHER 
SPRINGFIELD ILLINOIS: BALTIMORE MARYLAND 
CABLE :“ THOMAS: SPRINGFIELD” - CODES: WESTERN UNION: POSTAL -ABC 61 BENTLEY 

PUBLISHER 0f JOURNAL of NUTRITION 
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF ROENTGENOLOGY AND RADIUM THERAPY 
SCIENTIFIC -EDUCATIONAL - MEDICAL - CHEMICAL -NATURE 

BOOKS and MONOGRAPHS 

220 EAST MONROE STREET: SPRINGFIELD-ILLINOIS 

K December 21, 1931. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, GAME SURVEY 

404 University Ave. Nat'l. Bank Bldg. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Doctor Leopold; 

I have made a most thorough and careful study of your 
manuscript on the PRINCIPLES OF GAME MANAGEMENT. I have been much inter- 
ested in the subjects for a good many years, and you have made a decided 
and distinctly able contribution to a most difficult subject. In ordinary 
times, It should be glad to say that it would give me pleasure to publish 
it on my own responsibility and to present it in a physical dress that 
would harmonize with the contents. Ags it is at present, and as it looks 
like it will be in 1932, the selling of books successfully is requiring 
double and even treble the effort that was required in 1930. Titles which 
should sell an edition within a year or eighteen months, are being drawn 
out for longer periods. We have felt obliged, therefore, to confine our 
investment in books to titles that will sell a normal edition in a period 
of twelve to eighteen months. It is my judgment that your title will not 
sell an edition of 2000 to 2500 copies in that period, and as much as I 
would like the title on our list and your name among Our authors, I do not 
feel that we should breat our present rule. Biologists, who are always 
poor buyers of books, are more difficult to handle at present than at any : 
time in my experiencé. Sportsmen, who buy books or are apt to buy books, 
belong as a class to business groups whose income has been affected. There 
are too few special libraries interested in the subject you cover, and many 
public and educational libraries, who ordinarily purchase books right along, 
are today very reluctant buyers, and are doing nothing like their normal 
amount of purchasing. : 

I am equally frank in saying that } do not advise our 
authors to finance the manufacturing of their books. They naturally expect 
a return on their investment equal to. their investment, and, on books so 
manufactured, it has been the decided exception when 1 have seen authors 
fully repaid as to their investment. 

Occasionally we do undertake a book of which the author 
pays the manufacturing cost. We helfieve that we give such books, in their 
manufacturing and in our attempt to distrihute them, as careful attention 
as if the investment in them was our own, but such books are rarely remunerative
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to publishers. 

If you would care to be responsible for the cost of manuface 
turing your volume, I should be glad to be of service and manufacture it 
attractively under specifications that would be established for your approval. 
We would undertake the cost of selling, distribution, accounting, etc., and 
allow you a royalty above all sales receipts after the sale of the first five 
hundred (500) copies as follows; 

1) 25% on sales receipts from 501 to 1000 copies; f 
2) 35% on sales receipts thereafter. 

If you will let me know that you would be interested in the matter along these 
lines, I shall be glad to furnish you wish exact costs and specifications. 
Roughly, 1 should estimate that a 1500 edition of a book approximately 6 x 9 
inches, printed on a dull enamel Paper, would cost $2000.00. If the printing 
of the book is done on an antique paper, and the illustrations are inserted 
on @ coated stock, the book would run higher. Color work would add to the 
cost $100.00 to $150.00 for each color plate and its printing, I should 
believe. 

The work hes interested me very much and T have hoped during 
the time that I'have held it that business conditions would indicate a change 
that would enable us to undertake its manufacturing. you have been exceedingly 
kind and courteous and { thank you for your patience and courtesy. 

_ With kindest regards and my best wishes for a happy holiday 
season, 

Faithfully, 

CCT: BM Midi 

P.S.--I am returning the manuscript by express, for if my suggestion is in 
good order, you Will wish to include in it additional illustrations, 
no doabt.--C.C.p.2 Sere a oe vera aT 

Atha oo ee 

Ack. 1/5/32, saying Scribner's had taken the book. 

«



+ pe ey CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS 
PUBLISHERS - IMPORTERS ~ BOOKSELLERS 

K ial ny 597 FIFTH AVENUE 
Sere NEW YORK 

November 23, 1931 

Professor Aldo Leopold i 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Professor Leopold;- 

We have made a careful estimate of the manufactur- 
ing costs of “Principles of Game Management" and 
our figures show twenty-five humdred dollars as 
the maximum cost of plates. This is not very sat- 

isfactory, however, for there are so many compli- 
eations and at the same time possibilities of 

saving & considerable part of this sum that I mte 
to give you this as a really definite figure mtil 
we have had a chance to go over the manuscript 

together in some detail. For instance, the charts 

you include account for just one-hm1lf the total 
cost; this seems Sway out of proportion but is 
based on the fact that many of the charts (as the 
copy was submitted) seem impossible to photograph 
and need to be completely set in type; this is 
naturally at best an expensive job. 

We do see, though, @ real possibility, with your 
assistance, of making material savings in this and 
other directions. As you plan to be in New York 
about December first, can't we postpone any defin- 
ite arrangements until then? 

Yours sjagefgly, 

! Is 2 
WGL;:DF



ee CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS 
W Sil <<) PUBLISHERS - IMPORTERS ~ BOOKSELLERS 

e ec = 597 FIFTH AVENUE 
oe RA NEW YORK 

November 19, 1981 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
404 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold:- 

I was very glad to get your letter of 
November 17th and to Imow of the inquiries you 

heve had for the book. Our Manufacturing De- 

partment is working. on the manuscript now and 

I shall have some definite information for you 

within a very few days. 

I understand that Mr. McAtee or some- 

one in the Biological Survey wrote you direct 

about the comments their different readers made; 

there are however several notes attached to dif- 

ferent pages and initialed by the readers which 
I shall see are not disturbed wtil the manu- 
script is returned to you. 

ed 0 ee 

WGL ;DF
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) ye” November 17, 1931. yr 
ei 
ye 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Mr. Walpole has referred your letter 
of November 16 to me. 

Relative to publication of your manu- 
script, "Principles of Game Management," in book form, 
it seems that we are of the same opinion as submitted 
to you by other publishers. It appears that to under- 
take publication, distribution and merchandising of 
your book at this time would be particularly hazardous, 
Taking our own experience in book sales, things are 
dull, very dull indeed! It would be wiser, perhaps, 
to await the return of prosperity, or at least a renewal 

; of confidence in our economic system. 

Mr. Walpole wants you to know that he 
shall be delighted if you arrange to visit with him 
when passing through Chicago on your way to the Game 

Conference. Indeed, I hope you will have an oppor- 
tunity to call at our offices. In the event that you 

are carrying the manuscript with you, it might be an 

opportunity to study parts of your proposed book. By 
the way, would you have any objections to our using 

parts of it in The AMERICAN FIELD prior to publication 

in book form? 

Let us know just when you will be coming 
through and if your arrangements will permit a call. 

Ghee 

Manager. 

WFB:p.
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Nove 16,1932 

Mr. Stewart Walpole : 
American Field 
YO So. Dearborn Street 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Walpole: 

I have regretted that in the last six months there have not 
4 been many occasions for me to go through Chicago, since I had hoped 

to call on you more frequently. 

I notice that you are publishing Stoddard'*s "Bobwhite" in 
serial form I particularly wanted to commend you for your excellent 
judgment in giver wider ciroulation to this material. 

I am sending you a bunch of reprints of recent articles by 
the fellowships and myself, part of which may interest you. 

I would also appreciate your advice on the following problem: 
I have completed the mamseript for a book on "Principles of Game 
Manazement." None of the publishers to whom I have submitted the : 
manuscript seem to be willing to undertake it because of the depression. 
They probably fail to appreciate the fact that the need for such a 
book has grown so rapidly that it might be a moderate success in spite 
of the depression. I am, for instance, receiving letters almost weekly 
from agricultural colleges, forest schools, ete., who want to make a 
start in giving courses on game management and have no text wherewith 
to do 80, Moreover, I receive a larze mmber of letters from young : 
men who are considering entering the field of game management but 
first want to know what it is. Outside of Steddard's volume, which is 
too expensive for the averaze student to buy and which is not yet 
available in most University libraries, there is no book suitable for 
answering their questions. 

The plans which you and your son have made for his career 
convince me that you see farther than most people in these matters. 
I am therefore inquiring whether American Field by any chance would 

be interested in sponsoring my bool on game management. I am willing 
to make a substantial contribution personally to its publication, and 
while I cannot prove it, I feel that there will be a better demand for



2 Walpole 

4t than the average publisher is able to appreciate. If you are at 

all interested in this, I would be glad to send you a copy of the 

mamuscript for further consideration. 

I am going east about December 1 for the Game Conference and 

could call on you in person at that time. 

fhe game manazenent mamscript is about the same length as 

my game survey report. It cost a little less than $5,000 to print 

5,000 copies of the game survey report. An edition of 3,000 would 

probably be ample for “Game Mamazement." I do not know amch about 

printing, but I suppose the cost of a 3,000 edition would be around 

$4,000. I am willing to advance up to $1,000 personally, unmier some 

scheme whereby I would be reimbursed in the event that the sales 

proved satisfactory. This mamsecript is entirely a personal venture, 

that is, the Institute was not asked to finance the publication be- 

cause no text book ought to be unier industrial auspices. I am also 

willing to pay for a series of illustrations by Allen Brooks 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charce, Game Survey 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence. 
VeHe
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Sn NEW YORK 

November 11, 1931 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
404 University Ave. 

Medison, Wisce 

Dear Sirs- : ; 

Mr. Howe passed on to me the manuscript of your book with 

the idea that we might get some helpful advice on the subject from the 

Biological Survey with whom I worked on the Bobwhite Quail". Mr. McAtee 

is wholly familiar with your work and speaks very highly of it. The only 

trouble is that as you requested a criticisn by Wallace B. Grange and the 

cooperation of Stanley P.- Young, he is holding the copy of the manuscript 

in Washington, and this has delayed us in Letting you have our decision. 

I am writing to Mr. McAtee today and asking him to let us have your manu- 

script back as-soon &s possible so that we may make an estimate of the 

cost of printing it in book forme As soon 4s tet is done, we shall be 

able to give you some definite word. When we have the manuscript in our 

‘ hands it should take us only a very few days to figure out what can be 

‘ done and I shall hope to be able to let you know very shortly. 

The whole proposition sounds very interesting to us and TI ‘ 

hope we shall be able to make arrangements to publish the book in accord= 

ance With your ide2se 

: Yours ion | : sy 

Wa ;DF
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Nov. 17, 1931 

Mr. W. G. Low 
Charles Seribner's Sons 
597 Fifth Avenue 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Low: 

I am glad that you are actively considering the question of 

publishing "Game Management." Naturally I would like your final 

decision at as early a date as possible, since I have withheld 
taking the matter up with others pending your reply. 

At the present time I am receiving inquiries at the rate of 

several a week from biological students who wish to consider special- 

izing in this subject but who have as yet no way of imowing what 

subject matter is included. I am also receiving two or three 

inquiries a month from agricultural colleges and forest schools, 

asking for a text to be used in orientation courses which they are 

offering to prospective foresters and county agents. Pennsylvania, 
Purdue, and Idaho are the last three inquiries of this kind. The 

Towa Agricultural College at Ames has also embarked on a game research 
program since I took this matter up with you. 

I mention these instances in support of my statement that there 

is a growing need for some sort of a text for use in educational 
institutions. ‘To meet such a need the text met of course be competent. 

In this connection I am very glad that you asked for the Biological 

Survey*s opinion. You may not be aware of how much help I have had 
from the Biological Survey in the job of writing the book. McAtee and 
Grange particularly have given me a great deal of help. 

_ Tn case you want the text, I will need to spend another two 
weeks on in in final polishing, or possibly a month. 

hanirine you for your interest, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

AL/vh
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We have been considering your pe ywr'r a 
<r 

letter and the manuscript "Game Management." Cte 

Mr. Charles Scribner is personally much in- ok ol 

terested in this, and especially looked Fl Lott ae 

after the Quail Book. \ mL ot a 
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The quality of your manuscript to ae ne 
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Oe 
Mr. Aldo Leopold - Ga 

Game Survey gues worl 
404 University Avenue, National Bank Building ey nue” 
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Oct. 30, 1931 

ir. WW. D. Howe 

Charles Seribner's Sons 
597 Fifth Avemme 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Howe: 

I forwarded your letter of October 21 to Mr. Leopold in Iowa, 
where he has been absent for several weeks doing field work. 

In reply he asked me to tell you that he will be back in 
Madison by November 10, and if possible he would appreciate further 
word from you by that time. He will be in New York about December 1 and 
cancali to see you personally at that time. 

If by any chance you care to look up Mr. Leopold's standing, 
he would like to refer you to the following: 

1. U. S. Biological Survey, Washington, D. CG. 

2. American Game Association, Investment Bldg., Washington, D. C. 

3+ Izaak Walton League of America, 222 North Bank Drive, Chicago. 

4. Boone & Crockett Club, New York City 

5. erbert L. Stoddard, author of “The Bobwhite Quail." 

6. American Forestry Association, Washington, D. C. 

7. Society of American Foresters, Hill Bldg., Washington, D. C. 

Yours very truly, 

Secretary to Mr. Leopold
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Charles Scribner’s Sons 
_ §97 Fifth Avenue 

’ ' New York City 

duly 23, 1931 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I wish to thank you for sending 

me the GAME SURVEY book. 

We are publishers of text-books. 

Indeed, our Educational Department is 8 very 

large part of our activity. BOB HITE was subsidized, 

as you may suspect, and I fear that your book would 

have to be subsidized if it is to be published in an 

adequate way. However, elthough I cannot write more 

encouragingly, I should be glad to look at your 

manu scripte Perhaps I can offer some helpful sugges- 

tions. 

My place in New Hampshire has given 

me much pleasure and an opportunity to investigate 

certain movements relative to the protection of geme. 

Therefore, I shall examine your Game Survey Keport 

with interest. : 

Yours sincerely 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 University Ave. 

Madison, Wisconsin
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Sept. 1, 1931 

Mr. W. D. Howe 
Charles Seribner's Sons 
597 Fifth Aveme 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Hower 

The MSS. “Geme Management" is going forward to you under 
separate cover. It is complete except that Chapter XV may be leng- 
thened a little, and the index is of course still lacking. 

' I would appreciate your giving it a preliminary examination 
: with a view to making me a tentative non-binding proposition, so T 

can get some idea of what you mean by “subsidized.” I have what is 
virtually an offer from Charles Thomas, but I imagine you would handle 

; the job, if at all, in a more qualitative way. If your terms are 
within my personal means, I would be tempted to sink something in the 
venture. 

This, by the way, is my personal enterprise, not that of the 
fJomnition Institute. . 

I have tentatively engaged Allan Brooks to make some drawings 
of the kind he has in Phillips and Lincoln's "American Waterfowl," 
(Houghton Mifflin, 1930) which,by the way, is my preliminary idea of 
format. I camnot release him to go ahead, however, until I know the 

kind of paper to be used. I can dispense with the photos entirely if — 

soft paper can be used. I imagine “tipping in* photos as in Stoddard's 
"Bobwhite" must be very expensive. 

I would appreciate your returning the MSS. with your reply. 

If your tentative proposal is within my reach, I can then call on your 

personally. 

: Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey
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August 27, 1931. Ae 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., 

Madison, Wisc. : 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

It is now a number of weeks since you wrote us in 
reference to the proposed book on Game Management. As we 
wrote you on July 21st, we have been discussing its possible 
publication in our office. We have also gone outside the 
office in making our inquiries, and are now ready to write 
you further. 

Although the opinion has been expressed, and is 
endorsed by us, that a book on this subject written by you 
would be exceptionally well done and welcomed by certain groups, 
it seems to be the feeling of those we have consulted both in 
and out of our office, that the sales possibilities would at 
best be small, and that the financial success of the book would 
consequently be very doubtful. 

In these days when business is not in general very 
good, and in some cases very bad, we have to be very cautious 
about the issuing of books for which there is not a very definite 
field, such as a college textbook. We are very sorry to have 
had to reach this conclusion, for we would be honored to have 
you as one of our authors. We hope, however, that some means 
may be found for the publication of your material. We are re- 
turning to you, under separate cover, the report of the Game 
Survey which you sent to us, together with the correspondence 
regarding it and the article which appeared in the DuPont 
Magazine. 

Very truly yours, 

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc. 

Pam ix 
EPH/FP Vice-President :



- CHARLES C THOMAS : PUBLISHER 
SPRINGFIELD ILLINOIS: BALTIMORE MARYLAND 
CABLE :~ THOMAS: SPRINGFIELD” - CODES: WESTERN UNION:POSTAL-ABC 6T!BENTLEY 

PUBLISHER of h@ JOURNALS: HUMAN BIOLOGY- ANIMAL, 
BREEDING: JOURNAL of NUTRITION ::: PUBLISHER of 
SCIENTIFIC - EDUCATIONAL : MEDICAL - CHEMICAL-NATURE : 

BOOKS and MONOGRAPHS 

: 300 EAST MONROE STREET: SPRINGFIELD-ILLINOIS 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

HARTLEY H.T. JACKSON 

EDITOR, AMERICAN NATURE STUDY LIBRARY 

F UNITED STATES NATIONAL MUSEUM, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

July 19, 1932 
wre Aldo Leopold, 
National Bank Bldg., 
404 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear yr. peopold: 

I was indeed glad to hear from you again and to learn 

ca eo Lount oF Tae ape ose ESe) PELE RZS ATE YRS" ORR Ras BRO" RER HO - 
Nearly all other industries, Mr. Thomas, I believe,is making it a sort of 
general principle not to print any books unless the ~prospect for 

fajrly qdck sales is goode In the case of your book “Game Management, 
' £ believe that he will be as interested in publishing it as he was 

some two or three years ago, when we first took up the matter, It appears 
to me that, not only will there be demand for this book in the new schools 
of game management and conservation, but that a great many sportsmen and 
private game farms, as well as zoological parka, and other institufions 
will need copies. 

ynder the new title and enlarged context there will be 
a much greater demand for the book than under the old title,-"Game Management 
in the Southwest". That title was too limited, as I pdinted out at the time. 
Personally, I think you have done a great piece of work, and that your book 
will have a steady demands ; 

I would suggest that when you have the rough draft ready 

you send it direct to Mr. Thomas. .He can afterwards send it on to me. 
His address, as you probably know, is: Mr. Charles ©. Thomas, 220 East Monroe 
Street, Springfield, [llinoiss 

Where can I get a copy of your book on ths game survey 
of the central states? You know I am particularly interested in that region. 

7 With kindest regards and best wishes, 

se eh Sincerely yours, v : 

: ‘ ,



Copy to Mr. Jackson 

Sept. i. 1931 

Mr. Charles C. Thomas 
220 East Monroe Street 

y Springfield, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Thomas? 

Hartley Jacicson doubtless sent you a copy of his letter of 
July 19 to me, concerning publication of my "Principles of Game 
Management." It is complete except Chapter XV, which may be lengthened 
a@ little, and the index is of course still lacking. 

I am sending you the MSS. for preliminary examination in the hope 
that you can make me a tentative non-binding proposition, simply to give 

me an idea of the kind of thing, if any, you have in mind. 

I would be particularly interested in the probable format, includ- 
ing kind of paper. I have tentatively engaged Allan Brooks to make some 

; drawings of the sort appearing in Phillips and Lincoln's “American Water~ 
fowl "(Houghton Mifflin, 1930) but he cannot go ahead without this infor 

' mation. I take it the volume mst be either soft paper with drawings 
but no photos, or hard paper with photos ani possibly drawings also. 

t Kindly return the MSS. with your reply. I can run down to 
Springfield later if necessary. I am sending a copy of this letter to 

. Mr. Jacicsone 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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duly 21, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

404 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I was very glad to hear from you again, and was 
interested in your plan for a book on Game Management, I 
am also glad to have the opportunity of seeing the article 
which appeared in the DuPont Magazine, as well as the en- 
dorsements of your report on the Game Survey. 

We are now discussing the matter of possible 
publication in our office and will expect to write you in 
further reference to it in the near future, 

Very sincerely yours, 

Ci Namtigt 
EPH/FP Vice-President
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duly 9, 1931 : 

: 

Mr. Edward P, Hamilton 
John Wiley & Gons, Inc. 

ho Fourth Aveme : 
New Yorks City ) 

Dear Mr. Hamilton: 

In 1928 I called on you and also exchanged correspondence 
with you in regard to the publication of a manuscript entitled 

"Game Management in the Southwest." 

I never brought this mamseript to the point of publication 
because right at that moment I began the present Game Survey. 
This has offered the desired opportunity to expand the former 
book into a general text on game management. A rough draft of 
this will be available possibly by the end of this month and the 

thing may be ready for the press by fall. 

Meanwhile I have published a report on the Game Survey, copy 
of which I om sending you under separate cover. I am also sending 
some extracts of the reviews of it and correspondence regarding it. 

The possible outlets for a general text on game management 
have considerably increased since I last saw you. Several univer- 
‘gities have installed courses or are holding research fellowships 
in game, and several additional ones are talking about it. A 
summary of these developments is contained in the inclosed article, 
“The Role of Universities in Game Conservation." 

The purpose of this letter is to inquire whether you would 
be interested in seeing the rough draft of the proposed text. If 

so, I will be glad to send you one and will later call on you to 7 

talk the matter over if you are interested. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl.



Copy to Ovid Butler Pile 

duly 8, 1931 : 

Mr. We. D. Howe 
Charles Seribnerts Sons 
597 Fifth aveme 
New York City 

Dear Mx. Howet 

Three or four years ago our mitual friend Ovid Butler sug- 
gested that I see you concerning the publication of a mamiseript which 
I then had in rough fom, “Deer Manaement in the Southwest." At that 
time you were not interested in the publication because of its local 
character. You did, however, give me some good advice, and I had other 
offers to publish it. 

T never brought it out, however, because just about then I 
undertook the Game Survey, a report on which has now been published. 

T am sending you a copy of it under separate cover, together with a 
synopsis of some of the reviews. 

The field work in conjunction with the Game Survey has given 
me the lone-desired opportunity to expand my former mamsecript into 
a general text. A rough draft of this will be avaflable within 30 

_ Gays, and a final draft will, I hope, be ready for the press by fall. 

: Meanwhile your company has brought out Stoddard's "Bobwhite, * 
which I am confident will set the pace a decade to come in the ficld 
of species monographs. My present text on came management is in one 
sense a companion volume to Stoddard*s book, in that it reduces to 
orderly principles the facts which he and others have discovered. 

Significant changes have also occurred in the possible field 
of demand for 2 game management text. Several universities are offer~ 
ing geme courses, a larger mmber are unlertalking game research, and 
one at least (Michigan) has a game school. My text is afmed princi- 
pally for use in connection with such work, although I have tried also 
to make 1t readable to the deeper thinking class of sportemen. I 
inclose a paper which swmarizes the recent developmonts in the field 
of game educations 

I know, of course, that you are not in the text book field. 
I did not, however, mnt to begin shopping about for a publisher



without letting you know about my mamiscript. If you care to see 
it I can send you a rough draft possibly by the end of this month. 

With idindest regards, and thanicing you for your friendly 
counsel when I last saw you, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

: In Charge, Game Survey : 

Incl,
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July 8, 1931 é 

Dr. He He T. Jackson 

U. Se Biological Survey 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Jacisont 

A few years ago you made me an offer
 for Charles Thomas 

to publish my mamseript “Deer Management in the Southrest."
 : 

T never found the time to polish off that manuscrip
t in : 

accoriance with your suszestions
, but immediately

 afterward I started 

the present Game Survey which has enabl
ed me to exp

and the mamseript
 

into
 

a general text on game manageme
nt. I will have this ready for 

publicatio
n within a month or two. 

Is Mr« Thomas still interested in it? If so, I can send 

you a rough draft for inspection probably by the end of this month. 

Since the time that we last discussed this matter, several 

new game schools and game course
s have been installed, and a mumber 

of additional agricultura
l colleges are talling about game courses. 

I suppose this sort of thing constitutes
 the most assured market for 

a boo
k 

of this Icind and may the
refo

re 

be worth mentionin
g. The de- 

tails of this expansion are given in a paper entitled “The Role of 

Universitie
s in Game Conservatio

n," copy of which I inclose. 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LBOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl.
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Spencer, Indiana 
May 15, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
American Game Associetion, 
14th & K Streets, N. W., 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Through the kindness of Noble Clerk of the 
Wisconsin Experiment Station, I am permitted to 
see a copy of your report on a "Game Survey of 
the North Central States". I am very much 
interested in this work, particularly since it 
seems to point the way for taking some of our 
marginal lands out of production and converting 
them into a great new social asset for our people. 
I shall make some comment on your report in our 
next issue. 

; Just now, I want to inquire about the 
printing of your next volume. Is it already 
contracted? If not, I wonder if I might not 
have an opportunity to bid on the manufacture 
of this volume for our Mid-Land Press at Spencer, 
Indiana. 

If I may give you an estimate on the cost 
of producing this volume in our plant, I would be 
gled to have you forward to me the exact specifi- 
cations. 

Thanking you for whatever consideration you 
can give to this request, and assuring you in 
any case that you are to be sincerely congratulated 
upon this work, I am 

Very sincerely yours, : 

ee Vere ct. 

SRG: BB



May 22, 1931 

Mr. Sammel R. Guard 
Mid-Land Press 
Spencer, Indiana 

Dear Mr. Cuard: 

Thanks for your good word about the Game Survey 
Report. I would appreciate receiving a copy of your issue 
containing the comment on it. 

The corresponding volume about which you inquire 
will not be a printing job paid for by the Institute, but 
rather a publishing job under my personal authorship. ‘The 
volume will be a text on game management, on which I have 
been working for many years and for which the Institute does 
not assume any responsibility. 

If the publishing of such a volume interests you, 

I shall be more than glad to submit it to you upon completion, 
: which will be in the next three or four months. I take it, 

however, that the Mid-Iand Press in which you are interested 
is a printing rather than a publishing house. 

Thanicing you again for your interest, - 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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July 16, 1932 

Major Allan Brooks 
Okanagan Landing : 

i British Columbia, Canada 

: Dear Major Brookst 

My books has gone to the publishers. I am so moh pleased 

with the dlack and white taflpteces that I would like a few more. 

In the event you are so disposed, and can let me heve them at somewhere : 

near the same price, I susgest the followings 

Sees *wistory of Ideas in Game Mamgement." This treats, as 

iv you T remember, of management and Immting practices in former days. 

T would suggest a tailpiece of a falcon on the wrist. 

Chapter VI. “Game Cenms." I would suggest as a tailpiece a “V" of 

V geese, at a distance, or a simple string of geene across the page,~ 

| enough of then to sugeest “eengus.* 

Geapter Td ‘Yeagurenent of Productivity." One of the prominent 

3 of this chapter is the use of antler beam diameter as an index 

& to age. I would suggest a deer skull or a pair of antlers with a 

ealiperg encompassing the beam of the antler a for inches above the base. 

enter "Game Batheties and Zconomies." One of the salient 

if ideas 0. is chapter is that game and non-geme birds are threatened 

by the eame economic forces and their proponents should make 
"eoumon 

cause." T guerest a symbolical drawing showing a heron and a woodduck 

perching on the same snag, or elee a chicadee and a quail perching ou 

the same limb. 

The eats for these tallpileces will presumably not be made 

until after page proof shows the size of the space available at the end 

of each chapter, I feel safe, therefore, in saying that if you can 

do all or any part of these before the end of August they will be in 

times : 

Yours sincerely, ; 

. ALDO LEOPOLD
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May 5, 1932 

Mr. Allan Brooks ' : 
Okanagan Landing 
British Columbia, Canada’ ; 

: Dear Mx. Brooket a 

T em @elighted with the drawiegs and certainly 
appreciate your executing them with sO much eare and thought. 

“1 would like very mach to keep all three of the wash 
drawings, but I cannot afford to. It is with some reluctance 
that I am returning to you the one showing the goshawk stoop- 

ing at a grouse. ; : 2 

I went to mention especially my aiwiration of the one 

‘ with the skunk nosing the eggs. ‘This T think vies with several 

_ of the grouse Grawings for first place. , ; 

: Cheek for $100 is invlonsd. ' 

With kindest regards and thanking you for your valuable ‘ 

contribution to my volume, : ‘ 

4 Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD S ‘
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April 12, 1932 

Mr. Allan Brooks 
Okanggan Landing 
British Columbia 

Dear Mr. Brooks: 

I am sorry there was a misunderstanding about the illus- 

trations for my game management book, 1 had assumed that you were 

working on them. 

I would be glad to have yu go ahead with not to exceed 

$100 worth of work, to consist of (1) a frontispiece wash drawing 
of flying qmail, prairie chickens, or ruffed grouse, full page; 

(2) as many tailpieces in the form of line drawings aa the rest 

of the sum will cover. 

My letter of September 15 contained some 16 magestions for 
tail pieces, of which I now prefer Nos. 4, 5, 6, 8, 12, and 16. I 
would modify 16, however, to refer only to the symbolic desi¢n of 

scythe, axe and gun stacked with a resting game bird on top. 

I realize, of course that there will not be enough left to 

cover anywhere near this mmber of tailpieces, but within these 
limits select the ones which suit you best. 

If you need a copy of the manuscript to refresh your memory, 

let me know and I will send it. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD
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Sept. 15, 1931 

Mr. Allan Brooks 
Okanagan Landing 
British Columbia, Canada 

Dear Mr. Brooks 

The publishers have not yet given me any detailed specifications 
as to paper or format. If these specifications would alter the draw 
ings, you had better withhold any work until you hear from me further. 
If they would not, you can go ahead on my order of between $100 and 
$200 worth of drawings, to consist partly of black and white work 
similar to thot in Phillips’ and Lincoln's book and partly of line 
drawings for tail pieces. ‘the former I cam calling “wash drawings." 

Since you ask me for my suggestions, I am attaching a tabulated 
list of the ideas which drop into my mind, together with an envelop 
containing suggestive make-up to illustrate then. My attempts at 
sketches are of course abominable, but they may be clear enough to 
convey my thoughts. 

The list of course contains many times as much work as the 
order will cover. This is deliberate and will give you considerable 
freedom of choice. I would like, however, for at least half the 
total amount of the order to be in line drawings for tail pieces. 

I realize that some of the suggestions may not be feasible of 
execution. I om rather struck with the merit of Nos. 4, 5, 8, and 

: 16, provided they are feasible of executidn. 

Your suggestions about a series showing different predator types 
is good, but I am afraid would unduly emphasize the predator factor 
4f four of them were used. Of the ones you mention I would prefer 
the slmnk scenting a nest of eggs and the goshawk after a grouse. It 
occurs to me as possible that one of these might be a line drawing 

for a tail piece for the predator chapter. 

I will send you a deposit when I am able to send you the pub- 
lisher's specifications as to paper and format. If you can go ahead 
now and desire a deposit sooner, please let me know. 

Yours sincerely,



Suggested Drawings for "Gane Manacement" 

No. Position Kind Size Subject a 

m4 Frontispiece wash full page Any important mative game animal, preferably a flying flock. 

2 Tailpiece line small Symbolic design of microscope, field glass, or other 
emblem of "science," with a game bird perched thereon 
(to go with last section of Chapter I, "Science as a 
Tool."). 

‘ 3 Tailpiece for line small Symbolic design showing "fast" and "slow" unimpeded 
Chap. II increase curves with a quail perched on the first and 

a bearigit climbing the second. (See chart 3) 

— 4 4 Tailpiece for line small Symbolic design of ruffed grouse or snowshoe rabbit 
Chap. III perched on a “cycle curve," since chapter deals mainly 

with cycles. 

= 5 Tailpiece for line small Symbolic design of hen prairie chicken with "booming" 
Chap. IV cock facing her on each side. To go with last part 

of chapter on "Sex Ratio." ; 

w= 6 Tailpiece for line small Symbolic design illustrating "edge effect." Might consist 
Chap. ¥ of a game bird with a skyline showing grain (cernshocks) 

on one side and woods on the other. 

r Tailpiece for line small Symbolic design of flock of flying birds, with a ruler 
Chap. VI below, since chapter deals with Census and other 

measurements of game population. 

~~ § Tailpiece for line small Rear view of deer jumping over a refuge sign, since 
Chap. VIII chapter deals with refuges. 

9 Tailpiece for line small Pointing or retrieving dog, since chapter deals with 
Chap. IX hunting 

10 Tailpiece for wash full page Stooping sharpshin or goshawk in air, or pouncing cat, 
Chap. X or half page since chapter deals with predators. 

11 Tailpiece for line small Deer drinking, or grouse reachine for buds, since ~ 

Chap. XI chapter deals with food and water



Ho. © Position Kind Size Subject 
= 12 Tailpiece for line small Symbolic design of a scales, with a conventional tree 

Chap. XII on one side and an ear of corn on other, indicating 
that food and cover mst balance. Possibly a game 

bird perched in middle. 

13 Tailpiece for line small Symbolic design showing a tick with a rabbit on one side 

Chap. XIII and a grouse on the other. To indicate “grouse diseas ." 

14 Tailpiece for line small Incubating game bird of any kind, since chapter (as now 
Chap. iV revised) deals with nesting studies. 

15 Beginning of Part wash full page "Some prehistoric mammal, such as an auroch, Irish elk, 

Tit or line or smaller or mastodon, prostrate and impaled by a spear or 
arrow. Or else plunging buffalo with an arrow in 
his ribs. To go with opening section on "What is 

Sport?" 5 

™ 16 End of last line small Symbolic design of a tree, an ear of corn, and a game 
chapter bird or manmal, to go with final paragraph on 

"productivity." (Or else a symbolic design of 
scythe, axe, gun, and resting fame bird, preferably 

quail or prairie chicken.) :
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Septe 1,19%1 

Mr. Allan Brooks © 
Okanagan Landing 
British Columbia, Canada 

Dear Mr. Brooks: 

I an sending you the text of "Game Management" under separate 
cover. 

Your rates sound very reasonable, and I want you to do some 
drawings, = say between $100 ani $200 worth. I will defer the final 
order, however, pending your sugcestions as to what would be suitable, 
and pending my interview with publishers as to kind of paper and general 
format. 

Por the present, in making your suggestions, you can consider 
the format and paper similar to Phillips and Iincoln's "Yaterfowl.* 

Ri This ts a new sort of book, and I would like you to give free 
play to your taste and judgment in planning suitable {llustrations. 
If you éc line drawings it seems to me they would be very suitable 
for the end of chapters, ani as a cover design of some sort. Smaller 
(i.e. not fall page) drawings with level gray backgrounds would also 
be suitable. I mention these in addition to the full page drawings 

I avait your suggestions with interest. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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July 20,1931 

Dr. John C. Phillips ; 
Windykmob 
Wenham, Massachusetts 

Dear Dr. Phillips: 

Thanks very mach for the information about 
artists. I am writing Allan Brooks first, as per copy inclosed. 
If for any reason I cannot make an arrangement with Mr. Brooks 
I may asc you later to show the mamuseript to Mr. Ripley while 
it is in your hands. 

I am sorry to hear that you are not yet fully 
on your feet, and I hope thet your vacation will prove satis- 
factory. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Gane Survey 

Inel.



July 20, 1931 

Mr. Allan Brookes 
Okanagan Landing 
British Columbia 
Canada, 

Dear Mr. Broolss: 

I was 90 much pleased with your illustration in “American 
Waterfowl" by Phillips and Iincoln, that I am writing to aac 
whether you would be willing to make some for my forthcoming 
book on game management, a rough draft of which will be ready 
within a couple of weeks. i 

I would like to have you read this and then make up your 
own mind about the subject matter and style of drawings which 
would be mitable. I am very strong for the dark backecrounds, 
such as in the drawing opposite page 12 of “American Yaterfowl." 
I would like to linit my total investment to a couple hundred 
dollars. I have no arrangeuents yet with a publisher, tut I an 
hoping to use a similar paper ani format to “American Waterfowl.” 

I would appreciate a preliminary word from you as to é 
whether this sounds like a matter you wuld care to take up and 
whether you are willing to read the mamiscript. If so, I will 
send you one within a month. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LaeoPoLpD 
In Charge, Gane Survey
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daly 13,1931 

Dr. John C. Phillips } 
Windylkmob 
Wenham, Massachusetts 

Dear Dr. Phillips: : 

Now that my mamiscript on game management 1s about ready 
for publication I find myself casting longing eyes on the kind of 
illustrations and interpolated sketches which appear in "American 
Waterfowl." 

IT assume from the title page that Allan Brooks did the 
full-page plates and A. IL. Ripley the sketches. I am particularly 
interested in the sketches. ‘ould you mind giving me your personal 
advice as to the possibility of enlisting the services of either or 
both of these gentlemen in connection with my book? I have no idea 
what the rates are for this kind of work but judging by its quality 
I am prepared to believe they are high. I am willing to make a 
personal investment in at least a little of it if it is not entirely 
out of my reach. Possibly you could put in a good word with them 
for the nature and quality of my work. I would be glad to leave sub- 
ject matter and everything like that entirely to their judgment 

: after having supplied then with the manuscript. My experience is : 
such matters is exactly zero but my appreciation of the amount which 
gach work adds to the attractiveness of a book is very high. 

You will of course receive the mamuscript if you are willing 
to read it (see my circular). Any advice you can give me will be 
heartily appreciated. 

I might say that this book will contain a lesser proportion 5 
of graphs and charts than the “Game Survey" and hence it should be 
possible to use unglossed paper. 

Yours sincerely, 

; ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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One year's protection against grazing restroed this covert to a habitable 

condition for quail. ‘The Norway spruces in the foreground were planted by 

the University of Wisconsin to test the value of conifers as escape-cover.
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Chart 2la: Basic Techniques for Artificial Propagation 
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PROPERTIES OF TYPICAL PLANTS SUITABLE FOR ESCAPE-COVERTS FOR UPLAND GAME 
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Photo 19. 

Plantations at Freemont Forest Experiment Station, Colorado, 

' showing how deer have distinguished in their browsing between 

western yellow pine of the same age but different origins. Plot A 

is pine from the Black Hills and has been almost consumed by deer, 
Plot B, partially browsed, is pine from the Leadville Forest. 
Plot C, unbrowsed, is pine from the Sun Isabel Forest. (Photo by 

C. G. Bates, formerly Director, Freemont Station. )
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SHRINKAGE OF OPEN SEASONS AND BAC LIMITS IN THE NORTH CENTRAL STATES 

(The curves show by years the average mmber of days open season allowed for each species. 5 
The figures adjacent to each curve indicate progressive changes in daily bag limit. A 
separate curve shows the average open season for all species. In figuring bag limits states 
totally closed and states with no bag limits have been disregarded.) 
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SHRINKAGE OF OPEN SEASONS AND BAG LIMITS IN THE NORTH CENTRAL STATES 

(The curves show by yeare the average mumber of days open season allowed for each species. e 
The figures adjacent to each curve indicate progressive changes in daily bag limit. A 
separate curve shows the average open season for all species. In figuring bag limits states 
totally closed and states with no bag limits have been disregarded.) 
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SHRINKAGE OF OPEN SEASONS AND BAG LIMITS IM THE NORTH CENTRAL STATES 

(The curves show by years the average mumber of days open season allowed for each species = The figures adjacent to each curve indicate progressive changes in daily bag limit. A 
separate curve shows the average open season for all species. In figuring bag limits states totally closed and states with no bag limits have been disregarded.) 
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SHRINKAGE OF OPEN SEASONS AND BAG LIMITS IN THE NORTH CENTRAL STATES 

(The curves show by years the averaze mumber of days open season cllored for each species. 
The figures adjacent to each curve indicate progressive changes in daily bag limit. A 
separate curve shows the averaze open season for all species. In figuring bag limits states 
totally closed and states with no bag limits have been disregarded.) 
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Breeding | Average number of young ver year 
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1. May have nested twice 5. Litters per year uncertain. Potential may be higher 9. Litter 1-4, averace 2, breed only alternate years 

2. May not breed till second year 6. Young 1-3, averaze about 1.5 10. May breed only alternate years 
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Chart 15: Frequency of Antler Classes in Anmal Kill. 
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Chart 15: Frequency of Antler Classes in Annual Kill 
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f~ = a 

Table 1b. 

: z BREEDING HABITS AND BREEDING POTENTIAL OF AMERICAN GAME MAMMALS IN THE WILD : 

: 1 3 2 3 3 3 a : 5 3 

:Minimum : 3 3 : 3 3 3 : 
sAge of : Young : Litters : Young : : Femeles :Gestation: Maxinum : 

epcses Bearing: Per : Per : Per :“@ting : servea : (days) Longevity: Authorities 
sYoung _: Litter _: Year 3: Year: :By 1 Male: : (years) : 

Cottontail Rabbit 2 AL St lat = 8. s0r aye : 2, 3, 4, Seton 2, durtinweaarrn 4. Dice 

Snowshce Rabbit s— 2. : (2-4) 2: 2 2 + t “Pri 7 a 30% 8 7 : 2, 2-3, 4, Seton 
: 3 : sometimes : : Ss : : 3 

Fox Squirrel ee, 3 (2-4) 3: 2 ft att 1e ost 2-10 3 1, 2, 3, 5, Seton 
: : :(in South) : 3 : : : : : 

Gray Squirrel * 2 + ($5): 2 5 6? 2s) Pro: +t : Ww : 15 : 1, 2, 3,4, 5, Seton 
3 : : sometimes = 3 : 3 : : 

——— a SE 
Whitetail Deer = 2-0-0 e 1 P15 Pp § 2 8 205-212) TS  ' 1, Lents; 2, Newsom, ‘Seton; = : 

: : : : : 35 4, Lantz, Shiras §, 6 ..ih anna 

Mule Deer 4 2 Fa3)1.5t 1 Peo Pa te | alo * 2, Hall, Seton; 4, Hall 

Columbian Blackteil : 3 8 : : : : ; 
Deer ioe *(1-3) .F a : [2-5] 2 tl : ? 27.200 * 2, Seton; 4, Rampoint 

Blk (Wapiti) ea Gre) tt ee re ? * 29-262 ? + 2, Roosevelt, Seton; 3, 4, Seton 

Moose see (ies) 1 eae Ot| GaP Ta eleeeloas 71, 3, 4, Seton; 2, Roosevelt 

Woodland Caribou ft * (1-2) 1: 1 va Sa! ? = ely * 4, Seton 

Rocky Mountain Sheep * 3 + (1-2) 2? as tio ee e. * -39et §- gor * 2, 5,4, 5, Sates 

Mountain Goat ce 2 (1-2) 1 1 j=. 2 et 4 1? : TsO? 2 = ep 21, 2h, 9, Seton, 

Antelope 22(or 37): (2-3) 2: a; 2-3 oP : ? 2 aber: : 2, Seton, Skinner, Nelson, 
z : : : as : 2 : : Roosevelt; 4, Skinner 

American Buffalo $3 : (1-2) 1: 1? Pp -1t - F : 22a t ak 21, 2, 3,4, 5, Seton 

Black Bear 2B or)sr: (1-4) 2: Ve 21 st 1 T= 22h soe 21, 2, 3, 5, Seton; 4, Skinner 

Grizzly Bear (2 on) 37: (1-4) 2: 1/2 {23> ti Ae eee : 1, 2, 4, Wright; 3, Seton 

NOTE: Figures in brackets are assumptions 

Figures with question mark are backed by authority, 

but the writer doubts whether they are revresentative. 
In the column "Mating", M = monogamous, P = polygamous, Pr = promiscuous



: i BREEDING HABITS AND BREEDING POTENTIAL OF AMERICAN GAME MAMMALS IN THE WILD 

i i 3 2 : 5; : Y z 5 : 

Minimum : 3 3 3 3 3 3 
aoe sAge of : Young : Litters : Young : 3: Females :Gestation: Maximum : 

Bpectes :Bearing : Per : Per : Per :Mating : servea : (days) :Longevity: Authorities 
zYoung =: Litter : Year 2 Year: :By 1 Male: : (years) : 

Cottontail Rabbit 2 (2) os OT) os (3-4) 32: le? ot Pro: ? > 30? oo: : 2, 3, 4, Seton 

Snowshee Rabbit : 1 : (2-4) 2: 2 : : Pr? : ? : 30? : 7? : 1, 2, 3, U, Seton 
3 3 : sometimes : : 2. 3 : 3 

Fox Squirrel 2 21 : (2-4) 3: 2 > 6? : MP: 1? oo: : 10 : 1, 2, 3, 5, Seton 
: : :(in South) : : : t : : : 

Gray Squirrel : 62 : (3-5) 3 2 : 8? : Pr : ? : We 2 15 : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Seton 
3 3 : sometimes : : ; 3 3 3 

rn 
Whitetail Deer > 2 *(1-4) LF z 7 1.5 ' P ; ? ® 205-212 ? ‘1, Lantz; 2, Newsom, Seton; . 

: : : i 7 : i : ‘ 3, 4, Lantz, Shiras 

Mule Deer i 2 7(1-3)1.54' 1 ¢ ges PB ° ? * 195-210 + * 2, Hall, Seton; 4, Hall 

Columbian Blacktail : % . 3 : 3 a : 

Deer i @ (1-3) fi.¥ 1 ?hee} if): ? * 200 ‘ 2, Seton; 4, Rampoint 

Blk (Wapiti) = 3 * (1-2) 1? 1 - 41 ft p 3 ? * alig-262 : * 2, Roosevelt, Seton; 3, 4, Seton 

Moose h 2 F (a3) 1 * Best Po ot ot  # akeahe t * 1, 3, 4, Seton; 2, Roosevelt 

Woodland Caribou = * (1-2) 12! 2 : : [p] : ? bai? ‘4, Seton 

Rocky Mountain Sheep + 3 2 (1-2) 2 1 * fi.sq]? : ? = 1507 * «©0207 = * 2, 3, 4, 5, Seton 

Mountain Goat : 2 : (1-2) 1: 1 : l1o:M os: 17, 0: «©1807 «+ ©«©1e? «6 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Seton 

Antelope r2(or 37): (2-3) 2: a 2° 2 3: P : ? : ebro: : 2, Seton, Skinner, Nelson, 
2 : : : “3 : : : : Roosevelt; 4, Skinner 

American Buffalo 2: 3 : (1-2) 1: 1? : to: P : 2 285: Bu :1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Seton 

Black Bear > B orjur: (1-4) 2 : 12 2 lo: Mo: 1 : 225 3: a : 1, 2, 3, 5, Seton; 4, Skinner 

Grizzly Bear 22 or]3?: (1-4) 2: 1/2 : 1lo:M : 1? 2 225 3: : 1, 2, 4, Wright; 3, Seton 

NOTE: Figures in brackets are assumptions 
Figures with question mark are backed by authority, 

but the writer doubts whether they are representative. : 
In the column "Mating", M = monogamous, P = polygamous, Pr = promiscuous
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Chart 22. 

Populations of People & Grouse in Scotland (Ml) & Wisconsin (ZZ) 

In Relation to Intensity of Management Aldo Leopold 3-23-31 
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Populations of People & Grouse in Scotland (MM) & Wisconsin (Z@) 
In Relation to Intensity of Manazement Aldo Leopold 3-23-31 
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i Table la. : 

BREEDING HABITS AND BREEDING POTENTIAL OF AMERICAN GAME BIRDS IN THE WILD 

pera a Pema. eg we fees Ce 
J iiaimas 7 ? t ? t : t 7 \ 

tage of 1 Rege Per Clutch : Broods : Young t :Penales Incubation: Maximum : CP erPur, 
ae tBearing : (Mfin.-Max.) Aver.:Per Year : Per :"8*4€ :served : (days) Longevity: ee Se Urttracans } 

tYoung i Year_t :By 1 Male: : (years) + ¢ 
t ' t t t a t t ' 

Bobwhite Quail 1a : °(8-24) 14.4 : 1 +: WM os M £1 (3 bys 23-1/2 + 10+ +: 1,2,4,5,Stoddard; 3, Coleman 
: : : : : : forced : : 
’ : : ' : mating): t ’ 
Mae asa bs : : bd ' (a : t : 

California and : @) + (3-17) 15 : (lear) a: 25 2 [wu]: (2) + al-23 : 2, MoLean,Grimell; 4,¢r 
Valley Quail : : : : : : : : : ie “ore 

t t t t + : t t t ’ 
Gembel Quail : BP) +: GQoaz) az el a ane ECE pays 8 meee: t 2 ,Bailey,Grinnell,MeLean; 

t : : : : : : : : 4, Grimnela 
: : : : : : : : : 

Scaled Quail : fa): (9-18) a3 OBE ae yl Cog, olen : 2, Ligon; 4, Bergtola 
: : t t : : : : : 

Ringneck Pheasant a8 + (7-26) 11.5 a (1-3t) 1: 12 ot) PO t(aesr) at 22  : 15 (4 1,2,ight,Grinnell, Beebe; rn’ 
: : : : : : : : 1 OTE Seeeber MeBetgnal ls 5yMaxwel1 , S« De 

: : : : t : : : : Caen Weft ’ 
Hungarian Partridge : 1 + (126) 15 eS ie aE Ge ile ke t Qeob o: t 1,2,3,Maxwell; 4,Bergtold 

: : : : : : : : : 
Ruffed Grouse : ) + (say) at : 3] 6G Eh ee : Bae : ,2,Forbush,Grinnell; 3, 

j + + t t : + + + : Grinnell; 4,Bergtold 
: : : : : : : : : 

Blue (Dusky) Grouse =: [i] + 7 eB eT ee ee ose els t  ,2,Agon,Grinnell; 4,Grinnell 
: : : : : : : : : 

Pinnated Grouse ? G1 Ganws + fia: ees t (21-281)=1 : 2, Bogardus,Gross; 3,44,Bergtold, 
: : : : : : rg 8 :  Bogardus 
: : t : t t : : t 4 

Sharpteil Grouse : @) + Candas + GJ: a2 : ptt 7 2 About at : > 3, 4, Grinnell; 2, Schatat 
: : : : : t ' : : 

' Sagehen 5 : BP) : (p98 Se eee Seen ace keine t  ?,Batley,@rinnell;, Grinnell 
: t : t t t oF + t 

Waitewing Dove a fal os Cade Pei Nee om HR 2) Fee aia 1 2,Grinnell,Bailey; 4, 
nN : : : : : : : : t Bergtold 

: : : : : : : : : 
Bandtatl Pigeon : f) : (Gaya ed) ele a Ma) cea oie! vimeeo) 1 2,Grinnell; 4,Bergtolé 

: : : : t : : t : & 
Mourning Dove TBE ise tom t Ws Mt) 2 2 about dhe 2 2,Leopold; 3,4,Grinnell 

: : ' : : : : : : 
Passenger Pigeon : BJ) + Gea eieevan ar ea Be eo at ? 2,Forbush,Barrows;4,Bergtold 

t t t t : : t : : 
Wild Turkey re + (10-18) 1a? ' f OE eae 26 : : 1, 3, 4, Quarles; 2, Barrows 

(hens 1)? t 2 2 t 2 t t Tt Rondoale, 
: t 1 : : : : : t 

Merriam Turkey 42" 2988 ' @ fae ip eae : (26-28): t 1,Idgon}2,Ligon, Batley 
3 L 1 i i i i i 2 

( t t * ? ? 7 t ¥ 7 
Mallard 2 1 t (6-25) 10 @ 1 2: fo) stor Pr (%5)22 28 2 1 1, 2, Bent, Grinnell; 3, 4, Job, 

: : ' : : : : : : ‘Grinnell 
: ' ' : Y t + + t 

Bleckiuek 1 1. t (612) 9 blo Set : + 26e28 t 1 1,2,Bent,Grinnell; 4,Beretola, Job 
' : : : : : : : : 

Bluewing Teal ' B] + (615) 1 PTE LIED : i ateas t t 2,Bent,Grinnell; 4, Bergtold,Job 
: ' : : : : : : 

Cinnamon Teal : §) + (6-13) 9) Ba oes 2 t at-23 t  2,Grinnell; 4,Zergtold 
: : : 3 : z : : 

Greenwing Teal : B) : (6-18) 12 ALD hea saal se 3 $ 21-23 ¢ + 2,Bent,Grinnell; 4,Bergtold 
: : 3 : : : t : 

Beldpate t BJ + 12) 10 1B) (irecaa as : : : t 2,Bent,Grinnell 
' ' : + ? Mr-t- - 17 : t t 

Shoveller ' 6) (6-24) 12 ee eae rs : : BOS # t  2,Bent,Grinnell; 4,Bergtold 
' ' : t + : : + t 

Godwall 1B): Gann #) dea aa ie : 1 ee :  2,Bent,Grinnell;!:,Beretold, Job 
: ' ? : t : : t t 

Pintail + BJ) + (22) 10 e Vain iver : t 22-23 t 13# 1 2,Bent,Grinnell; \,Bergtold; 
' : : t : : : : 1 5,lincoln 
' : + + : + : : i : 

Cenvasback +B) + (9) : fl 1a : : : t  2,Bent, Grinnell 
' : ? t : + : t t 

Redhead + B) + aors) an ea : a Mom t  2,Bent,Grinnells,Bergtola, Job 
: : 2 : : : : : : 

Lesser Scamp t fp] + (6-25) 10 ey 40s : : : :  2,Bent, Grinnell 
' ' : ' t : + 3 t 

Canada Goose 5 t (Ue10) 6 ’ Oo 4) 8 eS 1 28-30 3). € 3 1,Job; 2,Bent,Grinnell; 3,Job; 
: : : : : : : th poor 1 yBeretold i yc A\ Tin 
' t t + t 2 : : + cc 

Snow Goose : fe) : os) 6 1 Be ee ees 1 1,3,Satton; 2, Sutton, Zent, 
' 2 : : : t : ¥ : Grinnell; 4,Beretold 

Maite-fronted Goose : 7% + (67) 6 eer ees. Daas : : 2,Bent,Grinnell; 
: : : : : : : : : 

Whistling Swan 22=32(57): (2-7) 5 : fo Su See Meet Lee [35-vor) : 100? : 1,Bent; 2,Bent,Grinnell;3,Job; 
: : : t : : : : t : U,peretola 

: : : : : : : t : 
Sandhill Crane ee ’ 2 ’ f | Se ’ t about 30: 4or : 2,Grinnell; 4,3ergtold 

+ + t : t : ' t t 
Wilsonts Snipe ior et): Seda eee iadly sieht + 1,2,Forbush, Grinnell 

: : t +8 : t ? ? : 
Woodcock tL(ort2t): (3-4) 3 eb a ar Od) oe i) © eee: 2 1,2,Forbush; 4,Bergtold 

: : : : t ' : : : 

” Nome: Figures in brackets are assumptions 
Figures with question mark are backed by authority, but the writer 

doubts whether they are representative 
In the column "Mating", M = monogamous, P = polygamous, Pr = promiscuous ‘
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BREEDING HABITS AND BREEDING POTENTIAL OF AMERICAN GAME BIRDS IN THE WILD 

PE LORINY so 3 3 z feign sey naaeae 
tMininmum ¢ t t t : t t t 

ES tage of : Eggs Per Clutch : Broods : Young t,, :Females :Incubation: Maximum : 
Spectes: :Bearing : (Min.-Max.) Aver.:Per Year: Per :“8*49E :served : (days) :Longevity: snchonteiae 

es ee 2 z : Year 2: :By 1 Male: 2 ear: £ 
: : : t : t 7 t t 

Bobwhite Quail ai) ake : °(8-24) We : < : Wo: M +1 (3 dy: 23-1/2 +: 10+ +: 1,2,4,5,Stoddard; 3,Coleman 
: : : : : : forced t : : 
z t : : t : mating): : : 
: : : : : : : : : 

California and : GJ: (23-17) 15 : (lear) a: 15: Pe]: 2 © 21-035. = ! 2, MeLean,Grimnell; 4, 
Valley Quail : 2 : : : M4 : a z : : Se EE 

: : : : : : : : : 
Gambel Quail : BJ: (027) 212 : 1 2 12 2 il: Bb] : aaah: : 2 ,Bailey,Grinnell,McLean; 

: : : : : 2 : : : 4, Grinnell 
: : : : : : : : : 

Scaled Quail : BJ: (918) 13 t Rl e455: Dae ets : 2, Lions 4, Bergtold 

Ringneck Pheasant a : (7-16) 1.5 : (1-32) a: no: Po t(esr) 22 2: 15 1? 1,2,Wight,Grinnell, Beebe; = 
2 : z 2 i : : z t 3,Beebe; 4,Grinnell; 5,Maxvell 

Eungarian Partridge : 1 : (#16) 15 ee ee ee 1 1,2,3,Maxwell; ¥,Beretold 

Ruffed Grouse : BJ : (sa ir a Gl) cyanea et qe : ,2,Forbush,Grinnell; 3, 
. : : t 2 t : : t : Grinnell; 4,Beretold 

: : : : : : : 2 : 
Blue (Dusky) Grouse =: [2] : 7 Fe Nh cite antag eet eee, : About 21:  ,2,Tdgon,Crinnell; 4,Grinnell 

Pinnated Grouse 2 fl + Gaz) ans > Plo: ui: pre 2 (21-282)=1 : 2, Bogardus,Gross; 3,l,Beretola, 
: : : : : : ge ose : -Bogardus 

Sharvtail Grouse : f) oo: (anawe oo: GP) : a2: pr: 2 t About 21: + 2+ 3.4, Grinnell; 2, Schmidt 

Sazeken <i 2 Cees +B) te 2 Bee eG :  ?,Bafley,¢rinnell;!, Grinnell 
: t : : : t po t t 

Whitewing Dove : fl os (a3) 2 pl st Odie pie 2 ae: : 2,Grinnell,Bailey; 4, 
: : : : : : : : : Bergtold 

Bandtail Pigeon > fl : @ea fa fa dpe Ey i eco t  2,0rimell; \,Bergtold 

Mourning Dove ‘Bl: 2 ta : Wo: Mo: 1 2 About ae :  2,Leopol@; 3,¥4,Grinnell 

Passenger Pigeon : fy : (1-2) 1 r(ie27ar; rt Be) : Q] tye :  2,Forbush, Barrows; 44, Bergtold 
i : : : : : : t : 

Wild Turkey ee 2 (10-18) 127 : BI ¢ 24 8 ee) 4 28 : : 1, 3, 4, Quarles; 2, Barrows 
(hens 1)! : : z 3 : 3 : 
: : : : : : : : : 

Merriam Turkey : 2 +t 912 5 Q $2 2p Boye : [e6-28]:  1,Iigon;2, Ligon, Batley 
2 : : : : : : : : 

Mallara 2 1 + (6-25) 10 : o1 3 lo) torr: (35)2: 28 1 1, 2, Bent, Grinnell; 3, 4, Job, 
: t : : : : : : : Grinnell 
t : t t Y t : t : 

. Bleckduck £2 2 (6-12) 9 3 f # Of 3 2 26028  1,2,Bent,Grinnell; 4,Bergtold,Job 

Bluewing Teal : fh) + (15) nu aulteeo oes : 2 21-23 t  2,Bent,Grinnell; 4,Bergtold,Job 

Cinnamon Teal : BP] + (6-23) o : iE} : oF : a). elaagin® ? 2,Grinnell; 4,Bergtold 
: : : : : : : : : 

Greenwing Teal : B) + (18) n #0 D(a) (s aay 3 1 e1ses ¢ : 2,Bent,Grinnell; 4,Beretold 
: : : : : : : : : 

Balapate : BP] + (612) 10 lens aor : : 2 ?  2,Bent,Grinnell 
t a : : t M?-t- - 17 : t t 

Shoveller : BP) + aan ga 4 ay 3 : a) re) ae }  2,Bent,Grinnell; 4,Beretold 

Gadwall : BO) + (a3) : Ol 2 an 3 : : 2 t 2,Bent,Grinnell;4,Bergtold, Job 
: : : 2 : : 2 : : 

Pintail : BJ) + (612) 10 ep 2 9 4 : : 22023  13# 1 2,Bent,Grinnell; ':,Bergtold; 
: : : : : 2 : : t 5,Tancoln 

Cenvasback + BJ) + (7-9) 3 iB} t Boa 3 : 3 ?  2,Bent, Grinnell 

Redhead : BJ +: G@oars) 2 ifs ers es eh : 2,Bent,Grinnell;4,Bergtold,Job 

Lesser Scaup : fp] + (615) 10 2 ci 20° : : : :  2,Bent,Grinnell 

Canada Goose 2: (20) 6 > Pf} : 6 : wot 2 t ee30 t LiJobs 2,Bent,Grinnells 3,Jobs 
: : : : : z : :\ 2007 + UyBeretoza 
: : : : : 2 t : : 

Snow Goose : f) : (es) 6 NG) Oe cat eae es ae veescon ay 1 1,3,Sutton; 2,Sutton,2ent, 
t ? & : 2 2 3 Y : Grinnell; 4,Beretold 

Waite-fronted Goose : 7 +: (67) 6 tof}: 6 2 fa |G): : : 2,Bent, Grinnell; 

Whistling Swan 22-32(52): (2-7) 5 : PJ : 5 : Mw ot 2  ¢ [35-kor): 100? : 2,Bent; 2,Rent,crinnell;3,Job; 
: : : : : : : t : 4yBeretola 

Sandhill Crane Be ee a : ea] t 2 os : t about 30: 40? : 2,Grinnell; 4,Bergtold 

Wilson!s Snipe (or 27): u 2 Oi fw er tse eeod  1,2,Forbush, Grinnell 

Woodcock il(or'2r): (34M) 37 : Bl = 3 +09 : GB) : 2a : 3 1,2,Forbush; 4,Beretold 
: : : : : : : : : 

“ NOE: Figures in brackets are assumptions : 
Figures with question mark are backed by authority, but the writer 

doubts whether they are representative 
In the column "Mating", M = monogamous, P = polygamous, Pr = promiscuous
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Plate IV. Fige I 

a Food of the adult pheasant showing varying proportions of each by 
ae bulk from month to month, and the relative proportion of each in the 

, aggregate annual food based upon the examination of the contents of 
139 stomachs. The percentage of each of these in the total food is 
shown in Table III. 
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Plate IV. Fig. IT 

Principle items of food of adult pheasants showing the relative 

proportion of each by bulk for the year, based upon the examination 

of the contents of 139 stomachs.



Chart 6. 

INTERSPERSION OF TYPES - RELATION TO MOBILITY & DENSITY OF QUAIL 
(SAME TYPES AND SAME TOTAL AREA OF EACH) 

A:Poor Interspersion (I Covey) B: Good Interspersion (6 Covies) 
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(SAME TYPES AND SAME TOTAL AREA OF EACH) 
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INTERSPERSION OF TYPES - RELATION TO MOBILITY & DENSITY OF QUAIL 
(SAME TYPES AND SAME TOTAL AREA OF EACH) | 
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Chart 4. 

Sensitivity of Breeding Curve in Deer 
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EFFECT OF BARRENNESS AN? SIZE & KIN 
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: BREEDING POTENTIAL TABLES 

Unimpeded Increase Rate of Populations 

‘ (Starts with one adult pair. Assumes sex ratio 50:50. Disregards longevity 
but all progressions ston at 30 yrs. or 5000 pomulation. Figures as of Jan.1) 
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; BREEDING POTENTIAL TABLES 

| Unimpeded Increase Rate of Populations 

= (Starts with one adult pair. Assumes sex ratio 50:50. Disregards longevity 
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Photo 19. 

Plantations at Freemont Forest Experiment Station, Colorado, 

showing how deer have distinguished in their browsing between 
western yellow pine of the same age but different origins. Plot A 
is pine from the Black Hills and has been almost consumed by deer. 
Plot B, partially browsed, is pine from the Leadville Forest. 

Plot C, unbrowsed ,is pine from the Sun Isabel Forest. (Photo by 

C. G. Bates, formerly Director, Freemont Station.)
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Photo 21. 

Norway spruce under black locust grows faster than away from locust. 

In the upper picture, under locust, the trees are thrice a man's height; 

in the lower one, only twice. The locust, like alfalfa, fixes nitrogen 

from the air. (Photo by Michigan School of Forestry and Conservation. ) 1y & v
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Photo 21. 

Norway spruce under black locust grows faster than away from locust. 

In the upper picture, under locust, the trees are thrice a man's height; pp z ’ gat; 

in the lower one, only twice. The locust, like alfalfa, fixes nitrogen y g 
from the air. (Photo by Michigan School of Forestry and Conservation. )
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‘SUCCESS OF GAME BIRD TRANSPLANTATION 
Tabulated from "Wild Birds Introduced or Traneplanted in North America"? by John 0. Phillips 

(Additional observations by the Gane Survey in brackets; by W. L, Mcatee, "Gane Birds Suitable for Naturalizing in U.S.," in parentheses.) 
Peet ae eS eee rs Ne Te ER Oe nee ee Re 

: Failure : : Beteblichrent 
PD 3 TT 2 un 

Species : (a) Dispersal : (b) Straggling : (a) Partial, : (e) Recessive : (2) Complete 
i (Disappeared without : (Bred at firet but : (Survived but did not : (With aid of artificial propagation ; (or very moderate) : 
: breeding) : gredually disappeared) : spread) : oF restocking) : : 

EXOTICS INTRODUCED : . + : : : : 

Ringneck Pheasant (various : i Md., Del., Va., W.Va., ¢ : [Sapetioe Isi., Ga.] : New England N. to Cent. NH. ¢ tx] Ohio, 8. Ont., 8. Lake States, 
nixtures of races) : SNe. : : : Oregon & Wash, (8. 8.0.) 1B, C083, Jaan, Yont. Wyo.» 

: : (8. Ohio, 8. Ind. |: : : (Cent. N.C.) 3 te 8, Dak,, [N. Ta.) (Neb.) 
3 : 8. T11., Mo., Kies.) : : g : N. Cal.) i: 

Reeves Pheasant : : Wash. HJ. : : : : 
Golden Pheasant  Calif., Wash., B.¢., Vas: T11. : : : : 

Silver Pheasant : : [Fayette co, Ind.J, + : : : 
: SPB Gs whe : : : 

Hungerian Partridge 2 8.C., Ga., Fla., Miss. : fito., Miss,, rest of : [S. Me., Cent. Conn., 2 [8.8. Minn, Ww. Wis]  (Spote in Colo., Pa., N.Y., + [W, Ohto, N.E. Ind., MLE, 112, 
3 : 'til,, ind) 4 Onto] : — N. ko] 2 } Nude, S.B. idaho, N. Utah, : ” S.E, Wie., NW. te. 8.0. inn] 
: i Rest Of Conn., Pa,, : W.E. Ys, E. Pas : : Cent! Wyo,, 8. Mannitobs,’ : H.W, Ken,, 8. Alberta, ’S.i1. sask., 
: : N.S., Ark., Kans, : : Nova Scotia’) : 8. B.G!, Wt, Idaho, wont., Mash., 
: : Cal, : : : : Oreg.? 

Guinea Fowl : i dekyl Tel., Ge., Cel. ¢ : : : 
Black Grouse ? Grand el, Mich., B.C., : Newfoundland, N.Y. 9: : : : 

: Me., Ond. : : : : : 
Capercailzie i Me., N.Y., Newfoundland,: Grand Isl, uich., Ont. : : : : 

2 8.0, : : : : : 

Red Legged Partridge : Tl + : : : : 

Egyptian Migratory Quail 3 Quebec, Ont., Me., N.H,,: Vermont : : : : 
: Mases, Wt, Nude," : i : : 
1 Pas, ¥a., Ohio : : { : i 

Migratory Chinese Quail  Wash,, Cali, $ : : : : 

Asiatic Sand Grouse : Wash., Oreg. : : : : : 

NATIVES TRANSPLANTED OUTSIDE 3 : : : : i 
THEIR NATURAL RANGE : : : : : : 

Wild Turkey i Galif., Oreg., Wash. 2 NW. Ariz, : : t 

Pinnated Grouse 1 Calif., Wash, tMd., Me., Vt., N.Y., ¢ : : : 
: : laes,,'N.J.; Pas: : : : 

Sharptail Grouse i Md., Conn., Mass., Vt., ¢ : : : : 
Grand Tel. Mich? : : : : t 

Scaled quail 8. Cent, Wash., La., Fla, : : : iW. Ken.?, 8.2. Colo.? 
"8, Cent. Ga, : : : : : 

2 tM. Y. :Md,, Del., T11., Yo, ¢ : : i Nev., N. & 8, Cent, Idaho, Oreg., california quail ph fd, Del.» T., Wo. f : : Utah, 8.0. Wash.?, 8.7, B.C. 

Gambel Quail i Pa., Ky., Okla,, E. Colo: Mass., Wash. fM. NwMex., NE. Ariz., —¢ : tM, Colo. 
ns a : : ‘San Clesente Tel, Celif.: : : 

Mountain Quail i Mass., Ala,, Neb., N.0.?: f Vancouver & 8.1, B.C. : : t Wash.?, ". Idaho? 
Mont, : : : : : 

Bobwhite 3 Nova Scotia, 8. Dax., : Calif., N. Colo., B.C. : E, N.Mex., Cent, Colo. : i Uteh, W. Mont., S.E. Wyo. } Perte of Wash., Oreg., Idaho, 
: Manitobs : : : : : E, Golo. 

1 technical Bulletin Wo, 61, Biological Survey, U. 8. D. A., April, 1928. 
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Map 17 

Game Refuge Pattern in New Mexico 
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It will be seen that the soils of the state may be roughly divided into two Classes, 
drift soils and loess soils, and that further divisions may then be made into various 
drift and loess soils because of differences in period of formation, characteristics and 

general composition. More accurate information demands, however, that further 
divisions be made. The different drift and loess soils contain large numbers of soil 
types which vary among themselves, and each of these should receive special at- 

tention. 

THE SOIL SURVEY BY COUNTIES 

It is apparent that a general survey of the soils of the state can give only a very gen- 
eral idea of soil conditions. Soils vary so widely in character and composition, depend- 
ing on many other factors than their source, that definite knowledge concerning their 
needs can be secured only by thoro and complete study of them in place in small areas. 
Climatic conditions, topography, depth and character of soil, chemical and mechanical 
composition and all other factors affecting crop production must be considered. ‘ 

This is what is accomplished by the soil survey of the state by counties, and hence the 
needs of individual soils and proper systems of management may be worked out in much 
greater detail and be much more complete than would be possible by merely considering 
the large areas separated on the basis of their geological origin. In other words, while 
the unit in the general survey is the geological history of the soil area, in the soil survey 
by counties or any other small area, the unit is the soil type. 

GENERAL SOIL CHARACTERISTICS 

Soil types possess more or less definite characteristics which may be determined 
largely in the field, altho some laboratory study is necessary for final disposition. Usu- 
ally the line of separation between adjoining soil types is quite distinct and it is a sim- 
ple matter to locate the type boundaries. In some cases, however, there is a gradation 
from one type to another and then the boundaries may be fixed only with great dif- 
ficulty. The error introduced into soil survey work from this source is very small and 
need cause little concern. 
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